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JAJS^ UA R r 1S9S,
I. The Electrical Properties of Pure Substances. — Part I. The
Preparation of Pure Nitrogen and attempts to Condense it.
By Professor R. Theelfall*,
[Plate I.]
IN 1886 a paper was published in the Proceedings of the
Royal Society by Professor J. J. Thomson and myself,
^' On an Effect produced by the passage of an Electric Discharge through Pure Nitrogen." The effect in question was
briefly as follows :— When a nitrogen tube provided with a
small mercury or sulphuric-acid gauge is exhausted to a pressure of about 8 millim. of mercury and then sparked with a
discharge too small to heat the tube in a sensible manner, a
diminution of the elastic force of the enclosed gas is observed.
This diminution was found to be independent of the size or
material of the electrodes, of the volume of the tube or the
extent of its surface, but to depend on the kind of discharge
employed, and its duration ; on the temperature and pressure
of the gas in the tube during the process of sparking and
afterwards. Arguing by exclusion, we attributed the diminution of pressure to a condensation of nitrogen molecules,
similar to the condensation which oxygen undergoes when
converted into ozone.
This property of nitrogen, if established, would be of undoubted interest, and consequently in 1889 I undertook a
* Communicated by the Author.

PUL Mag, S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 212. Jan, 1893.
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repetition of the experiments with a view to testing our conclusions byan extended examination of the phenomena in
question. This investigation has proved a most laborious
task; and it was not until December 1891 that I finally
satisfied myself that the effect was due to the combination of
nitrogen with the mercury of the pressure-gauge under the
infiuence of the electric discharge, and in the presence, as I
think, of a minute trace of some other substance whose nature
I have not been able to determine.
The experiments to be described leave little doubt that pure
nitrogen at ordinary temperatures does not condense in the
same way that oxygen condenses, whether the discharge be
by means of external electrodes or by means of wires fused
into the tube. Since these experiments form the startingpoint of other researches, I will begin by an account of a
method by which pure nitrogen may be most advantageously
prepared. Singularly enough this apparently simple chemical
problem has not, so far as I know, been solved hitherto. Stas,
in his researches, makes the remark that nitrogen is easily
obtained pure (^Bulletin de F Academic Roy ale des Sciences de
Belgique, 1860, ser. 2, t. x. p. 254); and this remark may
very possibly have produced misunderstanding — everything
depends on what is meant by the word pure. The fundamental
principles in all processes of purification are :— 1st, that
reagents used to remove any impurity must really keep the
impurity when they have got it, and not liberate it oi- its
equivalent through any instability of the compounds formed ;
and 2nd, that the reagents themselves must not give rise to
impurities. As an example of a common violation of the first
principle, I will mention the absorption of sulphuretted hydrogen, sulphur dioxide, or the oxides of nitrogen, by potash or
soda ; and of the second, the use of imperfectly prepared phosphorus pentoxide. Trouble arising from layers of air or
other gases condensed on the surfaces of glass vessels can
only be relieved by arranging the method of production of
the gas required in such a way that the glass surfaces may
remain for weeks or months in contact with the gas under
experiment, otherwise completely purified. If mercury be in
contact with glass in any part of the apparatus, then, as I
believe, it is impossible by ordinary means to be sure that the
glass is ever completely denuded of its primitive layers of gas.
I append a list of some of the various ways in which nitrogen
has been prepared for careful work, and shall, I think, be able
to show that all these processes are open to objection, at all
events where a continuous supply of gas is necessary. The
list is short, because nearly all experimenters simply state that
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thej used pure nitrogen without giving details of its method
of preparation.
Name.
J. S. Stas . .

Reference.
Bull de VAcad. de
Belgique, vol. x.
p. 254.

Neuman

Olzewski

J. fi'w prk. Chemie,
[2] xxxvii. p. 342.
..

H. Deslandres.

Wien. Anzeiger,
March 1884.
C. R. xcviii. p. 982.
C. S. J. 1876;
Chem. News,
xxxiii. p. 90.
C.R. ci. p. 1256.

W. Gibbs

Ber. X. p. 1387.

N. W. Fisher.

Pogg. Ann. xvii.

Begnault ....
Wiillner
....

a p.R.137.
t. XX. p. 975.
Pogg. Ann. cxlvii.

Wroblewski
Lupton ....

p. 325.
Huggins

....

Warburg ....

Phil. Trans. 1860.
Ann. der Chem. und
der Phys. 1887,
p. 548.

Method.
By passing purified air over hot
copper turnings and gauze,
which are previously reduced
by hydrogen. Copper oxide at
end of tube (?) -, ordinary absorbent reagents to help purify
the gas after leaving the hot
copper.
From chloride-of-lime cubes (made
by Winkler's method) and
aqueous ammonia (see C. S. J.
1887, p. 442).
Hot copper and air.
Hot copper and air.
Air and ammonia over hot copper ;
claims to get pure N with a
short tube.
Hot copper and air ; no precaution
mentioned.
Sodium nitrite, ammonium sulphate, and potassium dichromate in excess. If there is a
trace of chloride present, impurities are introduced.
Uses cuprous chloride as an absorber of oxygen from air.
Hot copper and air.
Burning phosphorus in air over
mercury and removing- traces of
oxygen by incandescent iron
wire.
Purified air over hot reduced
copper.
Hittorf's method. Dust-free air
over hot white phosphorus, then
over potassium permanganate,
solid potash, and phosphorus
pentoxide. Special drying in
some cases followed by exposure
(Wied. Ann. xl. p. 1) to nascent
sodium obtained by the electrolysis of glass.

It is clear that the most popular way of making nitrogen is
io absorb the oxygen from air by means of red-hot copper.
There are a great many objections to this method, however,
even when precautions are taken against the possibility of the
formation of oxides of nitrogen. In the first place, a satisfactory method of making connexion to the porcelain tube is
unknown to me ; indiarubber stoppers are undesirable in any
B2
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case, and particularly in places where they can become hot.
One never feels certain, moreover, that a red-hot tube, even
of glazed porcelain_, is absolutely impermeable to furnacegases. If one uses a bath of magnesia this difficulty may
perhaps be overcome, but there remains the difficulty of
making proper connexions.
If hard glass be employed instead of porcelain, then there
is insecurity in the joints between it and the glass used for
the remainder of the apparatus. Metal tubes present similar
difficulties with regard to the junctions, and are besides more
or less porous at high temperatures. Another grave disadvantage isthat, whether porcelain or glass tubes be used,
there is always a chance of a crack occurring, and perhaps
escaping notice.
The reduction of the copper also presents great difficulty:
it is more difficult to get a strong stream of really pure
hydrogen or carbon monoxide than to get the nitrogen ;
and any sulphur absorbed by the copper is a permanent
disadvantage ; for, as metallurgists know, copper containing sulphur may be oxidized and reduced many times and
yet at each oxidation some sulphur will burn out. The
reason is, of course, that sulphide of copper heated in air
forms some sulphate of cojiper as w^ell as sulphur dioxide.
On the next reduction sulphide of copper is re-formed, and
then, on passing air over the mixture, the process of incomplete oxidation is repeated. Judging by a discussion which
took place in Section A of the British Association not longago, these simple facts are not as widely known as might
have been expected. I know of no reagent which will absorb
sulphur dioxide so as to form an absolutely stable compound,
and which is itself easy to prepare in a state of sufficient
purity to be above suspicion of giving off foreign matters to
the nitrogen. Of course it may be argued that a large
number of vessels containing, say, a solution of caustic potash
might be used, the second retaining the sulphur dioxide given
off from the first, and so on ; but this device is obviously
unsuited for a continuous process, w^here the reagents must
be untouched for weeks or months.
Finally, I gave the process a careful trial, and found it
unsatisfactory from the causes mentioned ; and, as a matter
of fact, the trouble of preparing hydrogen or carbon monoxide
in a sufficient state of purity to reduce the copper without
contaminating it with sulphur or chlorine is at least as great
as the trouble of preparing nitrogen itself.
With regard to the method of passing air over melted
white phosjAorus, the manipulation of phosphorus is always
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tronbiesoiiie, and I have not been able to find any information
as to whether phosphorus absorbs gases which might be given
off during the process of the removal of oxygen from air.
Warburg used a solution of potassium perm.anganate to absorb
the vapour of phosphorus ; but I have not been able to obtain
information as to whether such a solution is to be relied on,
in the first place to remove all the phosphorus, and in the
second to give off nothing else during the process. I
understand, from the paper in Wied. Ann. vol. xL 1890, p. 1,
that Warburg, in his later experiments, did not succeed to his
satisfaction in removing the last trace of oxygen by this
method, but had to electrolyse the glass of his vacuum-tubes
so as to liberate the sodium in presence of the nitrogen, in
order to get rid of the last traces of oxygen and hydrogen.
This method appears satisfactory if one has at one's disposal
a siifiicient electromotive force, suitable glass, and an infinite
time : the hydrogen appears to be absorbed as by palladium.
Another method over which I spent six months of fruitless
labour is based on the decomposition of ammonium bichromate
by heat. This method is convenient^ because if the bichromate could be got to deliver nitrogen of suitable quality,
small quantities of the salt could be decomposed in bnlbs
fused on to the vacuum-tubes along with suitable purifying
reagents. Ordinary ammonium bichromate [i. e. that sold as
pure) gives off a good deal of ammonia and oxides of nitrogen
as well as nitrogen itself and water-vapour. This means the
use of a good many purifying reagents, so that the method
loses its advantages of simplicity ; and in addition the oxides
of nitrogen cannot be fixed satisfactorily by any suitable
reagent known to me. I thought, however, that possibly
very pure ammonium bichromate might decompose in a
simpler manner, and consequently went to great trouble to
procar(i a pure sample. For this purpose I purified a large
quantity of ammonium chloride and sulphate by the method
described by Stas {Bull, de V Academie Royale de Belgiqiie,
2nd ser. t. x. p. 283), repeating the boiling with nitric acid
more often than Stas found requisite. The purified samples
were used to generate gaseous ammonia (under the influence
of specially prepared marble-lime), which after copious washing was absorbed by chromic acid. Some samples of this
ammonia were passed over red-hot platinized asbestos with
sufficient pure oxygen^ to destroy three quarters of the
ammonia_,
i!N"H3 of
+ o02
= 6H20ammonium
+ 2N2, with
a view to destroying any traces
organic
compounds;
but the
* The method of procuring- pure oxygen will be described in another
connexion.
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resulting bicliromate of ammonium coming fi-om the small
quantity of ammonia which was not destroyed by the oxygen
did not differ in behaviour from the other samples. It may
be noted here that Stas found [loc. cit.) that purified ammonia
has a much less unpleasant smell than ordinary ammonia :
careful trial, however, failed to enable me to detect any difference between the smell of my purest ammonia and that
obtained by boiling so-called pure solution of ammonia obtained
from the dealers. I conclude that the '^ pure ammonia '' of
commerce is much purer now-a-days than it was thirty years
ago.
The chromic acid was made from repeatedly crystallized
bichromate of potash, bought as pure, and the sulphuric acid
which is sold for analytical purposes. The resulting chromic
acid was washed free from sulphuric acid by strong nitric acid,
distilled for the purpose. I found incidentally that the addition
of a little chromic acid to the mixture of nitric and sulphuric
acid in the retort appeared to have a good effect in diminishing the quantity of nitrous acid which generally accompanies
^'fuming^'' nitric acid. The washed chromic acid was dried on
tiles in the usual way, and heated with great care and continual
stirring until it partly melted ; but even so it was slightly
decomposed. Of course the greater portion of the nitric acid
had been previously got rid of by heating the chromic acid on
a water-bath in a partly exhausted retort with ground-on
condenser, the latter containing some sticks of potash. The
chromic acid being partially decomposed gave a solution,
which had to be filtered through glass-wool before it was
used to absorb the ammonia. This solution was tested by
distilling, the distillate being tested for nitrites both before
and after reduction with sodium amalgam. The result of
these tests was to show that either the solution contained no
nitro-compounds, or, if so, not more than are contained in the
same quantity of platinum distilled water. The bichromate
of ammonia made from this was recrystallized three times
from platinum distilled water. Some small samples were
crystallized up to six times, but did not differ from the results
of the third crystallization. All these samples, when heated
either in air or in vacuo, gave off nitrous compounds, and
did not behave in any way differently to the sample which
had been bought as pure. I therefore conclude that the
normal decomposition of ammonium bichromate is complex,
and that it is not a good substance to use as a source of
nitrogen.
I will now describe a method of procuring nitrogen which
has not been mentioned hitherto, which lends itself remarkably well to a continuous process^ and which is almost, but not
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quite, free from objection. I refer to the copper-ammonia
and chroraous-chloride method of Berthelot and Recoura
{' Watts^ Dictionary/ new edition, and Ann. de Phys. et de
Chim. s.'6, vol. x. p. 5). When air is exposed to a large surface of copper wet with strong ammonia, the oxygen is for the
most part absorbed. In my experience with the arrangements about to be described, there is only about three per
cent, of oxygen left after the reagents have acted lor half an
hour, and only one per cent, after three hours. Since in
practice with my apparatus the air often stands over the
copper for a day or even a week, the absorption is probably
nearly complete. The last traces of oxygen are absorbed by
a strong solution of chromous chloride, which perhaps exercises a stronger absorptive power on oxygen than any other
liquid, and is for this purpose quite easily prepared. As the
micthod is not so well known as it deserves to be, I give the
following description from Recoura's paper :—
A large flask is taken, and in it are placed 250 to 300
grammes of granulated redistilled zinc with 50 grammes
powdered crystals of potassium bichromate. The bichromate
must be finely powdered ; it should be pounded till it looks
bright yellow. Three hundred cubic centimetres of pure
hydrochloric acid are mixed in a beaker with two hundred
cubic centim. of water^ and I have found it advantageous to
heat the mixture almost to boiling. The contents of the
beaker are then poured as quickly as possible into the flask,
and a violent evolution of hydrogen and steam at once commences. If the flask is too small, some of the liquid will of
course be projected from it. Under the powerfully reducing
influence of the zinc and hydrochloric acid, the chromium is
rapidly reduced to the state of green oxide, which then
redissolves to a beautiful blue solution. The whole reaction
only takes about ten minutes or a quarter of an hour. If
the bichromate is not sufficiently finely powdered, a further
quantity of hydrochloric acid may have to be added to complete the reaction, or the mixture may be left (excluding air)
for a few hours. The blue solution contains chromous chloride, chlorides of zinc and potassium, and possibly various
impurities. The slightest trace of oxygen destroys the perfect
colour of the chromous chloride by converting it into the
green or grey substances investigated by Recoura. On
standing over zinc for some time, however, if not too much
oxidized and slightly acid, the chromium compounds become
again reduced and the fine blue colour reappears. The colour
is as clear and bright and almost exactly of the same shade
as the colour of an ammoniacal solution of cupric hydrate.
Recoura states that a stream of gas containing free oxygen
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can be completely deprived of the latter by allowing it to
bubble once through a flask containing the blue liquid. To
test this I placed t^yo flasks in series, both containing a few
hundred centimetres of the solution, and fitted with tubes
allowing air to be sucked through both, one after the other.
Though I allowed the air to pass much more briskly than if
I had been actually using the process (say three times faster
than one ordinarily allows the oxygen to pass in an organic
analysis), I did not observe any change in the second flask
till the first had long been quite opaque and had become more
than warm, and then suddenly the contents of the second
flask became attacked. In manipulating the chromouschloride solution, it is useful to have a flask of the blue liquid
permanently at hand to purify the carbonic acid or nitrogen
which must be used in the subsequent operations. In many
cases it does not matter whether the gas has a trace of hydrogen in it or not : but for my purpose I was not willing to
run any risk of having hydrogen about, and consequently I
never allowed the purifying flask to contain zinc.
Having satisfied myself as to the reliability of the chromous
chloride as an absorber of oxygen, I undertook a number of
experiments with the object of discovering, 1st, the most
suitable form in which to use it ; 2nd, whether in the process
of absorption any other gas was given off, or any vapour
W'hich could not be safely absorbed. In these experiments
large vessels containing copper and ammonia (arranged in a
manner to be presently explained) , and capable of furnishing
a continuous steam of nitrogen mixed with oxygen in pi'oportions which could be varied at will, were used throughout.
The ammonia was removed from the nitrogen by strong sulphuric acid that had been heated to boiling and cooled in a
vacuous desiccator. With regard to the best way of using the
chromous chloride, I began with the impression that tubes
filled with the dry salt would be the most convenient, especially asEecoura shows that small crystals of dry chromous
chloride have an affinity for oxygen which surpasses that of
the solution. I therefore prepared large quantities of the
blue solution, and obtained the crystals from it by the method
recommended by Recoura, which is briefiy as follows :— The
blue liquid is mixed with a saturated solution of sodium
acetate, which precipitates chromous acetate in the form of a
dark red powder. This powder is then dissolved in dilute
hydrochloric acid, and the chromous chloride precipitated
from the solution by passing in gaseous hydrochloric acid so
as to gradually increase the strength of the hydrochloric-acid
solution
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The crystals are repeatedly washed with strong hydrochloric acid and dried by pressing them into tubes with
Kieselguhr. All these operations require to be performed
in an atmosphere free from oxygen, and consequently are
troublesome. The crystals are of a fine sky-blue colour, and
have a really extraordinary aflfinity for oxygen. For my
purpose, however, I disliked the use of the sodium acetate,
because I never felt quite sure that I had washed all the
resulting acetic acid out of the crystals. I have no reason to
believe that, even if acetic acid were preseut during the
absorption of oxygen, any organic compound would be liberated, but in the absence of any information I thought it
better not to run the risk. I therefore turned my attention to
the original blue solution. This of course contains chlorides
of zinc and potassium, free hydrochloric acid, hydrogen in
solution, and possibly traces of sulphur compounds coming
from impurity in the potassium dichromate. It is a question,
then, whether during the absorption of oxygen we may not
have chlorine or sulphur compounds liberated. Both the acid
and zinc were free from arsenic and antimony, so that I had
no uneasiness about these substances. I first satisfied myself
that chlorine was not given off, by allowing nitrogen with
3 per cent, of oxygen to pass through tvvo flasks of chromous
chloride, and then through copper sulphate to retain traces of
hydrochloric acid, and finally over paper dipped in a solution
of iodide of potassium and starch. Though ten litres of gas
were passed through, I could detect no change in the starchpaper. Sulphuric acid, when added to the blue liquid, is
partly reduced and hydrogen sulphide is given off; consequently, since potassium bichromate is generally contaminated
with potassium sulphate, which is hard to remove, I had to
test whether any sulphur compounds were evolved. For this
purpose, and with the arrangement of the last experiment, I
passed nitrogen through the liquid and then over filter-paper,
saturated with a slightly acid solution of nitrate of silver, but
no change of colour could be detected. It remained for me
to make sure that in the liquid I intended to use there could
be no volatile impurity (the traces of hydrochloric acid itself
need not be considered, because hydrochloric acid can be
stopped readily by potassium hydrate).
JBefore discussing this I must explain my method of preparing the blue liquid, which was as follows :— About ten litres
of the raw product were prepared in several operations and
drawn into one large vessel through a filtering-tube. This
tube contained a length of four inches of compressed glasswool, ana was closed at its lower end by a perforated platinum

I
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plate whose edges were fused into the tube. The blue liquid
was forced through the plug by a pressure of carbonic acid
made from marble, which had been boiled for a good many
hours at reduced pressure in water before being placed in the
Kipp^s apparatus. This carbonic acid always passed through
a wash-bottle of blue litmus purified in the way to be described
by a preliminary experiment. The filter acted so perfectly
that the liquid passing through it was brilliantly clear and
free from zinc-dust, yvhich I greatly feared. In these preliminary operations I was practically forced to make use of some
rubber-stoppers, and this is the worst fault of the method . Howeyer, all the stoppers used were well coated with pure paraffin;
and though they might haye giyen off some hydrocarbons,
still I was unable to detect any trace of them in the nitrogen
finally obtained. Some rubber-tubing was also employed to
make joints, but the same precautions were taken with it, and
in all cases the sulphur was well cleaned off. The filtered
liquid was finally got into a retort with a ground-on condenser, and was concentrated to one third of its original
volume in a brisk current of carbonic acid.
Towards the end of the operation the stream of carbonic
acid was stopped, and a partial yacuum was created in the
retort and condenser by a water-pump, so that the final concentration took place under reduced pressure. These precautions were considered sufficient to remoye the hydrogen
dissolyed in the liquid as well as any traces of yolatile sulphur
compounds resulting from supposed impurities in the potassium bichromate. The resulting liquid was a clear blue
syrup, and was transfer! ed at once to the absorption-apparatus.
Before going into any details as to other precautions, I will
describe the arrangements adopted for the continuous preparation of the nitrogen by this process. These arrangements will be most easily understood by a reference to the
diagram (PL I.) , though taps and clips are exaggerated for
clearness, g is a pipe projecting through the window of
the laboratory, and terminating close to the wall at a height
of about three metres from the ground. The University
paddock separates the laboratory by nearly a quarter of
a mile from the nearest road on this side, but the road on
the other side lies within 150 yards. The eleyation of
the laboratory is 120 feet aboye sea-leyel. Consequently
the composition of the air is probably more nearly that of
typical " country air '"^ than of town air. H is a U-tube
with paraffin (M.P. 51° C.) coyered cork stoppers, and is
tightly packed with cotton-wool, from which the dust was
blown before the tube w^as mounted.
F is a two-way tap.
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enabling the large glass vessel to be placed in commniiication
either with the external air through H, or with the system of
purifying tubes. The large vessel with tap R is filled with
copper ganze and strip, and communicates by a tube having
a rubber-joint and clip D and tap C with another large
vessel placed 2*4 metres above it (measured from bottom to
bottom). The upper vessel can be put in communication
with a water-pump by a pipe passing through B and having
a tap at A. This upper vessel contains strong hquid ammonia. It will be readily understood that by working the
taps &c. the ammonia may be drawn into the upper vessel
while air is being admitted to the lower, and may then be
allowed to descend by gravity, and furnish the requisite head
to force the gas through the remainder of the apparatus when
the two-way tap F is suitably turned. G is an auxiliary tap
for allowing samples of the gas to be drawn off and tested for
oxygen in an ordinary Hempel's gas-analysis apparatus, not
shown in the din gram. The air, from which the greater part
of the oxygen has been absorbed by the copper and ammonia,
now passes into a horizontal tube I about half filled with
strong sulphuric acid, where the greater portion of the
ammonia is absorbed. The management of this tube requires
care or the entrance soon gets stopped up by the formation
of ammonium sulphate. After two years' work this tube was
replaced by a large glass vv^ash-boitle with ground-in stopper.
J is a tube containing strong sulphuric acid through which
the gas bubbles ; A is merely a drawn-out end for facilitating
the blowing-out of the joints of the glass tubes. At K are
two " double " wash-bottles containing the chromous chloride
syrup; and L represents a U-tube with ground-in tap-stoppers
filled with glass beads, and likewise containing chromous
chloride. The stoppers of L and K are weighted with lead
weights to enable them to stand the pressure, and mercury
cups are arranged round the stoppers. M is a tube containing a solution of caustic potash. N contains nitrate of silver
together with a little silver hj^droxide and potassium nitrate,
0 contains more potash, and P contains strong sulphuric
acid. Q is half filled with potash in lumps, and half with
soda-lime. R is a tube into which phosphorus pentoxide
has been distilled so as to present a large surface. S, a Winchester bottle with ground-in stopper, and the wide tube U
both contain phosphorus pentoxide. Originally there was a
mercury-gauge at Y, and though this was dispensed with,
the apparatus for eliminating mercury vapour was allowed
to remain because one or two drops of mercury had got into
the tube near V.
W is a specially fine tap protected with
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mercury ; and X is a little phosphorus-pentoxide tube required to protect the tap, which is lubricated with phosphorus
pentoxide, and which of course requires to be kept at the
proper degree of concentration. Y is a sulphur tube, and at
Z are silver and copper tubes. Beyond Z is seen a tube and
gauge of the typ(i used in experimenting on the nitrogen at
low temperatures. % is a small phosphoric-acid guard-tube,
■^ is a sulphur tube, and O and ^ are silver and copper
tubes separated from each other by long tubes of capillary
bore. This system divides at h, so that it may be put in
communication with a water-pump via d, a, and e, or a
Geissler pump through f, where there is another tap not
shown. The taps at F, W, d, and / are fine samples of the
diagonal taps made by the successors of Geissler, of Bonn ;
they have all been reground with ^' optical " precision, and
are all lubricated (except F) with phosphorus pontoxide and
protected with mercury. The weak point in the system is at
the stoppers of L and K, which had to be lubricated with
tallow. In order to satisfy myself of the nature of the
tallow I began by purifying it with animal charcoal, and
finally by keeping it melted for eight hours in a vacuum.
After this the smell was almost gone and the tallow was
applied to the stoppers mentioned. The tap F was lubricated
with vaseline and beeswax also long melted in vacuo. I
feared that I should introduce hydrocarbons at these points,
but the convenience of using the tallow caused me to try it,
and undertake an examination of the gas in a vacuum-tube
in order to find whether any hydrocarbons were present or
not. The result was that no trace of the '' three " bands
could be found, so that the enormous complications which
would have been required in the other event were happily
unnecessary. The stoppers of the large ammonia vessels
were of paraffin-coated rubber. It will be noticed that all
the points where tallow or rubber were used are to the right
of the main purifying system, which includes strong sulphuric acid, and the grinding of all the stoppers was so accurate that an almost inappreciable film of tallow was all that
was necessary. It remains to describe the precautions taken
with the various reagents, beginning on the right.
Ammonia.- — The examination of the ammonia sold as '^ pure
liquid ammonia"" which I made in connexion with the ammonium bichromate experiments showed that nothing was to
be gained for the purpose of the main experiment by attempting any further purification.
Copper. — At diflferent times sheet gauze, wire, and turnings were employed.
The purity of the copper does not

1
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seem to be of importance, but it is necessary to get rid of
grease. This must be done in such a way as not to waste too
much copper. In order to clean the turnings and gauze they
were soldered into a copper tube, and a considerable quantity
of shale benzine was distilled and allowed to condense among
them. This secures that every part shall be wetted. The
process was then continued by gasoline. The gasoline was
distilled over the copper to avoid residues, and was finally
dried out at about 120° for twelve hours, a good stream of
filtered air being drawn over the copper by means of an airpump. The same process was gone through with alcohol,
and finally water. The copper was then washed with dilute
chromic acid and digested with strong ammonia for half an
hour. All this trouble was gone to, to avoid wasting the
turnings, which one has to cut oneself in order to get them
in nice long curls, so that they will stand in the bottle and
not break up at once and go to the bottom. After about a
yearns work it was found necessary to renew the copper and
ammonia — the former having almost disappeared in a yellow
red mud (cuprous oxide ?) which was not further examined —
and the ammonia solution had also partially lost its blue
colour. Copper strip about 1 millim. thick was now used
to replace the gauze and turnings and wire, and was of course
strong enough to stand dipping in nitric and sulphuric acid.
It is, on the whole, more convenient to use copper in strip
than any other form.
Sulphuric Acid. — This was bought as pure for analysis,
and was heated with pure ammonium sulphate for some time
before being used. Its purity was, however, of no great
moment, except in the case of the final drying-tube P.
Chronious Cldoride. — Already discussed.
Potassium Hydrate. — During the experiments on the decomposition ofammonium bichromate, I incidentally noticed
that all the samples of potash and soda in my possession
yielded traces of nitrites, either on simple solution or when
distilled with strong sulphuric acid (which was itself free
from this impurity) and the distillate reduced by sodium
amalgam. The samples of potash which were said to have
been purified by solution in alcohol were the worst in this
respect, while some rough lumps of commercial caustic potash
were nearly free from the impurity in question. I found
considerable quantities of nitrites also in samples of potash
procured by exposing clean potassium to moist air. I did
not try with dry air. After a good deal of trouble I was reduced to using a solution of a sample of potash in sticks not
specially puritied, but which only gave the reaction very
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sliohtly, and was boiled under diminished pressure for two or
three hours before use. The sokition still gave a distillate
with sulphuric acid which reacted with starch and iodine,
but after a time so long that it was possible that the exposure
to air during the experiment had been sufficient to supply the
nitrite discovered. In fact a control experiment made witli
some ammonia, known to be free from nitrites or nitrates,
yielded a distillate which coloured to nearly the same extent
on standing. The solution was made up to the strength recommended for use in organic analysis.
Silver Mitrate. — Crystals of silver nitrate bought as ])ure
were dissolved in platinum distilled water to make a ten-percent, solution ; to this, when in the tube, a little of the potash
solution was added — so as to form a httle silver hydroxide.
This hydroxide darkened gradually in the bright light to
which it was exposed. It was not considered necessary to
investigate the solution for traces of free nitrous compounds,
as the gas on leaving it passed through another potash-tube.
Solid Potash and Potasli-Lirne. — The above-mentioned
stick potash was used, and the potash-lime was made by
adding a little of the solution to some marble-lime prepared
in the laboratory ; the drying process was carried out in a
clean iron dish.
Phosjjhorus Pentoxide. — This, being the last reagent traversed bythe nitrogen, requires to be exceptionally carefully
treated. I began by acting on a hint obtained in 1889 from
Prof. Josiah P. Cook, of Harvard, and endeavoured to prepare a pure sample of the pentoxide by burning phosphorus
in a very strong draught of air, rather than by attempting to
purify the ordinary commercial reagent. For this purpose
an elaborate sheet-iron cylindrical chamber, measuring 3 feet
by 2 feet, was prepared and fitted with suitable contrivances
for carrying out the combustion of several pounds of phosphorus. The air-blast was obtained from a Poot's blower
worked by a gas-engine, and the filtered air travelled through
a tin tube about 4 feet long and 7 inches in diameter, filled
with calcium chloride in the state usually described as "rough
dried." After many attempts a large quantity of excellent
pentoxide was obtained, which, however, though indefinitely
better than the commercial product, still retained traces of
phosphorus. The tests I employed for the purpose of discovering whether the pentoxide contained free phosphorus or
not were the following :— (1) Dissolving 10 or 15 grammes
weight of the pentoxide in clear distilled water and observing
(a) whether anything remains undissolved, (/3) whether, at
the moment of throwing the phosphorus pentoxide on the
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water any smell of phosphorus can be detected. (yS) is a
good deal more delicate than {a), for I clearly discerned the
smell of, phosphorus after the pentoxide had become pure
enough to yield no perceptible particles when thrown into
water. (2) A small porcelain crucible was filled with the
pentoxide to be tested, the lid was replaced, and the crucible
rapidly raised to a dull red heat, or till the pentoxide just
began to distil off. The room in which the operation was
conducted was quite dark except for the fickle light emitted
by the Bunsen ilame used in heating the crucible. As soon
as the proper moment arrived xhQ observer adjusted the crucible tongs with one hand and turned out the Bunsen with
the other. The cover of the crucible was then removed, and
by turning on a tap ready to hand a jet of oxygen was caused
to impinge on the phosphorus pentoxide in the crucible : if
any phosphorus is present " sparkles ^' are seen on the surface of the pentoxide ; and if the room is dark and the eyes
of the observer sensitive this is a very good test, but not
quite so good as that by the smell caused by throwing a large
quantity of the pentoxide on water. (3) A few drops of a
solution of chloride of gold in ether were mixed with about
500 cub. centim. of water, so as to make a very dilute solution.
This solution was divided into two parts and occupied two
similar cylinders. To one portion the solution obtained by
throwing about 1 gramme of the pentoxide into 100 cub.
centim. of water was added, and to the other an equal quantity of pure water. The observation, lasting for several days,
consisted in watching the cylinders and noting the reduction
of gold that took place, as evidenced by the rosy purple
colour vfhich the solution assumed. This test is not so delicate as the others, and is valuele:?s unless a control experiment
is made in the manner here described.
As tested by these tests, the phosphorus pentoxide prepared
by myself was never quite free from phosphorus, and 1 was
therefore obliged to undertake the distillation of the raw
product in a stream of oxygen. This of course involved the
making of the oxygen in a sufficient state of purity. Fortunately the presence of nitrogen in oxygen used for this
purpose is of no consequence so long as the amount is not
large, the impurities to be dreaded are hydrocarbons and
chlorine. The oxygen was consequently prepared froui potassium chlorate with the usual precautions as for an organic
analysis, being passed through several potash-tubes and washbottles on its way to the gas-holder — a large copper one free
from grease on the taps. From the gas-holder the oxygen
pas.sed through the following system: —
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(1) Solution of potassium hydrate in tube 4 feet long.
*(2) Tube 18 in. long, first half filled with metallic antimony, second half filled with clean silver foil.
(3) U-tube 12 X 1 in., solution of silver nitrate.
(4) U-tube 12 X 1 in., solid potash.
(5) 2 ditto^ siilphuric-acid beads.
(6) 1 bottle, phosphorus pentoxide.
(7) 2 U-tubes, ditto.
All the connexions were of glass throughout, but it was
found convenient to use several rubber stoppers coated with
hard paraffin. The distillation of the pentoxide was carried
on iu a porcelain tube 2 centimetres in diameter and nearly
a metre long, the connexions being made with glass tubes
pushed into the ends of the porcelain tube, and packed with
glass-wool and some pentoxide. This packing is very firm
and good. The first three quarters of the porcelain tube
were nearly filled with pentoxide, the last quarter contained
platinized porcelain and asbestos, the latter most carefully
purified by boiling in hydrochloric acid and strong heating.
The distillation was carried on in some cases so as to cause
the pentoxide to condense in the tubes and vessels in which
it was to be used, and a considerable quantity was also
collected in a bottle.
The final product passed all the tests I have enumerated,
and was used throughout the nitrogen apparatus, even for
drying the pump, lubricating the taps, &c. Of course a good
many tubes full of pentoxide were distilled, and nearly three
months were consumed in obtaining the final product. If I
had not had the assistance of Mr. J. A. Pollock in this work,
I have an impression that I might be at it still. The commercial pentoxide was used in this work, for the substance
we prepared ourselves was probably good enough for niost
purposes as it w^as. I have sometimes wondered whether experimenters who have of late used so much pentoxide for
critical work on gases have recognized the necessity of testing
the product obtained by distilling the pentoxide in oxygen.
In my experience, unless the oxygen stream be very strong it
is quite possible to fail to remove the last traces of free
phosphorus.
Sulphur f. — I happened to have some very pure sulphur
which had been prepared for another purpose.
It will be
* It was found as the result of several preliminary experiments that
metallic antimony is a rather good absorber of chlorine, and keeps what
it absorbs.
t An account of the experiments with sulphur will form a chapter of
this monograph.
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sufficient here to say that the sulphur was originally precipitated from calcium polysulphides by hydrochloric acid ; it
"was laboriously ground and washed, and distilled five times,
and care was taken not to let it take fire. The deoree of
purity attained was tested by burning off large quantities in
a biu-nished platinum dish, and continuing the process till the
residue had disappeared. This product was rather precious,
consequently it was made the most of in the present case by
using it to coat glass beads : some in powder was also employed
near the entrance of the purifying tubes.
Copper and Silver. — Both bought as pure and deprived of
grease by dipping in appropriate acid solutions.
General Remarks. — -During the two years the apparatus
has been in use various accidents, such as the breaking of
pumps &c., have at different times caused some of the reagents to get mixed up, and the apparatus has been taken
down and set up again some three or four times ; the first
bottles of chromous chloride have also required to be refilled.
The phosphorus pentoxide has never required to be touched.
I wish to draw attention to a remark of Hittorf's as to the
importance of using tubing free from air-bubbles. On
several occasions I have been nmch troubled by the minute
leaks which such imperfect tubes give rise to at the joints,
and I have in my possession at least two tubes leaking from
this cause, but so minutely that even when the leak was
localized to within six or seven inches it was impossible to
say exactly where it was. In work of this kind the cleaning
of the tubes is of course of great importance. If the work is
to be done rapidly the great secret is to clean the tube with
alcohol before the jointing or general glass-blowing operations are carried out on it. The dirty places are almost
always near where the blowpipe-flame has been applied, and
after trying all and every means of cleaning, I have finally
come back to aqua regia caused to boil at the dirty place and
left in the tube for at least ten hours. Certainty of cleaning
and jointing has led me to employ English flint glass exclusively inthis work, and I always use the clean flame of an
oxygen-gas blowpipe, which saves time so as to far more than
repay the cost of the oxygen. All the blowing required in
jointing the tubes is done through a compact but efficient
establishment of filtering and phosphoric-acid tubes. The
glass springs so extensively used throughout allow of considerable latitude in the relative movements of parts of the
apparatus, and I have had no cases of spontaneous breaking.
The whole of the glass work has been done by myself, as 1
can get no assistance of a suitable kind in Sydaev.
PIdl. Mag, S. 5. VoL 35. No. 212. Jan. 1893.
C
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It may possibly be objected that some of tbe precautions
taken are finnicking, and that (as in the manufacture of the
oxygen) an unnecessary variety of absorptive materials are
used. The reply I should make to such a criticism is that the
complete operation of any one reagent is al\vays to some
small extent hypothetical, and I consider that by varying the
reagents one helps to get rid of the chance of the persistence
of impurities so small in amount as to be beyond the range of
ordinary analysis^ i. e. beyond the point up to which we are
certain of the action of the reagents.
Testing the Gas for Hydrocarbons and Hydrogen.
In order to avoid the impurities introduced by the presence
of internal electrodes, a tube was prepared with external
electrodes. It was about 35 centim. long, of which length
20 centim. were made of capillary tube. li\ order to fill this
with the pure gas, the apparatus was exhausted three times,
as far as the chromous chloride U-tube, each exhaustion requiring seven or eight hours' work with the Geissler pump,
after a good water-pump had got rid of the greater part of
the gas.
The pressure of the remaining gas was imperceptible by
inspection of the pump-gauge (of which a description will be
given), but the pump continued on each occasion to show a
just appreciable bubble of gas when the mercury flowed into
the barometer-tube. The pumping was done at times separated
from each other by three or four days in order to give the
residual gas from the walls of the vessel time to come oflp ; of
course this gas was removed as it appeared. The pressure I
should judge was, on each occasion, about of the order of '01
millim. Several bottles of gas were also forced through the
apparatus at the ordinary pressure.
Finally, on Feb. 19, 1891, the tube together with another
for experimental purposes were fused off — the former at about
•1 milhm. pressure (the latter will be dealt with later). The
tube had previously been heated till the glass began to soften
and the walls to fall in, and the gas admitted had been for
several days in contact with the phosphorus pentoxide. The
only objection to the external electrode tube is that I have
hitherto failed to produce a line-discharge in it — thouo-h of
course Prof. J. J. Thomson's method (Phil. Mag. vol. xxxii.
1891) would give it in an endless tube without electrodes,
and if the method had been knowai at the time 1 should have
employed it. However, I got a bright bluish-white discharge
in the narrow tube (the larger ends being golden), and this
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yielded a fine band-spectrum which has been described often
enough, showing well both in the more and less refrangible
ends. I took as my authority on the typical hydrocarbon
bands those mentioned in the B.A. Report for 1880, p. 226.
Observer.
Wave-length.
r Angstrom and Thalen
. . 5633 at least refran<
gible end.
(Watts
r Angstrom and Thalen
\ Watts

,

.

5634-7
5164
5165

/Angstrom

.

.

4736

and Thalen

1 Watts . . . ^
4739
Professors Liveing and Dewar (Proc. Poy. Soc. vol. xxx.)
say that the characteristic spectrum of hydrocarbons is composed (among others) of four bands in the orange^ yellow,
green, and olive. These were well seen by me in an olefiantgas tube prepared for the purpose without any pretensions to
purity. The cone of a Bunsen flame was also examined, and
1 saw the lines (according to my map)
a at

5637 instead of 5634

/3 „
7 „

5164
4736

„
„

5165 (strongest)
4738

1 had a number of commercial tubes and examined these as
a check ; the following is the result :—
j3 turned up in petroleum and alcohol but not in olefiant gas,
where there was a band at 5197 to 5198. This last band was
strong and was seen in CO2, H, 0, turpentine, petroleum, and
coal-gas, as well as in the clefi.ant gas. I do not know what
this band is due to, but it did not appear in the nitrogen.
The nitrogen was examined side by side with an alcohol tube
showing oL and /3 well ; but the former did not show these
bands or any trace of them. The nearest band was at 5240,
and quite too far away for there to be any mistake. The
experiment was also tried with a similar tube and nitrogen at
10 millim. pressure, with a like result. Finally the examination was repeated at the lowest pressure at which I could get
a brilliant discharge, which was of course far beyond the
limit of discrimination of my pressure-gauge. The result
was the same as before. The red and blue hydrogen lines
were never seen in any of my tubes showing banded spectra.
This analysis is of course dependent partly on the accuracy of
our map, though when once the typical lines were [)ickotl up,
their coincidence or not could be determined by direct expoG2
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riment. It was necessary, therefore, to make a map of the
spectrum to suit my spectroscope. The latter was an instrument
with a 5-in. Trouton and Sims circle, and was made by Elliott
Bros. ; one fine heavy glass prism was used throughout, and
the map refers to it ; it was always in the position of minimum
deviation for each line observed. The mapping of the spectrum was done for me by Mr. J. H. D. Brearley (a student
in the laboratory) , who also assisted at this time in all the
spectroscopic work and to whom my thanks are due. The
map was made by a selection of 33 lines drawn from all sorts
of sources, and verified in all sorts of ways, the tables used
being those in the B.A. Reports for 1884, 1885, 1886 ; Rowmap (got inwas1889)
and Rowland^s
1889. land'sSchellen
also ; found
of some table,
use. Phil.
Each Mag.
line
was set upon ten times ; and the prism was adjusted ten
times.
Intermediate lines were now well picked up ofi^ Rowland's
map. Our limit of discrimination was about 2 in the fourth
significant figure of the wave-length, i. e. I could not decide
With certainty that a line I made out to be at, say, 5165 was
not at 5 1 63.
I append a list of the lines used in mapping the spectrum,
not because it is in any way to be regarded as a model selection, but because 1, as a beginner at spectroscopy, should have
been very glad of such a list at the time^ had I been able to
find one. I also note the means adopted by us for the identification ofthe lines, as it may interest other beginners in
spectroscopy. The lines are not given in the order in which
they were examined, but in order of wave-length.
1.— B. Sun, 6867-796-6867-462. Rowland, Phil. Mag.
June, 1889. Recognized by being near both to a large
iron and to a potassium line.
2'-— Lia, 6705*4. From lithium chloride in a Bunsen flame.
Wave-length from B.A. Report, 1884; given by Mascart,
Liveing and Dewar, and Thalen.
3. — C. Sun (hydrogen). Good line recognized by comparison with a tube-spectrum of HgO. A-= 6563*042.
Rowland, Phil. Mag. 1889.
4. — Sun, 6400'2. A good line picked up when the map
was nearly finished from Rowland's map.
5.— Sun, 6191*7.
Same as number 4.
6. — Lip, 6102.
Authority, Mascart.
7. — Iron fine, 5930*4. Rowland's map verified by comparison with spark-spectrum of iron. B.A. Report.
Cornu gives 5929*3.
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8. — D.
Halfway between the two lines.
Mean, X=5893.
Rowland^ Phil. Mag.
1889.
Compared with sodium
flame.
9.— Picked up from Chart.
X= 5709-8.
10. — Barium (7). From flame-spectrum of Ba (^03)3.
B.A. Report, 1884. Liveing and Dewar. X = 5534-3.
A bright line.
11. — Magnesium, X=5528. Rowland's map and sparkspectrum.
12.— Thalhum («), \==5349. B.A. Report, 1885. Liveing
and Dewar, and de Boisbaudran. Got from flamespectrum.
13. — Iron, 5328'2. Rowland's map verified bj spark-spectrum. Agood line.
14. — E. X=5270. Rowland's map, a big double. Picked
up
at first
becausetwoit was
found
map line.
that
it v^as
between
cobalt
linesfrom
and Schellen's
near an iron
These lines were seen in their proper relative places in
the spark-discharge from iron and cobalt. This was one
of the first lines identified.
15.— &j, 5183-798.

Rowland, Phil Mag. Verified by magnesium-spectrum. One of the first lines got.

1 6. — \ — 5041-5042. Picked up from Rowland's map. A^erified by finding from B.A. Report that it was an iron
line and then confirming by spark-spectrum.
17. — X=4957-6.
Picked up and verified as in the last case.
18.— X = 4920-6.
Ditto.
19._F. X = 4861-492-4859-929. Rowland's map confirmed
by vacuum-tube.
20. — Bismuth. X — 4752. B.A. Report, Thalen, and Huggins.
From spark-spectrum. Not very good. Evidence as to
identification, its general relation and appearance.
21. — Bismuth. X = 4724*5. A very prominent line. Evidence and authority as in last case.
22. — Bismuth. X = 4705. Ditto. These lines cannot be
mistaken.
23. — Strontium blue line. X = 4607. From flame-spectrum.
B.A. Report, 1884. Liveing and Dewar, Thalen,
Huggins.
24.— Caesium /3. X=4597. B,A. Report, 1884; de Boisbaudran and Lockyer (4592). de Boisbaudran's value
was taken, rather to my regret. One of the first lines
got. Flame-spectrum.
25. — Csesiuma. X=4555. Liveing and Dewar; B.A. Report, 1884 ; Lockyer and de Boisbaudran (4560).
Flame -spectrum.
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26. — Indimn blue line.
X=:4509'6.
Liveing and Dewar
and Thalen, B.A. Report, 1884.
Took
Liveing and
Dewar's number.
Flame-spectrum.
27. — Solar spectrum.
X = 4405.
Rowland's map.
Schellen's map gives it identical with an iron line.
Verified
by spark.
28. — Solar spectrum.
Xr= 4383-6.
As in case of last line
(27).
29. — Solar spectrum.
Hydrogen violet. X = 4340*5.
Rowland's map and vacuums-tube.
30. — Solar spectrum.
X = 4325-982.
Afineline.
Rowland's
map and Phil. Mag. 1889.
Picked up from map.
31. — Solar spectrum G.
X = 4308'023.
Rowland's map and
Phil. Mag.
The subject of a misprint in Rowland's list
in Phil. Mag. 1889.
It is an iron line.
32. — Solar spectrum..
\ = 4227.
A calcium line given in
Schellen's map.
Well seen on Rowland's map.
Could
not verify from flame.
It will be found that the lines mentioned in this list are
well spaced, and a curve drawn to them will enable most of
the other lines to be set upon by calculation. It is obvious
that all sorts of appliances must be to hand in order to verify
the lines in the first instance^ as well as a good stock of the
rarer metals and their salts.
Preparation of Pump- Gauge. — All gauges of closed U-type.
Gauge 1 constructed of tube 3 centim. in diameter, and
3 millim. thick in the walls, tested for evenness, &c. Each
limb about 20 centim. long, one limb closed at the top and
the other open to the pamp. The bend constructed of thick
tubing having a bore of rather less than 1 millimetre in diameter. This gauge was boiled out in a good Sprengel vacuum
some twenty times, but I never could get rid of the last
minute traces of gas. I have an idea that the last trace of
gas cannot be got rid of — it can only be reduced asymptotically. However, the gauge was excellent ; it was painted
black, except for a slit down each limb, and was read (vvith
the precautions mentioned by Regnault) by one of the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company's (Poynting's) cathetometers from about three metres' distance. This gauge behaved admirably, and I used it during the spectroscopic
work ; in some of the preliminary tube-experiments at a low
pressure, hov/ever, a joint broke, and the momentum of the
mercury was sufficient to break the closed end of the gauge in
spite of the constricted bend. Under the circumstances, the
gauge being much better than was required, I made No. 2
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similar to it, but of only 1 centlm. diameter, and having a
finer constriction of thermometer-tub'e in the bent part. This
tube was not so o-ood as the last, as it was not gas-free, and
a small correction amounting to half a millimetre or so had
usually to be applied on this account. This correction was
determined several times, and a table of readings and corrections made out. There is no uncertainty as to the readings
beyond about '05 millim., a quantity wholly insign.ificant for
our purpose. This gauge lasted till 1892, when I finally
got tired of applying corrections, and made a new and better
gauge on the same lines and of the same dimension?. This
is still in use.
Tube Pressure- Gauge. — A glance at the Plate will show
that this gauge was similar to the one used by Professor
Thomson and myself in 1885, with the exception that it was
of glass throughout. A tube of about 2 centim. diameter is
bent into a U-shape, the bend being of tube about '5 millim.
in diameter. Tlie limbs are about 5 centim. long. The mercury isintroduced so as to stand about halfway up the wide
tabes. The upper ends of the limbs are connected to each
other, so that the gauge is really a " ring '' space, and the
space above the mercury communicates with the experimental
tube by a filamentary glass tube of from one to two metres in
length. When it is desired to observe the change of pressure
in the spark-tube, the connexion between the space over the
free surface of the mercury in the two limbs is interrupted by
fusing a previously narrowe-d neck into a solid mass. This of
course allows the pressure in the closed limb to retain its
initial value, whatever that may be; while the pressure in the
open limb varies with the pressure in the tube.
The effect of the metre-long filamentary tube is to hinder
the diffusion of mercury vapour into the sparking-tube; and
this in one or two experiments was also attended to by including atube filled with clean silver foil between the mercury
and filamentary tube. The filamentary tube, however, never
let enough mercury-vapour in to give a mercury-spectrum at
the lowest pressure at which I worked. Of course the mercury in the gauge was carefully boiled several times in order
to cause any considerable quantity of gas that might have
been condensed to be given off before the experiment began.
These gauges, of which Lirge numbers were made at one time
and another, were very satisfactory, and when observed with
proper precautions by means of the cathetometer, would certainly betray a difference of pressure of about '05 millim., all
sources of uncertainty being taken into account.
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Eocperimental Spark-Titl^e. — The first successful tube was
furnished with external electrodes and sparked between Feb. 24
and Marcb 2, 1891.
Details are (pressure 8*8 millim.) :—
m
Feb. 24.
Sparked 1 30 Sparks being ono- and thin, laro-e
resistance in circuit.
Ditto,
Feb. 25.
Feb. 28.
Ditto.
Then 3 hours 15 minutes
with less resistance.
4 0 The least perceptible discharge.
Mar. 2.
No effect was noticed at any time. The tube was left for
three days in order that the temperature might reach the
exact value it had when the gauge was sealed, and it happened
that this did not occur for three days. There was still no
effect. This tube was sealed from the pump in series with
the spectrum-tube and is still in my possession.
Tube 2. — After experimenting with many tubes mostly of
the form shown in the diagram (fig. 1), with the armed ends
in mercury cups, a satisfactory tube was got on April 21st.
Fiff. 1.

The difficulty arose from my determination to have the electrodes white hot for several hours by a preliminary sparking at
about '1 millim. before the tube was finally filled with gas and
sealed off. The excessive heating of the electrodes generally
broke the glass. During this time I noticed a thing which
was new to me, but which I daresay is well known, viz., the
ease with which the colour of the fluted spectrum-discharge
may be made to change. Thus on the 20th I found that at a
pressure of less than 1 millim., and with a very intense discharge from a coil giving 12-in. sparks without condenser, I
could cause the golden-coloured discharge to become pinkish
by heating the tube with a bare flame to about 200° C, a
necessary step in the preparation. The spectrum, of course,
merely showed a shift in relative luminosity from the red
towards the blue end. The action was reversed on cooling
the tube. This could be repeated once or twice. However,
with the next filling of gas the experiment did not succeed at
all, no heating of the tube caused any change in the colour of
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the discharge ; and in subsequent experiments only variable
results were met with. The tube in question was finally sealed
off at 9'2 millim., and sparked for six hours without effect.
The next day the sparks were made stronger, and sent through
the tube for four hours ; still no effect was produced. The
tube then cracked on the next attempt to spark it.
Tube 3. — April 25. Pressure 9*4 millim. In preparing
the tube I noticed what I always noticed afterwards, viz., that
at about 2-3 millim. the discharge begins by being pink, and
then in a minute or two becomes golden, and keeps so. On
turning off the spark and reducing the pressure to about 1
millim. _,the same effect is observed. I have noticed this effect
in all the tubes prepared since my attention was first directed
to it. The sparking of this tube was as follows :—
April 25. 4 hours with the effective sparks described
in the former paper.
No effect.
April 27.
6 hours ditto.
No effect.
April 28. 4 hoars. Sparks of various intensity. No
effect.
April 29.
4 hours.
Ditto.
Ditto.
This tube was sound throughout, and the result was convincing. Itthen occurred to me that possibly the mercury
used in our gauges might account for the results obtained by
Professor Thomson and myself in 1886. At that time we
used a gauge fused directly on to the discharge-tube, with
perhaps 10 centim. of 2-millim. tubing between the mercurj^
surface and the tube, and with globules of condensed mercury hanging to the walls of the connecting- tube almost up
to the discharge-tube itself. I remember that the glow often
extended down to the mercury.
Tube 4. — Made with a side tube containing some very pure
and dry mercury, so as to imitate our older form of tube.
Pressure 8'5 millim.
June 11. Sparked 3 hours with effective sparks. No
effect.
June 12. Sparked 4 hours with effective sparks. Examined on 15th, when it showed a just perceptible diminution
of pressure.
June 15. Sparked 8 hours. Effect increased to about 1*2
millim. In order to try whether large sparks would reduce
the effect, as was formerly found to be the case, I increased
the intensity of the discharge, but did not succeed in producing
any increase of pressure dui-ing half an hour (except that due
to rise of temperature). The tube Avas then carefully examined, and it was found by holding a sheet of white paper
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behind it that there was a slight appearance of a bronzecoloured fog in the tube near the mercuiy-pocket.
June 16. A strong discharge sent through the tube so that
it became warm to the hand, say 40° C. ; the discharge was
kept on for three hours.
June 18. The temperature again being the same as when
the tube was sealed, it was noted that the effect appeared to
have increased bj about "2 miilim. in spite of the strong
discharge. Two " gallon " Leyden jars were then included
in the circuit provided with an air-gaj), and parallel to the
spark-tube. During two hours' sparking ihQ effect went on
increasing, and the bronze-coloured stain on the glass grew
deeper near the drops of mercury till it became a black
mirror.
This vvas of course partly due to the A^olatilization of the
mercury near the drops. The effect had increased to about
7 miilim. by the next morning, when the temperatures had
become uniform.
June 19. Sparked, say, 5 hours. Effect on cooling was
now
7*3 in
miilim.,
indicating that only about 1*2 miilim. of gas
was left
the tube.
June 20. The mirror of mercury compound, which had now
become very black about the narrow tube and in the part of
the spark-tube near it, was heated with the Bunsen flame.
After some heating, say at about 250° C, the fihn began to
crepitate audibly and emit flashes and sparks of blue flame.
The deposit turned brownish as the temperature rose, the
sides became indistinct, and finally the flash and cracklingnoise came on and the film vanished, leaving a clear bright
tube. The process was repeated till the mirror of mercury
had been chased all over the tube ; and even then the gauge
only came back far enough to show a pressure-difference
of 4*2 miilim. in the same direction as before — i. e. it only
came back hy 3'1 miilim. The ends of the tube, where the
the electrodes were fused in, were not heated ; and this may
have accounted for the persistency of the diminution of
pressure. In order to test this the tube was removed from
the mercury cups and placed in an extemporized air-bath
made out of a kerosene tin. Several thermometers were
ranged alongside the tube, and the whole apparatus was
covered by an asbestos cloth. The bath was heated by a
Bunsen burner. A good many rather elaborate readings of
temperature and pressure were taken on June 20, the
temperature rising to about 170° C. in the middle of the
tube and to a few degrees less at the ends. These readings
turned out to have no significance, in consequence of a doubt
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as to whether the ends of the hmbs of the tube into which the
wires were fused were or were not at the same temperature
as the rest of the tube. However, there is no doubt that the
temperature of the ends was over 150° C, and yet wheu all
was cold again it was observed that the effect still amounted
to a difference of pressure of 3*4 millim.
Now a compound of mercury aud nitrogen, described as
trimercuramine, was obtained by Plantamour [Ann. Chem.
Pharm. xl. p. 115) by passing ammonia gas over mercuric
oxide. This subsiance is said to explode on heating, and
Plantamour gave it the formula Hg3N2 on the strength of its
behaviour with copper oxide in a combustion-tube, though he
did not analyse it. The formula is, however, probably not
v^ery far from being correct. Plantamour does not state the
temperature at which the nitride explodes, but says that if a
little heap of the substance be placed on a card or piece of
paper, and heated over the flame of a spirit-lamp, the explosion
will occur before the temperature is high enough for the paper
to be turned yellow. My compound certainly required a
higher temperature than this to start the explosion ; but it
is possible that its being in a nearly vacuous space, and very
much contaminated with free mercury^ may have had something to do with this. Plantamour^s compound exploded with
a white flame, which was bluish red at the edges ; the compound Iobtained emitted a brilliant bluish-white light on
explosion. There is some evidence from Plantamour's paper
that a temperature exceeding 200° C. prevents the formation
of the nitride from mercuric oxide and ammonia gas, and that
the best temperature at which to carry out the synthesis is
150° 0. These facts appear to point to the conclusion that
mercury nitride is a dissociable compound ; and the substance
I obtained is probably so, as the continuation of the history of
the tube will show. On June 22 the tube was wrapped in a
good deal of copper gauze, and the bundle so made and into
which three thermometers passed was placed in the air-bath.
The burners were regulated so as to give a stationary temperature, first of 185° C. and then of 196° C. At the former
temperature the gauge appeared to show that some substance
was still undecomposed ; but there is some uncertainty, from
the ratio of the volume of the spark-tube to the gauge-tube not
being exactly known. Estimating these volume-ratios, however, as nearly as possible by means of external measm-ement,
and applying the necessary corrections, I found that the
pressure ought to be (as shown by the gauge) 5 millim.
greater on the tube side than on the sealed side. The observed pressure-difference was 5*2 millim. — a better agreement
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tlian one had any right to expect. The temperature was kept
constant for a quarter of an hour after the observation, in the
hope of detecting any further change, should it take place; but
the readings remained constant. I am therefore inclined to the
belief that the substance dissociates on heating, and is all decomposed at a temperature of about 190° C. On June 23rd,
when all parts of the apparatus were again at a uniform
temperature, the original effect had almost returned, there now
being a difference of pi'essure of 3*2 millim. between the tube
and the sealed space; or, in other words, partial recombination
of the nitrogen appeared to have taken place.
Other matters required my attention at this time, and I did
not get an opportunity to continue the study of the tube till
August 13. On this day the pressure-difference w^as 3* 7 millim.,
apparently showing that slow recombination had been going
on. On August 13, 14, 15, and 17 the tube was heated each
day up to about 190°, and curves drawn showing the relation
between the pressure and temperature. These curves did not
show a very good agreement, from the uncertainty as to corrections above mentioned ; and I therefore will only state that
the effect of the heating on the 13th was to reduce the pressure
difference to 2 millim., on the 14th to 1*5 millim., on the 15th
to '6. On each day the heating took place during five hours
or thereabouts, and the tube was maintained at its highest
temperature for about an hour. On August 17th the tube was
exposed to a temperature of 200° C. for six hours, and then
kept at 110° all night; and then, on August 18th, again
heated to 200° C. for five hours. When the tube was cold, on
August 19th, the effect had entirely disappeared, the mercury
standing at the same height in both limbs of the tube. On
August 21st recombination appeared to have taken place to
the extent of "5 millim., and then this disappeared again between August 21st and September 3rd. No further change
having taken place by September 20th, the tube was finally
disconnected, and the following conclusions were provisionally
noted from a consideration of its behaviour.
1. A compound is formed when the electric discharge is
passed over a mixture of mercury and nitrogen at a pressure
of about 8 millim. The action commencing slowly, and increasing invelocity till it reaches a maximum, then decreasing,
but continuing slowdy till at least seven-eighths of the nitrogen
is absorbed, the mercury being in excess.
2. The compound formed is brownish at first, but as time
goes on it becomes black, probably owing to a continual
increase in the quantity of mercury deposited with it.
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3. The compound decomposes with crepitation at a temperature ofabout 200° C. (very rou^h).
4. The compound is probably identical with the trimercuramin6 of Plantamour.
5. It behaves as a dissociable compound on heating and
coohng, and can finally be entirely decomposed by repeating
the heatino- and coolino; often enouo^h.
6. An attempt to get the dissociation curve with such
accuracy as would allow the application of analysis failed,
through the want of a preliminary determination of the
relative capacity of tube and gauge.
It now became necessary to repeat the experiment under
Fig. 2.
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slightly changed conditions, so that new facts might present
themselves and the previous results he controlled. I decided
to make a tube of such a kind that I could begin by sparking
it so that the sparks only passed through nitrogen, and then,
after a sufficient interval of time and at any convenient
opportunity, introduce mercury with a view to observing the
modified action. In order to vary the conditions, the whole
drying apparatus up to the sulphuric-acid tube was pumped
out afresh and filled with gas, which passed through the
reagents very slowly. This process occupied two days, one
day and a half it took to exhaust the vessels, and half a dav

I
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(5 hours) for the gas to flow in. It will be convenient here
to describe the tube employed, thouo^h the dimensions given
are taken from a later experiment, which was supposed to be
a repetition of the one in question ; the dimensions of this tube
may therefore be in error by a few per cent., but the actual
dimensions are not of much importance. The ends of the tube
dip down into mercury cups (not shown) so as to protect the
part where the wires enter from leakage. The mercury pocket
in the tube which forms the subject of the diagram (^g. 2) is
attached to the spark-tube by means of a capillary tube 14
centim. long.
This capillary tube was the finest piece of thermometer
tubing 1 actually happened to have by me, and was, as I should
imagine, about "1 millim. in diameter*. In preparing the tube
after the final filling, the inlet at A is fused off, and when
the proper pressure is reached the pump connexion at B
is sealed, and afterwards, in two or three hours' time, the connecting tube of the mercury gauge.
September 10-19. These days were spent in abortive
attempts to get tubes of the pattern described to submit
to having their electrodes white-hot for two or three hours
without fracturino- the olass.
September 19. Tube 5, as described, sealed off at 87
millim. The mercury was put in hot through a side-tube,
but was not boiled in situ in order to avoid getting vapour
into the spark-tube. In order to avoid the presence of airbubbles between the mercury and the glass, the tube at G w^as at
first about 8 centim. long, and was drawn down to a fi.ne point,
where it was fused off. The apparatus was then filled with
nitrogen and well heated when containing a nitrogen vacuum,
especial care being devoted to the mercury pocket. Nitrogen
was then admitted at more than atmospheric pressure, and
finally the end of the tube was broken off near 0 and the
mercury run in as quickly as possible from a fine funnel
reaching to the bottom of the pocket. The tube at C was then
sealed, and the mercury warmed again to perhaps 100° C. and
the visible bubbles displaced, the tube being of course vacuous.
Sept. 21. The mercury in the gauge was accurately at the
same height in both limbs. Sparked for five hours with the
best kind of sparks ; no effect.
Sept. 22. Sparked four hours with an air-break in circuit
just sufficient to stop the spark but not the brush-discharge
across the air-break.
It was noticed that luminosity w^ent
* This capillary tube was part of the later arrangements. In the tube
under discussion its place was taken by a tube 2 millim. in diameter and
only about 6 centim. long.
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down the tube to the mercury, and was much increased by
touching the outside of the tube near the mercury. This discharge, of course, was small comf)ared with the discharge in
the main tube.
There was no effect on the gauge.
Sept. io. Sparked Avith rather large sparks 6^ hours. No
effect.
Sept. 24. Sparked strongly, so as to make the tube warm,
for 6 J- hours.
No effect.
Sept. 25. The mercury boiled up into tube. This led to
the gauge showing a real increase of pressure of a little less
than vl millim.; I attribute this to gas from the sides of the
tube between it and the mercury. S{)arked strongly for
5|: hours ; when all was cold the pressure excess had grown
to about '2 millim., i. e. in a direction contrary to the one
expected.
Sept. 26. Discharge on for 6-| hours fairly strong, so as
to warm tube perceptibly. The gauge then showed the same
pressure on each side.
Sept. 27. A wet paper band round thafc part of the tube
where the mercury was most thickly condensed. Sparked
four hours (?) . No effect.
Sept. 28.
Ditto 3 hours.
No effect.
Sept. 29. Faint sparks for 5 hours ; wet paper band, as
before.
No effect.
Oct. 1. Temperature being more rigorously equal, and
gauge carefully tapped, there is a shrinkage of about '1 millim.
Sparked six hours with faint sparks and wet paper round
tube.
No effect
Oct. 2. Strong current on 6 hours. Looking the next
day (October 3rd), a faint yellow tinge was observed ]-ound
the mercury drops, and the gauge showed "8 millim. difference
of pressure.
Sparked hard 6 hoin^s; the mercury was now
» obviously attacked, and v.'hen examined on October 3rd it was
found that the pressure difference amounted to 3*2 miliim.
Sparked 3 hours with full discharge ; this increased the effect
to 6 millim., and in another 4-^ hours the discharge had become
splendidly golden, the resistance in the tube small, and the tube
was fluorescing strongly (a sign of mercury vapour) . Effect
increased to about 7 millim. The experiment was then interrupted bythe cracking of the tube.
No opportunity for examining the deposit occurred
till
November 10th, i.e. for more than a month.
The tube was
then cut into bits, and it was observed that the deposit had
become partly incrusted with some whitish incrustation.
On
,^L trying to produce an explosion the experiment failed, and it
:^H was obvious that the tihn had quite decomposed.
It is to be
IH
noted that the mercury was only attacked with dilhculty.
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Tube 6. — Dec. 5, 1891. This is the tube shown in fig. 2.
All drying apparatus exhausted twice ; tube prepared by
a steady discharge during December 11th ; left till 14:th to
test for leaks, when it was found that the whole apparatus
was air-tight. Tube again sparked hard all December 14th
with best pump-vacuum attainable. Electrodes at a bright
red heat for 1^ hours ; mercury separated by long tube and
boiled in pocket. Sealed off at about 6 miilim. pressure on
December 15th.
Dec. 16. Sparked 2 hours through capillary water resistance ;tube slightly warm.
No effect.
Dec. 17. Sparked so as to produce a yellow glow for
3 hours and by small blue sparks for 1 hour.
No effect.
Dec. 18. Sparked with fairly strong discharge for 8 hours.
Tube too warm to read : so left till December 3J st, when it
was found that the tube pressure had diminished by '2 miilim.
This led to an examination of the tube by holding a sheet of
Avhite paper behind it ; and it was found that a bronze-coloured
film had formed where mercury had condensed near the top
of the capillary tube. The mercury within the sphere of action
was only the most minute trace.
Sparked 3 hours and on.
Dec. 22. Effect about "3 miilim. Sparked for about an
hour, and then on careful examination it was found that the
glow was actually passing down the tube to the mercury. It
was clearly of no use to go on with the experiment in this
way, and consequently the mercury was boiled into the tube
and the spark turned on. The effect diminished during the
boiling from '35 miilim. to '3 miilim. Sparked then for
5 hours ; effect increased to 1*2 miilim.
Dec. 26.
Sparked 4 hours.
Effect 2*4 miilim.
Dec. 27.
Ditto 3 hours.
Effect 4*3 miilim.
Dec. 2^. Sparked for one hour, w^hen it was noticed that
the tube-resistance had increased and the gauge showed 5*38
miilim. of effect ; hence the tube is nearly empty. On first
turning on the spark, the illumination began by being strong ■
for about one minute. The striae were well marked, and the
mercury spectrum prominent. After about one minute the
luminosity diminished to that corresponding to faint blue
sparks. In twenty minutes the tube was again hot and fairly
luminous, and continued with luminous sparks and rising temperature for 35 minutes : the gauge showed that the rise of
temperature (?) was producing an increase of pressure. Tube
cooled for one hour, w^hen it was found that the excessive
sparking had at last cracked the tube near the platinum wire,
and that some mercury had been drawn in. The tube was
then cut into bits, and one was heated in a test-tube in a
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glycerine bath with the same precautions exactly as one uses
in taking a melting-point. I extract the following account
from my note-book verbatim: — '^ I could not detect any change
till about 230° C, at which temperature quiet decomposition
set in, and was complete and the tube clean at 235^^. A considerable portion of the thermometer stem was outside the
bath, though it did not beghi to register till above 110°,
Making all allowances, the temperatures might on this account
have been anything less than 5° above those given. The temperature rose very slowly, and the glycerine was kept well
stirred by a crescent-shaped stirrer of zinc. Experiments on
other bits of the tube were made by heating them in the bare
flame. In two of these (out of about four) there was a distinct
crepitation, but I did not note any flash, though that the
decomposition when once started ran very rapidly over the
whole mirror was well seen in all the experiments. The deposit
suddenly brightened with a pufl" of vapoar. I could detect no
nitrous smell. The temperature must hrve been 200^ 0. in all
cases. The platinum deposits were enormous, and the electrodes torn up in all directions as described by Edison."
These experiments may be considered to settle the question
of the cause of the efifect observed by Professor Thomson and
myself in 1885 and 1886. No trace of the efl'ect was ever
found unless the mercury was attacked ; and, contrariwise, the
mercury was never seen to be attacked without the " effect ''
making its appearance. It is curious to note the difference in
the readiness with which the action can be brought about, even
when all the c^'rcumstances of the experiments appear to be
identical. It is for this reason that I imagine that the reaction
requires the intervention of minute traces of some third substance, and the actual amount of these traces differs in different
experiments. When the reaction once commences it goes on
with increasing rapidity till near the end, and apparently
faster the more powerful the discharge. ^One experiment
appears to ind^'cate that even after the trimercuramine (?) is
decomposed its constituents are in a state of " labile ^' equilibrium with respect to one another, and combine slightly or
separate according to some set of circumstances which I cannot
assign. It is curious, too, that the dissociation should be so
irreversible. Unless the mercury vapour continually liberated
is removed from the sphere of action — by combinat^'on with
the platinum deposit, for instance — I cannot understand the
effect of repeated heating ; and, indeed, I consider that the
suggestion just made is very possibly the true explanation.
The condensation of nitrogen, therefore, at ordinary temperatures has not been observed ; but it is possible that it may
Phil Mag, S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 212. Jan. 1893.
D
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occur at low temperatures.
For this purpose 1 prepared
Tuhe 7, which is figured in the Plate in the position
it occupied before it was sealed ofr. This tube was prepared
with even more than the usual care. Thus, the cleaning
of the tube occupied two days and the final rinsing was
accomplished by means of some thrice-distilled water from
the platinum and gold still. This water ran into the tube direct
from the still. The electrodes were prepared by sparking
during five hours with a discharge sufficient to make them redhotj during which time the tube was thrice filled and exhausted.
The next day the tube was heated t^^dce, and on each occasion
about 500 cub. centim. of gas were passed through it ; after
which it was exhausted as far as possible (in an hour), and
then the final charge was allowed to enter. The tube was
sealed off at 8" 7 millim. pressure, and then put in salt and
pounded ice and kept at —14'^ C. by means of frequent stirring
and the addition of fresh ice and salt. Sparked 2 hours with
effective sparks : no effect. (The effect was looked for the
next day, when the temperatures were equalized, but was not
observed.)
Jan. 2. Sparked for 2 hours at about —10° C, all kinds of
sparks,
No effect.
The filamentary tube was then replaced by a wider one, as
it was observed that the gauge only acted very slowly owinoto the extreme fineness of the filanaentary tube. The sparktube then required to be pumped out and prepared afresh,
except for the heating of the electrodes, which, however, incidentally took place.
Jan. 4. Sparked IJ hours at —10° C. Xo effect.
Jan. 6. Sparked 7 hours at a mean temperature of — 8° C;
various sparks.
ISTo effect.
Jan. 7. Observed again, at very uniform temperatures.
Still no effect.
Jan. 12. Ditto.
The conclusion ia that no effect is produced on nitrogen, so
far as condensation goes, by sparking it at a temperafure of
about — 10°C. and at a pressure of 8-2 millim.
Su m m ary of Res u Its .

1. Nitrogen can be prepared by a continuous process in a
state of great purity.
2. Nitrogen so prepared cannot be caused to condense by
any available kind of spark down to a temperature of —10° 0.
and a pressure of about 8 millim.

3. "When mercury is present, a compound of mercury and
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nitrogen is formed.
This compound is probably identical
with the nitride obtained by Plantamour.
4. The rate of formation of this nitride, other things being
the same, is so irregular as to suggest that its formation is due
to the interaction of an otherwise inappreciable trace of some
other substance.
5. This compound is dissociable ; but under the circumstances of the experiment the dissociation process is not
entirely reversible, since sufficient heating will permanently
destroy the compound.
6. There are changes in the appearance of the discharge in
nitrogen which can be brought about by very slight variations
of temperature, and possibly of electromotive force, for which,
so far as I know, no explanation is at present forthcoming.
Sydney, August 5, 1892.

II. On the Refraction of Rays of Great Wave-length in
Roch-salt, Sylvite^ and Fluorite. By Heinrich Rubens
and Benj. W. Snow*.
[Plat© II.]
IN volume xl. of Wiedemann's AnnaJen one of the present
authors recently described a method whereby a knowledge of the dispersion of rays in the infra-red may be easily
obtained. With the aid of this device the dependence of the
index of refraction upon the wave-length was determined for
sixteen materials ; viz. for nine different samples of glass, for
water, carbon disulphide, xylol, benzol, quartz, rock-salt, and
fluorite. Inasmuch as in this paper is given a minute description ofthe methods employed, it will suffice here briefly
to refer to the main features of the method of procedure
followed in the present determination.
The rays from the zirconia burner of Linnemann, after
being reflected from the front and the rear surfaces of a thin
plate of air, enclosed between two parallel glass planes, were
then concentrated upon the slit of a spectrometer, by which
means two beams of light were produced, capable of mutual
interference, so that the otherwise continuous spectrum of the
incandescent zirconia plate was crossed by a series of vertical
interference-bands. The wave-length X of each such dark
band, multiplied by a certain whole number ???, always equals
the product of twice the thickness d of the layer of air and
the cosine of the angle of incidence i of the rays. With the aid
* Communicated by the Authors.
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of the Fraimhofer lines the wave-lengths of the interferencebands were determined for the ^dsible portion of the spectrum,
and from these data were calculated the order m of each dark
band and the product K = 2dcosi. The knowledge of these
two constants proved, then, sufficient to determine also the
wave-lengths of the interference-bands in the infra-red.
The positions of these latter we^-e obtained by allowing the
sensitive filament of a linear bolometer to wander throngh^the
spectrum, and plotting the observed galvanometer-deflexions
as a function of the angular deviation. The interferencebands are then recognized as minima or maxima in the curve.
In this way, for a series of angular deviations may be determined the corresponding indices of refraction ; that is, a
number of points in the n — \ plane determined, which, when
joined by a smooth curve, give the curve of dispersion for the
material examined.
In the majority of the bodies thus investigated, the limit of
the region in the infra-red capable of being explored was
prescribed by the absorption, which increases rapidly with
increasino' wave-lengths. In two cases alone, viz. when
working with rock-salt and with fluorite, were the investigations discontinued at wave-lengths X=5'7//. and X = 3'3/L6
respectively, before the region of strong absorption was
reached. This was rendered necessary by the fact that the
apparatus emploj'ed proved to be insufficiently sensitive to
measure the exceedingly feeble energy found in the spectrum
of the zirconia burner at these long wave-lengths.
As a means of continuing the investigation beyond this
point two ways of improvement suggested themselves. At
first we thought it possible to increase the energy of the source
of light^ but all endeavours to attain this end proved of no
avail. The use of the electric arc for this purpose was, after
a short but thorough trial, discontinued. Even arc lamps of
unusually good regulation, when supplied by the almost perfectly constant current of the Berlin Central Station, gave a
radiation too fluctuating to be used in place of the zirconia
light. The regulation of the arc by hand was also tried, but
also without success. The use, moreover, of a zirconia burner
of nearly double the dimensions of the former resulted in only
a feeble increase in the energy, while a series of new difficulties was thereby introduced, such as the melting of the
platinum cell, a greater consumption of gas, &c. We concluded, therefore, for the further investigation, to retain the
source of light in its original form, and to make better use of
the energy here at hand by increasing as far as possible the
sensitiveness of the measuring apparatus.
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The first change toward the accomplishment of this end
was effected in the substitution of two plane surfaces of larger
dimensions in place of the reflecting plates formerly used.
For this purpose the optical firm of Carl Zeis, of Jena, most
generously provided us with two plates with plane surfaces,
4 centim. square and 1 centim. thick, one of crown glass and
the other of fluorite. The plates were set in metal frames,
and the distance between them regulated by a system of
screws, as in the former case. With the exception of the
extreme edges both plates were ground to a truly plane surface. A rectangular opening in a diaphragm, placed in the
path of the rays, allowed only light to enter the slit of the
spectroscope which had been reflected from the central portion
of the plates. The interference-bands thus produced were
unusually sharp, as can be seen from the pronounced minima
of the curves in figs. 1, 2, and 3 (Plate II.), which represent
the three
diff'erent
Hardlytheneed
it beoptical
mentioned that
in the energy-spectra.
following experiments
entire
system consisted wholly of rock-salt and fluorite.
The delicacy of the bolometer was increased chiefly by using
a galvanometer of the highest degree of sensitiveness which one
of us had constructed, and which will be described in detail in
a forthcoming paper. The coils of the galvanometer in series
measured 140 ohms resistance. When the period of the
needle was reduced for the single swing to 10 seconds, one
millimetre deflexion on the scale indicated a current of
1*3 X 10~^^ ampere. With this degree of astaticism the zeropoint of the needle was perfectly constant.
The bolometer with which the following determinations
were made is described as No. 2 in the previous paper. It
consisted of two strips of platinum, 12 millim. long and
0'05 millim. wide, each having about 80 ohms resistance,
only one of them iDeing exposed to radiation. With the aid
of the new galvanometer we were able to trace a sensitiveness
of 0*000003° C. per millimetre deflexion. A standard candle
one metre distant produced a deflexion of 400 millim.
With the exception of the changes here mentioned all
pieces of apparatus were identical with those formerly described. The relative positions, moreover, of the instrument,
as well as the manner and the order in which the operations
were performed, Mere retained unchanged. We can therefore
pass at once to the results of our observations.
Measurements were made upon the three materials so well
known for their diathermanous properties — rock-salt, sylvite,
and fluorite.
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I. Rock-salt.

We had at our disposal a prism of this mineral having
a triangular base 3 J centim. on each side and 4 J centim. in
height. Before being used the prism was freshly polished
and its refracting angle redetermined. The observations
with the bolometer gave the energy spectrum represented in
fig. 1, PI. II. The positions of the maxima and minima
were corrected, as in the piiper cited above, with the aid of
the enveloping curve, whereby the points of contact of the
two curves were used without further modification as the
characteristic points in question. As the theory shows, this
method gives a closer approximation to the quantities required
than the method by construction given in the former paper.
But little weight, however, is to be attached to the superiority
of this modification, as both methods lead to results which are
identical to the fourth decimal place.
Inasmuch as the present investigation was undertaken expressly for the purpose of extending measurements as far as
possible into the infra-red, we were compelled to use a comparatively thick layer of air for refiecting the interfering
beams of light, which brought the interference-bands in the
spectrum very near together. It was quickly found, however, that even the narrow width of the bolometer and the
impurity of the spectrum, caused by the aberration of the
lenses, placed a limit beyond \\'hich the further reduction of
-the breadth of the interference-bands could not be carried.
With the feeble dispersion of the materials used, this limit
was practically reached when the visible spectrum was crossed
by seven or eight interference-bands, which gave a value to
the constant K = 2(icosz of about 8*5//,. According to this,
,the minimum of the first order, which is the farthest possible
attainable point in the infra-red, has a wave-length X=^8'5/ub.
Then follow the maximum of the second order and the corresponding minimum, which have wave-lengths X = 5'7^ and
\=:4-3yu respectively. Although the curvature of the curve
of dispersion in this region is slight, it seems to us, nevertheless, desirable to add_, for greater accuracy in our measurements, other possible points to the small number already
obtained. In order to attain this end, we found it advantageous touse not only the corrected positions of the maxima
and minima and their corresponding wave-leugths for plotting
the curve of dispersion, but also the points of intersection of
the energy curve G=/(a) (see fig. 1) with the curve of
mean energy E=/(a)^ since the wave-lengths corresponding
to the abscissae of these points are easily calculated.
This
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latter curve might have been observed directly, had the
distance between the plates enclosing the reflecting layer of
air been sufficiently increased.
This curve E. =/(«), which
represents the distribution of energy when no interference is
present, can be constructed, however, with sufficient accuracy,
when at each point an ordinate is erected equal to the mean
of the ordinates of the corresponding points of the enveloper,
P and Q. If the curve G=/(a) is intersected at any point
by the curve R=f(oi), then the ampKtude for the abscissa of
this point must have the same magnitude which it would have
attained had a superposition of the energy of the two beams
taken place without interference.
The vibratory motion of the two beams whose amplitude
and period are A and T respectively, may be represented by
the equations
. . r. f t
7ji — Asm27T[j^

a;\
-r:r

A.

?/2 — A sin27r ( 7n

They unite to form the ray
Y=2Acos

sm 277!,-^

^
K

)

\

= 2 A sin — — sm. ztt
'''+ 2 "^ 4:
^ ft
^, . irK
It follows from what has been said above that, for the
abscissa of the point of intersection of the two curves B and
ttK
G, the amplitude of the beam Y, viz. 2 A sin ^—, must equal
+ A \/2.

(I-

X is accordingly determined from the equation

sm -^ = ±i V2,
ttK

tt

ott

Stt

(2^1+1)7^

where n is any whole number.
The wave-length, therefore,
of each point of intersection is given by the equation

A knowledge
of the order 2mof + the
1* adjacent maxima and
minima gives at once an interpretation to the quantity n. If
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the point of intersection in question lies in such a way that
the adjacent miniin"um (inih. order) lies on the side of the
longer wave-lengths, and the adjacent maximum on the side
of the shorter wave-lengths, then 7i = 2m.
The introduction of these points in the calculation of the
curve of dispersion made it possible for us to conduct the
observations with interference-bands as broad as were necessary,
and at the same time to obtain a sufficiently great number of
points to enable us to ascertain the character of the curve of
dispersion with nearly the same degree of accuracy as in those
portions of the spectrum lying but little beyond the reach of
the eye.
At this point mention should be made of a peculiarity of
the energy- curve, which may be observed in the drawing
(fig. 1). The deflexions of the galvanometer, at the point of
the last minimum a^, not only sink to zero, but even assume
negative values. The cause of this singularity, which also
appears to a smaller degree in the energy-curve of fluorite, is
to be found in the fact that the second unilluminated arm of
the bolometer, which was placed in the apparatus within a
casing of hard-rubber, notwithstanding this covering received
upon its surface a greater amount of energy than the first
arm, which was exposed to the direct radiation. The plausibility ofthis explanation is increased when we remember that
the covered resistance is then at a portion of the spectrum
in which the mean energy is 50 times greater than in the
neighbourhood of the minimum an, and that ebonite is not
opaque to thermal radiation of great wave-length.
In the following Table are found the results of the observed
indices of refraction and wave-lengths. The first column,
entitled " Name,'"' gives the quality of the characteristic point
in question, as Fraunhofer line, minimum (a), maximum {b),
or point of intersection (c) of the curves G and R ; the second
column contains the angle of deviation a as measured on the
graduated circle ; the third contains the index of refraction n,
calculated from the refracting angle (/) and the angle of
deviation a according to the formula
s
sni m-|

n=
the fourth column contains finally the wave-length which is
calculated from the order m of the interference -band and the
constant K = 2dcosi. The curve of dispersion plotted from
the data of this Table is found in fig, 4, a.
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Table I.
Refracting Angle of the Kock-salt Prism, (/)=60° 2'.
K = 8-30
w. Order.
a. 7/i; ai is 11th
Name.
1-5607

f!

42
41

«

40

Hv
D

c::::::::.

a^
b'
a...

^

....

5^
:
39

*;::::::::::::;:;
a
h.

7 i
^22
58
47i
61

tta

h'.
a~

37
56
7 1
4716
29Hi

41
44
38
35

::.

hi::.::::.::::::.

a^

221
28rsi
32

fit

18

bl

i:.:"::::::

^2

a-,n
Cr,

4

c,
a.,

••••

38

7
2
371
56 .
49
24

1-6531
1-5441
1-6404
1-5370
1-5358
1-5347
1-5337
1-5329
1-5321
1-5313
1-5305
1-5299
1-5293
1-5286
1-5280
1-5275
1-5270
1-5264
1-5257
1-5247
1-5239
1-5230
1-5217
1-5208
1-5197
1-5184
1-6163
1-5138

K
0-434
0-486
0-589
0-656
0-755
0-790
0-876
0-831
0-923
0-978
1-035
1-107
1-186
1-277
1-384
1-511
1-660
1-845
2-076
2-372
2-771
3-022
3-320
3-690
4-745
4150
5-540
6-647
8-307

It is well known that Professor Langley*, by a method
wholly different from the one here described, was able to
follow the dispersion in rock-salt to a wave-length X = 5'3//-.
He found, in these experiments, that the carve of dispersion
from about \=2/jl on followed very nearly a straight line.
Owing to the fact that even with the elaborate means at
hand he was unable to extend measurements by his method
farther than this in the direction of the long wave-lengths, he
concluded to extend this straight line throughout the still
more distant region of the infra-red in which his observations
were taken.
Many theoretical objections are at once suggested by so
extensive an exterpolation.
Among these criticisms may bo
* An7i. de Chim. et de Phys. [6] ix. p. 433 (1886).
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mentioned one in particular, tliat, from a definite wavelength on, the indices of refraction would assume negative
values, which points to an utter impossibility. There remained, however, the possibility that within the limits of
Professor Langley^s measuremients of energy, the straight hne
exterpolation gave results which were at least a first approximation to the true value. A glance at the curve (fig. 4, a)
shows, on the other hand, that in reality this is not the case.
Indeed it is true that our own curve of dispersion tends
toward a straight line until a point is reached almost as distant
as X = 5/Ji ; but at \ — 5fjL the curve begins gradually to lessen
its inclination to the horizontal axis of wave-lengths ; and at
A- = 8yCtthe effect of this curvature is so considerable that a
straight line exterpolation carried from X = 5it on to this
point would introduce an error in the determination of wavelength not less than 1/jl.
In the following Table a comparison is made between our
results and those of Professor Langley. It is to be noticed
that his curve, as far as this is plotted from his observations,
agrees fairly well vdth our own, but that his values given by
exterpolation differ widely from those observed by us, and
that their difference increases as the wave-lengths become
longer. There are also added here for completeness the data
obtained from the previous paper. That an easier com^parison may be made with Langley's figures, the wave-lengths
selected increase by multiples oi\-Q = 0'bS9jub,
Table II.
Wave-lengtli.

1.
2.
3,
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Xj^ =0-589
X^ = l-178
X^ = 1-767
X^ =2-356
X^= 2-945
Xj^=3-534
X^=4-123
X^=4-712
X-^=5-301
Xj^=5-890
Xj,= 6-480
Xj,=7 070

13. X^ = 7-66
14. Xp=8-25

u
(Langley).

•1

1-5301 >
1-5442
1-5272
1-5254

o

15243
1-5227
S
1-5215
1-5201
1-5186 J

1-5172^

H

1-5158 1 1
1-5129 V.I
1-5144
11

1-51 15 J P

n
(Eubens).
1-5441

1-5301
1-5272
1-5256

1-5300
1-5269
1-5253
1-5241
1-5227

1-5240
1-5226
1-5212

1-5214
1-5202
1-5189

1-5200
1-5188
1-5177

...

1-5166
1-5157

...

1

Snow). &
n (Rubens
n (Langley) —
w(Rub.&Sn.).
0-0001
1-5441

1-5148
1-5138

0
-00002
0

+0-00031
-0-00023
1
135
8
23
19
1

^
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The values, therefore, attribnted by Professor Langiey* to
the wave-lengths in that region of the spectrum lying between X= 0 and. \ = 5yu, are undoubtedly correct. Beyond
this limit, however, at least as far as X=:8'3^, the values
assumed are too small, but it is not impossible that when still
greater wave-lengths are reached the sign of the error may
change. The results, nevertheless, of his observations remain
of the greatest interest, since it will be easily possible to apply
a correction to the wave-lengths as soon as the dispersion
in rock-salt can be followed to sufficiently small indices of
SyJvite,
The behaviour of rock-salt is in every respect similar to
that of the mineral sylvite, to which it stands in close chemical
relation. There was placed at our disposal a prism of this
material, 14 millira. at the base and 20 millim. in height.
The surfaces of this prism were so well polished that the
refracting angle could be determined to within 0*5 minute.
In fig. 2 the observed galvanometer-deflexions are plotted
as functions of the angular deviation of the arm of the bolometer. From this curve is computed the table of dispersion
in the manner described above. Corresponding to this is
plotted the curve of dispersion (fig. 4, h) .
Table III.
Refracting Angle of the Prism of Sylvite, ^ = 59^ 54^
K = 8-022 /L6 ; % is 10th Order.
X.
Name.

F .
D.
C .
a,.
a

5^

h-

^.■
a,.

]

I

Name.

a.
1-5048
37 30
1-4981
36 55
1-4900
1-4868
35 37
57
1-4829
3i 1-4819
32
271 1-4809
1-4802
1-4795
20
1-4789
13
1-4782
1-4776
10161 1-4771

m

n

434
486
589
056'893
■944
802
•003
845
■070
•145
•234
•337

^5.

a,,

b,.
a,.
^1
etc,.•

c-i ■
b,.

«10

2i
56| 1-4766
1-4761
1-4755
^0
i)
34 59j 1-4749
1-4742
48
43
1-4732
1-4722
1-4717
53
1-4712
35^
1-4708
40i
28

1-4701
1-4693
1-4681

■209
458 •561
603
•Oil
781
005
291
073
577

345
412
022

c, ,

"* Langley, Sill. Joiirn. [3] xxxi. pp. 1-22, 1886 5 further [3] xxxii.
pp. 83-106, 1886, and [3] xxxviii. pp. 421-440 ; Phil. Mag-, xxvi. p. 505,
1888. The sarae is true of t he paper of Angstrom, ()frersf</f af Konql.
Vet.-Akad. Forhmdl. ix. p. 549, 1889, and vii. p. 331, 1800, nnd AV.
II. Juliu^,, Arch, Neerl, i. pp. 310-384, 1888.
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A study of tMs curve shows that the dispersion in sylvite,
which in the visible spectrum is only slightly inferior to that
in rock-salt, decreases in a similar manner but far more rapidly
than in the latter mineral, so that at wave-length X=8//, the
dispersion is only about one third of the corresponding
dispersion in rock-salt.
Notwithstanding the great durability of this material^ and
its permanence in moist air as well as its almost perfect transparency to thermal radiations, the exceedingly rapid decrease
in the dispersive power of sylvite renders this substance not
so well adapted for experiments involving the use of prisms
as rock-salt, whose surfaces are only with difficulty kept
perfect. In the construction of condensing lenses this
difficulty does not occur.
Fluor it e.
The prism here examined is the same one which was used
in the former investigation. The value of the refracting
angle was redetermined and was found to agree very closely
with the observations previously made.
For a long time we tried in vain to measure beyond wavelength X= 3'5/u<, ih.Q energy-spectrum produced by the fluorite
prism. The results of the previous observations show the
cause of our failure to be due to the fact that, after a region
of comparatively feeble dispersion, the dispersive power of
fluorite increases and the energy in this portion of the spectrum becomes proportionally weaker. In order to make
further advances, we were finally compelled to open wider
the slit of the spectrometer at those places where the radiant
energy sank below a measurable quantity. The repetition of
this device enabled us to reach a v/ave-length in the infra-red
greater than X^Sfi. In the curve shown in fig. 3, which
represents the observed distribution of energy produced by
the fluorite prism, the slit was twice opened ; the first time
from 0*1 miliim. to 0'4 millim. when the arm of the bolometer
was at a deviation a = 30° 10', and a second time from 0*4
millim. to I'O millim. at an angle of deviation a. = 28° 50''.
By this means the deflexions of the galvanometer were
increased fourfold and tenfold respectively. Owing to the
greatly increased dispersion and the corresponding increase
in the breadth of the interference-bands, this change in the
width of the slit did not materially interfere with the sharpness of the bands in this region of the spectrum. Inasmuch
as only one side of the slit was movable, a correction had to be
applied to the reading of the arm of the bolometer when the
slit was opened.
The distribution of energy, as shown in fig. 3, gives a curve
whose character is wholly different from the representation of
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the energy-spectra produced by rock-salt or sylvite, given
in figs. 1 and 2. While in these latter the breadth of the
interference-bands increases only slowly as the extreme infrared is reached, amomiting finally to hardly more than double
the smallest value, the breadth of these bands varies in the
energy-spectrum, as given by the fluorite prism, from
5 minutes to more than 2^ degrees. Corresponding to this
peculiar characteristic in the energy-s])ectrum of fluorite, the
quality of the dispersion in this mineral is quite different from
that of the materials previously considered.
In the following Table, which contains these data^ the indices
of refraction are given only to three decimal places. As a
result of the very considerable breadth of the interferencebands, it is impossible to locate the position of the characteristic points with the precision attainable in other cases.
Table IY.
Refracting Angle of the Fluorite Prism, (^ = 59°
n. 59^^
K
=
8-070/^
;
%
is
10th
Order.
X.
a.
I

11,

Name.

Name.

a.

\.
Hy
F.
D
0
«i

b,

...

32 5
31 52
36
29
19
14i
17

«2

b,
«3

bl
^4

b,
a-

12
108
6
4
2

1-4398
1-4372
1-4340
1-4325
1-4307
1-4303
1-4299
1-4294
1-4290
1-4286
1-4281
1-4277
1-4272

0-434
0-485
0-589
0-656
0-807
0-850
0-896
0-950
1-076
1009
1-152
1-240
1-345

30 59

b,
«G

46
51

O7

b,K
a^
b,
ftg
c,

38
29
13
29 46
29
4
28 305
27

b]
C.2
«io

1-4267
1-4260
1-4250
1-4240
1-4224
1-4205
1-4174
1-4117
1-408
55i1-403
1-396
1-378

1-466
1-613
1-792
2-019
2-303
2-689
3-225
4-035
4-62
5-38
8-07
6-46

•••

The curve of dispersion, shown in fig. 4, c, exhibits more
graphically than this table the peculiar character of the dispersion. From, this it is seen that the dispersive power of
flrorite decreases as far as X = 2 //, and then gradually increases,
reaching at X = Sfju a value only slightly inferior to the value
of ihe dispersion in the red.
Compared with rock-salt and sylvite, the dispersion of
fluorite in the visible spectrum is exceedingly small and
unusually great in the infra-red ; so that this material is
peculiarly well adapted to the production of prismatic heatspectra, an advantage which is still further increased by the
ease mih. which it can be worked and by the permanence of
its surface in the air.
Physical Laboratory,JuneUniversity
1892. of Berlin,

[
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III. Notes on the Construction of a Colour Map.
By Walter

Baily^ M.A.^

1. T"N
X
plotting
colours,

my paper on this subject, read before the Physical
Society on April 8 lastf, in discussing the method of
out the curve giving the mixtures of two spectrum
I stated that points in the curve lying in the abnormal or imaginary regions could not be determined by
experiment.
This I now find is a mistake.
Let Si and S2 be spectrum colours, of which the mixtures
are to be represented by points on the curve. The part of
the curve lying in the imaginary and abnormal regions is
obtained by subtracting light of one colour from light of the
other colour, and equating the resulting colour to the mixture
(if I may use the expression) obtained by subtracting white
from some other spectrum colour S.
We have
TiiSj — n2S2 = S — .^'W.

This equation does not represent any possible physical experiment, but it may be transformed, v/ithout altering the
value of any of the quantities, into
S -f 722^2 = ^^1^1 + ^W.
This last equation means :— Make a colour-patch of S and
S2, and a colour-patch of Si and W, and vary the quantities
of Si, S2, and W until the two patches are similar in colour,
and then measure the quantity of white. A line drawn to
the left from the position of S, and proportional in length to
the quantity of white, will define the position of the required
point in the curve.
2. In the map the region on the right of the line of spectrum colours is occupied by all the colours obtained by mixing
spectrum colours and white. I suggest that this should be
called the Spectral Region. The equation, for determiningpoints on the mixture curves in the Spectral Region is
TljSi + n2^2 = S + xW.
The region to the left of the abnormal and imaginary
regions is occupied by colours complementary to those in the
Spectral Region. I suggest that this should be called the
Complementary Region.
The equation for determining points
* Onmmauicated by the Physical Society : read October 28, 1892.
t Phil. Mag. June 1892, p. 496.
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on the mixture curves in the Complementary Eegion is
The equation for determining points on the mixture curves
in the Imaginary and Abnormal Regions has just been shown
to be (for one part of the curve)
and it is obvious that for the other part it will be
S + niSi = 71280 + .i'W.

3. In defining a colour as compounded of a spectrum
colour and ^Yhite, we have to determine both quality and
quantity of the white light.
A colour may be defined by three spectrum colours by
means of the equation
or of the equation

7?iSi + n2^2 = ^^383 + "^W,

Ui^i + ^282 + ^^383 =•.^■W.
The colour is that obtained when a patch formed in accordance with one side of the equation is made identical with
a patch formed in accordance with the other. In this case
quantity of white need not be defined, but quality must be
defined.
If a colour be defined by four spectrum colours the definition is independent of any convention as to the quality of
white light. Let S^, 82, S3, 84 be four spectrum colours
whose wave-lengths are in order of magnitude, then the
equation
72^8 J + 72383 — ^^282 + ^484

defines a certain colour, which can be obtained by making a
patch of 81 and 83 identical in colour with one of 82 and 84.

IV. Mountain-Sickness ; and Poiuer and Endurance.
By R. H. M. BosANQUET, F.R.S.^
THE account of mountain-sickness at great altitudes,
given in Mr. Whymper's work, ' Travels amongst the
Great Andes of the Equator/ is of great interest. On reading
it, it appeared to me to suggest a simple explanation of the
occurrence of mountain-sickness
under the circumstances
* Communicated by the Author,
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narrated, an explanation consistent with all the facts, inclu
ding the immunity enjoyed by Mr. Perring (p. 51). I thought
the matter too plain for publication. But the appearance of
Mr. Dent's article in the 'Nineteenth Century' (Oct. 1892),
" Can Mount Everest be ascended? " shows that my point of
view has escaped notice. This appears at once from the
remark at p. 611 : " Men of large vital capacity, wdth large
bones and full-blooded, are the best suited [for the ascent of
the highest mountains] ." So far as mountain-sickness of the
great-altitude type is concerned, this is certainly not true
without qualificatiou : the case of Mr. Perring above alluded
to is in point.
The body may be compared to a steam-engine and boiler,
the food-arrangements being paralleled by a mechanical stoker,
such that the supply of fuel can be fed into the reservoir of
the stoker in lump quantities, as food is fed into the stomach
at meals. The digestion and other internal arrangements,
w^hich w^e may speak of as the '' internal feed," pass this on
into the place of combustion just as a mechanical stoker does
fuel. When food is regularly taken, the internal feed wall
supply the combustion wdthin the body at a more or less constant rate, not depending on any voluntary action at the
moment, but depending on the constitution, on the average
amount of food taken at meals, and probably on the efficiency
or wastefulness of the internal feed.
The rate of the internal feed must vary enormously in
different persons. In men " of large ^atal capacity, . . . and
full-blooded/' it will generally be very much larger than in
persons of small vital capacity.
Now we can easily suppose an internal feed so copious as
to approach, in its requirement of oxygen for its proper
combustion, the possible supply afforded by the breathing
mechanism. And my suggestion is simply that in cases of
great-altitude mountain-sickness, such as Mr. Whymper
relates, the diminution of the air-supply reaches a point at
wdiich there is not enough oxygen for the consumption of the
fuel continually brought forw-ard by the internal feed. Of
course, so long as this is the case, disturbance of the system
is to be expected from the accumulation of the reducing
(oxygen-devouring) substances furnished by the internal
feed to the blood. Under these circumstances, food would
probably not be taken for a time ; the internal feed would
after a time be reduced ; and an equilibrium of the system set
up again founded on a reduced food consumption. And this
is precisely w^hat happened, according to Mr. Whymper's
account.
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On the other hand, Mr. Perring, '^ rather a debilitated man,
and distinctly less robust than ourselves " (p. 51)^ escaped the
sickness. According to mj view, the food-supply his system
was dealing with was not in excess of what could easily be
consumed by the air he breathed, even at the reduced
density.
According to this view, while the artificial supply of oxygen
advocated by some investigators should be able to give relief,
if the oxygen could be got to its work, yet the obvious course
is to attack the other element ; and by a judicious preliminary
course of moderate starvation, combined with light work, to
endeavour to bring the system into the required condition of
reduced fuel consumption — in ftict into the condition at which
it
in Mr.
Whymper's case, through the painful path
of arrived
the attack
of mountain-sickness.
So far 1 have spoken of what may be called " great-altitude "mountain-sickness. As to the more ordinary form, I
am sorry to say I was at one time a sufferer. Experience
enabled me to overcome it by adopting a slow uniform measured pace. But, after the disappearance of the agility of
youth, for some seasons I always suffered in my first expeditions, even at quite moderate elevations. And 1 have no
doubt whatever that it was due to the system being overtasked that
;
is to say, when I was endeavouring to do something like, say^ j^ of a horse-power for a time far longer
than I was capable of, I colhipsed, probably not being capable
of doing more than, say, 2V of a horse-power for any considerable time, at all events when out of training.
So far I have avoided going into numerical details, as they
are not necessary for the general explanation, and they open
up an exceedingly wide subject. But I propose now to deal
shortly with certain relations of the external work which can
be performed by men ; this is conveniently reckoned in terms
of '^ horse-power."
One '4iorse-power" is commonly defined as 550 footpounds
per second, without qualification. When recently horses were
replaced by electric motors on certain tramways, it was generally considered a surprise that motors of about 35 H.P., as
above defined, were required to replace the horses. Tlie
explanation is that the 550 footpounds per second definition
was based on the average effort that horses could exert for a
considerable time. The output of power of a horse on such
occasions as drawing a load up a sharp hill must be quite ten
times a nominal horse-power. And the machine is required
to be able to replace the greatest effort of which, say, 3 horses
are capable.
Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 212. Jan. 1893. E
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Similarly, consider a man weighing 12 stone.^ According
to a well-known mountaineering datum, lie may lift his weight
1000 feet per hour for many hours. Under these circumstances he is doing ahout yL- of ^ nominal horse-power.
Certain experiments on the treadmill gave J horse-power
external work^ maintained for 3 J hours.
But any ordinary person can do a whole horse-power, if the
time of the effort be short enough. Take a man weighing
12 stone = 168 lb. If he raise his weight a Httle over 3 feet
per second, he is doing a horse-power of work. (For 550/168
= 3-27, or a Httle more than 3^.) Now any ordinary person
who can run upstairs two steps at a time can do this easily
for a few seconds, and an active person for longer, hut the
duration of the effort will not easily e.vceed a certain fraction of
a minute.
Further, active people can do 2 horse-power, runningupstairs at the rate of 6^ feet of ascent per second, for a very
few seconds.
It appears, therefore, that the power a man is capable of
exerting depends on the duration of the effort.
The following (p. 51) are a few data I have selected as the
basis for a numerical law.
The law adopted is that the time of duration of effort (or
the " endurance ") varies inversely as the cube of the power
exerted, supposed uniform. Or, conversely, that the power
which can be exerted for a given time varies inversely as the
cube root of the time (or of the ^' endurance ").
Of course the numbers here given can only be rough
approximations to an average ; and we need not be surprised
if we find wide divergences in isolated cases.
While the correspondence of the calculated times with the
estimates is not in all cases close, the discrepancies are in
opposite directions. Further, any considerable change in the
assumed law would tend to make the calculated numbers
impossible in the one direction or the other. Thus, if we took
the fourth power instead of the cube, it would make the tasks
at the bottom easier, and that at the top impossible or nearly
so, and vice versa if we took the square instead of the cube.
The treadmill datum has been taken as the starting-point,
the calculated endurances of the other cases being derived by
multiplving 3^ hours by the cubes of the inverse ratios
of H.P.
It must be noted that we do not know the average weight
of Leslie Stephen's party. I have assumed that this was
12 stone. If not, a correction will be required. It will be
seen that their actual endurance app ears greatly to exceed
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that indicated by the law for the power developed. If the
average weight were much less the discrepancy would be
lessened. But I think I remember seeing Leslie Stephen
described somewhere as '^ the fleetest-footed of all the Alpine
brotherhood ; " so that probably his party might be expected
to show an endurance in excess of the average, at a high
speed of ascent.
The bearing of these considerations on the use of such, an
expression as '^ horse-power " is important. However convenient itmaybe as a short name for 550 ft.lbs. per sec, it is
clear that no specification of ft.lbs. per sec. can really represent the work of any animal, unless the endurance, or the
time for which that power can be maintained, is also specified,
and the law connecting the two is known.

V. Further Data on Colour-blindness. — No. III.
By Dr. Williaai Pole, F.R.S.^
Professor von Helmholtz''s Handbook of Physiological
OF

Optics,
all the names that could be mentioned as authorities

on the subject of colour-blindness^ probably that of
von Helmholtz stands the highest^ not only from the association ofhis name with that of Young in the most popular
theory of colour- vision, but more especially on account of his
monumental Handbuch der Physiologischen Optik, which has
acquired a classical celebrity. This work appeared at intervals from 1856 to 1866 ; but scientific knowledge advances
much in a quarter of a century, and the learned author is
conferring a great boon on the public by giving them a new
edition, thoroughly revised and brought up to date. To
make it more accessible it is published in separate " Lieferungen,'-' of which seven have appeared, comprising 560
closely printed large octavo pages.
I have been surprised to find how little this new edition is
known in England ; and as ihe, ])art treating of colourblindness isalready out, it would be culpable, in offering
data on this subject, to omit reference to it, particularly as
one of the special objects of this Magazine has always been
to call the attention of the Enghsh-reading scientific world
to important foreign pubhcatious. The subject mentioned
forms, indeed, but a minute item in the whole treatise ; but
* Commimicated by the Author.
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" fcC pede Herculem^^^ and I may claim a more extensive
discipleship under the great master in another branch of his
labours.
The description of colour-blindness which Helmholtz gave
in the old edition is so well known that it is only necessary
to refer to a few passages bearing on our comparisons with
the new one. The author stated (p. 294) that the patients
saw in the spectrum only two colours, which they for the
most part called blue and yellow, and he mentioned experiments on a patient tried by himself, which proved that for
this person's eyesight all colours could be compounded by
mixtures of yellow and blue. He then explained how, on
Grassmann's principles of colour mixtures, " for an eye which
acknowledges trichromic matches, but which confuses red
with green, it follows that all the hues which it especially
distinguishes may be compounded of two other colours something like [etwa) yellow and blue."
The author, however, in further explanation, pointed out
why he believed that yellow and blue might not be the
colour-sensations really experienced.
He said, p. 297 :—
In the Young hypothesis the colour invisible to the colourblind eye could naturally be only one of the fundamental colours,
. . . Eed-blindness w^ould thus be explained on Young's hypothesis bya paralysis of the red-perceiviug nerves
and it
follows from this that the red-blind perceive only green, violet,
and their mixture, blue.
He also (p. 299) mentioned another class, in regard to
whom " it might be conjectured {kann man vermuthen) that
their defect lay in an insensitiveness of the green-perceiving
nerves." These passages^ it will be seen, contain the essence
of the original application of Young^s theory to dichromic
vision, which became so popular.
We now turn to the new edition ; and as it is matter of
common knowledge that, in the interval of time since the
previous publication, the applicability of the hypothesis referred to has been seriously questioned, we look with interest
to what is said now on the matter.
We may take it up at page 3(32, where we find a mathematical investigation by geometry and algebra, to show that
if two colours, R and G, appear alike to the colour-blind,
there may be found another colour which, though visible to
the normal eye, is invisible to them. All this is just as it
stands in the old edition ; but now we come to the first
change of importance. The author, at the end of the investigation, adds a new passage as follows ;
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But it is not hereby excluded that this wanting colour might
also be wanting to the normal eye, and its weight = 0. That
would mean that two of the fundamental sensations of the normal
eye would, to the colour-blind person, be excited to equal strength
by all exciting causes. In fact, it has recently become probable
that the solution of the enigma is to be sought in this direction.
The older attempts to explain colour-blindness proceeded from
the first-named assumption, that one of the fundamental sensations was wanting to dichromic eyes. I myself have adopted
this in the first edition of this hand-book*.
As Helmholtz is not a person to use language inconsiderately in such a case as this, we may gather much
information from this short passage. In the first place he
makes it clear that the original hypothesis was not intended as a positive and definite explanation. It was only an
"attempt to explain," and it is now characterized as "alf
- (old) , a word which, as I understand it, does not here mean
simply early in time, but carries with it the idea of "aged,"
" ancient," " antique," " stale," something superseded by
" new." The expression often recurs with clearly this
meaning. Then the explanation of colour-blindness is called
an "enigma" ; it is still obscure, and wanting "solution.^'
. And thirdly, the passage states that in consequence of some
recent events a new solution has become probable in a
certain direction. The recent events alluded to have been
clearly the more complete evidence acquired as to the facts
of dichromic vision ; and the new solution, which indeed is
already indicated, will be better explained by and by.
It is difficult to construe all this otherwise than as intimating
that the author does not now attach much weight to the
former explanation, and we shall find, farther on, abundant
confirmation of this interpretation.
He, however, thinks it right to reprint the pnrt which
contains the " alteren Erklarungsversuche," but he adds now
the following new saving clause (p. 366).
Nevertheless (immerhin), as it appears doubtful what sensations
of the normal eye correspond to the two colour sensations of the
dichromic patients, Bonders has recommended that, according to
* The important original passages are as follows :—
" Das wiirde heissen, dass zwei der Grundempfindimgen des normalen
Auges dem Farbenhlinden durch alle Reizmittel gleich stark erregt
wiirden. In der That ist es neuerdings wahrscheinlich geworden, dass
in dieser Richtung die Losimg des Riithsels zu suchen ist.
" Die alteren Erklaruugsversiiche der Farbenblindheit gingen von der
erstgenannten Annahme aus, dass den dichromatischen Aiigen eine der
Grundempfindimgen fehlte. Ich habe dies in der ersteu Auflage dieses
Handbuchs selbst angenonunen,"
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the customary expression of painters, the colour corresponding to
the red'
less refrangible
the half
spectrum
called
the
luarmor colour,
and that ofhalftheofblue
the coldshould
colour be
; and
we
will do so in what follows.
At pages 367-8 he remarks on the distinction of the
classes of ^' red-blind '^ and " green-blind/^ but more positive
opinions are given later.
At pages 368 and 369 we come upon the " new ^' explanation of colour-blindness already alluded to. The idea of this
appears to have arisen with Helmholtz himself at a very
early period. In 1860 Edmund Rose pointed out the difficulty of Young's original explanation^ stating that after
carefnl examination of 59 colour-blind patients, he fonnd it
irreconcilable with the facts observed. In 1867, when the
last portions of Helmholtz^s work appeared, he noticed Rose's
experiments, admitting as an alternative suggestion (p. 848),
that " in the case of the congenital colour-blind it might well
be imagined that the activity of the nerve-fibres might not
be removed, bnt that the intensity curves of the three kinds
of light-sensitive elements might change, whereby a much
greater variability in the effect of objective colours on the
*.
might inenter"
eyeLeber,
1873, expanded the idea and put it into a practical
form. The great difficulty had been the continually increasing
evidence that the warm sensation of the colour-blind corresponded with the normal yellow, and not with red or green
as the Young explanation would require ; and Leber pointed
out that if, instead of abolishing the red or the green
element, the two w^ere assumed, by changes in their intensity
curves, to coincide, forming yellow^, the whole difficulty
would vanish. This explanation was afterwards repeated by
Fick, and at a later time, 1886, reproduced by Konig in his
communication to the British Association.
Helmholtz takes this up in his new edition apparently with
approval, and much matter will be found bearing on it in
pages 368 and following, and again at page 376, He thinks
that if the green curve has gone over to the red, it will
produce the sensations of the "green-blind"; but if the red
curve has gone over to the green, it will produce those of
the ^' red-blind," there being, however, less frequent intermediate degrees between the two extremes.
In pages 372 to 374 he applies the same explanation (as
Fick had done) to the colour [)lienomena of the normal
* The new expliiDation is ahvays ascribed to Leber; this clear anticipation ofit by Ilehnholtz seems hitherto to have escaped attention, even
by Dr. Konig-.
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retina J and alludes to the analogy between these and colourblindness.
Helniholtz thinks it right to devote considerable space
(pages 376 to 382) to the discussion of the theory of Hering.
He considers it a modification of Young^s theory, giving a
long description of it, illustrated by mathematical formulae,
and he says it will explain the facts of colour combinations as
well as, but not better than, Young^s theory. Then follows
much controversial matter, founded on arguments and statements byHering, but very little of which afPects the question
of colour-blindness.
The most important novelty in Hehnholtz^s second edition
is contained in section 21, on The Intensity of the Sensation of
Light. This section is a long one, extending over nearly 100
pages
; and anew.
large It
portion
of it,a?'. most
e. fromelaborate
pages 401essay
to 473,
is entirely
contains
on
" Helligkeit,^^ a word for which we have no perfect equivalent, but which is generally rendered by "brightness"
or "luminosity."'^ The matter is principally devoted to the
relations between " HelHgkeit " and colour, which appear to
be exceedingly complicated and difficult ; so much so, indeed,
that Helmholtz, with the modesty that so often accompanies
great knowledge, expresses distrust of his power to- deal
satisfactorily with them.
Fortunately, however, we have no occasion to speak of these
relations, further than as they are connected with an entirely
new determination of the three fundamental colour - sensations ,
by a method in which " HelHgkeit " (wliich for this purpose
I translate as "luminosity") takes a part. This investigation
may be said to begin on page 444, with a dissertation, "On
the relations between Sensitiveness to Colour and Sensitiveness toLuminosity .■'■' The author raises the question how far
observations on the spectral colours, having these elements in
view, will bear on the nature of the three physiological coloursensations, and having satisfied himself on this point he
undertakes the investigation.
I can only give (and it would not be right to do more) the
barest outline of this interesting but difficult and complicated
problem.- It adopts in the first place the view of the fundamental sensations applied shortly before by Konig and Dieterici in attempting a similar inquiry. They had analysed
the spectral hues by a great mass of experiments, using three
'^Elemental colours" E, G, Y, taken from the two ends
and the middle of the spectrum, by combinations of which
every other spectral hue could be produced.
These, on the
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old plan, would have been called the primary colours ; but
here they were only considered as preliminary elements ; the
new fundamental colours, say x, ?/, and z, being dependent on
them and connected with them by linear equations : thus
.^=ai.R + 6i, G + Ci.V,
?/ = <22 • I^ + ^2 • Gr + C2 .V, ,

The nine coefficients having to be hereafter determined,
making, in each line,
. a-\-h-\-c=l.
To arrive at these constants appears the crux of the problem,
it being necessary for this purpose to enter into the investigation regarding the colour and luminosity relations before
referred to. The quantities dEi^, (^Es, and d^^ are taken to
represent the magnitudes of the differential perceptions for
the elementary observations, and (iE is the magnitude of the 'dx).
difference in the colour resulting therefrom. This latter
quantity had to be expressed in terms of a', y, and z^ and for
this purpose the following formula was arrived at (p. 453) :—

k
Vd\/ \x' dx y ' dx / \y dX
2 dx) "^ \z 'dX x
where X = wave-length, 8A- = a certain mean error, and k a
constant found by multiplied observations. This equation
has to do with the sensitiveness to colour.
With the aid of the constants, having given an observation
of the values of R, G, and V, at any wave-length, the values
of x^ y, and z may also be found, and the constants must be
such that (iE, determined by the above equation, shall be
equal, or nearly so, at all points of the spectrum.
Having got this constant value of c/E, it has then to be
compared with the equation for dE arrived at in a different
way, from (iE^, (/Eg, and (iEg, viz.
r/E = /.;.6. V3,
where e is a certain very small fraction, also arrived at by
observation. This second value of d.E has to do with the
sensitiveness to luminosity. And if the two values are
equal or nearly so, the calculation maybe considered jiistiiiotl.
* Probably this is a misprint for _-. The book luifortiinatoly contains
several typographical errors.
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The most suitable constants were found to be, in round
numbers,
.t' = 0-80. 11-0-35
.G + 0-55 .V,
.y = 0-26.R + 0-35 .0 + 0-39 .V,
^ = 0-25 . 11 + 0-125 . G + 0-625 . Y,
where R, G, and Y represent the quantities of each elemental
colour in a given spectral hue.
To carry out the calculations, an immense number of observations were collected on the various spectral colours (some
50 on each hue), determining the proportions of R, G, and Y
in each colour. For example : at w.l. 520, the green hue
was found to be made up of
4-62 of R + 8-4:5 of G+ MO

of Y;

then, applying the above equations to these figures, the proportions of the three fundamental colours contained in this
hue of the spectrum were found to be
1-37 of ^? + 4-51 of ^ + 2-90 of ^.
Or in 100 parts of the green,
15 of .i' + 51 of ?/ + 34 of 2.
This being done for many points along the spectrum, and
the comparisons being satisfactory, the fundamental colours
can be laid down in a triangle, and their relations with the
spectrum shown in a geometrical form. The results will be
found in the tables on pages 454 and 455 and in the diagram
on page 457,
The three newly-found fundamental colours are, generally
speaking, red, green, and blue ; but all very much more
highly saturated than anything in the spectrum.
The Red, x^ is a highly saturated carmine-red, more tending
to blue than the extreme red of the spectrum.
The Green, y, is a yellow-green about w.l. 560, somewhat
greener than the complement to violet, and nearly corresponding tothe green of vegetation.
The Blue, z, is about w.l. 482, corresponding to ultramarine.
Tiie author states that the fundamental red and blue correspond with Hering's anticipations (Vermutliungen) ; and I
may be allowed to say that the former agrees with my determination of my own wanting colour in 1856, before any
one suspected the existence of an extra- spectral fundamental.
The following short table, which I have made out from the
diagrams, tables, and formulae, will show, in a simple manner,
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the percentages of the '' Urfarben,'^ x, ?/, and 0, contained in
some of the chief hues of the spectrum.
z.

X.

Wavelengths
Bed

... ...

Orange ...

61

end.
60O
580
.520

47- i|v 36
!
15

Blue

480

31

Violet ...

end .

Yellow ...
Gi-een

White

...

...

!

33

20
30
39
51
25
29

1^
23
25
34
40

33

40
33

35 , ■^

If we apply to these quantities 1
the principle that a mixture
of equal proportions of the three fundamental colours will
make white, we may form an idea of the enormous grade of
saturation of the ideal fundamental colours, compared with
that of the spectral hues. For example, spectral red will
contain 42 parts of Xyl part of ?/, and 57 of white ; spectral
yellow will contain 11 parts of Xy 14 0^ y, and 75 of white;
spectral blue will contain 2 parts of .i', 11 parts of ^, and 87
parts of white. This is a somewhat astounding idea ; but
a glance at the diagram on page 457 will show it is what the
author intends.
The author points out that all simple colours excite the
three nerve-elements simultaneous^, and with only moderate
distinctions of intensity ; facts for which there are analogous
phenomena in the known photochemical efiPects of photography.
This brief account gives a very vague idea of the skill
and labour that has been embodied in the work referred to ;
and, considering the entire novelty and difficulty of the
attempt, the acuteness of the logical reasoning required, and
the complicated nature of the relations involved, I should
venture to say it maybe pointed to as one of the most striking
examples of the application of high mathematics to physiolooicai research.
But it may be asked. What immediate connexion has this
with Colour-blindness ? The author has himself answered the

y-
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question by immediately going on, pxige 458, to a further
investigation, entitled " Comparison with Dichromic Eyesy
He begins with the remark that the fundamental colours
he has found do not coincide with those which Konig and
Dieterici had deduced from the comparison of colour-blind
eyes with normal ones, and which he had himself quoted in
former parts of this work. They had arrived at pretty nearly
the same hues of red and blue, but their third fundamental,
green, differed materially, and the intensities were very
different in all.
Helmholtz takes some pains to explain and comment on
this, showing that the discrepancy is due to the attempt made
by Konig and Dieterici to apply the '' old " assumption that
dichromic vision was simply caused by the absence of one
of the fundamental excitements of the trichromic eye. He
mentions that this assumption originated with Young, and
was, at an earlier period, accepted by most of the adapters of
the theory, including himself and Hering, as well as Konig
and Dieterici, and he thereby gives a good defence for their
zealous endeavours, but at the same time he leaves no doubt
that this assumption has vitiated their results.
As a further proof of this he cites (p. 461) the determination by Konig and Dieterici of the colours wanting to the
red and green blind respectively, according to the fundamental colours chosen by them ; and he shows that when the
newly found fundamentals are substituted, such a determination leads to irrational results, giving negative values : whereas
(p. 460) Young's hypothesis only allows positive values of
the physiologically possible colours.
Considering therefore, apparently, the old assumption as
now proved intractable, he goes on to explain that a more
general hypothesis respecting the existence of dichromatism
may be found, in which the necessity ceases that the missing
colour should be one of the fundamentals *.
* The foUowino- are the original words : — " Die hier gefundenen Grundfarben stimmen niclit mit denen iiberein, welehe die Hrn. A. Konig und
C. Dieterici aus der Vergleichung farbenblinder Augen mit normalsiclitigen hergeleitet haben. Nur die besondere, you Tli. Young ausgegangene uud yon den meisteu B^arbeitern der Tlieorie, auch von mir
selbst, von E. Hering, A. Konig, uud C. Dieterici friilier angeuommene
Erklarungsweise, dass bei den Dicliromateu einfacli eine der Grunderregungeu des tricliromatischen Auges nicht zu Stande komme, tritt in
Widerspruch mit dem bezeiclineten Ergebuiss,
'• Aber es ist eiue allgemeinere Hj-pothese iiber das Wesen der Dicliroraasie moglich, bei welcher die Nothwendigkeit aufhort, dass die fehlende
Farbe eiue der Grundfarben sei, und dock die Kegel festgehalten whd
dass alle Farbenpaare, welehe fiir das normale trichromatische Auge
gleich aussehen, auch fiir das dichromatische gleich ausseh^nd bleiben.°
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He first shows tlie possibility of this by a simple example.
Suppose, he says, that the rays which ordinarily excite the
green sensation do not excite the green sensitive nerves, but
do continue to excite the red and blue ones. The eye would
become dichromic, and according to the old explanation would
see only red and blue. But these two sensations will not be
the same as the trichromic red and blue, in which the green
element forms part ; and further, it is possible that the
green nerves, though not excited by the green rays^ might
retain their former excitability by the red and blue ones, — in
which case the dichromic colours would be a certain kind of
yellow and blue.
The author then explains (pages 458 to 461) his ^^Allgemeinere Formder Dlchromasie.'" First, by algebraical reasoning.
If x^ y, and z represent the three fundamental colour-sensations
in the normal eye, and X, Y, Z the three in the dichromic
eye, then, as all matches for the former are also good for the
latter, X, Y, Z must be linear functions of x, ?/, z, and the
following equations are arrived at, namely :—
0 = aX + ^Y + 7Z.
X=j9i^+;?2y+p3^-

Z = aX + ?»Y.
The result being that the whole colour value of the dichromic
eye appears as a mixture, in variable proportion, of two
definite compound colours, X and Y.
Another explanation is given by geometr}^, in which the
author uses a more comprehensive mode than the ordinary
plane diagrams. He adopts Lambert's plan of geometry of
three dimensions. The values of the three trichromic fundamentals X,y, z, are used as rectangular coordinates, by which
may be formed an imaginary parallelopipedon (like a brick
whose three dimensions 9 x 4| X 3 will represent x, y, and z
respectively) : then the extreme corner most distant from the
origin of the coordinates will represent the place of i\\Q compounded colour ; the length of the diagonal line drawn between these two points will represent the quantity of the colour,
and its direction will represent the hue. Planes may be also
drawn intersecting the figure, which will represent the ordinary plane colour-diagrams, and will serve as the bases of
'' Lambert pyramids, '^ containing all the colours physiologically possible. It is shown that, under the conditions of
dichromatism, the resulting planes will each be uniformly
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coloured, and the trichromic variety of hues will no longer
exist.
This more general theory of dichromatism appears, so far as
I can understand it, to amount to the view that while the two
dichromic hues must be in some way derived from the three
fundamental colours of normal vision, there is no necessary
condition as to the manner of their derivation, or as to what
they shall be*.
The author, further, in regard to his new theory, calls
attention to a point of considerable importance. One of the
greatest stones of stumbling for years past has been the
division, consequent on the "okP' explanation, of dichromic
patients into the two theoretically distinct classes of " redblind "" and '• green-blind.'"' It is obvious that this division
naturally disappears when the old explanation is abandoned ;
but Helmholtz takes pains to show geometrically that his new
theory gives no place for such a division. And he, moreover,
expresses the opinion that such a division does not seem to
have been fully justified by observation.
He adds, '• By this it is also shown that the want of correspondence between the absent colour of the dichromic system
and one of the fundamental colours found by us, does not involve any insoluble contradiction!.
It is not my business to offer any comments on the views
I have endeavoured (imperfectly I fear) to call attention to ;
I have only to repeat the reference to the original for fuller
information regarding them. But even though there should
be differences of opinion on minor points, there can be
none as to the character of the work or the position of its
author among the great men of the age.
Athenseiim Ckib, S.W., December, 1892.
* Only it would seem that as the dichromic eye now
but uses the whole of the three fimdamentals and uo
their sum makes normal white, then the total sum of
vision must make normal white also, and the two hues,
be complementary. — W. P.
t On account of the great importance of these two

loses nothing,
more, and as
the dichromic
X and Y, will
expressions of

opinion, I subjoin Helmholtz's own words (page 481): — "In unseren
Betrachtungen ist keinerlei Beschriinknng fiir die Lage der Schnittpunktes gegeben. Daher fallt bei dieser Verallgemeinerung der Theorie
der Dichromasie auch die Trennung in zwei scharf getrennte Klassen,
Grlinblinde und Rothblinde, weg, welche ja auch den Beobachtungen
gegeniiber nicht ganz gesichert erscheint.
'' Damit ist auch nachgewiesen, dass der Mangel an Ueberstimmung
zwischen derfehlenden Farbe der dichromatischen Systeme und je einer
der yon aus gefundenen Grundfarben keinen unloslichsn Widerspruch
einschliesst."
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VI. A New Method of treating Correlated Averages.
By Professor F. Y. Edgeworth, M.A., D.CL.''
THE following is a simpler method of solving one of the
problems treated in a former paper relating to correlated
averages f. Taking the case of three variables for convenience of enmiciation, let us put for the exponent (of the
expression for the probability that any particular values of
the variables will be associated)
R= a.t'2 + bf + Gz^ + 2fyz + tgxz -f llixy.
And let it be required to determine the coefficients a, h^ c, &c.
The most probable values of y and z corresponding to any
assigned A^alue of x, say x' ^ are deduced from the equations
{hy-^fz + hx' = 0,
The values of y and z
indeed diverge widely
in any one specimen
specimens, it becomes

^cz+fy^gx' = 0.
determined from these equations may
from the particular values corresponding
to x' . But if we take a number of
more true % that

n^y+f^z+iax'=o,
\c^z+f^y+gtx' = 0.
Dividing each equation by the sum of the assigned values
%x', we have

where pi2j Pis mean (as in the former paper) the coefficients
of correlation pertaining to each couple of organs (Mr.
Galton^'s r).
By similarly assigning values of y and of z, and observing
the associated values of the other variables, we obtain six
(in general w(n — 1)) equations for the sought coefficients
a, hj. . .g, h ; which, being rearranged, are as follows : —
Pi2« + P23i/+
/i = 0, \
P2S^+
/+P3l/i=0,'\
h-O'J
Pi2^ + Pdif+
P2ZG+

f+pi2g=0,S

*" Communicated by the Author.
t Phil. Mag. August 1892.
:|: CL loc. cit, p. 191 et seq.
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A solution of this system is afforded by putting a, h, c each
proportional to one of tli(3 principal minors, and /, g^ h eacb
to a certain one of the other three minors, of the following
determinant :—
1?
Pn,
PsiPl2,

1

P235

f'i P3h
Pni
1?
For call the three minors formed by omitting successively
each constituent in the first row a, h, g. By a well-known
theorem*, if each of these minors is multiphed by the corresponding constituent in the rows other than the first, the sum
of these products = 0.
That is
pi2^ + h + p2zg = ^\
/'3ia + /323li + g = 0i
Thus the first two of ih.^ above-written six equations are
satisfied. By parity of reasoning, if we put, for 6, the principal minor b, for c, c, and, for /, the minor f, obtained by
omitting the row and column containing (either) pgs? ^^
remaining four equations are satisfied. The proposed system
of proportional values is therefore a solution. And since the
equations are simple, it is tlie solution.
We have thus obtained by a simpler method than before
the solution of the problem f: given the values of some of
the variables, what are the most probable values of the other
variables ? For the proportionate values of the coofiicients
66, ?>,... _(/, A having been ascertained, we have only to substitute in R the given values of one or more variables, e. g.
£ ; and for the most probable values of the remaining variables we have the equations

\ dxj^^^^ ~
' V dy)^=,' ~~
But we have not obtained a solution of the second problem |:
given the values of some of the variables, Avhat is the law of
dispersion for the remaining ones ? For in order to solve
this problem we require the absolute values of the coefficients.
I do not see how to obtain these, except by the method before
adopted, viz., obtaining the integrals of iiiQ expression
with respect to all but two, and all but one_, of the variables.
Balliol College, Oxford.
* Salmon, 'Higher -Algebra,' lessou iv. article 27.
t Greneralizing the statement given in the former paper, p. 190.
\ Generalizing the statem-ent given in the former- paper, p. 190 .
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■ VII. A necessary Modification of Ohm^s Law,
By Fek^ando Sanford*.
[Plate III.]

DURING the past year I have been engaged in some
investigations which seem to call in question the validity
of Ohm's varies
law, by
that of
the the
resistance
conductor
withshowing
the nature
dielectricof ina metallic
its field
of force. For the purpose of determining if this be the
case, I have made a large number of measurements of the
resistance of a copper wire in various dielectrics, and have
found that in several cases the change of resistance, both in
liquid and gaseous dielectrics, is very marked.
The apparatus used consists of a copper tube about four
feet long and one inch in internal diameter, closed with
copper plates at the end, and having a copper wire 1 miilim.
in diameter stretched through its centre and fastened by
means of a binding-screw to the centre of one end plate,
while it passes through an iusalating-piug in the centre of the
other end plate. The tube is provided with stopcocks at the
ends for filling and emptying, and with an opening in the
side for inserting a thermometer. The current, which v/as
always between the extremes of five and eight milliampereSj
was passed one way through the tube and back through the
wire, so that the whole dielectric in its fieid could be changed
at will. The measurements were made by means of a Wheatstone''s bridge with arms of 1 : 1000, and a sensitive galvanometer. A change of resistance of O'l ohm in the box, which
corresponded to -0001 ohm in the tube and wire, produced
a very noticeable deflexion of the galvanometer-needle. The
measurements were accordingly estimated with a fair degree
of accuracy to '00001 ohm.
The resistance of the tube and wire was measured in air at
different temperatures through a range of about ten degrees
Centigrade, and a curve was plotted, using the temperatures
as abscissDe and the resistances as ordinates. This curve did
not depart appreciably from a straight line. The dielectric
to be tested was then poured into the tube, a set of measurements was made in it through the same range of temperatures,
the dielectric drawn out, the tube cleaned and dried, and a
new set of measurements made in air. This was repeated
several times, until it was certain that after each change of
dielectrics the resistance returned to the same value which it
had previously shown in the same dielectric. In the case of
air and petroleum this comparison was carried on for a month,
the dielectrics in the meantime beino' chanoed five times, and

I

* Communicated by the Author.

PhiL Mag, 8. 5. Vol. 35. No. 212. Jan. 18Da.
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tlie apparatus being allowed to stand untouched for two weeks
to make sure that none of the constants were changing, and
in the whole series not a single measurement in either dielectric fell upon or beyond the curve made for the other dielectric
(see PI. III. fig. 1). The resistance of the wire in petroleum
was shown to be about '00006 ohm less than in air ; and as the
whole resistance of the tube and wire averaged about '0335
ohm,
difference
corresponded to about -18 of one per cent,
of
the this
whole
resistance.
Regarding the conductivity of the wire in air as unity, its
conductivity in the liquid dielectrics tested was as follows :— '
Petroleum
. 1*0018
Mixture of carbon bisulphide and turpentine
. 1*0009
Carbon bisulphide, uncertain, apparently
, . 1+
Wood alcohol
-9998
Benzine
'9994
Wood alcohol and benzine
'9985
Absolute alcohol
'9981
Wood alcohol and petroleum
"9973
Distilled water, uncertain, apparently
. . . 1—
It will be seen that when two dielectrics which do not seem
to mix with each other were used together the resistance of
the wire was greatly increased, as in the case of wood alcohol
and benzine, and wood alcohol and petroleum. That these
liquids do diffuse into each other was shown by measuring the
index of refraction of the two components before and after
they had stood in contact with each other, and in every case
a change was observed.
A similar change of resistance was noticed when the tube
contained different gaseous dielectrics. This was first observed
when the burning gas used in the laboratory was allowed to
enter the tube. This gas was made from gasoline by a
machine on the ground, and consisted of the vapour of gasoline mixed with air. A series of measurements was made in
this gas and in air, the measurements in air being made both
before and after those made in the gas. Of the seventeen
measurements with the wire in the gas, only one was as
much as '00001 ohm from the curve drawn, while the nearest
distance of any gas measurement to the air-curve was '00004
ohm, and the average distance of the gas points from the
air-curve was '000058 ohm. From these measurements the
resistance of the wire in gasoline burning gas was 1'0017
times its resistance in air (see fig. 2).
The other vapours used were those of volatile liquids, a
small quantity of the liquid being poured into the tube and
allowed to evaporate.
Taking, as before, the conductivity of
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the wire in air as unity, the conductivities in the vapours
tested were approximately as follows :—

I

Alcohol vapour
Chloroform vapour
.
Gasoline burning gas
Sulphuric ether vapour
Carbon bisulphide vapour, approximately
Rarefied air, less than

.
.

. 1
1

-99949
'99830
'99820
'99750

Some of the phenomena observed made it seem probable
that only that part of the dielectric in direct contact with the
wire was concerned in this change of resistance. For example,
when the petroleum was poured out of the tube and a measurement made before it had drained off and evaporated, the
resistance observed was the same as when the tube was filled,
with petroleum,, and it was only after the tube had been carefully drained out and dried that the resistance returned to its
former value in air. In the case of sulphuric ether vapour
this phenomenon was very marked. It was only after the
tube had been washed out with alcohol one or more times, and
had been dried out by drawing a current of air through it for
several hours, that the resistance returned to its former value.
I am now engaged in investigating the same phenomenon,
using a silver wire of the same size as the copper wire used

in
last year's
experiments.
In general,
the isdifference
in
resistance
with the
dielectrics above
mentioned
less marked
than in the case of the copper wire formerly used, but it
is still noticeable. As in the case of the copper wire, the
greatest variation yet noticed was when the tube Avas filled
with sulphuric ether vapour, but with the silver wire the resistance isdecreased in the ether vapour, while with the copper
wire it was increased. The same difficulty in removing the
eff'ect of the ether vapour also appears with the silver wire,
in which case it was only after repeated washings with alcohol
that the resistance of the wire returned to its former value.
I have thus far been unable to find with what other properties
of the dielectrics these phenomena are correlated, but it seems
clear that hereafter Ohm's Law will have to be so modified as
to take account of the dielectric surrounding a conductor, as
well as the nature and temperature of the conductor itself.
The measurements upon which the above conclusions are
based are given in full in a paper entitled " Some Observations upon the Conductivity of a Copper Wire in various
Dielectrics," which is now being pubhshed by the Leland
Stanford Jr. University.
Palo Alto, California,
October 26, 1892.
F2
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VlII. Experiments in Electric and Magnetic Fields, Constant
and Varying. By Messrs. Rimington a^zt^ Wythe Smith.*
[Plate IV.]

object the authors have in bringing these phenomena
before the Society is not to establish any new theory,
nor to show imperfections in present theories, but to exhibit
experiments which help the actions taking place in a dielectric under stress to be more easily grasped.
The experiments are divided into two sets :—
(1) Performed in electric fields.
(2) Performed in varying magnetic fields.
Although these two fields cannot exist separately, their
effects are isolated.
THE

Set 1. Constant Electric Field.
A constant electric field was produced by two charged
metal disks + and — , each of which was stuck on the outside of a glass plate (Plate lY. fig. 1). The object of the glass
plates was to prevent brush discharges between objects placed
in the field and the plates.
Fig. 1, <x, 5 represents a partially exhausted electrodeless
tube, placed in the uniform electric field. In the position
shown, the tube is at a uniform potential. ]Now let it rotate
in the direction of the arrow ; the potential of a will fall and
that of h rise until the P.D. between the ends is sufficient to
break down the tube. There will then be a convection current equalizing the potential, during the continuance of
which the tube will glow. On rotating still further a similar
action will take place.
The effect of these actions is to produce a double fan-shaped
set of images, as shown in fig. 2. The number of images in
the fan depends on the intensity of the field.
This phenomenon is intensified by constricting the middle
part of the tube.
In designing the tubes for these experiments, care was
taken to have the point where tbey were connected to ih.Q
pump in such a position that there was no tendency for discharge to take place at these points when in use. The tubes
used in this experiment are shown in fig. 3 (a, 5, c, and d) .
The stem was used to connect them to the whirling motor.
The surfaces of these tubes should be fairly clean and dry,
and it is advisable with a new tube, or one left unused for some
time, to excite it between the knobs of an influence-machine.
In the double fan-shaped set of images (see fig. 4, a) one
* Commimicated by tke Physical Society : read November 26, 1892.
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end will be seen to be brighter than the other, the current
parsing from the dull end to the bright end.
Not only is this eflPect visible with a straight tube, but on
rotating an exhausted bulb in the field a stationary luminous
region will be seen (see fig. 4, S).
Varying Electric Field.
Instead of rotating the tube a similar effect is produced by
varying the field in which the tube is placed.
The tube should be placed with its longer axis in the direction of the lines of force. The plates in this case may either
be charged and discharged by an influence-machine and dischargers, the latter sparking, or by an induction-coil, with or
without sparking.
When an induction-coil is used^ very long tubes will glow
when brought near.
Set 2. Magnetic Field.
The authors were of the opinion that, by taking advantage
of the action of the Geissler tube, one might show Hertzian
phenomena to fairly large audiences. They therefore substituted aGeissler tube for the spark-gap in the resonator.
This was very successful with a Leyden-jar oscillator (fig. 5).
The oscillator and resonator consisted of two similar small
Ley den jars for capacity, and a single convolution of thick
copper wire for the conductor-circuit. The Geissler tube was
placed as a shunt to part of the conductor-circuit of the
resonator (see fig. 5).
But although they designed special tubes, they were unable
to get good results with the ordinary forms of Hertz oscillator and resonator.
They next made a resonator of the following form :—
Two metal plates, a and h (fig. 6), give capacity,, and the
wire self-induction. An electrodeless exhausted tube was
placed as dielectric between the plates. When a fairly large
Hertz oscillator was used, this tube glowed brightly, even
when taken to considerable distances.
Glow produced in varying Magnetic Fields,
Instead of, as in the last set of experiments, having a
secondary composed partly of a metallic conductor and partly of
a vacuum-tube, the whole circuit may be composed of rarefied
gas. It is evident that, in order to generate a current in such
a circuit, a large induced E.M.F. would be required ; this
would necessitate either a very strong magnetic field, or one
which changed very rapidly. The former was out of the
question, the latter was obtained by taking advantage of
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the phenomenon of oscillatory discharge in the following
manner :—
P (fig. 7), a primary consisting of a very few turns of
gutta-percha covered wire, was placed in a Leyden-jar circuit,
as shown. As a secondary an exhausted bulb, or annular
tube, was placed near P.
On sparks passing at D, a bright ring of light appeared in
the secondary.
In the actual experiments a metallic secondary, S, was also
wound with P and exactly similar to it. On short-circuiting
S, the induced current in this circuit will weaken the magnetic field so as to completely extinguish the Geissler
secondary.
If S is connected to a third coil this coil will behave in a
similar manner to P, with weaker effects ; P and S in this
case form a one to one transformer.
The wire of the coil P is itself luminous when S is open ;
short-circuiting S will stop this effect.
(Since the authors started their researches some of these
latter experiments have been shown by Prof. Thomson.)
Appendix.
Theory of a Vacinim-tuhe in a varying Electric Field.
When an electrodeless vacuum-tube is placed axially
between two plates, and a potential difference established
between ihem, the tube forms part of the dielectric between
the plates, and some of the lines of induction pass through
the tube. Now a rarefied gas is a very weak dielectric, and
readily gives way under the electric stress ; a convectioncurrent flowing through the tube (during which time the
gas in the tube behaves as if it were a conductor)*.
This results in the eiidsf of the tube becoming charged,
or lines of induction from the plates terminate on the ends
of the tube, there being no lines in the tube itself (see fig. 8).
The whole of the tube will also be at the same potential.
When the plates are discharged, the lines of induction
passing from the plates to the ends of the tube will now pass
through the tube ; the rarefied gas will again break down
under the electric stress, and a convection-current will pass
* Of course the tube will not conduct after the manner of a copper
wire, hut rather like a quantity of pith halls between two conducting
plates.
t By
the tube.
term " ends " is meant the inside surface of the glass at the
ends
of the
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through the tube until the charges at the ends neutralize
each other.
Fiff. 8.

If the change in the electric field take place rapidly
enough, the convecl ion-current will produce sufficient disturbance ofthe molecules to cause luminosity.
Theory of a Vacuum-tube rotating in a constant Electric
Field,
Consider the tube in a constant field in position ah (fig. 9).
There
willwill
be abehave
— charge
" a " and a + one
" h in
'\ fact
and
the tube
as a atnonconductor.
We at
shall
have conditions similar to those in fig. 10, where " c " and
Fiff. 9.

Fig. 10.

O

d

o. O+

"c?" are two insulated conductors, which have been previously
connected together by a conductor, and which correspond to
the ends of the tube.
Imagine now " c " and " d '^ to be moved to positions c^
and c/i ; they will now be no longer at the same potential,
and, if connected together, a current will flow from (^i to Cy^
again equalizing their potentials.
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The same ^vil] happen to the tube if it move during rotation
from position ab to ai&i; and, when the potential difference
between its ends attains a sufficient magnitude, the dielectric
of rarefied gas will break down, a convection-current flow
from hi to Oi, and the tube for the instant will behave Hke a
conductor. During this instant of breaking down the tube
will glow. After this the tube will behave like a nonconductor^ the ends being at the same potential until the tube
rotating moves into position ag ^25 ^^^^j ^^ ^^® potential difference between a^ and aj is equal to that between a and c/^, and
the same for the 6's^ the tube will glow for an instant at
position ag 1)2.
In the same waj it will glow in the positions a^ b^, a^ ^4,
&c., if continuously rotated in the direction of the arrow. The
points ttg a^ &c., ^3 ^4 &c. are such that the potential difference
between each consecutive two is approximately the same. As
the glow takes place at the end of each alteration of the
potential difference, it is obvious that the double fan-like set
of images obtained will not be symmeirical with respect to
the plates, but will be displaced in the direction of rotation
by about one image.
The number of images in a single revolution will be proportional to the potential difference between the plates, but
will not depend on the speed of rotation, provided that speed
exceed a certain limit. The effect of increasing the speed is,
however, to apparently increase the number of images ; since
those of one revolution do not fall in exactly the same
positions as those of the preceding one, and the images of
several revolutions are seen simultaneously on account of
persistence of vision.
Dischai^ge through Coil surrounding exhausted Bulh.
When a Leyden jar is discharged through a coil of wire,
the varying magnetic induction due to the discharge-current
will cause an E.M.F. to^^ctin the dielectric inside and outside
the ring in a series of concentric circles. Let r be the radius
of the coil: consider a circular path in the dielectric of radius
X leas than r. If the mngnetic induction passing through the
coil were uniformly distributed, the number of lines passing
through the path x would be proportional to its area or to x^^
and the E.M.F. per unit of length along it to x'^ divided by its
circumference or to —X , i. e. to x. Hence the electric stress
along a circular path x in the dielectric is greater the larger x.
Of course the actual distribution of the magnetic induction is
not uniform, but increases as we pass from the centre to the
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circumference : this Avill of conrse make the electric stress
increase more rapidly than x. When the dielectric is a
rarefied gas it is not broken down until the electric stress
exceeds a certain value: hence the discharge takes the form
of a himinons ring in the outside of the bulb. By increasing
the sparking-distance in discharging the Leyden jar the
magnetic induction is increased, making the electric stress
greater and broadening the ring.
The breadth of the ring also depends on the degree of
exhaustion of the bulb, as the value of the electric siress
requisite to break down the rarefied gas depends on the
degree of rarefaction. In the case of an annular exhausted
tube placed outside the coil the luminous I'ing will be nearest
to ihe inner side of the tube : since when x is greater than Vj
the E.M.F. per unit of length is less the greater a\ on account
of the lines of magnetic induction outside the coil being in
the opposite direction through the path as to those inside
the coil.

IX. Notices respecting New Books.
OdorograpJiia : a Natural History of Raw Materials and Drugs used
in the Perfume Industry. By J. C. Sawee, F.L.8. London :
Gurney and Jackson. 1892.
IN this work by Mr. 8avver we have another illustration of the
intimate relation existing between science and industry which is
such a striking feature in the educational movement of the time.
No book has yet appeared in which the ground covered by the
present author has been traversed by any writer who has brought
such qualifications to bear upon the subject, and we have as a
result a volume which may fairly be commended as unique in its
way, and which will prove a boon to all interested in the chemistry,
natural history, and technology of the numxcrous materials used in
perfumery.
A very brief description of the contents will suffice to show how
thoroughly the subject has been handled. In the first chapter,
devoted to musk, we have an account of civet and ambergris, and
a list of all the animals and plants which give this odour, together
with a description of the artificial musk recently introduced by
Baur, and obtained by the nitration of certain coal-tar hydrocarbon
derivatives. The second chapter, on the odour of roses, is a very
long one, and deals first with the true " otto of rose " manufactured
in Bulgaria and elsewhere, the chemistry and technology of which
are given in considerable detail, and illustrated by figures of tlie
apparatus used and a map of the Bulgarian rose-farm district. An
account of rose culture in France is also given, and a description
of other odoriferous substances resembling rose, sucli as pelargonium, and artificial rose perfumes, such as aumionium salicylate,
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methylbenzjleuic ether, phenyl paratoliiate, citronellic aldehyde,
&c. The actual methods of extracting the oil of rose by maceration, enileiirage, and by the use of various solvents, are fully
discussed and illustrated by figures. The "citrine odours" are
described in the third chapter. These comprise the oils of orange,
lemon, lime, shaddock, and bergamot ; incidentally sylvostrine is
referred to, and the oils of neroli, citronella, and lemon-grass
(Androjwgon citratus, DeCand.) receive adequate consideration.
Jasmine, jonquil, and hyacinth are treated of in the fourth chapter,
the odour of violet in the fifth, ylangylang &c. in the sixth, and
the " odour of the hayfields " in the seventh. In this last chapter
we find an account of coumarin, both natural and synthetical.
The eighth chapter, on vanilla, claims over 30 pages, and is
remarkably complete from every point of view. In the ninth
chapter the bitter almond, cherry laurel, and heliotrope are treated
of; in the tenth chapter, cinnamon, cassia, and clove; in the
eleventh, benzoin, storax, and the balsams; and in the twelfth,
opoponax, bdellum, myrrh, &c. Lign-aloes, patchouli, and related
perfumes are described in the thirteenth chapter; santal and
cedar in the fourteenth ; camphor in the fifteenth ; cajeput,
lavender, and rosemary in the sixteenth and concluding chapter.
There can be no doubt, from this epitome, that Mr. Sawer has
succeeded in carrying out the idea set forth in the preface, wherein
he states: — "An endeavour has here been made to collect together
into one Manual the information which has hitherto been only
obtainable by reference to an immense number of works and
journals, English and foreign, in many cases inaccessible to readers
interested in the subject."
It is not only as a technical work, however, that the present
volume demands notice in this Magazine. Although professedly
addressed to technologists, its subject-matter appeals both to
botanists and chemists ; and the latter will be surprised to find
what a large and interesting field of work is before them for investigating the constitution of the numerous oilorous compounds
furnished by the vegetable kingdom or synthesized in the laboratory and factory. New outlets for tar-products may be looked for
in the direction of the perfume industry ; and in bringing together
all that is known in connexion with the subject, Mr. Sawer has done
good service to a somewhat neglected branch of applied science.
X. Proceedings of Leaimed Societies.
GEOLOGICAL

SOCIETY,

fContinued from vol. xxxiv. p. 385.]
IS'ovember 9th, 1892.—
W. H. inHudleston,
President,
the Chair. Esq., M.A., F.R.S.,
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After

following communications were read :—
'A Sketch of the Geologv of the Iron, Gold, and Copper
of Michigan." By Prof. M. K. Wadsworth, Ph.D., A.M., F.G.S.
au enumeration of the divisions of the Azoic and Palaeozoic
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systems of the Upper and Lower Peninsulas of Micliigan, the author
describes the mechanically and chemically formed Azoic rocks, and
those produced by igneous agency, adding a table which shows his
scheme of classification of rocks, and explaining it.
The divisions of the Azoic system are then described in order,
beginning with the oldest — the Cascade Formation, which consists
of gneissose granites or gneisses, basic eruptives and schists,
jaspilites and associated iron ores, and granites.
The rocks of the succeeding Eepublic formation are given as
nearly as possible in the order of their ages, commencing with the
oldest :— Conglomerate, breccia and conglomeratic schist, quartzite,
dolomite, jaspilite and associated iron ores, argillite and schist,
granite and felsite, diabase, diorite and porodite, and porphyrite.
The author gives a full account of the character, composition, and
mode of occurrence of jaspilite, and discusses the origin of this rock
and its associated ores, which he at one time considered eruptive ;
but new evidence discovered by the State Survey and the United
States Survey leads him to believe that he will have to abandon
that view entirely.
In the newest Azoic formation, the Holyoke formation, the
following rocks are met with :— Conglomerate, breccia and conglomeratic schist, quartzite, dolomite, argillite, greywacke and
schist, granite and felsite (?), diabase, diorite, porodite, peridotite,
serpentine, and melaphyre or picrite The conglomerates of the
Holyoke formation contain numerous pebbles of the jaspilites of the
underlying Eepublic formation ; a description of the Holyoke rocks
is given, and special points in connexion with them are discussed.
The author next treats of the chemical deposits of the Azoic
system, gives a provisional scheme of classification of ores, and
discusses the origin of ore deposits.
The rocks of the Palaeozoic system are next described, and it is
maintained that the eastern sandstone of Lower Silurian age
underlies the copper-bearing or Keweenawan rocks. The veins and
copper deposits are described in detail, and the paper concludes
with some miscellaneoas analyses and descriptions, as well as a list
of minerals found in Michigan.
2. " The Gold-quartz Deposits of Pahang (Malay Peninsula)."
By H. M. Becher, Esq., P.G.S.
The gold-quartz deposits of Pahang traverse an extensive series
of slates, sandstones, and dark-coloured limestones, sometimes more
or less metamorphosed, and probably of Palaeozoic age, occupying
the low-lying hill-country on the eastern side of the central granitic
mountain-range.
The prevailing dip of the strata is eastward.
In some places the auriferous rock penetrates adjacent intrusive
syenites, but has not been traced in connexion with the main granitic
'massif which is generally considered to be the matrix of the
cassiterite found in the ' Straits ' alluvial Tin-fields.
The gold occurs in lodes and irregular tbrmntions, whicli, however, are not distinguished from one another by any hard-anil-fast
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line ; the dififereiice depends on the size, shape, and continuity of
the quartz veins, though even the lodes seldom maintain their regularity for more than a few score feet. The quartz often occurs in
very narrow veins intersecting one another to form what may be
called ' stockworks.' It is probably from these minute veins that
the alluvial gold is derived. In the Eaub mine numerous rich
vcinlets occur in a certain zone where the whole slate-rock is charged
with iron pyrites, probably auriferous. ]\Iany ' stockworks ' are
intimately associated with dykes or intrusions of a rock which may
be called trachyte-porphyry, and these igneous rocks are decomposed
where prominently associated with auriferous quartz.
3. '-' The Pambula Gold-deposits."
By F. D. Power, Esq., F.G.S.
The Pambula Gold-field is situated in the parish of Yowaka,
County of xiuckland, in the South-eastern corner of i^^ew South Wales.
The lodes are different from ordinary auriferous deposits, inasmuch as the material filling the ore-channels does not differ greatly
in appearance from the ' country ' rock, and is but slightly mineralized. The 'country' rock is ' pyrophyUite schist/ associated
with ' felspar-porphyry/ sometimes turning into ' quartz -porphyry,'
the whole being tilted at a high angle. The bedding and cleavageplanes appear to be coincident. The rock forms leu tides both microscopic and macroscopic. Some of the lodes are accompanied by a
quartz ' indicator ' which contains little or no gold in itself, the
precious metal being found in the shattered ' country ' rock of its footwall. On the footwall-side this shattered zone gradually merges
into the ordinary ' country ' rock. The cause of the parallelism of
the auriferous lodes, the mountain-ranges, and the seacoast is discussed, and it is pointed out that the gold does not occur in large
grains.
XI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.
AN ELECTROLYTIC

THEORY

OF DIELECTRICS.

To the Editors of tlie Pliiloso^Jiiccd Mac/azine and Journal.
SINCE writing the paper on dielectrics which yon published in
your last issue, it has occurred to me that the calculation of g
from tenacity and dielectric strength might be made directly,
instead of in terms of specific inductive capacity and Young's
riiodukis.
Perhaps it may be well to point this out.
Disruptive discharge occurs when the mechanical force on a
T
molecule is equal to - =TcP ; and as the force applied electrically is
ds
equal to ^ x ^iZ^^i^,
it follows that

Prom this ^ for glass = h xlO~'' — a number which is probably
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rather too small, for two reasons : firstly, because flaws reduce T
more than - — ds^^^ (as I explained in the paper) ; and, secondly,
because the measured value of T depends on the cohesion between
the least-paired particles, whereas
Hl^- depends on that between
those which are most paired. "^
With liquids the second of these causes of error will be more
marked than with solids, because the pairing in them is so much
more pronounced ; so that although the measured values of T for
liquids are probably much lower than for solids, the true values for
dY both, or even higher
electrical stress are Hkely to be the same for
for liquids.
It is therefore significant that
^^^' is so nearly the
same in the three substances, glass, water, and oil, for which I
measured it ; for constancy in the values of q^ and T involves, of
course, constancy in the values of — ^^^' (to within the limits
^^^
of variation of d).
I am, Gentlemen,
University College, Bristol, Your obedient servant,
December 15, 1892.
A. P. Ohattock.
ON A CHEMICAL

ACTINOMETER.

BY H. EIGOLLOT.

This apparatus consists of two plates of oxidized copper immersed in water containing y-oVo" ^^ chloride, iodide, or bromide of
sodium. One of the plates is exposed to the rays of light, the
other is protected from the -action either by surrounding it with
parchment or paper, or by placing it directly behind the first plate
at a distance of about a millimetre.
The action of the light is instantaneous and disappears when the
illumination is destroyed.
The sensitiveness of an element decreases rapidly at first and
then becomes virtually constant.
The electromotive force of a given actinometer varies with the
colour of the light Avliich acts upon it.
M. E-igolIot has investigated the electromotive force in the
different parts of the spectrum, and gives the curves obtained by
taking as abscissae the lengths of waves, and as ordinates the
divisions read off on the galvanometer-scale. These curves show
that the actinometer with copper plates is most sensitive in the
red portion of the spectrum, that is in the region most luminous
for the eye. In this respect it differs from actinometers \\\\\\
silver compounds, which are more especially sensitive to the most
refrangible rays.
If, after having traversed the spectrum from red to violet, the
system of plates is again exposed in all parts of the spectrum but
proceeding from violet to red, the curves retain the same form,
and the increase of sensitiveness for red rays observed by
M. Becquerel (Luniiere, vol. ii. page 138) for iodized plates which
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have been previously exposed to the most refrangible rayc, does
not seem here to take place.
M. Eigollot used his actinometer to investigate the light diffused
by the northern region of the sky at different times of tbe day. He
gives the curve obtained on September 17, 1889, on the terrace of
the Physical Laboratory of the Faculty of Science at Lyons with a
clear sky. This shows a maximum illumination towards half-past
twelve ; the curve is virtually symmetrical with respect to this
maximum for different times of day.
The author has investigated if, as M. Egoroff has found for
iodized plates, the intensity of the current is inversely proportional
to the square of the distance from the source to the apparatus.
This law holds approximately with Drummond's light as source,
that is to say with a feeble light, but with sunlight the intensity
increases more rapidly than the intensity of the current.
As the indications of the instrument are proportional to the
illumination for faint light, it may be used with advantage in
certain cases, such as examining the luminosity of the sky in
diffused light. — Journal de Physique, J^ovember 1892 ; from
Anncdes de Ghimie et Physique, vol. xxii. p. 567, 1891.
0^ THE

ATTEACTION
DIELECTRIC.

OF TWO PLATES SEPAEATED
BY M. JULIEN LEFEYRE.

BY A

I have measured the attraction of two electrified plates separated by a dielectric not in close contact with them, and have
verified that it is represented by the following formula :—

Y _fe + e' \\
w^hereF'is the attraction of the two plates at the distance e+e in
air ; F the attraction at the same distance when a plane insulating
plate of thickness e has been placed between the plates ; e' is then
the sum of the thicknesses of air on either side of this plate ; k is
the dielectric constant of the plate.
I used two horizontal plates, and a sensitive balance to the
beam of which was hung at one end a scale-pan; the movable
plate of the electrical apparatus, which is 12 centim. in diameter,
is suspended at the other end by an insulating stem. This plate
is surrounded by a guard-ring provided with a kind of cover, which
is only perforated by a hole to allow the rod to pass.
The fixed plate, which is 19 centim. in diameter, is placed below
the former and rests on an insulating support with levellingscrevvs, so that the distance e-^-e' can be varied. Three insulating
rods pass through this plate and support the dielectric. On either
side of this are layers of air as thin as possible ; it must, however,
be possible for the movable plate to make small oscillations.
The source of electricity is a Euhmkorff 's coil worked by six
Bunsen's elements. One of the poles communicates with the
fixed plate, and with the inner coating of a jar the capacity of
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which is, according to circumstances, 70 to 150 times greater than
that o£ the condenser formed by the two plates. The other pole,
the external armature of the jar, the movable plate, and the beam
of the balance are put to earth.
The whole apparatus except the scale-pan is placed in a cage the
air of which is dried.
The plates of sulphur and of paraffin are obtained by melting
in a mould, the bottom of which is carefull}'- levelled. The thickness of the plate is measured by a two-ended screw and a cathetometer. The distance between the two plates is also measured by a
cathetometer.
The dielectric is placed in the cage some days befo.'e the experiment so as to get rid of all traces of electricity.
The balance being somewhat too lightly tared, and all parts
being put to earth, I counterpoise by a weight j^9. I then electrify
the fixed plate, and counterbalance again with a weight P. I put
this plate to earth and counterpoise again by a weight p' : then
The attraction P' is determined in like manner by three operations.
I work in the same way with liquids, measuring F' first, and then
F so as to avoid evaporation. The thickness of air e' undergoes in
this case a slight correction, which consists in replacing the thickness ol the layer of air forming the bottom of
' the vessel containing
the liquid by the equivalent thickness of 2air.
In each experiment I calculate the ratio --, and then the corrected ratio
From (1) we should have

r\e + e' )
E=

The following table, in which e and e' are expressed in centimetres, Fand F' in milligrammes, shows that the values of V E.
agree with the values of h which I have obtained by means of
Coulomb's balance (Comptes Rendus, Nov. 16, 1891).
The formula (1) is therefore correct; and particularly in the
F
case in which e' can be disregarded, we have — =/c\
F.

e.

F

Dielectric.
Paraffin, No.]

e'.
2-20

0-70

3-37

066
0-61
0-68
0-54

3-56

■

Sulphur
.
Ebonite
Carbon bisulphide...
Oil of turpiMitine ...
Petroleum

2-60
204
2-77
2-28

0-32
109
0-79
0-71

39-5
40-5
30-5
22
23-5
72-75
48-5
26-25
19-50

F'.
17-25
14
7-25
9
9-75
18-75
13
8
11-5

2-29
2-89
3-39
4-97
3-88
r/24
1-91
2-43
202

R.
4-38
3-53
4-51
4-42
7-27
5-39
2-78
2-49
3-38

Vr.

1-88
2-10
209
2-70
212
1-67
2-32

2X-.

»

1-7

1-58

2-6
2-3

1-84

15
1-9
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1 may, in conclusion,
lends itself perfectly to
it is simple, rapid, and
preferable to all methods
1892.
IXVESTIGATIOX

observe that the attraction of two plates
the measurement of dielectric constants ;
only requires a sensitive balance, and is
now in use. — Journal de Physique, June
_.^_^

OF THE

PPxOPERTIES

OF AMORPHOUS

BORON.

BY H. MOISSAN.

Pure amorphous boron, obtained by reducing boric anhydride by
means of magnesium, is a bright chestnut-brown dirty powder, of
specific gravity 2*45. Even in the electric arc it cannot be melted ;
heated for a loug time to 1500" it agglomerates, but not to any
great extent. The electrical conductivity is small; the specific
resistance a = 801 megohms.
Heated in the air, amorphous boron takes fire at 700°, and burns
with production of sparks. It burns in oxygen with a brilliant
lustre; with sulphur also it unites at 610°, with incandescence,
boron sulphide being formed j Boron takes fire in chlorine at 410°;
it burns with bright incandescence, forming chloride : bromine acts
in an analogous manner.
Amorphous boron combines with metalloids more readily than
with metals. At a high temperature it combines, however, with
magnesium, iron, and aluminium, and more readily still with
silver and platinum.
Very concentrated nitric acid readily acts on amorphous boron
and with ignition. Sulphuric acid is reduced to sulphurous ;
phosphorus
separated
from
from arsenic is
acid,
and iodine
from,phosphoric
iodic acid. acid at 800"", arsenic
Boron is a powerful reducing agent, exceeding carbon and
silicon in this respect, for at a red heat it can withdraw oxygen
from carbonic oxide and from silica. It can readily reduce a
number of metallic oxides ; CuO, SnO, PbO, SbOg, and Bi^Og,
even on moderate heating, part with their oxygen to boron, with
incandescence. Lead peroxide detonates violently when rubbed
with boron in a mortar; and a mixture of sulphur, nitre, and boron
detonates under a red heat like gunpowder.
Amorphous boron also has a reducing action on a great number
of salts ; the sulphates of potassium and sodium, as well as those
of calcium and barium, are reduced by boron to sulphides as by
carbon. Silver is separated in beautiful crystals from solutions
of silver nitrate; and from solutions of palladium, platinum, and
gold the corresponding metals.
Boron unites directly with nitrogen ouly at very high tempo-,
ratures.
Amorphous boron shows thus in its chemical relations remarkable analogies with carbon. — Comptes Rendus, vol. cxiv. p. 607.
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XII. The nifusion of Light.
By W. E. SuMPNER, D.ScJ*
LITTLE information appears to have been published about
the diffusing power of unpolished surfaces. The sub*
ject has been studied by optical measurements by Zollner and
others, chiefly for astronomical purposes ; and the radiation
from such surfaces has also been investigated with apparatus designed for measuring radiant heat. But the influence of such diffusion in increasing the illumination of
rooms and open spaces, although well known, does not appear
to be appreciated to the extent that its importance deserves ;
and a few numerical determinations of the coefficients of
reflexion, absorption, and transmission of diffusing surfaces
may prove of interest.
Terms in light are used vaguely, and it will not be deemed
out of place to defl.ne those which will be here needed. By
the reflecting power of a surface is meant the ratio of the
amount of light i-e fleeted by it to the total amount of light
incident upon it. The illumination of a surface is the amount
of incident light per unit area of the surface. The unit
quantity of light is the flux of radiation per second across a
unit area of a sphere of unit radius at whose centre a unit
light (of one candle) is placed. The amount of light radiated
by a source of k caudle-power, within a solid angle 11, is k£l^
and the total quantity of light emitted by it is Airk. The
brightness of a diffusing surface is its candle-power per unit
* Oommiraicated by tbe Physical Society : read Dec. 9, 1802,
Phil Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 213. Feb. 1893. G
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area in the direction normal to the surface. The ilhimiuation
produced at a point by a surface of brightness B, subtending
a (small) solid angle 11 at the point, is BO, and if a surface,
containing this point, have its normal inclined at an angle <^
to the axis of O, the illumination of this second surface due
to the first is BIl cos </>.
If B is the brightness of a surface rendered luminous by
reflexion, if tj is its (diffused) reflecting-power, and if I is
the illumination of the surface, then
7rB = 77r

(1)

This relation follows from the assumption of the law of
cosines, viz. that the candle-power (per unit area) of a bright
surface is B cos <^ in a direction making an angle <^ with the
normal. The right-hand member of (1) is by definition
equal to the whole light reflected from unit area of the surface, and must be equal to the integral of B cos <j> dfl for all
directions on one side of the surface. The value of the
integral is easily seen to be ttB.
The brightness of a body, as just defined, is directly proportional tothe illumination of the image of the body on the
retina of the eye, and the word may thus be quite justly used
in the ordinary physiological sense of the term. Similarly
the law of cosines, just alluded to, is merely another way of
expressing the fact that the sensation of the brightness of a
diffusing surface is the same from whatever direction this
surface may be viewed. For the amount of light received
by the eye, and concentrated on the image on the retina, is
simply the product of the area of the pupil of the eye and
the illumination at the surface of the eye due to the bright
object. The former factor is constant for different directions
of view, and the latter must vary as the solid angle subtended
by the object at the eye, since the area of the image on the
retina is a measure of this solid angle. The illumination at
a point at which a surface of brightness B subtends a solid
angle fl is not necessarily BO for all inclinations of 12 to the
surface, unless the law of cosines is fulfilled ; and, if this law
is fulfilled, it follows that the illumination of the image of
this surface on the retina of the eye is constant at all distances and inclinations. The eye is a good judge, and is
indeed the only judge, of quick variations in brightness, and
the cosine law is always applicable to diffusing surfaces, the
appearance of which does not alter as the eye moves past
them. Any divergence from this law is neoliorible so far as
its influence on illumination is concerned.
If Q is the quantity of light radiated per second by the
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light-sources within a room, and if Q' is the total amount of
light falling on the walls,

Q=Q+^Q'

(2)

For of the quantity Q', a portion r]QI must be reflected, and
the rest absorbed, and the rate at which light is absorbed by
the Avails must be equal to the rate at which it is produced.
The average illumination 1' of the walls of the room must
hence be related to I, the illumination due to the direct action
of the lights, by the equation
1-1^,1

(3)

Thus if 7; = -90, r^lOI, and if 7; = -50, I' = 2I, so that the
illumination due to the walls of the room may bpcome far
more important than that caused by the direct rays of the
lights.
The truth of this relation may be also seen as follows :—
The light Q falling on the walls is partially reflected, and a
quantity -j^Q is sent back into the room. This light falls on
the walls again and a portion r] X7]Q is reflected a second
time. The total quantity of light Q' falling on the walls
owing to successive reflexions is given by the equation* ,
1—?;

Q'=Q + 77Q + V^Q+ ... =y^Q.
Or, again, as the illumination 1/ of the walls at any point P
is made up of a portion Ip due to the direct rays of the lights,
together with a part caused by radiation from the walls, we
have

V = Ip+lBcos</>rfn,

....

(4)

where B is the brightness of the walls, and cj) is the inclination of the solid angle dil to the normal to the surface at the
point P. Assuming that the brightness is the same all over
the bounding surface of the room, the value of the integral is
readily seen to be ttB, and this, as already shown, is equal
to rjV, where P is the average illumination of the walls.
When the bounding surface of a room or enclosure consists
of portions whose reflective powers are different, the average
reflective power may be taken as
&C. . . .
^ — ^A+^2A2+
Vm—
^
, . .

.

.

,Kx
{^OJ

* Since writing this paper I have discovered that this rehition has
been ah-eady pointed out by Mascart [see Pahiz, Traitc dc P/iofoiacfrie
Industi'ielle, p. 208].
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where A is the total area of the bounding surface, of which a
portion A^ has a reflective powder equal to r]^, and a second
portion A2 a reflective power 772, &c. This relation is very
approximately true for ordinary rooms, and may be shown to
be quite accurate for a spherical enclosure.
Fio-. 1.

For let
and radius
which the
Q.
Also,

P and Q be any tw^o points of a sphere of centre C
r (fig. 1 ). Then PQ = 2r cos (/>, where </) is the angle
chord makes with the radius through either P or
with the same notation as before, we have
T /

T

. r D

,dK Q0S6

where dK is an element of area at Q of brightness B,
and subtending a sohd angle <iAcos0;PQ^ at P. Now
PQ2 = 47'2 cos^<^ and 7rB = 97r, where I' is the illumination of
the area dK : hence

V=Ip+lijiVA = I,+ijlVA,
PQ'^

(6)

A being the total area of the spherical surface. The integral
is constant whatever the position of the point P, and whatever the character of the reflecting surface of the sphere.
Thus if any complete [or if any portion of a] spherical surface be illuminated in ani/ manner I^ by the direct rays of a
combination of light sources, the actual illumination 1/ will
exceed Ip by a constant amount all over the sphere, owing to
the reflective action of the surface. Also, if the original distribution be uniform all over the sphere, 1^ = 1, a constant,
will also be constant, =P, and

V

r = i
where

trjdA
Vm =

(7)
J/
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Taking as an average case for rooms a reflecting power of
70 per cent, for the ceiling, 40 per cent, for tlie walls, and
20 per cent, for the floor, the average value of t; is a little
over 40 per cent., and the increase of illuniination by reflexion becomes as much as 70 per cent. If the walls and
ceiling of a room be well whitewashed, the average reflecting
power will not fall far short of 80 per cent.; and in such
cases the illumination due to diffused reflexion is four times
as important as that caused by the direct action of the lights
in the room. A further great advantage, resulting from the
use of good diifasing surfaces, arises from the fact that the
illumination they cause is, in most cases, very approximately
constant all over the room, and does not cast shadows.
It is to be noted that when a reflecting surface is coloured,
its average reflecting power does not properly represent the
character of the increase of illumination caused by it. A
room whose walls are covered with red paper whose average
reflecting power is 40 per cent., may quite possibly have the
red light in the room increased five times owing to the action
of the walls. Suppose, for instance, that the reflective power
of the paper for red light is 80 per cent., and for other kinds
of light only 10 per cent., the average reflecting power will
not exceed 40 per cent., yet the red light will be increased
fl.ve times, while other kinds of light will not be increased to
any perceptible extent.
Measurements of Reflective Power.
The surface, whose reflective power was required, was
attached to a large screen of black velvet placed at one end
0 of a 3-metre photometer-bench OL (see fig. 2), so as to
Fig. 2..

be perpendicular to its length.
Two lights were used, one
being a Methven two-candle gas standard, placed at L, and

S(}
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the other a glow-lamp run generally at about 20 candlepower, placed at Pj. A Lummer-Brodhun photometer was
slid along the bench to a point Pg at which the illumination
due to reflexion from the surface OR was equal to that due
to the Methven standard at L. At first the lamp P^ was
permanently situated a little to one side of the bench, and
the rays from it in the direction of the photometer Pg were
screened off. Subsequently the points P^ and P2 were made
to coincide, the lamp being fixed to the same slider as the
photometer and suitably screened from it and from the eyes
of the observer. In some experiments the distance OL was
kept fixed and the position of balance OP was determined
for each surface tested. In other cases both OP and OIj
were varied.

Let :—
A =
Oi, II2 =
x^, 0^2 =
y =
K =
k =

area of diffusing surface on screen OR (centre at 0).
solid angles subtended by A at P^, P2 respectively.
distances OPi, OP2 respectively.
distance P2L.
candle-power of the glow-lamp at P^.
candle-power of Methven standard at L.

Then :—
The quantity of light falling on the area A is KOj,
the average illumination of A is KXlj/A,
the average brightness is t^KOj/ttA, by (1),
the illumination at P2 is 7jK.niD.2/'^^j
and also the illumination at Pg is k/y' ;
whence
_ k

IT A.

_ k irxxoa^

'^~KlV%'^~K~V~'

^^^

provided the dimensions of A are small compared with x^ or
x^. When this is not the case, the equation (8) is not sufficiently correct, and a more accurate formula may be obtained
as follows, by taking note of the inclination of the rays to
the surfaces.
The illumination of the surface at the point R due to the
lamp at Pi can be easily show^n to be K cos^ 4^i/osi, where ^1
is the angle between RP^ and OL, the line of centres of the
bench. The bifightness B of the surface at R is therefore
77Kcos^</)i/7r^i2 by equation (1). An element of area ^A at
R subtends at Pg a solid angle fZOg equal to cos'^02<^A/^2^
and the illumination at P2 due to this element is BdD.2 =
7]Kcos^(f)iCos^(l)2dA/7rxi^X2^ on any area placed perpendicular
to RP2.
As the photometer screen is perpendicular to the

1
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bench and not to RP2, we must multiply this expression by
cos 02 to get the effective illumination due to the element
dK. Finally we have for the total illumination the integral :—
1 = — ^,— 5 I cos^(f)i cos*<f)2 ^A,

....

(9)

in which the angles <^i, <^2 ai'Q related by the equation
Xi tan ^1 = 0^2 tan 02*
When the area A is circular, with 0 as its centre, this
integral reduces to

I=^rcos3 0i6Z.sin2 02.

. . . (10)

The value of this integral can be readily evaluated, but it does
not lead to a convenient formula, and as it was found practically preferable to fix the lamp to the same slider as the
photometer, and at the same distance from the screen OR,
we may put
01 = </>2 = 4^1
^1 =

I

^2 =

'^)

and (10) then reduces to

i='?||[i-«os''^],

m

in which 0 is the semiangle of the cone with base A and
height ^.
This expression is rendered more convenient for purposes
of calculation by taking advantage of the fact that Ajirx^ or
tan*^0, is a small quantity. By neglecting tan^0 compared
with unity we obtain
where

g[l-cos'0] =^,

X=^'+l-75 + -43A
(12)
and in most cases it will be found that the third term in this
expression is negligibly small compared with the sum of the
other two.
The value of I found in (11) may be equated to kly^ when
the photometer is in the position of balance, and on doing so,
we find for 77 the value

which reduces to (8) when x is large.

SS
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TMs equation was used for the great majority of tlie reflexion tests. With feebly diffusing surfaces such as black
cloth, the distance x had to be so much reduced that the area
A subtended a greater angle at the photometer screen than
the aperture of the photometer itself. In such cases the
angle ^ in (11) was calculated from the solid angle subtended bythe aperture of the photometer at the centre of
the photometer screen. With diffusing surfaces which
appeared to shine slightly under the action of light the
effect of regular reflexion had to be separated from that of
diffused reflexion, by experiments made with the same
surface for different values of x. In such cases, which
will be alluded to subsequently, the true reflecting-power
is not given by formula (13). The areas A of the reflecting
surfaces used in the experiments were never circular, as
assumed in the above proof, but as they were always approximately square, with the central portion at 0 (fig. 2),
any error in (12) and (13) arising in this way must be quite
negligible. The ratio kjK. of the two lights was frequently
tested in the course of the experiments and was found very
constant during every set of tests.
The results obtained are given in the accompanying table.
In the majority of cases the numbers given are approximate
only, as there seemed no object in aiming at great accuracy.
The first four surfaces referred to in the table, viz., thick
white blotting-paper, white (rough) cartridge-paper, tracingpaper, and tracing -clothj were, however, carefully tested,
and the numbers obtained represent the mean of many
observations.

1

Table I.— Reflecting-Powers.
White blotting-paper
White cartridge-paper
Tracing-cloth
Tracing-paper
Ordinary foolscap

per cent.
82
80
35
22
70

IS^ewspapers
.,....,.,..
.50 to
Tissue-paper (one thickness) ...
,,
(two thicknesses) .
Yellow wall-paper
Blue paper
,
,,
Dark brown paper
Deep chocolate paper

70
40
55
40
25
13
4

Plane deal (clean)
40 to
per
(dirty)
Yellow cardboard
Parchment (one thickness)
...
„
(two thicknesses) ...
Yellow painted wall (dirty) ...
,, „
Black cloth
Black velvet

„
....,

50
cent.
20
30
22
35
20

(clean) ... 40
1-2
,
04

Zollner found white surfaces to reflect from 70 to 78 per
cent, of the light incident upon them. The numbers given
at the head of the above table are slightly higher. They,
however, agree very well with results which have been pub-
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lished with regard to tlie diffuse reflexion of radiant heat,
since 82 per cent, is generally given as the reflective power
of white substances*.
The degree of consistency of the results may be judged
as follows : — In a series of 10 determinations of the reflective power of white blotting-paper, made with values of x
(see fig. 2), varying from 40 cm. to 82 cm., the mean
reflecting power was found to be 82*4 per cent., and the
average error of a single determination from the mean was
1*4. With surfaces of lower reflecting- power (such as
tracing-cloth) the numbers obtnined in successive experiments were more consistent. The value of if) for white
blotting-paper was checked by comparing it directly Avith
that of a piece of common mirror. The Methven standard
at L (see fig. 2) was replaced by the mirror, arranged so
as to reflect the light from the glow-lamp along the line of
the bench. The reflective power of the white blotting-paper
placed on the screen OR was found to be 98*5 per cent, of
that of the mirror. The value of r\ for the mirror, for normal
rays, was separately determined and found to be 82 per cent.,
and
cent. hence t] for the blotting-paper comes out as 80*8 per
Several of the numbers in the above table were confirmed
by comparative measurements, using white paper as a standard
reflector, the Methven standard at L (fig. 2) being replaced
by a surface of white paper exposed to the rays of the glowlamp at P'o The reflective power of one of the walls tested
was measured in diffuse daylight by exposing the aperture of
a photometer to \}ci& radiation of the wall, and balancing the
illumination against that of a standard candle. The part of
the wall afi'ecting the photometer was then covered with a
sheet of white blotting-paper, and the ratio of the two illuminations at once gave the ratio of the reflecting-powers.
Measurement of Absorption,
The absorbing-powers of some of the preceding substances
were determined by measuring the candle-power of the light
from a glow-lamp, first when this was uncovered, and afterwards when it was surrounded with a cylinder of the paper
under test. The cylinders were short, being just longer than
the height of the lamp, and were closed at top and bottom
with caps of the same paper, so that the lamp was completely
"* See Jamiu et Boiity, Tome Troisieme, p. 140. Results by MMGoddard, De la Provostaye et Desains.
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enveloped by the paper tested. The ratio of the diminntion
<of Ciaidle-power to the original candle-power gave the apparent absorption of the paper. If the candle-power in some
particular case was found to diminish 30 per cent., it would
have been erroneous to conclude that the envelope absorbed
as much as 30 per cent, of the light incident upon it, or that
70 per cent, was transmitted. If the reflecting, absorbing,
and transmitting powers of a material be respectively denoted
by 7), a, and r, there must exist between these quantities the
relation
^^a + r=l.
Also if Q be the quantity of light given out per second by
the light-source within the envelope, the quantity of Hght
incident per second upon the surface of the envelope will,
owing to internal reflexion, be increased to Q', where
Q'(1_,) = Q;
the quantities of light absorbed and transmitted will respectively be
aQ' and tQ',
:and the ratios these quantities bear to Q will similarly be
and
1-V
1-^'
the sum of course being unity.
If the light-source can be assumed to radiate equally in all
directions, the ratio of its candle-power, after putting on the
envelope, to the original candle-power will not be r but
t/(1 — '^). The infl-uence of internal reflexion is to increase
hoth the absorption and the transmission, and unless it is taken
into account large errors may be made in estimating the
coefficients. A very simple way of showing the effect of
internal reflexion consists in surrounding a glow-lamp with
^ white paper cylinder, open at the top, and adjusting a photometer screen till the illumination caused by it is balanced
against that of some standard source of Hght. If now a piece
of white paper be placed on the top of the cylinder, so as to
-shut in the vertical rays of the lamp, the candle-power in the
horizontal direction will be found to increase considerably.
In some of the tests, in order to avoid error caused by noniuniform radiation of the lamp, this was first surrounded with
an envelope of tracing-cloth, or blotting-paper, and the combination used as the light-source. If Icq be its candle-power
in this condition_, and if ki be the observed candle-power
after completely surrounding it with an envelope of the sub-
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stance to be tested, the apparent absorption of this material
IS

^,

•

•

(14)

and the true absorption coefficient « is given by
«=(i-^)

^0

^1

(15)

where rj is the previously found reflexion coefficient.
When an inner envelope is used to produce a light which
radiates equally well in all directions, it is necessary for the
outer envelope to be large compared with it, since otherwise
the formula for the increase of illumination due to internal
reflexion cannot be applied.
The following table gives the values of the absorbing
coefficients, expressed as percentages, for the four substances
at the head of Table I., from which the corresponding values
of 7] used in applying (15) have been taken.
Table II.
Apparent Absorption.

I

White Blotting-paper
White Cartridge-p:iper
Traciag-cloth
Tracing-paper

77 per cent.
23
61
9

„

Real Absorption.
13-8 per cent.
122
150
7-0

„

Three large glass globes, made for arc-lamps, were also
tested. As the reflective powers of the globes could not
easily be found, only the apparent absorption was measured.
One globe was of opal glass (almost transparent), and the
ratio of apparent absorption was 15 per cent. A second
globe was of ground glass and absorbed 42 per cent. The
remaining one was of opal glass, too opaque to allow any
bright object placed within it to be distinguished. This
absorbed 39 per cent.
Measurements of Transmitting-Poiver.
The amount of light transmitted through the surfaces
above mentioned was measured in a very similar manner to
that in which their reflective powers were determined ; the
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only difference being that the glow-lamp at P^ (see fig. 2)
was moved to the opposite side of the surface as in fig. 3.
OR represents the screen of paper, pinned on a wooden
frame, and placed perpendicular to the optical bench PiL. The
Fig. 3.

glow-lamp was at P^, the photometer at P2, and the Methven
standard at L. The distances OPi, OP2 vvere arranged to be
equal, and balance obtained by moving L along the bench.
On referring to equations (8) to (13) and the arguments
used in establishing them, it will be seen that they are all
applicable to the case now considered if only we substitute t,
the transmitting-power, for t].
When, however, tests were made with the paper surfaces
already referred to, it was soon found that the numbers
calculated from expression (13),
^ "^ ^
V
(16)
were not constant for the same substance. They differed
from each other far more than could be accounted for by
errors of experiment ; thus, the values found for t by this
formula were too high, and frequently exceeded 100 per cent.
For any given surface the values were found to increase progressively with the value of x used in the tests. The reason
for this is easily seen when it is remembered that equations
(8) to (13) are only true on the assumption that the surfaces
considered are purely diffusive, and do not alter in appearance
as the eye changes its point of view. When light is transmitted through a semitransparent substance such as tracingpaper, or tracing-cloth, the brightest part of the surface is
always on the line joining the eye to the light, and visibly
moves over the surface as the point of view is changed.
The

I
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easiest way to represent these facts is to assume that, of the
hght transmitted, a portion r^ passes through without change
of direction, and that the rest T2 is diffused in accordance
with the cosine law. The case is analogous with a reflecting
surface such as white enamelled iron, which reflects a portion
7?i of the incident light in accordance with the regular law
of reflexion, and diffuses another portion t)^ according to the
law of cosines. On referring to equations (8) to (11) it will
be noticed that they are still true for the illumination due to
diffusion if we substitute for rj either T2 or tj^ (according as
we are considering transmission (fig. 3) or reflexion (fig. 2)
respectively) . The additional illumination at the photometer
due to regular, i. e. direct, transmission (transparency) is

^'(M''

^ ^

and a similar expression holds for regular reflexion if we
substitute % for TiThe whole illumination must, as before, be equal to ^/?/^, and
by (11), (12), and (17) we have

whence the value of Y in (16) is equal to

Y=T, + JX;

(19)

and a similar expression holds for reflexion if we replace Tj
and T2 by rji and 773 respectively. The true values for the
transmitting and reflecting coefficients are

^=^^r^^' 1-

(20)

and the reason the values found for Y were too high, and
became greater and greater as x increased, was simply that
the values nsed for X (see 12) were always greater than 4,
and increased rapidly with x.
By plotting the numbers found for Y with the corresponding
values of X, a straight line is obtained from which the values
represented by the symbols in (20) can all be determined.
The straightness of these lines, and the verification of the
fundamental formula
7; + a + T = 1,
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affords a good criterion of the extent to which the principles
and the formulae, referred to in this paper, can be relied
upon.
The following Tables III., lY., and Y. contain the results
of three sets of tests on the transnntting-})Ower of blottingpaper and tracing-cloth, and on the reflecting-power of
tracing-cloth. The values of Y^^^ are calculated with the
aid of (12) and (16) from the observed values of x and i/. All
the dimensions are given in centimetre-units. In the accompanying sheet of curves the values of Y^^^^ are plotted as
ordinates, with the corresponding values of X as abscissae.
From the straight line most nearly representing the connexion
between the points the values of Y^^^^ have been obtained,
and are given in the t;ibles. Fiora this straight line also the
true value of the transmitting (or reflective) power can be
found by finding the value of the ordinate v/hen X = 4. The
intercept on the axis of Y shows the portion of the light which
is diffused .

Table III. — Transmitting-Power of Blotting-paper.
A=9S0.

K = 2r..

7c=2.

m

50

154

120

r=9-2.

Y^j^. :=rv50+2-7X/4.
55

40

136

9-8

15 7
15-5

60

45
8-25
1046

137
11-40

88-4

70
112

154
136

121
12-0

131

13-2

14-4
14-2

11-2

15-5
15-7

Table IY. — Transmiltinor-Power of Tracino-cloth.
K = 231.
40

50

V.

53 5
9-80

u......
: Ycalc.---

r=54-4.

60

70

701
13 6

970
17-4
7-1-3

737

64-4

:4lO+13-4X/4.

80

89-4
63-5

calc.

45

X

31)-2
0-98

k=2.

75
22-30
105-6

116

99-2

65

8-25

46-1

77-7

106
115-8

01

107
95-8
19-4

86-1
85-6

55

11-2
35-4

81-7
69-3
68-7

91-8
94-0
78-5

1
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Table' Y. — Eeflecting-Powor of Tracmg-cloth (shiny side),
A=]300.
X

K=12.

k=2.

50

55

7-82

9-10
104-4

404
Y

calc,

403

Y^alc. =^30-9 +4-8 X/4.

623
6-55

127 7

90

y
X ..

r] = 35-7.

11-13

59-8
10-45
120-2

441
41-8

442

41-8

82-5

43-2
43-4

Fio-. 4.

7-22
47-5

39-6

44-5

387
75-5
38-6

39-6

Several sets of tests were taken. Some of these are represented by the sheet of curves shown in fig. 4. Y is the
percentage of the incident hght which the surface apparentlif
reflects or transmits, assuming that it is all diffused, and is
calculated from equation (16). The true values of the coefficient's are obtained from the curves by applying equations;
(19) and (20). The numerical details of the observations are
of no special interest, and the essential results may be summarized asfollows :—
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Table VI. — Keflective Powers.
Total,

Diffused.

Eeguiar.
•hIBlottin""-pai>er

0 per cent,

82 per cent,

Cartridge-paper

0
4-8

„

80
30-9

„

Tracing-cloth (shiny side) ...

2-7

„

31-6

„

„

(rough side)...

2-2

„

19-8

82 per cent.

80
35-7

„
„

„

34-3

„

„

22-0 v. „

Tracing- j lap^r

1

Table YII. — Transmissive Powers
Direct.

Blottino'-paper

Diffused.

8-7per „cent.
6-5

27
2-5 per cent.

,

Total,

„

9-2 per cent.

11-2

„

13-4

„

410

„

54-4

„

29-8

„

46-2

„

76-0

„

Tracing-paper

We may now collect the coefficients 77, a, t, determined by
the foregoing independent methods, and compare their sum
with unity.
^^^^^ ^jjj_
r.
a

82 per cent.

Blutting-paper
Cartridge-paper
Tracing-cloth
Tracing-paper

80

,,

35

„

22

„

...

Tj-k-a + T.

13-8 ]^er ..cent.

n- 15 0
12-2

»
"

9-22 per cent.
11,.

1050 per cent.
103-4
„

54-4

„

104-4

„

76-0

„

1050

„

70

The numbers in the last column differ from the true value
of 100 per cent, to a greater extent than can fairly be accounted
for by the limits of experimental error. They are all over 100 ;
and this was the case, not only for the tests here given, but
also for every one of many sets of tests taken. The small discrepancy would be accounted for by assuming that the law of
cosines is not exactly fulfilled. A very slight departure from
this law would be amply sufficient to explain the results.
Suppose the candle-power of a unit area of a diffusing
surface in the direction of the normal is B, and in any

Relation of Volta Electromotive Force to Pressure ^c.
direction 0 is
B(cos<^)l+^
It is then easy to show that the total amount
out per unit area is equal to
ttB —
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of light given

.

In all the above experiments the actual measurements have
referred to the light receding from the diffusing substance at
inclinations all practically normal to its surface. The quantity
B has been measured^ the total light has been calculated as
ttB, and has been overestimated in the ratio 1 +^: 1.
To account for an error of 5 per cent., the quantity e need
only be O'l. The brightness of the surface (in the physiological sense) would, when viewed at an inclination c^, be
proportional to
B (cos ^)^+7cos ^,
or
B(cos^)^
This quantity is practically constant
(if 6 = O'l) until (f>
becomes very large.
Its value is '994 lor ^ = 20° and -974
for </) = 40°, and the change in the brightness of the surface
would hardly be perceptible to the eye.
This correction applies to the coefficients 772 ^^^ '^2 1 it does
not affect the values of 771, a, or Tj. In some of the first tests
of reflecting-power the inclination of the light-rays to the
surface was considerably less than 90 degrees, and the values
of rj obtained were less than those given above. These tests
confirm the idea that the cosine law is not strictly fulfilled,
but they were not accurate enough to be conclusive.
The above measurements were all made in the Optical
Laboratory of the Central Institution, and the writer has had
the benefit of the assistance of some of the students of that
College in re-testing and confirming the results given in the
foregoing tables.
XIII. Relation of Volta Electromotive Force to Pressure Sfc.
By Dr. G. Gore, F.R.S,*
EOHTY-TWO years ago I made several experimental
attempts to discover a difference of molecular state of
the upper and lower ends of a vertical column of solution of
cupric sulphate: — 1st. By suddenly reversing the ends of a
gutta-percha tube, about 6 feet high and 6 inches diameter,
filled with the liquid, by swinging the tube in a vortical
* Communicated by the Author.
Note. Compare Wild's experiment (Wiedemann's GnIvauis)nf(s,\S7'2,
vol. i.p. 77G; Pogg. Ann. 18(.i5, vol. cxxv. p. 119).
Phil. Mag. ^. 5. Vol. 35. No. 213. Feb. 1893.
11
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plane upon a transverse horizontal axis at its centre, the ends
of the tube being formed of two similar plates of electrolytic
copper connected with a galvanometer ; and 2nd, by simiiltaneously raising and lowering two similar disks of copper in
a tall column of such solution, the disks being attached to the
galvanometer and suspended from the two ends of a cord
passed over a pulley. These attempts, however, were not
successful ow^ing to disturbing influences at the surfaces^ of
the plateSj and to the employment of an insufficiently sensitive
galvanometer. Recently I have renewed the experiments in a
somewhat different form, and have succeeded in obtaining definite though small effects ; only minute ones w^ere anticipated.
The arrangement usually employed was as Fig. 1.
follows: — A single glass tube (or several), about
3 metres long and 1 centim. bore, securely
fixed upon a board, was fitted with corks and
two wire electrodes of the same kind of metal
at its two ends, and filled within '5 centim. with
an electrolyte (see ^g. 1) . It w^as then placed
horizontal, so that the bubble of air receded
into the branch of the tube ; the two electrodes were then connected with a Thomson's
reflectino-galvanometer of 3040 ohms resistance, and the tube allowed to remain undisturbed until all sign of current or of variation
of current ceased. It was then placed vertical,
and as soon as a steady permanent deflexion
occurred its direction and amount was noted ;
the tube was then placed either horizontal until
all current ceased, or at once placed vertical
with its ends reversed, and the amount of
maximum steady deflexion again recorded.
In many cases five such tubes were fixed
upon the board and connected in series, the
upper electrode of one to the lower of the
next one, in order to multiply the effect, and as
many of them charged with an electrolyte and
connected with the galvanometer as was desired.
The electrodes were fixed in the corks by
means of melted shellac, and the corks were
saturated with melted paraffin. By employing
suitable metals and electrolytes, making each
pair of electrodes of metal cut from immediately contiguous parts of the same piece, and
including in each instance a w^ire coil of 50,000
ohms resistance in the circuit, the fluctuations
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of the current were reduced to a minimum, and the needles
usually settled at or near zero in about 5 or 10 minutes
after closing the circuit with the tubes in a horizontal position.
No perceptible amount of interference was caused by the
small difference of temperature, usually equal to about 1°*5 0.
of the upper and lower parts of the experiment room. All
the experiments were repeated two or three times in order to
ensure reliable results.
The solutions employed were all of them made with distilled water, and were in nearly all cases dilute ; the exact
strength used, however, was not a matter of much importance.
Those of the halogens usually contained about 3*29 grains of
chlorine,
bromine,of orthe11-25
of iodine
in
18 ounces7*41
of grains
water.of Those
acidsgrains
contained
about
55 grains of absolute acid in 40 ounces of water ; and those
of neutral salts or of alkalies contained about 300 grains of
the substance to that amount of water. The electrodes of
cadmium, zinc^ aluminium, tin, lead, and copper were formed
of thick wire ; and those of nickel, iron, silver, gold, and
platinum were thin wires. The following Tables give the
particulars and the results.
Table I.
Effect of Varying the Electrolyte only.
With Electrodes
of Zn.
•
37

No. of
Expt.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Substances.
CI
Br
Cl+KCl
Br+KBr
I+KI
Cl+KCl
Br+KBr
I+KI
HCl
HBr
H,SO.

rao:

HC103
HBrOg
HIO3
Acetic Acid
Tartaric,,
Oxalic
,,
HCIO3 + KOIO3..
HCl+AraCl

•164
Grains per oz.

•37+ „
•18+8-3 •68
•62+ ..
•92
6 drops
+ „
^sat.
soln.+9-4
3 grains +•75„

8° j

No. of
Tubes.

Amouut of
Deflexion.

5

50° f
28°,,
12%,
0

2

»
4»'

J 20°
50°,,f
Very variable.

5
1-6
1-2
?
2-5
3-7
2-1
•65 + 7-5
10+7^5

H 2

M

20° f
3
5
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Table II.
Effect of Varying the Electrodes and Liquids.
With Electrodes of various Metals,
No. of
Expt.

Substances.

66.
67.

AI with CI + KOI.
„ „ Br+KBr.

68.
69.
70.

CdwithCi+KCl.
drops soln. ++9-4„
„ „ Br+KBr. I6 sat.
+ „
„ „ I+KI ... 3 grains

71.
72.

SnwithCl + KCl.
„ „ Br+KBr.

sat. soln. ++9-4„
6I drops

"

73.
74.

Pb with Cl-t-KCl.
„
„ KCIO3...

i sat.
7*5 soln.
grains.+9-4

1
3

75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

Fe with Cl+KOl.
i sat. soln.
Co „ „+
„
Ni „ „+
,,
Cu ,, „+
„
„
„ Br+KBr. 6 drops
Ag
„ Cl+KOl. ^ sat. soln.
„
„ KCy
7-5
Au „ Cl+KOl.
1 sat soln.
Bt
„ „+
„
»»
„
„ Br+KBr. 6 drops 1-6
„
„ HCl
„
„ KCIO, ...
„
„ KHSO4...
7-5
"
„
„ KHO
...

Grains per oz.

No. of
Tubes.

Amount of
Deflexion.

4

"

30°
20°
20°
20°

4

30° „

i6 drops
sat. sohi. ++9-4„

1

+ „
+9-4
+ „
+ „

1

,,

,,
Af
,,

10° X

35°,:
20° „A
50°
50° „

4

+ ,,
+ „

1
5
1

++9-4„

30° t

,,

+ „

4
2,,
5

"

0°

^^

0°
0°

"

Table III.

0° 0°

Equivalent Solutions.
No. of
Expt.

Substances.

Grains per oz.

89.
90.
91.

CdwithCl+KCl.
„
„ Br+KBr.
„
„ T + Kl ...

•18
ot gr.
„ ++ 8-3
„ gr.
,,
•62 „ + „ „

0°

No. of
Tubes.

Amount of
Deflexion.

2

>>

In experiments Nos. 17, 18, 20, 66, 67, and 70, evolution
of gas and disturbances of the current occurred ; and in
Nos. 71, 72, and 73 the quantity of water employed was only°
12
18 ounces.
28°

I

10°

0°
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In every case of production of current, provided the two
electrodes were neutral whilst in the horizontal position, and
were allowed to remain sufficiently long in each of the vertical
ones, the two opposite currents produced were equal in
amount. In all the cases in which a sudden change from
the horizontal position (and a neutral state) to the vertical
one was attended by production of a current, the maximum
amount of deflexion of the needles usually occurred in about
three minutes ; but if in any case, whilst the tube was vertical,
its ends were suddenly reversed, the reversal of the deflexion
required a longer period of time to attain its maximum.
Degree of Permanence of the Currents.
With the object of ascertaining whether the currents were
temporary or permanent, two of the tubes were fitted with
zinc electrodes and a solution of NaClOs of the usual strength
(see exp. 39) made with distilled water, which had been
deprived of air by boiling. After having become neutral in
the horizontal position, they were placed vertical and gave
the following results :—
Table IV.
Influence of Time.
Number of
expei'iment.

(

Minutes. Deflexions.
10 t
1st.
2nd.

92.

o

20 „
25 „

3rd.

30 „
4th.
5th.

)>

n

Minutes.

Deflexions.
30°!

30 t
Minutes. Deflexions.

10th.
75th.
90th.

15th.
30th.

25

„

105th.

>» >>
20 „

45th.

120th.

60th.

16 hours.

By subsequently placing the tubes horizontal to become
neutral, and then erecting them again, the deflexion was 25° \ .
The results show that the action was of a comparatively permanent character, and that the currents were not due to
dissolved air.
Influence of Strengtli of Solution.
In this case zinc electrodes and two solutions of the same
substance of diflerent degrees of concentration were employed.

1
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The upper and lower ends of the tubes were wrapped in
cotton-wool. The following are the particulars of the ex8 f
periments :—
Number of
experiment.

Substance.

93.

KCl

94.

Grains per oz.
40

Number of
Tubes.

Amount of
Deflexion.
12 „

2

400

These results show that the amount of deflexion was increased fifty per cent, by employing a solution of ten times
the degree of concentration (compare also experiments Nos. 3
and 5 with 6 and 8). The catton-wool had no apparent effect
upon the amount of deflexion, thus showing that the unequal
temperature of the upper and lower parts of the room had no
perceptible effect.
Period of Time required for Reversal.
With zinc electrodes in the solution of KCIO3 (exp. 24)
and three tubes, the period required to attain the maximum
effect after a complete reversal was 4*5 minutes, and was the
same after standing vertical 15 hours.
With zinc electrodes in the solution of Na2S04 (exp. 41)
and three tubes the time required to completely reverse was
10 minutes, and in the solution of KCl (exp. 21) it was
15 minutes.
With cadmium in the same solution of KCl it was 13
minutes, and after standing vertical 18 hours it was again
13 minutes.
The degree of fixity of the state produced varied, thei-efore,
both with different liquids and with different metals, but not
with lapse of time.
Degree of Electromotive Force of the Current.
This was measured by the method of balance with two
thermoelectric couples of iron and German-silver wires, the
junctions of which were immersed in melted paraifin at
120° C, the outer ends of the wires being at 20° C. With
zinc electrodes in two tubes and the solution of four grains of
KCl per ounce of water, giving a deflexion of 8 degrees, as
in exp. 93, the electromotive force was equal to "00572 volt.
Wild
(see note, ante) attempted
to find the variation of
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electromotive force of amalgamated zinc in a solution of zinc
sulphate by increase of pressure of about two thirds of an atmosphere, and observed that it was in any case less than one
400,000th
of that63).
of oneHeDanielFs
cell, failed
=^ aboutto -0000028
(compare exp.
apparently
discover volt
the
phenomenon of the current by not happening to select a
suitable electrolyte.
General Results.
On examining Tables I., II., III., and IV. various facts
may be observed :— 1st. Currents were produced by using a
large variety of metals as electrodes, and by employing various
kinds of electrolytes. 2nd. The results varied both with the
kind of liquid and with that of metal. 3rd. In every one of the
cases in which the liquid employed was a diluted acid alone no
current was observed, and the addition of a salt to the acid
appeared to have no effect unless the salt alone gave a current
(compare exps. 19, 20, 24, 45). 4th. Out of 91 experiments 41 gave perceptible currents ; probably in many other
cases currents were produced, but were too feeble to be
detected. 5th. Out of the 41 cases in which a current
occurred, in 39 it w^as in an upward direction and in 2
downward. 6th. The current continued many hours without
sensible diminution. 7th. In every case the current was
extremely small, and required a few minutes to attain its
maximum amount. 8th. It was much smaller with a dilute
solution than with a concentrated one. 9th. The largest
current occurred with zinc in a solution of CI and KCl, probably in consequence of the great chemical energy of the
combination and the small amount of resistance. lOtli. By
adding to a solution of CI some KCl, or to one of Br some
KBr, a larger current was obtained than with either liquid
singly, probably in consequence of diminution of resistance.
11th. Solutions of iodides frequently gave smaller currents
than those of bromides, and bromides less than chlorides ;
there are, however, numerous exceptions to this statement.
And 12th. Vibration of the lower electrode by means of a
tuning-fork had no apparent effect upon the maximum
current.
Influence of Equal Pressure at the two Electrodes,
In order to ascertain whether the current was produced
during the absence of any difference of pressure at the two
elebtrodeSj I employed one of the usual tubes, 3 metres high,
having a porous biscuit-ware diaphragm ^^ inch thick near
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its lower end, offering such a degree of
Fig. 2.
hindrance as to ahnost entirely prevent
the flow of the liquid, whilst allowing
the electric current to pass, and provided
with a bent glass tube at its lower end
to receive the lower electrode (see fig. 2).
In order to prevent any diminution of
pressure at the upper electrode an open
branch-tube was provided, as shown ;
and to obviate any increase of pressure
at the lower one, a minute nick in the
side of the lower cork allowed any of the
liquid which had passed through to overflow : only one drop of the liquid, however, was forced through by the pressure
in about one hour. Sufficient hindrance
to the passage of the liquid was obtained
by coating the whole of each end of the
diaphragm with varnish, except a minute
portion of the surface about 1 millim.
diameter. A perfectly clean diaphragm
was employed in each case, and it was
soaked in the liquid previous to use.
Only a single tube with zinc electrodes
was employed in each experiment.
Two experiments were made, one with
a solution of 18' 7 grains of chlorate of
potassium and the other with 18*7 grains
of nitrate of strontium per ounce of preboiled water, and although the circuit
was complete no current was produced
by placing the tube vertical in either case (compare exps. 24
and 57). These results prove that the current was not
produced during the absence of difference of pressure.
Influence of Difference of Pressure ivitliout Difference of
Altitude.
In order to test whether difference of pressure alone was
sufficient to produce a current, the following arrangement was
employed (see fig. 3). A, pressure-tube containing mercury;
B, very thick tube of indiarubber ; C, glass tube with a branch
containing a zinc-wire electrode securely fixed in it by means
of a cork and shellac; D, porous-ware diaphragm § inch long
and \ inch diameter fixed in a cork ; E, a second branch-tube
containing the other similar electrode. The diaphragm was
sufficiently impervious to allow not more than one droj) of the
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electrolyte to pass per hour whilst under the pressure of a
vertical column of 30 inches of mercury.
The electrolyte
Fiff. 3.

was a solution of 18*7 grains of chlorate of sodium per ounce
of water, and was allowed to completely saturate a perfectly
clean diaphragm prcA'ious to the experiment being made.
The entire arrangement was fixed upon a board.
After placing the tube A horizontal until the two electrodes
became neutral it w^as quickly raised to the vertical position:
a current and deflexion of 10 degrees w^as gradually produced
in about three minutes. This current was permanent, but
gradually diminished to 6 degrees on removing the pressure.
Several trials were made, and in each case the electrode w-hich
was under pressure was positive to the other. By repeating
the experiments with a pressure of 52 inches height of mercury, adeflexion of 12 degrees was obtained. The experiments were repeated with the apparatus modified by having a
glass tube about 3 metres long fixed to the end E and filled
with the electrolyte, wdth the second electrode transferred to
its distant end : whether this glass tube w^as horizontal or
vertical, the effects of varying the mercurial pressure were
substantially the same as in the previous experiments. These
results show^ that difference of pressure alone w^as sufficient to
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produce the currents. In all these experiments, and in the
previous ones in which a diaphragm was employed (see fig. 2),
the latter manifestly diminished the amount of the current.
Influence of TJtermoelectric Action.
It might be supposed that the stronger pressure at the
lower electrode, by giving rise fco greater chemical heat^ is
attended by a thermoelectric current from that electrode to
the electrolyte ; and this view is apparently supported by the
circumstances :— 1st, where the chemical energy is greatest
the current is usually the strongest ; 2nd, the ful! strength
of the current is developed gradually ; and, 3rd, the current
is a continuous one. But it does not agree with the fact,
established by numerous and varied experiments, that whilst
heat usually makes metals more electropositive in solutions of
alkaline salts and alkalies, it makes them more negative in those
of acid salts and acids (see " The Thermoelectric Properties
of Liquids," Proc. Roy. Soc. 1878, vol. xxvii. p. 513). If heat
therefore was the cause, downward currents would have
occurred in the latter group of liquids, instead of which no
currents occurred in dilute acids, and upward ones were produced in solutions of acid salts.
In order to finally settle this point, I made the following
experiments : — Two vertical metal wires, 2 inches long, coated
with shellac over about an inch of their length at about half
an inch from their ends, were immersed three-fourths of an
inch in two portions of the electrolyte contained in two small
glass beakers placed about 3 inches asunder, the two portions
of liquid being connected together by a piece of clean linen
tape previously soaked in the solution and laid upon a strip
of sheet-glass connecting the edges of the two vessels ; each
beaker contained a thermometer, and the wires were connected
with the usual galvanometer. After the needles of the galvanometer had settled at zero, heat was applied to one of the
beakers until the temperature of the liquid had risen about 3
or 4 Centigrade degrees, and the effect was then noted.
With zinc and the solution of KHSO4 of exp. 29, no perceptible current occurred, but in that of NaClOs of exp. 39
a deflexion of 20° was produced, the warm metal being negative. With platinum in the KHSO4 solution^ and in that of
KHO, no current was perceptible (compare exps. 87, 88).
These results together with those previously mentioned clearly
prove that the currents obtained were not due to thermoelectric action.
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General Remarks and Conclusions,

The currents were manifestly occasioned by difference of
pressure at the upper and lower electrodes, and apparently
by that circumstance alone. They were not due to the unequal
temperatures of the room or to heat evolved by the pressure
at the lower electrode, nor to air or impurities dissolved in the
water, nor to bubbles of gas &c. adhering to the electrodes,
nor to greater conduction resistance of the electrolyte in a
downward than in an upward direction, nor to difference of
altitude of the electrodes except so far as it affected the
difference of pressure ; nor were the deflexions caused by
mechanical disturbances of the galvanometer or by any
magnetic substance near it. They were also not produced by
thermoelectric action due to greater chemical heat at the
lower electrode. In all the cases in which a diaphragm was
employed, the electric current due to pressure was not perceptibly affected by any current produced by flow of the
electrolyte through the partition ; the considerable conduction
resistance of the septum, however, largely reduced the quantity
of the current due to pressure.
The results of the experiments in general indicate that the
upper and lower ends of a column of an electrolyte are not in exactly the same physical or chemical state ; that a fixed difference
of condition of the liquid and metal was gradually produced
when the tube was placed vertical, and that this condition required several minutes in order to attain its maximum. That
both the metal and the liquid are altered by the pressure is
shown, not only by the fact that a change of either affects the
amount (and in some cases also the direction) of the current,
but also by the circumstance that the period of time required to
reverse the condition, and the current, by reversing the tube
varies with a change of metal as well as of liquid. These circumstances are interesting, and indicate the gradual production by pressure of a state of mechanical stress of the lower
electi-ode and of the liquid near it ; and as action and reaction
are always equal and opposite, the state of stress of the metal
must be attended by one of counter stress of the liquid. The
same states of stress might of course be produced by means
of a hydraulic press, a lever, &c., or by centrifugal action
during rapid whirling of the tube. As the increase of pressure
and stress at the lower electrode was followed by the production
of a permanent electric current, it must also have been followed
by increased energy of chemical union of the metal and liquid
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and an increase of electromotive force at that electrode ; the
three kinds of pressure — mechanical, chemical, and electrical —
varying directly together. The greater mechanical pressure
at the lower electrode enabled the liquid and metal to
chemically unite with greater energy, and thus permitted that
electrode to become electropositive to the other. The fact
that the strongest currents were usually obtained by the use
of the most energetic chemical substances further support the
view that the phenomenon is partly chemical, and it is well
known that certain substances will only chemically combine
whilst kept under pressure together.
In all the cases in which the more positive metals, such as
zinc, were employed, both the electrodes were visibly corroded ;
as, however, the electric current was excessively minute, only
an extremely small proportion of this chemical action was
inseparably associated with it ; and as the currents were not
due to ordinary chemical heat, any examination of the comparative losses of weight of the two electrodes by corrosion
would probably have been of but little value.
The phenomena suggest some abstruse questions, — What is
the most hidden cause of the current ? Only a very fundamental cause could have produced so large a proportion as
95 per cent, of currents in one uniform direction. The
original cause must lie in some change of the potential motion
of the molecules ; some kind of molecular energy must have
been lost in order to produce the currents. The immediate
cause was probably a small proportion of the potential energy
of the motion of the superficial molecules which must have
been transformed into current during chemical union of the
metal and liquid, the other and far greater portion being
directly changed into chemical heat. The questions why one
portion is directly converted into electric current and another
into heat, and why so largely into heat, I have not examined
(compare Proc. Roy. Soc. 1884, vol. xxxvi. p. 331 ; also
M. B. Eaoult, Ann. de Chim, et de Phys. 1867, pp. 137-193).
We know that work is done during the act of puttino- on
the pressure, and that this work may increase the energy of
molecular motion; in addition to the energy communicated
to the arrangement in this way, constant pressure may produce constant current if there is a continual yielding of the
molecules to it ; but as only motion can produce motion, and
as unchanging pressure is a purely statical phenomenon, if
there is no such yielding unvarying pressure cannot be a real
cause of continuous current. We know also that the properties
of substances and the molecular motions to which those
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properties are due vary with every change of mechanical
pressure. If, therefore, pressure alters the direction or the
velocity of molecular motion, it may act as a permitting condition so as to enable some of the unceasing motion of the
molecules to expend itself in producing a permanent current,
like such motion does in a voltaic cell ; and tliis appears to
be a reasonable explanation. Contraction of total volume by
chemical union, being a yielding to pressure, may contribute
to the result in the present case.
As the production of current was conditional upon difference
of pressure at the two electrodes, it must have been as much
dependent upon the pressure and the state of molecular motion
at one electrode as upon that at the other. And as we know
that volta electromotive force is very intimately connected
with velocity of the molecules, and that the two appear to
vary directly together (see " A General Relation of Electromotive Force to Equivalent Volume and Molecular Velocity,"
Proc. Birm. Phil. Soc. 1892, vol. viii. pp. 63-138 ; The
Electrical "Review, vol. xxx. pp. 693, 722, 755, 786 ; and
Phil. Mag. Sept. 1892, p. 307), it is probable that the greater
degree of pressure at the lower electrode permits some of the
molecules of liquid and metal to strike each other with greater
velocity than at the upper one. It is worthy of notice that pressure has the same effect as dilution of the electrolyte, &c. upon
volta electromotive force (ihid.) ; as dilution and pressure each
separately increases volta electromotive force, and as dilution
is apparently attended by an increase of velocity of the molecules, it is reasonable to conclude that pressure is probably
attended by a similar effect. It would be interesting to investigate the relations of the current to the compressibility and
elasticity of metals and electrolytes. The present results
indicate that electromotive force may be due to unequal molecular pressure.
Whatever may be the manner in which the molecular
motions are affected by pressure, whether by altering their
direction or their velocity, the experiments of this research
show that they are influenced in essentially the same way in
39 out of 41 instances, and it is evident that only some very
fundamental cause could produce such a uniform effect. The
fact that nearly all the currents are in one direction suggests
that the real cause of electromotive force itself can only be
about one stage more fundamental than the cause of the
currents. In all cases the currents obtained were results, not
only of a difference of electromotive force between the lower
metal and liquid and the upper ones, but primarily of the
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influence of pressure upon the electric potential of the metal
alone and upon that of the liquid alone at each electrode.
It is probable that an investigation of the effect of pressure
upon the electric potential of the metal alone and upon that
of the electrolyte alone would yield more uniform results
than that of its effect upon the electromotive force of the tvro
substances in mutual contact, because the conditions would then
be more simple ; but as the effect upon the potential produced
by a single compression would be extremely small, a series of
compressions, with the effects of them accumulated by means
of an electric condenser as in an influence machine, would be
necessary in order to render the effect manifest. Such a
research would probably show that pressure increases the
positive potential of positive substances and the negative
potential of negative ones. As pressure increases electromotive force it must increase the two kinds of electric potential
which constitute that force ; thus in a case where a current
occurs with a closed circuit, the two potentials are always produced if the circuit is open. The facts also that the largest
currents in the present research usually occurred with the
most positive metals and the most negative electrolytes (see
exps. 3 and 6), and the smallest frequently, though not invariably, happened with the most positive electrolytes (see
exps. 33, 34, 42, 43, 49, 50), support this hypothesis. Some
of the cases in which no appreciable current was produced,
or in which reverse ones occurred, might have been due to
the pressure increasing the electropositive potential of the
liquid as fast as, or faster than, that of the metal.
Although some effect of the atomic or molecular weights
of the substances employed upon the direction or magnitude
of the currents must have occurred, none was observed (see
Table III.) ; many additional experiments would probably be
necessary to properly examine this question. I have not
been able to suggest any explanation of the circumstance that
diluted acids did not in any case produce a current ; nor have
I been able to investigate in what manner the pressure may
have affected the direction of motion of the molecules of the
combining substances, but possibly some information might
be obtained by examining the influence of pressure upon the
thermal spectra of the substances and comparing the results
with fhose obtained in this research. As the properties and
molecular motions of substances vary with every change of
temperature, it is probable that the electromotive force produced by unequal mechanical pressure would vary wdth the
temperature of the metal and electrolyte.
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Effect of Pressure upon Voltaic Couples.
In all the foregoing experiments the investigation was
limited to the influence of pressure upon the electromotive
force generated bj a single kind of metal and a single kind of
liquid, and did not include its influence upon that of ordinary
voltaic couples composed of pairs of metals or pairs of liquids ;
it is evident, however, that the latter are only compound cases
of the former. Gibault has already experimentally examined
the effect of a pressure of 100 atmospheres on several kinds of
voltaic cells, and obtained the follovs^ing amounts of electromotive force in volts :— Daniell's cell (20 per cent. ZnS04)
+ •0005 ; (27-56 per cent. ZnSO4) + -0002 ; Warren De la
Rue cells (I'O per cent. ZnClg) + '0007 ; (40-0 per cent.
ZnCl2)-*0005 ; Volta's cells -'06; Bunsen's --04:; Gas
battery +0'8 {Comptes Rendu s, 1891, vol. cxiii. p. 465 ; The
Electrician, 1891, vol. xxvii. p. 711). Owing to the greater
complexity of the conditions in these experiments, the proportion ofcases
reverse
30 perin cent.,
or six
times larger
thangiving
in those
with eff'ects
singlewasmetals
the present
research.
In all such experiments with voltaic cells, we have to consider not only
the negative
eff'ect of one.
pressureTheat results
the positive
metal,
also that
at the
obtained
in but
the
present research show that the direction of the current which
occurs with zinc and other positive metals is the same as that
with gold and platinum ; so that the effect of pressure upon
the negative metal of a voltaic couple would probably be in
nearly all cases to produce a greater or loss amount of counter
electromotive force, which would either diminish or reverse
the effect due to the positive one. The amount or balance of
effect, therefore, obtained with a voltaic couple would usually
be very much less than that with a single kind of metal ; this
conclusion is confirmed by the results of Gibanlt's experiments,
in which the amounts of electromotive force obtained by a
pressure of 100 atmospheres were very much less than those
usually obtained in my experiments by a difterence of pressure
of only about 2 or 8 atmospheres. As the pressure alone
attending the height of the liquid of a voltaic cell affects the
electromotive force, it necessarily follows that the energy of
such a cell is affected by gravity and varies with the altitude
and geographical position of the cell.
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Oa Radiant Eneiyy.
By B. Galitzine*.
§ 1. Introduction.

STARTING with the far-reaching ideas of Faraday, Maxwell fhas developed his theory of dielectrics, in which,
by the identification of light with electrical vibrations, he
comes to the conclusion that a ray of light must exert a
certain pressure in the direction of its propagation, this pressure being numerically equal to the energy contained in each
unit of its volume. One half of this energy is present in the
electric, and the other half in electromagnetic, form.
By an entirely different line of argument, derived from an
application of the second law of thermodynamics, Bartolif
has arrived at the same result. His paper is extremely interesting, and the method by which he proves the existence of
the pressure of light is free from objections, at any rate in
the form given to it by Boltzmann § in a more recent paper.
But the process by which he calculates the numerical value
of this pressure P appears to me to be wrong. Bartoli
imagines a perfectly reflecting empty sphere of radius R, with
a perfectly non-refleciing (black) sphere of very small radius
r at its centre. Let Q be the quantity of energy which falls
on each unit of surface of the outer sphere in unit time.
Then if the radius of this sphere be decreased by 8R, according to Bartoli the inner sphere receives an amount of heat
^z=2Q/V. 47rR^. 8R, where V is the velocity of propagation
of light. In this expression 2Q/V is the energy contained in
unit of volume. Whether the energy can be expressed so
simply or not, is not evident without farther explanation.
2
For the case of a cylinder, = times the energy which is
received by any normal section of the cylinder does not represent the energy contained in unit volume, as we shall see later.
Boltzmann || has already pointed out that Bartoli does not
appear to have considered the effect of rays with oblique
incidence.
Bartoli goes on to say that, since the inner sphere
has increased its energy by an amount q^ the work done
* Translated from Wiedemann's Annalen, vol. xlvii. pp. 479-49o
(November 1892), by James L. Howard, D.Sc.
t 'Electricity and Mag-netisni/ vol. i. p. 144; vol. ii. p. 393 (2nd edit.).
X Sopra i movimenti pi'odotti dalla luce e dal calore e sopra il radiometro di Crookes (Florence. Le Monnier, 1876). Also JVuov. Cim. [3] xv.
pp. 193-202 (1884) ; Exner's Rcpertorium, xxi. pp. 198-207 (188o).
§ Wied. Ann. xxii. p. 33 (1884).
II Tom. cit. p. 35.

Phil, Mag, S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 213. Feb. 1893.
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against the pressure of lights viz. P . AirW. 3R, must be equal
to this, and hence
^~

Y*

Q to be wrong, although the
_2me
This conclusion appears Pto
result obtained by a different method of reasoning differs
from Bartoli's formula only by a constant factor. Our
system consists of the inner black sphere and the space
between the two spheres, which also possesses a portion of
the energy*. On reducing the outer sphere w^ork is done ;
not because the energy of the absolutely black body is therebj^
increased — for all the energy gained by the inner sphere is
taken from the space between the spheres — but because the
whole energy of the system passes from ii lower to a higher
temperature.
Boltzmannt has also attacked the same question. Let E
be the heat radiated from unit surface in unit time (Boltzmann
denotes it by ^(0) ; then he finds for the pressure P of light
against a perfectly reflecting w^all the expression

cm

p=;[tJ-^.^t-e]
or

d^

P=^[T|f-.T],
T being the absolute temperature. He writes the constant of
integration equal to zero. This formula enables us to calculate the pressure P numerically for any assumed law of
ra'^Mation. The method by which Boltzmann obtains his
foi-mula is quite a legitimate one^ but I differ from him as to
the value of the numerical factor. The subject may be treated
in a more simple manner, as I shall proceed to show.
In conclusion 1 may draw attention to a paper by Lebedew^ J,
who has made a very interesting application of the MaxwellBartoli theory, by com})aring the force of repulsion due to
radiation with universal gravitation §.
§ 2. Deduction of the Formula for the Pressure of
Light P.
. Imagine an empty cylinder A B, of length h, whose walls
* Cf. Thomson, Phil. Mag. [4] ix. p. S6 (1855).
t SWiedi^Ann. xlv. p. 292 (1892).
X Tom. cit.
§ Cy. also Kolacek, Wied. Ann xxxix. p. 254 (1890).
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and base B, are perfect reflectors, and in which B can be
displaced after the manner oF a piston. A is an absolutely
black body which may be reh
placed, when necessary,
by a
I
perfectly reflectiiio- wall.
A
For simplicity, let the area of
the cross section of the cylinder be unity.
Let us denote by e the emissivity of our black body, i. e.
the quantity of heat which unit surface of it radiates out in a
normal direction every second. In a direction making an
angle ^ with the normal to the surface \hQ emissivity will
be smaller, nimely e cos 0. To obtain the total quantity of
heat E radiated from a unit of surface each second we require
to evaluate the following integral"^: —
Jo
E = 27re|
cos <^sin 0<i</) = 7re,
. . . (1)
in which both e and E are functions of the absolute temperature Tonlyf.
Now let us calculate the quantity of energy e in unit
volume of our cylinder when the black surface A is at temperature T. First of all imagine the cylinder to extend to
infinity on the right, and let e' denote the energy contained
in unit volume in this case.
We have obviously
^ = 2/
(2)
If the surface sent out all its energy E in a normal direction, we should have
e = ^^,
or

^= 2E
yBut in reality a quantity of heat 27r6 sin (f) cos ^ defy is
radiated at an angle lying between </> and ^-hdcj). The
velocity Y^ with which this energy is propagated in a direction parallel to the axis of the cylinder is, according to the
laws of reflexion, equal to V cos 0. The amount of energy
in unit volume will thus be greater, and we shall have, as
soon as equilibrium is established,

Jo ~-V^^*^'"^v= T
* Cf. Wiillner, Lehrbuch der RrperimeHtal-F/it/sik, iii. p. 238
edition, 1885).
t Cf. Kircbhofe, Pogg. Ann. cix. p. 275 (1860).
12
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or, from (2),
^=-y ;

(3)

e is likewise a function of T only (Kirchhoff). E denotes the
amount of energy wliich crosses any section of the cylinder
in a given direction during unit of time. In order, therefore,
to obtain the amount of energy contained in unit of volume,
we must multiply the quantity E, not by 2/V, but by 4/V.
i^Cf. Introduction.)
If P is the pressure exerted on the basee B, we have

First Froof.
Let the piston B be in contact with A, and keep A at
temperature T. Now let the piston B be moved as slowly as
possible through a distance h. The amount of heat Q imparted to the system, assuming the masses of A &c. to be
infinitely small, is given by
All quantities of heat are expressed in mechanical units.
If, now, we gradually reduce the temperature of A to zero,
all the energy will be transferred from the cylinder to other
bodies. When this has been done, let B be pushed back again
to A without expenditure of work. The process is reversible,
and as A^s mass is infiLnitely small the second law of thermodynamics gives us the following equation:. —

e+v ,
ar

de
C^ , dT

n

dJI

A=|^rfT,

(4)

de

P^tT -^^^T-^,

(5)

which was to be proved.
This formula differs, however, from that of Boltzmann by a
constant factor.
For, substituting for e its value from (3),

I
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whereas, according ■
to Boltzmaniij
=?[
^B

...

(6«)

^^dT-E].
Second Proof,
8tart with B at a distance h from A, and let A have temperature T. Let us take T and h as independent variables.
Consider, now, how much heat o?Q must be given to the
system when T increases by an amount (iT, and h by dh. The
work done in this case is Vdh, and
d(i=zd(]ie) + Vdh;
'^'*

dT
dQ = {e + F)dh + h%d
T:.

The increase of entropy c?S is therefore

It follows from this, since according to the second law dS
must be a perfect differential, and since ^ is a function of T
only, that

^^
T*"T* •
dT
This equation is an immediate consequence of equation (4),
from which it may be obtained by differentiation.
On integrating equation (7) we obtain

or

P=T[c + J^|-,rfT],
F=T[G,+ r^~dTJ-e.

. . . (8)

To make this formula agree with (5) we must put the constant Ci equal to zero, which appears perfectly legitimate.
We shall indeed see later that P is proportional to e. If, then,
for infinitely small values of T, e is proportional to any power
of T, say e = AT", the assumption Ci — 0 is clearly equivalent
to the condition n>l.
Third Proof. — This proof sests upon the consideration of a
complicated cyclical process, which is the same in principle
as that of Boltzmann. I have merely introduced a slight
alteration, and drawn further conclusions from the equation
which expresses the first law of thermodynamics.
Suppose the piston B to be at A. Move B through a
distance Ai, the temperature of A being always kept at Ti.
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Let the heat required be Qi.

Then, as in the first case,

€■1 and Pi denote respectively the energy contained in unit
volume, and the light or heat pressure, at temperature Ti.
Now let A be replaced bj a perfectly reflecting wall, and
let the piston B be moved farther away to a distance Aa- In
this process an amount of work t will be done, but as the
operation is an adiabatic one the temperature must gradually
decrease from Tj to T2.
- ^\d]i
(9)
The principle of conservation of energy gives us

e^h^-eA= \ VdM

(10)

or, for an infinitely small displacement,
-d{eh) = Fdh

(10a)

This having been done, we can again replace the reflecting
wall A by a perfectly black surface, and either (1) gradually
reduce this surface to zero temperature, and then, without
doing any work, push the piston B back to A; or (2) keep
the black surface at constant temperature Tg and then bring
back the piston B to A against the constant pressure Pg (this
latter being Boltzmann's operation). The last process necessary to complete the cycle is the heating of A to temperature
Ti; this requires no energy, as its mass is infinitely small.
In both cases the cycle of operations is reversible. Applying
formula (4), the second law of thermodynamics gives us the
following set of equations: —
«i+p,

/'. = AxJJ"i, %^= ^V, = AJJ'-i ^dT. (11)

From these we obtain

or

m
^h
±2
'^ +

P

m
J-l

'h — ^)

hi - A (^ + p) ^T = 0 ;
d(eh) + Fdh i ++ hdF
or, having regard to (10a),
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~ T'

T (7) again.
^T
thus leading us back to equation
Equation (lOrt) enables us to find a relation between T and
h for adiabatic processes. As e^ and therefore P, are functions
of T alone, it follows from (10a) that

^'-dh=-'-dr'
dT

(^2)

or from (7).
dV
A^ = _T~
dh
de

It

(13)
^ ^

We can also obtain these formulse by a comparison of the
two integrals in equation (11).
These give

dlhrh^^dT'\=0,
dh
or

j^dT
dh

e+F
de

In order to evaluate the expressions in equations (5) and
(13), we should require to know the relation between radiating
power and absolute temperature. But if a direct relation
between P and e could be found by any means, it would enable
us to obtain directly the unknown law of radiation by integrating equation (7). As I have said before, 1 do not consider
Bartoli^s argument to be tenable. I have not succeeded in discovering a relation between P and e from purely mechanical
considerations. Maxwell also, according to his own confession,
was equally unsuccessful*. But the relation sought for may
be deduced from the principles of the electromagnetic theory
oF light, and indeed by a simple application of Maxwell's
fundamental conceptions to our case, as Boltzmannf was the
first to show. 1 should like to give a slightly different proof
of Boltzmann's relation, however.
* Maxwell, 'Electricity and Magnetism/ vol. i. p. 15J- (2nd edit.),
t VVied. Ann. xxii. p. 291 (1884).
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We know that a ray of light exerts a certain pressure
along its line of propagation, which is numerically equal to the
quantity of energy contained in unit of volume of the ray. If
the beam is completely reflected the pressure is twice as great.

Suppose for greater generality s is the area of the radiating
surface A, and consider those rays which are emitted with
inclination <^ to its normal. According to the laws of reflexion these will meet the other base B of our straight
cylinder at the same angicj as is diagrammaticaJly represented
in the figure. The quantity of energy radiated at the angle
</) is
<iE = 27re sin (\> cos ^ d(^ s.
We can assume all these rays to have the same direction.
They exert on a ^ or a' V , which are perpendicular to their
direction of propagation, a certain pressure t/p', this being
equal to dE/abY.
As ab = s cos (p, we haye
dp' = -^ sin (j) d(j>.
To eyery element of a'b' there is a corresponding element
of B, which is greater in the ratio of cos 0 to 1, and therefore the force acting on each unit of surface of B is cos ^
times smaller than dp'. Besides this, the force acts in a
direction making an angle (j> with the normal to B. It
foUow^s that the pressure exerted on B is
dp = dp' cos^ 0.
If B is a perfect reflector we must double the above expression in order to obtain the total pressure, and integrate
for all values of <j) between 0 and — .
P = 2 . -^1
27J-6
or, from (3),

f W2
cos"<^

Hence
sin (j) dcj),

F=y.

Formula (14) expresses the required relation.

(U)

1
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We see, then, that P is proportional to e. If we substitute
for P in formula (7), and then for e in equations (1) and (3),
we find
or

de __ 4e
5T""T^
€=AT4

(15)

This is exactly Stefan^s* law of radiation, Avhich is thus
deduced directly from the principles of thermodynamics and
the electromagnetic theory of light_, as Boltzmann has already
indicated.
We have also
P = CT^
(16)
a formula of which further use will be made in the following
sections.
Equation (14) makes it possible for us to establish a more
simple relation between h and T. From (13)
or

A^dh~

_ ^
3^

'^=^^71'

(^^)

Ci is determined by the initial conditions of the experiment.
It will be observed, then, that in adiabatic and reversible
processes, such as we have just considered, the temperature
varies inversely as the cube root of the volume.
§ 3.

The Meaning of Absolute Temperature.

The energy contained in unit volume of our radiationcylinder depends directly on the sum of all the electrical
vibrations emitted at temperature T from the perfectly black
surface, these being specified not by their wave-length, which
is variable according to the nature of the external medium
but by their period or the number of vibrations per second, n.
If T = 0 we must have alson = 0. But ifT begins to increase
new swings are constantly being added, and to every temperature there corresponds a certain maximum rate of vibration
^max, which the black body is capable of emitting at that
temperature.
Plainly n^^^ is a function of T.

7i„,=«(T)

(18)

Let us suppose we are dealing with only one ray (the
whole energy in unit volume will be obtained by integration
* Wieii. Bet'. Ixxix. p. 423 (1879).
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with respect to (^). If we start with the general equations of
the electromagnetic field the electric force F„ at a point,
which corresponds to any given time of swing, must be a
periodic function of the time. Let the corresponding amplitude be an. If the force were constant we should have for
the energy contained in unit volume
-=^^F^

(19)

k being the dielectric constant of the external medium.
But in our case F is variable. To every F^ there corresponds a particular dielectric constant k^^ but the energy in
unit volume for these particular swings is clearly proportional
to a^. Since k may be put equal to unity for all swings in
vacuo, the total energy per unit volume [e) is obtained as a
sum of the followino- form,
e = const. 2 <x^,
the summation being extended to all vibrations which the
body is capable of emitting at the temperature T.
a^ is a function of T and n.
a^=/(T,«)

(20)

The function / depends directly on the distribution of
energy in the normal spectrum, the term ^' spectrum^' including all possible rates of vibration.
If the energy is distributed in a continuous manner
throughout the spectrum, the above summation becomes an
integral.
Let (j){n)dn denote the probability of occurrence of waves
whose rate of vibration lies between n and n + dn, then
%.="(T)

e = const. ^f(n, T)0(n)^n

(21)

For a perfectly black body which exercises no selective
absorption, (f){n) is constant, but we may leave equation (21)
in its more general form. From (15), (1), and (3) it follows
that

T^ = const.r^'V(n, T)(/)(7^)c^n
(22)
The expression under the integral sign is a quantity which
is proportional to the square of the corresponding electrical
displacement.
We thus obtain the following result.
The absolute tern-
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perature depends directly on the sum total of all electrical
displacements, and the fourth power of the absolute temperature is directly proportional to the sum of the squares of all
the electrical displacements, these latter being calculated for
vacuum.
The equation (22) enables us to solve another problem. If
we differentiate it with respect to Ti, we have
77„=a,(T)

T = const. [ \ ^I^ <i>{n)dn +/(^,,T) (/>(^„0 J] .
If the function / is known, that is if we know completely
the distribution of energy in the spectrum, we are led to an
equation of the form
^^
^7(
nn
1),
from which the unknown^^I(«,
function oo can be determined.
The converse problem unfortunately cannot be solved ; that
is to say, a knowledge of the function co tells us nothing concerning the distribution of energy in the spectrum, because
"bfiji, Tj/'^T cannot be equated to zero"^.
§ 4. Relation between the Radiating Power and the Surrounding
Medium.
Let us now imagine our radiation-cylinder to contain some
* Cf. on tliis subject the following references :— Draper, Phil. Mag.
[3] XXX. p. 345 (1847) : Knoblauch, Pogg. Aoin. Ixx. pp. 205, 337
(1847) : Jaques, Inaugural Dissertation Johns Hopkins University
(Baltimore, J. Wilson Sc Son, 1879) ; Beibl. iii. p. 8G5 (1879) : Stefan,
Wieu. Ber. Ixxix. p. 423 (1879) : Crova, Ann. de Chim. et de Fhi/s. [5]
xix. pp.
(1880)
Bendus,
xcii. p.
701 ("1881);
xciii.
p. 472-550
140 (1881),
and: Langley,
later papersCompters
: Desains,
Comptes
Bendus,
xciv.
p. 1144 (1882) ; xcv. p. 433 (1882) ; xcvii. pp, 689, 732 (1883) c Lecher,
Wied. Ann. xvii. p. 477 (1882): Christansen, Wied, Ann. xix. p. 207
(1883) : ScHLEiERiNiACHERjWied, Ann. xxvi. p. 287 (1885): Bottomley,
Beibl. X. p. 569 (1886) : H. Weber, Wied. Ann. xxxii. p. 250 (1887) ;
Math.-natnnv. Mitth. uus den Sitzunqsber. d. Berl. Akad. xxxix. pp. 933,
565 (1888); Beibl. xiv. p. 897 (1890): Kovesligethy, Wied. Ann.
xxxii. p. 699 (1887) ; Adr. Nachr. Nr. 2805, p. 329 (1887) ; Abh. der vmjar.
Akad. der Wiss. xii. Nr. 11 ; Math. u. 7iatunu. Ber. aus ZTn'/arn, iv. p. 9
(1887)
; V. p. 20
; vii. p. 24Jorum,
(1889) d,; Beibl.
xn. p. 346'(1888)
p.
116 (1890)
: W.(1887)
MiCHELsON,
russ. phys.-chem.
Ges. [4]; xiv.
xix.
p. 79 (1887) ; [6] xxi. p. 87 (1889) ; Journ. de Fhys. [2] vi. p. 467 (1887) ;
Beibl. xiv. p. 277 (1890): Emden, Wied. Ann. xxxvi. p. 214 (1889):
Graetz, AVied. Aim. xxxvi. p. 857 (1889) : Lord Rayleigh, Phil. Mag.
xxvii. p. 460(1889): Ferrel, Sill. Journ. [3] xxxix. p. 137 (1890);
Beibl. xiv. p. 981 (1890) : Edler, Wied. Anii. xl. p. 531 (1890) : Viot.le,
Comptes Bendus, cxiv. p. 734 (1892) ; Journ. de Fhijs. [3] i. p. 298 (1892).
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diathermanous body whose dielectric constant for swings of
frequency n is kn. As the temperature remains the same,
the range of freauencies is the same as before, namely, from
«=Oton„ = a,(f).
Equation (19) shows that the energy transferred across
any section of the cylinder will be kn times greater than before,
for swings of frequency n, because the external medium takes
part in the vibratory movement. Also, since the velocity of
propagation V„ of these particular waves is smaller than in
vacuum, the energy present in each unit of volume will be
increased ^^V/V^-fold ; and if Ck is the total energy per unit
volume we have, as in § 3,
^ii: = const,
Jo

rknyrV

f(n,T)(f>{7i)dn,

.

.

.

(23)

^n

the constant having the same value as in equation (21), which
may be looked upon as a special case of the more general
equation (23).
If we neglect the effect of dispersion of the different waves
we can write down the mean values k and y;^ instead of kn
and Yn, and we thus obtain

ek = ky-^e;
or, having regard to equations (1) and (3),
47rejfc _ 7 y

_ / 47r6

from which
6k = k6.

This is exactly Clausius's law of radiation^, since, according
to the electromagnetic theory of light, provided we neglect
dispersion, we are perfectly justified in taking the square of
the mean index of refraction as equal to the dielectric constant.
Clausius's law of radiation appears, then, to be a necessary
consequence of Maxwell's fundamental conceptions.
§ 5. Meaning of the Second Laiv of Thermodynamics.
The above investigation of the radiant energy in a cyKnder
enables us to understand more clearly the meaning of the
second law.
In the course of the third proof of the formula
* Clausius, ' Mechanical Theory of Heat,' p. 314, § 10 (Macmillan,
1879) ; Bartoh, N. dm. [3] yi. pp. 265-276 (1880) ; Beibl. iv. p. 889
(1880).
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for the pressure of light we arrived at equation (10a). In
that case the operation considered was an adiabatic one, and
consisted in giving to a new portion of space, or let us say a
new volume of aether dli, a quantity of energy
dq = edh.
This transfer of energy to a new mass of ^ther is accompanied, as we have seen, by a certain expenditure of work
Vdh. We have, then, two correlative phenomena, and in the
limit, for infinitely small displacement, only ^ of the energy
transferred can be converted into external work. We have,
indeed, from (14),

The previous investigations enable us to calculate the same
3ratio, for adiabatic displacements
dq ~ of finite magnitude ; and
this ratio is only a function of the initial and final temperatures.
From the same equation (10a) it follows that, if we wish
to concentrate a certain quantity of energy into a smaller
mass of sether, this can only be done by the expenditure of
external work, the first law being obeyed throughout the
process.
In this lies the closer explanation of the second law.
From equations (10) and (9) we find, for finite displacements,
<^A--^2^^2 = T = Ui — Us
(24)
Ui and U^ denote the quantities of energy in the cylinder at
the beginning and end of the operation.
From equations (14), (16), and (17) it follows that

eh = 2>GQ^^T

-•-1

(25)

Insert this in equation (24) and note that 3CCi^ may be
determined from the initial conditions ; we have
T=f (Ti-Ts).
The available work is directly proportional to the fall in
temperature (Second Law) . It is only in the case of T2 = 0, i. e.
when the given quantity of energy Ui is distributed over an
infinitely great mass of aether (since according to (17) T = 0
only when h = co), that the whole energy can be transformed
into externa] work.
In conclusion, let ns compare the quantities of energy
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of a
'slhle adiabati
present at the beginning and end
These
give
operation.

reve-

Substitutir [g from (25) and (17),
1
1

As h represents the volume (y) of the aether over which
the given quantity of energy is distributed, the above equation maj be written
U \/~v — constant.
This is a statement which is probably capable of further
extension. It expresses the fact that in adiabatic and reversible processes the quantity of disposible energy is inversely
proportional to the cube root of the volume throughout which
the energy is distributed. The statement does not involve
the absolute temperature, but it really expresses the same
principle as the second law of thermodynamics.
§ 6. Summary of Results.
1. Bartoli^s proof is not admissible in ail its details.
2. The application of the second law of thermodynamics
enables us to calculate the pressure of light, as well as the
changes of temperature in adiabatic and reversible operations
(Boltzmann).
3. The fourth power of the absolute temperature is directly
proportional to the sum of squares of all the electric displacements.
4. Clausius' law of radiation is an immediate consequence
of Maxwell's fundamental conceptions.
5. The transfer of energy to new masses of sether is accompanied bythe expenditure of work in the case of reversible
operations.
6. In the case of adiabatic and reversible processes the
amount of disposible energy is inversely proportional to the
cube root of the volume throughout which this energy is
distributed.

3
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Xy. Some Experiinents on the Diffusion of Substances in
Solution. By SpENCER Umfreville PickerinCt, M.A.,

F.R.S.*
TT^HE following determinations of the comparative rates of
_L diffusion of various non-electrolytes were intended to be
preliminary to a more extended investigation, but, as I do not
see my way at present to continue the work, I think it well
to put on record those results which have so far been obtained.
Osmotic pressure is held to be due simply to the gaseous
impact of the dissolved substance, and is therefore proportional
to the number of molcules per unit volume, the temperature
being constant. Now, by Graham's law, the rate of diffusion
of a gas should be, cceteris paribus^ inversely as the square root
of its density, or of its molecular weight. Hence, at a given
temperature and pressure the product of the molecular
weight, ?n, by the square of the rate of diffusion, v, should be
a constant. The relative values for v in the case of different
bodies might be determined by simple diffusion-experiments
if these could be conducted under perfect conditions: namely,
the diffusing liquid remaining of a constant strength throaghout, and the water into which diffusion is taking place
remaining uncontaminated with the substance. The present
results seem to show, either that the above supposition as to
osmotic pressure is incorrect, or that the conditions obtainable
in diffusion-experiments are very far from obtaining to ideal
perfection ; for the values deduced for mv^ are by no means
constant, even in those cases where the substances behave
normally as to their osmotic pressure, i,e. where the solutions of
equal molecular strength give the same osmotic pressure, this
latter being measured by the depression exercised by them on
the freezing-point of the water in which they are dissolved.
The method adopted was that termed by Graham jardiffusion. The solutions under examination were placed in
an open jar inside a large vessel of water, and the amount of
substance which had diffused out of the former in a given
time was ascertained by determining the strength ot the
remaining solution. The inner jars were beakers of a cylindrical form with ground flanges : they were ground also on
the bottom, and rested on inverted ground-glass saucers
placed in the centre of the large outer glass jars. Before
being filled, each jar was placed in position and adjusted so
* Communicated by the Author.
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that the mouth of the inner jar should be exactly level. The
jars were marked so that they could be replaced in the proper
position after being filled. When filled they were closed by
glass plates with rods attached to them, and then lowered
inside the larger jars which had previously been filled with
water. The glass plates were then removed very slowly and
carefully. At the end of the time allowed for diffusion the
plates were replaced on tlie jars, the latter were removed from
the water and the strength of their contents determined. Both
the large and small jars were filled two days before the latter
were placed inside the former, in order that the temperature
of the cellar in which the determinations were made might be
attained; and after the inner jars had been placed in position
a further period of five hours was allowed before the glass
plates were removed, so that any disturbance of temperature
which had occurred in placing them in position might subside.
The capacity of the inner jars was 480 cubic centim., their
internal diameter was 70 millim., and their internal height
125 millim. About three dozen of them were made, and of
these the twelve which were found to be most uniform in size
were used in the determinations. The extreme difi'erence in
the capacity of the largest and smallest of these twelve was

3*3 per cent., and the extreme difi'erence of their superficies
at the mouth was 3*8 per cent. The outer jars contained
12,,000 cubic centim. of water, or twenty-five times the
volume of the inner jars. The mouths of the jars were about
midway between the surface and bottom of the water in the
inner jnrs.
The strength of the solutions remaining in the jars at the
end of the experiments was determined by means of their
freezing-points. The solutions taken to start with were made
up by weighing. The freezing-points of these, and also of
weaker solutions obtained from them by dilution, were determined, and from these I'esults the strength of any solution
having a given freezing-point could be calculated. In order
to minimize any errors due to possible irregularities of the
freezing-points when plotted against composition, the solutions
of known strengths, of which the freezing-points were determined, were selected so as to approach as nearly as possible
to the strength of the solution left in the difi'usion-jar.
The strength of the solutions taken was, as a rule, about
0*3 molecule to every 100 molecules of water, showing a
depression of the freezing-point of water amounting to about
0°'3 ; about one third of the dissolved substance had diffused
out by the end of the determination, the decrease in the
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freezing-point measured being thus about 0°*1. The water
into which the diffusion had taken place would at the end of
the experiment contain only about 4 molecules of \hQ substance to everj 100^000 HoO. These proportions had necessarily to be modified in several instances, and in such cases it
was assumed that, in accordance with Graham's results (in
support of which some of the present results may also be
adduced), the rate of diffusion varied directly as the number
of molecules present in a given volume of solution, or, more
roughly, in a given weight of water.
The determinations were made in two separate series,
marked (1) and (2) respectively in Table I., which contains
the results. In the first series the temperature varied from
12°'l to 15°'3, the time allowed being probably 18 days,
the record of the exact time having been unfortunately lost :
in the second series the temperature was 1G°'0 to 18°' 2, and
the time was 25 days. Yarious steps were taken to estimate
the magnitude of the probable errors. In the first place, the
error due to any disturbance occurring in removing and
replacing the glass plate from tlie inner jar Was found to be
inappreciable. A blank experiment in which these operations were performed showed that the solution of cane-sugar
which the inner jar contained gave exactly the same freezingpoint before and after the operations, i. e. within the
estimation-figure of the thermoraetric reading, Avhich was
0*05 millim. or 0°*0005. Secondly, in the first series duplicate determinations were made with each of the substances
cane-sugar, acetic acid, and urea: the differences in the freezingpoints of the solutions obtained in each pair were '0011°,
•0062°, and '0026° respectively, mean 0-0033°, or about 3 per
cent, of the actual decrease measured, a quantity fully
accounted for by the difference in size of the jars. Three per
cent, in the actual decrease, however, represents only 1*24
per cent, in the proportional decrease (or actual decrease
-i- mean freezing-point), which is the quantity which is
taken to represent the rate of diffusion v ; and an error of
1*21 per cent, here will represent an error of 2*4 per cent, on
the values of the supposed constant mv^. Thirdly, glycerine
solutions of the same strength were used in both series, and
so also were cane-sugar solutions of nearly the same sti"ength :
the relative values for mv'^ in the two series were 1 : 2'b^^ in
the case of glycerine, and 1 : 2'567 in the case of cane-sugar,
the difi'erence between the two ratios amounting to only O'o
per cent.
The results of the diftusion-experiments
arc given in
PML Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 213. Feb. 1893.
K
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Table I., the Fiipplementary freezing-points necessary for the
calculation of the strengths of the final solutions being given
in Table II. (In the case of cane-sugar and acetic acid the
determinations used for this purpose have already been
published, Berichte d. deutsch. cliem. Gesell. xxiv. p. 3321). )
The values in the table refer to the weight of anhydrous
substance, the water of crystallization, whenever present,
having been allowed for. This water, in the case of alloxan,
was found to be 3H2O ; whereas in the cases of gallic acid,
tannin, and raffinose, 1, 2, and SHgO were taken as being
respectively present. The proportional decrease of freezingpoint or strength of the solution is the fraction which the
actual decrease is of the mean freezing-point or strength.
The molecular weight m' is deduced from the freezing-points
in accordance with van't IloflP's formula
,

mean strength x 18*9
mean r.-p.

The values, it will be seen, agree fairly well in most cases
with the theoretical molecular weights.
The sugars as well as the tannin and dextrin were obtained from Messrs. Trommsdorf. The dextrin, however, was
doubtless very far from being pure (indeed pure dextrin
has never yet been obtained), and very little weight can
be attached to the results obtained with it. The sample
of amylodextrin I owe to the courtesy of Mr. Horace
Brown : unfortunately, however, the solution used deposited
some of the substance during the experiments in the insoluble
form, and hence the results with it are very doubtful; for not
only is the mean strength of the solution uncertain, but the
amount which had diffused out is also uncertain ; for this had
io be estimated in the diffnsate, a large quantity of "it beingevaporated to a small bulk so as to obtain a depression of
freezing-point sufficient for measurement ; while, to correct
for solids dissolved from the dish by the liquid during its
evaporation, a similar volume of water was evaporated in the
same manner. The calculated molecular weight of the amylodextrin was obtained from the freezing-point of the initial
solution, and of that entered in Table \l. The values which
these gave were 2519*4 and 2452*8 respectively. The results
with gallic acid are equally uncertain for a similar reason, the
solution taken having been too strong, and having deposited
crystals during the course of the experiment.
In the case of pyrogallol the liquid used to make the solu-
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tion, and also that into which it diffused, was a very weak
solution of sulphuric acid of which the freezing-point was
0°'0141. This prevented all but a trace of oxidation of the
pyrogallol. The tannin used was probably not pure; but the
difference in the calculated molecular weights deduced from
the determinations in the two series is due to the solutions
used being of different strengths, and to the fact that xha
molecular depression of the freezing-point diminishes rapidly
as the strength of the solution increases. The depressions, I
may mention, appear to show some marked irregularity ; for
when the four determinations (the two in Table I. at the
initial strength, and the first two in Table 11.) are plotted out,
they do not all lie on any simple curve, either the determination at 12 parts to 100 giving much too small a value, or
that at 16 parts too large a value. Another specimen of
tannin was examined as to the freezing-points, and the results,
which are the last four given in Table II., show the same
peculiarity. This sample, however, gave throughout smaller
values than that used in the diffusion-experiments, and the
three stronger solutions of it deposited some tannin as well as
ice in the freezing-point determination. The first sample did
not do so.
In order to make the results of the first series more easily
comparable with those of the second, the values for mv^
obtained in the former have been multiplied by 2"577( = j;),
in accordance with the results obtained with glycerine and
cane-sugar, as mentioned above. The values for 7mP' are, as
will be seen, very far from being constant. They vary from
16*09 with pyrogallol (omitting the doubtful result with gallic
acid) to 46"81 with the weakest solution of cane-sugar; a
variation of some 200 per cent., which cannot be in any way
explained by the purely experimental error, since this, as has
been mentioned, does not exceed 2 to 3 per cent. AVhen we
take the molecular weight deduced from the osmotic pressure
(freezing-point) itself, m' ^ instead of the theoretical molecular
weight, the constancy is in most cases scarcely improved;
and, indeed, in those three cases where these calculated molecular weights do not agree with the simple theoretical
weight, the values for m'v^ are made much Jess nearly constant, and attain the enormous proportions of from 72 to 260.
This tends to show that there is a want of agreement between
the values calculated for 7nv^ from the depression of the
freezing-point and the rate of diffusion.
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Table II. — Supplementary Freezing-point Determinations.
Parts to
100 of
Water.

Substance.

2-152

Tartaric acid
Alloxan

r425
r453
4^670

Glj-cerine
Maltose

1^603
0^667

Pyrogallol
Grallic acid

0133
0-640

Raifinose
Amylodextrin

...

7-940

F.-p.
-•2966
-•2000
--3023
--2463
-•2228
-•0697
-•0180
-•2669

Substance.

Dextrin
Tannin

Parts to
100 of
Water.

F.-p.

27-484
2-557
47-943

- -6208
-1-1082
- -0440
- -1221

12-310
15-804
4-983
10-184
2-473

-

1110
-0844
-0542
-0342

-0609

The "molecular" depression, which, on the theory of
osmotic pressure, will be proportional to mv^', must, when we
take the molecular weights calculated from it (m!\ be an
absolute constant, whereas the values for this same quantity
{m'v^), when deduced from the diffusion-experiments, and
when these same molecular weights are used, are far from
being constant ; moreover, while the " theoretical '^ molecular weights give the values of 7nv^ in the diffusion experiments with dextrin, amylodextrin, and tannin as being
similar to those with the other substances investigated, they
will, when used for calculating the molecular depression, give
values from ^ to |^th only of those obtained with the other
substances investigated. These values are given in the last
column of the table : molec. dep. = (mean dep. x m) -^ (mean
strength x 17-96).
The fact that the results with dextrin, amylodextrin, and
tannin are of doubtful accuracy must, it is true, weaken the
strength of any conclusions based on them. But, on the
other hand, the fact that they do not give exceptional values
for mv^ renders it probable that they are not \ery inaccurate ;
and, moreover, the exceptional values which they give for
m'v^ are not out of harmony with the results with the other
substances ; for the sugars, where the molecular weights are
large, give values which are considerably larger than tliose
given by the other substances examined. There seems indeed
to be a general tendency for m'v'^ to increase with the molecular weight of the substance diffusing : thus, with the first
seven substances entered in the tabic we have molecular
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weiglits from 60 to 150, and the value of m'v- is generally
about 20 : with the last three substances in the table,
where the molecular weights are high, 314 to 430 (taking
the calculated ralues m')^ m'v^ is much larger, namely over
30 ; while dextrin, tannin, and amylodextrin show still larger,
and, taken in their order, increasing molecular weights, and
also larger and increasing values for in'v^. Thus it would
appear that with higher molecular weights the rate of diffusion
is abnormally laro-e.
The exceptionally large values for mv^ in the case of the
weakest solution of cane-sugar is remarkable, but in the
absence of a duplicate determination it is well not to lay
much stress upon it.

XYI.

Contact' Action and the Conservation of Energy.
Bij Prof. J. G. MacGeegok, J/. J., Sc.D.^

SEVERAL years ago Prof. 0. J. Lodge, in a series of
])apers published in this Magazine t, proposed new
definitions of work done and energy, and claimed (1) that
by their aid hs had deduced from the third law of motion
and the hypothesis of universal contact-action alone, a law
(which he called the law) of the conservation of energy ;
(2) that the law thus deduced was an extension of, and fully
as axiomatic as, the law ordinarily enunciated under the same
name ; (3) that action at a distance might be shown to be
incompatible with ]Rewton's third law_, or the law of the conservation ofenergy, or both ; and (4) that energy cannot be
transferred without being transformed, or transformed without
being transferred. These claims, though prima facie so
extraordinary as necessarily to have drawn attention, have
never, so far as I am aware, been seriously challenged, and it
is, perhaps, somewhat late in the day to challenge them now;
but the remarkable progress which has recently been made
in the application of contact-iiction theories, seems to make
it desirable that they should be subjected to examination.
(1)

The Deduction of the Conservation of Energ//.

Li the first version of the argument by which this deduction
is made J, Prof. Lodge seems to me (a) to assume the ordinary
law of the conservation of energy in addition to the third law
* Coinmimicated by tlie Author.
t Phil. Mag. [5] vols. viii. (1879) jd. 277, xi. (1881) pp. 36 & 529, xix.
(1885) p. 482.
+ Ibid. voL viii. (1879) p. 278.
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of motion and contact-action, and (/;) to deduce, not a law of
the conservation of energy, but of its conservation durinotransference merely.
(a) ^J'he unacknowledged assumption is made in the '^ definition of
" energy :•— " Whenever work is done upon a body,
an effect is produced in it which is found to increase theworking-power of that body (by an amount not greater than
the work done) ; hence this effect is called energy, and it is
measured by the quantity of work done in producing it.
Whenever work is done by a body, i. e. anti-work done on it,
its working-power is found to be diminished (to at least the
extent of the work done), and it is said to have lost energy —
the energy lost being measured, as before, by the anti-work
done in destroying it." The words "is found " indicate an
appeal to experience. We may readily recognize what it is,
if we note that the increment or decrement of working-power
which is produced in a body on or by which work has been
done, may be kinetic or potential, and that, as Prof. Lodge
says"^, "for a body to possess kinetic energy you must have
not merely motion, you must have a guarantee of persistence
of motion, the body must possess inertia," and '' for a body to
possess potential energy we must have two things — the exertion of a force, together with a guarantee that that force shall
be exerted over a certain distance ; i. e. n continuance of the
force even after motion is permitted." If, then, these two
guarantees be expressed quantitatively, so as to ensure the
equality of the change of working-power to the work done,
they will form a statement of the experience to which
appeal is made. When so expressed, the former is seen to be
Newton^s second law^ of motion, and the latter the axiom that
the work done by the mutual forces between the parts of a
material system during any change of its configuration depends only on the initial and final configurations. If these
guarantees cannot he deduced from the third law and universal
contact-action, they are thus unacknowledged assumptions
in the argument under consideration.
We may assume that Prof. Lodge will not hold it to be
possible to make this deduction in the case of the latter of
the two assumptions mentioned. He does hold, however,
that Newton's second and tiiird laws of motion are difierent
aspects of one law t, and he may therefore regard the first of
the two guarantees mentioned above as not forming an additional assumption in his argument. I have not access to ' The
Engineer^ of 1885, in which he says his aigument in support
* Phil Mag. [5] vol xix. (1885) p. 485.
t Ibid, vol xix. (1885) p. 483.
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of this view is published. But in the edition of his book on
Elementary Mechanics which bears the date 18^2, he reaches
this conclusion in the following way (p. 56) :— " It [Newton's
third law] is deducible from the first law of motion (see Maxwell, Matter
'
and Motion '), for if the forces exerted by two
parts of the same body on each other were not equal and
opposite, they would not be in equilibrium ; and consequently
two parts of the same body might, by their mutual action,
cause it to move with increasing velocity for ever, the possibility of which the first law denies. We have already shown
that the first law is a special case of the second, and now we
have deduced the third from the first ; hence all are really
included in the second, which is therefore excessively important/^ That the first law is a special case of the second
is obvious ; but that the third is deducible from the first in
the above w^ay I have elsewhere ^ endeavoured to disprove.
It is not necessary to repeat the discussion here ; for it will
probably be sufficient to point out that the equality and opposition of the action and reaction of two parts of the same body
do not constitute the third law of motion, that law asserting
the equality and opposition of the action and reaction between
two bodies, to each of which the first law applies. That this
criticism is sound becomes especially obvious if we reflect
that the laws of motion, as fundamental hypotheses of dynamics, must be held to apply to particles, not to extended
bodies ; and the above argument is clearly inapplicable to a
particle.
The unacknowledged assumptions are thus not deducible, at
least have not been deduced, from those admittedly used.
Now the law of the conservation of energy, as ordinarily
enunciated, may be deduced from these two assumptions alone.
Hence, in the argument under consideration, Prof. Lodge
assumes the ordinary law of the conservation of energy in
addition to the third law of motion and universal contactaction.
(h) The following is the conclusion which he draws :—
''■Hence the energy gained by the first body is equal to the
energy lost by the second ; or, on the whole, energy is
neither produced nor destroyed, but is simply transferred from
the second body to the first." This states only that energy
is conserved during transference, and says nothing as to its
fate after transference to the first body, and during residence
t In an Address on the fundamental hypotheses of Dynamics, read at
the last Meeting of the Royal Society of Canada, and to be published in
vol. X. of its Transactions. See abstract in '■ Science,' vol. xx. (1892)
p. 71.
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in it. The law deduced is thus not a law of the conservation,
but of the transference of energy. Obviously, with the
assumptions which seem to me to have been employed, the
complete law of conservation might have been deduced. But
the conservation of energy during residence in the body could
not have been proved without the explicit employment of the
two assumptions involved in the definition of energy.
In a second version * of the above argument, Newton's
third law and contact-action are the only assumptions made ;
but the conclusion drawn is not a law of the conservation of
energy in the sense of working-power. The definition of
energy in this argument is quite different from that of the
earlier paper :— " Energy is that which a body loses when it
does work ; and it is to be measured as numerically equal to
the work done." There is here no reference to workingpower. Loss of energy is simply a synonym for work done
by, and gain of energy for work done on. The conservation
of energy which Prof. Lodge claims to have deduced is therefore the conservation of the work done on two bodies during
mutual action, which is of the same nature as the conservation
of their momentum, and is quite consistent with the nonconservation of their working-power.
(2) Generality and Axiomatic Character of
Prof. Lodge's Law.
It will be obvious that, as Prof. Lodge's definition of energy
is different from the ordinary definition, his law of conservation cannot be the same as that ordinarily enunciated under
the same name. He says himself it is " probably a slight
(very slight) extension " of the ordinary law f. We have
seen, however, that in deducing it he assumes the ordinary
laAV, the third law of motion and universal contact-action. It
is therefore m.erely the form which the ordinary law takes
in the particular case of contact-action with equal reaction.
This conclusion is borne out by a consideration of the
definition of energy quoted above. Work done and the
working-power of a body having been so defined } as to make
* Phil. Mag. [5] vol. xix. (1885) p. 483.
t Ibid. vol. xi.( 1881) p. 533.
% " Whenever a body exerting- a force moves in the sense of the force it
exerts, it is said to do work ; and whenever a body exerting a force
moves in the sense opposite to that of the force it exerts, it is said to have
work done iipou it, or to do anti-work, the quantity of the ^vork being
measured in each case by the product of the force into the distance moved
throngh in its own direction." " The working-power of a body is measured bythe average force it can exert, multiplied by the range or distance
through which it can exert it." Ibid. vol. viii. (1879) p. 278.
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their denotation identical with their ordinary denotation, pro^
vided the third law of motion hold, energy is defined qualitatively as being the working-power of a body, and quantitatively asbeing measured by the work done in producing it.
The ordinary deHnition of energy is working-power simply,
whether that power be possessed by a body or a system, its
measure being the work the body or system can do. Prof.
Lodge's energy will therefore be identical with energy in the
ordinary sense only in cases in which his work done and his
working-power are identical with ordinary work done and
ordinary working-power, and in which the working-power of
a system is the sum of the working-powers of the bodies of
which it consists. I^ow this latter condition requires that the
actions between the bodies of the system shall occur only at
constant distance. For if the actions might occur at variable
distance, a part of the working -power of the system would be
potential working-power which could not be said to be possessed bythe bodies singly. The former condition is satisfied
if the third law of motion hold. Hence Prof. Lodge has so
defined energy as to make its denotation identical with the
ordinary denotation only in cas^s of action with equal reaction
at constant distance.
Prof. Lodge asserts also that his la w is " fully as axiomatic
as'' the ordinary law*. Mere assertion, however, cannot
make two propositions equalh' axiomatic. They must be
proved to be so. And the test is very simple. If they are
applicable with equal generality in the investigation of dynamical phenomena, they are equally axiomatic ; if not, they are
not. JSTow, if there be actions in nature which are not actions
at constant distance. Prof. Lodge's law is not applicable to
them, while the ordinary law is. Even if it be admitted that
all actions in nature are contact-actions, there are many
groups of phenomena which, in the present state of our
knowledge of them, cannot be investigated on the hypothesis
of contact-action. The early stages of their investigation
must be conducted by the aid of the fiction of action at a
distance ; and in such stages Prof. Lodge's law is not applicable, while the ordinary law is. Hence Prof. Lodge's law
is not so general in its applicability as the ordinary law.
(3) Deduction of Contact- Action.
In Prof.
Lodge's argument
to prove
themotion
incompatibility
of
action
at a distance
with the third
law of
and the law
of the conservation of energy j, he seeems to me neither to
* Phil. Mag. [5] vol. xi. (1881) p. 533.
t Ibid. vol. xi. (1881) p. 36.
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a law of the conservation of working-powerl
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energy of whicli lie assumes tlie conservation is (
same way as in the second version of his deduction ui

the law of conservation :— A body " is said '' to have lost or
gained an amount of energy numerically equal to the work
done by or on it respectively. There is no reference to
working-power. What he assumes, therefore, is the conservation of the Avork done on two bodies during their mutual
action.
The conclusion drawn is that '^ the two bodies must move

\

over precisely the same distance in the same sense," which is j
action at constant distance, not contact-action. Nor does \
the
assertion that
they are "' practically ''' the same make it >
contact-action
.
It is obviou."^, however, that if the conclusion reached above
is sound, viz., that Prof. Lodge's law of the conservation of
energy is the ordinary law expressed for the particular case
of action with equal reaction at constant distance, action at
A^ariable distance must be incompatible with it and the third
law of motion.
The arijument to show action at a distance to be iiicompatible with tlie law of the conservation of energy alone is as
follows *: — '' If it were possible for two bodies exerting stress^"'
on one another to move over unequal distances, then it would
be possible to obtain work without the anti-work, and thus
to get a new source of energy (technically called the perpetual motion) ; but^ as a fact of experience, it is not possible."
Clearly, in the case supposed, there would be a new source of
energy as defined by Prof. Lodge. But a new source of
energy as thus defined does not imply the perpetual motion.
For in such a case there would be working-power which
could not be called energy according to the definition ; and
the ordinary law of the conservation of energy tells us that,
provided the stress supposed to act were independent of the
velocities of the bodies acted upon, the change produced
during the motion in this portion of the working-power of
the system would be such as to render the perpetual motion i
impossible.
)
No attempt is made, in the papers cited above, to show
action at a distance to be incompatible with Newtoii''s third
law of motion alone, although it is asserted f that the incompatibility may be proved.
* Phil. Mag. [5] vol. viii. (1879) p. i>79.
t Ibid. vol. xi. (1881) p. 36.
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(4)

Transference and Transformation of Energy.

Prof. Lodge's argument to show that, on the assumption
of contact-action, " energy cannot be transferred without
being transformed," is as follows*: — " When a body possessing potential energy does work, its ' range ' f necessarily
diminishes, while the motion of the body on w^hich the work
is done increases. On the other hand, when a moving body
does work its motion diminishes, and the body wdiich resists
the motion, since it yields over a certain distance, gains potential energy."" It seems to me that these sentences would
be equally accurate if we were to subject them to " double
decomposition," after which process they would read thus :—
When a body possessing potential energy does work its range
necessarily diminishes, while the body on which work is done,
since it yields over a certain distance, gains potential energy.
On the other hand, when a moving body does work its motion
diminishes, while the motion of the body on which the work
is done increases. — A statement which would in general be
more complete than either, would be obtained by combining
the two. For if one body exert on another a certain force
through a certain distance the same work is done on it,
whether the former body lose kinetic or potential energy in
doing the work ; while the effect produced in the latter body
will in general be a change both in its motion and its state
of strain, i. e. both in its kinetic and its potential energy.
Thus, whether the former lose kinetic or potential energy, or
both, the latter will, in general, gain both, or transference of
energy will, in general, involve partial but not complete
transformation.
Prof. Lodge cites the air-gun as an instance of the transformation ofpotential into kinetic energy during transference.
If we extract the bullet and plug up the muzzle it will serve
equally well as an instance of the transference of potential
energy without transformation. For if we now pull the
trigger, the compressed air will do work on the air in the
barrel. The '' range " of the former will diminish, that of
the latter will increase. As an instance of the transformation
of kinetic into potential energy during transference, he selects
the case of a bullet fired against a spring and caught by it.
But if the spring have inertia, the energy acquired by it
through the work done by the bullet must be partly kinetic,
and in such a case, therefore, the transformation is only
partial.
Such instances, however, must be defective as illus* Phil. Mag. [5] yol. xix. (1885) p. 486.
t That is " the distance through which it can exert force."
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trations, because the air, the spring, the bullet, which are
treated as simple bodies, must be regarded as complex systems
between the parts of which transferences of energy are occurring. When we make a more intimate study of such ■
instances from the point of view of contact-action, we must,
as Prof. Lodge points out, regard bodies as consisting of
particles connected by a medium possessing some property of
the nature of elasticity. If we assume the particles to be
rigid they can, of course, have kinetic energy only. If the
medium be assumed to have no inertia, its elements can have
potential energy only. Hence if both assumptions be made,
transference of energy between the particles and the medium
must involve complete transformation, while transference
frojn element to element of the medium must occur
without transformation. If, however, both the particles and
the medium be assumed to have both inertia and elasticity,
the trans! erence of energy will, in general, it seems to me,
involve only partial transformation, whether it occur between
the elements of the medium or between the particles and the
medium. When, therefore. Prof. Lodge states that " a bullet
fired upwards gradually transfers its undissipated energy to
the gravitation medium^ transforming it at the same time into
potential,"
seems tois me
to assume
and that thehemedium
without
inertia.that the bullet is rigid
Prof. Lodge states finally that ^' energy cannot be transformed without being transferred," but he gives no demonstration of this proposition. I find it difficult to reconcile
with this statement one of his illustrations :— '' A perfectly
elastic bounding ball has all its energy transformed into
potential at the middle of every period of contact with the
obstacle from which it rebounds." Innnediately after contact has ceased all its energy is kinetic, for apparently vibrations are excluded by hypothesis. The energy has thus been
completely transformed without transference from the ball.
It may, of course, be held that the ball must be regarded as
a system of particles connected by an elastic medium. But
in that case, what has been said of the ball, as a whole, is true
of the particles in contact with the obstacle, if they are assumed to be elastic, or, if not, of the elements of the medium
in contact with them, provided the medium be assumed to
have inertia. After the middle of the period of contact, they
do work on the elements of the medium beyond them. xSo
work is done on them. They, therefore, lose energy and
gain none. Yet after contact is over they possess kinetic
energy. Whence has it come, if not throaigh transformation
of their own potential energy ? That energy cannot be trans-
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formed without being transferred must, of course, be true if
bodies consist of particles with inertia but without elasticity,
and if the medium connecting them possess elasticit}^ but
notinertin. Indeed, on these assumptions we may go farther
and say it cannot be transformed without being transferred
either from particles to medium, or from medium to particles.
If, however, either or both be assumed to have both properties, the proposition seems to me to be erroneous, and
certainly requires proof.
In conchiding the discussion of this subject Frof. Lodge
says: — •' All I have stated is that change of form is necessary
and universal whenever energy is transferred.'^ If this is all
the statements under discussion are to be taken to mean they
may be admitted at once, on the assumption of contact-action.
But this version of the statements quoted above seems to me
to be a new statement altogether. For, expressed in terms of
energy, it says merely that when one body does work on
another through the exertion of contact-force the potential
energies of both bodies in general undergo change.
Dalhousie College, Halifax, N.S.,
Dec. SOfch, 1892.

XVII. Experiments with High Frequencrj FJectric Discharges.
By A. A. Campbell

Swjkton*.

THE

writer has succeeded in passing through his body
from hand to hand sufficient electricity to bring the
filament of an ordinary 5-candle power 100-volt incandescent
lamp very nearly to full incandescence, or to bring the filament of a 32-candle power 100-volt lamp to full redness.
Practically no sensation was experienced.
The apparatus employed consisted of a large "Apps^"*
induction-coil capable of giving 10-inch sparks, supplied with
current through the ordinary vibrating contact-breaker, and
a resistance consisting of eight 50-candle-power lamps in
parallel, from a 105-volt continuous- current supply. The
total energy in the primary, excluding w^hat w^as lost in the
resistance and contact-breaker, was about 350 watts, or not far
off half an electric horse-power. To the positive and negative
terminals of the secondary of the induction-coil were connected
respectively the inside and outside coatings of three halfgallon Leyden jars, connected in parallel. The disruptive
discharge of these jars across an air-gap of about a quarter of
an inch excited the primary of a simple form of high-frequency coil similar to those employed
by Mr. Tesla and
* Communicated bj tlie Author.
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Prof. Eliha Thompson. The secondary of this coil consisted
of 500, turns of No. 26 S.W.G. cotton-covered wire wound
on a paper tube. Outside this paper tube was a glass tube,
upon which the primary, consisting of 10 turns of three
No. 16 guttapercha-covered wires, in parallel, was wound.
The whole coil was immersed in resin oil contained in a
wooden trough. The ends of the secondary were connected
through small glass tubes, also filled with oil, to brass balls.
On approaching the hand to one of the balls forming the
terminals of the oil-coil, sparks shot out from the brush discharge which surrounds it. If the spark is taken on the skin
a sharp prick is felt, but on approaching the terminal or
touching it with a piece of metal grasped in the hand, or after
grasping the terminal itself, practically no appreciable sensation is felt. If the terminal is grasped in this manner with
the right hand, sparks will shoot out from the left hand or
indeed from any portion of the body, if brought into proximity with another person, a piece of metal, the gas- or waterpipes, or any conducting body. In the experim.ent referred
to the incandescent lamp was hung by one terminal on a
wire connected to earth, and connexion was made between
the other lamp terminal and the coil through the two arms
and body by the right hnnd being brought into contact with
one terminal of the oil-coil, and a piece of metal grasped in
the left hand being approached to the free terminal of the
lamp. At the first approach the bulb of the lamp became
filled with phosphorescent light, but, on reducing the distance
between the metal in the left hand and the free lamp terminal, sparks shot out between them and the filament at once
became incandescent — the incandescence increasing very
nearly to the full normal amount when the piece of metal
and the lamp terminal were finally brought into contact.
To produce a similar incandescence of the filament with
continuous or alternating currents of ordinary frequency
w^ould require about one fifth of an ampere, and at first sight
it would seem that this quantity of current must pass through
the arms and body of the operator.
It has been generally assumed that with high-frequency
currents the current is rendered harmless by reason of the
high frequency — in fact, that high frequency renders harmless
to the human body currents of a strength that would be
dangerous and painful, if not fatal, were the frequency lower.
The writer is inclined to think that another explanation is
possible, and that the true fact is, not that high frequency
renders harmless a given strength of current that with ordinary
frequency would be harmful, but that with high frequency
it is possible to obtain eitects with exceedingly small currents,
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that with continuous and ordinary alternating currents can
only be obtained by the use of much larger currents.
This hypothesis is probably applicable to many other highfrequency effects, but as applied to the above-mentioned
experiment it is simply this :— The lamp-filament having a
certain definile resistance, with continuous or ordinary alternating currents which pass uniformly or nearly so through
the section of the filament, a certain amperage of current is
necessary to produce the number of watts required to raise
the filament to incandescence. With the high-frequency
currents, on the other hand, as is well understood, the current
travels chiefly on the outer surface of the filament, little or
none passing through the central portion. The current is in
fact merely skin-deep. The virtual resistance is therefore
very high, as only an extremely small portion of the sectional
area of the filament acts as a conductor. There is an ample
sufficiency of volts, and though the current is very minute
there is a sufficient expenditure of watts to raise the filament
to incandescence. The lamp, in fact, ceases to be a 100-volt
lamp and becomes^ it may well be, a 100,000-volt lamp. As
confirming this hypothesis, it should be mentioned that while
the filament was incandescent sparks passed between the lamp
terminals, which were at some distance apart, this being evidence that there was a difference of potential amounting
at least to thousands of volts between the two ends of the
filament.
Returning to the experiments, several other curious results
were obtained. If, instead of connecting the lamp to the coil
through the human frame, a wire was used, the filament
became much brighter than in the previous experiment ; in
fact, it gave considerably more than its normal candle-power.
From this it was evident that the human body offered considerable opposition of some description to the passage of the
electricity. In order to form some idea of the amount of
this opposition, the body was again inserted in the circuit
between the coil and the lamp, as previously, and the thumbs
of the two hands brought near together. Sparks about one
quarter of an inch in length were found to pass between them,
evidencing that the two hands of the operator had a difference
of potential between them apparently equal to some thousands
of volts. When the sparks passed between the hands, or when
the wrists were brought into contact^, so as to short-circuit, as
it were, to some extent the resistance of the arms and body,
the filament became very appreciably brighter. It should be
mentioned that when the sparks were allowed to pass between the hands very perceptible shocks were felt in the
wrists.
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Another experiment was to connect one lamp terminal by a
wire to the coil, connect the other lamp terminal to earth, and
short-circuit the lamp through the body by grasping the coil
terminal with one hand and a piece of metal connected to
earth with the other. The effect of so doing was to reduce
the incandescence of the filament to rather less than one half
its normal amount, half of the available current going apparently through the lamp, the other half through the body.
With the lamp terminal connected to the coil, it was found
unnecessary to connect the other lamp terminal to earth to
produce incandescence, all that was necessary being to touch
this lamp terminal with a piece of metal held in the hand.
That the incandescence of the filament produced under these
conditions was due to the electrostatic capacity of the operator
and not to his forming a connexion to earth, was evidenced
by the fact that it made no perceptible difference whether he
stood on the floor or on an insulated stool.
In all the above experiments the second terminal of the oilcoil was free and not connected to anything. It was, however, found that the effect of a second operator touching this
terminal, or of connecting it by wire to earth, was to diminish
the incandescence of the lamp-filament. It was also found
that the filament incandesced to a greater degree of brightness
when connected as above between one terminal of the coil and
earth, than when it was directly connected between the two
terminals of the coil, but that, while the operator experienced
practically no sensation when his body was inserted between
one terminal and earth, the sensation was very severe — in fact,
quite unbearable — when the body was inserted between the
two terminals. The above seem to show that capacity has
much to do with the results obtained, and that the physiological effects of electric currents are not necessarily
proportional to their heating-power.
It should also be mentioned that in some of the experiments
there was a decided tendency for the filament to vibrate in
unison with the contact-breaker of the induction-coil. In
fact, in some cases the amplitude of vibration was sufficient to
cause the end of the filament to beat aoainst the olass of the
lamp bulb.
XVIII. Notices respecting New Books.
Annals8vo.of British
Geology,
J. ~E.
Pages viii
& 404.1891.DulauBy and
Co.,Bi^ike,
London,M.A.,
1892.F.G.S.
TN a review of the former volume (for 1890) in the Philosophical
■^ Magazine for Marcli 1892, the plan of these "Annals " was fully
described.
It has been followed in the present volume, except
Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 213. Feb. 1893.
L
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Geological Society :— 'that :— no notice is taken of papers merely read before Societies,
but not published in the year concerned, — the abstracts and Prof.
Blake's notes thereon haye been submitted to the authors, and
those which have been received back are marked with an asterisk, —
and a new feature is " the introduction of illustrations of all new
British species, and of other important novelties."
On this last point we may observe that " the will may be taken
for the deed "; but that, though inadequate in very many instances
to define the characters of the intended fossils, the amateur outlines may serve as useful indications, to some extent, where the
descriptive memoirs cannot be got at. The two maps (pis. i. and
ii.), though roughly executed, seem to be more available for their
intended purpose.
As the asterisk placed before the Xo. of an Article indicates
that the abstract has been seen and corrected by the Author or
Editor of its memoir, we may notice that fifteen articles are indicated inthe Table of Corrections as being entitled to these asterisks,
as weU. as the very many (the majority) of the abstracts standing
in the text with those marks. Important corrections appear (from
the List of Corrigenda) to have been fortunately made by the
authors in some of these abstracts after the printmg.
Tlie " Personal Xotes " of the former volume are now limited to
critical footnotes. These are always suggestive, and not unfrequently decidedly useful.
Some of the articles are, relatively, of considerable length ; for
instance no. 6 (Murray and Eeuard) has 17 pages ; no. 324 (A. S.
Woodward) 7 pages ; no. 334 (E. B. Xe^lon) 9 pages. The
*' Personal Items" about the Staff and Ofiicers of the Societies
and Institutions are discontinued. The two Indexes (of Authors and
Periodicals) are given, and one of new names. If the geographical
and the geological points were indexed, we think advantages would
accrue ; and we ventm^e to suggest that the cost of the plates
might be saved to that end in the next volume.
The masterly (if not also masterful) manner in which the
numerous memoirs are treated is well sustained, and tends always
to indicate theii' interest, and often to advance their usefulness.
Evidently no pains have been spared by the enthusiastic author in
earnestly carrying out his plan of diffusing a correct knowledge of
current British G-eology, and of the work of British Geologists,
among all who are interested in the Science.
XIX. Proceedings of Leatmed Societies,
GEOLOGICAL

SOCIETY.

[Continued fi'om p. 76.]
November 23rd, 1892.— W. H. Hudleston, Esq., IT.A., F.R.S.,
President, in the Chair.
nnHE following communications were read :—
-*-]." Outline of the Geolo2:ical Features of Arabia Petraea and
Palestine.''
By Prof. Edward Hull, LL.D., E.E.S., E.G.S.
The region may be considered as physically divisible into five
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sections, viz. :— (i) The mountainous part of the Sinaitic Peninsula ;
(ii) the table-land of Badiet-el-Tih and Central Palestine ; (iii) the
Jordan-Arabah valley ; (iv) the table-land of Edom, Moab, and the
volcanic district of Jaulan and Hauran ; and (v) the maritime plain
bordering the Mediterranean.
The most ancient rocks (of Archaean age) are found in the southern
portion of the region ; they consist of gneissose and schistose masses
penetrated by numerous intrusive igneous rocks. They are succeeded
by the Lower Carboniferous beds of the Sinaitic peninsula and
Moabite table-land, consisting of bluish limestone with fossils, which
have their counterparts chiefly in the Carboniferous Limestone of
Belgium, and of a purple and reddish sandstone (called by the
author ' the Desert Sandstone,' to distinguish it from the Nubian
Sandstone of Cretaceous age), lying below the limestone. The Nubian
Sandstone, separated from the Carboniferous by an enormous hiatus
in the succession of the formations, is probably of Neocomian or
Cenomanian age, and is succeeded by white and grey marls, and
limestones with flint, with fossils of Turonian and Senonian ages.
The Middle Eocene (jSTummulitic Limestone) beds appear to follow
on those of Cretaceous age without a discordance; but there is a real
hiatus notwithstanding the apparent conformity, as shown by the
complete change of fauna. In Philistia a calcareous sandstone in
which no fossils have been observed is referred to the Upper Eocene ;
for the Miocene period was a continental one, when faulting and
flexuring was taking place, and the main physical features were
developed — e. g., the formation of the Jordan-Arabah depression is
referable to this period.
In Pliocene times a general depression of land took place to about
200-300 feet below the present sea-level, and littoral deposits were
formed on the coasts and in the valleys. To this period belong the
higher terraces of the Jordan-Arabah valley. The Pliocene deposits
consist of shelly gravels. Later terraces were formed at the epoch
of the glaciation of the Lebanon Mountains, when the rainfall was
excessive in Palestine and Arabia.
The volcanoes of the Jaulan, Hauran, and Arabian Desert are
considered to have been in active operation during the Miocene,
Pliocene, and Pluvial periods ; but the date of their final extinction
has not been satisfactorily determined.
2. " The Base of the Keuper Formation in Devon." By the Eev.
A. Irving, B.A., D.Sc, F.G.S.
In a paper published in the February number of the volume of
the Quarterly Journal for the current year, the author definitely
accepted the breccia which is clearly marked on the left bank of the
Sid at Sidmouth as the base of the Keuper, but he had not then
satisfactory data for determining a similar basement-line in the
country between the valleys of the Sid and Otter, where the
Keuper is repeated by the great Chit-rock Fault. Since then he
has received information from the Bev. Dr. Dixon of Aylesbeare,
mentioning the occurrence of breccia at several points on the east
side of the Otter, and has subsequently visited the district, and with
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Dr. Dixon traced the breccia (the true base of the Keuper) along
the left bank of the Otter, which for many miles seems to mark the
western limit of the Kenper in Devonshire.
As results, (i) the palaeontological difficulty which the occurrence
of Hyioerodapedon east of Ottermouth presented is now removed ;
(ii) the statement made in the last paragraph on p. 71 of the
author's paper in the February number of the Quarterly Journal
needs some modification ; (iii) the geological maps of the Devon
area require considerable revision ; (iv) data are furnished which
enable us to estimate the thickness of the Upper Bunter at not
more than about 100 feet; and (v) points of interest in the physiography of the country are indicated.
3. " The Marls and Clays of the Maltese Islands." Bv John H.
Cooke, Esq., F.G.S.
The following deposits (in ascending order) occur in the Maltese
Islands :— I. Limestone, II. (x/oSf^eHna- limestone. III. Clays,
lY. Greensands, Y. Upper Coralline Limestone. The Marls and
Clays forming the subject of this communication are Xo. III. of
this list. They lie conformably upon the Glohigerina-lYmQ^tone^ and
so obscure is the line of demarcation between the two, and so striking
the similarity of their fossils, that the Clay may be considered as an
argillaceous division of the formation upon which it rests. The
upper
partofof the
theYienna
Gloligerina-'^mestoTiQ
the Hornerschichten
basin, and the is
Clayreferred
to the toSchlier.
The
separation between the clay and the greensands is sometimes, though
not always, complete, and occasionally the greensands are absent,
and the coralline limestone rests directly on the clay. The thickness assigned to the clay by Dr. Murray (20 feet) is probably not
far wide of the mark. A description of the lithological characters
of the deposits of the clay division, based on microscopic evidence,
is given. They consist largely of tests of foraminifera and minute
fragments of minerals, and contain nodules of ochreous clay. A list
of fossils of the clays is appended, including an addition of 31 species
of foraminifera to the 122 contained in Dr. Murray's list,
December 7th.— W. H. Hudleston, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.,
President, in the Chair.
The following communications were read :—
1. " Xote on the Xufenen-stock (Lepontine Alps)." By Prof. T.
G. Bonney, D.Sc, LL.D., F.E.S., Y.P.G.S.
In 1889 the author was obliged to leave some work incomplete in
this rather out-of-the-way portion of the Lepontine Alps. In the
summer of 1891 he returned thither in company with Mr. J. Eccles,
F.G.S. , and the present note is supplementary to the former paper.
The iSfufenen -stock was traversed from north to south, and a return
section made roughly along the eastern bank of the Gries Glacier.
Gneiss abounds on the north side of the Xufenen Pass, followed by
rauchwacke and some Jurassic rock. On the flank of the mountain
are small outcrops of rauchwacke and of the so-called ' Disthene-
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schists ' (both badly exposed), followed by much Dark-mica schist,
often containing black garnets. Higher up is a considerable mass of
Jurassic rock with the ' knots ' and ' prisms ' which have been mistaken for garnets and staurolites, but Dark-mica schists set in again
before the summit is reached. They continue down the southern
flank of the peak ; but rather north of the lowest part of the watershed, between Switzerland and Italy, the ' Disthene-schist ' is again
found, followed by a fair-sized mass of rauchwacke.
The return section gave a similar association in reverse order ;
and both confirmed the conclusions expressed by the author in 1890
as to the absence of garnets and staurolites from Jurassic rocks (with
belemnites &c.), and the great break between these or the underlying rauchwacke (where it occurs) and the crystalline schists, in
which garnets often abound, of the Lepontine Alps. The crystalline schists and the Mesozoic rocks are thrown into a series of very
sharp folds, which, locally, presents at first sight the appearance of
inters tratification.
2. "On some Schistose 'Greenstones' and allied Hornblendic
Schists from the Pennine Alps, as illustrative of the Effects of
Pressure-Metamorphism." By Prof. T. G. Bonney, D.Sc, LL.D.,
E.R.S., y.P.G.S.
The author describes the results of study in the field and with
the microscope of (a) some thin dykes in the calc-schist group, much
modified by pressure ; (h) some larger masses of green schist which
appear to be closely associated with the dykes; (c) some other
pressure-modified greenstone dykes of greater thickness than the
first. The specimens were obtained, for the most part, either near
Saas Fee or in the Binnenthal.
These results, in his opinion, justified the following conclusion—
s:
(1) That basic intrusive rocks, presumably once dolerites or basalts,
can be converted into foliated, possibly even slightly banded, schists,
in which no recognizable trace of the original structure remains.
(2) That in an early (possibly the first) stage of the process the
primary constituents of the rock-mass are crushed or sheared, and
thus their fragments frequently assume a somewhat ' streaky ' order ;
that is to say, the rock passes more or less into the ' mylonitic '
condition.
(3) That next (probably owing to the action of water under
great pressure) certain of the constituents are decomposed or
dissolved.
(4) That, in consequence of this, when the pressure is sufiiciently
diminished, a new group of minerals is formed (though in some cases
original fragments may serve as nuclei).
(5) That of the more important constituents hornblende is the
first to form, closely followed, if not accompanied, by epidote ; next
comes biotite (the growth of which often suggests that by this time
the pressure is ceasing to be definite in direction), and lastly a waterclear mineral, probably a felspar, perhaps sometimes (Quartz.
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(6) That in all these eases the hornblende occurs either in very
elongated prisms or in actual needles.
The author brings forward a number of other instances to show
that this form of hornblende may be regarded as indicative of
dynamometamorphism; so that rocks where that mineral is more
granular in shape (cases where actinolite or tremolite appears as
a mere fringe being excepted) have not been subjected to this
process.
3. " On a Secondary Development of Biotite and of Hornblende
in Crystalline Schists from the Binnenthal," By Prof. T. Gr. Bonney,
D.Sc. LL.D., F.R.S., V.P.G.S.
Both the rocks described in this communication come from the
Binnenthal, and were obtained by Mr. J. Eccles, F.G.S., in the
summer of 1891. They belong to the Dark-mica schists described
by the author in former papers, and have been greatly affected by
pressure. In each a mineral above the usual size has been subsequently developed. In the rock from near Binn this mineral is
a biotite ; the dimensions of one crystal, irregular in outline and
having its basal cleavage roughly perpendicular to the lines indicative of pressure, are about '175 X '03 inch. The other mineral, from
the peak of the Hohsandhorn, is a rather irregularly formed hornblende, the crystals (which lie in various directions) being sometimes
more than half an inch long. The exterior often is closely associated with little flakes of biotite. The author discusses the bearing
of this fact, and the circumstances which may have favoured the
formation of minerals, so far as his experience goes, of an exceptional
size.
Some remarks also are made on the relation of these structures
developed in the Alpine schists to the various movements by which
those rocks have been affected, and on the general question of pressure
as an agent of metamorphism.
4. " Geological Notes on the Bridgewater District in Eastern
Ontario."
By J". H. Collins, Esq., F.G.S.
The plateau of the Bridgewater district consists chiefly of gneiss
and mica-schist, with subordinate beds of white marble, quartzconglomerate and quartzite, and some veins of ' giant-granite.' The
general dip of the gneissose series is eastward.
The author notes the effect of frost in splitting off flakes of the
gneissose rocks and conglomerates, especially on the bare glaciated
surfaces, and suggests that many of the smaller and shallower
lakelets may have originated by this process.
The conglomerates are described as gneisses and mica-schists, with
subordinate pebble-beds.
The occurrence of gold in quartz-veins near Flinders and at Madoc
is noted ; and amongst other economic products are the micas of the
granites, asbestiform actinolite, and marble. The author discusses
the mode of origin of the granite, marble, and actinolite-rock.
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' XX. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles,
REPRESENTATION
OF THE EQUIPOTENTIAL
LINES

IN

PLATES TRAVERSED BY CURRENTS ; EXPLANATION OF HALl's
PHENOMENON.
BY E. LOMMEL.
(Preliminary Notice.)
SIMPLE consideration shows that the equipotential Hnes at right
angles to the lines of flow in a plate are at the same time the
magnetic lines of force belonging to the flow. If iron filings are
strewed on the plate with a sufficiently strong current, they
arrange themselves to form a beautiful image of the equipotential
lines.
If the plate is brought into a magnetic field these magnetic
lines of force alter their position, and therefore also the lines of
force which necessarily are at right angles to them. In this lies
the
simple explanation
of Hall's phenomenon. — Wiedemann's
Annalen.^o.
12, ]892.
ON THE ACTION OF LIGHT UPON ELECTRICAL DISCHARGES IN
VARIOUS GASES. BY F. BREISSIG.
As source of light the author used a gas-flame. As he had the
intention of determining the influence of the visible rays in
electrical discharges, he tried to find a gas in which this action is
as great as possible, but he came to the conclusion that the
difference between various gases in this respect is too small to
lead to the preference of any one in particular.
M. Breissig uses Hallwachs' form of the luminous discharge -with
a somewhat different arrangement. Opposite the source of light
is placed an amalgamated zinc plate, and in front of it a wire
gauze, also amalgamated, of galvanized iron, both being insulated.
The zinc plate was kept at constant potential by a Daniell's batter v
of 80 elements, while the wire gauze was connected with one
quadrant pair of an electrometer. The potential was measured of
the quantity of electricity passing from the zinc plate to the wire
gauze owing to illumination.
A decrease of sensitiveness of the plate with the duration of
the illumination was observed, as Hallwachs and E-ighi had also
observed for other sources of light; moreover, an increase was
observed in all the gases investigated as the pressure diminished.
In opposition to the observations of others, the author found a
feebler discharge in carbonic acid than in air ; the deflexions are
reduced to about one half : this phenomenon is due to the fact
that in his experiments the rays of a spectral region are used
differing from that of other observers, and the action of the
various parts of the spectrum on many gases may be different.
With cool gas a feebler action is observed if the gas has alreadv
been illuminated.
The discharges in some vapours were stronger than in all the
gases examined, especially in air half saturated \\ith alcohol vapour.
The following table gives in round numbers the results observed
by the author.
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Discharge.
^

A—

.

^

Normal
Diminished
pressure. pressure.

Atmospheric air
...
Oxygen
Hydrogen
Carbonic acid
.....
Coal-gas
Sulphuretted Hydrogen .

.

.

10
14
8
6
7
3

18-22
20
16
14
12

Air containing
vapour of

Alcohol
30-40
about 70
Ether
20-30
„
50
Turpentine
6
Benzole
10-20
Petroleum spirit
....
10
Xylol
6
In this the mean strength of the discharge in dry atmospheric
air is taken at 10 — Inaugural Dissertation^ Bonn, 1891 ; Beihldtter
der PhysiJc, vol. xvii. p. 60.
NOTICE

OF A METEOEIC STONE SEEN TO FALL AT BATH,
SOUTH DAKOTA.
BY A. E. FOOTE.

On the 29th day of August, 1892, about 4 o'clock in the afternoon,
while Mr. Lawrence I'reeman and his son were stacking upon his
farm two miles south of Bath, they were alarmed by a series of
heavy explosions. On looking up they saw a meteoric stone flying
through the air followed by a cloud of smoke. Its course was
easily traced to the point where it fell within about twenty rods
from where they were standing. The stone penetrated the
hardened prairie to a depth of about sixteen inches, and when
reached it was found to be so warm that gloves had to be used in
handling it. Three small pieces of an ounce or two each had
apparently been blown off by the explosions, but the stone still
weighed 46| lb. One of these small pieces was found by soDie
men not far distant, and was broken up and distributed among
them. The explosions were plainly heard by a large number of
people at Bath, two miles away, and at Aberdeen, nine miles away,
it sounded like distant cannonading. The exterior of the stone
presents the usual smooth black crust. The interior is quite closegrained, resembling in texture the stones from Mocs. The iron is
abundantly disseminated through the mass ; and although the grains
are small, they are easily distinguished and separated on pulverizing.
Preliminary tests made by Mr. Amos P. Brown, of the Mineralogical Department of the University of Pennsylvania, prove the
presence of nickel and cobalt in considerable quantity. — Silliman^s
Journal, January 1893.
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On the Equilibrium of Vis Viva. — Part III.
By Prof. LuDWiG

I

SCIENCE.

Boltzmann*.

I think that a problem of such primary importance in
molecular science ought to be scrutinized and examined on every
side, so that as many persons as possible may be enabled to follow
the demonstration. — Maxwell, Scientific Papers, ii. p. 713.

§ 1. On the Varialles which i^educe the expression for the
Vis Viva to a Snm of Squares.

MAXWELL!
was the first to establish the formula for
the distribution of vis viva among monatomic gas
molecules, which he regarded as perfectly hard spheres of
similar or dissimilar form (mass and radius) . He also worked
out the case in which the molecules are considered as rigid
bodies with three different moments of inertia, and he found
that for such a gas the ratio of specific heats must be 1^.
Since, however, this ratio has the value 1*4 for the best
known simple gases, he concluded that the mechanical analogy
is at variance with known facts on this subject J. It is
remarkable that Maxwell, who was successful in presenting
the solution of the problem with such almost inconceivable
* Communicated by the Author, from the Sitzungsherichte der maflicmatisch-jjhijsikcdischen Classe der kdniglich-bmjerisclien Akademie der
Wissenschaften (Munich), vol. xxii. part 3. Translated by James L.
Howard, D.Sc.
t '' Illustrations
of the
Theory of Gases,"' Thil. Mag-.
January
and June 18G0,
Sci. Dynamical
Pap. i. p. 377.
X Maxwell, Sci. Pap. i. p. 409.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 214. March 1893.
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ease, both in the case of spheres and of bodies which possess
no axis of rotation, did not then think of considering the alhed
and almost similar case, namely that of the various perfectly
smooth and rigid solids of revolution which differ from the
spherical form. He would then have obtained exactly the
desired value 1*4 for the ratio of specific heats.
The proof which Maxwell gave at that time for his law of
distribution of kinetic energy was afterwards shown by himself to be insufficient ; and in a second paper* he gave an
exact proof that the distribution of vis viva found previously
was a possible one, i. e. that when once set up among the
molecules of the gas it would not be altered by their impact.
This proof as well as Maxwell's law itself is capable of
considerable extension, and he pointed out its very close connexion with a far more general theorem which applies to any
system in which any forces operate f. In the attempt to
make this latter theorem still more general, however, Maxw^ellj committed an error in assuming that by choosing
suitable coordinates the expression for the vis viva could
always be made to contain only the squares of the momenta,
this assumption being, as Lord Kelvin has shown §, in general
incorrect. But the mistake may be easily corrected by a
slight modification of Maxwell's conclusions. To demonstrate this let us turn to MaxwelFs paper just quoted above,
and write with him (Sci. Pap. ii. p. 720) hi^ 62, h^. . .hn for
generalized coordinates, and ai, ag . . . a^ as the correspondingmomenta. We must then stop at MaxvelFs equation (42j
(/. c. p. 724), and so write for the vis viva

T = i[ll]ai2+[12]aia2....
All MaxwelPs conclusions as far as equation (29) inclusive
are perfectly accurate. In order to correct the further conclusions we might write the following deduction in place of
that of Maxwell, from that point onward. Let us suppose a
to be a hnear function of the momentum a, and thus write
k-n

Then we can ahvays dioose tbe coefficients c so that (1) their
* Phil. Mag-. [4] vol. XXXV. (1868) ; Sci. Pap. ii. p. 26.
t BoltzmauD, Wiener Sitzungsherichte, vols. Iviii., Ixiii., Ixvi., Jxxii ,
Ixxiv., Ixxv.
X " On Boltzmann's Theorem on the Average Eistribution of Enero-v,"
Camb. Phil. Trans, xii. part 3 (1878) ; Sci. Pap. ii. p. 713.
§ 'Natui-e,' loth August, 1891.
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determinant 0 is equal to unity,
that is= 1

0
and (2) the doubled kinetic energy takes the form

In this investigation the coefficients c and yu, are functions
of the generaHzed coordinates h^. . . hn, hut the a's cannot in
general be regarded as momenta which belong to any system
of generaiized coordinates whatever. I will therefore call
them '' momentoids " in order to prevent confusion.
The angular velocities about the three principal axes of
inertia of a solid in the most general case of rotation furnish
an example.
I shall denote by ^/HiOti^ that portion of the
which belongs to the momentoid «,. Since 0
dtti, c?«2 . . . dan=dci^, du2 . . . da^. Let us insert
in place of ai on the left and of a^ on the right,
dui
.
c/T
da2
da^
.
.
.
da
—
-p=^
dT da^ dot^
ddr
a^

whole vis viva
= 1, we have
the variable T
then
. da.

Dividing by dT and observing that
= /Xi«i,
dai

we obtain

"
c7^ = ^

-:- dao da^ . . . dan= - —

da^ du^ . . . duu.

From Maxwell's equation (28) (/. c, p. 721) we find for
the number of systems whose generalized coordinates lie
between the limits bi and hi + dbi.. .hn and hn-\-db,i, and
whose momentoids lie between ^2 and «2 + <^^^2 • - -oc,,, aiid
ocn + ddj^ (^j being determined from the equation o^ vis viva)
the value
N^

^/

7/

7

If we now proceed with the integration exactly as Maxwell
does, we arrive at his equation (-15), which is thus perfectly
correct.
By

calculating

the probability

that the vis

viva ^/f^a,,"
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1

belonging to the momentoid «„ lies between the values kn and
kn + dk^, we again arrive exactly at Maxwell's expression (51)
(/. G. p. 725).
The expressions (52) and (53) (/. c. p. 726) of Maxwell's
paper thus represent the mean and maximum values of the
vis viva belonging to any momentoid. Instead of the law of
Maxwell that the mean vis viva has the same value for every
coordinate, we now obtain the law that the mean value of the
vis viva belonging to all momentoids is the same.
Since the number of momentoids is always the same as that
of the degrees of freedom, the law given by Maxwell at the
commencement of his paper {I. c. p. 716) still remains true,
viz. that the mean kinetic energies of two given parts of the
system are in the ratio of their respective degrees of freedom.
The kinetic energy Ty^ of any portion whatever may therefore
contain the products of different pjf Sj the terms pk being the
momenta of the general coordinates of that portion. But T^
must not contain the product of a term pj^ and another momentum which is not included among the terms p^. As a
special case, the law will apply without any moditication to
so-called polyatomic molecules of a gas, whose condition is
expressible by generalized coordinates.
As 2 ^

is equal to 2 «i^ ^ hi all cases^ my proof of the

second law* will still be correct, provided that by q,, we understand, not the momenta belonging to the coordinates ph,
but the momentoids.
On the Special Cases suggested by Lord Kelvin as
Test-cases.
§ 2. Motion of a Material Point in a Plane.
I believe that with these modifications Maxwell's proof of
the laws enunciated in the previous paragraphs is a satisfactory
one ; but in addition I have already given another proof from
a quite different point of view f. I believe therefore that its
truth as a law of analytical mechanics can hardly be called
into question t. As 1 myself arrived at my theorem only
* BorcLard-Kronecker's Journal, vol. c. p. 201 (1885).
t " On the Equilibrium of Heat between Polyatomic Gas-molecules.
Part I. Motion of the Atoms in the Molecules/' Wien. Sitz.-Ber. vol. iii.
9th March, 1871. '■ Some General Theorems on Equilibrium of Heat,"
ibid. 13th April, 1871. In the latter paper J first made use of generalized
coordinates.
X It is an entirely different question, whether such systems present a
sufficiently close analogy with hot bodies. This question cannot be
discussed herej cf., however, Beihi. v. p. 403 (1881).
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after a laborious consideration of many special cases*, I can
appreciate the value of continually testing general theorems
by means of special examples, and will therefore take up one
of the particular cases suggested as a test-case by Lord Kelvin,
namely the one he mentions last ; because it is the simplest,
and because I respect the sentence of De Morgan, quoted once
by Prof. Tait, to the effect that "formula3, if too long, are
often not read."
Let a material point of unit mass move in the plane of x^y.
Let A', y be its coordinates, q its velocity, ?/, v the components
of the velocity in the directions of the axes of coordinates,
and 6 the angle which the direction of motion makes with
the positive direction of the axis of abscissse, the angle being
counted from 0 to 27r. Suppose the potential Y to be any
function of the coordinates. We assume that the motion
neither becomes infinite nor asymptotically approaches a fixed
limit ; and that all possible sets of values of a', ?/, and 6 which
are consistent with the equation of vis viva are obtained with
any required degree of approximation, provided the motion
continues for a sufficiently long time T.
Let us take a r-coordinate perpendicular to the plane of
x,y^ and define any condition of the moving point by marking
off as 0-coordinate over the point where it happens to be, the
angle 6 which its velocity makes with the positive direction of
abscissae. We shall call the point of space with the coordinates x^ ?/, 6 the point which characterizes the condition of
the moving body, or briefly the instantaneous condition-point.
We can. then define our assumption thus :— Li the course
of an interval of time T the condition-point occu})ies all
positions in a finite cylinder (the condition-cylinder) which
has a height 27r in the direction of the axis of z. The
condition-point passes suddenly from the base to the summit
of this cylinder, and vice versa ; with this exception its motion
is continuous.
Suppose the moving point to be at the point x, y at any
time t, and let its velocity make an angle 6 with the axis of
abscissae and have the components t/, v. The condition-point
at time t will then be a point A of space with coordinates

x,y,e.
After the lapse of a very short time ht, that is at time t -f hf^
let the moving point be at x' ^y' . Let^' be the angle between
the direction of motion and i\\e axis of abscissa?, and »/, v' the
* " On the Equilibrium of Vis Viva,'' Wicn. Sitz.-Ber. vol. Iviii. 8tli
October 1868.—" Solution of a Mechanical rrobleni/' ibid. 17tli Doconiber,
1868. — " Some General Theoren.s on Kquilibriuui of Heat " (end of part -2 )
{I. c). — "Remarks on some Problems in the JSIechanical Tlieoiy of Ileat,''
Wien. Sitz.-Ber. vol. Ixxv. lltli .January, 1877 (end of part o).
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components of the velocity resolved along the coordinate
axes.
We may denote the position of the condition-point at time
t + ht by A^ A^ will be called the point corresponding to A,
If we consider ht as constant, every point within the conditioncylinder will possess its corresponding point. Always, when
at any time the condition-point has occupied any point of
space, it will, after a time ht has elapsed, pass to the corresponding point ; and vice vey^sd, the moving body can never
reach the corresponding point except by having passed
through the point to which it corresponds at a time St
previously.
We have then
.v' = .x + gcos6 .St,

^y

y^ = i/-\-gdii6 .8t,~i

. .

^y

in which f = — -^-^, ^= — ^— are the components of the force
acting on the moving particle,, and are therefore functions of
w and ?/. Further,
^' = arctDr— ?
which gives, on substituting the above values,

e'==d+{V'COs0-Ssme)-.

...

(2)

Now let us construct an infinitely small rectangular
parallelepiped dxdydO, of which one edge is situated at the
point A. Let the fraction of the whole time T during which
the condition-point hes within the parallelepiped be dt. This
is the time during which the three variables x^ y, 0 will be
included between the values a; and x + dcc, y and y + dy, and
6 and 6 + dd.
We may then write in all cases

dt — f{jt,y^&)dxdydQ

(3]
Now construct at each point of the parallelepiped dxdydO
the corresponding point, and hence obtain the parallelepiped
dx' dy' dd'. That fraction of the time T during which the
condition-poi
nt lies within dx' d/y' dQ' is, according to equation (3),
dt'=f{x',y', Q') dx' dy' dO' ,
Since, however, according to our definition of the conditionpoint, every time it enters the parallelepiped dx dy dO it must
after an interval ht enter dx' dy' dO^, and since the interval
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between the exits from the two parallelopipeds is also exactly
ht, it follows that the condition-point must enter both parallelopipeds the same number of times and must remain for the
same time in each.
This gives dt' = dt^ or
/(.^•', y', 6') iW ihj de'=f{.,, y, 0) dx dy dO.

But we haA^e

-d^v' ^.^^

-dx'

d^v' By' -dO
dx'dy^dO'^

-dOy'
W'' W
B^W^'' dO
dy
-d
-dd
-bx' -by' bO

-2V, equ

As U is constant^ and q^= const. (2) give
dv

w^r-TT = 1 —

q

(f COS
bO

^y
dy

-bt

. dx dy dS

St
L+97sin ^

=h

6 + 7) sin 6] —

7

If we minant
neglect
reduces tothe terms of order St^, the functional deter-

and consequently
dx' dy' dQ'^dxdydO,

e

b 0). As we can pass from
from which also/(.^'', y'^ 0') =/(^, y,
the parallelepiped dxdy dd to its corresponding one, and from
this latter to its corresponding one, and so on, it follows that
f{x, y, 6) is always constant, and therefore that dt = C dx dy dd.
This result agrees perfectly with that found in my paper pre«
viously quoted, on the '' Solution of a Mechanical Problem."
Lord Kelvin denotes by N dO dr the number of times during
the interval T that the moving particle traverses an element
of surface, whose length in the direction of motion is ds and
whose breadth perpendicular to this direction is c/r, in such a
manner that 6 lies between the values 6 and 6-\-dd. As the
moving point always remains for a time dsjq in the element
of surface, the fraction of T during which the moving point
is situated in drds and has at the same iime a direction of
motion between 6 and d-j-dd, is
N
-drdsde.
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But we have just seen that this time is

Gdrdsde,

from which it follows that l^ = Cg.

IST is therefore quite

independent of the angle 6, and not only Lord Kelvin's
coefficient A^, but also A^ and all the coefficients following
vanish.
I can hardly doubt that Lord Kelvin will be satisfied with
this result of his test- case.
§ 3. On the Distribution of Kinetic Energy among
Kelvin's Doublets.
The other cases suggested by Lord Kelvin relate to a
theorem which is closely connected with the problem just
considered, but not by any means identical wdth it, nor even
a special case of it ; namely, the question of the equilibrium
of heat in the case of polyatomic gaseous molecules. It can
easily be shown that in this problem there exists one particular
distribution of vis viva which is not altered either by internal
motion of the molecules or by impacts.
Let Pj, 2^25 ' ' 'Pn be the generalized coordinates by which
the positions of all constituents of a molecule are determined
relatively to its centre of mass^ the rotation of the molecule
being included. Let ^'i, ^2^ . . . ^-^ be the corresponding momenta, Tthe total vis viva of the molecule, Y the potentialfunction of its internal forces, u^ v, w the components of the
velocity of its centre of mass, and finally A and k constants ;
then the distribution of vis viva referred to is tbat in which
the number of molecules per unit volume, for values of the
variables w-, v, ic, pi, p2, • • 'Pn, <Ji, §'2? • • • qn between the limits
w, and Ui + dui, . . . qn and qn + dqn, is equal to
Ae-'^cv+T) ^,^ , , ^ ^/^^^
If there are several kinds of molecules present the constant k,
but not A, must have the same value for each.
The verification of this result in the special case imagined
by Lord Kelvin is so simple that I shall not consider it here.
But the other proof, that the distribution of kinetic energy
given by the above formula is the only possible one, can only
be established indirectly by the assumption that a certain
particular function must, if altered, be necessarily increased by
collisions. As this function is very closely connected on the
one hand with the quantity designated by Clausius as entropy*,
and on the other hand with the probability of occurrence of
* Wie?i. Sitz.-Ber. Bd. Ixxvi. (1877), Bd. Ixxviii. (1878).
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the state referred to, the second law of thermodynamics
appears from it to be purely a law of probability.
It appears to me to be a matter of interest {vide Motto) to
examine this latter proof for the case of the molecule provided
with elastic springs as imagined by Lord Kelvin, and which,
following
shall
call a ^' doublet/^
By a
doublet lethisus example,
understandwe the
combination
of two material
points with masses m and m" , which attract each other with
a force proportional to their distance apart, m" (the nucleus)
is never acted upon by any other force. The masses m (shells)
of any two doublets impinge on each other like elastic
spheres whenever they come within a distance W of each
other. Besides these, suppose simple atoms of mass iW to be
present, which coUide with each other if they approach nearer
than distance D', and with the shells if they come within distance D from them. We shall always write, for the sake of
brevity, " shell " instead of centre of the shell, and " nucleus "
instead of centre of the nucleus. Let x^ ?/, z be the coordinates of the nucleus of a doublet referred to a system of rectangular coordinates the origin of which is at the centre of the
shell and the axes of which have fixed directions ; let ?/^, v'^ , w"
be the absolute components of the velocity of the nucleus, and
U, t?, U) the same components taken relatively to the shell ;
let ^, A, k be the components of the velocity of the centre of
gravity of the doublet, w, v^ iv those of the shell, and Ui, Vi, i^'i
those of a single atom. Finally, suppose ^i^j V^ ^i l^? ^j ^V?
(/, A, /:) dx . . . dk to be the number of doublets per unit of
volume for values of the variables x , . .k at the time t lying
between the limits x and x-\-dx...k and k-\-dk, and let
/(^i? '^1? '^i) du\ d'^i dwi be the number of single atoms in unit
of volume whose velocity-components Wi, v^, Wi lie between
the limits
Ui and Ui-\-dui,

Vi and v^-f dv-^y

it'i and iVi-\-diVi.

Then the expression the value of which can only be diminished byimpacts, and which for brevity we call the entropy,
is
E = 1% log % t/^' . . . dk ■\-^f\ogfdu^ dv^ div^,
in which the integration extends over all possible values of
tlie variables. The first term of the expression E can be
obtained in the following manner. We write down the vnlue
of log;;^ for every doublet contained in the unit of volume;
i. e. we insert in log % for all the variables those values which
it takes for the doublet under consideration. Then we add
together all the values of log% so obtained.
In order to
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express this symbolically we may denote the smn by % log ;^.
In a similar manner the second term gives us X log/, the
summation being extended to all the single atoms in a unit of
volume.
In order to prove that E can only diminish, let us first find
the change produced in the value of ^log;^ simply by the
relative motion of nucleus and shell in the doublets, assuming
no collisions to take place. In this case (/, 7i, and k would
obviously remain constant. On the other hand, we should
have at any time t^
c'c = Asin(af + B),
and at time ^ = 0,

U = Aacos (a^ + B),

.2?o=AsinB,
Uo = AacosB.
If we consider all doublets for which A and B are included
within specified infinitely close limits, then
dxdi\ = dxQdi\Q — k.adKd^\

....

(4)

and similarly for the y- and c-axes,
dydV = dy^d\^^,
dzd)V = dzod\Vo
It can easily be shown that the equation

.

.

,

(5)

dx dy dz du dv d\V = dxQ dy^ dz^ dUo dv^ dWo
also holds good if the nucleus and shell have any other central
motion whatever. (C/". my investigation of the equilibrium
of heat in the case of polyatomic gaseous molecules, pre\dously
referred to.) If no collisions were to take place the doublets,
whose variables at time t = 0 lay betv^een the limits Xq and
Xq + dxo . . . kQ and kQ + dk^, would have their variables at time t
between the limits x and x + dx,..k and k-\-dk. Let us
therefore consider for a moment the variable t as explicitly
expressed in the function -x^, in order not to exclude the possibility ofa variation of ;!^ with time. We have then as the
number of the former doublets,
X(xo . . Wo, g, li, k, 0)dXij . . dk = Xo ^Xq . . dk
and of the latter
Hence we have

X{^ ' . kj t)dx . . dk = x^^^ • • <^^^-

Xo^^^'o- • dk = xdx..dk,
and from (4) and (5)
from which it follows that

Xo = X^

Xo log Xo, ^'^'o • • ^^ = % log ^ dx . . dk.

i
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The integration of this last equation over all possible values
of the ' variables involved in it shows us at once that the
quantity S log % suffers no alteration by internal motion of
the doublets, and the same will be true, of course, for any
central motion. All that now remains is to determine the
effect of the collisions.
Let us now introduce instead of U, f , iV, g, h, k, the absolute
velocities ?/, v, ?r, u'^, v" , iv' . Since
(m + '\ii!^)g = mu + m"u",
it follows that

It = u" — ?/,

dg cln = du du'\
If we write for the number of doublets in unit volume,
whose variables a;,i/, z, 21", v", w", u, v, iv, lie between the limits
X and a; + d.v . . . w and w + dw, the value F (x, y, z, iJ' v", lo",
?A, r, ic) dx . . . dw, where
„

then

/

A,\^

'JT

,,

7

mil + m"u"

\

W + m

/

t iog%=jF log F dx . . . div = t\og F,
in which the summation again extends to all the doublets
contained in the unit of volume. Now denote by h-^ log F
the increase in 2 log F produced during time ht by the impact
of doublets on each other, by ^22 log/ the increase in X log/
during the same time, produced by the impact of single atoms
on each other, and by 3i2(S log F -}- X log/) the corresponding
increase of the quantity in brackets, produced by the impact
of doublets and single molecules.
To calculate S^s (S log F-f Slog/) we must sort out, from
all the impacts between a shell and a single atom in unit
volume during time ht^ those collisions for which the velocitycomponents of the shell at the moment of the collision (and
likewise before) lie between the limits u and u + dii, v and
v + dv, lu and iv + dw, the velocity-components of the nucleus
being between u" and u" + du"y v" and v" + dv", lu" and iv" + dio",
the coordinates of the nucleus relatively to the shell being
between x and x H- dx, y and y + dy, z and z + dz ; further, the
velocity-components of the common centre of gravity of the
shell and the single atom are to lie between p and p-j-dp, q
and q + dq, r and r + dr, and the direction of the line of centres
of the impinging atoms at the moment of impact are to lie
within an infinitely narrow cone placed in a definite direct ion
in space and having an infinitely small angle dX. The velocitycomponents of the single atom at the instant when the impact
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begins are then
m-\-m'
m
lii—

-.— p

, V,

Vi =

m + m!

-.— q

Wi=-

m

-,V,

ni-^-m'
i—r

in
-,w.

.

,^x
[b)

For the number of impacts which take place in unit vohime
during time U, under the conditions specified above, we find
without difficulty the value
dn = W . F(.r, 3/, z, u\ v", iv'^, u, V, ic)f{u,j i\, u'l)
X Yedx . . . diD^' du dv dw du^ dv^ dwi dX Bt.
In this expression Y is the relative velocity of the two
atoms at the moment of collision, and e the cosine of the acute
angle between the line of motion and the line of centres.
If we introduce instead of Uj, v^, iCi the variables p, q, r, from
equation (6) we find

dn = D^F/i (^^^ + "^ ) Ve da^... div" da dv dw dp dq dr dX St,
in which the suffix 1 denotes that the values of the variables
as given in equations (6) are to be substituted in the function.
In each of the impacts just specified a shell loses velocitycomponents u^ V, IV, and hence in all the dn impacts 2 log F
will be diminished by dn log F.
After each of the impacts considered let the velocitycomponents of the shell be between u' and u' + diJ, v' and v + dv',
id and id + did. In order that shells may be formed with
these new velocities S log F must be increased by dnlogF',
where the affix denotes that the variables x . . . id', u', v', iv'
are to be substituted in the function F. We assume that the
collisions are instantaneous, in which case the variables .^' . . . w"
are unaltered by the impacts. The total increase of S log F
by reason of the impacts considered is, therefore,
(^?i(logF'-logF).
In like manner we find that Slog/ receives an increase

^7i(log//-log/i)
during time Bt from the same impacts, the affix and suffix
meaning that the following values of the velocity-components
of the impinging single atom after impact are to be substituted in the function /*.
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m

-,w.

.

,_.

(7)

m
7n'
The total increase of XlogF + Xlog/ by all impacts of the
type specified is, therefore, dn(logF' + log/'^— logF — log/i).
From this we shall obtain the total increase previously
designated by 812 (Slog F + 2 log/) if we integrate over all
values of the variables whose differentials are contained in dn^.
This integration may be performed by means of a special
device. In conjunction with the above terms w^hich are
furnished by the " specified " impacts, let us take the terms
furnished by the " opposite " impacts, and thus divide the
whole of the collisions into pairs.
We shall consider an impact to be " opposite " to any
'' specified " one when the condition of the colliding atoms at
the end of either is exactly the same as their condition at the
commencement of the other one. The centres of the colliding
atoms must, however, be interchanged of course, since they
approach each other before impact. The remaining variables
.%'... ic' will be included between the same limits for both
impacts. In the accompanying figures the largest circle represents a shell, the smallest a nucleus, and the intermediate one
a single atom; the arrows drawn through their centres represent
\ * If we assume that the second of the impinging atoms is not a single
atom, but a shell, we arrive by exactly analogous reasoning at a similar
equation
in which

28i2 log F=^dn (log F'+log F/-log F -log FO,
Fi =FGri, 2/1, ^i, <', ^i", w/, u„ v„ ivj.
Fi' = F(.r„ yi, s„ w/', V,", zo^", m/, y/, w^').

Ui, v-^, i(\, and m/, v/, w/ are the velocity-components of the second shell
before and after the impact, and must be expressed by equations of
similar form to (6) and (7). ^i, y^, 2;^, w/', v^", iv^' are the remaining
quantities by which the position of the second doublet at the moment of
the impact is determined.
Finally,

dn='D"'^'F¥^edx . . . div" du dv dw dx^ . . . dw^' dp dq dr d\ ht.
By similar processes of reasoning we should find
and

28,2log/=J^n (log/'+log//-log/- log/0

dn = D'Yf^e du dv die dp dq dr dXdt.
The meanings of the quantities in these equations will be clear without
further explanation.
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the velocities.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the configurations before
and after an impact respectively, while figs. 3 and 4 give the
Fi-. 1.

Fio-. 2.

I
configurations before and after the corresponding ^' opposite "
impact respectively. Arrows numbered alike have always
equal lengths and make the same angle with the line of centres.
For all collisions which are " opposite '"' to those pre^douslj
considered, the velocity-components of the impinging shell at
the commencement of the impact lie between the limits
u^ and u' + chi', v' and v' + dv', iv' and ?y'-f chu'
and at the end of the impact they lie between
u and II + du, v and v f dv, w and ic 4 dw.
The same holds good for the impinging single atom in
which the motion of the centre of gravity, the magnitude of
the relative velocity and its inclination to the line of centres
have the same values for the opposite impact as for that
originally
considered.
In each opposite impact aatom
shell loses
loses
'ij
and a single
' elocity-components
u\
V
/, ^y/; on the other hand, a shell gains
w^ and a
single atom wi, Vi, lui. If dn^ is the number of collisions per
unit volume in time ht which are opposite to those previously
considered, the term 2 log F + X log/ is increased by them to
the extent of
diJ (log F + log/i -log F-log//).
The total increase in the value of this expression due to the
specified and opposite impacts together is

(log F + log/i-log W-\ogf^){dn-dn*).
If we integrate this expression for all values of the variables
whose difiorentials are contained in da and du'. we obtain

1G7
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2Si2(S log F + S log/), because we count every impact twice ;
once as a " specified/^ and the second time as an '^ opposite,"
impact.
As V, e, and d\ are not changed by the impact, we
have
dn' = W-Wf^ (m + W)^ ^^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^„ ^^^^, ^^, ^^^, ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ g^^
It can easily be show^n (most simply by a geometrical
proof) that du dv' dw' = dudvdtv, and hence
S,,{-S. log F + S log/) = I j'(log F + log// - log F -log/i)
x(F/,-F/,') (/n +"i')' VeD^c/zi Jf dw dp dq dr dx.,.dic" 8\. (8)
Similarly it can be shown that

8,2 logF = 2a«J(log F' + log F/-logF-log Fi)(FF,-PFi')
X Ve D^'^dic . . . dio" d.i\ . . . dwi du dv div dp dq dr dX,

S,21og/=28«J(log/' + log//-log/-log/0(//,-///)
xNeJj'^ dudv dwdpdqdr d\
. . . . (9)
in which the variables are the same as in the footnote on
165.
page
We shall confine our attention to the consideration of the
stationary condition, in which F and / are at all times the
same functions of the variables contained in them. In this
case no causes except those already considered can effect
changes in SlogF and Slog/; and the total change in E
during the time 8t is therefore
SE = Si 2(S log F + S log/) + ^iS log F + §2 2 log/.
Since everything (and therefore E) remains unaltered, 8E
must be zero. But in the integrals of equations (8) and (9)
the two factors in brackets have necessarily opposite signs,
while the remaining quantities are essentially positive. The
expression to be integrated is therefore necessarily negative,
and the sum of the integrals of which 6E is composed can
only A^anish if at each impact
F/,'=F/„
F'F/=FF„
/'//=//..
. . . (10)
Let us now consider the most simple case, namely, that in
which the shells always pass each other without impinging,
and similarly with the single atoms ; but between a shell and
a single atom let there be always an impact if they approach
within distance I) of each other. We have then only the
first of the equations (10), but it holds good for every possible
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If we put the velocity of a single atom

equal to c^, then/, is clearly a function of Ci, but F may be
expressed as a function of the following six variables: — (1) the
two velocities c and c" of shell and nucleus^ (2) their distance
apart p (measured from centre to centre), (3) the angles a and
a" which the directions of c and c" make with the line p^ the
latter being supposed drawn from shell to nucleus, and (4) the
angle ^ between the plane containing p and g and that containing pand c".
Now imagine a colhsion to
values of these variables at the
the impact by letters without an
the impact being distinguished
choose the direction of the line

take place, and denote the
moment immediately before
affix, their values just after
by the affix. We can so
of centres at the moment of

impact and the direction of Ci, that c, a, and /3 take any required values c', a', and /3', provided these latter furnish a real
value Ci' of the variable Ci after impact. This value will be
determined by the equation of vis viva

The values of the variables c", p, and a" will not be altered
by the impact. The first of the equations (10) can therefore
be written in the form
F(o", «", p, c, «, P) .f, {e,) = F(c", «", p, d, J, /3') .

^^^^/iV^'^-'^^-^"^).
This equation must be satisfied by all possible values of the
variables c", a", p, c, «, jS, c', a', /3', and Ci ; from which it
follows easily that
fi(ci) = Ai e-zcmV,

F = Ae-"'"''.

in which Ai and h are simple constants, while A may contain
the variables c", p, and ex!'.
It is therefore evident that the mean kinetic energies of a
shell and a single atom are equal, and that Maxwell's law of
distribution of velocities between shells and single atoms is
satisfied, without assuming the existence of impacts of shells on
each other, or of single atoms on each other. These assumptions
do not alter the distribution of vis viva in the slightest degree,
however, because the values of /i and F found above satisfy
identically the other relations demanded by the equations (10).
On the other hand, the condition that the nuclei should never
come into collisions of any kind does not prevent the law from
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applying even to them ; but the proof of this is much more
difficult. ' For, if such collisions existed, it would follow that
F would depend upon c" in exactly the same manner as it
depends upon c, and there we should be forced to stop. In
this case we must consider more closely the internal motion
of the doublet.
We can next prove without difficulty that in the distribution of velocities just found the values of c, a, /3 are altered
on the average in exactly the same manner and degree by
each impact as by its opposite one, for every set of values of
c^', p", and a". If, then, certain forms of central motion are
suddenly destroyed by a collision, the same forms are produced again elsewhere equally often by other collisions, and
consequently the same law of distribution of central motions
would exist even if all impacts were suddenly to cease.
It is remarkable that just for the simple case imagined b}?
Lord Kelvin, in which the central force is taken proportional
to p, the calculation is exceedingly long. In order not entirely
to forget the sentence of De Morgan, previously quoted, I will
assume some other law, e. g. ap + —^^
or, indeed, any one in
r
which the angle between two consecutive apsidal lines bears no
rational proportion to ir.
The total energy of a doublet is

i^=^+~+<\>(p),

....

(11)

where 0 is the potential-function.
The doubled velocity of
mc^
the relative motion of shell and nucleus in the plane of their
[central motion is
K=p Vc^ sin^ a + c"' sin'^ u" - 2cc" sin a sin u" cos yS, . (12)
rand the velocity of the centre of gravity of the doublet muljtiplied by m-\-m" is
IGr = v/ m^c^ + ml^'^d ^ + 2mm" cc" {cos u cos ol" + sin asin a" cos jS) (13)
and its component perpendicularly to the plane of central
motion is
T-T
cc" sin a sin a" sin jS
.^ . .
H= —
— ;
^'^ ^
. (14.)
Vc^ sin^ a + c"^ sin'^ a" — 2cc" sin u sin a," cos /3
The number of doublets in unit of volume for which
K, L, Gr, H lie between the limits
Kand K + dK, L and L + ^L, G and G+dQ, H and H + c^H,
FhiL Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 214. March 1893.
N
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may be written
$(K, L, G, H) dKclLciadR.
The number of these doublets for which p lies between p
and p + dp is
(7
^.dKdJjdGdR.^-^

dKdLdG.dR^cr
{'''^-P=^
] PI cr

dp which elapses from
in which 0-=-=^. and I - is thenpotime
dt '
] aa peri-centre to an apo-centre; this latter is, therefore, a given
' Jpi
— is likewise a function
function of K, L, G, H ; and ^ = ^ ,
of these four variables.
Let us limit our attention to those
doublets for which (1) the last apsidal line of the central
orbit makes an angle lying between e and e + de with a straight
line drawn in the plane of the orbit parallel to a fixed plane;
(2) two planes, one normal to the central orbit and including
the direction of motion of the centre of gra\dty, and the other
parallel to a fixed straight line T, make angles between co and
co + dco with each other; and (3) the direction of motion of the
centre of gravity lies within a cone of given direction of axis
and of infinitely small angle d\. We have then to multiply
by dedcodX/lQir^, and the number of doublets in unit volume
which fulfil these conditions is

'^.TJ^dKdLdGdB.dpdedcodX.

.

.

(15)

If we denote by g and g + dg, h and h + dh, k and k + dkj
the limits between which the velocity-components of the
centre of gravity of the doublets must lie (the coordinate axes
being rectangular and fixed), then
G^dGdX=dgdhdk.
Now keep g, h, and k constant, and place at tbe centre of the
shell a system of rectangular coordinates whose ^-axis is in
the direction of G ; denote the coordinates and velocity-components of the nucleus relatively to this system by x^, y^^ zi,
Wi, Viy Wi, respectively, and transform these six variables in
K, L, H, /o, e, ft). We then introduce a second system of coordinates, referred to which the coordinates and velocities of
the shell are ^2, y^i %? ^3^ ^2? ^^2? respectively. The ^-axis of
this second system is to be taken normal to the plane of the
central motion, and its ^-axis in the section of the plane of

I
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We have then

90 — ^ being the angle between the two axes of z ; therefore,
since G is constant,
Finally, let us denote by co the angle between the two
.6'-axes, seeing that it only differs from the angle previously so
designated by a quantity which we are at present regarding
as constant.
In this case
Z2=^i COS ^ sin o) + i/i cos 6 cos co + Zi sin 6,
w?2 = ui COS ^sin co + Vi cos 6 cos co + Wi sin 0,
and these two expressions must both vanish, inasmuch as the
^y plane is that of the central motion. By means of these
two equations we can introduce 6 and co in place of Zi and Wi,
when .t'l 2/1 Ui and Vi are constants, and we thus obtain
Further

dz^dwi={2j^ui-xiv^)^^^deda}.
X2 = osi COS CO —i/i sin o),

y 2 sin 6 = 0^1 sin co + i/icosco,
with similar equations for 1(2, V2, u, v. From these it follows
that
yiUi— Xii\ = sin 6 (^2^2 "" ^2^2) = K sin 0,
and, if 6 and co are contants,
d^2 dy2 sin 6 = dx-^ dy^ ;
from which

du2 dv2 sin 6 = (iz^i dvi,

dxidyidzi dii^ dv^ dwi = K cos 0 dx2dy2 du^ dv2 dO dco»
Now let us denote, as before, by cr and t the component
velocities of the relative motion of shell and nucleus in the
direction of p and normal to this direction, respectively ;
then for constant values of ^2 and y2,
d(7dT=du2dv2

(iKcZL =

r. (TO do- dr.
'
m"
+
m
where Lg is the energy of motion
of the centre of gravity, and
N2
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is now constant.
Finally, let the angle between p and the
last apsidal line be ylr, then

3

^•2=/;cos {e + yjr), jj2= p sin (e + ylr),
in which -^/r is a function of p, K, and L ; both the latter are
now constant, and therefore
pdpd€ = da;2di/2.

Collecting all these equations we find that
'i'Y)

I 'T)') '

r\

da;, dvi dz. du, dv. dw^ =
n
d'K dL dR dp day de ;
and it will immediately be seen that, if coordinates and
velocities without suffix or affix refer to any random set of
fixed coordinate axes, we must have likewise
dx dydz
du dv dw—
'^

mm" »

a- dK. dL dH dp day de.

Introducing this in equation (15) and remembering that for
constant values of u, v, and ly,
da dh dk= 7 — ;— 777-3 du" dv" dw",

we find

(™ + ™")

^

TTT-^ 7 — ;— TKa.frTT'd^ dv dz du dv dw du" dv" dw"
JbTT (??l + ?7r)*K(jr2
for the number of doublets in unit of volume for which the
variables x . , . iv" lie between x and x + dx . . . w" and lu" + dioJ'
But we have previously found for this number the expression
F . dx dy dz du dv dw du'' dv" dw",
and we then saw that F must be of the form Ae""'""^, in which
A
is a function of c", p, and a" only. It follows then, if we
write
F = 'Be-'^{mc^+»i"<^"'^+mp))

that B must be on the one hand a function of c", p, and a"
only^ and on the other hand a function of K, L, Gr, and H
only. B must therefore be a function of these latter variables
which is quite independent of c, a, and /S, and only a function
of c" p, and a".
If we put B=/(K,

L, Gr, H), then this function must be

independent of c, «, and /3, for all values of c" and a". Substitute for the variables K, L, G, H their values from 11, 12,
13, and 14, and make c" = 0 at first. Then
K=/)csina,
L = ^mc^ + <f){p)j (}=mc,
B =f{pG sin «^ -2" + <^(P)^ ^^? 0)-

H=iO.
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As this expression is independent of c and a the function /
does not contain the quantity K, and it only involves L and
G in the form 2»iL — G^. We can best express this by
writing the function with variable 2??iL — G^, instead of
L, G, when it becomes B— /(2//iL — G'"^,!!). If we introduce
again into this expression the general values given in equations
11 to J 4, we see that the two variables in the function are
quite independent of each other if c, a^ /3 are to have all
possible values. And since B is constant for all values of c, a,
and /3, it is so for all values of 2?riL — G^ and H, and is
therefore absolutely constant. The distribution of vis viva is
therefore obtained.

XXII. Tlie Fusion Constants of Igneous Rock. — Part II. Tlie
Contraction of Molten Igneous Rock* on Passing from
Liquid to Solid.
By Carl BarusJ.
[Plate v.]
Introductory.
1. Jl/fATERIAL
and Method. — The following volume■■*
measurements were made for Mr. Clarence King, on
a typical sample of diabase which he furnished.
The method of testing the volume-behaviour by allowing
the rock to expand in a vertical tube provided with an index
was suggested to Mr. King by Lord Kelvin. I therefore preferred itto a method of my own f, in which the behaviour in
question is to be determined by high-temperature air-volumetry,
with the rock enclosed in a glazed platinum bulb-and-stem
arrangement. In place of the index or float I employed an
electric micrometer, believing a probe of this kind to be more
trustworthy (§ 13) . I may state here, that the fact that the contraction of the magma in passing from liquid to solid can
actually be measured by the simple burette method was to me a
great surprise. After many trials I found, however, that by
allowing the furnace to cool so slowly that the platinum vessel
remained rigid relatively to the charge, the contraction of
the latter could be followed even into the solid state. As
a consequence of slow cooling, moreover, the magma was
probably undercooled, and I thus obtained the whole volumedifterence liquid-solid at a given temperature.
The data are
* Cf. note in American Journal, xlii. p. 498 (1891).
t Communicated by tlie Author.
X Cf. Phil. Mag. July 1892, where this method is tentatively employed
to measure the expansion of white-hot porcelain.
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sufficient to compnte the corresponding contraction at other
temperatures.
2. Literature. — The question has elicited voluminous discussionbut
;
literary comments are superfluous here, since
•Prof. F. Niess* , of Hohenheim, not long ago made a careful
survey of all that has been done on the subject. The reader
desiring specific information is referred to this interesting
pamphlet. " Es ist ein durch Contraste buntes Bild/^ says
Prof. Niess (loc. cit. p. 36), "welches in der vorstehenden
Citatenlese dem Leser zu entrollen war, und aus dem
Wirrwarr entgegengesetzter Ansichten heben sich nur zwei
Korper : Wismuth und Eisen, heraus, iiber welche man wohl
mit absoluter Sicherheit die Acten als geschlossen bezeichnen.
kann, und zwar in dem Sinne, dass filr sie die Ausdehnung
im Momente der Yerfestigung als zweifellos bewiesen gelten
kann. Die iibrigen Metalle stehen noch im Streit, und fiir sie
gilt dasselbe was wir fiir die kiinstlichen Silicate zu fordern
hatten
" Now iron, in virtue of the occurrence of
recalescence (Gore, Barrett)^ is scarcely a fair substance to
operate upon; and it heightens the confusion to find that
Prof. Mess, after weighing all the evidence in hand, is
obliged to conclude that rocks expand on solidifyingThe present experiments show beyond question, I think,
that at least for diabase this is not true. I find that this
rock not only contracts between 3*5 and 4 per cent, on sohdifying, but that such solidification is sharply broken and only
apparently continuous with temperature, and that the fusionbehaviour throughout is quite normal in character. Hence,
with certain precautions which I shall adduce in the course
of this paper (§ 21), the volume thermodynamic relations
which I derived b}^ acting on organic bodies may be applied
to rock magmas.
3. Efect of Fusion. Density. — The rock after fusion is
changed to a compact black obsidian, and quite loses its
characteristic structure. It was therefore important to examine
the volume-relations of this change, preliminarily. This is
done in Table I., where the densities obtained with lumps of
the rock (mass M) at the temperature t are given, A being
the density before, A^ after fusion.
* " Ueber das Verhalten der Silicate etc.," Trogramm zur 70. Jahresfeier
d. k. Wurtemh. landw, Academie, Stuttgart, E. Koch. 1889. Cf. Niess u.
Winkelmann, Wied. Ann. xiii. p. 43 (1881) ; xviii. p. 364 (1883).
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Table I. — -Density of Diabase before and after Fusion.
1

Sample
No.

Before Fusion
t. °
0.
M.

I.

9
22-8950

25

II.

45-3654

21

III.

54-7208

IV.

69-4940

*I.
A.

30161
3-0181
3-0136

21
21

Sample
No.

•090

M.

69 9330
ill.
till.

•104

After Fusion
f.

33-7659
29-9777

21
19
19

2-70ie

•103

2-7447

^'.
2-7045

A-A'
A

30235

The rock was fused both in clay and in platinum crucibles.
In the latter case the density of the known mass of metal had
been previously determined^ and the glass was not removed
from the crucible. In the other case the clay was broken
away from the solid lump within, and its density then measured
directly. A few small bubbles were visible on the fresh
fracture of the glass, due, I presume, to the ejection of dissolved gases on solidification. At some other time I will
make vacuum-measurements of the density of powders both
of the rock and the glass, but I do not believe the data of
Table I. will be seriously changed by such a test.
From Table I. it appears that the mean density of the
original rock is 3*0178 ; that of the glass after fusion is only
2*717,
a volume
increynent
of 10 per
cent,isolated.
as the
effect ofindicating
fusion. This
remarkable
behaviour
is not
Niess (I. c. p. 47), quoting from ZirkePs Lehrhuch, adduces
even more remarkable volume-increments of the same naturef ;
viz., in garnet 22 per cent., in vesuvianite 14 per cent., in
orthoclase 12 per cent., in augite 13 per cent., &c. : but I
doubt whether the great importance of these facts has been
sufficiently emphasized. Suffice it to indicate here that it
makes an enormous difference into what product the magma
is to be conceived as being solidified ; and that throughout
this paper the molten rock solidifies into a homogeneous
obsidian.
I am only determining, therefore, those volume*
t
X
iSoc.

Fused in a clay crucible.
Glass detached wlieu cold.
Fused in a platinum crucible.
Glass not detached.
Cf. Thoulet, Ztschr f. Knjst. u. 3ImemIogie, v. p. 407 (1881) ; Bulk
Min. de France, iii. p. 34 (1880).

'
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changes which lie at the margin, as it were, of the more
profound and chemically significant volume-changes (polymeric passage from homogeneity to organized ro ck- structure) ,
even though the latter may be conceived as producible by
pressure alone, under conditions of nearly constant (high)
temperature. I may add, in passing, that the magnitude of
the chemical changes of volume makes it advisable to carry
the work on the eff'ect of pressure on the chemical equilibrium
of solids and of liquids, and on the solution behaviour solidliquid, into greater detail than I have thus far attempted*.
Apparatus.
4. Temperature Measurement. — In work of the present kind
an apparatus for the accurate measurement of high temperatures is the fundamental consideration. I may, however,
dismiss this subject here, since I discussed it in the introductory paper t. The temperature-measurements of this
paper were made with a thermocouple of platinum and platinum with 20 per cent, of iridium, which had been frequently
compared with my re-entrant porcelain air-thermometer
throughout an interval of 1100° C., and tested for freedom
from anomalies beyond this interval. Inasmuch as the
electric method consists in expressing thermoelectromotive
force by aid of a zero method , in terms of a given LatimerClark standard cell, the temperature-apparatus is of the same
order of constancy as to time as the standard cell.
To find in how far my earlier data were trustworthy after
the lapse of upwards four years, I made fresh check measurements of the boiling-points of mercury and of zinc. The
latter only need be instanced here. My original mean datum
of the boiling-point of zinc, expressed as electromotive force
for the couples under consideration, was (1887) ^20 = llj074
microvolts, the cold junction being at 20° C. The new experiments (1891) gave me data as follows :—
Thermocouple No.
No.
No.
No.
„
^.^.
Mean

35, ^20 =
36,
„
36,
39,
„
39,
40,
„
^XJy
,,
.

.

.

11,168 (microvolts),
11,127
11,116
11,136
J.J.,J.^V^ „
11,137

„

* American Journal, xxxvii. p. 339 (1889) ; ibid, xxxviii. p. 408
(1889) ; ibid. xl. p. 219 (1890) ; ibid. xli. p. 110 (1891) ; ibid. xUi. p. 46
fit seq. (1891). Also Phil. Mag. [5j xxxi. p. 9 (1891).
t See this Magazine, July 1892, p. 1.
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agreeing very closely with subsequent specially careful
measurements, viz.: —
Thermocouple No. 36, ^20 = 11,131 (microvolts),
No. 39,
„ 11,134
The difference of values, new and old, is 60 microvolts, only
about ^ per cent, as regards electromotive force, and corresponding toabout 4° at 1000°. In view of the excessive use
and abuse to w^hich the couples had been put in the lapse of
time this result is gratifying.
Endeavouring to ascertain where this discrepancy was to
be sought, I also made new comparisons between the Clark
cell and a normal Daniell of my own (Bull. 54, U. S. Geolog.
Survey, p. 100) , in which the cells are separate, and only
joined during the time of use. Supposing the electromotive
force of the former to have been ^ = 1*435 throughout^ the
following succession of values obtained for the standard
Daniell :—
March
1886, 20° C, ^=1-138,
August
1887, 28° C,
1-139,
September 1891, 27° C,
1-147.
If, therefore, instead of regarding the Clark cell as constant
I had attributed* this virtue to the standard Daniell, the
small thermoelectric discrepancy equivalent to 4° at 1000°
would be altogether wiped out. Now I made the Clark cells
in question as far back as 1883, when less was known about
details of construction than is now available. I conclude,
therefore, that the discrepancy is very probably in the standard
cells, and that the thermocouples have remained absolutely
constant, a result which is borne out by my boiling-points of
cadmium.
Apart from this, the new standardization with boihng zinc
fixes the scale relatively to the accepted value for this datum.
5. General disjjosition of Apparatus. — This is given in
Plate Y. on a scale of 1 : 4, where figs. 1 and 3 are sectional
elevations showing the parts chiefly with reference to their
vertical height, and fig. 2 is a sectional plan, in w^hich the
parts are given with reference to the horizontal.
The molten rock, Z Z, contained in a long cylindrical platinum tube, largely surrounded by a tube of fire-clay, F F, is
fixed vertically in a tall cylindrical furnace, D D, L L. The
heat is furnished by six burners, B, B, . . . , fed by gas and an
* Our laboratory affords insufficient facilities for the direct measurement of electromotive force.
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air-blast, laden, if need be, with oxygen. Tbese burners are
placed at equal intervals along the vertical, three on one side
and three on the other (see fig. 2), and set like a force-couple,
so as to surround the platinum tube with a whirlwind of flame.
Suitable holes are cut in the walls of the furnace for the symmetrical insertion of the insulated thermocouples, T, and also
at S for fixing the sight-tubes, A^ near the top and the bottom
of the furnace. Parts of the envelope of the platinum tube
are cut away, so that the upper and lower ends of the (red
hot) platinum tube can be seen in the telescope of an external
(screened) cathetometer. Thus the expansion of the platinum
tube is measured directly. A vertical micrometer, 'Kkd
(figs. 3 and 4), insulated so as to admit of electrical indications of contact, furnishes a means of tracing the apparent
expansion of the rock Z Z, within the fusion-tube.
In principle, the excessively slow cooling of the furnace is
to be so conducted that the magma may always remain much
less viscous than the practically rigid platinum envelope
(§§ 1, 18).
The furnace stands on a massive iron base perforated by
eight holes, into which vertical iron uprights are screwed,
symmetrically surrounding the furnace and at a distance of
4 or 5 centim. from its circumference. Only one of these
is indicated at Q Q (fig, 3), the rest with other subsidiary
parts being omitted to avoid confusing the figure. Two of
these uprights hold the vertical micrometer, two hold the
burners in place, and two subserve as buffers for the clay
arms, H, H, . . . by which the fusion-tube is adjusted vertically. The sight-tubes are suitably clamped to the seventh
and the insulators of the thermocouples to the eighth. All
these uprights are hollow, and a swift current of luater continually circulates through them, issuing still cold to the
touch. The same current also flows through the bent screen,
X X, of the vertical micrometer, and through the vertical flat
screen of the cathetometer.
6. The Furnace. — The burners, B, are each fed with the
same amount of gas and air by properly branching the large
supply-tubes. A graduated stopcock is at hand for regulating
the supply of gas to a nicety. Hence the furnace is fed with
a mixture of gas and air, and temperatures between 400° and
1500° are obtained by simply making the influx poorer or
richer in combustible gas. Oxygen has not thus far been
necessary*.
- * Burners suitable for the above purpose are shown in my little book
on high temperatures (Leipzig, Earth, 1892).
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The products of combustion are carried off by the two
oblique tubes, E, E, in the lid LL (fig. 4). Note that the
water-screen bends around the vertical micrometer in such a
way that flames issuing from E do no injury, and a perforated
free plate, m m, closes the vertical hole in the lid L L.
Two large size Fletcher-bellows, set like a duplex-pump
and actuated by a gas-engine, furnished the air-blast.
In order to insure greater constancy of temperature, and
at the same time increase the high temperature efficiency of
the furnace, it is essential to jacket both the latter and the lid
heavily (1-2 centim.) with asbestos.
7. Fusion-tube. — The platinum tube holding the molten
rock Z Z is 25 centim. long and about 1*5 centim. in diameter, drawn as accurately cylindrical as possible and provided
with a flat bottom. To protect this tube from gases, to keep
it from bulging in consequence of the fluid-rock pressure
within, and to insure greater constancy and slower changes
of temperature, the platinum tube is surrounded by the fireclay tube F F (figs. 1 and 6) fitting loosely. Care must be
taken to allow for shrinkage of the clay, which in a fresh
tube, after some hours'' exposure to 1500^^, exceeds 3 percent,
or more, and is permanent. After this the tube expands normally. It rarely warps, and may therefore be fixed by fireclay arms, H (figs. 1, 2, and 7), suitably clamped on the
outside of the furnace. Near the bottom a perforated ring,
CC (figs. 1 and 5), embraces both the tube FF and a projection, G,in the furnace.
8. Thermocouples. — In addition to figs. 1 and 2, figs. 6 and
8 give a full account of the adjustment. The tube F F is
laterally perforated with three pairs of fine holes, t^ corresponding to the two canals of the insulator*, T T. The wires
of the thermocouple are then threaded through t and the
insulator canals, in such a way that the respective junctions
lie in small cavities at t, immediately in contact with the outside of the platinum tube. Holes are left in F F and the
furnace for this operation.
The cold junctions of the thermocouples terminate in three
pairs of mercury-troughs, insulated by hard rubber, and submerged in a bath of petroleum. With these troughs the
terminals of the zero method are successively connected, and
the temperatures of the top, the middle, and the bottom of the
fusion-tube measured by § 4.
* The method of making these is given in Bull. No. 5J-. U. S. Geolog.
Survey, p. 95.
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9. Sight-tubes. — Grrunow^s excellent cathetometer is placed
on a pier, so that the prism of the instrument is only about
50 centim. off from the fusion-tube. A tall, hollow screen,
30 centim. broad, 70 centim. long, and 1 centim. thick, fed
with cold water, and movable on a slide, is interposed
between furnace and cathetometer. Slots, cut through the
screen and closed by plate glass, correspond to the two positions of the telescope ; and the lines of sight pass through
S, S, near the top and the bottom of the furnace (see figs. 1
and 2). Thus the ends of the fusion-tube, one of which projects above the clay tube F F, and the other is seen through
the perforation 0 in C C (figs. 1 and 5), appear as sharp
lines in the telescope, against the red-hot background of
clay.
^
It is necessary, however, to prevent the escape of flame and
gas at S, and hence these holes are provided with porcelain
tubes A (only one shown in the figure) about 15 centim. long,
the outer end of which is ground ofl" square and closed with
a piece of plate glass h, by aid of a clamping device a«.
10. Vertical Micrometer. — Figures 3 and 4 give a full
account of this instrument (also made by W. Grunow), both
of which are sectional elevations at right angles to each other.
The millimetre-screw plays easily through the massive block
of brass, P P, and the fixed lock-nut ^(7. P P is bolted down
to the rigid bridge of brass, ISTN, by means of screws, R R,
and the counterplate U U. The ends of N N are provided
with sleeves, p p, and a clamp-screw, M, whereby the whole
micrometer may be moved up or down or fixed in any position along the uprights, Q Q. To secure insulation of the
screw K ^, R, R are surrounded by jackets n, 71 of hard rubber,
and plates, /, /> 9 of this material are suitably interposed between PP, N N, U U, and other parts.
Sufficiently wide slots are cut in the bridge, N N (see
figures), whereby the plate may be shifted in any direction,
and then clamped in position.
In view of the heat which rises from the furnace, an Nshaped screen, X X, through which water rapidly circulates
(entering and leaving at diagonally opposite points, V and Y,
at the top), nearly envelopes the micrometer. The micrometer-screw passes through a narrow tube in the bottom of
XX ; hence the screen must also be adjustable, and a way is
shown in the figure. Thus the micrometer and its waterscreen slide as a single piece, along the upright Q Q, Q and
Y are joined by a sufficient length of rubber hose, a connexion
merely indicated in the figure.

1
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Finallj K A; is prolonged by a straight cylindrical tube of
platinum d d, whicli may be fixed to the steel rod k by the
clamp e in any position along the vertical. The tube fits the
rod k singly, and a special steel rod is provided by which the
tube may be straightened, should it become warped.
The lower end of d is clearly visible in the telescope of the
cathetometer, through the sight-tube A. On being screwed
down, d enters the fusion-tube axially, supposing both tubes
(d and Z Z) to have been properly fixed in position. In how
far such adjustment has been made, can be seen by temporarily removing one of the efflux tubes, E (&g. 4), when the
parts concerned are visible to the eye.
11. Teleplionic Registration. — Since it is necessary to find
the depth of the meniscus of the molten rock Z Z below the
plane of the top of the fusion-tube, the moment of contact of
Z Z and d is registered electrically. Above, say, 500° C, rock
is a good conductor. Hence, if a current be passed into the
screw K k, through the clamp-screw/ (fig. 3), it will issue at
the bottom at the clamp-screw c (fig. 1), provided c be electrically connected (platinum wires) with the bottom of the fusiontube, Z Z.
A telephone actuated by Kohlrausch's small inductor is
more convenient for the present purpose than a galvanometer.
Contact is then indicated by a loud roar, and the observer's
attention is not further distracted. If the glass Z Z be sticky,
the drawing out of a thread corresponds to a more or less
gradual cessation of the noise, so that the character of the
fusion can be pretty well indicated in this way. Care should
be taken to insure a small sparking-distance.
If the expansion of the rock be known, and the tube d d
be sunk deeply into the mass, it is clear that the present
method admits of a measurement of the relation of the electric
resistance of the glass and temperature. I mention this,
believing that not only will a suitable method of temperature
measurement be thus available, but that the volume diagrams,
constructed below, may also be derived solely from measurements of electrolytic resistance *.
Method of Measurement.
12. Consecutive Adjustments, — Thus far I have only studied
rock-contraction.
For this purpose, the graduated faucet,
* Cf. Am. Journ. Sci. xlii. pp. 134-3-5 (1891), where I have already
speculated on the character of electrolytic resistance referred to temperature.
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§§5; 6, is turned on in full, and the furnace fired as far as
1400° or 1500°, when the measurements may be commenced.
The length of the fusion-tube is first accurately measured by
cathetometer observations at the bottom and the top. The
telescope is then left adjusted for the top, and the vertical
micrometer (centrally fixed) screwed down until the image of
its lowest point is in contact with the cross hairs. After this
the micrometer is further screwed down, until the telephone
indicates contact between the platinum micrometer-tube and
the meniscus of molten rock. The difference of readings
gives the depth of the latter below the top plane of the fusiontube.
I usually repeated these measurements three times.
Hereupon, the temperature measurements were made by
connecting the terminals of the zero method with the lower,
the middle, and the upper thermocouple.
Finally, the cathetometer and micrometer measurements
were again repeated in full. Uniform heating presupposed,
it was permissible to regard the two sets of length measurements as coincident with the intermediate temperature measurement.
This done, I frequently waited 15 minutes or more, to
make another complete measurement, under better conditions
of constant temperature.
The graduated stopcock was then partially closed by a
proper fractional amount, and after waiting a sufficiently longtime, the same series of measuring operations was gone over
again. Thus I continued until the glass became sticky and
solidification imminent, when longer waiting and more finely
graded changes of temperature were essential. Fortunately
the observer can infer the state of fusion very well, by noting
the time necessary for the glass threads drawn out by the
micrometer to break, § 11. Finally, the enamel on the end
of the micrometer-tube becomes solid and ceases to change
its form, simultaneously with which the marked contraction
of the molten mass in the fusion-tube begins.
Having v»'aited long enough for the lowest position of the
meniscus, temperature may be varied in larger steps again.
When the furnace is dark_, measurement is no longer possible. Ithen allowed the whole arrangement to cool over
night, and next morning determined both the depth of the
solid meniscus and the length of the cold tube. The former
was computed from bulk measurements (with water) as well
as measured micrometrically. These are the normal or
fiducial data to which all the other volumes were referred.

1
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13. Computation. — Let the linear expansion of the platinum
fusion-tube be given by 1 = 1^(^1 4-/(0)? where I and Iq are the
lengths at t degrees and at zero respectively. Let \ and Xq
be the depths of the meniscus below the plane of the top of
the fusion-tube, and v and vq ^^ volumes of the enclosed
molten magma at t and zero respectively. Then, if (1 +/(0 )^
is nearly enough l + 3/(^) ; if the expansion constants of the
fusion-tube and of the micrometer-tube be the same, and if
in consideration of the small motion of the latter and the
high temperature in the furnace, the air temperature outside
of it be nearly enough zero, since

v,lv,= {k-\){l+f{t)fl{k-X,),
(,„-«„)/i,„ = 3/(<) + (Xo-X)(l+3/(<))/(/o-X„).
. (1)
Here 3 f{t) is directly given at each observation, or may be
computed by some smoothing process from the data as a
whole.
The equation, therefore, gives the actual expansion of the
rock, in terms of unit of volume of solid rock at zero Centigrade. If this be multiplied by the initial specific volume,
the absolute expansion is obtained. An inspection of (1)
shows that in the factor Xq— X, the micrometer value of the
length \ is to be inserted in both cases, supposing the contour
of the meniscus to remain similar to itself; whereas in Iq—Xq
the value of Xq determined from bulk measurements of the space
at the top of the cold tube is suitable, since the tube is
flat-bottomed.
I may add in passing that if 8H be the rise of a flat-bottomed
cylindrical float of platinum, submerged to a depth h in a
column of magma of height A, then nearly
(vt-Vo)/vo=Sf{f)-\-SB.J{A-h)

(2)

Since, therefore, the float shortens the eflicient length of the
fusion-tube and there is difficulty in determining A in this
case, the above micrometric method is preferable quite aside
from flotation errors due to viscosity and capillarity, to the
easy welding of white hot platinum surfaces, to the tendency
of gas bubbles to accumulate on the surface of the float, to
the cessation of true flotation during the change from liquid
to solid, &c.
14. Eri'ors. — The change of temperature from top to
bottom of the fusion-tube is measured. The change of temperature from circumference to axis of the fusion-tube is nil
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in proportion as the furnace cools slowly. The latter condition ismet at least so long as glass is liquid, and data for
the former are fully given below. To avoid strains of dilatation it would be desirable to make the glass solidify from the
bottom upward. This, however, my furnace as yet fails to do.
Indeed, I have frequently noted lateral holes shaped like an
inverted funnel and terminating in the otherwise smooth
surface of the meniscus. This may indicate the occurrence
of gas bubbles under the free surface or be a strain effect,
§ 3. The tendency of these nearly unavoidable difficulties is
to make the solidification contraction too small ; and I have
therefore not been disturbed by them.
Only at very high temperatures (above 1500°) did I obtain
apparent evidence of the viscosity of platinum relatively to
the pressure of the column of 25 centim. of molten rock,
whereas the combined system of platinum and clay tube withstood this pressure. There is also a slight deepening of the
meniscus from day to day, and a similar decrease of the
length of the platinum fusion-tube ; but, thus far, I have
encountered no serious error due to the high temperature
viscosity of the vessel, § 18.
The assumption that the meniscus remains similar to itself
in form at all temperatures cannot be quite true. At white
heats, however, the glass wets platinum so thoroughly that
convex forms of meniscus need never be apprehended. It is
futile, however, to endeavour to make allowance for meniscus ;
but data for the difference between the (cold) bulk and micrometric measurements are given below. Although too much
reliance must not be placed on the behaviour of the solid
state, yet the values are redeemed from the character of mere
estimates by the close coincidence of the expansion of platinum and its solid glass core. Strains imposed on both the
metal and the glass do not probably exceed the Hmits of
elasticity of either, §§ 17, 18. When cooling is conducted
slowly enough, the experiments show that the platinum tube
is not dragged along seriously by the solidifying magma ; and
the data thus retain a degree of trustworthiness greater than
was anticipated, even in the solid state. At the same time
dilatational strain is reduced to a minimum, and constancy of
temperature throughout efficient parts of the furnace is
promoted.
One error much in my way thus far has been the allowance
to be made for the expansion of the platinum probe dd (fig. 3) .
It is not merely the amount by which the probe is lowered
that is subject to expansion, but a considerable length of the
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metallic screw Yikdd passes from a lower to an indeterminable
higher temperature. I hope, however, in the future to obtain
an estimate for this discrepancy, by measuring a given amount
of thrust through the sight-tube with the cathetometer, and
comparing this value with the corresponding value to be read
off on the vertical micrometer. Hollow screws and water
circulation would be exceedingly difficult to attach here.
Results.
15. Arrangement of the Tables. — In the following tables I
and Vq denote the length and radius of the (cold) fusion-tube,
and \q the bulk value (water measurement) of the mean
depth of the meniscus, these measurements being made on the
day after the fusion experiments. The temperatures at the
bottom, the middle, and the top of the fusion-tube are given
under O^, O2, ^3, respectively. For each value of mean temperature 6,two data for the apparent expansion of the rock, for
the volume-expansion of the fusion-tube, and for the actual
volume-expansion, (vt — Voj/vo — Bv/vQ, of the rock are given,
and they were obtained before and after the intermediate
temperature measurement, respectively. Reference is thus
made to unit of volume of solid rock at zero Centigrade,
throughout. The data enclosed in parentheses show that for
them, the value applied for the expansion of the fusion-tube is
obtained as a mean result of all the measurements made,
otherwise the value directly observed was directly applied.
The chief constants are summarized at the end of each
table.
16. Contraction of Diabase, Seines I. and II. — The results
of these series, being of inferior accuracy and serving chiefly
to substantiate the remarks of § 14, may be omitted here.
They showed a liquid volume-expansion oi' 50/10^ per degree,
a solid expansion of 20/10*^ per degree, and a solidification
contraction of about 3 per cent, only, owing to the occurrence
of dilatational strain.
17. Contraction of Diahase. SeriesWl.j Tables. — This work
was done on October 20, 1891, and the data are given in
Table II. Precautions for slow cooling were fully taken, and
the solidification point is therefore sharply apparent. The
results will be discussed in connexion with the next series.
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Table II. — Contraction of Diabase.

Series III.

Zo = 2e5*466 centim., Xo=l*424 centim., Tq = '1^ contim.

e.^3-

Mean
Ap)3areiit
0.^0. volume expansion
of Eock.

l^-

°c.

1360
1396
1403

1386

1286
1304
1311

1300

1163
1167
1168

1166

1097
1093
1089

1093

1102
1095
1088

1095

929
897

896

X452
10^
454

Yolunieexpansion
of the
tube.

xio^

358
(356)

437
438

340
(334)
297

406
409
376
333

14
13

(300)
270
(281)

273
(282)

-04
2

211

863
461
433
510

468
0

81

0

0

Mean.
cv/v^.

Mv, .
xlo^

810
812
(808)
(810)
777

(771)
778
(772)
706
703
(706)
(709)
646
603
(657)
(614)
288
286

(•0809)
•0778

(•0772)
•0704
(•0707)
•0646

Remarks.

211
(213)
81

0

Minutes.
0

23
53

Liquid.

Liquid.
Sticky.

86
(•0657)
•0287

(•0296)
•0212

111

Yery sticky.
To be drawn
out
in threads.
Eventually
solidifving.
Solid.

157

(296)
(295)

77
20

Time.

•0811

Solid.

■0079

•0000

185

Next day.

Solid.

Cold.

•0;^90
•0000250
•0000470

Eock, mean actual expansion, solid, 0°-1000°
. .
liquid, 1100°-1500" .
,, contraction on solidification (1094°)
. . .
J Eock, mean apparent expansion, solid, 0° 1000° . .
liquid, llOO^-loOO'^
„
„
„
„
t
J Tube, mean volume-expansion below 1000°
. . .
. . .
above 1100^
„
„
„
„
\

•0000007
•0000205
•0000240
•0000265

18. Contraction of Diabase. Series lY. Tables and C Jlart. —
The data of the last series of experiments (made on October
21, 1891) are gi^^en in Table 111. Two complete sets of
results correspond to each step of temperature.

|
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Table III. — Contraction of Diabase.

Series IV.

Zo = 25-I:47 centim., Xo'= 1*220 centim., ro=15 centim

C3.

°C.

Mean.
9.

«■

^

a

°C.

Apparent
Tolumeexpansion
of Eock.
XlOK
403
404

Volumeexpansiou
of the
tube.

dv/v^.

1388

1415
1 1431
1 1417

1421

407
409

1 1318
' 1324
1315

1319

391
387

(339)

1304
1308
1304

1305

383
390

350
(335)

1204
1189
1176

1190

357
355

316
(305)

1177
1158
1153

1163

355
349

299
(299)

1138
1109
1090

1112

339
344

286
(286)

1117
1088
1072

1092

200
155
91

275
(280)

1109
1081
1088

1092

33
5

282
(280)

946
903
893

914

13
6

213

900
827
837

855

3
3

199

20

0

0

(356)
31)2
(364)

Time.

Remarks.

•0760

357
XlO\

1374
1394
1395

Mean.

760
xio*.

761
(759)
(760)
768
771
(771)
(773)

341
727
734
(733)
(726)
733
740
(718)
(725)
673
671
(662)
(660)
655
649
(649)
(655)
625
630
(625)
(630)
475
430
366
287
315

(■0760)
•0770

202
202
0

(•0731)
(•0730)
■0736
(■0721)
•0672

Liquid.

50

Liquid.

65
Liquid.
90

Sticky.

(•0661)
•0652
(•0652)
•0628
(•0628)
•0475

105

128
151

(•0480)
•0287

•0202
•0000

Very sticky.
To be drawn
out in threads.

Solidifying, i
Solidifying,

198

Solid.

210

Solid.

Next day.

1

crusted.
Top en-

175
(•0285)
•0223

r Keck, mean actual expansion, solid, 0°-1000" . .
liquid, 1100°-1500
„
„
„
\ „
contraction on solidification, at 109:2^ . ,
[ „
[Eock, mean apparent expansion, 0"-1000'^ . .
1100°-1500°
„
„
„
1 „
J Tube, mean volume-expansion below 1000°
.
above 1100°
.,
.
,,
I „

02

Liquid.

20
(•0771)

226
220

Minutes.
5

Cold.

•0340
•0000i>50
•00004GS

•0000005
'OOOOl^S
•0000235
•0000260
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These data are given in tlie clinrfc (fig. 10), temperatures in
degrees C, as abscissse, volume-changes as ordinates. A
chart of the same character may also be constructed from
Table II., but this is superfluous. In figure 10 the actual
expansion of the rock is shown by the heavy line dchef, and
the numbers attached to the points of observation indicate
the times at which they were made. The apparent expansion
of the rock is shown by the light line Ikgh, where the ordinates of the solid contour are nearly zero. Finally the expansion of the fusion-tube is represented by the dotted line
deal. The amount of break at a, which is even smaller in
Series III., indicates the amount of drao- or a shortenino- of
the length of the platinum tube by the solidifying rock
within, and furnishes an estimate for the trustworthiness of
the solid results. It is interesting to note that in both
Series III. and lY.the first length measurements of the tube
are smaller than the second at the same temperature, showing
that the tube has to some extent recuperated from the strain,
or that the amount of end thrust has diminished. It is
similarly possible to note the sag as expressed by the cold
lengths (25*49 centim. in Series 11., 25'17 centim. in Series
III., and 25'45 centim. in Series IV.) of the platinum fusiontube. Finally, the depth of the liquid meniscus at the outset
of Series III. and IV., and at about the same temperature,
was \=*50 centim. and X=^'Q2 centim., showing enlargement
of the bulk of the tube. These changes, which are in part
allowed for, show that viscosity introduces no serious discrepancy. Regarding the differences of Xq and X,/ the
remarks made in § 14 apply.
An inspection of the curve dh ef as a whole indicates
the occurrence of sharply marked solidification at 1093°.
This is sufficient evidence to prove that rock-fusion (diabase)
is thoroughly normal in type. A method is thus given in
which the solidify ing-point is determined free from nonintrinsic tests.
Finally, the contraction on solidification, 3*9 per cent, in
Series III., and 3*4 per cent, in Series IV., is established,
for diabase at least, beyond question. It is to be noted, moreover, that the smaller value (IV.) corresponds to a larger
drag during solidification on the platinum tube [ef. Tables II.
and III.). Hence the value 39 per cent, is the more
probable. In general, temperatures (^j, 62, 6^) are nearly
alike so long as the glass is liquid. This ceases to be the case
atter soliditication ; and since the top of the fusion-tube is
apt to be colder than the bottom, some of the solid contraction
expresses itself in dilatational strain, § 14.
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19. Flotation, — Naturally I made a few tests on the flotation of solid rock on the molten magma. Cf. § 3. To my
surprise such flotation usually occurs, notwithstandinor the
fact that the original cold rock may be 8 per cent. + 10 per
cent, more dense than the molten magma. The cause, however, is crudely mechanical, since the rock, in virtue of its
weight and temperature, hollows out a cavity and chills its
surface simultaneously, forming a little boat in which it floats
on the very viscous liquid below. This is indicated in fig. 9,
where a is the body of rock, AA the molten magma, and bh
the solidified skin. I also attempted to make Mess and
Winkelmann's ^' Fundamentalversuch ^' (Niess, I.e. p. 16),
by submerging the rock ; but here, both on account of the
intense white glare of the furnace and the tendency to chill
at the surface, I did not reach a definite point of view.

Inferences.
20. Hystereslsr—lw the above experiments I have only
studied the solidifying magma. It does not appear, therefore, whether solidification and fusion take place at identical
temperatures, or whether they will comprehend a vohime-lag.
In other woi'k, in which the rock of the fusion-tube was
alternately fused and solidified, the loci are cyclic in marked
degree, covering considerably more than 50°. It so difficult,
however, to discriminate between true hysteresis and the
accompanying discrepancy due to insufficiently rapid heat
conduction as compared with the insufficiently slow change
of temperature, that experiments made with a tube which is
not at quite the same temperature throughout its length are
not unassailable. Having failed to perfect the experiments,
I omit the data altogether.
21. Melting-point and Pressure. — Since the fusion of rocks
like diabase is thoroughly normal, it follows that meltingpoint must increase with pressure. It is well to examine
tentatively into the nature of this relation, and for this purpose Ihave constructed certain unpublished results of mine
for thymol, in the same scale as used for the rock, in fig. 11.
The curve m'n^dp^ shows the contraction of thymol at its
melting-point (somewhat below 50°), wdiere the substance
is liquid along o'p' and solid along m'n'. The curve ?n nop
similarly applies at 0"C. It is seen, therefore, that here
solidification contraction and thermal expansion (solid or
liquid) decrease together. This is also true on passing from
thymol to the rock.
Could liquid thymol be cooled down as
far
as —25°,
would
'
traction
as theit silicate.

'

'

"
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Anaiogously the latter must sliow decidedly smaller compressibility than ihe organic body, and hence it follows that
whereas the lo\Yer critical pressure (solid-liquid) of naphthalene, for instance, lies in the region of some 10,000 atmospheres
in my experiments^ the corresponding (critical) pressure of
the rock magma will be indefinitely higher.
From this, however, it is by no means to be inferred that
the relation of melting-point to pressure (cWldp) will be
different in the silicate and in the carbon compound. In the
latter case data for normal fusion are available for wax,
paraffin, spermaceti, and naphthalene. These lie within a
margin of '020 to 'OSG. Taken into consideration with the
difficulty of obtaining these data, the preliminary character
of the experiments, the lack of crystalline definiteness in many
of the compounds, and the fact that even for the same substance* the coefficient may vary as much as '027 to '035, the
said margin may reasonably be regarded as narrow. It
appears to me probable, therefore, since fusion in the organic
bodies and the silicate is alike in type, that the same factor
dOldp will correspond to both cases.
Direct evidence in favour of this view will be adduced in
my next paper.

XXIIl. On a certain Asymmetry in Prof. Rowland's Concave
Gratings. By Dr. J. R. Rydberg, Docent of Fltysics at
the University of Lmid, Sweden f.
I. TN order more especially to obtain a series of observations
JL fitted for a continuation of the studies on the spectra
of the elements, of which the commencement has been published in my " Recherches sur la constitution des spectres
lineaires des elements chimiques "" (^K. Svenska Vetensh. Akad.
Handl. Bd. xxiii. No. 11), a spectroscope with one of Prof.
Rowland's concave gratings (10,000 lines to the inch) was
procured for the Physical Institution of the University of
Lund. It was mounted in a most excellent mnnner by the
Mechanician of the Physiological Institution, Hilding Sandstrom, according to the instructions of Prof. Rowland {see
Ames, Johns Hopkins University Circulars, viii. No. 73,
May 1889 ; Phil. Mag. [5] xxvii. p. 369), but mth full
freedom in the details of construction. The adjustments
also were executed according to the same instructions, but
* See my work for Naphthalene in American Journal, xlii. p. 144,
ei seq., 1891.
t Communicated by the Author.
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M'itli greater precision in the special determinations witli the
intention to obtain by the exactness of the adjustment the
same scale through the whole spectrum.
However, when all adjustments were completed, no distinct
image could be obtained in any part of the spectrum. In
the visible spectrum of tlie first order the image was not very
much out of focus^ but the deviation increased gradually, so
that it became necessary to displace the eyepiece several
centimetres to obtain w^ell-defined images of the spectra of
higher orders. All details being executed with the same
accuracy, there was nothing that could indicate the cause of
the discrepancy^ so that nothing remained but to make all
the adjustments over again, determining at the same time
the extreme limits of the errors. For this purpose I have
nuide use of new methods of adjustment, and I have ascertained bythese researches :—
1. That the courses which the apex of the grating and the
cross hairs of the eyepiece Ibllow in their movement on the
rails do not deviate in any point from straight lines by more
than 0*2 millim.
2. That the angle formed by the average directions of
the rails did not differ from a right angle by more than
15" (corresponding to an arc of 0'5 millim. at one of the ends
of one of the rails), the difference probably not amounting to
more than a third of this value.
3. That the middle of the slit could not
millim. from the crossing-point of the lines
by the apex of the grating and the cross
piece.
4. That the apex of the grating and the

be more than 0*2
that are described
hairs of the eyecross hairs of the

eyepiece were not more than O'l millim. distant from the
axes of the carriages.
5. That the distance between the centre of curvature of
the grating and the axis of the carriage on which the eyewas placed, did not amount to 0*5 millim. during the
whole piece
movement.
6. That the lines of the grating and the direction of the
slit were parallel and at right angles with the plane of the
rails.
7. That the grating was entirely free from all constraint
and of spherical form, the images in the centre of curvature
being of excellent definition.
8. That the optical state of the slit was perfectly normal.
With these results it was only in the grating itself that
the cause of the displacement of the spectra could bo looked
for, either in some imperfection of the theory or in some
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fault in the execution of the work, at least with regard to
the special grating in question. Hitherto, I had not deemed
it possible to make any of these assumptions, as it seemed that
Prof. Rowland himself and other spectroscopists who have
used the concave gratings ought to have recognized such an
anomaly, if it existed.
During all the adjustments the grating was left in the
same position in its holder, so that I had made use only of
the spectra on one side of the grating. Now it was removed
from its holder and, after being reversed, it was adjusted in
the same manner as before, with the intention of learning
whether the focal curve that passes through the centre of
curvature is symmetrical with respect to the principal axis of
the concave mirror. Then it was found that the distance
between the grating and the eyepiece ought to be increased
in order to get distinct images, while before it was necessary
to diminish it. From this it was evident that the inaccuracy
in the position of the images was due to the grating.
II. First of all the question was to determine the true
form of the focal curve that passes through the centre of
curvature of the grating. According to Prof. Rowland's
theory this ought to be a circle, which should have as a
diameter the straight line that unites the centre of curvature
with the apex of the grating. If the form of the curve differed
perceptibly from a circle, it would not be possible with these
gratings to obtain spectra of a uniform scale.
Fi?. 1.

The form of the focal curve can be determined with the
greatest facility, if the apparatus is altered in such a manner
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that the slit is made movable along the rail that carries the
grating.
Let G1G2 (fig. 1) be the grating, C its apex, 0 its centre
of curvature, CLOM the theoretical focal circle, CLiOiOMi
the true focal curve that passes through 0, L the slit in
its original place at the point of the right angle which
is formed by the rails LC and LO. Then, on displacing
the slit along LC or its elongation to a certain point L^,
it will always be possible to obtain distinct images of the
spectra, supposing in all cases that such can be given by the
grating. This point L^ belongs to the curve in question,
whose polar coordinates will be determined by measuring the
radius of curvature CO (p), the displacement LL^ (d), and
the angle LCO (/uu). For then, supposing d to be positive,
when the slit is moved away from the mirror, the radius
vector IjiC = r = pcos /ju-\-d and the vectorial angle =fi.
Denoting the wave-length by \, the number of order of
the spectrum by n, the distance between two adjacent lines of
the grating by co, we should have, if the theory were exact,
LO
nX
sm "^
a= —p = —C,

O

^
(0 -^ ^
n\— - . LU.
p

To decide whether the same formula can be applied in the
present case, it will be sufficient to displace the slit along the
rail LC and to observe if any change is produced in the
spectrum, viz., if the same value of //, always corresponds to
the same value of X independently of the value of r. In
reality small irregular variations were found, which did not
seem to exceed one of Angstrom's units, and which were
doubtless due to imperfections in the rails and the adjustment. According to the theory of concave gratings a difference ofone Angstrom's unit in the spectrum corresponds to
a lateral displacement of the slit varying in the spectra of
different orders between 0*25 and 1 millim. Consequently
the formula is exact within the limits of error of our
experiments. It follows that the angle e of the segment CL^O
is determined by the equation
cot 6

d

doo

\'

p.n only variables, we see
LO
In this formula d and nX being
the
that it is sufficient that

their quotient —

be constant, in
'
n\
order that the angle e may be so too.
III. The mensurements were executed in such a wav that
the spectroscope was directed on some known lino of the
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spectrum and tlie movable carriage tliat bears the slit dis])laced along the rail LC, until a distinct imnge was obtained
in
ot" an index,
attached
was 0.readTheon position
a millimetre-scale
fixed
to the to
railtheLCcarriaoe,
Each
of the numbers given in the following table under aj and Oo
is the mean of 10 of these readings, the carriage being alternately brought near to and removed from the grating. The
column «! corresponds to the spectra on one side of the
grating, the column a^ to those on the other ; a greater
value denotes a greater distance from the grating. It was
found that the slit could be displaced through the space of
about one millimetre without it being possible to distinguish
any variation in the definition of the image. The probable
errors of the means amount in general to 0'2 millim., they d.
never exceed O'-i miliim. Usino- as a source of lioht some- ^
times the sun, sometimes the voltaic arc^ I directed the
spectroscope in the spectra of the first four orders to the
weak fines between D^ and D^ (\ = 5893) and to the double
lines ^3 and h^ of the solar spectrum or the strong doublets
of the neighbouring band of carbon (\ about 5165).
d.

«!•
Spectral
line.
I. b,...
I.D...
II. 6,...
11. D...
lll.b^...
III. D...
IV. 5,...
IV. D...

Wavelength.

1

a,.

ObserTcd.

d,.
1x5165
1x5893
2 X5165
2x5893
3x5165
3x5893
4X5165
4x5893

133-8
133-4
123-2
121-8
1120
115-8
106-U
101-4

153-8
155-6
161-7
165-2
171-6
175-7
181-6
187-6M

143-8
144-5
142-5
143-5
143-7
144-5
143-8
ean 143-8

j

-10-0
-22 0
-10-4
-20-6
-318
-28-0
-37-8
, -42-4

laterl.
Calcu9-4

+ 10-0
+ 11-8
+319
+ 17-9
+27-8 4
+21+37-8

10-8
32
18-93
•13-0
21-5
28-3
37-7

The tirst column contains the number of order +of43-the
8 spectrum and the line to which the spectroscope was directed ;
the second the approximate wave-length. In the fifth
column are the means of the values of a-i and <72, which correspond to the same line in the spectra on the two opposite
sides of the grating. These means approach, as we see, to
a constant value 1I3'8, which corresponds evidently to the
normal position of the slit at the vertex of the right angle
formed by the rails. On determining by direct measurements this position^ I have found 1I4'8 + 0*1. But the
difference of one millimetre
between the two numbers is
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perfectly explained throiigh the uncertainty in the two
adjustments of the centre of curvature of the mirror on the
axis of the carriage of the eyepiece, first in the direction of
the girder that unites the two carriages, and secondly, in
the lateral direction. Of this I have convinced myself by
another series of determinations, by displacing intentionally
the centre of curvature. A fault of 0'5 millim. in the determination ofthe radius of curvature is sufficient to exphdn the
before-mentioned difference.
Thus the point 143*8 is to be considered as the vei-tex of the
right angle of the rails, through which passes in the present
case the theoretic focal circle of the grating, or rather a
curve which differs from it very slightly. Using this
number (ao) I have calculated the differences (fj = ai — ^q and
<;^2 = (:^2~~<^05 which are found in the table under the heading
" observed.'^ A glance at these numbers shows that they
are at least very nearly proportional to the corresponding
values of nA., which implies that the angle e of the segment of
the true focal curve is constant. To examine this more
closely, we will insert in the preceding equation of e
p cot 6
and we will calculate by the method of least squares the exact
value of X from the 16 equations of the form
a; .nX = d,
which we obtain from the preceding table
values di and d<i.
In this way we find the value
pcote

x = -

.o-)/>i

on using all the

, on

= 18261-1-80.
i

~

The numerically equalOvalues of di and t/g? which are
obtained on making use of this value of x^ are given under
d in the last column of the table. The differences between
these numbers and the observed values being confined within
the limits of errors of observation, it must be considered as
proved that tlie a7igle e in the segment of the focal curve ib a
constant.
A seo-ment of which the ano-je is a constant beloni2,incr
necessarily to a circle, we can express the result of our researches asfollows: —
The focal curve ichi'ch passes through the centre of curvature
of the mirror is a circle, tvhich, however, has not the radius of
curvature in the apex of the grating as a diameter.
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Always supposing, as in the preceding, that this curve also
passes through C, we see on fig. 1 where COi is a diameter
of the true focal
circle, that the angle between 00 and OOi
e.
TT
=
S
=
is
We have then

tan S= cot 6

18261-.P
The determination of the radius of curvature has

i I

p=:6434iLl millim. According to the statement engraved
on the grating, g) = 0'0001 inch =0*00254 millim. From
this we obtain S = 24'47''and the arc OOi = /o tan S = 18261 «
= 46'4 millim. The difference between the diameters 00
and COi amounts to 0'17 millim.
IV. Though there could be no doubt as to the obliquity of
the grating, it was possible that we had to do with some
accidental anomaly peculiar to our special grating. For that
reason it was of great interest for me to find an opportunity to
examine another grating of the same kind, and this has been
made possible through the kindness of Dr. A. E. Andersson
at Kristianstad, who has been good enough to place at my
disposal a concave Rowland grating of exactly the same kind
as the preceding.
The measurements, which have been executed in the same
order as before, follow here :—

Spectral
line.

WaTelength.
lO^.^X.

I. 6,...
I. D...
11. 64...
II. D...
III. 64...
III.D...
IV. h,...
lY. D...

1X5165
1x5893
2x5165
2x5893
3x5165
3x5893
4x5165
4x6893

«2-

i(«iH-«^.)

130-3
129-2
118-3
1086
115-5
104-2
95-5
89-7

1646
155-6

%•158-5

143-0
143-9
141-5
1430
142-1
177-4
181-1
142-7
189-6
142-5
195-3Mean 1426
142-5
168-7

Obse rved.
d,.
d,.
-123

lated.
Calcud.

-24 3
-13-4
-27-1
-34-0
-38-4
-529
-47-1

+ 13-0
+220
H-15-9

11-6
13-2
23-2

+26-1
34-8
26-4
39-7
+34-8
46-4
0
7+4
+38-5 52-9
The probable errors of the values of a are a little
+52-7 greater

than in the preceding cnse, and amount in maximum to 0'5
millim. Moreover the adjustments of the grating are not of
quite the same exactitude, owing to the limited time I had at
my disposal for making these determinations. Hence, there
is nothing astonishing in the fact that the mean, 142-6, of
the values of a differs a little more from the normal value,

1
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144'8, than is the case with the other grating. The error
necessary to produce such a difference does not exceed gQ^oo
of the distance to be determined.
^
On calculating as before the quotients — , we obtain

^^^=22440

+ 120.

The radius of curvature of this grating was found to be 40*3
niillim. greater than that of the other^ viz., 6474 niilllm., the
uncertainty amounting to about 2 millim. With this value
of p and the nominal value of &), we find h = oO' W awA
OOi = 57-0 millim.
To judge from the inscriptions on the gratings the obliquity ought to have the same direction in both cases.
y. The focal curve that passes through the centre of curvature of the grating being a circle, as shown above, it will
always be possible to adjust the spectroscope in such a
manner as to obtain in all positions distinct images of the
spectra without altering the distance between the grating and
the eyepiece. It follows from the preceding that this is
effected by causing the girder to act the part of the diameter
OiC of the true focal circle instead of that of a radius of
curvature of the grating. Hence, in the first grating the
girder ought to be lengthened by 0*17 millim., then turned
round the point C through an angle 8 = 24' 47". The easiest
way of doing this is to displace the cross hairs of the eyepiece
in 0 with the micrometer through a distance equal to the
corresponding arc 46*4 millim. (to left or to right according
to the side of the grating which we wish to make use of),
and afterwards turning the grating until the cross hairs and
their image coincide again. Then in all positions of the
girder the slit ought to remain on the true focal circle. The
exactitude of the theory and the measurements is confirmed
by the fact, that after the execution of these adjustments the
image became perfectly defined through the whole spectrum.
It would also be possible to obtain distinct images in all
positions by another method, viz., by altering the angle of the
rails by a quantity S, In that case the centre of curvature
ought not to be displaced, but it is necessary to turn the
micrometer and the photographic box through an angle 5,
so that they may be always tangents of the focal circle.
However, the supposition which we have made, that tlie
true focal circle passes through the apex 0 of the grating,
does not possess any very high degree of probability, because
in that case the curve would intersect the surface of the
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grating. It seems more likely that it touches it, but iit
another point, which, as can be seen by construction and
calculation, would be situated at a distance of 46*4 millini.
from the apex C. In reality, the conclusions that could be
drawn from the measurements would remain almost the same,
if we had replaced in fig 1 the circle CLiOiOMi by a circle
passing through 0 but not through C or Oj and touching
■ 25^
the grating at Ci- This circle would have a radius equal to p,
that is to say 0*17 millim. less than that of the former.
As

®
to the A^ariation AS of the ano-le
S, we find sin ^h=-^2 cos /x ,
a quantity varying with //,, but which falls within the limits of
errors of observation in all parts of the spectra, that we can
use. The arc CCj differs from the arc OOi (46 "4 millim.)
only by some tenth of a millimetre. Under this new supposition an exact adjustment according to Prof. Rowland's
theory is obtained by displacing the grating 46*4 millim.
along its own surface, until the point of contact of the focal
circle falls in with the axis of the carriage, where the apex of
the grating was situated before. The considerable obliquity
that the position of the grating would show in that case is
the only difficulty with this arrangement. Hence I have
preferred the first method of adjustment, after having conyinced myself that the difference is of no importance from a
practical point of view.
YI. On the other hand, the last manner of considering the
matter seems to possess a considerable advantage, because it
will allow us to account in a simple way for the relations
between the true focal circle and the grating. In reality,
the accordance with Prof. Rowland's theory is perfect and
the obliquity is only due to the point of symmetry of the
grating not coinciding with the apex of the concave mirror.
Let ACiCBO (fig. 2) be a section through the centre of
curvature, perpendicular to the surface A C B and to the
lines of the grating. Let AB be the chord of the section,
Avhich is perpendicular to the radius CO that passes through
the apex of the spherical cap. The lines of the grating
being drawn perpendicular to the axis of the dividingmachine (and perpendicular according to our supposition to
the plane of the paper) it will alwaj^s be possible to draw in the
plane of the paper a straight line EF parallel to the axis in
question. On a tangent plane TT^ to the spherical surface,
parallel to EF and perpendicular to the plane of the paper,
the dividing-machine would draw equidistant lines. On both
sides of the point of contact Ci of this plane the distances of
the corresponding lines are also equal, Ci is the point of
svnnnetry and the point of contact of the focal circle.
Then
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it is immediately seen by the figure, that the angle which is
formed by the straight lines AB and EF becomes equal to

the angle S between the radii CO and CiO. AB being =
150 millim. the values of the differences between AE and BF
in the two ffratino-s are found to be 1*08 and 1*32 millim.
respectively.
In this way the asymmetry of the gratings is explained in
a manner as simple as it is complete. However, the found
differences being much greater than would be supposed iu a
work of such perfection as are the gratings of Prof. Rowland, we cannot exclude another hypothesis, the same that
M. Cornu"^ has made use of in order to explain the focal
properties of ])lane gratings, viz., a systematic variation iu
the distances of the lines. Such a variation would arise from
an irregularity in the screw of the dividing-machine, and in
the plane gratings this explanation seems to be the only one
possible. But in the concave gratings the same fault might
also arise from another cause. The two sides of the gratings
giving spectra of different brightness, we may conclude that
the furrows which the point of the diamond makes in the
reflecting surface are not symmetrical in section. Then it is
easy to see, that the distances of the lines are subject to a
continual variation from one side of the o-ratino- to tlie other.
But without knowing all details of work in the ruling of
gratings, it would be useless to enter more closely into this
hypothesis, and impossible to decide whether it is superior
to the preceding.
* a JR. Ixxx. p. 645.
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Separation and Striation of Rarefied Gases under the

Influence of the Electric Discharge.
By E. C. C. Baly*.
SOME time ago, on examining with a spectroscope a
vacuum-tube which happened to contain a small quantity
of hydrogen, during the passage of the electric spark I noticed
that the hydrogen lines, while strongly visible in the negative
glow, could not be seen in the body of the tube. The hydrogen
appeared to be, in fact, withdrawn from the tube and collected
about the negative pole. Finding the same result in a tube
which I fitted up for the purpose, it appeared to me to point
to a separation of the gases in the tube ; and I determined to
make a series of experiments with a view to investigating the
matter and the behaviour generally of different gases under
similar conditions.
The tabes 1 employed were about 9 inches long and f inch
internal bore. The electrodes were of aluminium wire, and,
except in certain cases to which I shall refer, about li inch
in length. Two of these tubes were connected to the pump
at the same time, one direct and the other through tubes for
the absorption of mercury vapour ; so that in all the experiments results w^ere obtained in the presence and in the
absence of mercury vapour. Gas-generators, fitted w^ith
purifying and drying apparatus, were connected so as to
allow of varying quantities of the particular gases under examination being admitted to the tubes as might be required.
The pump, I may mention, was a modified form of the
Geissler mercury-pump, to which I was able to attach an
automatic apparatus for working it — a very great saving of
labour. Measurements of the vacua w^ere obtained by means
of an ordinary barometer-gauge, and varied from 15 millim.

to I millim.

I first worked with varying quantities of carbon dioxide
and hydrogen. On using certain mixtures of these gases
exhausted to about | millim.., when the current was first passed
a white glow appeared throughout the tube, no striae beingvisible, giving a mixed spectrum of the two gases. After a
few seconds the negative glow changed to a pink colour, and
well-defined striae, whiter than the preceding glow, began to
appear. On watching this change with the spectroscope,
the hydrogen lines in the tube w^ere seen to become fainter
and gradually to disappear, leaving only the spectrum of
carbon dioxide, while those in the negative glow became
* Communicated by the Physical Societ}'- : read Feb. 10. 1893.
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extremely brilliant. The current was then stopped, and thie
tube allowed to rest for about an hour, when, the current
being passed again, the same phenomenon precisely occurred.
Judging that if this were caused by actual separation of the
two gases, it ought to be possible to fractionate out the hydrogen into another
tube, I endeavoured for a long time unsuccessfully todo so ; but at length succeeded byusing a double tube of the shape
shown in the fie'ure. The longer of the tubes
consisted of two chambers joined by capillary
tubing, the smaller tube being connected
\
to one of these by a narrow neck capable
of being sealed off. Both tubes were
furnished with electrodes. One of those
in the large tube was sufficiently long to
/\
project through the capillary into the second
chamber, and being connected at its base to
the sealed platinum by a weak spiral wire
could be dropped sufficiently far to touch
the opposite electrode. This rod was made
of copper, as being heavier than aluminium.
It fitted the capillary fairly well, and
^^■as furnished with small stops of cottonwool in order to close the capillary, and thus prevent as

fTuTi

l|J

much as possible the diffusion of the gases. ' The tube,
after being filled with the gases carbon dioxide and hydrogen, was exhausted and sealed from the pump. The
copper rod was caused to touch the opposite electrode, and
the current was passed so as to make the whole of the long
tube the negative pole and the electrode at the lower end of
the smaller tube the positive. The current was continued for
a considerable time, when the connecting-neck between the
tubes was sealed off and the copper rod shaken back to the
stop. On comparing the spectra of the two tubes, it was
found that the small tube (containing the positive pole)
showed only a trace of hydrogen, while the other showed it
brilliantly.
This, i think, may be considered a proof of an actual
o gases.
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many other gases —
amongst them nitrogen, carbon monoxide, sulphur dioxide,
iodine, and mercury vapour ; and in every case, without
exception, I found that the hydrogen was collected about the
negative pole in exactly the same manner as I have particularized.
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I proceeded to examine mixtures of other gases. With
carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide, the carbon monoxide is
separated out and appears in the negative glow. With
carbon dioxide and nitrogen the carbon dioxide is separated
out, while the nitrogen remains in the tube, the separation
being remarkably distinct. In this case it is the heavier gas
which is separated out ; and the same is found with carbon
dioxide and sulphur dioxide, the sulphur dioxide appearing in
the negative glow.
It would thus appear that the separation of two gases does
not depend on their relative molecular weights. On examining atube of air, however, the components of w^hich are
of fairly equal molecular weight, a separation was found to be
very difficult, and only occurred after carrying the exhaustion
to a much higher point than was usually necessary. The
nitrogen remained in the tube, and the negative glow^ gave a
spectrum presumably oxygen; I say presumably, for I am
unable to see what else it can be. 1 was unable to produce
the same spectrum in a tube with oxygen, but I was prevented
from proceeding farther. The spectra of oxygen Professor
Schuster has shown to be very varied under different conditions. Is it not possible that the two spectra in an oxygen
tube, the banded one in the negative glow, and the brightline one in the rest of the tube, may be due to separation of
two gases?
From these experiments it is evident that when the electric current is passed through a rarefied mixture of two gases,
a process similar to electrolysis is set up, one of the gases
being separated out and collected about the negative pole, the
other gas remaining in the tube; the proof being that the gas
separated out may be fractionated into another tube by the
method I have above described. In pursuing these experiments Iwas struck by the apparent close connexion between
separation and striation ; that is to say, I found strongly
marked strise when there was good separation, and feeble striae
when the separation was difficult; I also found that the first
appearances of these phenomena were coincident, the formation of strise being always the sign of the commencement of
separation. There were no exceptions to this, the action in
all the tubes I made being the same.
It was evident to me that, if the connexion were real and
the separation of the gases could in some way be prevented^
by avoiding the negative glow, stri?e would not be formed.
I accordingly made a tube the negative pole of which did not
protrude from the little glass collar in which it was placed,
the positive electrode being made as usual.
The tube was
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filled with a mixture of hydrogen and carbon dioxide and
exhauisted. At a pressure of 24 millim. the current was
passed ; instead of a negative glow appeared a little bunch of
light about \ inch below the negative point. If this bunch of

I

light impinged on the'side
of the tube,
becameof strongly
phosphorescent.
At 4 millim.
there the
was glass
no bunch
light or
negative glow ; there was no sign of any strise, the tube
giving a spectrum of hydrogen and carbon dioxide, and no
evidence of separation. I then reversed the current ; immediately striae formed, separation began and became wellmarked.
I tried various mixtures of gases and always obtained the
same result, viz., that when the negative glow was avoided by
the use of the minute electrode point, neither striae nor separation occurred, but in reversal of the current strongly
marked strise and good separation.
My next step was to experiment with a pure vapour,
which, if my contention be correct, should not striate. It is
known that a tube of pure mercury vapour does not stratify.
I prepared a tube for the purpose, one end of which was connected with the pump and the other with a bulb containing
mercury. After exhaustion, I strongly heated the tube and
boiled the mercury, which thus distilled through the tube.
On passing the current, as I expected, no striaa appeared,
but simply a beautiful phosphorescence throughout the tube,
giving a spectrum of pure mercury only. On ceasing to boil
the mercury and allowing the tube to cool, a small quantity of
other gas was necessarily drawn in from the pump. Immediately strige began to appear, beginning at the end of the tube
connected with the pump; the negative glow changed at the
same time and gave a spectrum containing other lines in
addition to those of mercury, thus strongly confirming my
previous conclusion.
Thinking that possibly the absence of striae might arise,
not from the purity of the mercury vapour, but from its
molecules being monatomic, I repeated the experiment wdth
pure vapours of iodine, sulphur, arsenic, and mercuric iodide,
which are not monatomic. The result was in each case precisely the same — the tube while heated showing no striix?, but
on cooling both striae and separation.
Wishing if possible to obtain a pure gas which did not
stratify at oidinan/ temperatures, I made many attempts to
prepare a tube of pure hydrogen. The nearest approach to
success was with hydrogen prepared from pure caustic potash
and aluminium. The gas was then absorbed by red-hot
palladium, which was re-heated in the vacuum.
On passing
P2
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the current, the tube showed an even phosphorescent light
throughout, with a very faint line of the most delicate striae,
very difficult to distinguish. The strise did not become any
plainer on carrying the exhaustion to a considerably higher
point. I think it may be safely assumed that a tube of perfectly pure hydrogen would not striate at all.
From the foregoing results I think the following conclusions
may be drawn :—
First, that when an electric current is passed through a
rarefied mixture of two gases, one is separated from the other
and appears in the negative glow.
Second, that stride are caused by the separation of the two
gases^ and do not occur in a single pure gas or vapour.
XXY. Notes on some Recent Determinations of Molecular
Refraction and Dispersion. Bij J. H. Gladstone^ D.Sc.^
F.R.S.^
AMONG
the various indices of refraction which have
been published by different observers of late years, there
are some which have led me to further studies bearing on
the general relation of this branch of Physics to Chemical
theory. The following notes relate to the new metallic carbonyls, the metals indium and gallium, sulphur, and to Hquefied
oxygen, nitrous oxide, and ethylene.
I. Metallic

Carbonyls.

Messrs. Ludwig Mond and Nasini t determined the molecular refraction of nickel tetracarbonyl for the red ray of
hydrogen (H^) as 57*7, and the specific dispersion between
the lines 7 and a of hydrogen as 0*03475, which will give a
molecular dispersion between those limits of 5*98. This
indicates a very great refraction and an enormous dispersion.
Through the kindness of Mr. Mond I have been able to
determine the refraction of two specimens of iron pentacarbonyl for several lines of the spectrum, with the following
result. The second and third hues in the Table relate to the
same specimen, the latter representing measurements taken
in a very acute-angled prism, and under the most favourable
circumstances for seeing the more refractive rajs ; nevertheless
the spectrum was cut off so suddenly about the bundle of
rays at G that I cannot be sure of the exact measurement,
but think it differs little from the line 7 of hydrogen.
* Communicated by the Physical Society; read Feb. 10, 1893.
t Lincei, Rendiconti, vii. 411.

of Molecular Refraction a nd Dispersion.
Specimen.

Temp.
0.

Sp. Gr.
/^A-

I....

22

II. ...

155

II....

20

/^G-

/^E-

1-4705

1-5180 1-5289
1-5026 1-5076 1-5096
1-5117 1-5146 1-5224 1-5329
^c1-5063

1-474

1-5071

1-460

1-5446
1-5230

N-

13-4

1-5650

...

From these observations we obtain the following molecular
%•
' a
refraction, ^— ^- P = R.
^G^.'

1
^B-

^c-

men.
ci1 Spe
I
II
II

I

67-47

68-14

67-48

\68-20

67-43

...

68-41
68-59

69-54

7100

69-63

71-03

69-54

...

72-42

75-13

^•
It is evident that in the iron compound also the refraction
and dispersion are very great. Ihe molecular refraction
for the line a of hydrogen may be assumed at 68*5, and the
molecular dispersion between the lines 7 and a of hj^drogen
at 6*6. If we reckon for the lines A and H, we may assume
H would be about 78*0, which would give a molecular dispersion between these limits of about 10'5.
In discussing their observations, Messrs. Mond and Nasini,
assuming that CO has a molecular refraction of 8*4, reckoned
the atomic refraction of nickel at 24'1, instead of 9'9, which
I had assigned to this element in solutions of its salts, and

which subsequently has been fairly corroborated by Nasini's
own experiments. This difference they attributed to a difference ofvalency in the metal. By parity of reasoning the
atomic refraction of iron for the line C would be 26*5, or
25*5 for iron
the line
instead of
previously determined for
bivalent
fromA,solutions
of 11*6
its salts.
But this involves the assumption that CO in these carbonyls
has the same value as we should expect to find in an organic
substance. It also assumes that the nickel has 8 valencies,
w^hile the iron has 10, in the above-named compounds, and
7
that iron has presumably
~ indiferrohepta-carbonyl; and that

\-
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potassium in its compounds with CO has still other valencies.
There is also another difficulty; for if we determine the atomic
dispersion of nickel and iron on the same principle, it will
be found to be 4*8 and 5*2 respectively for the interval
between the lines y and a"^; these numbers are about one fifth
of the atomic refraction of the two metals given above, viz.,
24*1 and 26*5. But the ratio between the atomic dispersion
(y—a) and the refraction of the most dispersive elements
hitherto calculated, sulphur and phosphorus, is only about
one tenth.
It seems more probable that the metals really retain their
ordinary valency, and that the excessive refraction and dispersion isto be sought rather in the peculiar arrangement of
the CO. In such compounds we may imagine the CO
playing a part similar to that of the CHg in ordinary organic
compounds, which may be increased or diminished in number
without altering the general type of the substance. In fact
I accept on optical grounds as well as chemical, the ringformulse indicated in Mond's lecture at theFeRoval Institution.
]Si

0=0/

\c=o

\
0
oII

/
0
oII

0-0

0=0

0=0

0=0

In that case the molecular refraction due to each CO would
be, from the nickel compound about 11'9, and from the iron
compound about 11*3.
Although the atomic dispersion of nickel or of iron has not
yet been definitely measured, it cannot greatly exceed 0'5 for
ry—a. It is evident therefore from the figures for the dispersion, viz., Ni(CO)4=5-9, Fe(CO)5 = 6-6, that the molecular
dispersion of each CO must be about the same in these two
compounds, \\z. I'o, or thereabouts.
II. Indium and Gallium.
In 1885 I calculated the atomic refraction of indium and
gallium from determinations of the refraction of certain
alums made by M. Charles Soret.
Yery shortly afterwards
* Proc. R. S. xlii. p. 401.

\
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he published another paper giving fresh and additional values
forFor
alumsindium
containing
these metals
*. derived from rubidium
the available
data are
and csesium indium alums, and for gallium from no fewer
than five compounds, viz., potassium^ rubidium, caesium,
thallium, and ammonium gallium alums. Calculated from
these data, I find as mean values for the atomic refraction of
these two metals the following :—

A,o,oic Weight.

Metal.

1

jj^^L.

Indium

113-4

0-121

Grallium

69-9

0166

A

13-7
1

11-6

These no doubt are nearer the truth then the higher figures
previously given, though they must still be looked upon as
only approximate. In regard to the atomic dispersion of
these metals, the new observations quite confirm the previous
remark that the order is '' iron far the highest, chromium,
indium, gallium, and aluminium lowest."
III. Sulphur.
In the followinof Table is given the atomic refraction of
sulphur, either uncombined, or in very simple combination :—
F.

Condition.
Solid
Graseous . .
In solution
From CS.,

„ ci;s
„ CIA
„

Br,S.,

A.
i'5-98

C, or
" red."
15-7

15-5
15-8

G or y.

D, or
" white."

H.

16-47
16-0

15-7
16-05

16 3

15-8
16-35
15-9

161
16-0

17-05
16-7

17-3
17-7

18-4

'
ie-'i r6'o
Sulphur in the solid condition is deduced from the observations ofDescloiseaux and other physicists; but as the crystals
of sulphur give three different indices of refraction for the
same ray, the arithmetical mean of these three indices has
been simply taken as the basis of calculation.
Sulphur in a liquid condition is from the observations of
Archives Sc. Ph. c^- N, Geneve, xiv. p. 96.
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myself and the late Pelham Dale. It agrees, as far as D is
concerned^ with a determination by Becquerel. R-g = 16*86.
Sulphur in the gaseous condition was determined by Le B.oux
in 1861. The specific refraction was calculated out by me
shortly afterwards, and recently by Nasini and Costa ■^. I
give their number for the atomic refraction in the Table.
The sulphur in solution is from five determinations of this
element dissolved in carbon bisulphide which I made some
years ago with another object, and which have never been
published. The solutions contained from about 22 to 27
per cent, of sulphur. Two determinations of somewhat weaker
solutions were lately published by Nasini and Costa, and were
practically identical with mine. The refraction of 17*3 for
the line 7 is deduced from their figures alone.
The four last lines give the values of sulphur reckoned
from its simplest compounds.
In the case of bisulphide of carbon the figures in the Table
are derived from my own most recent observations, which
agree closely with those of other observers. The deduction
made for the atom of carbon is 5*0 for the line A, 5*26 for the
line H, and proportional numbers for the intermediate lines.
In the case of bichloride of sulphur the calculations have
been made from the observations of Costa ; and in that of
chloride of sulphur from those of Haagen, Becquerel, and
Costa, which fairly agree. The refraction due to an atom of
chlorine is assumed to be 9*95 for the line C, and 10*05 for
the line D. Costa, in treating of these substances, has adopted
a slightly smaller value for chlorine.
In the case of the bromine compound the sulphur is calculated from Becquerel' s observations, taking the value for
bromine at 15'35.
The figures for sulphur derived from these various sources
are very similar. I doubt, however, whether the sulphur
dissolved in bisulphide of carbon and the sulphur which forms
part of that compound do exert exactly the same influence
upon the rays of light. If we were to reckon the value of
carbon in bisulphide of carbon by deducting the value found
for sulphur in solution, v/e should get for A, 36*6 — 31-0 = 5*6,
a higher figure than we ever find for carbon in a saturated
compound. The difference would be still greater if reckoned
by Lorenz's formula.
The accordance of the dispersion as exhibited throughout
the Table is worthy of notice.
From the elaborate paper of Nasini and Costa, already
referred to, it would appear that in some organic compounds,
* Universita Inst. Ch. Roma, 1891.
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such as the xanthates, sulphur has at least the value of 160 ;
but in the large majority of cases it has a distinctly lower
value. In its oxygen compounds it is known to be far less
refractive and dispersive.
IV. Liquefied Oxygen, Nitrous Oxide, and Ethylene.
In the recent paper of Professors Liveing and Dewar (Phil.
Mag., Aug. 1892) they give determinations of the specific
refraction of liquefied oxygen, nitrous oxide, and ethylene.
It is, of course, possible to compare these interesting results
with what theory would have led us to expect. The authors
have themselves done so in the case of liquid oxygen at its
boiling-point of —182° G. They remark that the refractionequivalent, 3*182, which they found, differs but little from
that deduced from gaseous oxygen at the ordinary temperature, viz. 3*0316, and " corresponds closely with the refraction-equivalent deduced by Landoit from the refractive indices
of a number of organic compounds," which was 3*0. It
actually comes between the two values, 2*8 and 3*4, which
were assigned by Briihl to oxygen in its different states of
combination with carbon, and to which an intermediate value
has since been added.
Liveing and Dewar were able to determine the refraction
of liquefied nitrous oxide for six different wave-lengths, the
extremes being the red ray of lithium and G. These gave
for

0'2595 and 0*2691 respectively, and for the mole-

cular refraction of the red ray 11*418, and of G 11*810. The
molecular dispersion between G and the lithium-line is therefore 0*422, which would indicate about 0*63 between H and
A. Now it is difficult to say what the rational composition
of nitrous oxide is, and therefore what its theoretical refraction
and dispersion should be. Nitrogen in ammonia and its congeners isreckoned at 5*1, in nitriles at 4*1 ; oxygen doublebonded is reckoned at 3*4, with two separate bonds at "2'^.
We therefore, according to our theoretical views, might reckon
nitrous oxide at 13*6, 13*0, 11*6, or 11*0. The probability is
therefore clearly in favour of the lower figure for nitrogen.
As the dispersion- equivalent of nitrogen in ammonia is as
high as 0*38, this would also seem to exclude the idea of the
nitrogen in nitrous oxide being in the same condition as in
ammonia. This will probably be considered the most likely
alternative also on chemical grounds.
On calculating Messrs. Liveing and Dewar's numbers for
liquid ethylene, we obtain the molecular refraction of 17*2 for
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the line D. But Professor Dewar lias kindly furnished me
with a more recent determination of what he believes to be a
purer specimen. The refractive index, at the boiling-point,
for the line C is 1-3445, and for the line F is 1-3528, the
specific gravity being 0'55. These ligiires give 17*53 as the
molecular refraction for the line C, and 17*92 for the line F.
These will indicate about 17*41 for the line A. The theoretical value for ethylene, for the line A, is 17*4.
C2 .
H, .
Double-linking

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

=10-0
= 5-2
=2*2

The coincidence between experiment and theory is very
striking.
17-4

XXYI. High Resistances used in connexion with the D'Arsonval Galva7iometer. By Fkederick J. Smith, Millard
Lecturer in Mechanics ^ Trinity College, Oxford^.

for
great utility of the D^Arsonval galvanometer
THEdetermining
current by the fall of potential method
must have been felt by all who have used it for this purpose.
When the instrument is thus applied, a large resistance is
required in the galvanometer circuit. This is usually made
of wire, and costs much. In 1890 1 read a short paper before
the Ashmolean Society of Oxford on the subject of resistances
made of non-metallic substances and mercury jet-contacts.
Since then resistances of this kind have been constantly in
use in the Millard Laboratory, and they have proved themselves to be both rehable and constant. They are made thus:
Dry plaster of Paris and electrotype plumbago are intimately
mixed together in suitable proportions!, the composition is then
rammed tightly into a glass tube furnished with a platinum
terminal ; when nearly full another terminal is introduced
and fixed in the substance by compression ; the end of the
tube is then closed over the wire in the blowpipe flame, and
the resistance is finished.
In one resistance thus made the glass tube is 10 centim.
lono- and 0*4 centim. in internal diameter, and has a resistance of about one megohm. Very finely powdered glass
mixed with plumbago makes a good composition for high
* Communicated by tlie Author.
t Equal quantities of each in a tube 0*4 centim. diameter and 11-5
centim. long gave a resistance of 65,000 ohms.
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resistances, but it is not so easily manipulated as the plaster
and plmnb;igo. Oat of a large number of different substances
tried, I find these two the most reliable. A megohm made
by the method I have described costs only a few shillings.
Since October 1888 a D'Arsonval galvanometer has been in
constant use here, in combination with a photographic apparatus, whereby a cylinder carrying bromide paper is constantly
exposed to the reflected light from the galvanometer which
shines through a long narrow slit placed in front of the revolving cylinder ; by this means a constant record is kept of
the current in a certain circuit. When the resistance of the
galvanometer circuit is very high, the dead-beat action of the
instrument is somewhat affected. I find that if a few turns of
fine covered copper wire are wound on the outside of the
rectangular coil of the instrument so as to form a closed circuit,
it gives the same reading as before for a given potential
difference, and is perfectly dead-beat in its action, so that
Avith the addition of this damping-coil any amount of resistance may be used in the circuit of the galvanometer.
Trinity College, Oxford,
Feb. 10, 1893.

XXVII.
The Laws of Molecular Force.
By William Sutherland, M.A., B.Sc.^
IN my last paper on this subject (Phil. Mag. April 1889)
it was shown that if the law of force between two similar
molecules is SAm^r*, the parameter A could be calculated
for a large number of bodies from Hobert Schiff's measurements of their surface-tensions, and a law was announced
connecting the values of A with chemical composition ; but
as this law was affected with exceptions in the case of the
organic bromides and iodides and the amines, and as the
argument from surface-tension requires the introduction of a
considerable number of assumptions, I felt that it was very
desirable to secure some other means of finding A. It soon
appeared that the only satisfactory plan would be to return
again to the search for the true characteristic equation of
fluids on the model of Clausius's virial equation, as I had
found that not one of those hitherto advanced was capable of
general application. Fortunately the experimental material
now available is so abundant and so well placed that I was
completely successful in the quest, in the more tedious parts
of which I had the advantage of assistance from my brother,
* Communicated by the Physical Society: road Oct. i^S, 1802.
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Mr. John Sutherland. Amagat's exhaustive study of the
compression and expansion of gases, along with Ramsay and
Young's work on ethyl oxide, were the groundwork of the
research.
As the true characteristic equations for fluids are the key
to many chambers of molecular physics, 1 have been able to
enter many of these, and especially to discover the true law
of the parameter A without exception. To give an idea of
the scope of these investigations free from detail, I furnish the
following table of contents :—
1. Establishment of characteristic equation for compounds
above the region of the critical volume, with proof that there
is discontinuity in the liquefaction of compounds.
2. The same for the gaseous elements, with proof of continuity during liquefaction in their case.
3. Brief discussion of exceptional compounds such as the
alcohols and ethylene.
4. Establishment of characteristic equation below the region
of the critical volume, its main feature being the occurrence
in it of the same internal virial constant as in the equation
for the region above the critical volume.
5. A short digression on the general interpretation of
Clausius's equation of the virial.
6. Consideration of Van der Waals's generalization that if
each substance has its temperature, pressure, and volume
expressed in terms of the critical values as units, oue and the
same law applies to all bodies ; proof that this is true for
elements and compounds separately, above the critical region,
and approximately true below.
7. Five methods of finding the internal virial constant :
first, from the expansion and compression of the substance as
gas or vapour ; second, from its expansion and compression
as liquid ; third, from its latent heat ; fourth, from its critical
temperature and pressure ; fifth, from its surface-tension :
all the methods being afterwards proved to give accordant
results for a large number of compounds.
8. The fifth or capillary method treated in greater detail,
with digressions on the Brownian movement and molecular
distances.
9. Establishment on theoretical grounds of Eotvos's relation between surface-tension and molecular domain (volume).
10. Tabulation for a large number of bodies of the product
of the square of the molecular mass by the virial constant
determined by several methods, and verification thereby of
the general principles preceding.
11. Establishment of the law connecting the virial constant
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of a substance witli its chemical composition. Definition of
the Dynic Equivalent of a substance and determination of its
value for several radicals.
12. Close parallelism between Dynic Equivalents and
Molecular Refractions.
13. Return to the discontinuity during liquefaction of compounds, and proof that it is due to the pairing of molecules.
14. Brief discussion of the constitution of the alcohols as
liquids.
15. Methods of finding the virial constant for inorganic
compounds, including a theory of the capillarity and compressibity of solutions.
16. Tabulation of the product of the square of the molecular
mass by the virial constant for inorganic compounds, and
determination of the Dynic Equivalents of the metals in the
combined state. Again a close parallelism between dynic equivalents and molecular refractions or refraction-equivalents.
17. Meaning of this parallelism ; general speculations as to
the volumes of the atoms and their relation to ionic speeds.
18. Attempt to determine the velocity of light through the
substance of the water-molecule.
19. Suggested relation between the change in the volume
of an atom on combination and the change in its chemical
energy.
1. E statu shment of tlie characteristic Equation for Compounds above the region of the Critical Volume, with proof
that there is discontinuity in the liquefaction of compounds. —
Amagat established (A?in. de Chim. et de Pliys. ser. 5, t. xxii.)
that for gases ^^/^T is a function of volume only down to
volumes near the critical, but that at lower volumes it begins
to vary with temperature. Ramsay and Young (Phil. Mag.
May 1887), while
independence
of 'dp/'dT
on
temperature
above verifying
the critical the
volume
for such bodies
as ethyl
oxide and the alcohols, sought to show that this independence
continues right into the liquid state ; but, as a matter of fact,
their temperature-range in the experiments below the critical
volume is not great enough to decide the question one way or
another. We shall see that in the case of compounds Amagat^s
conclusion is the correct one, while in the case of the elements
Ramsay and Young^s contention appears to hold. The conviction that Bp/^T becomes slightly variable with temperature
below the critical volume was one reason that determined me
to represent the behaviour of fluids by two equations merging
into one another ; the one applying down to near the critical
volume, the other below that.
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Clausiiis's equation of the virial is to be our guide in

studying Bp/^T,

where V is velocity and R is force between two molecules at
distance r apart.
According to the law of the inverse fourth power, the
double sum of the internal virial reduces to an expression
varying inversely as the volume and independent of the temperature, asI have shown before (Phil. Mag. July 1887).
If we integrate Amagat^s relation Bp/dT=/(L'), we get

l.=/(«)T + </,(.);
and as in the perfect gaseous state j'9^' = IlT, wdiere v being the
volume of unit mass and T reckoned as tempei'ature C. + 27o°j
R varies inversely as the molecular weight of the substance,
we will write our equation in the form

w^here w^e see that ?*^(v) stands for the internal virial-term.
If, then, according to the law of the inverse fourth power, the
internal virial varies inversely as v, then v^(p{v) ought to be
constant. Now Ramsay and Young have carefully tabulated
the values of ^f{v) and (j>[v} for different values of y in the
case of ethyl oxide ; so it is easy to tabulate l^vf(v) and v^(j>(v)j
as we proceed to do in the following Table, where v is the
volume of a gramme of ethyl oxide in cubic centimetres, and
the metre of mercury is the unit of pressure. These units
will be used throughout when we are dealing with experimental results involving pressures ;, but v/hen necessary, for
theoretical convenience, we will convert to absolute units.
'^.
v^-^{v).
Table I.— Ethyl Oxide.
V.

••842
912
Et/(tO.
•973

Perfect gas.

100
50
20
15
108
6
5
4
3-7

R'/(y).

v-'fiv). ^
5710
5190

ri29
1-327
1201
1-409
1-525
1-595
1-G54
1-682

4554
4302
3908
3661
3308
3047
2658
2534

2-75

3-3
30
24
2-5
2-3
2-1
2^2
20
1-9

1-758
1-865
2-30
2-42
2013
2-56
2-73
2-95
3-19
3-54

2413
2366
2371
2487
2519
2550
2589
2646
2691
2771
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The critical volume of ethyl oxide is between 5 and 4 ; so
that if B/'/BT does become variable with temperature below
the critical volume, the values of ^vf{v) and v^4>{v)^ calculated for volumes below 5, on Eamsay and Young's assumption that even below the critical volume B/>/BT is independent
of temperature, will be affected with an error of more or less
importance ; they may therefore be regarded as a first approximation only and are added for comparison.
The first point to notice in these numbers is that ^iif{v)
increases steadily from its limiting value '842 in the perfect
gas state to double that amount near the critical volume, while
at the same time v^(^(v) diminishes from its limiting value in
the gaseous state to the half of it near the critical volume.
This result would seem at once to contradict the law of the
inverse fourth power ; but we shall see in the sequel that, in
compression down to the critical region, there is a process of
pairing going on among the molecules and producing this departure from the requirements of the law of the inverse fourth
power, uncomplicated by such a process.
It is to be noted that the limiting value of v^(j>{v) is difficult to determine experimentally, because </)(i'), the quantity
measured, tends to the limit zero. But while below volume 4,
'Rvf{v) stationary,
increases with
increasing
rapidity,
almost
it dips
a little and
then v^^[v)
increasesremains
; but
remembering that its values count only as first approximations, we may assume that v^(f)(v) attains near the critical
volume a value which remains constant in the liquid state,
and is about half of the limiting value for the gaseous state.
Thus there is discontinuity in the passage from the region
above the critical volume to that below (or, more briefly but
less accurately, during liquefaction). We must note carefully
that in the range of volume from 4 to 1*9, which is a large
liquid range, v^(jj(y) remains constant, as it should according
to the law of the inverse fourth power, now that the process
of pairing is completed.
To represent Uvf(v) I found the form R{1 + 2^'/(i' + ^-)} to
be efficient ; it gives the limit 2R to the function when v = k;
and as '842 is the known value of R, each of the above
tabulated values of B.vf{v) yields a value of /;, the mean A^alue
4*066 having been adopted by me. The other function,
v'^(l>{v), proved no less amenable to simple representation, the
form found to fit it being lv/{v-[-k), which attains the value
Z/2 when v — k; and as the value of k is known, we can calculate from each tabulated value of v^(j){v) a value of /, and
again adopt the mean value 5514.
Hence down to near the
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critical volume we have the behaviour of ethyl oxide represented bythe simple form of equation

+K
pv = nT(l+ -^ ^--|-^, with ^ = 4-066 and /=55U,
involving only the two constants k and I peculiar to ethyl
oxide.
We will now compare a few values of the pressures, in
metres of mercury, given by this equation with those found
by Ramsay and Young.
Table II.
6.
Volume

175° 0

<I

195° 0

\I

t

...

ment.
experiated.
re, calcul
^^6^^"''^'
Pressu

100.
3-500
3-538
3-710
3-719

50.
6-620
6-634
7-020

iment
^^®' exper
^^^^^ure,
..
calculated
Press

7021
280° C

\1

.
experiment
re, calcul
Pressu
ated.
ure,
Press

20.

10.

13-88
13-78
15 06
14-90

23-00
22-99

27-00

19-80
19-69

34-59
31-28

49-00
49-62

27-44

The agreement is as close as can be looked for ; because
although Ramsay and Young measure volumes to within
•01 centim., and pressures to within 2 centim. of mercury, the
quantities measured cannot be considered known with that
degree of accuracy; for the discrepancies between their measurements and those of Perot (Ann. de Chim. et de Phys,
ser. 6, t. xiii.), who made special determinations in a large
globe of the saturation-volume of ethyl oxide at different
temperatures, are greater than those in Table II. Accordingly itwould be useless to seek a better empirical representation of Ramsay and Young's results than the above ; and
as we are chiefly interested in establishing our simple form of
characteristic equation, we had better proceed at once to the
consideration of Amagat's experiments on carbonic dioxide,
practically identical with Andrews's, but more extensive.
Amagat's unit of volume is -g-^xo of that occupied by the gas
at 0° and 1 atmosphere ; taking the weight of a litre of the
gas at 0° and 1 atmosphere as 1*9 7 77 gramme, we can
convert Amagat's data to the gramme and centim. as units.
The following Table is arranged in the same way as
Table I. :~
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Table III. — Carbonic Dioxide.
v'^<p{v).

1

J

Ey/(y).

V.

{'.

1-421
' Perfect gas.
7-34

j

1-92

2159

1

(7-00)
5-14

(2-11)
2-13

(2500)
2071

(5-00)
3-67

(2-37)
2-31

(2400)
1858

2-64
2-35
2-05
1-91
1-76

v'<p{v).

^vf{v).
2-56
2-64
2-77

1661

2-86

1566
1482

3-02

1430
1441

(The bracketed numbers are introduced from Andrews.)

A glance at this Table shows the same facts to be in it as
in Table I. The critical volume of CO2 is somewhere about 2;
and we notice that near this volume ^vf(y) tends to double
the value 1*421 in the gaseous state, while at the same point
v^(f)(v) approaches a constant value about the half of what
must from inspection be estimated as the upper limit of it.
Both functions are accurately represented by the same forms
as in the case of ethyl oxide with ^= 1*762 and /!= 2773.
With these values the folio wiog pressures were calculated for
comparison with experiment :—

Table IY.— Carbonic D ioxide
5-87.

3-67.

2-64.

99
96-8

124
123

2-20.

8-8.

Volume
100° 0. ■

.

Pressure, experiment.
Pressure, calculated.

Pressure, experiment.
70° C. { Pressure, calculated.

35° C. 1

Pressure, experiment.
Pressure, calculated.

11-74.
39
39-4
34-5
34-8
29-7
29-5

69
49-8
50-4
43-7
44-0
36-5

70
58-8
59-4
470

79-5
80-0

46-4

55^8
57-5

137
143
105
100
94
95
61
60

63-6

36-5 except at the lowest
57-7
The agreement is quite satisfactory
volume, which is near the critical ; and I have shown (Phil.
Mag. August 1887) that near the critical point in capillary
tubes the relation of pressure to volume becomes fickle, the
measurements of Andrews and Amagat differing from one
another as much as experiment and calculation in Table IV.
To illustrate this at higher volumes I introduced into Table III.

a couple of Andrews's values of Jxvf(v) and v^(f>(v), from values
of R/(^') ^i^d </^(^') calculated by Kamsay and Young (Phil.
Mag. 1887),
after metres
conversion
of Andrews's
indications
to true
of mercurv.
It will air-manometer
be seen that
Fhil. Mag. S. 5. Yol. 35. No. 214. March 1898.

Q
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Andrews makes Bp/^T a little larger than Amagat ; and this
being so, it is not worth while to seek for closer agreement
than that in Table lY., at least at present.
We have, however, a sensitive means of determining whether
the form and the values of the constants adopted truly represent the behaviour of CO2 closely enough at high volumes, —
namely, Thomson and Joule^s and Regnault^s experiments on
the cooling of CO2 when it escapes through a porous plug
from under pressure (Phil. Trans. 1854-1862; Mem. de V Acad,
xxxvii.). Natanson (Wied. Ann. xxxi.) has repeated the Joule
and Thomson experiments on COg under the more favourable
conditions afforded by the commercial sale of the fluid in
large quantity and great purity, so that he has been able to
measure not only the cooling effect for a given pressure excess,
but also its variation with pressure. Taking all these experiments together, we have a delicate test for the equation at
high volumes.
The most convenient expression for the cooling effect for
our present purpose is
^ dS

^dv

where 5 is the cooling effect, K^ is the specific heat at constant
pressure, and 6 is temperature on the absolute thermodynamic scale. In previous papers I took from Joule and
Thomson's original investigation 0 = T + '1°, not then aware
that SirW. Thomson, in his article ''Heat" [Eiicyc. Brit.),
had by a fuller discussion of all the experimental data proved
^ = T, and so removed the difficulty that the term '1 opposed
to the harmony of the thermodynamic and molecular kinetic
conceptions of temperature.
With our characteristic equation the cooling effect is, after
the appropriate reductions, given by
K^l^ = 2(^/ET-y^) +p{l(//ET-^)(VRT-2y[:)
- 2^(//RT - 2k) - Ik/mi [/RT.
Within to
Joule and Thomson''s range of pressure this can be
reduced

K,|=2(;/RT-i);
and dB can be made to stand for the integral cooling effect if
dp stands for the integral excess of 2'54: metres of mercury,
to which they reduced their results.
The term in p will be
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taken account of when we come to Natanson's results.
Regnault's data we have, in dynamical measure

From

K^ = 424(-187 + -000270.
Table V .
(Cooling effect of COg escaping through a porous plug under
a pressure excess of 2'54 metres of mercury.)
Temperature 0.... 7°4.
Til. andJoule
Calculated

...

4-4

Temperature C.
Regnault
Calculated.

4-4

.

8°.
4-2
4-4

-25°

3°.

6-3
5-5

41
4-5

2-95

2-35
91°-6.

2-16

3-7

54".

2-7

3-4

2-7
93°-5

3-4

19°-1. 35°-6.
3-9
4-1

97° 5
213
2-6

100°.
2-6
2-6

1

The agreement is as good as possible if both sets of experiments are taken into consideration. But Natanson's result
affords a more delicate test ; he found that at 20° up to 25
atmospheres the cooling effect for a pressure excess of one
atmosphere could be represented by
^=l-18 + -0126p;
while the theoretical equation above gives
| = l-23 + -01.;,,
which is practically identical with Natanson's. On account
of the closeness of this agreement we obtain as an indirect
conclusion, that the experimental work on CO2 taken as a
whole
makes asthe
thermodynamic
same result
Sir absolute
W. Thomson
has obtainedzerofor —273",
air and the
H
in the article "Heat" {Encyc. i>V/L), while for CO2, using
only Regnault^s coefficient of expansion and Joule and his
own cooling effects, he found — 273°*9. Now that CO2 is
seen to be in harmony with the other two more perfect gases,
the number 27o may be accepted definitely as the absolute
temperature of melting ice.
The equation therefore applies accurately at high volumes,
a fact which we can prove by another test, seeing that Amagat
carried out a special research (Compt.liend. xciii.) to determine
the ratios olpv top'v' at different temperatures and up to values
of y about 8 atmospheres, v being double v',

Q2
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Table YI.
(Yaliies o^ pv/p'v' at high volumes for CO2.)
(pzzzh'l metres of mercury : v = 2v\)
Temperature 0
1-0087
100°.

50°.
10145
1-0156

Arnaaat
Calculated

1-0092

1-0040
200°.
1-0026

1-0000
10020
300°.

As the experiments are not free from liability to an error of
1 in 1000, the agreement is again close enough to prove the
applicability of the equation at high volumes.
In the sequel it will be shown that this equation applies to
the great majority of compounds, but meanwhile the only
other experimental determinations similar to those ah-eady
discussed for ethyl oxide and carbonic dioxide are Amagat^s
forH2,02,N2,CH, and C2H, ; Rothes for SO^ and NH3 (Wied.
Ann. xi.) ; Janssen^s for N2O (Wied. Beihl. ii.) ; and Ramsay
and Young's on methyl and ethyl alcohol (Phil. Mag. Aug.
1887). Our form of characteristic equation applies to
SO2, NH3, and ^2^ successfully, but not to H2, Oo, No, and
CH4, which require a still simpler type, the alcohols on the
the
other hand requiring a less simple type. These are
NH3. NoO :—
values of k and I for S02.
SOo, NH^,, and
2-08
25
4-8
2-3
2740
22040
-6. 3420
with which the following pressures have been calculated for
comparison with the experimental data, the latter being taken
6.
direct from air or -nitrogen
manometer without correction for
departure from Boyle^s law.
Table YII.
INH3 at 99^

SO2 at 99°

N,0 at 25°-l.

i ^'-

pexp.

p caJc.

41-9
17-6
13-6
99

7-9
17-1
21-2
26-0

8-0
170

18-2
4-58
10-0
2-75

V.

p ealc.
172
85-7
65-4
40-0

20-8
26-2

At 183°

220

21-7
37-3
69-2
98-2

36-9
93-5
67-5

p exp.

160
!

81-6
36-1
16-2

5-36
V.
3-78

7-6
7-6
14-8
18-8
28-6
At 183°
198
10-3
40-9
82-6

291
14-7
18-9

10-2
19-6
42-1
85-4

^exp.
42 6

p calc.

39-1

37-2
42-4
46-7

7-0
5-83

43-9
3-47
4-62 At 43°-8.
2-82
49-4
641
55-6
61-4

47-9
54-4
61-0
64-3

'2?
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This comparison has been made only to show that the form
is apphcable to other bodies as well as to ethyl oxide and carbonic dioxide ; full confirmation of the form will come later
on, in the study of many of its applications.
2. Estahlishment of the Characteristic Equation for the
Gaseous Elements, with proof of continuity during liquefaction.
— The simplest plan in the case of the gaseous elements will
be to take nitrogen as typical and tabulate for it E,i/(r) and
v'^(f)(v) from Amagat's experiments up to 320 metres of
mercury.
—Nitrogen.
v'cp{v).

Table v-VIII.'<p{v).

V.

V.

^vf(v).

:Rvf(v).

Perfect gas
9-22
6-91
5-76
4-61

2-233
2-63
2-77
3-08
2-94

4-15
1197
1396
809

3-25
3-40
3-44
3-80

1
1
1

1007
1188
982
1250

3-69
323
3-48

The values of v^(j)(v) are unsteady, because the departures from
BoyWs law are so small that 0(v) cannot be determined with
accuracy ; but it is clear enough that v^<f)[v) does not tend to
diminish within the range of volume available^ not a wide
enough one, however, to convince us that there is a radical
difference between the course of this function in elements and
compounds. But if we adopt from this Table as it stands the
only possible conclusion that v^cj)(v) is constant, we shall be
able to justify it by its consequences. In contrast to the
constancy
to double
In the
course to
they also
shown in

of v^(f>{v) is the tendency of ^vf {v) at low A^olumes
its perfect gas-value.
case of Hg and O2 the two functions run a similar
that for N2, but it is a more unexpected fact that
do the same for the compound methane, CH4, as is
Table IX.

V.

Perfect gas.
32-3
28-2
l'4-2
20 2
161

Table IX.v'^iv).
Jivfiv).
3-908
4-16
4-30
4-39
4-73
4-73

5600
()2()0
6900
6200

-Methane.
V.
nvf{v).
5-24

i
!

1211
1009
7-27
807
6-46
605

5-43
5-95
6-47
6-73
680

v^,p{v).

6900
6400
6500
7000
6800
()200

It is evident that we have here to do with v'cfy^v) as a constant,
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that is with an internal virial varying inversely as the volume
down to near the critical volume, and ^vfiv) tending somewhere near that point to about double its value in the perfect
gas state. The course of ^vf(y) in these four gases is represented bythe simple form

which attains the value 2R when v = ^.
teristic equation down to v = kh
i?i; = ET

Hence the charac-

1+ —
\

V —

I

-

a form which I had already adopted for air (Phil. Mag. Aug.
1887).
The following are the values for h and I :—
H.

h . . 12-0
I . . 41700
The values given
found by me from
these data are not
^2 ^nd O2, I have

N,.

0^.

CH,.

Air.

2-64
1-78
5-51
2-47[2^11]
1175
851
6460
1110[910]
in brackets for air are those previously
Amagat's data (Compt. Rend, xcix.), but as
carried to such high pressures as those for
calculated values for air by adding to four

fifths of the values for E^2 oi^e fiftl^ ^f the values for O2.
This equation is almost identical with that of Yan der
Waals, but it is a little simpler. It gives the following pressures for comparison with Amagat's experimental results : —
Table X.
Hydrogen.
At 17-7° 0.

Nitrogen.

Oxygen.

At 17-7° 0.

At 14-7° C.

pexp.

p exp.
46

V.

166-9
100-1
60-1
46-7

3-58
5-73

99
57-5
176
238

99
176
241

6-91
13-83

92

461
3-23

145
194
223

3 69

56'

46-7

129
74-2
230
311

91
45-7
142
188

128
229
73-3
315

13-83
4-61
691
3-23
3 69

270
320

'p calc

2-43

141
201
216

142
203
219
89-7

5-73
2-58 At 100° C. 124
3-58
123

60
125
200

j> exp.

2-58

9:?(\

At 100 C.

At 100° C.
66-9
601
00-1

p calc.

124
199
266
60-5
323

2-43

204
322
301)

204
301
327
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The experimental numbers for oxygen are taken from Amagat's
data in the Comptes Rendus, xci.
The most delicate test we can apply to our form at high
volumes is, in the case of air, to compare the calculated with
the experimental Thomson and Joule cooling effect. When
I did this with the previous equation for air (^ = 2*11 and
Z=910), I assumed the difference '7° to exist between the
melting-point of ice on the thermodynamic and gas thermometers but,
;
as already pointed out, Sir W. Thomson
having proved this difference not to exist, there must have
been a compensation of errors in the application of the
previous equation. Thomson's expression for the cooling
effect, applied to our equation for air, becomes

Yipdhidp = nimi-kl2,
which gives the following calculated values :—

'86

•51

•75

•55

•71

Cooling effects of air escaping through a porous plug into
•80
the atmosphere under a pressure excess of 2'54: metres
of mercury.
Temperature C
Experiment
.
Calculation
.

.
.

7°' 1.
. '88
. '84

39°-5.

92°-8.

17°.

The agreement is the closest to be looked for and proves the
accuracy of our equation for air at high volumes.
At low volumes we can test the form for all the elementary
gases and CH^^ by applying it to the calculation of the critical
volume, pressure, and temperature in each case. To do this
at the present stage we must assume that our form can be
trusted to hold not only to the critical volume but also a little
past into the liquid region, a legitimate assumption for the
elements, where we have seen the internal virial varying
inversely as the volume, and so giving a guarantee of continuity, but not legitimate for the compounds where discontinuity occurs. Then, applying James Thomson's idea
of the passage from the gaseous to the liquid state, as precisionized by Maxwell and Clausius, we have the critical point
determined by the conditions '^pI'^v^O^ '^^p/'^v'^ = {J.
Along with the characteristic equation these lead to the following values; — critical volume Vc = ok/2 ; critical temperature
Tc=l()//27R^; critical pressure pc = 4//27/cV"-to compare with
the experimental values found by Olszewski for O2 and N2
(Compt. Rend, c), by Wroblewski for air, and by Dewar
for CH^ (Phil. Mag. 1884, xviii.).

0,
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Table XL
N,.
'"19

H^.

CH,.
2-67

3-96
Critical
Volume.
Critical
Temperature.
Critical
Pressure.

f exper. . . .
[calc
fexper. ...
(^ calc
fexper. ...
\ calc

-95
-119
-127
2-5

-146
-165
3-4

—229

27

40
38

Air.
-140
-149

37
-99-5

25

27
30
32

The agreement is all that can be looked for in view of the
difficulties of measuring these low critical temperatures and
their associated pressures. With regard to hydrogen all we
know is that Olszewski [Compt. Rend, ci.) has submitted it to
a temperature estimated by him as —220° without a sign of
liquefaction. If our equation is to be trusted, it would indicate that he would need to go some 10 degrees lower before
the only unliquefied gas is conquered. Wroblewski has published data on the compressibihty of llg up to pressures of 70
atmospheres at temperatures of —103° and —182° (Journ,
Chem. Soc. 1889), and with these our equation is in accord,
but there is hardly need of tabulated proof.
3. Brief discussion of exceptional Compounds such as the
Alcohols and Ethylene. — To complete our survey of the experimental materia] on bodies above the critical region we
have to consider Ramsny and Young's observations on methyl
and ethyl alcohol, and Amagat^s on ethylene. Ramsay and
Young point out that at low volumes the values of B/^/bT for
the alcohols are not so reliable as for ethyl oxide, being determined from a smaller temperature range ; hence our values of
Iiv/(t;) and v^(p[v) are not so reliable as before, v-but
^cpi they
suffice to show the exceptional nature of these bodies. v).
■v^-<p{v).
Table XII.—
Methyl Alcohol.
V.

V.

nvAv).
1-950

1 Perfect gas.
1
340
240
200
170
135
100
50
70
40
30

214
2-32
2-40
2-46
2-56
2-70
3-04
3-10
3-20
3-37

18
20

45500
48000

\

46100
43700
41000
42100
33500
30200

i■
\

26800

'

"25
16
14
12
11
10
9
8

7

3-50
Et/(t')3-70
3-79
3-97
4-18
4-38
" 4-46
4-53
4-58
4-55
4-39

24800
23000
22000
21700
20900
19900
19000
17900
16700
15000
12900

I
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Table XII. (continued) .—'Ethyl
Alcohol.
V.
ni'M.
v^f{v).

^)Wi1-35
Perfect gas.

108-2
30
53-4

261
18-2
12
10
9

1-65
1-83
2-16
2-31
2-83
3-32
3-41
3-43

18000
15000
15000
1()000
17000
15000
13500
12500

8
6
4
3
2
2-4
1-8
1-6
1-4

3-34
3-37
343

4-87
3-03
351
5-83
7-00
8-81

11300
8600
6200
5000
4600
4700
4900
4700

The numbers for methyl alcohol do not extend as far as the
critical volume, while those for ethyl alcohol go considerably
beyond it, lying as it does between 3 and 4 ; but we notice
in both cases that ^vf(^v) increases from the limiting gaseous
value, but attains a practically constant value before the
critical volume is reached. In ethyl alcohol we may say that
the value 3*4 is retained from volume 10 to volume 3, and
moreover this 3*4 is not now double the initial 1*35, but about
2*5 times it. In methyl alcohol the value 4*5 may be said to
be retained constant from A^olume 11 to 7, tlie lowest on the
table ; so that it is probable that, as in the case of ethyl alcohol,
this value will be retained down to the critical volume : here
again, also, the 4*5 is more than double the initial 1*95, but is
only 2*3, not 2"5, times it.
Note that, in ethyl alcohol, as soon as the critical volume is
passed 'Rvf(v)
increase
as
happened
in the begins
case ofagain
ethyl tooxide.
But rapidly,
for our just
present
purpose more interest attaches to the course of v'^cfy^v). In
methyl alcohol at high volumes it seems to approach a limit
which we may assign as 46,000, and then at volume 16,
where
'Rvf{v)
to double
v^(^(^v)
has
fallen to
almosthashalfrisen
of 46,000,
but its
as initial
^vf{y) value,
continues
to rise
v^^{v) continues to fall, and still continues to do so even when
'Rvf(v)
has changes
become right
constant.
In the
methyl
alcohol
we cannot
follow the
down to
critical
volume,
but in
ethyl alcohol we see that v^(j){v) attains at the critical volume
a value which is carried constant into the liquid state, this
constant value being about one quarter of the apparent limiting
value 20,000 at large volumes. The constancy of v'^<^(r) below
the critical volume is in striking contrast to the rapid variation
of Uvf^v).
I have not sought to represent by formulas the course of
the two functions for the alcohols, as I have doubts about
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B^/^T being independent of temperature in the case of the
alcohols ; if it is variable then the values of our functions are
affected with error. In any case we have seen that above the
critical region the alcohols behave differently from our two
typical compounds, ethyl oxide and carbonic dioxide ; in
section 14 it will be seen that in the liquid region, on the other
hand, the alcohols approach the regular
compounds in many
V.
respects, but are still exceptional in others. There remains
now only ethylene to consider as to its gaseous behaviour.
^cp^v).
Table v'XIII.—
Ethylene.

'B.vAv).
V.

Perfect gas.

2075
16-14
9-23
11-53
6-92
5-76

2-22
2-71
2-78
3-07
3-24

358
3-83

4-61
4-15
5800

2-77
3-22
3 69
2-65
2-54

5320
5500
5300
5100
4900

v^<p{v).
4-15
4-45
4-81

Mf{v).
5-71
6-41
6-63
7-87

4500
4500
4400 !
4400
4700
4200
5000

According to Cailletet and Mathias (Compi. Mend, cii.),
the critical volume of ethylene is about 4*5 ; so that again in
the above table we see B.vf{v) near the critical volume attaining
double its initial value and increasing rapidly thereafter. Once
more, too, we see v^(^{v) attaining near the critical volume a
value which it retains constant below ; but ethylene is exceptional in that this value is not half the limit at high volumes.
The facts in the above table may be summarized in the statements that ^vf{v) maybe represented by the form Il(l + /:/y),
and v^(f>{v) by the form vl/{v + a) ; so that the characteristic
equation for ethylene is
^

\

vj

t; + a

with ^ = 4-15, a=:l-64, and Z = 6270.
The form for ethylene is intermediate in simplicity between
that for the simple gases and that for compounds, except that
it has an extra constant, It is also worth noting- that the
forms
k //
k
2 (v— o), k/Vj and
2k/{v-\-k)
are special cases of a general form
with n = i, 1, and 2.

nk/{v + {n — '[)k},

n
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4. Estahlishment of Characteristic Equation below the
region of the Critical Volume. — Now that we have practically
exhausted the available data of the gaseous state, we see that
by themselves they do not give much scope for generaUzation ;
but if we can secure an equation applicable from the critical
volume down to the volumes of liquids in the ordinary state,
then, with two equations covering almost the whole range of
fluidity, we shall have a much larger experimental area laid
under contribution for information on the characters of molecules.
Already we have secured one important fact towards the
acquisition of such an equation, namely that below the critical
volume the internal virial term varies inversely as the volume ;
and in the case of ethyl oxide we know its actual amount l/2v
with Z = 5514. We have therefore only to add to //2y Ramsay
and Young^s values oi pv at different temperatures for different
volumes below the critical, and we obtain the values of the
kinetic-energy term in the desired equation ; we can then
proceed to study how this quantity depends on temperature
and volume_, and express the resulting conclusions in a
formula.
As to the form we have this clue, that it must join on continuously with the previous one where that ceases to be applicable. Now the first fact to notice is that our form for
compounds above the critical region cannot, like that for the
elements, give a critical point by itself at all ; for given p
and T it is not a cubic but a quadratic in v, and hence cannot
give us the three equal roots which are adopted as characteristic ofthe critical point when we apply the conditions
This emphasizes the discontinuity in compounds as contrasted
with elements. However, we know as an experimental fact
that at the critical point 'dpl'dv = 0, which with the characteristic equation gives us only two relations between the
critical temperature, pressure, and volume. As a third rehition
that would perfectly define these three quantities I was led to
believe that the critical volume is proportional to k, and found
critical volume v^ = 7k/6
is the relation which, with the two others, gives successfully
the numerics of the critical state in agreement with experiment. As this will be proved subsequently (Section 10)
for a large number of substances, I will not delay at present to
give examples, except for those compounds for which we have
already found k and /.
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Table ^IN.
SO,

CO,
Critical temperature, T^=120?/409E^

; critical pressure,
NH3.

Critical
Temperature.
Critical
Pressure.

f exper. ...
\ calc
f exper. . . .
\ calc

57

(C,H,),0.
194
199

1

155
60
125

32
52
59

87
96
130
84

57
N2O.
36
35

56

27-1
29-3

The want of accuracy in the 78-6
agreement in parts of this
table is to be ascribed partly to inaccuracy in the ordinary
determinations of the critical point, as I have already pointed
out that capillary action must sometimes largely affect the
numerics of the critical state when these are determined in
capillary tubes (Phil. Mag. August 1887). Regnault, in
his account of his experiments on the saturation-pressures of
CO2, expressly declares that he had liquid COg at 42°^ which
is 10° above the apparent critical temperature in capillary
tubes ; and Cailletet and Colardeau {Compt. Rend, cviii.)
have shown that although the meniscus between gas and
liquid CO2 disappears to the eye about 31° or 32°, yet characteristic diff'erences between liquid and gas can be proved
to exist several degrees higher than this. Hence an error of
at least 10° is possible in ordinary determinations of critical
temperatures. On the other hand, an error of 5 per cent, in
the value of an absolute temperature of about 400° as given
by our equation would amount to 20°. Table XIY. is to be
taken in the light of these facts.
We have now ascertained a second property that our
equation for volumes below the critical is to possess : it must
begin to apply when v=7k/6, as the other form cannot apply
below this volume at the critical temperature. At this volume
the kinetic-energy term in our form above the critical region
becomes
RT(H- 12/13),

or

25RT/13;

so that 25E/13 is the lower limit of the term which in the new
equation
is to the
takeform
the same place as 'Rvf{v) hitherto. Hence
for
this term
25E(l + F(zO)/13
naturally suggests itself, and as F(i') is to vanish when
vand
= 7k/6,
we 1 emains
get (7k/6from
— v)/'\lr(v')
a suggestion
for itssaid,
formby;
it only
the dataas obtained,
as 1 have
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adding Ij^v to Ramsay and Young^s values oi pv for volumes
of ethyl oxide below k, to determine the form of the function
-^{v). This was found, after a rather tedious search, to come
out in the simple form
VT(»-/3)/B ;
SO that finally we have the following as the equation for ethyl
oxide below the volume k :
\

15

V — P,

^.RT(l+^-.t3>
with the following
values for the constants :
R'=25Il/13,

k' = 7k/6, B = 63-l,
R, k, and I as before.

/5=1-11,

I propose to call this the infracritical equation. It is to be
noticed that we have introduced only two additional constants ;
so that, as regards number of constants, we could hardly
look for a simpler form.
Above the volume 7k/6 the appropriate form was proved
to be
^

\

v-{-k/

v+ k

which I propose to call the supracritical equation.
Between k and lk/6 v/e have the circacritical form

This, then, givespvthe complete representation of ethyl oxide
in the fluid state if we establish the sufficiency of the infracritical form, as we now proceed to do. In the next table are
compared the pressures found by Ramsay and Young and
those given by the equation.
Table XY.— Liquid Ethyl 2-25.
Oxide.
3-7.

2-75.

1-9.
2.

Volume
IQqO n f Pressure, exper. .

■1

„

calc. ...

i^Ko n f Pressure, exper. .
^'^ ^-l
„
calc. ...
1 nt\o i-i f Pressure, exper. .

^^^ ^' [

„

28
32

29
26

43
45
19
14

48
43
20

calc. ...
19-5
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For the proper appreciation of this table it must be borne
in mind that as soon as we enter the liquid region the pv term
of the characteristic equation becomes the small difference of
tvvo terms, a small percentage error in either of which becomes
a large one in pv. The fact that the above table brings out
is that from 150° to 195° the relation between volume and
temperature given by the equation is so accurate as to make
only the small errors in pressure in the above table. But to
show this more directly, we will now compare the volumes of
the liquid under a pressure of 9 metres of mercury between
0^ and 100°, as determined by Grim^aldi (Wied. Beihl. x.) and
as given by the equation. The specific gravity of ethyl oxide
at 0° and under one atmosphere is taken as '7366.
Table XVI.

(p= 19*5 metre.;
0°.
1-355

Volume, experiment

1-469
1-467
50°.

1-354

100°.
1630
1633

1-9
150°.
1-9

This, taken in conjunction with Table XY., shows that the
equation represents with a high degree of accuracy the expansion ofliquid ethyl oxide right up to the critical volume.
It is now to be tested as to its power to give compressibilities
correctly. The next Table contains the calculated compressibilities of liquid ethyl oxide, and also the experimental as
given by Amagat (Ann. de CJiim. et de Pliys. 5 ser. t. xi.),
Avenarius (Wied. Beihl. ii.), and Grimaldi (Wied. Beibl.x.).
Amagat's
the
others. values had to be interpolated for comparison with
Table XYII.
Compressibilities with metre of mercury as pressure-unit.
Temperature
Amagat

0°.
i "000200

Avenarius

-000178

G-rimaldi

1 -000207

Equation

'000183

•000309

•000380

•040°.
00317
•000316

60°.
•000403
-000407

•000300

-000392

•000730
•000654
100°.
•000632
•000710
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The agreement here is again satisfactory, and we have now
seen that our form, with only two constants in addition to
those characteristic of the gaseous state, can give both the
expansion and compression of the liquid at low pressures ;
but Amagat has measured these also at high pressures up to
2000 and 3000 atmos. {Compt. Mend. ciii. and cv.), and the
following Table compares first his values of the mean coefficient of expansion between 0° and 50"" at pressures from
76 up to 2280 metres with those given by the equation, and,
second, his values of the mean compressibility at 17°*4 and at
pressures up to 1500 metres with those given by the equation.
If Vi and V2 are the volumes at pi and p2, then the mean compres ibility istaken as (^i— t'2)/^i(f>2— i^i)- The apparent
compressibilities given by Amagat are converted to true values
by adding '000002, which he has since given as the compres ibility ofglass.
Table XYIII.
-00056
-00047
2280.

•00063
Mean Coefficient of Expansion •0at
high pressures.
0077 -00070

76.

380.

-00170
-00170

00112
00101

p in metres ...
Amagat
Equation

■00091
•0
760.
0076

1520.
•00056

1140.
•00066

1900.
•00050

Mean Compressibilities at high pressures*
join metres ... 76
Amagat
Equation

to

I

'000208
-000197

114

to

366

i

-000143
"000128

to

654

I

-000112
-000085

to

933

I

-000086
-000060

to

1218

I

-000070
-000046

to

I

1500

"000062
-000037

As regards expansion the equation goes fairly near to the
truth ; except at the lowest pressures, it gives coefficients
somewhat smaller than the experimental, but it parallels
closely the main phenomenon of the rapid diminution of the
coefficient with rising pressure. But in the compressibilities
there is an increasing divergence between experiment and
equation with increasing pressure, although again the equation
is true to the main fact of the rapid diminution of compressibility with increasing pressure. We may conclude from the
last table that our equation holds within the limits of experimental accuracy up to 760 metres ; beyond that it begins to
fail. A simple empirical modification would adapt the form
to the whole of Amagat's range, but as it stands it will be
fomid good enough for our applications.
We will now consider briefly how this form apphes to carbonic dioxide below the critical volume ; and the comparison
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is interesting, as it relates to temperatures both above and
below the critical. The values of the constants are B = 54,
/3 = -692.
Table XIX.
Carbonic Dioxide below critical volume.
1-027.
1-203.

1-526.

1115.

Volume

274
266

150
152
69
69

®^P- •
/ ^^^s^^^'^j
70° C ■ \
„
calc.

oKO pt r Pressure, exp..
'\
„
calc.

126
120

iQo n I Pressure, exp..
■1
,,
calc.

187

320

97
184
99

320
200
208

The agreement is within the limit of experimental error at
the high pressures. Cailletet and Mathias have determined
{Compt. Rend, cii.) the density of liquid CO2 at various temperatures under the pressure of saturation. Here is a comparison with a couple of their results :—
Temperature

.

.

.

—34°.

0°.

Volume— Cailletet and Mathias
. -946
1'087
„
Equation
'943
1-086
As far as compound gases are concerned, the applicability
of the form for volumes below the critical has now been demonstrated intwo typical cases. The elementary gases have
now to be considered as to their behaviour below the critical
volume. The data are again those furnished by Amagat
(Compt. Mend, cvii. and Phil. Mag. Dec. 1888) on the compres ibility ofthese gases between 760 and 2280 metres of
mercury. Our study of these bodies above the critical volume
has given us the knowdedge that the internal virial term below
k must be l/v, and the kinetic-energy term at the critical
volume is 3RT/2, and wdth these guides the complete form
required is soon found from the experimental numbers.
It is

h''^
^nT(i+for
pv = values
with the following
the additional
k.
and h :—
^.

Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Methane

...
. . .
. . .
. . .

12
2 '64
1-78
[o'Sl]

constants
b.

4-3
•81
•604

-480
-420
-4415

[1-59]

[-447]
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The approximate equality of the values of the constant h is
worth noting. I have also reproduced here the values of k at
the side of those for /3, in order to point out that yS is nearly
kl?> in each case. Amagat has not published data for methane
at volumes below the critical region, but the numbers given
in brackets for methane were obtained indirectly as explained
below. These relations of ^ and h give our equation such a
degree of simplicity as largely to establish the soundness of its
form. The next Table shows the degree of accuracy with which
it represents the experimental facts.
-905.

•949.

Table XX.- —Oxygen at hi
gh pressures.
1-277.

1-097.

1-008.

1140
1141

1520
1512

Yolume
if-ort / Pressure, exp
^^ ^-l
„
calc.

...

760
739

1900
1893

2280
2296

The agreement is quite as good for hydrogen and nitrogen.
By means of this equation we can calculate the volumes of
a gramme of liquid nitrogen and oxygen
at their boiling•85
points under a pressure of '76 metre,•89 for comparison with
Wroblewski and Olszewski's determinations
of the same
•90
{Compt. Bend, cii.; Wied. Beibl.^.; and ^Nature,' April
1887).
Volume
at -184^

wski
Olsze
ki
atoibolnews
E{qWur

Nitrogen.

Oxygen.

1-26

at

The equation is seen to give the volumes of these two 11-20
bodies
at these low temperatures within the present limits of experimental accuracy, and accordingly it covers a range of 2000metres pressure and almost the whole experimental range of
temperature. In the case of methane, if we take Olszewski's
value 2*41 for its volume at — 164°_, and assume b is the mean
of b for H2, N2, and O2, then we can calculate the value of jS
which is tabulated above.
To ethylene above the critical region we had to assign a
special form intermediate between that for ordinary compounds
and that for elements ; so that Ave had better do likewise for
its infracritical equation, which I have cast in the form

riiil, Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. Ko. 214. March 1893.
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with B = 56*5, /3 = 1'53. For the elements we had t7^=3^/2,
for ordinary compounds v^=7k/6 ; so that to make ethylene
intermediate v^ is taken as 5k/ 4:, all these being of the general
form (1 + 2n) /27i, with n=l, 2, 3.
With the values of the constants B and /B given above as
derived from Amagat''s results at high pressures^ we can
determine the density of liquid ethylene; at —21° under
saturation-pressure the density is '414, identical with the
experimental value of Cailletet and Mathias [Compt. Rend.
cii.).
It will be as well at this stage to extract clear from among
the argumentative detail the most important results so far
obtained.
First, in the elements the internal virial varies inversely as
the volume over the whole experimental range.
Second, in compounds there is mathematical discontinuity
in the value of the internal virial at volume k ; from volume k
downwards the internal virial varies inversely as the volume :
from the volume k upwards it tends towards variation inversely
as the volume as the limiting law, the limiting constant being
double that which holds below the volume h ; between the two
limiting cases the internal virial of compounds varies inversely
as (v + k).
Third, a fact of the highest importance in connexion with
the kinetic-energy or temperature term in the equation arrests
our attention, namely, that the coefficient of T in it, or the
apparent rate of variation of the translatory kinetic energy
with temperature at constant volume, attains near the critical
volume double its value in the gaseous state, and below the
critical region increases rapidly with diminishing volume (see
column B^vf{v) in Table I.), becoming at ordinary liquid
volumes as much as ten times as large (see coefficient of T in
infracritical equation). Now the specific heat of liquids at
constant volume, which is the rate of variation of the total
energy with temperature, is rarely much more than twice that
for their vapours. Hence we must seriously consider the
interpretation to be put on the different terms of our equations.
5. A short digression on the general interpretation of Clausius^s
Equation of the Virial. — Returning to Olausius's theorem of
the virial,

^pv^^^mT'-'l.^tt'^r,
we see that strictly the kinetic-energy term includes not only
the energy of the motion of the molecules as wholes, but also
that of the motion of their parts, and at the same time the

I
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internal virial includes the actions between the parts of the
molecules as well as those between the molecules. Calling
these actions the chemic force, we can write the theorem
thus :
^jpx) = the total kinetic energy— chemic virial— virial of
molecular forces.
Now in the usual treatment of the equation it is assumed
that the chemic virial is equal to that part of the total kinetic
energy which is due to the motion of the parts of the molecules relatively to their centres of mass, and neutrahzes it in
our equation, reducing it to
^pv =■ translatory kinetic energy of molecules as wholes
—virial of molecular forces.
But if we retain the fall equation, and assume that the virial
term we have been finding for various bodies is the true virial
of the molecular forces, and includes none of the chemic virial,
then the term usually regarded as the translatory kinetic
energy of the molecules as wholes is really the total kinetic
energy minus the chemic virial.
Let E be the total kinetic energy of unit mass, Y the virial
of the chemic forces, and P their potential energy ; then, above
the critical volume.

E-V=iRT(l
and

+ ^-f-^)
2k

|,(E-Y)=JE(l4-^-f-,)
which in the limiting gaseous state becomes 3R/2.
A1.0

^ (B-P) = K„,
the specific heat at constant volume.
Below the critical volume,

and, again,
R2) = K„.
^,(E-P

236
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Now we can calculate K^. from tlie experimental values of
by the relation

Let us then make a comparison in the case of ethyl oxide,
using E. Wiedemann's value '3725 for K for the vapour at
0°, and Eegnault''s value •529 for the liquid at 0° ; then, converting to ergs per degree C, we get
Vapoiu' at 0°.
A(E-V)

=

1-68x10^

Liquid at 0°.
15-3 xlO«,

17-9xlO«.
= 14-4 x 10^
K, or^(E-P)
Thus we see that while in the liquid ^(E— Y)/BT is nearly
equal to ^(E — P)/'^T, there is a great difference
vapour :
^(y-P)/^T= 12-7 for the vapour and only 2*6 for the
Or, while K^. is nearly the same in the two states, B (E —
has in the hquid state increased to nine times its value

in the
liquid.
Y)/BT
in the

vaporous.
We have
here, therefore,"an
interesting we
opening
into
the regions
of chemic
force ; but meanwhile
must
restrict ourselves to the question of molecular force at present
in hand, calhng attention, however, to the fact that our energy
term in its two forms for elements and its two forms for compounds iswell worthy of the closest study. It summarizes a
lot of information about the internal dynamics of molecules —
perhaps about the relations of matter and aether ; but these
would need to be extracted by a special research on the term
and its relation to our experimental knowledge of specific heat.
It is worth mentioning here that Clausius^s equation of the
virial, as usually applied to molecular physics, takes no accotmt
of the mutual action of matter and aether — an action which we
know must exist, from the radiation of heat by gases as well as
by hquids and solids. According to ordinary -sdews of the
sether this may be neglected, on account of the smallness of
the mass and of the specific heat of the aether ; but it is well
to remember that we are neDjlectino- it.
6. Consideration of Van der Waals^s generalization. — We
are now in a position to consider how far Yan der Waals^s
generahzation holds, namely :— If the volume, pressure, and
temperature are measured for each substance in terms of the
critical values as units, then one and the same aw holds for
all substances.

i
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In the first place, we see from what has gone before that
the same law cannot apply to both elements and compounds,
nor can the alcohols and water follow the same law as regular
compounds.
In the case of the elements and methane we have the critical
volume, pressure, and temperature given in terms of R, Z, and
k by three relations (see end of Section 2),
_QZ./0

-^L

T_l^

^

Whence, in the supracritical equation replacing R, /, and k by
their values in terms of v^, p^, T^, we get

which shows that when the critical values are made the units
in the measurements of the variables, one and the same law
holds for the elements above the critical volume.
Below the critical volume we have

Pc%

16T„r'

«

/S

We have seen that h is nearly the same for these bodies and
that ^jv^ is approximately constant, so that below the critical
volume the elements and methane all follow approximately
the same law.
In the case of compounds, we have (see Section 4, at the
beginning)

^0-^^/^;

Po- ^09 k^'

^~409RF

with which, eliminating R, k, and / from the supracritical
equation, we get
?;u___20T/

pT.

.-."7
pv

--

T^X

2

\

409

I

_ ,^

6 t; ' "^ 42 7_v__^6 V
l-^^i)

Hence, above the critical volume the compounds follow the
same law among themselves.
In the same way, below the critical volume we get for
compounds: —

■
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One and the
pv same law holds for compounds below the
critical volume only if B varies as the square root of the
critical temperature, and if ^ is proportional to the critical
volume : in the elements we have found the latter condition
to hold approximately^ and so we are prepared to find it do so
for compounds. The following Table compares B with s/T^
and /3 with k, which is Qvjl for the five compounds for which
we have as yet found k. The values of B and P for NH3 and
N2O were obtained from Andreeff's data for the expansion of
these bodies as Hquids {Ann. Chem. Pharm, ex.) and for SO2
from Jouk's (Wied. BeihL vi.).
Table XXI.
k.
(^O.H-VO
CO,
SO,
NH3

N.O

4066

/3.
1

1-76
2-08
4-8
2-3

!

Ml
-69
1-22
-55

•66
kl^.
3-7
4-0
3-8
3-9
3-5

!
;

B.

B/VTc.

63
54
71
70

2-9
30
3-6
3-6

55
31

In these bodies we find a fair approximation to proportionality between /8 and k on the one hand, and between
B and VT^ on the other ; to the same degree of approximation Yan der Waals's generalization can be applied to
compounds below the critical volume (excluding of course
such exceptional bodies as the alcohols and water).
The accurate statement of the generalization ought then to
be as follows :— When the variables are expressed in terms of
their critical values as units, then down to the critical point
compound bodies with certain exceptions have all one and the
same characteristic equation, but below the critical point they
have closely similar but not identical equations,
It is a remarkable fact that Yan der Waals should have
been led to his valuable generalization by means of a form of
equation which completely fails to apply to the substances
which are the subject of the generalization. As a point in the
history of this branch of molecular physics, it calls for mention
thatWaterston,in the Phil. Mag. vol.xxxv. (1868), had prac-
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tically discovered the generalization, and expressed it in its
most striking aspects by means of several diagrams for a
number of bodies ; but tbe verbal expression of his results was
so unsystematic, and withal so crabbed, that his work has been
overlooked.
There is one typical application of the generalization which
is of special importance — to the relation between pressure and
temperature of saturation. If with the aid of our equations
we trace the complete isothermals for temperatures below the
critical, we shall get curves with the James Thomson doublebend as shown in Ramsay and Young's isothermals for ether
(PhiLMag. May 1887).^
According to Maxwell's thermodynamical deduction, the
pressure of saturation at a given temperature is that corresponding to the line of constant pressure which cuts off
equal areas in the two bends, a result which Ramsay and
Young verified by actual measurement on their curves.
Let ^3 and v^ be the volumes of saturated vapour and liquid
at pressure P and temperature T ; then Maxwell's principle
gives us that the pressure of saturation is defined by the three
equations :—
F{vs-Vi)=

pdv,

'••-='(i+.^)-.-;tj.
^3 is given in terms of P and T by a quadratic, and can
therefore be eliminated from the integral when evaluated ;
Vi is given by a cubic, but as Fvi can for practical purposes
be put 0, a very close approximation to Vi can be obtained also
from a quadratic. The resulting relation between P and T,
which is the law of saturation, involves the constants R, k, /,
B, and /5.
The actual evaluation of the integral would of course
proceed in three stages, corresponding to the supra-, circa-,
and infracritical equations. The law of the integral in the
first stage from v^ to 7k/ 6, with critical values of the variables
as units, would be the same for all compounds ; and we have
will follow
integral in the other two stages
the
n
e
that
e
ts
y the
atel
oxim
same law in all cases. Hence if saturation
appr
pressures and temperatures are expressed in terms of the
critical values, the law of their relation will be approximately
bhe same for all regular compounds.
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of testing it would be to take Eegnault's formula, with one
exponential term,
\ogp = a-{-hu,
and by a simple recalculation from his values for a, h, and a,
to cast it in the form
proving that the constants e, d, and 7 are approximately the
same for all compounds. But the objection to this plan soon
becomes obvious on trial, as the formula owes its empirical
convenience to tte power of adjustment amongst the constants ;and the same difficulty would be experienced with
any purely empirical equation.
Accordingly, to test this matter, I have thought it best to
compare the pressures of a number of bodies at temperatures
which are constant fractions of their critical temperatures,
such as '6 T^, •? T^, and so on. The ratio of the pressure of
any substance to the corresponding pressure of ethyl oxide
ought to be approximately the same for that substance at all
values of the fraction. Great uncertainty attends the measurement ofcritical pressures : an error of 20° in the critical
temperature is not a large fraction of its value measured from
absolute zero, but it makes a large difference in a saturationpressure, and the critical pressure is the limiting saturationpressure. In the subjoined Table the critical-pressure ratios
are given for what they are worth in the column T^. •8.
•7.
•95
Tablij XXII.
Katios of Saturation -Pressures
•6. at constant fractions of the
•92 •75 •94
critical temperature to the Saturation-Pressures
of Ethyl
•90
.
•87 •65.of its
Oxide at the same fractions
critical temperature.
Fractions of Tc
Tc.

Acetous
Methyl oxide
SO2...
NHg
H.S

506
404
428
404
373

Np

305
308
548
556
537

cc^ :::::::::::::::
CS2
0CI4
CH013
CH3O1
C.H.Cl
C,H>
Benzene, OgHg ...

404
450
509
560

ro.
1-4:
1-7
1-7
2-6

31
1-3
1-7
1-6
Id
1-3

1-j

1-7
1-5

2-6
3-6
2-7
1-3
15
1-5
1=5
1-4
1^3

1-47

1-7

1^7
1-4

2-5
3-2

2-5
2-8

1-3
1-5
1-3
1-4

-2
1r4
1-4

12
15
16
1-2 2'3
1-2

2-4
2-6
2-5
1-8
24
1-3

11
1-2
1-4
2'l

1-7
rs

2-6
3-2
21
2-2
21
21
ra
1^6
1-5
2^1

•9.
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This table makes it clear enough that, in applying Van der
Waals^s generalization below the critical volume, we have to
do with a first approximation only. The curves for all these
diverse bodies excepting CS2, while not identical, would form
a compact bundle about a mean curve from which each body
would have its own characteristic departure ; and this is just
what our study of B and ^ in Table XXI. should lead us to
expect.
7. Five Metliods of finding the Virial Constant. — The first
method is that which we have already exhausted, namely, by
means of extended enough observations of the compression
and expansion of bodies in the gaseous state.
Second method : to obtain the virial constant I from one
measure of the compressibility and of the expansibility at the
same temperature of the body as a liquid.
Writing our infracritical equation thus,
_R'TA

, v/T

^'-tA_ I

§£_E/
3RVT
l-v^?>
J__B/,3£
BT~ V 2
B
' v-p
2'2?;2T
2?; 2 T*
But at ordinary low pressures the term p/T is a negligible part
of this expression, and we can write
Now

B^_3
I _E/
BT
4 * v^T 2v

■dp

_

1V -dv
dp
__'bv

/'dv _

V

' Vo'dT
Idv ~

a
V

'dp'

^p/coefficients of expansion
T- the
where a and /i,Bare
and the compressibility at T as usually defined.
Vo a ,
I
• • 43 „2T
2v

= J(„„^ + .R,),T = |(„o^H-fp).T.
'

fJb
In addition to giving us a value of /,V this
last equation gives
a test as to whether the equation applies to a body or not, as
the expression on the right-hand side is to be constant at all
temperatures if //, is measured at low pressures.
But on
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account of the experimental difficulties hitherto met with in
the measurement of /jl, the equation gives no very delicate
test,, although it might with the improvements in accuracy
made within the last few years. In addition to ethyl oxide,
the two substances for which we have measurements of both a
and fM over the widest range of temperature are ethyl chloride,
studied as to expansion by Drion and as to compression by
Amagat, who has corrected Drion^s coefficients of expansion
for change of pressure, and pentane, studied by Amagat and
Grrimaldi. The following are the values of I calculated from
the data at different temperatures for these two substances,
with the megadyne taken as unit of force.
i
! Temperature C, .. j' 8530

.1 0°.

IP.
13°.

...
9200

1 0.5 Hi2 (Grimaldi)..
CgHjo (Amagat)
' OgH-Cl

..

5820

20°.
7430

40^.
7230

8000
60°.
5450

8300
80°.

9250
100°.
9250
5270

Thi3 comparison has been made to show how, from measurements ofHquid compressibility at present available, we
can get only a fair idea of the value of /, but not an accurate
measurement of it.
Amagat has determined the compressibility of several other
liquids at different temperatures [Ann. de Cliim. et de Physique,
ser. 5,t. xi.) ; so have Pagliani and Palazzo (TVied. Beihl. ix.j
and de Heen (Wied. Beihl. ix.), but their discussion would
bring out nothing more than the above comparison has. De
Heen's results would appear to make I diminish with rising
temperature in^ every case ; but he measured his compres ibilities incomparison with that of water at the same
temperature, and to calculate their values used Pagliani and
Vincentini^s values for water (yCmdi. Beihl. viii.), which make
the compressibility of water much more variable with temperature than Grassi's. If we used Grrassi's values in
de Heen^s experiments, I would remain nearly constant.
We will accordingly use the compressibility-method of calculatingsubsequently,
/
only to illustrate the general agreement of values derived from purely mechanical experiments
with those found by the more accurate methods to which we
now proceed. The values found by this second method are
tabulated later on in Table XXIY.
Third method of finding the virial constant I : from the
latent heat. If we differentiate with respect to T our equation
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for saturation-pressures (see Section 6),

we get

^T '^'""'^ = J,. BT
Now from thermodynamics we have the relation

J\=(v3-Vi)TcZP/(^T,
where X is the latent heat,

which of course could have been written down immediately,
for if we write it in the form

-m--')

we remind ourselves that the latent heat of evaporation of a
liquid is the heat supplied to neutralize a Thomson and
Joule cooling effect.
We must evaluate the integral in three stages,

using in each integral the equation that holds between its
limits.
In the first,

BT~ vv'^ v+kr
-dT
In the second,

^^v^k-
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In the third,

Hence

■^BT~2W^^2W

'2ir

3/ /I

1\

E'T,

A'

We must now evaluate the only integral that has been left
unevaluated,

These last expressions are the only ones that introduce B and
/3 into the value of JX, and it is desirable to remove these
two constants. At low pressures we can neglect the 'pv term
in the infracritical equation, and we get
R^T VT_/ I
Tp,rrVi-/3
B
V2i'i ^^)y-v^'>
removing B by means of this we get
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We can now remove /3 and greatly simplify this equation, if
we apply it to latent heats near the ordinary boiling-point
T5. The last term taken in its entirety has a small numerical
value compared to the rest, so that in it we can make approximations without any sacrifice of accuracy worth considering :
we have seen that ^ is approximately proportional to k (see
Table XXI.) and v,, the volume of the liquid at the boilingpoint, may be assumed to be approximately proportional to k!
the volume at the critical temperature, and k'=:7k/6: hence
the coefficient
{l/2viall— bodies
'R'T) inand
the welastcanterm
is approximately the sameof for
evaluate
it for
ethyl oxide ; call it 0. Again, in ^(v^^Vi) neglect v^ and
assume the gaseous law Pv3 = RTj. And further, k is small
compared to Vg, so that 2v2/{vg-\-k) is nearly 2, and its value
for ethyl oxide can be applied to all bodies. E,' = 25R/13.
Hence multiplying by M the molecular weight we can write

MR is the same for all bodies, and T^ is the absolute boilingpoint. This equation still involves k as well as / ; when k is
not known we must eliminate it by means of our previous
assumption, namely, that k is proportional to Vi, which we
know to be approximately true ; in so far as it is inexact it
will introduce inexactness into our calculation of /. Accordingly in symbols kjvi = r, where r is the same for all bodies,
and can be found for ethyl oxide. Making the numerical
reductions we get
M//?;i=66-5MX-101T,
as the equation which gives I in terms of the megadyne as
unit of force, when X is the latent heat of a gramme in
calories and Vi its volume in cubic centimetres at the absolute
boiling-point T^. This equation will be abundantly verified
afterwards in Table XXIY. ; but meanwhile, if to test it we
apply it to calculate the latent heat of ethyl oxide, we find
\ = 83'4, whereas several experimenters have agreed in an
estimate of about 90 ; but, on the other hand, Ramsay and
Young (Phil. Trans. 1887) have made a special study of the
terms in the thermodynamic relation J\ = {r-^—vi)TdF/dT,
and have so calculated values of \ almost up to the critical
temperatures, their value at the boiling-point is 84'4, and
there is the same amount of discrepancy between their values
at higher temperatures and Regnault's experimental determinations. Yet Perot, who has made an elaborate study
(Ann, de Ch. et de Ph. ser. 6, t. xiii.) both of X experimentally
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and of the quantities involved in its calculation by the thermodynamic relation, has found the most perfect harmony
between the results of the two methods. Now at 30° C.
Perot gives as the saturation- volume of the vapour 400*4, and
the saturation-pressure '635 metre, while Ramsay and
Young's values are 374 and '648 metre; but if ethyl oxide
were a perfect gas, under Perot's pressure of '635 metre it
would have a volume of 400*8, almost identical with his value:
yet we cannot imagine that ethyl oxide under this pressure
and at this temperature is so nearly a perfect gas as this would
implj^, unless there is some remarkable discontinuity in its
behaviour at high volumes. Accordingly, in spite of the
thoroughness of the researches of both Perot and Ramsay and
Young, we are on the horns of a triple dilemma, from which
only some experimental repetition can dehver us, and demonstrate where the cause of these discrepancies lies. Wiillner
and Grrotrian (Wied. Ann. xi.) have put on record the results
of experiments which indicate the cause; they find the pressure
of condensation measurably different from the ordinarily
measured saturation-pressure, — a fact explaining the difficulty
of measuring v^ accurately, and showing also that the values
of dVldT are not so reliable as usually supposed.
Our last equation is verifi.ed by, and shows us the cause of,
an interesting relation that has been independently discovered
and expressed in different forms, between the molecular latent
heat and the boiling-point, by Pictet {Ann. de Ch. et de Ph.
ser. 5, t. ix. 1876), l>outon (Phil. Mag. xviii. 1884), and
Ramsay and Young (Phil. Mag. xx. 1885), namely, that the
molecular latent heats of fluids are nearly proportional to
their absolute boiling-points. Now we have seen that
T^=120//409R^ (Section 4), and I have noticed that a large
number of substances have their ordinary absolute boiHngpoints nearly equal to 2Ty3, and k is nearly proportional to
vi,
havesay is equal to 2*8 v^ as it is for ethyl oxide. Hence we
0/
3^ ^ 409 12
R 2-8 ri'
/. M?=14-3MRt'il\ = 1190t^iTj,

when the megadyne is the unit of force; hence from our
equation for Ml in terms of X we have
1190T,=66-5M\-101T5;
.-. 1291 Tj- 66-5 M\

or

M\ = 19-4T^,
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or the molecular latent heat is proportional to the absolute
boiling-point.
(It is to be noted that Wl—ll^OviT^ gives a rough means
of obtaining I from the boiling-points and the volumes at the
boiling-points of liquids, which might be convenient when
better data are wanting.)
Robert SchifF {Ann- der Chem. ccxxxiv.) has made the
most accurate determinations to test this relation between
molecular latent heat and boiling-point. For 29 compounds
of the form C^^Hg^Og, from ethyl formiate up to isoamyl valerate, he finds M\=20"8Tjinthe mean, the greatest departures
being 20*4 for propyl isobutyrate, and 21*1 for propyl formiate for
;
8 hydrocarbons of the benzene series he finds a
mean coefficient 20 with 19*8 for cymene and 20*6 for benzene
as the greatest departures. To these 37 examples we will
add the following from Trouton^s paper, doubling his numbers,
CS,
as he used density
'ableinstead of M.
1
. XXIIL— Values of MX/1\.
0,H,01.
21

(0,H,),0.
22

OHOI3.
22

1

CCI4.

ASOI3.

21

21

(CaH,,),0.

SnCl,.
20

23
(CH3),C0.

24

CioH,3.
22

SO,.
23

21

1 (C,H3),0,0,.
23

The mean value of the coefficient is higher than that deduced
theoretically above (19*4), because in round fraction we wrote
Tj = 2T^/3, but the general truth of the relation is well enough
brought out.
Fourth method of finding the virial constant I : from the
critical temperature and pressure.
Now we have (Section 4),
T^ = 120//409R^,
... TJp^=10k/3R

and

p^=3Qll^09k%
Z=409R2T2/400p^,

this is for compounds; for elements / = 27R^T^/64;;^. Where
both the critical pressure and temperature are known, this
gives I theoretically with accuracy, but practically the difficulties inmeasuring the critical pressure introduce inaccuracy.
In the relation T^//>^=10A:/3R, as R varies inversely as the
molecular weight, we see that the molecular domains (Molecular volumes) of bodies at the critical temperature are
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proportional to the quotient of critical temperature by critical
pressure, a relation which Dewar has proved experimentally
(Phil. Mag. xviii. 1884) for 21 volatile bodies, for which he
has determined and collected the data. These with other
data since published enable us to determine values of / for
certain bodies for which the other methods are not available.
As there are many more critical temperatures determined
up to the present than critical pressures, and as we have seen
that an error in the critical temperature is of less relative
importance than an error in the critical pressure, we can
make ourselves independent of critical pressures with advantage, byemploying the approximation that has already
been useful to us, that k is proportional to the volume of the
liquid at the boiling-point or Ic = 2'S3vi.
Then
Ml = 409MIIT//120 = 800T^vi
approximately, with the megadyne as unit of force. This is
a more accurate form of the relation M/ = 1190Tj^i given
above, in which we assumed the approximation Tj = 2Tp/3.
8. Fifth or Capilla7'y Method of finding the Internal Virial
Constant, with digressions on the Brownian movement in
liquids and on molecular distances. — So far we have been
proceeding on a purely inductive path, with two deductive
guides in Clausius's equation of the virial and in the law of
the inverse fourth power, which requires that the internal
virial should vary inversely as the volume. But now, in
passing on to our fifth and most useful method of finding I
from surface-tension, we must employ a deductive relation
between I and surface-tension, furnished by the law of the
inverse fourth power. In a previous paper (Phil. Mag. July
1887) it was shown that if the law of force between two
molecules of mass m, at distance r apart is 3A?n^/?'*, then the
internal virial for the molecules in unit mass is birAp log L/a,
p being density, and L a finite length of the order of magnitude of the hnear dimensions of the vessels used in physical
measurements, a being the mean distance apart of the molecules. The ratio L/a remains the same for a given mass
whatever volume it occupies, but I also assumed that L/a is
so large a number that log L/a would hardly be affected by
such large variations as might occur in the value of L when
the behaviour of a kilogramme of a substance was compared
with that of a milligramme. To remove the haziness of this
assumption, I will now make a more accurate evaluation of
the internal virial.
By definition it is ^ . ^ . '^%3AnL^/r^j and we will evaluate it
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for a spherical mass. To cast it into the form of an integral,
take any molecule m amongst the number n in a spherical
vessel of radius R ; gather it to its centre as a true particle
and spread the remaining n — 1 in a uniform continuous mass
separated from m by a small spherical vacuum of radius a, so
chosen that the virial of m and the continuous mass is the
same as that of m and the n—1 molecules.
Suppose m at the point 0, and the centre of the vessel at
C, and let 00 = c. Take 00 as axis of x and any two rectangular axes through 0 as axes of y and z. Let polar
coordinates r 0 cj) he related to these in the usual manner.
Then the equation to the surface of the sphere is
{x-c)^i-if + z^ = W or 7'2-2crsin(9cos^ + c2-R2=0.
Let Ti and r^ be the two roots of this equation in r so that
ri7^2 = ^^-~c^.
Then nv^/r^ can be replaced by
and

mpr'^ sin 6 cW d(f) dr/r^^

%nv^lr^ by ftX^/o sin Q dd d(j) dr/r.
If we integrate with respect to r on one side of the plane i/2 from
a to 7\ and on the other from a to ^2 and add the two results,
then we have to take 6 and (/> each between 0 and tt, thus :
%77i^/r^= yCmp sin ddO # [T' dr/r+ \\ir/rl
The two integrals in brackets give
Hence

log r^Tz/a^ =log (R2-c2)/a2.

^m^/r^ = 27rmfj log (R^ + c^)/a\
To perform the second summation we can first add the values
of the last expression for all the molecules at distance c from
the centre of the vessel, and write the result in the form
and we then have

27rp4:7rpc^dciog {R^-c')/a%

i . ittSAmyr^ = GAttV ^^
C'"' c'dc log {W-d^)la^.
■n 1 •
Evaluating
the integral, this becomes
A7ry|g(R-a)^log— ^

y(R-a)3-gR2(R-a)+-g-log — ^

in which, neglecting unity in comparison with the large
number R/a, we get
A7ryR3{4 log 2R/a-16/3}.
Phil, Mag, S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 214. March 1893.
!S
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But if W is the total mass in the vessel, then

^

and we get
Wa7rp{31og2R/a-4}.
When W = 1 the first term of this becomes identical with the
value of the internal virial previously given, with 211 written
instead of L. Eeplaciug E by its value in terms of W and p,
we get for the internal virial of mass W,
WA7rp(log QW/irpa' - 4) .
As pa^ is constant, we see that for a given mass the internal
virial for molecular force varying inversely as the fourth
power is rigorously proportional to the density, but it is not
purely proportional to the mass. Although the number
6W/7rpa^ is a large one, and has a logarithm varying slowly
with W, yet large enough variations in W can afPect it
appreciably, as we see if provisionally we accept Sir W.
Thomson's estimate of 2 x 10~^ centim. as the lowest possible
value for a. Suppose 7r/? = 3, then 6W/7rpa^ is lO^^W/4, and
if W is 4000, 4, or -004 grm., then the values of log 6W/7rpa'
are as 30, 27, and 24, and we have a larger mass variation of
the internal virial than is likely to have escaped detection in
its effects, such as a difference in the density, expansion, compressibility, latent heat, and saturation-pressures of a liquid as
measured on a milligramme, from their values as measured on
a kilogramme. The raising of this difficulty suggests to us
in passing that there exists a department of microphysics in
which little has as yet been done by the experimenter, and
that great interest would attach to a research determining
when a mass variation of the properties usually spoken of as
physical constants actually sets in.
But meanwhile we must scrutinize more closely the meaning
of our last result. According to the views of Laplace (and
of the early elasticians), if a plane be drawn dividing a mass
of solid or liquid into two parts, then, in consequence of molecular force, the one part exercises a resultant attraction on
the other, and this has to be statically equilibrated by a
pressure (called the molecular or internal pressure) acting
across the plane, a conception which is necessary in any purely
statical theory of elasticity. Adopting for the moment this
mode of viewing things, we see that our result amounts to
this, that the internal pressm-e is measurably greater at the
centre of a kilogramme than of a milligramme.
But if we try to carry out the kinetic theory in its integrity,
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we must reject the idea of a statical pressure, and replace it
by its kinetic equivalent of a to and fro transfer of momentum ;
this may take place as a quite indiscriminate traffic of individual molecules across the plane, or as such a traffic modified
by the existence of streams of molecules in opposite directions.
If streams, or motions of molecules in swarms, actually exist
in fluids, then our interpretation of the equation of the virial
would have to take account of their existence. The kinetic
energy of the motion of a swarm as a whole would not count
as heat but as mechanical energy, and for the amount of it
we should have approximately the kinetic energy of the swarm
motion equal to the virial of the forces between the swarms.
Therefore we require to divide the energy into two parts,
that of molecular motion inside the swarm constituting heat
and that of the swarm ; in the same way tlie internal virial is
divided into two parts, one within each swarm, the other between the swarms. But the swarms could on the average be
regarded as equivalent to spheres of radius L, where L must
be supposed nearly independent of mass and liable to the same
variations with temperature and pressure as the linear dimensions of any quantity of the liquid, so that L is proportional
to a, and our expression (theoretical) WA7r/3(31og2L/a— 4)
for the internal virial becomes purely proportional to the
mass and purely proportional to the density, as 3WZ/4?; our
experimental internal virial for a mass W of a compound
liquid is.
This hypothesis would affect somewhat the rigorousness of
certain thermodynamical relations as usually interpreted, such
as JX=(v3— -Vi)Tc?p/(iT, since it provides a supply of internal
mechanical energy not taken account of ; but if this supply
is only slightly variable with pressure and temperature it
would make little difference in most parts of thermodynamics.
With the addition of this hypothesis of molecular swarms,
which will be used only in calculating molecular distances,
and will not affect at all the rest of our work, the law of the
inverse fourth power is brought into strict harmony with the
behaviour of compound liquids and of elements both as liquids
and gases. We must therefore inquire what experimental
evidence there is for the existence in liquids of a motion of
swarms of molecules, possessing the remarkable property of
not being degraded to heat as ordinary visible motions are.
In the motion long familiar to microscopists as the Brownian
movement we have such evidence. Gouy has recently
(Compt. Rend. cix. p. 103) recalled tlie attention of physicists
to this remarkable ceaseless motion of granules in liquids.
He states that it occurs with all sorts of granules, and with an
IS 2
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intensity less as the liquid is more viscous and as the granules
are larger. It occurs when every precaution is taken to ensure constant temperature, and to ensure the absence of all
external causes of motion. Granules of the same size but as
different in character as solid granules, liquid globules, and
gaseous bubbles, show but little difference in their motions — a
fact which proves that the cause is to be looked for not in the
granules themselves but in the liquid, the granules being
merely an index of motions existing in the liquid. The most
pronounced character of the motion is its rapid increase with
diminishing size of granules, so that all that is seen under the
microscope is the limit of movements of unknown magnitude.
Gouy considers the Brownian movements to be a remote
result of the motion of the molecules themselves, but according
to what we know of molecular dimensions I fancy that the
Brownian movement must be considered rather as a sign of
the motion of swarms of molecules. If swarms of molecules
are weaving in and out amongst one another, so that the
average transfer of momentum at a point is the same in all
directions, then the vibratory agitation of granules amongst
the swarms is just what we should expect. The striking fact
about the Brownian movement is that it is ceaseless ; it is
never degraded into heat. This alone forces us to conceive a
form of motion existing in liquids on a larger scale than
molecular motion but possessing its character of permanence ;
in other words, the motion of swarms of molecules.
The existence of swarms would not affect our views of the
rise of liquids in capillary tubes as a purely statical question;
so that, for the connexion between molecular force and
surface-tension, we can use the calculation given in another
paper (Phil. Mag. April 1889) (rather badly affected with
misprints), where I have shown that the surface-tension of
liquids that wet glass, measured in tubes so narrow that the
meniscus-surface is a hemisphere, is given by the equation
where p is the average density of the capillary surface-film
(to be written also 1/v), and e is the distance which we must
suppose to be left between a continuous meniscus and the base
of a continuous column raised by its attraction, if the action
between the continuous distributions is to be the same as in
the natural case of discontinuous molecular constitution of
meniscus and column. The distance e is not identical with
the length a which occurs in our theoretical value of the
internal virial of unit mass,
A7rp(31og2L/a-4) = |i,
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but it is closely proportional to it. If we can find the relation
between e and a^ then from capillary determinations we can
obtain relative values of the viriai constant I which, as we
haA^e already found some absolute values of I, can be converted
to absolute values ; at the same time, too, we shall be able to
find a value of a the mean distance apart of the molecules.
To find the relations between e and a we can proceed thus.
If we have a single infinite straio-ht row of molecules at a
distance a apart, the force exerted by one half of it on the
other is
ra=oo

p=oo

3A??i^

which can easily be evaluated as approximately 3'6Am7<^*.
Two infinite continuous lines in the same line, of density ml a
with distance e between their contiguous ends, would exert a
force

3Am^r"r"

^' J Jo

dxdy

(^+3/)'

on one another ; this is equal to Kir^j^o^e^* If, then, the
continuous distribution is to be equal to the molecular, we
nave
e2=a77-2,
e = al2'l.
Again, if along two infinite axes one at right angles to the
other and terminating in an origin 0 at its middle point
molecules are arranged along each at distance a apart starting
from 0, then the force exerted by the unlimited row on the
other is

which can be evaluated at about ^Kii^ja^,
Replace the rows by two continuous line-distributions of
density mja^ the one terminating at a distance e from 0 : it is
required to fmd e so that the force may be the same as this.
The force is

Hence in this case
e2 = a75,
e=al'l'2.
From these two simple cases we get an nlea of the relation
between e and a. The case of a mcxiiscus attracting the
column which it raises in a capillary tube is more nnalogous
to the second than to the first, and it is easy to see that in the
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case of the meniscus we can say that e is not less than a/2'2.
It will suffice to write e = a/2'2.
Now according to the definition of a in our theoretical
expression for the internal virial, it is the radius of the spherical vacuum artificially used to represent the domain of a
molecule ; hut as it occurs in the expression log 2Jj/a, where
2L/a is a very large number and the value of L is indefinite,
we see that there is no inaccuracy in making it identical with
a the mean distance apart of the molecules. However, for
the sake of formal completeness, we can easily find the relation between the two quantities which we have denoted by
the one symbol a. Let us now denote by ,v the mean distance apart of the molecules, that is the edge of the cube in
a cubical distribution of the molecules ; then, from the definition ofa, X and a are connected by the relation

SAmVr3= r ^tirkiMrlx^
the summation being extended to all the molecules in a sphere
of radius R. By actual summation up to R = 5.2? we find
J a
approximately a = '^x.
With our previous estimate of e as a/2*2, which we must
now write xl2'2 on account of our change of symbol for mean
distance apart, we have the two equations,
Z=A7r(4:log2L/-9.i^-16/3),
a = 7rp2A^/2-2(2+N/2).

We can replace p by p, the diff'erence between them being
necessarily very shght. Then for ethyl oxide we have the
following data : a at the boiling-point according to Schiff is
1-57 grammes weight per metre, or I'57/IO^ kilog. per cm. ;
I is 7500 kilog. cm.*, and Vj = 1*44 cm.^ Eliminating A from
the two equations, we have a relation between x and L,
namely
^=7-5?;i2|(9-2logio2L/-9^^-16/3).
L being hypothetical is not known to us, but we can give it a
series_ of possible values, and calculate by trial from the last
equation the corresponding series of values for x, mth the
following results :—
1/10^ cm.

1/lOJ „
1/10^
.

4-6/10^ cm.

7-7 „„
11-0

„„
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As it is subsequently to be shown that in liquid ethyl oxide
and in all regular compound liquids the molecules are paired,
and that each pair acts on the others as if it were a single
molecule, we may estimate it as likely that the mean distance
apart of the pairs in ethyl oxide is between 1 and 10 micromillimetres (1/10^ mm.). This result, though 100 times as
large as Sir Wilham Thomson^s limits for the distance apart
of molecules in liquids, namely 2 x 10"^ cm. and 7 x 10"^ cm.,
is yet in better agreement with the estimate of molecular distances arrived at by Riicker (Journ. Ghem. Soc. 1888) as the
most probable result obtainable from the most important
attempts yet made to measure the range of molecular forces.
The most suo-o-estive of these is Reinold and Rilcker's discovery, that the equilibrium of a soap-solution film becomes
unstable when its thickness is reduced to between ^% and 45
micromillimetres, but again becomes stable when the thickness
is still further reduced to 12 micromillimetres. At the latter
t^'ickness the film shows black in reflected light. If the
intermolecular distances are nearly the same in soap-solutions
as in liquid ethyl oxide, then the black film must be regarded
as consisting of a single layer of molecules or groups of molecules (in the case of water the molecules will subsequently be
shown to go in double pairs). This is an intelligible result,
and gives the simplest explanation of Reinold and Riicker's
beautiful discovery of a stable thickness supervening on the
unstable, for we recognize a single layer of molecules as a
stable configuration. Of course it is to be understood that
what we mean by the thickness of a single layer of molecules
is the one nth part of the thickness of n layers ; and if the
black film is really only a single layer, it is in this sense that
Reinold and Riicker's estimate of 12 micromms. is to be taken,
for they did not measure an actual distance from the front to
the back of a black film, but only estimated from accurate and
accordant measurements, made in entirely difierent manners,
that the number of layers in the black film is to the number
in a thickness of 1 centim. as 12 micromms. is to 1 centim.
If the black film consists really of only a single layer of
molecules, it is surely a hopeful sign for molecular physics
that measurements should have been possible on it, though
only visible through its invisibility.
If, encouraged by this experimental support, we say that in
round numbers the mean distance between the pairs of mole
cules in liquid ethyl oxide is 10 micromms., then one gramme
contains 2^^ x lO-"^^ molecules, or the mass of a single moleculo
is
]/2-88xlO^«grm. =:3^5/10^^

I
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and so the mass of an atom of H is
3-5/74 X 10^^=5/102^ grm. nearly.
It would lead us too far from oiu' present purpose to discuss
other estimates of molecular distance, especially as Reinold
and Riicker^s measurement of the black film is the most definite and striking yet made of these minute distances ; hut the
question of the range of molecular force is of special importance to us.
Quincke (Pogg. Ann. cxxxvii.) determined what thickness
of silver it is necessary to deposit on glass so that the capillary effect on water may be the same as that of sohd silver;
that is, at what distance the difference between the molecular
attractions of glass and silver for water becomes too small to
be measured. He found the thickness to be about 50 micromms.
Now, according to the law of the inverse fourth power, the
attraction of a cylinder of radius c, length h, and density p on
a particle of mass m on the axis at a distance z from the
nearest end is easily calculated as
2Amp7r (

j

=

H

=. )

^ \z
z+ h
^c^^z"
Vc2 + (^ + A)VIf the cylinder consists of a length li^ of silver with a length
7^2 of glass, the silver being near the particle, then, the suffixes
1 and 2 applying to silver and glass, the attraction of the
composite cyhnder is

Making the circumstances correspond to Quincke^s experiment, we have z nearly equal to the mean molecular distance
in water, about 10 micromms. ; li^ is small compared to li^ and c,
and, according to Quincke, is 50 micromms. when the composite
cylinder exerts the same force on m as if it were all silver ;
accordingly the last expression reduces to the two terms
IK^mp^iTJz - %nir (Aj/?^ - K<^p^ /{z + Ai),

which permit us to compare the molecular force range hi with
the molecular distance z. That the second of these terms
should become negligible when hi is 50 micromms. is a result
quite in accordance with the value 10 micromms. for z.
Let us briefly compare the magnitudes of molecular and
gravitational force. The most convenient plan will be to
compare the two forces in the case of two single ethyl-oxide

,
I
I
I
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molecules at a distance of one centim. apart ; that is, to
calculate Am^ and Gw^, where m is the actual mass of the
and G the constant in the expression Gm^/r'^ for
molecule,
gravitation.
In the expression
a=7rp2A^y2'2(2+x/2),
using the value 10 micromms. for a; and the values previously
given for the other quantities, we can find A, and then using
the value 3 '5/ 10^^ for the mass of a molecule of ethyl oxide we
find Am^=9/10^^ in terms of the dyne. To calculate G we
have 981 as the acceleration of gravitation ; the mass of the
earth is 6 x 10^ grm. and its radius is 6*37 x lO^cm., so that
G7?i^ = 2'l/10^^ in terms of the dyne.
Hence at a distance of
Z' 1 centim. the gravitation of two ethyl-oxide molecules is
about double their molecular attraction, or, allowing for unI certainties in our calculation, we may say that at about
1 centim. apart two molecules exert the same gravitational as
I molecular force on one another.
We now return to the main business of this section, which
is the Fifth Method of finding the virial constant I. This
consists in using the equation already used for calculating
molecular distances in the form

/ = 7-5v2a(4 log 2L/-9,2?~16/3)/^.
Now a;, the molecular distance for different Hquids, varies as
mi v^, and the expression in brackets may be assumed to be the
same for all bodies ; hence lr=cuv^/m^, where c is a constant
whose value can be obtained on substituting in the case of
ethyl oxide the known . values of /, a, v, and 7?i, or, more
safely, by taking a mean value from several substances.
But we must remember that we are using v the volume in
the body of the liquid, instead of v that in the surface-film ; a
replacement which is not justified by experiment, seeing that
for a given liquid av^ measured at different temperatures is
not constant, the reason being that v varies much more rapidly
with temperature than v. But, in our ignorance of the relation between surface and body-density, all that we seek for
from the above equation for /, is true values for I from measured values for a. Accordingly the question arises. Can we
choose temperatures at which to measure u for different substances, so as to get true relative values of I irrespective of
our ignorance of v ?
As we have seen (Section 6) that at equal fractions of their
critical temperatures, and under equal fractions of their critical
pressures, one liquid is approximately a model of another on
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a different scale, we conclude that if we use the value of the
surface-tension measured at a constant fraction of the critical
temperature, and under a constant fraction of the critical
pressure, we ought to get correct relative values of Z ; as
surface-tension is not appreciably affected by pressure, we
can dispense with the condition as to pressure and use measurements ofa made under a pressure of one atmosphere at a
constant fraction of the critical temperature. I have chosen
the fraction as two-thirds, because it gives a temperature near
to the boihng-point of most liquids.
Schiff's abundant measurements (Ann. der Chem. ccxxiii.,
and, further, Wied. Beihl. ix.) include not only the height to
which different liquids rise in a capillary tube at their boilingpoints, but also its temperature-coefficient, which is such as
to show that the height in every case vanishes near the critical
point.
Let H be the height to which a liquid rises in a tube of
radius 1 millim. ; then if H really vanished at the critical
temperature and varied linearly with temperature, we should
at 2Tc/3 have H = Tt.&/3, where Z> is the temperature-coefficient.
But to use this would be to depend too much on the accuracy
of h.
If H^ is the value at T^ the boiling-point, then Tc = Ta + H6/Z>,
and
H = H, + (T, - 2T,/3) 5 = Hi/3 + %h/^,
which depends partly on Hj, measured by Schiff, and partly
on h. Now a = Hp/2 = R/2v ;
.'. /or cut4/ml = cH.v§/2mij
Z=c(H,/3 + Tbh/3)t4/2mh
If H is measured according to the usual practice as the
height in millimetres for a tube of radius 1 millim., that is, if
a is measured in grammes weight per metre^ then if / is
desired in terms of the megadyne, gramme, and centimetre as
units, c/2 = 5930, a mean value. Apart from all hypothesis
about molecular force, our last relation between the virial
constant and the constants of capillarity will be am.ply confirmed bythe extensive comparisons soon to be presented in
Tables XXIY. and XXY. Meanwhile a few consequences of
the relation may be glanced at.
9. Establishment on Theoretical grounds of Eotvos^s relation
between surface-tension, volume, and temperature. — According to the modified equation of the fourth method of finding
Z, M/ = 800TcVi; and according to that of the fifth method,
l = cuvi/7n^. The first of these equations would be more
accurate if we replaced Vi by v, which in the second means
the volume at 2Tc/3 ; so MZ=800Te?^; and mthe actual mass
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of the molecule is proportional to M its molecular weight ;
so that from the second we have MZ proportional to uQKvY^v,
and hence a (Mr) I measured at 2T^./3 is for all bodies proportional toTe- Now in our notation the relation discovered
by Eotvos (Wied. Ann. xxvii.) is

or

^{a(MiO*}/rfT='227,
a(Mi;)^=-227(T-T/),

where Tc' is a temperature very close to the critical ; and this
is only a more general statement of the relation we have just
deduced.
As Eotvos has verified his relation experimentally for a
large number of bodies, his result is a verification also of our
general principles. The form of his relation also induces us
to examine a little more closely an important consequence of
the form of our infracritical equation, which, when multiplied
by M with the pv term removed at low pressures, becomes
2v

\

13

V— p/

Now E,'M is constant, and M-ljv is proportional to a(Mv)^, if
a and V are measured at 2X^/3, or any other constant fraction
of the critical temperature^ and imder these circumstances
a(Mv)l has been shown to be proportional to T^ ; hence if T
is aT^, a being a constant fraction, we get Tg proportional to
/. ^ ^T

V-v\

„

so that 1+ -fspr, measured at a constant fraction of the
13 v—fi
critical temperature, is approximately the same for all bodies,
a result which our study of Van der Waals's generalization
showed us to be approximately true. This shows that Eotvos's
relation is rigorous only to the same extent as the constancy
of this last expression is rigorous ; as a matter of fact, excluding the alcohols and water, Eotvos finds the constant whose
mean value is taken as '227 to depart from this mean value
by not more than 5 per cent, in any individual case. This
brief discussion of Eotvos^s relation has therefore furnished
us with additional proof of the general accuracy of the approximations wehave been forced to make in parts of our
work.
One of the main difficulties in the way of pushing on with
the many interesting inquiries opened up by these relations
lies in the fact that we do not know the relation between the
densities in the body and in the surface-layer of a liquid.
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We have to replace our relation
a varies as Ap^rn^
by the less accurate one,
6

1

u varies as Ap^m^,
Multiplying by (Mvf or (M/pf, we get the u(Kv)^ of
Eotvos proportional at all temperatures to AMp ; and as
d{a{'M.vY}dT
constant,
andcritical
has been
shown by Eotvos
be
constant almost isright
up to the
temperature,
and to beto the
same for all bodies, we ought, if our assumptions were rigorous,
to have AMdp/dT constant almost up to the critical temperature and the same for all bodies (whence another approximate
method of finding A or I). Now dp/dT has been shown by
Mendeleeff to be constant for many substances within ordinary
temperature-ranges ; but the constancy does not hold up to
the critical temperature, and the ultimate meaning of the
apparent contradiction between Eotvos^s result and this is
that, while for most purposes we may safely enough assume
IP proportional to p, we cannot so accurately proceed to the
consequence dp^/dT proportional to dp^/dT ; in fact, a change
of temperature being accompanied by a change of stress in
the surface-layer, the change of p with temperature is more
complex than that of p. But within the range of temperature
for which dp/dT is approximately constant, we have the
important result that

is constant and. is approximately the same for all bodies.
As I now consider the term differentiated to be not two
thirds of the translatory kinetic energy of the grammemolecule, but two thirds of the sum of the total kinetic energy
and the chemic virial, I must replace the verbal statement of
the last result as given in my paper (Phil. Mag. April 1889,
p. 312) by the following :— The temperature-rate of variation
of the sum of the total kinetic energy and the chemic virial
of a molecule, measured at low constant pressure, is the same
for all bodies (approximately).
10. Tabulation of Values of the Virial Constant, determined
bv four of the five methods described, and multiplied by the
square of the molecular weight. — In the first place, I will
give a comparison of the values of MH for those bodies to
which existing data allow the application of three or four of
the previously described methods. The multiplication by M^
is for future convenience.
The values obtained by the second

^
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(liquid compression and expansion), third (latent heat) , fourth
(critical temperature), and fifth (capillarity) methods are
entered in the columns marked 2, 3, 4, and 5. (The modified
fourth method was used, namely, M/ — SOOT^^p)
(10^^ dynes), grni.,
andThecm. units are the megamegadyne
Table XXIY.
3.
Substance.
CS,
POL
001,
OHOl,
O2H3CI
O2H.Br

CA^

OeHu
OeHe

0

26-5
330

,.

OA

(OH3)2CO
Methyl butyrate
Ethyl butyrate .

22-3
400
57-0
59-0
65-0
84-0

25-7
39-7
46-3
38-2
28-3
32-1
431

48*6 55-8
36-0
60-4
74-6
these

4.

27-2
41-7

5.
43-4

i

36-8
45-6

;1

26-9

46-2
26-5
36-1
31-5
45-3
42-7
58-5

1

29-0
311
59-3
47-1
43-8
56-4

56-2
31-3
55-6
values,
69-5

56-1
71-3
The satisfactory agreement of
calculated
for
such diverse bodies from such diverse data, must be taken as
the verification of the main principles so far unfolded — the
chief of which as regards molecular force is that for most
compound bodies the internal virial term of the characteristic
equation is Iftv below the volume ^, and l/{v-\-k) above that
volume.
We see, too, now how important for molecular dynamics is
the detailed study of each of the constants k, B, and /3 in the
characteristic equations ; but for the present we must refrain
from entering on such a study, and must consider the comparison inthe last table as closing for the present the general
discussion of the characteristic equation.
Our immediate object is now to ascertain the law connecting
the value of M^Z for a body with its chemical composition.
On the hypothesis of the inverse fourth power (with the subsidiary one of molecular swarms),
niH = 7rm2A(4 log 2L/a- 16/3) ;
so that, the bracketed expression being the same for all
bodies, 7nH is proportional to m^A, and the law of ?rrl or M-7
will be the law of m^A in the expression SAm^/r^ for the force
between two molecules. In the Phil. Mag. for April 1889 I

announced a law for the parameter A, calculated from Schifi"s
capillar}^ data, which applied fairly well to a large number of
organic compounds, but was affected with exceptions subversive
of its generality.
Appl^dng now the more accurate method of
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calculation described as the fifth to all Schiff's data, we obtain
ample material for generalization, which can be supplemented
bj values calculated by the other methods.
In the following Table the units are again the megamegadjne, grm.j and cm. For brevity the radicals methyl, ethyl,
and propyl, &c., will be denoted by the first two letters of
their names, while the acid radicals— -formic, propionic, &c. —
will be denoted by Fot, Prt, and so on, so that PrPrt stands
•
for propyl propionate. The numbers entered under22 the
heading S will be explained when we are discussing the law
of M.H,

Table XXV.— Values of MH.

■205
•195

First Method.
MH.
ELO
CO,

^r:::::::::::::::
N.o

40-2
7-1
8-5
15-0
8-8

S.
1-07

s.

M^;.
1-23

1

2-05
1-25
4-5

H,

n!

1-16

0^
CH,

2-2

1-3

CA

1-0

6-5

Third ]Method.
M^^.
SnOl,
AsOlg
jBClg
SiCI^

61-3
49-0
23-5
47-3

OH3I

EtI
AmI(C,H,,I)
AmBr
AmCl
C-H^o
Ol o-Hr>/^
P^V
C^H^Br,
EtoCoO...
Et,0
EtFot
MeAct
EtAct
MePrt
PrFot
MeButiso
IsoBuFot
EtPrt
PrAct
MeBut
EtisoBut
MeVat

...
....

27-4
40-0
88-3
61-8
48-7
35-0
1090
90-4
49-4
109-0
44-1
35-6
36-0
47-6
47-5
50-2
GO -4
63-7
62-4
62-8
61-8
74-6
74-1

61S.
2-95
5-2
5-05
3-3
4-5
6-15
5-15
7-9
4-0
8-0
91
5-2
4-8
9-1
4-1
5-1
4-1
51
6-04
5-3
6-3
6-15
6-2
6-2
7-0
7-0

1

1 M^^.

1

IsoBuAct
EtBut
...
PrPrt
IsoAmFot
PrisoBut
EtVat
IsoBuPrt
IsoAmAct
PrBut
IsoBuisoBut
PrVat
IsoBiiBut
IsoAmPrt
IsoAmisoBut
IsoPrVat
IsoAmBut
IsoAmVat
CM,

7^15
S.
8-15
8-0
7-1
8-15
7-3
8-0
7-2
8-9
815

76-2
76-9
77-3
78-7
89-1
89-5
92-5
105

9-95
8-9

106
93-1
109
92-5
125
110
126

915
4-7
9-1
10-15
106-65
11
5-7

147
129

O-H3

CgH-Et
cXo(meta)
CgH-Pr
CgH^2(i^esitjlene)
cumene)
j
C9H12 (pseudo- 1
CioHu (cymene) .

7-75
6-8
43-1
55-8
69-5
71-4
85-9
101
86-1
87-1

1

8-6
7-8
1

•04

•3
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Table XXV. (continued)
Fourth Method.
S.

M.H.
CL

OA

C H.

c^f;-::.:;:::::::
cs,
0,No
HCl
OH3OI
EtOl

PrCl

^•
b
14
20

5-8

HgS

J 0-5
9-8
441
14-7

443--82
3
21--15
3
23--25
1

36-9
27-0
17-7
7-9
15-6
26-6

M.H.
100

NH3
NH^Me
NHMeg
NMOg
Is"H,Et
NHEt,
NEt^
NH.Pr
NHPr2

34-6
17-6
23-5
31-6
21-2
41-4
65-5
33-4
67-6

S.
4-0
2-3
30
1-4
3-7
2-7
4-55

6-4
3-9
6-5

Fourth Method modified (not using critical pressures) S..
■
(CHoCl),
CH30Heio

".
Ogii CI
CH^COCHg),
(methylal)

4-3
38-0
37-7

4-3
4-0
4-3

34-0

I 38-5

(acetal)

6-6
41-8

0«Hn,
OgH,6
Me 0
MeEtO
EtPrO

5-15

S.

M^^.

5-4
4-6

-7
51-2
} 68
80-5
81-1
20-3

7.4
2-6
7-4
5-45
3-6

29-9
52-4

EtOaHgO
HCl
MeCi...
EtCl
PrCl
NH3
NHaMe
NHMe.

48-6
7-3

8.

EtFot
MeAct
PrFot
EtAct
MePrt
IsoBuFot
PrAct
EtPrt
MeBut
MeisoBut
l£;oAmFot
IsoBuAct
PrPrt

3-8
32-1
35-6
44-2
45-4
44-8
56-9
57-9
68-5
58-2
56-1
71-6
70-6
73-3

4-1
4-8
4-85
4-9
5-85
5-8
5-9
5-75
5-9
6-75
6-8

jPnsoVat
1

6-9

1:

3-7

31-0
68-6

i
EtBut
EtisoBut
..
; MeVat
IsoAmAct
IsoBaPrt
.
PrBut
PrisoBut
1 EtisoVat
IsoAaiPrt
IsoBuBut
1 IsoBuisoBut

23-5
31-0
664
24-4
43-5

Fifth Method.
M.H.

15-6

3-8
M
3-2
3-05
2-1
4-75
3-7
3-0

16-8
26-4
7-6
32-6

NMeg
NHoEt
NHEt,
NEt3
NHaPr
NHPr2

1-1
2-2

6-6
6-5

6-85
MH.
S.
6-8
6-7
7-85

,.

7-95
1

69-7
72-3
71-3
87-3
87-7
80-3

!

86-5
87-7
1j ! 103
105
1 103

7-8o
8-85
7-8
8-75
8-75
8-9
7-8
1
i
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{continued) ^
M^^.

CioHie
CgHg ..
0,H, ..

12

O9H:
CiqHu
CiiCi,
OCl, ...
PrOl
IsoBuCl.,
IsoAmOl
CgHjCl .,

CoOl.
03H5C10 ....
0013COH ....
CH,0100.,Et.
GClfiOM
C.HjOCl .
O-HgClo ...
EtBr
PrBr ..'.....
IsoPrBr....
OgH^Br ....
IsoBuBr .
IsoAmBr .
CeH.Br....
0-H,Br ....
O.H.Br^
OgHeBr.,
Mel
..:
EtI
PrI
IsoPrI
IsoBuI
IsoAmI

Normal hexane
Diisobutyl
Diisoamyl
Amylene
Caprylene
,
Terpens
,
Diallyl
Benzene
Toluene
,
Orthoxylene
Metaxylene
Paraxjlene
Ethylbenzene
Normal propylbenzene
Ethyltoluene
Mesitylene
Cymene
Chloroform
Carbon tetrachloride ...
Ethylene chloride
Ethidene chloride
Propyl chloride
Isobutyl chloride
Isoamyl chloride
Chlorobenzene
Chlorotoluene
Benzyl chloride
ProjDylene chloride
Trichlorethane
Epichlorhydrin
Chloral
Ethyl chloracetate ...
Ethyl dichlor acetate
Ethyl trichloracetate
Benzoic chloride
Benzilidene cliloride
Ethyl bromide
Propyl bromide
Isopropyl bromide . .
Allyl bromide
Isobutyl bromide ...,
Isoamyl bromide
...
Bromobenzene
Orthobromotoluene ,
Ethylene bromide . . . ,
Propylene bromide
.
Methyl iodide
Ethyl iodide
Propyl iodide
Isopropyl iodide
Allyl iodide
Isobutyl iodide
Isoamyl iodide

6-0
59-3
90-6
125-6
45-0
91-8
107-4
54-8
43-8
69-7
56-4
()9-7
70-3
86-9
70-6
86-1
85-3
103-0
36-9
45-6
44-4
520
38-1
37-9
66-4
57-7
76-0
82-2
65-6
56-8
49-8
58-2
50-9
-28-9
63-2
93-5
79-6
79-6
89-4
41-2
41-4
39-9
53-3
66-2
66-8
81-5
51-2
25-6
61-5
38-1

4-75
4-9
8-0
5-75
90
10-0
6-65
8-1
5-6
6-7
6-7
7-75
7-65
8-75
4-2
4-9
7-8
4-8
5-85
6-45
4-3
4-3
5-4
5-25
7 1
5-35
5-8
6-4
7-5
6-25
7-35
5-9
7-35
8-0
8-2
4-45
3-5
4-6
6-45
4-6
5-5
5-35
7-45
6-5
3-15
6-1
4-3
5-25
5-3
7-35
5-3

50-9
49-8
50-2
62-4
80-0

62
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(continued).
Wl.

OeH.T
NH^Pr
^H^CaHj
NHgisoBu
"NHgisoAm
NHEtg
NEtg
I^H,0,H,
C^H^N
OgH.N
CgH.N
MeNO^
CCI3NO2
EtNOg
IsoAmNOo
OgH.CN
C4H9CN
CgH.CN
CS2
CSNC3H5
CNSCH3
CNSC,H,
Et^S
PClg
POCl
POCoHgCl
PSCl
(CH3),C0
CeH.^Og
CIl3CH(OCH3),

4-25
S.
7-35

lodobenzene
Propyl amine
Allyl amine
Isobutyl amine
Isoamyl amine
Diethyl amine
Triethyl amine
Aniline
Pyridine
Piperidine
Chinoline
Nitromethane
Chloropicrin
Ethyl nitrate
Isoamyl nitrate
Isobutylnitrile
Capronitrile
Benzonitrile
Carbon disulphide
Allyl sulphocarbimid ...
Methyl sulphoeyanate
Ethyl sulphoeyanate ...
Ethyl sulphide
Ethoxyphosph. chloride

..

Et^O
(CH3CO)oO
CHgCO^aHj
MeisoAmO
EtgCaO^
OeHgCO^CHg
0(5HgCO2C2Hg
CH3(CO)20H,OEt
C6H,OCH3
CeHiOC^Hg
C,H70CH3
OeH,(OCH3),
C4H2OHCOH
C4H9COH
CgH.iCOH
C.oHuO
(CH3)3CCOCH3
.,

Acetone
Paraldehyde
Dimethylacetal
Diethylacetal
Ethyl oxide
Acetic anhydride
Allyl acetate
Methylisoamyl oxide ...
Elhyi oxalate
Methyl benzoate
Ethyl benzoate
Acetacetic ether
Anisol
Phenethol
Methyl paracresolate . .
Dimethyl resorcin
Furfurol
Valeraldehyde
Cuminol
Carvol
Pinakoline

37-8
36-6
50-6
64-4
60-1

5-3
4-2
7-05
6-B5
5-5
6-3

59-7
75-2
65-0
100-3

2-75
60
5-85
905
8-6

108-6
22-6

4-2

57-6
37-2
76-9
39-2
50-5
65-8
26-9
54-0
550
33-7
250
44-1
43-4
62-8
35-5
31-1
85-7
53-3

4-4
7-2
5-55
6-4
5-3
4-8
3-3
3-9
4-75
5-6
3-1
3-7
6-2
4-1
7-85
7-7
4-75
5-5

51-9

5-55
8-05
5-4
9-15
6-5

66-8
91-0

8-1
7-45
6-7

87-7
541
43-8

91-4
109-9
81-5
841
70-0
80-7
96-2
1130
51-2
48-0
117-8

8-35
7-4
7-6
51
5-3
9-3
9-6
6-3

63-5
The following ai-e the chief sources of the data from which the above
table has been constructed: — Latent Pleats from Berthelot {Chimie
Mecanique) and R. Schiff {Ann. der Chem. ccxxxiv.). Critical Temperatures from Sajontschewski (Wied. Beibl. iii.), Pawlewski {Ber.deut.
chem. Ges. xv., xvi.), Nadejdine (Wied. Beihl. vii.), and Dewar (Phil.
Mag-, xviii.). Surface-tensions
Wied.
Beibl. ix.).

from R. Schift' {Ann. der Chem. ccxxiii. ;

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 214. March 1893.

T
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To make clear the two simple laws that rule these tabulaied
valnes, it will be ad\dsable to confine our attention at first
only to those values obtained by the fifth method, using those
by other methods only to fill gaps. It will also be well to
consider first a single chemical familj^, such as the paraffins,
for which we have the following values : — ■
CH4.

OsHy.

CgH^^.

CjjHjg.

C^oHga-

2-2

14-7

59-3

90*6

125'6

These show that there is not a constant difi'erenoe in the value
of M?l corresponding to the diff^erence in the nuuiber of CHg
groups contained. We can amplify this list of paraffins by
using the material furnished by Bartoli and Stracciati (^Ann. de
Cliim. et de Phys. ser. 6, t. vii.), who have determined the more
important physical constants for all the paraffins from C5H12
up to C16H34. Their values of the capillary constants were
found at about 11 degrees in every case. To obtain those at
two thirds of the critical temperature, we have to use the
values of the critical temperatures calculated by them from
Thorpe and Riicker's convenient empirical relation (Journ.
Chem. Soc. xlv.),
/?/(2T -T) = constant,
p being density at T.
The following are the values of VI thus obtained :—
C3H,,

47-2
C11H24.

147

CtHi6.

C,H,e.

CeH,,.

58 1
^\^2G

171

:. 77-10,

LgH^y.
L92

C^H^y.

C9H20.

110

79-6 'lAo-91-2 C.,H32.
C 215
230

^10^22-

127
CieHgj.

256

Considering the assumptions involved in the. calculation of
these values and the difficulty of obtaining the paraffins pure,
the agreement for CgHi^, OgHis, and C10H22 with Schiff's
numbers is excellent ; but the higher we go in the series the
larger is the temperature-interval for which we have to
extrapolate, and the more uncertain do the values become.
However, they are useful as giving a general idea of the
course of M^Z in an extended series.
On plotting these numbers as ordinates with abscissse
representing the number of CHg groups in the molecule,
a curve was constructed which proved to be the parabola
M2Z = 6S + -66S^

where S is the number of CH2 groups.
It is only necessary ,
then to determine on this curve the abscissa corresponding to |
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the value of M.^1 for any substance to obtain the number of
CH2 groups to ^Yhich its molecule is equivalent as regards
molecular force.
11. Definition of the Dynic Equivalent of a substance, and
determination of its value for several Radicals. — In the manner
just described were obtained the numbers entered in Table
XXy. under the heading S, which I propose to call the
Djnic Equivalents of the substances. The djnic equivalent
of a molecule is the number of CH2 groups in the molecule of
the normal paraffin that exerts the same molecular force as it.
The table shows that the atom of an element contributes
the same amount towards the dynic equivalent of all molecules
in which it occurs (except in the case of the simpler typical
compounds) : thus, for example, consider the iodides from
methyl to amyl iodide, and notice that each CHg group has
the same value unity as in the paraffins, and that the iodine
atom is equivalent to about 2'3(JH2 in every case. The same
law holds throughout the table ; so that each elementary atom
or radical has its own dynic equivalent, which can be easily
determined.
In the first place, it appears that the extra H3 in the
paraffins C^H2?i+2 ^^^ ^^ neglected in a first approximation,
because C5H10 has practically the same dynic equivalent as
C5H12, and OgHie the same as CgHig. It may be that the
double binding in the unsaturated compounds compensates
for the H2 of the saturated, but I think that the simpler idea
for the present is that the two terminal H atoms in a paraffin
chain have a dynic equivalent so small that we may neglect
it, or more generally the middle H in a CH3 group is negligible
in a first approximation. If there is really such a ditierence
between the middle H and the two others in CH3, we ought
to find the dynic equivalents for the iso- compounds smaller
than for the normal : and the table shows that the isobutyrates
have equivalents smaller by '1 than the butyrates, while the isobutyl salts of the fatty acids have dynic equivalents nearly all
less than 1 greater than the propyl salts. But this is rather a
matter for the chemist to work out in detail ; it suffices to
indicate the idea here, and to point out that it is in harmony
with the lowering of boiling-points among isomers with increasing number of CH3 groups. Accordingly, as a matter of
detail, in the estimation of the dynic equivalents of the elements,
it was assumed that the equivalent of C,^H.,^^_|^2, O,^!!^,,^.!, and
C^^H^,^ is in each case n when normal and n — 'ljJ when the
molecule departs from normality by p CH3 groups. (In
constructing my curve for dynic equivalents, for the sake of
T2
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simplicity at first, I ignored the fact that two of the paraffins in
SchifF's data are iso-compounds.)
From the tabulated values for the alkyl salts of the fatty
acids, we get ihe following mean values for the dynic equivalent of C0"0': — in the formiates 1'85, acetates 1*92, propionates 1*91, hutyrates 1'92, isobutyrates 1'91, and isovalerates 1'83, the mean for all being 1*9.
From the oxides (ethers) and other compounds containing
single-bound 0, we find for its mean value '6, although in the
ethers containing the benzene nucleus it comes out '8, while in
the benzoates CO^^O' is about 2*5 ; so that the junction of the
benzene nucleus with other groups seems to be accompanied
with an increase in its value : witness also the bromide, iodide,
and amine of CgHg, equal to the bromide, iodide, and amine of
C5H11, although CgHe is less than C5H12 by "25. This slight
variation of the value of CgHg is the only anomaly amongst the
numbers of Table XXV. excepting the simple typical compounds. The values '6 for 0' and 1*9 for CO' are in harmony
with the results for all the other compounds containing oxygen.
From the values for the benzene series of hydrocarbons we
can get a value for H2 in CH2, and also some light on the
important question of the structure of the benzene nucleus.
Thomsen has been led by his thermochemical investigations to
the conclusion that in benzene each carbon atom is bound
to three other carbon atoms by a single bond to each (the
" bond " phraseology is used merely for bre^dty, and not as
expressing definite statical or dynamical facts). If we accept
this conclusion, then the dynic equivalent of Ce^isTninus that
for CfiHe is equal to the dynic equivalent of SHg ; similarly,
from the other members of the benzene series w^e get the values
for 3H2, the mean result being 1'29 or "43 for H2.
The accepted structure for CgHio diallyl is (OH2CHOH2)2,
or four whole CHg groups and two CH2 groups with H removed
from each ; and as the dynic equivalent of CeHjo is 5 6, we find
that of H2 to be '4. Again, recent investigations on the terpenes ( Wallach, Ann. der Chem. ccxxv., ccxxvii., ccxxx. ; Briihl,
ccxxxv.) show that the two ordinary forms can have their formulae written CH3C3H7(CH2)2(CH)2C2 ; that is to say, they
have 6 hydrogen atoms cut out of CH2 groups, and as the dynic

equivalent of CioHig is 9 we have that of 3Ho as I'O or 'that
of H2 -33. Since the value '43 is derived from 10 accordant
members of the benzene series, we will take it as the value of
the dynic equivalent of H2 in CH2.
By similar but simpler reasoning the dynic equivalents of
CI, Br, I, and other radicals are easily found, and the
following is a list of mean values :—

•6
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Table XXYI.—
Djnic Equivalents.
•
57

CH,

NH2.

II.
•215

0.

CN.
1-35

1-23
CO
19'.

1-0

0'.
NO3.

CNS.
2-85

2-2

I.

CI.

Br.
1-6

S'.
1-6

1-3

2-3

To illustrate the applicability of these values, I furnish a
comparison of the values calculated by means of them for
tvventv substances with the values tabulated in Table XXY.

I

Table XXYII.
Comparison of calculated and tabulated Dynic Equivalents.
Calc.
CeHg
C^oHu
03H,C1

...
..

4-8
8-8

O^HgBr ..
CgH^iBr..

4-3
6-3
3-6
G-6
4-3

C.HuI
..
ISH^CgH-

4-23
6-23
7-3

O^HJ

Tab.
4-75
8-75
6-45
4-3
3-5
645
4-3
4-25
7-35
6-3

04H9CN
O^H.oS
O2H5CNS
(0H3)2O

..

CeHiA
(OH3CO),0
C.HgCOH..

OAO,
C.H.A

5-35
Calc.
4-85
5-6

Tab.
5-3
56
48

2-6
6-6

2-6
7-7
6-5

7-8
5-2
5-3
4-9

7-9

5^4
51
4-9

7-9

If we now look at the dynic equivalents of the uncombined
elements given in the first part of Table XXV., we may notice
that they are remarkably small compared to the values in the
combined state ; thus, that of H2 is '04, of Ng '205, of O2
•195, and that of CH4 is small too, '35, instead of 1 as it
should be, seeing that CH4 is the first of the paraffin series.
Other typical compounds have small values : CO2 has 1*05,
while C0"0' in more elaborate compounds has a value 1*9,
C2H4 has 1, while C2H6 has 2 ; and so on. The same fact has
been noticed in connexion with the molecular refraction of
some of the typical compounds and some of their immediate
derivatives, and it will yet prove a most important one in
chemical dynamics.
But meanwhile it is of greater importance
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for present purposes to notice that the dynic equivalents given
for various radicals in Table XXVI. are closely proportional
to their molecular refractions.
12. Close parallelism hetiveen Dynic Equivalents and Molecular Refractions. — As is well known, there are two methods
according to vvhich \hQ molecular refraction is estimated, the
first by means of Gladstone's expression, (72 — l)M//3, where n
is index of refraction ; the other by means of Lorenz's,

(n2-l)M/(n2 + 2)p.

In a brief paper (Phil. Mag. Feb. 1889) I showed that the
experimental evidence taken as a whole is in favour of the
Gladstone expression, for which also a very simple theoretical
proof can be given ; and, further, it was shown that it is best
to measure (?2 — l)M/p if possible in the gaseous state. But
as comparatively few measurements have been made on
bodies in the vapour state I suggested that, as the Lorenz
expression had been empirically proved to give more nearly
the same value in the liquid and vapour states of a body, its
value as determined in the liquid state and multiplied by 3/2
could be taken as giving the value of (n — l)M//3 in the vapour
state. The result of the theoretical argument was that, if
M//0 is taken to measure the molecular domain u, and if (J is
the volume occupied by the molecule in the same units, and N
is the index of refraction for the matter of the molecule, then

{ii-l)u = (X-l)U.
Landolt, Briihl, and others have determined the values of the
atomic refraction for several elements (Ann. der Chem. ccxiii.
p. 235), and by means of these and Masini's data for sulphur
(Wied. Beibl. vii.) and Gladstone's latest determinations
(Journ. Chem. Soc. 1884), I have obtained the values of the
refraction-equivalents of the preceding radicals in terms of
that for CH2 as unity. Mascart has given [Compt. Rend.
Ixxxvi.) values of the refraction of a number of substances in
the vapour state, from which, for the sake of comparison, I
have calculated the refraction-equivalents for as many radicals
as possible.
The following Table contains in the second column the
dynic equivalent, in the third the refraction-equivalent calculated according to the Lorenz expression, in the fourth the
refraction-equivalent calculated according to the Gladstone
expression from Mascart's data for vapours, and in the fifth
that calculated by Gladstone from liquid data. The value for
CH2 i^i every case is 1.

•17
•4271
•66 •37
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•19
•62

•23

•54 •6
Comparison of Djnic and •57Refraction
Equivalents.
2.•215

1.

5.

4.

ro

ro

19
1-23
1-35

1-4
1-18

1-5

1-5

2-85
2-2

2-2

'i'3"

101
1-2
30
1-9

1-6
1-3
1-6

20
1-3

"i'-s"
1-7
2-7

1-3
20
1-9

10

CH2
H
0
C0"0'
0'
NHo
CN

•35

3.

10

NO3
CNS
S'
CI
Br
I

M2

2-3
3-2

31

This table brings out the remarkable fact that the parallelism between the djnic and refraction-equivalents is so
close as almost to amount to proportionality. i"I shall not
discuss the meaning of this relation until I haveT shown how
to obtain the dynic equivalents for the elements usually
occurring in inorganic compounds, and established the same
relation for them also.
Meanwhile it will be useful to compare the dynic and
refraction equivalents of the uncombined elements and of
those simpler typical compounds to which we have said the
summative law does not apply as regards dynic equivalents and
does not accurately apply as regards refraction-equivalents. •
94

Table XXIX.

cs.

•75

•79each measured
Ratio of Dynic to Refraction Equivalents,
•45
•32 CHg as unity.
in terms of that for
H,.
•09

0,.
•21

N,.
•22

•38
CH4.
CI,.

C,H,

H^S.

•90

I

HCl.
•83

•79
CH3CI.

NH3.

CO,.

•88

•89

•83

•96

•76

C,N,.

CHCI3.

CJI,.

PCI3.

SO,.

CCl,.
(CH3),0.

1-06

N2O.

•72
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We

see that the ratio is small for the uncomhined elements and CH^ and C2H4, a result of the important fact that
while the refraction-equivalent of a non-metallic element is
almost the same in the uncomhined state as in the combined,
the dynic equivalent is much smaller in the uncomhined state
of an element. The meaning of this fact will be discussed
later on ; connected with it is the fact that the ratio for most
of the typical compounds in the last table is notably less than
unity. A molecule has to reach a certain degree of complexity before the summative law holds as regards its dynic
equivalent ; the same maybe said about its heat of formation.
Further comment on the connexion between dynic equivalent
and heat of formation must be deferred for a little.
We can now give a formal enunciation of the law of the
virial constant :— If the molecule of an organic compound is
of a degree of complexity higher than that of the ordinary
typical compounds, then the virial constant for one gramme
of the compound is given in terms of the megamegadyne,
gramme, and centimetre as units by the relation
MH

= 6S + -66S2

where M is the usual molecular weight of the compound, and
S is the sum of the dynic equivalents of the atoms in its
molecule (measured in terms of that for CH2 as unity).
According to the law of force SAm^/r^, A??!^ is proportional to M^/ and therefore follows the same law.
13. Return to the Discontinuity during Liquefaction of
Compounds and proof that it is due to the pairing of Molecules.
— The interpretation of the form of the internal virial expression above the volume k is of the highest importance in the
theory of molecular force, and can now be attempted in the
light of the law for M.H, If the molecules of a substance do
pair to produce an actual chemical polymer of it, then its
molecular mass changes from M to 2M^ while S the dynic
equivalent changes to 2S, and consequently
I or

(6 S + -66 S2)/M2

changes to a value given by
V = (6 S/2-f -66 S2)/M^
When

S is small we see that the pairing of molecules to produce a polymer causes the virial constant (for one gramme)
to diminish to nearly the half of its value for free molecules ;
when S is larger this statement becomes less exact.
In the
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cflse of CO2, for example,
as 1*05, then
/ = -00367

if from
and
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Z' = '00206,

but in the case of ethyl oxide, with S = 4*5,
/= -00738
and
/' = -00491.
In both cases we see that the pairing of the molecules to
form a new chemical compound or polymer is attended
with a reduction of the virial constant towards one half,
but not exactly to one half of the original value. Now the
data given in Tables I. and III. and the form of virial term
taken to represent them, ll{v + k), along with the fact that
below volume k the form is //2v, mean that in the limiting
gaseous state the virial term is practically //v, just as below k
it is Z/2?; ; hence we must regard the pairing of the molecules
to be such as to cause the virial constant to become one half
of its higher limit — in other words, the pairing must be
different from polymerization. We are therefore led to
differentiate the chemical and physical pairing of molecules
by the statement that while chemical pairing alters the virial
constant in the ratio

I

(6 S + -66 S2)/(12S + 2-64 S2) or (1 + -llS)/(2 + -44 Sj,
physical pairing alters it in the ratio
6S/12S

or

1/2.

The term 'QQ S^ would thus appear to have a certain chemical
significance.
And now as to the form l/{v-\-k) connecting the two extreme cases. We can explain it in the following manner :—
It will be shown when we come to treat of solutions that if a
salt having a parameter of molecular force 3 A (proportional
to its virial constant /) is dissolved in a solvent with parameter
3 W so that there are n molecules of salt to one of solvent,
then the solution behaves as if it consisted of molecules
having a parameter 3 X given by the singular relation

X-^ = (W-'+nA.-')/{l + n).
Now, in a gas being compressed towards the volume k, let us
assume that there are a number of pairs of molecules proportional to k and a number of single molecules proportional to
v^k, and that the same relation apphes to the mixture of
paired and single molecules as to the solvent and salt in a
solution, then, replacing W by / and A by 1/2 and 71 by
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Jc/{v — Jc), we get for the reciprocal of the virial constant
the mixture

^-={'i^4j.-f)/(.%4jWi

of

v+ k

,'. X=lv/{v + k),

and therefore the virial term is l/(v-i-k).
This would be no demonstration of the pairing of molecules
in compounds, if we did not already have it proved in the
case of the elements that the virial term varies inversely as
the volume at all volumes. Remembering this we can accept
our form l/{v-{-k) as indicating the existence of a mixture of
paired and single molecules, the number of pairs at volume v
being to the number of single molecules as ^ to z^— ^.
The form of the energy term,

RT ('-^.)
must also be partly determined by this existence of pairs, but
it would be foreign to our immediate subject to attempt to
investigate it.
14. Brief Discussion of the Constitution of the Alcohols as
Liquids. — To learn a little more on the subject of pairing, it
will be of some profit to consider briefly here the alcohols and
water, which so far have been left aside, after having been
proved in Table XII. to follow in the supracritical region a
different law from the usual one. But also in the liquid state
the alcohols and water, while conforming to the general liquid
laws in many respects, are still exceptional in others. Thus
Eotvos (Wied. Ann, xxvii.) has shown that the alcohols will
conform to his generalization if at the lower range of temperature, from 20° 0. to 170° C, the molecules be considered
complex (double relatively to ordinary liquids) and water
also conforms if from 100° upwards its molecules be considered double ; the molecular lowering of the freezing-point
of water produced by the solution of bodies in it as measured
by Raoult and compared with the molecular lowering for
other liquids proves that relatively to these the molecule of
water is double. Taking all the facts into consideration, it
seems to me that the alcohols and water may be assumed, in
the liquid state, to have the pairs of molecules again paired,
the second pairing, however, not being of so intimate a nature
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as the first, consisting of a mere approximation of the first
pairs without any change in the values of A or of /.
According to this assumption we should expect the behaviour of the liquid alcohols to be represented by a form similar
to our infracritical equation, and we will assume

where W is about
pv 2R.
It was on the infracritical equation that our second motho d
of finding M^Z was founded, giving the relation
,

4/

a

25 ^\

^

which can be applied to Amagat's data {Ann. de Chim. et de
Phys. ser. 5, t. xi.), and Pagliani and Palazzo's (Wied. Beild.
ix.) for the alcohols.
Again, our assumption enables us to apply the fifth or
capillarity method of finding M?l to the alcohols, if only we
remember that the molecular domain becomes twice as large
and its radius 2^ as large as it would be with only one pairing; hence the equation for the fifth method becomes for
the alcohols
/ = ca?;*/(2m)i
SchifF^s data are available.
As the latent heat and critical temperature are largely
dependent on the supracritical equation, we ought not to
expect the formulae for WH furnished by the third or latentheat method and by the fourth or critical-temperature method
to apply to the alcohols.
But as the relation
MA, = 19-4T^,
or, empirically,

MX = 21 T„

which was deduced in the discussion of the third method,
does apply approximately to the alcohols, the constant being
26, we may as well, for purposes of comparison, see what the
formulae of the third and fourth methods give in the case of
the alcohols.
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Table XXX.— M^/ for the Alcohols.
Method

Methyl
Ethyl..
Propyl
IsoproiDvl
Isobutyl
Isoamyl
Cetyl
Water

Second.
148

24
24
47
34

Third.
22 (11)
38(19)

82(41)
326 (163)

Fourth.
17 (9)
25 (17)
34 (26)
33 (25)
46 (38)
57 (49)
9

11 (5-5)

Fifth.
9-4

17-6
27-8
27-6
6
37-8
48-1

The second and fifth methods give results in substantial
agreement with one another; the third gives numbers which,
when halved as in the brackets, come into agreement with
the others; while if 8 be subtracted from the numbers furnished
by the fourth method as in the brackets, the resulting numbers are in very close agreement with those given by the
fifth method. That the two discrepant columns should be
capable of harmonization with the two others by the simple
operations of halving and of subtracting a constant is significant of some really simple principle on which the abnormality ofthe alcohols in the supracritical region depends.
But too much importance must not be attached to the
general agreement among the numbers, as they are all founded
on tentative assumptions ; they simply prove that our idea of
a second loose pairing of molecular pairs in the liquid alcohols
is not discordant with facts.
The following are the dynic equivalents corresponding to
the values of M.H found by the fifth method compared with
those calculated from the dynic equivalents of the elements
and placed in the third row.
Ethyl.
2-35
Propyl. Butyl(iso). Amyl(i9o).
Alcohols
Methyl.
3-4
4-3
5-1
Dynic equiv. found
1*35
5-7
2-8
3-8
4-7
1*8
calcul.
„
„
For water the dynic equivalent found is *91, while 1*03 is
the calculated value. The values found for ihe alcohols are
about '5 smaller than those calculated. If from the capillarity data we had calculated the values of M^Z and the dynic
equivalent as if the alcohols were not exceptional in any way,
we should have got; —
Alcohols

Wl
Dynic equivalent

Methyl.

Ethyl.

11-8 22-2
1-65 2'^

Propyl.

Butyl.

Amyl.

35
47-6
3*9 5-1

60-6
6'1
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These values of the dynic equivalents agree well with the
calculated ones above, but then the values of M.H being all
increased in the ratio of 2^ to 1 are no longer in agreement
with the values got by the second method.
Accordingly we see that the alcohols will require an
exhaustive study for themselves, if the interesting features of
their molecular structure are to be thoroughly made out. I
have merely sketched lines on which their abnormality may
be hopefully investigated. Those bodies, such as nitric peroxide, studied by the brothers Natanson, and acetic acid,
studied by Ramsay and Young, which have been proved to
have double molecules split up both by the action of heat and
reduction of pressure have not been touched on in this paper;
they also would require a special investigation in which our
characteristic equations would lend an assistance much
required.
15. Methods of finding the Virial Constant for Inorganic
Compounds y including a tlieory of the Capillarity and Compressihility of Solutions. — So far I have secured only two
methods of finding the virial constants and dynic equivalents
of inorganic compounds from existing data, and only one of
these is practically useful, namely the first, in which the
surface-tensions of solutions are the source of the values ;
the second is based on the compressibility of solutions. Using
our expression for surface-tension in terms of molecular force,
a = 7r/52A6/(2 +
in the form

\/2),

« = A^o^m^/c,

where c is a constant, I was led to imagine that it could be
adapted to the case of a solution by means of the following
suppositions :— First, that in a solution containing n molecules of dissolved substance of molecular mass p to one of
solvent of molecular mass w, the solution may be assumed to
be a substance of molecular mass
m = {w + np)l{l-\-n) ;
second, that if 3W is the parameter of molecular force for the
solvent and 3A for the dissolved substance, then the parameter
3X for the solution is connected with W and A by the relation

This seems highly arbitrary, but will be completely verified
by the results to which it leads.
I could make no progress

I
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in the handling of solutions until, in the course of some work
on the elasticity of alloys, I discovered a relation similar to
the above to hold, and this proved to be the immediate clue to
the treatment of solutions.
Let a^^ be the surface-tension of water, then we have the
following equations giving A :—

A-i = X-i+(X-i-W-i)/n.

These equations ought to give the same values of A~^ whatever the strength of the solution may be ; and herein lies a
first test of the truth of the principles involved.
The following values of cA~^ for NaCl are calculated from
Yolkmann^s data (Wied. Ann. xvii.) for its solution in water
at 20° ; IV is taken as 18, although we consider the water
molecule to be complex, but this does not affect the purely
relative comparison being made :—
71 .
cA-i

.
.

.
.

-105
1-34

-084
1-38

-052
1-47

-035
-017
1*46
i-±2

Considering that the solutions range from saturation down
to considerable dilution, the approach to constancy is satis•O
factory; but it will be noticed that, on the whole,
•02 there is ial

1

tendency for the value of cA~"^ to increase
with diminishing
•041
•068 phenomenon
concentration, and this same
is to be seen in
the case of almost all Yolkmann's solutions, most pronoun3^12
cedly in that of CaCU :—
2-95
2-77
2-53
n .
cA-i .

.
.

-091
2-41

This case shows us that there is a certain amount of incompleteness inour theory of the capillarity of solutions, as indeed
we ought to be surprised if there were not^ when we try to
apply our arbitrary definition of l;he molecular mass of a solu>
tion to one which contains 5() parts by weight of CaCla to 100
of H2O as the solution for which n = '091 does, and also when
We assume that the concentration in the surface-layer is the same
as in the body-fluid at all strengths up to saturation. If our
object were an exhaustive representation of the connexion
between the surface-tension of a solution and its concentration,
it would be easy to introduce a slight empirical alteration into
the above equations to make them exhaustive.
For instance.
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we might imagine that the effective value of W in a solution
experiences a small change proportional to the concentration ;
but the equations as they stand will prove to be sufficient for
our purpose if, in comparing solutions of different substances,
we calculate cA~^ for the same value of n throughout.
In all subsequent calculations n= 18/1000. The experimental data for surface-tensions of solutions are abundant, the
chief that I know of and have used being those of Yalson
{Comjjt. Rend. Ixx., Ixxiv.), Volkmann (Wied. Ann, xvii.),
Eontgen and Schneider (Wied. Ann. xxix.), and Traube
{J our n. fur Chem. cxxxix.).
The following Table contains the values of cA~' for a certain
namber of compounds, the surface-tension being measured in
grammes weight per linear metre and the half molecules of the
•83
salts of the bibasic acids being regarded as molecules.
•83
•70

Table XXXI.— Values of cAr\
I.
Li ..
Na ..
K ..

4-15
3-99
4-74
4-99

NO3.

Br.
2-46
2-21
3-31
306

CI.
1-45
1-78

1-61

1-54
2-30
2-55

OH.
1-37
...
1-71

1-61

*so,.
2-30
1-45
2-72

iOOg.
1^95
2-21

The study of this table brings out the fact that the differences
of the numbers in any two rows or in any two columns are
constant: thus the differences for the iodide and chloride of
the four bases are in order 3*32, 3*29, 3'29, and 3*21, while
the differences of cA~^ for the Na and Li salts of the monobasic acids are in order '59, '60, '62, '69, and •54. Accordingly
each atom contributes a certain definite part to the value of
cA~^ for the molecule in which it occurs, and that part is
independent of the other atoms in the molecule. I shall call
this part the parameter-reciprocal modulus of the atom ; we
have not at present sufficient data to get its absolute value in
any case, but if we make Li our standard positive radical, and
CI the standard negative, we can calculate the average values
of the difference between the parameter-reciprocal modulus of
a radical and its standard, — thus in the case of iodine this
difference is 3'28, and in the case of Na '61, and so on.
Before tabulating these mean values I will give the values
calculated for the salts of some other metals with the values
for the same salts of Li subtracted.

I

•53

•35
•55

•

3•96
7
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Table
XXXII.
•44
I.
^Mg-Li
^Ca -Li
iSr
-Li...
iBa -Li
iZn
iCd -Li
-Li
AMn-Li

2-24
...

Br.

01.
1-67
2-49

2-42

•93

NO3.
1-71
2-52

1-35
2-15

2^29

117

...
133
r22

...

!

To these we may add the following values, obtained from
the sulphates JFe-Li 1-27, ^M-Li 1-19. iCo-Li 1-15,
Li '5, and ^Ci\
" "
iCu-Li 1-49, Ml-Li -6, iFe.
and the two following from the nitrates Ag — Li 3'91,
and
Li 1-0
iPb-Li4-51.
The following Table contains the values of the parameterreciprocal moduluses of the different metals minus that for
Li and of the negative radicals minus that for CI.
Table XXXIIL

•6

■65
iMn.
Mean Values of Parameter-reciprocal
Modulus for the Metals
•42 for Li subtracted.
iBa.
with that
Na.•61

K.

•90
-NH.
•15

1^33
lAl.

\Mg.
^Oa.

1-7
iSr.

2^5

Ag.

iZn.

1-2
2-3
iciCd. *^^ie-

ro

ous

1-27

iM.
1-2

iCo.
115

1-5
iCu.

3^9

4-5

The same for negative radicals with that for CI subtracted: —
I.

Br.

NO3.

OH.

iSO^.

iCOg.

3-28

1-56

-81

-04

-86

-46

It may be worth mentioning that these diiierences show a
pretty close parallelism to the corresponding differences of
the atomic refraction given by Gladstone (Phil. Trans. 1870)
but not close enough to be worth dwelling on.
In the case of the organic bodies studied there was nothinganalogous to this singular property possessed by these inorganic
compounds of having the reciprocal of the parameter A of
molecular force separable into a constant and definite parts
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contributed by each constituent of the molecule. Thus we
have characteristic of inorganic bodies in solution another of
those properties called by Valson modular, who discovered
that the density, capillary elevation, and refraction of normal
solutions (gramme-equivalent dissolved in a litre of water)
could all be obtained from the values for a standard solution
such as that of Li 01 by the addition of certain numbers or
moduluses representing invariable differences for the metals
and Li and for the negative radicals and 01. Other properties
of solutions have since been proved to be modular, as for
instance their heats of formation from their elements and
their electric conductivities. I think the modular nature of
some of these properties of solutions is the outcome of this
modular property in the parameter reciprocal of molecular
force along with the additive property in mass. To prove
this in the case of density would require a special investigation, but if we assume the property for density we can easily
deduce Yalson^s result that the property applies to capillary
elevation. Let h be the height to which a normal solution of
any salt RQ rises in a tube of radius 1 millim., then

A=2./,=2Xp»(^)*/o.
Let r and q be the density moduluses of the radicals R and
Q, being small fractions, then p — d + r + q where <i is a constant nearly 1 ; also

so that

Remembering that in the case of a normal solution n is small,
being 18/1000, we can develop the last expression in powers
of n as far as the first ; and it is evident that as p the molecular mass possesses the additive property and A~^ possesses
the modular property, then h must also possess the modular
property, which is Valson's result.
16. Second method of finding the vlrlal constant for inorganic
bodies or solid bodies in general from the properties of their
solutions. — In this method the compressibility of solutions is
used. If a solution could be treated as an ordinary liquid we
might attempt to apply the equation of our second method for
liquids, namely,

^=3r;i + 26^"^'

but as the solutions to be dealt with are all aqueous, and as a
Fhil. Mag, S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 214. March 1893.
U

I

28^ .

I
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for water at ordinary temperatures is quite abnormal, it would
be useless to attempt to apply this equation to them ; but
from the ^' dimensions " of the physical quantities involved in
it we may make it yield a correct form of empirical equation
for solutions. If we neglect the sm.all term 25R/26, and also
the difference between o and Vq at ordinary temperatures, the
equation above
X~n^aries as
and for water
as
before
we
account
of the

suggests the simple form / varies as 1/f^p'^, that is
fip'^, say KX~^ = Atp^, where K is a constant,
KW~^ = At^ the compressibiHty of water, and
have alteration
X-^=(W-'^
+ nA-^)/{l
+ ji). of
Butwater
on
rapid
of the
compressibility

with pressure, and its anomalous variation with temperature,
we must be prepared to admit that the part of the compres ibility ofa solution due to the water in it is altered from
its value in pure water^ and is more altered the more the
water is compressed in the process of dissolving the salt. Let
this compression be measured roughly by the total amount of
shrinkage that ensues when 1 molecule of salt is dissolved in
1000 grms. of water, call the shrinkage A, and let us amend
the equation given above to KX-^ = />t/o^+/(A). Let suffixes
a and b attached to symbols refer them to two different bodies,
then
KX--KXr^=yc.„p|-/.,pf+/(AJ-/(A.),
but

.-. Kn(Aji- A,-i)/(l + n) =H-,pl-^,pl +/(AJ -A\) ■
Hence selecting pairs of bodies for which A^ = A^ approximately, we ought to get /i^p|— /i,jjo|proportional to cA~^ — cA"^^
the values of the last expression being obtainable from
Table XXXL
To facilitate the comparison I furnish the following broad
statements about A founded on the study of data as to the
molecular volumes of sabs, both solid and in solution, given
by Favre and Yalson [Comp. Rend. Ixxvii.) Long (Wied.
Ann. ix.), and Nicol (Phil. Mag. xvi. and xviii.). The modular
property applies approximately to shrinkage on solution ; the
shrinkage of a gramme molecule of LiCl is 2, and the shrinkage
for a gramme molecule is increased when for Li is substituted
K

Na.

NH^.

by 8
7
--5
and v/hen for CI is substituted
Br.

byO

I.

0

NO3.

0

AOa.

^Sr.

10

11

ASO,.

8

iCOg.

14.

^Ba.

12;

^^^
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After giving the values of ^p^ in the next table we can proceed with the comparison.
Table XXXIV.— Values of 10V/>^.

Li
Na
K
NH^
iOa
iSr
^Ba

I.

CI.

Br.

432
441
454
443
464
497
521

484
496
507
493

NO3.

iso,.

457

541
550
557
544

433
450
444

468
480
466

^003.
428
437

442

The experimental data used are those of Rontgen and
Schneider (Wied. Ann. xxix.), and those of M. Schumann
(Wied. Ann. xxxi.) for CaOlg, SrCl2, and BaCl2, in the case
of which I calculated the compressibility for the half-gramme
molecule according to his result that /jL—fji^=cp where pis
percentage of salt, using a value of c got from the more concentrated solutions.
An inspection of this table shows that W/ubp^ possesses the
modular property ; it gives for instance the following differences for Na and Li, 9, 12, 9, 11, 11, with a mean value 10,
and so on for the other metals ; the mean values for the89metals
;
minus that for Li are : — NH,
Na.

K.

10

20

NO3

65

32

-15.
and for the negative radicals minus that for CI :Br.

I.

52

105

25

ICO3.

0

We can now select pairs of bodies for which A^= A^ and test
to cA-'^-cA-\
is proportional
if f^apl-f^bPl
The following
are pairs of elements characterized by nearly
equal shrinkage on solution with the values of the differences
of lO^/i/3^ and of cA~^ and also their ratio.
Table XXXV.
Equal shrinkage pair... K,Na.•29
^Sr, ^Ca. iBa,^Ca.
57
1-85
10
MeandifF. oflOVp-...
33
105
Mean diif. of cA-\..
34
31
Ratio of differences ...
31

U2

Br. CI.
1-56
52
33

I, CI. NO3, CI.
25
105
3-28
32
31

•81
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The agreement here is excellent, as will be seen more clearly
if we compare bodies not having equal shrinkage, as K and
Li, for which we get the Wfjup^ difference 20, the cA-^ difference '90 with
K and
N'H4,11.for which the two
differences
are a12ratio
and 22,
I'Ooorwith
a ratio
The agreement above is a verification of the theory of the
compressibihty of solutions, here barely outlined, and the
equation

10'WI-/.,pD =32(«A-i-cA-i)
when Aa = Ab nearly constitutes a second method of getting
values of cA"^; but we will not use it, as it adds no bodies to
our list. It suffices to have partly verified the principles on
which the first method is founded by their appHcation to quite
another physical phenomenon, and especially the principle
involved in the remarkable equation
X-i = (W-i + nA-i)/(l + n) .
With the values in Table XXXIII. and that for LiCl, namely,
•83, we can obtain the value of cA~^ for any salt whose constituents are to be found in the table^ or we can if we like use
the actual values in Tables XXX. and XXXI.; we can then calwhich is proportional
M% values
or Wl =ofCM^
where culate
C isMVcA-\
a constant.
To connect tothe
M.H cA-^,
thus
found with those previously given absolutely in Table XXY.,
we must find the value of C/<?, which we can proceed to do in
the following manner :—
We have seen (Section 14) that we had better regard the
molecule of water as doubled relatively to that of ordinary
hquids, and as we have shown that the molecules are paired
in ordinary liquids the molecules are doubly paired in water ;
but it was suggested that the second pairing of the pairs was not
attended with any alteration in the parameter of molecular
force, and that the only effect of the second pairing was to make
the radius of the molecular domain of water 2^ as large as if
water were an ordinary liquid. And, again, in the case of
solutions the surface-tensions have been measured at about
15° C , whereas for comparison with our previous work they
ought to have been measured at 2Tc/3, which for water is about
150° C. At this temperature the value of the surface-tension
of water reduces, according to Eotvos, to about '6 of its value
at 15° C. Hence the equation, which treating water as an
ordinary hquid and at 15° we wrote a^ = Wt(?Vc, ought for
double pairing and at 150° to become •6aii = W2^w;*/c, and
similar statements hold for the equation for a ; so that values
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of W, X, and A, as deduced from measurements at 15°, ought
to be reduced by the factor '^l^i, or 1/2, to give the desired
values. IN'ow in the case of homogeneous liquids in the
equation l=coLV^Im'^ giving I in terms of the megadyne we
found a value 5930 for c/2, with the megamegadyne as unit
offeree c/2 = '00593; and we can use this same value in the
case of solutions after we have halved our values of A, or
doubled those of cA~i so far given ; hence using the values
of cA-i so far given we get M'-^/=-00593M7cA-i.
Fortunately, a test of this argument is made possible by
means of Traube's data for the surface-tension of solutions of
certain organic acids and sugars, for which the values of
•00593M7cA~^ are given in the following Table, as well as
values of S found by the relation Wl=&^ (the term -GGS^
being omitted), and also values of S calculated from the
dynic equivalents in Table XXYI.
Table XXXVI.
Oxalic Acid.
Citric Acid.
(OOOH),. 03H,OH(COOH)3
M.H
S-M^//6
S from djnic equiv.

19-4
3-2
4-2

9-7
43-5
7-2
Tartaric Acid.

MH
S-M2/6
S from dynic equivalents

Mannite.
Glycerine. • C,H,(OH),.
C3H,(OH)3
5-6
5-0
33-5
Dextrose.
OcHi.Oe.

63-0
10-5
10-0
Saccharose.

38-9

721
9-6

112-5

7-4

12-0

18-1
18-8

The agreement between the two sets of numbers is not all
that could be desired, but it is good enough to show that the
only part of M^Z effective in a solution is the linear term in
M^Z=6S + '66S^ ; and we have already seen that when the
molecules of ordinary liquids pair during liquefaction the term
•66S^ is inoperative in the process, so that there is a certain
resemblance in the relations of two paired molecules and those
of solvent to those of substance dissolved.
Returning to the inorganic compounds we can now tabulate
the absolute values of M^/, calculated according to the relation M2/ = •00593M2/cA-i. The manner of calculation is best
illustrated by an example, say for KBr ; first '83 is taken as
the value for LiCl, and to it are added -90 and 1*56, taken
from Table XXXIII., as the differences for K and Li and for
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Br and CI ; the square of the molecular weight of KBr is
divided by this sum and multiplied by -00593 to give the
tabulated value of M.H in terms of the megamegadyne. From
the value of MH thus found the dynic equivalent S is calculated by the relation M2/=6S, which has been seen to be
appropriate to values of Wl obtained from solutions.
Table XXXYII.— Values of MH and S.
N03.
I.

Br.
M^^.
S.

CI.
MH.
S.
Li ...
12-5
2-1
Na ...
13-7 2-3
KNHi ... 18-5 3-1
m^ 23-0
3-8
10-4 1-7
*Ca... 120 20
gSr... 14-2 2-4
oBa...
18-8 3-1
12-5 2-1
Pn... 15-7 2-6
^Cd... 11-5 1-9

18-7
20-8
28-3
27-0
17-7

3-1
3-5
4-7
4-5
30

19-4
21-8
26-4

3-2
3-6
4-4

23-2

3-9

M.H.

4-3
S.
4-7

25-7
310
28-0
251
32-4

5-4
5-2
4-2

26-7
29-3
...
33-9
30-5

iMn

MH.

S.

iSO,. S. M.H.
iC03. S.
M.H.

2-8
31
17-1
18-8
23-5

4-5
4-9
5-6

25-0
15-6
17-3
19-5
24-0
21-0

..
5-i

2-9
8-6
1-7 12-8
1-8
2-1
2-8

170
10-6
12-8
101

4-2
3-9
2-6
2-9

21
1-4

17-2

3-2
4-0

2-7
21
3-5
2-8

12-6

2-0

16-2
11-7

16-8

To these may be added the following :•5

AgN03.

iPbCNOg),.

iCuSO^.

iFeSO,.

^NiSO^.

30-6
5-1

4.4
26-3

1-9

19

2-0

11-5

M2^. ......

s

M^^
S

. = ,.

iCoSO^.

|A1,(S0J3.

11-4
-iFe,(S0J3.
21

12-7
2-1

1

12-fi

8-9

12-3
iCr,(S0J3.
9fi
1-6

The additive principle holds amongst both sets of numbers
except in the case of NH^; see for instance the following list
of the differences of S for the iodides and chlorides :— 2'2, 2*4,
2-3, 2*5, 2-5, 2*5, 2' 5, 2*5. Now we have already seen that
the modular principle appHes to cA-^ (the modular principle
applies when a quantity is given by the addition of moduluses
to a constant, the additive principle is a special case of the
modular in which the constant is zero) ; the additive principle
applies to M the molecular weight : hence it would appear
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to be a mathematical impossibility that the modular or additive
principle should apply also to M^cA"^, rigorously ; or, more
accurately, if the modular principle applies rigorously to one
of the quantities cAr^ and M^cA"^ it cannot apply rigorously
to the other : but practically we find such relations amongst
the nmnbers that both are approximately obedient to the
modular principle. The case of NH4 casts some light on the
question, for with it cAr^ shows the same differences in the
values of the chloride, bromide, iodide, and nitrate as with
the other positive radicals, while M^/cA~^ does not do so ;
this case would make it appear that the modular principle
applies rigorously to cA~^, but not so rigorously to M^/cA~^.
But leaving out of the count this case of NH^, significant as
it is, we can find mean values for the differences of the dynic
equivalents of all the metals and Li, and of all the negative
radicals and CI ; if we can obtain the absolute value of the
dynic equivalent of Li and of CI, we shall have those for all
the metals and radicals. Now from the organic compounds
we have already got a value 1*3 for the dynic equivalent of
CI, and hence from the value for LiCl we could obtain that
for Li. The value tabulated for LiCl is 2*1, but we can
obtain a mean value fairer to all the other bodies by subtracting, for example, from the value for KI the mean difference
for K and Li, and for I and CI ; in this way we arrive at a
mean value 1*9 for LiCl, from which, taking the value 1*3 for
CI, we should get '6 for Li. But the refraction-equivalents of
the halogens are supposed by Gladstone to be a little larger
in inorganic than organic compounds ; so that in the light of
our previous knowledge of a close parallelism between dynic
equivalents and refraction-equivalents it might be safer to
assume that the dynic equivalents of Li and CI in LiCl are in
the ratio of their refraction-equivalents in that compound,
namely, 3' 8 and 10' 7. According to this assumption the values
for Li and CI come out '5 and 1*4, which we will adopt as
true and use in the calculation of the dynic equivalents of the
elements given in the following Table. These are measured
of course as before in terms of that for CHg as unity, and,
again, for comparison there are written along with the dynic
equivalents the refraction-equivalents in terms of that for CHg
as unity, calculated from Gladstone's values (Phil. Trans.
1870)."
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Table XXXYIII.
•5

■6

•5

•63
K.
^Mg.

Na.

•6
^Sr.

iCa.

j 'bb

•3

-9
•81
-90

••46
76 ! -68
AMn.

_

:

^Ba.

' 1-7

1-04

Ag.

iCo.

1

i

Refraction-equivalent .

iCr.
1

1-4

2-7

1-4

2-2

*Fe. ;

1-7
2-4
hCvOj,
1

Fe-

Br.

-9

JAl.

NO3.

CI.
Dynic equivalent

-67'

iM.

"7

1

2*70
2-06

^Cd.
:
•71
-65 1 1-22

•3

Dynic equivalent
Refraction-equivalent.

iPb. iCxx.
2-0
1-63

\Zn.

•69

1-6
1-06

Dynic equiyaleut
Refraction-equiyalent .

1

•8

Li.

1-35

I.
3-8
3-6

2-3
1-8

ISO,.

1

i003.

1-1

Again we see a remarkable parallelism between the dynic
and refraction-equivalents of the elements and radicals. Of
course there are refinements which wdll yet have to be made
in the calculation of the dynic equivalents, but it is not likely
that they will make the parallelism seriously closer.
17. Meaning of the Parallelism hetween Dynic and Refraction
Equivalents, and general speculations as to the volumes of the
atoms and their relation to ionic speeds. — We are now called
upon to consider the meaning of this parallelism which has
been demonstrated both for organic and inorganic compounds,
and we shall be helped thereto by the very simple theory which
I have given of the Griadstone refraction-equivalent (Phil. Mag.
Feb. 1889), showing that to a first approximation
(n-l> = ^(N-l)U,
where n is the index of refraction and u the molecular domain
of a substance, N the index of the matter of an atom, and U
its volume in the molecule. Hence the refraction-equivalent
of an element is the product of the refracti^ity (Sir W. Thomson's name for index minus unity) of the substance of
atom
and the volume of the atom (the volume of the atomits being
measured in terms of the unit in which the molecular domain,
usually called molecular volume, is measured) ; so that the re-

i
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fraction-equivalent is a function of the two variables only,
namely^ the volume of the atom and the velocity of light
through it. Now we have seen that the expression WH, as a
whole, in one aspect appears to be not dependent directly on
the molecular mass M, seeing that M.H can be represented in
terms of certain quantities which we have called dynic equivalents. Hence, as I is proportional to A in our expression
BAm^/r^ for molecular force, we see that in one aspect molecular force seems to be not directly dependent on the mass of
the attracting molecules ; and yet, on the other hand, in considering solutions we found that the quantity A asserted its
individuality as separate from the whole expression Am^, so
that in another aspect there does appear to be a mass action
in the attraction of two molecules.
However, regarding
M-^l or Am? as a whole, the simplest hypothesis we can make
about the mutual action of molecules is that it depends most
on the size of the molecules. This would make Am^ a simple
function of U ; so that the dynic and refraction equivalents
would have this in common, that they are both simple functions
of U.
Suppose, now, that the velocity of light through all
matter in the chemically combined state is approximately the
same, or that N is approximately the same for all atoms as
constituents of compound molecules, then the refraction-equivalents given by Gladstone are directly proportional to the
volumes of the atoms in the combined state, and then the
parallelism between dynic and refraction equivalents would
mean that S is nearly proportional to the volume.
It is very
interesting, therefore, to inquire briefly v/hether there is any
evidence to prove that Gladstone's refraction-equivalents are
proportional to the volumes of the atoms ; and I think that
in Kohlrausch^s velocities of the ions in electrolysis we have
such evidence.
If different solutions, such as those of KCl,
NaClj or ■|-BaCl2 sre electrolysed under identical circumstances, then we knosv, according to Faraday's law, that
each atom of K and of Na, and each half-atom of Ba, may be
considered to receive the same charge, so that they acquire
their ionic speeds under the action of the same accelerating
force. Accordingly, the ionic speed characteristic of an atom is
reached when the " frictional " resistance to its motion is equal
to this accelerating force ; hence the " frictional '^ resistance is
the same for all atoms, or rather for all electrochemical equivalents. Now the '' frictional '^ resistance will be a function
of the velocity of the atom and of its domain (atomic volume)
and of its actual volume as well as of the domain and actual
volume of the molecule of the solvent ; but if water is the
solvent in all cases, the only quantities which vary from body
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to body are the velocity and the domain and volume of the
ions, so that we can say

'' frictional " resistance = <^(V; w, U),
"""^
Y = F(u, U).
Now the simplest connexion that one can imagine between
the velocity and the domain and volume of the ion is that
the velocity wdll be greatest when the free domain or the
difference betw^een the domain and the volume is greatest,
or, to be more general, when the difference between the
domain and some multiple of the volume is greatest ; but
if N is the sanie for all combined atoms, then U is proportional
to the refraction-equivalent q. Hence the form of F is such
that it contains u—aq, w^here a is a constant. On studying
the experimental data I found that a might be considered
unity, and that Y is a linear function of u — q. There is a
little difficulty in determining with accuracy the domain of an
ionic atom in a solution. Nicol, in his work (Phil. Mag. xvi.,
xviii.) on the molecular domains of inorganic compounds in
solution, has confined his attention almost entirely to differences ofdomains, making the assumption suitable to his purpose
that the molecular domain of water is unaltered in solutions,
wdiereas w^e should expect that the greater part of the shrinkage
occurring on solution of an inorganic crystal happens in the
water, which is far more compressible than the crystal.
Accordingly I take the molecular domains of salts in the
solid state, as given by Long in his paper on diffusion of
solutions (Wied. Ann.iiL.), as nearer to the true domain when
they are in solution than Nicol's values ; but to allow to a
certain extent for the change of state on solution, I have assumed
that in each case the water experiences four fifths of the total
shrinkage and the dissolved salt one fifth. This is an arbitrary
adjustment, and is of no material importance to the comparison
to be made except as showing that the point has not been overlooked. In the following Table are given under u the molecular domains, under q the molecular refractions (Gladstone's),
in the next column their differences, under Jc the specific molecular conductivities determined in highly dilute solution by
Kohlrausch and shown by him to be equal to the sum of the
velocities of the ions in each case. These are taken from his
paper (Wied. Ann. xxvi.), with a few additions from an
earlier one (Wied. A7in.\i.). Under k (calculated) are given
values of the conductivity calculated from the equation
A; = 68 4- 2-2 (w-^),

4
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expressing the linear relation between conductivity or sum of
ionic velocities and u — q.
Table XXXIX.
u-^.

Jc.

u.
KI
KBr
KCl
Nal
NaBr
NaCl
LiCl
AMeCl
lOaOL
|SrCl
^BaClo
AZnCls

107
107

19
17
18
44
53-5
36
41
24
32

....

20
20-5
22
24
24
23

25
35-3
18-8
32
21-7
14
15-5
16
14-5

17-5
18-6
15-8

9
10
q 8-5
6
6
6
6-6
5-4
7

87
105
87
87

80
81
83
78
77
86

Jc (calc).
108
110
105
90
88
87
81
81
82
83
80

The agreement is here such as to prove a true connexion
between conductivity and u — q, the more striking as no relation
can be seen between conductivity and u or q taken separately.
The only bodies I have omitted from Kohlrausch's latter list
are the nitrates of some of the above metals and of silver, the
hydrogen compounds of the halogens, and the ammonium
compounds. These do not give results in harmony with
those in the last table, and, indeed, we should hardly expect a
compound radical like NO3 to experience frictional resistance
in the same manner as a single atom like CI, and as to the
hydrogen compounds they form a class by themselves with
respect to many physical properties. It will be as well to
show the amount of departure in these cases in the followingk.
Table :—
u-q.

u.
HI
HBr
HCI
KNO3

NaNOg
NH.NOg
NH^Cl

I

26
50
56
47
42
36
47-5
35-5

16

30
17
34

11
22
19

31
25

25-5
22-2

Jc (calc).
327

22
13.
?

327
98
324
82
98
104

134
142
136
123
97
105
11(>

Kohlrausch has pointed out that there is some difheulty in
determining the true connexion between ionic velocities and
conductivities in the case of the bibasic acids 80^ and CO3, so
that we must leave them out of the count for the present.
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18. An Attempt to Determine the Velocity of Light through
the substance of the water-molecule. — In spite of the exceptions, the relation demonstrated in Table XXXIX. is sufficiently striking. To explain it, let us replace q by its value
(N — 1)U ; then, in interpreting the expression z* — (N — 1)U
as occurring in our expression for the conductivity of a solution, there are two methods of procedure ; first, we can assume
that z^ — U, the free or unoccupied part of the domain, is the
most likely to occur, in which case iN'= 2 ; second, that u — cTJ
occurs in the expression for conductivit}^, and that c happens
to have the same value as i^ — 1, on which supposition it would
be desirable to determine N. At present I know of only one
way of attempting to find N or v/V, the ratio of the velocity
of light through free aether to its velocity through the matter
of an atom, namely by means of Fizeau's experiment, repeated
by Michel son and Morley, on the fraction of its motion communicated byflowing water to light passing through it.
Exactly in the manner of my paper (Phil. Mag. Feb. 1889,
p. 148) we can estimate the effect of the motion of matter on
the light passing through it. Let s be the distance travelled
by light in water flowing through the aether at rest with
a velocity h in the same direction as the light, v'^ the mean
velocity of light through the flowing water, v' the mean
velocity through still water, v its velocity through free aether,
y through a molecule of water, I the mean distance through
a molecule, and a its mean sectional area ; then the total loss
of time experienced by a wave of unit area of front or a tube
of parallel rays, or, briefly, a ray of unit section in passing
through the matter-strewn path s instead of a clear path in free
aether, will be equal to its loss in a molecule multiplied by the
number of molecules passed through in the path. This
number, when the matter is at rest, is proportional to s, to a,
and to p/M, or it varies as sap/M. ; but when the matter is in
motion it is reduced in the ratio 1 — S/v": 1. The loss of time
in each molecule is found thus : l/Y is the time taken to pass
through a molecule, and in this time the molecule moves
a distance IB/Y and the unit wave-front moves a distance
/(I 4- S/Y) , which in free aether would take a time /(I + 8/Y)/v ;
so that the loss of time in a molecule is l/Y — l{l + B/Y)/v,
Hence, the total loss of time in the path s may be written

+^

1
M \Y ~r')\}^^)'
But the loss of time is also s/v"^s/v ; equating the two ex-
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pressions and putting M/p^u and aZ=U, v/v"=n", v/Y=l^
we get ,

as k is equal to 1, seeing that if 8 = 0 andU = ?i, then N must
be equal to n. This equation is the companion to that for
still matter, namely,
w(^-l) = U(N-l).
But to allow for deformation of the wave-front in passingthrough molecules it was shown (Phil. Mag. Feb. 1889,
p. 150) that this first approximation might be altered to the
form
u(n-l) = U{'N-l)+cp,
where c is a constant, and this form was verified, so that we
may write

^,(n"-l)=u(N-l-^N)^l-^7^"j+c/)

neglecting the term in 8^ ;

Now

/. ^,(,^'/_,,) = ^|u(N-l)('J^+n'^)
n"-n_
3U(N-1)
n-lf
N
n
V u[n — 1)
^v8

„\

xh

where x is the fraction of the water's velocity imparted to the
velocity v' to change it to v" . Fizeau [Ann, de Ch. et de Pliys.
ser. 3, t. Ivii. ) found a value '5 for .^',while Michelson and Morley
(Amer. Journ. Sc. ser. 3, vol. cxxxi.), inamore extended and
accurate series of experiments, found a value .2;= '43 ±'02,
which we will adopt. U(N — 1) is equal to xi{n — \) measured
in the vapour of water, for which Lorenz (Wied. Ann. xi.)
gives the value 5*6 ; the vahie for water at 20° C, according
to his data is 6, and n is 1*333, which may also be taken as the
value for n" where it occurs ; all these values being substituted
in the equation
N
n^
w(>i-l)
,,
^^X-'^n-V [J(N-l)
'
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give the value N = 9. Hence the velocity of light through
the water molecule appears to be one ninth of that through
free aether. But before we could ascribe any degree of
accuracy to this estimate we should need to be surer of the
value of £c, whose measurement is attended with great experimental difficulties. It is much to be desired that we had
similar measurements for other bodies than water, both liquid
and solid, to permit of other estimates of N, so as to see if it
is the same for all compound bodies, and also to decide between the theory here sketched and Fresnel's hypothesis,
that matter carries its own excess of gether with it, so that
,x= [)i^ — l)/n^j which in the case of water is '437, in excellent
agreement with Michelson and Morley's experimental number ;
but one such agreement is not sufficient to establish an
hypothesis founded on such artificial grounds. However, if
N = 9 then N — 1 = 8, and we have the electrical specific molecular conductivity ^■ = 684-2'2 (i^ — 8U). It is only a coincidence that this agrees so exactly in form with Clausius^s
calculation that the number of encounters experienced per
second by a molecule of volume U moving amongst a number
of others of volume U is greater than that experienced by an
ideal particle moving under the same circumstances in the
ratio u : u — S\J. Further experiment must elucidate the
subject-matter of these speculations.
19. Suggested relation between the cliange in the volume of an
atom on combination and the change in its chemical energy.
— Returning to the idea that the dynic equivalent furnishes
a measure of the volume of its atom, we can get a suggestive
ghmpse into the relation between the volume of an atom and
its chemical energy. Kundt has recently (Phil. Mag. July
1888) shown that the velocities of light through the metals
(uncombined) are as their electrical conductivities, being in
the case of silver, gold, and copper greater than through free
aether, and as in this case both n—1 and N — 1 are negative,
we see that {n — l)u or (N — 1)U for the metals changes
greatly when the metals pass from the combined to the free
state. Now this is in strong contrast to the behaviour of the
non-metallic elements, which have been shown in the case of
0, N, C, S, P, CI, Br, and I to possess nearly the same values
of (n — l)u in the combined and free states, and the same may
perhaps be said of H. Again, in contrast to this approximate
inalterability of (n— l)w for these non-metals we have the
fact, already pointed out, that the dynic equivalents of H, 0,
and N are much smaller in the free than the combined state.
If, then, the dynic equivalents give a measure of the volumes
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of the atoms in both states, we must consider the volumes of
free H, ,0, and N to be smaller than when they are combined,
the change of volume corresponding to the change of energy
on combination. If this is true, then the elasticity and density
of the non-metallic atoms (or the equivalents of these properties in the electromagnetic or any other theory of light) are
so related that although the density changes (N — 1)U remains constant, whereas in the metallic atoms the relation
between density and elasticity must be quite different, because,
as we have seen, (N — 1)U actually changes sign in some cases.
It would be possible to determine approximate values for
the dynic equivalents of the uncombined metals from Quincke^s
data for the surface-tension of melted metals, and also to get
some light on the constitution of salts from his measurements
of the surface-tension of melted salts, but these would be
most appropriately discussed in connexion with a general
study of the elastic properties of solids. I have, however,
satisfied myself that the dynic equivalents of the uncombined
metals are different from their values in the combined state.
To show the existence of an intimate relation between dynic
equivalents and chemical energy we can enumerate the following propositions :— That in the great majority of inorganic
compounds the evolution of heat accompanying the passage
of an atom from the ui-hcombined to the combined state is
almost independent of the nature of the atoms it combines
with, similarly the change of dynic equivalent of an atom on
combination is almost independent of the nature of the atom
it combines with ; that in organic compounds with ihQ exception of the simpler typical forms the same proposition as this
applies both as regards heat and dynic equivalent.
These general remarks are intended to indicate the most
hopeful direction for the continuation of these researches to
open up new fields ; and yet in old fields there is abundance
of scope for the application of the law of molecular force
towards the acquisition of a knowledge of the structure of
molecules, in the elasticity of solids, in the viscosity of gases
and of liquids, in the kinetics of solutions, and many kindred
subjects.

I

Melboui-ne, February 1890.
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XXVIII. The Fusion- Constants of Igneous Rock. -^Tart III.
The Thermal Capacity of Igneous Rock, considered in its
Bearing on the Relation of Melting-point to Pressure. By
Carl JBaeus*.
[Plate VI.]
1. JNTRODUCTORY.—ThQ present experiments are in
series with the volume-measurements of my last paper,
and the same typical diabase was operated upon. Since it is
my chief purpose to study the fusion behaviour of silicates,
more particularly the relation of melting-point to pressure,
the observations are restricted to a temperature-interval
(700° to 1400°) of a few hundred degrees on both sides of
the region of fusion f (§ H).
2. Literature. — Experiments similar to the present, but
made with basalt, were published quite recently J by Profs.
Koberts- Austen and Riicker§. The irregularities obtained
by these gentlemen with different methods of treatment
(heating in an oxidizing or a reducing atmosphere, repeated
heating, sudden cooling), the anomalously large specific heat
between 750° and 880°, where basalt is certainly solid, and the
absence of true evidences of latent heat||, contrast strangely
with the uniformly normal behaviour occurring throughout
my own results. Basalt is chemically and lithologically so
near akin to diabase (particularly after melting) that I anticipated a close physical similarity in the two cases. Unfortunately the account given of the basalt work is meagre.
Detailed comparisons are therefore impossible.
The elaborate measurements of Ehrhardt (1885) and of
Pionchon (1886-7) are less closely related to the present work.
Apparatus.
3. The Rock to he tested, — About 30 grammes of diabase
were fused in the small platinum crucible together with which
they were to be dropped into the calorimeter. Two such
charged crucibles were in hand, to be used alternately. The
molten magma, after sudden cooling, shows a smooth, apparently unfissured surface, glossy and greenish black.
After
* Commimicated by the Author.
t The geological account of the present work is begun by Mr. Clarence
King, in the January number of the American Journal.
X This was written some time ago. See American Journal, December
1891 and January 1892. A forthcoming Bulletin, No. 96, U.S. Geological
Survey, contains the work in full.
§ Roberts-Austen and Riicker : this Magazine, xxxii. p. 355(1891).
'I Supposing basalt to solidify (§ 13) below 1200°.
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drying and weighing, the mass is often found to have gained
5 per cent, in weight. I was at first inclined to believe that
this was attributable to water chemically absorbed by the
viscous magma; but the water is only mechanically retained,
for it passes off after 24 hours of exposure to the atmosphere,
or by drying at 200° C. for, say, 30 minutes. Hence I
weighed my crucibles at the beginning of each measurement,
having previousl}' dried them at 200°. The solid glass, suddenly cooled from red heat, soon shows a rough and tissured
surface, and its colour changes from black to brown, possibly
from the oxidation of proto-to sesquisalt of iron, possibly from
mere changes in the optical character of the surface (§ 2).
Throughout the course of the work the charge of the
crucibles was neither changed nor replenished.
4. Thermal Capacity/ of Platinum. — Data sufficient for the
computation of the heat given out by the crucibles were
published in 1877 by Violle*, whose datum for the high
temperature {t) specific heat of platinum is '0317 + •000012^.
Hence the increase of thermal capacity from zero Centigrade
to the same temperature is ^(•0317 + '00000()^), which is the
allowance to be made per gramme of platinum crucible.
5. Furnace. — Inasmuch as heat is rapidly radiated from the
white-hot slag, it is necessary to transfer the crucible from
the furnace into the calorimeter swiftly. I discarded trapdoor, false bottom, and other arrangements for this purpose,
because the mechanism clogs the furnace, interferes with constant temperature, and is too liable to get out of order. The
plan adopted is shown in figs. 1 and 2 (Plate VI.), in sectional
elevation and plan. The body of the furnace consists of two
similar but independent bottomed half-cylinders, A A and
B B, of fire-clay properly jacketed, which come apart along
the vertical plane c c c c. The lid, L L, however, is a
single piece, and fixed in position by an adjustable arm (not
shown). Each of the halves of the furnace is protected by a
thick coating of asbestos, C C, D D, and by a rigid case of
iron, E E, F F. Set screws, gggg, pass through the edges
of this in such a way as to hold the fire-clay and asbestos in
place. The horizontal base or plate of the casing E F is bent
partially around the two iron slides, G Gr, along which the
two halves of the furnace may therefore be moved at pleasure
while the lid is stationary ; as is also the blast-burner, K,
clamped on the outside (not shown), and entering the furnace
by a hole left for that purpose.
* Violle's calorimetiic work will be found in C. R. Ixxxv. p. 643 (1877),
Ixxxvii. p. 981 (1878), Ixxsix. p. 702 (1879) ; Phil. Mag. [4] p. 318 (1877).

I
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The charged crucible is shown at K (figs. 1, 2, and 3), and
is held in position by two crutch-shaped radial arms, ^, N, of
fire-clay, the cylindrical shafts of which fit the iron tubes
P, P, snugly, and are actuated by two screws, R, R. Moreover P, P are covered with asbestos (not shown), and thus
subserve the purpose of handles, by grasping which the two
halves of the furnace may be rapidly jerked apart. It is by
this means that the crucible is suddenly dropped out of the
furnace into the calorimeter immediately below (not shown).
Care must be taken to have the arms N, N free from slag.
6. Temperature. — As in the former work, the temperature
of the furnace is regulated by forcing the same quantity of
air swiftly through it at all times, but lading this air with
more or less illuminating-gas, supplied by a graduated stopcock. The amount of gas necessary in any case is determined
by trial, and observations are never to be taken except after 1 5
or 20 minutes^ waiting, when the distribution of temperature
is found to be nearly stationary. Nevertheless the temperature of the crucible is never quite constant from point to
point. I therefore measured this datum at three levels — near
the bottom, the middle, and the top of the charge, after the
stationary thermal distribution had set in (see Tables, § 10).
For this purpose the fire-clay insulator*, tt^ of the thermocouple, 6,
a passing through a hole in the lid, is adjustable
along the vertical. Before dropping the crucible the thermocouple iswithdrawn from the charge and suspended above it.
The cold junction is submerged in petroleum and measurements made by the zero method.
When the charge is solid, a small platinum tube ])reviouslv
sunk axially into the mass (see fig. 3) enables the observer to
make the three measurements for temperature as before. In
my later work I also encased the insulator of the thermocou])le
in a platinum tube closed below (see fig. 1) when making
these measurements for the molten charge. Slag being a
good conductor at high temperatures^ hydroelectric distortions of the thermoelectric data may not otherwise be absent.
I state, in conclusion, that when constancy of temperature
is approached the hole in the fid is closed with asbestos, and
the products of combustion escape by the narrow seam in the
side of the furnace, through which, moreover, crucible and
appurtenances are partially visible.
* These are cylindrical stems, 0 5 centim. thick, 25 centim. long, with
two parallel canals running from end to end, through which the plalinnm
wires are threaded. Cf. Bulletin U.S. Geolog. 'Sun-ev, No. 54, p. 95
(1889).
^
: ' '
'>
.
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7. Calorimc4er. — A hollow cylindrical box, provided with a
hollow hinged lid, through both of which a current of cold
water at constant temperature continually circulated, surrounded the calorimeter on all sides. Thus the temperature
of the environment was sharply given, and the correction for
cooling could be found and apphed with accuracy.
The calorimeter was a vessel of thin tinned sheet iron,
28 centim. long, 8 centim. in diameter, having a water-value
of 19 gramme-calories, and holding a charge of about 1200
grammes of water. The inside of the vessel was provided with
a fixed helical strip running nearly from top to bottom, and
was supported on a bard rubber stem. This could be actuated
On the outside of the outer case from below, and served as
a vertical axle around which the calorimeter could be rotated.
In this way the water within the vessel was churned, and
three small hard rubber rowels near the top gave steadiness
to the rotation. I pass the description of this apparatus
rapidly here, but shall recur to it in connexion with other
calorimetric work.
The box or outer vessel of the calorimeter, with its projecting stem, was movable on a small tramway, the tracks of
which lay at right angles to the slides G, G (figs. 1 and 2) .
Thus at the proper time the lid of the box was opened and the
calorimeter rolled directly under the furnace. After receiving
the crucible the calorimeter was again rolled away and the box
closed, whereupon the temperature-measurements were made
by a sensitive thermometer inserted through a hole in the lid.
Were I to continue work like the present I should make the
crucible bullet-shaped, and provided with a permanent central
tube much like fig. 3. The splashing of water by the dropping crucible (an annoyance which is sometimes serious)
would then be to a great extent obviated.
Results.
8. Method of Work. — While waiting for stationary furnace
temperature I made the initial measurements for the cooling
of the calorimeter in time series. Knowing, therefore, the
time at which the body was dropped I also knew the tempo*
rature of the water into which it was dropped, accurately.
Similarly the three measurements for the temperature of the
charge had just before this been made in time seiies.
The experiments showed that ten minutes after submergence the crucible and charge might safely be considered
cold, for the maximum temperature of the calorimeter was
X 2
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reached after 5 minutes. Hence the time from 10 to 15
minutes was available for making the final measurements for
cooling ; knowing the extremes, I found the intermediate
rates in accordance with the law of cooling. Thus, while the
calorimeter was being constantly stirred, its temperature was
measured at the end of each minute. Hence I knew the mean
excess of its temperature above its environment during the
course of every minute, and was able to add the corresponding
allowance for radiation and evaporation at once. How important this correction is the Tables (§ 10) fully show. The
only drawback against sharp values is the lag error of the
thermometer ; but this is eliminated in a long series.
I have stated that both the calorimeter and the crucible
were weighed before and after each measurement. The latter
data were taken.
9. Arrangement of the Tables, — The two crucibles (§3)
and tubes (fig. 3) are designated I. and II. In all cases ni
is the mass of the charge, M the calorimetric value of the
calorimeter (corrected for temperature), r the temperature of
the environment. 0 is the temperature at the top, the
middle, and the bottom of the charge at the time of submergence. The mean value is also given. The temperature of
the calorimeter at the time specified is given under 6, and a
parallel column shows the correction of 6 for radiation.
Finally, the computed thermal capacity of the platinum crucible and appurtenances (correction Ji), and the thermal
capacity* h of the charge computed up to each of the consecutive times, are found in the last columns. A few obvious
remarks follow, x^ote that h reaches its true (constant) value
in proportion as the body is cold.
To avoid prolixity I have only given full examples of the
data here defined at the head of each table. The remainder
is abbreviated.
10. Tables. — In the data of the first series (^Table I.) only
one value of © is in hand for the liquid state. Moreover the
construction of the furnace was somewhat faulty, not being
flat-bottomed. Hence these results are of inferior accuracy
as compared with Series II. (Table II.), which are the best
obtained.
* The constant h is really the increase of thermal capacity above zero
degrees Centigrade.
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I
'1

•985 g.
•654 g.
Series.
Table I. — Thermal Capacity of Diabase. First
Platinum crucible, I., 11' 169 g. ; Platinum tube, I.,
°a °C. tube, II.,
Platinum crucible, II., 11 '271 g. ; Platinum
h.

Cru

Time.

c.

I.

I.

II.

I.

II.

' 12

16

12

12

12

6.

Minutes. 1 °C.
0 :
1 i
I
2
3
5
8
11
14
0
11
0
14
0
14
0

'

I.

12

0
14

I II.

12

0
14

I.

11

0
11

1199
1163
1138

1202 g.
29-32 g.
1378°

22-16
30-97

1196 g.
32-22 °g.
1337

14-55
24-40

1196 g.
6 °g.
2912-174

21-92
29-98

1 195 g.
32-22 °g.
1166

1021
998
983

1196g.
3 ° g.
3210-201

0
14

1035
102.5
1015

I.

11

0
11

II.

11

140

889
880
872
827
827
833

14-92
22-80
25-20
25-50
25-58
25-40
25-25
25-12
25-90
36-04

1196 g.
6 g.
29-178
10 °

11

9.

1145 g.
5 °g.
3313-706

1100
1074
1060

II.

k

1202 g.
6 ° g.
-367
3313

•02
•06

tion
Correc-

-2tion
•11Correc0h.
•33
i
-46
267
' 355
•60 g.-cal.
t
;g.-cal.

"36

4
i

Immersion
Liquid."385

17-9

372
i 370
367
i'6-6
"-6
370
370
9

i-io

I

370

"37

3

Immersion"3
5

8

Liquid.
Immersion "31
Liquid.

1

20-7
Immersion"
263
Liquid.

"•

74

14-87
22-98

i-ii'

"•si'

Immersion
"
Solid. 253

1198 g.
32-24 g.
880°
829°
1192 g.gJ
2916

16-19
21-59

73
Immersion"
Solid. 264

iV-'i

i6-4

1489
21-31
19-76
25-55

"•

16-7

i-'io'

21-16
27-25

1195 g.
29101625°g.

Immersion
"24
Liquid. 2

18-0

7
"4

14

j Mean 6.
M.
m.

Immersion
Solid.

"•6

5

13-9

Immersion
Solid.

15-5
Immersion
Solid.

"•4i"
i

12-0
20-07
24-39

12-i'
1

"l91

1

Immersion
Solid.

i
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Table II.— Thermal Capacity of Diabase.

Second Series.

°c.

e. i1Mean

i

!

Cruc!
No

. i

T. 1

°c.

°c.

M.

[

m.

"\
tion 04 •16 tioD
i
Correc-i
6>.
•3•05
-609
°G.
' Correc-'1
-88

Time.

\
1

II.
j

12

1265
1246
1241
1

1

i

I.

II.

II.

L

n.

12

997
995
: 987
1260
1251
1243

12

1354
1333
1319

10

10

954
948
942

10 * 1364
i 1354

L

10

1

1186 g.
32-22 g.
948° 1
1194 g.
26-05 g.
1352°

1407

i

1 g.-cal. 1 339

;|
j Immersion
236
Liquid.
305
!
g.-cal.
329
j

341

IJ

1

Immersion
13-8

20-61
,

-22

26-49 1

-80

1 238-3 ;1

19-34!

0

1

14

13-78 i
21-79 !
i

0
14

342-5 1

0

Immersion

26-8

-84

22-4

376-6

I

20-24
25-81 i

14

-94

i'3-0

j! 226"6

! 23-1
i

1

367-0

;

1

1718

0

Solid.
L^"quid.
Immersion

Liquid.
Immersion
Solid.
Immersion

24-82

-87

14-831

Liquid.
Immersion

j 2013 1

-46

1 11-9

202-1

i
! 19-2

!
! 309-5

1187 ff.
25-97 ° g.
1166

0
14

' 17-40
1 24-21

*77

1215
1191
1186

1192 g.
25-95 g.
1197°

0
14

14-38
21-13

-62

10 '
l

O

1

1

1334°
■
1190 g.
26-27
g. 1

26-25
26-08

\

20-6

1176
1164
1158

1 782
IL

993°
11907 g.
26-0 ° g.
1251

-10

18-94
24-60
26-05
26-52
26-61
26-45

h.

SoUd.

1 870
10

I.

1192 g.
32-22 g.

11
14
110

10 1 877
32-20
873° g.|j 1 014
1339 ! 1191
i 1873
g. j
14

II.

II.

Minutes.
0
1189 g.
1
26-39 g.
2
1
3
1251°
5
8

1

1

e.

9.

780
780

1204
1 1195
1183

1189 g.
32-19 g.
781°
1195 g.
25-90 ° g.
1194

0

1 23-611

0
14-5

; 14-54
; 21-22

t

i

Liquid.
Immersion

19-36 '

14

Immersion

j

Liquid.

i
19-9

-94

318-5

Immersion
Solid.

179-7

Immersion

j

i
-66

Liquid.

1

19-9

317-9

16*4

3oa
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Table II. (^continiied).°C.
Cruc.
^0.

10

1177
1170
1166

1192 g.
0 ° g.
3211-271

11

1106
1094
1088

1195 g.
1 ° g.
-296
3210

11

1262
1244
1238

1191 g.
9 °g.
2512-448

11

1237
1216
1202

1188g.
3 ° g.
2912-418

1224
1216
1205

1185 g.
7 ° g.
2512-515

1

III.
1.

1

e.
°c.

1— 1

I.

r.

Mean 9.
I'll.
M.

11

h.

°0.

e.

Time.

Miuiites.
0
14
0
14

8

■-8

9

19
27--8387

16-28
23-24

140

19-72
26-55

140

13-67
21-60

0

19-73
26-27

14

tion
h.
0. i'-io CorrecCorrection

■-6

g.-cal.
16-7

Immersion
g.-cal.
Solid.
"•6
9
301-6 Immersion
Solid.
'"•
95

15-5

Immersion
Liquid.
338-8

17-7

264

Immersion
"2
268-Liquid.

330-3

Immersion
Liquid.

"
21-1
For brevity the later observations were averaged per
0 minutes, and under li the mean value for the last 11 minutes
is usually given.
In Series I. the increase of temperature from top to bottom of
6
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the crucible is as large as 60° at 1200°, usually much smaller,
however, and falling off pretty regularly to 6° at 829°. In
Series II. the corresponding mean difference is about 25° at
1300°, 14° at 1000°, 10° at 800°. The errors thus involved
cannot be greater than 2 per cent, in the extreme case ; but
since the distribution of temperature is measured^ it is probably
negligible except at very high temperatures. I am inclined
to infer that the greater constancy of the solid distribution
as compared with the liquid is due to greater thermal conductivity inthe former case (solid), convection being necessarily absent in both.
Considering the observational w^ork as a whole, the data
are satisfactory, seeing that an error of 0*1° C. in the calorimetric temperatures, initi^d or final, must distort the results
at least 1 per cent. But the real source of error is probably
accidental, and is encountered when thehotbodv falls through
the surface of the cold water.

Inferences.
11. Digest and Charts. — In Tables III. and lY. I have
summarized the chief results on a scale of temperature.
The
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results of the latter (Series II.) are graphically shown in the
chart (fig. 4), in which thermal capacity in gramme-calories
is constructed as a function of temperature *. Straight lines
are drawn through the points, shov^ing the mean specific
heats for the intervals of observations, solid and Uquid. The
letter a marks the region of fusion.
Table III. — Thermal Capacity of Diabase.
Digest, cf. § 15.

Series I.

Mean specific heat, sohd, 800° to 1100°
. -304.
„ liquid, 1200° to 1400° . -350.
Latent heat of fusion, at 1200°, 24 g.-cal. ; at 1100°, 16 g.-cal.
1

Solid.

Liquid.
—
Temp.
1^ 1 capacity.
Thermal
capacity.
rm^l
0 mp. Tl^e
Te
1367
1274
370
358
1378
1306
385
373
364
i1 1337

i
Temp. Thermal
capacity.

Temp. Thermal
capacity.

829

191

1025

880

204

1078

253
263

242

tll66
1

311

1001
1

Table IV. — Thermal Capacity of Diabase.
Digest, cf. § 15.

Series II.

Mean specific heat, solid, 800° to 1100°
. -290.
„ liquid, 1100° to 1400° . -360.
Latent heat of fusion, at 1200°, 24 g.-cal. ; at 1100°, 16 g.-cal.
Solid.
Temp. Thermal
capacity.
o

781
873

Temp. Thermal
capacity.

180

1096

202
227

tll71

268
302

Temp.

1166
1194
1197

948
993

238

1215
1218

Liquid.
Temp.
Thermal
capacity.
'

318
310
319
327
330

Thermal
capacity.

1248

339

1251

340
377
342

1251
1334

367

1352

* The corresponding chart for Table III. is almost identical with this,
t Incipient fusion (?) at the base of the crucible.
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In both the tables, III. and IV., the soKd pomts lie on lines
which, if reasonably curved, would be nicely tangent to an
initial specific heat of aboufc 0*2 at °C. The grouping, in
other words, is so regular as to exclude the probability of
anomalous features, either in the observed or the unobserved
parts of the loci. The solid point near a (fig. 4, a similar point
occurs in Table III.) alone lies markedly above the curve ; but
inasmuch as in my volume work I found solidification to set in
at 1100°, it is altogether probable that the occurrence at 1170^
is incipient fusion (§ 13).
The regularity of the liquid loci (Tables III. and lY.) is
slightly less favourable ; bat the discrepancies which occur
are above 1300°, and obviously accidental (§ 10, end).
12. Specific Heat, — As regards the mean specific heats between 800° and 1100° in Tables III. and IV., it will be seen
that the intermediate datum would satisfy both groups of
points about as well as the individual data given. A tracingmade of the first group practically covers the other. The
same remarks may be made for the liquid state. I have not
attempted any elaborate redactions, since the equations of
the necessarily curved loci would have to be arbitrarily
chosen, and since values for specific heat are of no immediate
bearing on the present inquiry.
13. Hysteresis. — Recurring to the suggestion of the preceding paragraph, it appears that the fusion behaviour of rocks
must be accompanied by hysteresis* of the same nature as
that which I observed with naphthalene and other substances :
for, whereas in my volume work with diabase I was able to
cool the rock down to 1095° without solidifying it, evidences
of fusion (at a, figs. 4 and 5) do not occur in the present
work until 1170° is reached. The magnitude of the lag is
thus of the order of (say) 50°, and its pressure-equivalent
may be estimated as 500 atmospheres.
14. Latent Heat. — In virtue of the fact that the (upper) end
of the solid locus (Tables III. and IV.) may be carried so
near the beginning of the liquid locus, the datum for latent
heat is determinable with some accuracy, in spite of its surprisingly small (relative) value. Difficulties, however, present
themselves in the determination of the true melting-point, a
datum which can only be sharply defined when the temperature of the crucible is quite constant throughout. I have,
therefore, considered it preferable to state the conditions at
1200° and at 1100°, the former being nearer fusion and the
latter very near solidification.
The latent heats for those
* Am. Journal, xlii. p. 140 (1891) ; cf. ibid., xxxviii. p. 408 (1889).
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temperatures are 24 and 16 respectively. The coincidence of
results in both of the independent constructions (Tables III.
lY.) is in a measure accidental.
15. Tlie Relation of Melting-point to Pres.^ure. — The first and
second laws of thermodynamics leid to the equivalent of
James Thomson's fusion equation, which in the notation of
Clausius* is <iT/t/p=T(cr— T)/Er' ; where T is the absolute
melting-point, a — r the difference of specific volumes solid
and liquid at T, r the latent heat of fusion, and E Joule's
equivalent.
Combining the present Series I. of thermal measurements
with the former Series III. of volume measurements^ I obtain at 1200°, since T=1470°, o--t = •0394/2-72 (where 2-72,
is the density of the solid magma at zero), and r' = 24.
\«i^/l200

021 =

=) o--t=-0385/2-72,
and at 1100^, since T= (?
1370^

and 7'' = 16,

=-029.
f^)
Similarly, combining the present (heat) Series II. with the

former (volume) Series IV., at 1200°, since c7—t=:*0352/2'72,
and / = 24,
\dp/i2oo
and at 1100°, since o--t =?)
-■'''■' and / = 16,
( •0341/2-72,

026.

(f) value=- f of dT/dp falls v^dthin the
Hence the probable silicate
margin ('020 to '036) of corresponding data for organic substances (wax, spermaceti, paraffin, naphthalene, thymol). I
may, therefore, justifiably infer that the relation of meltingpoint to pressure in case of the normal type of fusion is
nearly constant irrespective of the substance operated on, and
in spite of the enormous differences of thermal expansibility
and (probably) of compressibility. And in the measure in
which this is nearly true on passing from the carbon compounds to the thorough^ different silicon compounds, is it
* Wdrmetheorie, i. p. 172 (1876).
t For reasons to be stated elsewhere, 6 m=a-\- '025 ^j (where dm is the
meltino:-point in °C. at the pressure p atmospheres) will be assumed in
making geological application of the above data.
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more probably true for the same substance changed only as
to temperature and pressure. In other words, the relation
of melting-point to pressure is presumably linear. In my
work on the continuity of solid and liquid ^ these relations
are corroborated for naphthalene within an interval of 2000
atmospheres.
XXIX.

Notices respecting New Books.

Treatise on Thermodynamics.
By Petee Alexander, M.A.
London : Longmans, Grreen, and Co.
1892.
Tj^EOM the preface it appears that this book is ambitious : it
-*- claims to have elevated the science of Thermodynamics into,
an organic unity from being a mere collection of detached propositions, to exhibit the thermodynamic relations as the outcome of
physical, as opposed to mathematical, coasiderations, to have
cleared away the fog that has enwrapped the subject of irreversibility, and, by an enlarged definition of entropy, to have opened
up a mode of dealing with this subject, and, finally, to have
dissipated the haziness that has overlain the subjects of Motivity
and Dissipation of Energy.
The idea is to be deprecated, however, that, as hitherto treated,
the science of Thermodynamics has consisted of anymore detached
propositions than the two, representing the two laws, which are
the necessary basis of this as of every other treatise on the subject, viz. that of the conservation of energy and that of the perfection of a reversible engine or its equivalent, together with their
consequences ; and indeed a set of relations, which are the expressions in different forms of the same fact and which are all deducible
from each other by simple transformations, does not constitute
different but identical propositions. What the author has really
done is to express the two laws, i. e. practically the values of the
dynamical equivalent and of Carnot's function, in a manner even
more general than that worked out (though not otherwise employed)
by Clausius, viz. in terms of two general variables ivitli any scale
of temperature 'whatever, and then from these expressions to deduce
particular thermodynamic relations by the substitution of particular
variables : and it is these relations, which are necessarily identical,
that constitute the " detached propositions " above mentioned.
Even if this method does not really tend to promote the organic
unity of the science, it has without doubt its advantages and, by
reason of its generality, should find plat^e in some form or other
in every formal text-book : it is certainly convenient if only as a
simple mode of demonstrating certain identities and exeu of briiiijing
to light identities, unimportant enough it may be, tliat might
otherwise escape recognition. At the same time it is unlikely that
general resort will be made to it for obtaining the really inq)ortant
* Am. Joum. xlii. p. 144 (1891 ).
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forms of the thermodynamic relations, each of which is patent on a
glance at the corresponding iuflDitesimal cycle.
In his investigation of these general expressions, the author
prefers not to avail himself directly of the fact that infinitesimal
changes of entropy and intrinsic energy are perfect differentials,
and so, according to Lord Kelvin's simple plan, to apply the corresponding criteria forthwith, this method savouring of mathematics
only : he follows Clausius' original lead instead, without, however,
Clansius' elaboration, and, taking an infinitesimal cycle composed
of two pairs of thermal lines of any different types, he sums up the
heat absorbed all round the cycle and also the changes of entropy,
and equates the former sum to the area of the cycle and the latter
to zero, this lengthier process being chosen as being of a more
distinctly physical character than the other. In the second of
these calculations the criterion of a perfect differential is of course
necessarily arrived at, since the process of determining the criterion isessentially that of the method pursued ; attention might
therefore with advantage have been called to the mathematical
character of this resulting equation, more especially as after
reading Chap. XY., wherein is given Lord Kelvin's method, a
student will not be likely to have recourse to the other. Advantageous, too, would be the omission in this calculation of the signs
of integration, which are finally discarded as quite unnecessary
and are not even introduced into the other calculation on p. 42.
With respect to irreversibility, it is pointed out that there may
be processes which, though not actually reversible, are, ro far as the
luorkiny substance is concerned, in one direction equivalent to processes that are reversible, in which case the changes of entropy
that occur in the working substance itself during such processes
(termed conditionally irreversible, in contradistinction to intrinsically irreversible processes which have no such equivalents) depend
only on its initial and final states. But we are not really helped
by these considerations — which are not new — since it is the actual
sources &c. and the actual variations of entropy with which we
are really concerned.
The proposed enlargement of the definition of entropy which is
to help with the treatment of irreversibility greatly needs defence.
It is ushered in with an objection to the definition of the entropy
of a body or system as the sum of the entropies of its parts,
" which seems to me as unwarrantable as to define the temperature
of a body or system as the sum of the temperatures of its parts,^^ so
that to speak of entropy per unit mass " seems to me as unwar antable asto speak of temperature per unit mass " ; though no
reason wdiatever is given or even hinted for likening entropy to
temperature rather than to such another physical property as
energy or volume. Such a definition of entropy is then desired
as will make the entropy of any system whatever invariable when
no heat passes into or out of it ; and the author considers that he
has obtained such a definition — which satisfies also his previous
objection — in the formula 2 . rw^/^ . rm, where m is the mass

1
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of a portion of the system of which the entropy and absohite
temperature are 0 and r.
Assuming, however, the formula for a single mass, consider a
system of two masses m^, m^ of the same substance with entropies
0p 02 and at absohite temperatures r^, t-^ respectively; and let
these masses be respectively expanded and compressed adiabatically to the temperature r and then respectively compressed and
expanded isothermally to the pressure^: the system is now in
equilibrium, and, if r is taken such that no energy is lost or gained
by the system and that the heat lost by the one mass is equal
to that gained by the other, it is in that state of equilibrium
which the system would finally attain in isolation. If, then, 0 is
the final entropy of the system, the heats lost and gained are
m^T ((/)jL — 0) and «V (^^^a)' whence </)=(wii0i+w202)/(*^i + ^2)»
which does not satisfy the proposed formula except forrj=r2or
Entropy being thus considered a debatable subject, it is surprising to see it postulated in the Introduction as an evident property
of a substance and to find it treated as such without debate or
explanation till the last chapter. In Maxwell's opinion, " it is to be
feared that we shall have to be taught thermodynamics for several
generations before we can expect beginners to receive as axiomatic

I

the theory of entropy."
The account given of thermodynamic motivity and dissipation of
energy is good and clear, and it is properly remarked that Clausius'
theorem of the tendency of the entropy of the universe to a maximum is only a restatement in terms of entropy of Lord Kelvin's
dissipation theorem published thirteen years earlier.
Though the book, therefore, does not seem quite to fulfil the promise of the Preface, it will doubtless prove a useful mathematical
introduction to the subject, which it does not pretend to treat
experimentally, the few experiments that are referred to being
mentioned only briefly and without detail.
Its arrangement seems capable of improvement. Thus, it is not
broken up into articles and its equations are numbered consecutively from first to last, so that references are tedious : the theorem
of the dependence on pressure of the temperature of the maximum
density of water is placed where it seems to be dependent on
thermodynamical considerations, while that of the equality of the
ratios of the principal specific heats and of the principal elasticities is actually proved by such considerations, of which it is
absolutely independent — as is obvious, since it was kno^^^l to
Laplace : and two general equations of very great importance,
(216) and (217), are deduced only incidentally to prove that the
principal specific heats of superheated vapours are approximately
functions of temperature only.
There is some looseness of expression : thus the word pcrfed
is used as equivalent to efficient, which leads to the solecisms
more perfect 2iT\d. equalhj perfect -^ the dyne, ceutimetre, and erg are
called French units : the d3aiamical equivalent of heat is said to be

'')10
JYot'icfs re-'tpectiny JS^ew Hoohs,
"*' 772 on the i'ahrenheit scale " ; Mayer is credited with an experiment which was repeated by Joule, whose object in experimenting
is
rather made
appear
the without
justification
of Mayer's
Technical
terms,to too,
are asused
definition
: thus hypothesis.
the idea of
efficiency is introduced on p. 26 without any explanation though
"its quantitatire measurement is concerned, and, indeed, when an
implicit definition is finally given on p. 35 in connexion with a
Carnot cycle, it is in terms which are neither general nor such as
Carnot could have accepted. It may also be pointed out that
in Chaps. XA^'I. and XA'II. there is no distinguishing symbol for
absolute temperature, though everywhere else the letter r is used ;
that in Chapter XT. the numerical specification of entropy differs
from that adopted elsewhere ; and that in (151) only a particular
integral is given of the partial differential equation (150), the
general solution of which is K=r^/(r^— SAr^'^) corresponding to
the characteristic vl- = \l,{p)-\-ATSdTT~'^f{T^ — ^A.T^p).
The notation is not all that can be desired ; that of partial
differential coefficients is specially abused, after Clausius' example,
in being applied to denote thermal capacities, and in Chap. XI.
the differential coefficients of p and X with respect to t are continually enclosed in brackets armed with some such subscript as 0,
which is entirely incorrect, as these are not partial differential
coefficients at all except ^^Tth respect to the state of saturation ;
elsewhere, too, occurs repeatedly the meaningless form {dTJdt)^,
Avherein r is an acknowledged function of t only.
These are, however, blemishes which do not impair the value of
the book, but might be considered in view of a second edition.
Among its good points must specially be mentioned the stress that
is laid on the proper definition of absolute temperature, though
on p. 168 the author himself uses the definition to which he objects ;
and there is an interesting modification of Eankine's characteristic
for gases suggested which deserves discussion. It is further well
remarked that even on the caloric theory Clapeyron's version of
Carnot's operations (which is that adopted in the book) would be
improved by the adoption of Claudius' modification, — which, by the
way, is ascribed to J. Thomson, though contained in that memoir
of Clausius which first set the subjec-t on its new basis. It may
be here remarked that Carnot's own version of his cycle requires
no modification whatever, even from the new point of view.
Die iiJiysiTcalische Beliandlung und die Alessumj holier Temperaturen.
By Dr. Carl Baetjs.
Leipzig : Earth, 1892.
The subject of pyrometry, although forming an important
application of physics to manufactures, has not received from
physicists the attention which it deserves. One reason for this is
undoubtedly the difficulty of maintaining a constant high temperature, and another is to be found in the fact that the subject necessitates adetailed study of the alterations produced in the properties
of matter by excessive heating.
In order to measure any tempera-

JS^oticen respecting New Books.
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tare absolu<"ely, we must assume that some property of a substance
remains corrstant at that temperature and at other known temperatures. Ifthis is not the case, the same temperature will have
different values according to the method by which it is measured,
and its true value will most probably be that found by a majority
of the methods. The author in his present volume has criticized
the different methods of determining temperatures, and has given
the results of experiments by himself and other workers in the
same field, from which it appears that only three properties remain
constant over wide ranges of temperature. These are the expansion of gases, the change of their viscosity with temperature, and
the thermoelectric properties of certain metals. All these methods
yield consistent results for the value of a given high temperature.
The second part of the volume is a discussion of the applicability
of these three methods, and Dr. Barus pronounces in favour of the
thermoelectric method. He then goes on to discuss the various
forms of apparatus which might be used in applying this method ;
from which it appears that a junction of platinum with an alloy of
platinum and iridium or rhodium gives the best results.
The book is the outcome of several years of difficult experimenting, and it is to be hoped that it will encourage a closer study
ot: the properties of bodies, and especially of metals, at high temperatures. James L. Howakd.
Bulfsbuch fiir die Ausfuhrung elektrischer Messaagen.
Hetdweiller.
Leipzig: Earth, 1892.

By Dr. Ad.

This volume is not intemled to serve as a text-book, but merely as
an epitome of the various processes of electrical measurement. It
gives in a collected form the different methods available for any
particular kind of measurement, together with a short description
of each ; the formulae necessary in order to calculate the results
being likewise quoted, but not proved. In the majority of cases,
however, the original papers and treatises are referred to for more
complete information on this latter point. Under each experiment
the author mentions the sources of error to which it is liable, and
the devices for avoiding or eliminating them are stated, when such
exist. This portion of the work has been carefully written, and
will be found useful when the choice of a suitable method of
measurement has to be made. At the end of the volume the
various electrical constants have been tabulated, and four-figure
logarithm and trigonometrical tables are also to be found there.
Althougli the title of the book refers to electricity only descriptions
of magnetic observations have also been given ; but, as the author
tells us in his preface, these are treated more briefly, and only
those which are necessary in electrical measurements have been
described,
Ja^ies L. HowarI'.
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P^'oceedings of Learned Societies,
GEOLOGICAL

SOCIETY.

[Continued fi'om p. 150.]
December 21st, 1892.— Prof. J. W. Judd, P.K.S., Vice-President,
in the Chair.
T^HE following communications were read :—
-^ 1. " On a Sauropodous Dinosaurian Vertebra from the Wealden
of Hastings."
By R. Lydekker, Esq., B. A., F.G.S.
2. " On some additional Eemains of Cestraciont aud other Eishes
in the Green Gritty Marls, immediately overlying the Red Marls of
the Upper Keuper in Warwickshire." By the Eev. P. B. Brodie,
M.A., E.G.S.
3. " Ccdamostachys Binneyana, Schimp." By Thomas Hick, Esq.,
B.A., B.Sc.
4. "I^otes on some Pennsylyanian Calamites." By W. S.
Gresley, Esq., F.G-.S.
5. " Scandinavian Boulders at Cromer." By Herr Victor Madsen,
of the Danish Geological Survey.
During a visit to Cromer in 1891 the author devoted much
attention to a search for Scandinavian boulders, and obtained three
specimens ; one (a violet felspar-porphyry) was from the shore, and
the other two were from the collection of Mr. Savin. The first was
considered to come from S.E. Norway, and indeed Mr. K. 0. Bjorlykke,
to whom it was submitted, refers it to the environs of Christiania.
The author considered that the two specimens presented to him
by Mr. Savin, who had taken tbem out of Boulder Clay between
Cromer and Overstrand, were from Dalecarlia; and these were
submitted to lAr. E. Svedmark, who compared one of them (a brown
felspar-hornblende-porphyry) with the Gronklitt porphyry in the
parish of Orsa, and declared that the other (a blackish felsiteporphyry) might also be from Dalecarlia.
January IJth, 1893.— W. H. Hudleston, Esq., M,A., F.R.S.,
President, in the Chair.
The following communications were read :—
1. " Variolite of the Lleyn, and associated Volcanic Rocks." By
Catherine A. Raisin, B.Sc.
The district in which these rocks occur is the south-western part
of the Lleyn peninsula, marked on the Geological Survey map as
' metamorphosed Cambrian.'
Some of the holocrystalliue rocks are probably later intrusions.
The igneous rocks, which are described in detail in the present paper,
belong to the class of rather basic andesites or not very basic basalts ;
they show two extreme types, which were probably formed by
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differentiation from an originally homogeneous magma. Corresponding to the two types of rock are two forms of variolite.
These are fully described, and their mode of development is discussed.
The variolites occur near Aberdaron and at places along the coast.
Their spherulitic structure often is developed towards the exterior
of contraction-spheroids, and in this and in other particulars they
correspond with those of the Fichtelgebirge and of the Durance.
The volcanic rocks include lava-flows and fragmental masses, both
fipie ash and coarse agglomerate. They are associated with limestones, quartzose, and other rocks, which are possibly sedimentary,
but which give no trustworthy evidence of the age of the variolites.
2. " On the Petrography of the Island of Capraja." By Hamilton
Emmons, Esq.
The rocks of Capraja consist generally of andesitic outflows resting
on andesitic breccias and conglomerates. The southern end seems
to have formed a distinct centre of volcanic activity, whose products
are younger in age and more basic in character than the rocks of the
rest of the island, and may be termed ' anamesites.' The lavas
appear to have flowed from a vent at some distance from the cone
which probably occurred here and gave out highly scoriaceous
fragments. In the other parts of the island andesite is almost
everywhere found, with patches of the underlying breccias here
and there in the valley bottoms. The chief centre of activity probably lay west of the centre of the island.
Petrographical details of the andesites and anamesites, descriptions of the grouudmass and included minerals of each, and chemical
analyses are given. As regards the age of the constituents, the
author arranges them in the following order, commencing with the
oldest: — magnetite, olivine, augite, mica, felspar, nepheline.

I
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ON A NEW
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ELECTEICAL

FURNACE.

BY M. HENRI

MOISSAN.

THIS new furnace is made of two carefully plane pieces of quicklime one placed under the other. In the lower one is a longitudinal groove for the two electrodes, and in the middle is a small
cavity more or less deep acting as a crucible ; it contains a layer
of a few centimetres of the substance to be acted upon by the arc.
A small carbon crucible may also be placed in it containing the
substance to be calcined. In the reduction of oxides and the
fusion of metals, larger crucibles are used, and through a cylindrical aperture in the upper brick small cartridges of the compressed
oxide and carbon can from time to time be added. The diameter
of the carbons which act as conductors will of course vary with the
strength of the current; after each experiment the end of the
carbon is changed into graphite.
The current most frequently used was one of 30 amperes and
Phil Mag, S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 214. March 1893.
Y
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55 volts ; tlie temperature did not mucli exceed 2250°. A current
furnisbed by a gas-engine of 8 borse-power was 100 amperes and
45 volts produced a temperature of about 2500°. Finally, tbanks
to tbe courtesy of M. Violle, we bad at our disposal 50 horsepower ;the arc in these conditions measured 450 amperes and
70 volts, the temperature was about 3000°.
With bigh-tension experiments certain precautions must be
taken and tbe conductors be carefully insulated. Even with
currents of 30 amperes and 50 volts, like those used at the
beginning of the investigation, the face must not be exposed to a
prolonged action of the electrical ligbt, and the eyes must always
be protected by means of very dark glasses. Electrical sun-strokes
were very frequent at the outset of these researches, and the
irritation produced by the arc on the eyes may produce very painful
congestion.
Tbe temperatures given are only approximate ; tbey will be
especially determined by M. Yiolle by methods to be afterwards
described. A certain number of the results obtained are briefly
enumerated.
AVben the temperature is near 2500°, hme, strontia, and magnesia
crystalhze in a few minutes. If the temperature reaches 3000° the
substance of the furnace itself — quick-lime — melts and runs like
\^ater. At this same temperature carbon rapidly reduces calcic
oxide, and the metal is liberated freely ; it unites readily with tbe
carbon of the electrodes, forming a calcic carbide, liquid at a red
heat, and which can be easily collected. Chromic oxide and magnetic
oxide of iron are melted rapidly at a temperature of 2250°.
Uranium oxide when heated alone is reduced to protoxide, crystallizing in long prisms. Uranium oxide, which cannot be reduced
by carbon at the highest temperature of our furnaces, is reduced
at once at the temperature of 3000°. In ten minutes it is easy to
obtain a regulus of 120 grains of uranium.
The oxides of nickel, cobalt, manganese, and chromium are
reduced by carbon in a few minutes at 2500°. This is a regular
lecture experiment not requiring more than a quarter of an hour.
By this method we have been able to cause boron and silicon to
act on metals, and thus obtain borides and silicides in very
beautiful crystals.
This investigation is being continued.— Comp<t«si2enc?t<s, Dec. 12,
1892.
ON THE DAILY VARIATIONS

OF GRAVITY.

BY M. MASCART.

I have on former occasions used under the name of a gravity
barometer an instrument by which the variation of gravity between
different stations may be determined. The apparatus has the
drawback of being very fragile, but the same arrangement has
great advantages in examining whether there are temporary variations in one and the same place.
Eor some years past I have arranged a barometric tube containing a column of mercury four metres and a half in length, which
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counterbalances the pressure of a mass of hydrogen contained in a
lateral vessel. The whole apparatus is sunk in the ground with
the exception of a short column of mercury at the top. The level
of the liquid is compared with a lateral division, the image of which is
formed in the axis of the tube, and the points may be fixed to
within the j^ of a millimetre.
Direct observations at different times of day only showed a
continuous course, the greater part of which was due to inevitable
changes of temperature ; certain results can only be obtained by
photographic registration.
In the proofs submitted the differences of level are multiplied
by 20 ; they correspond to the variations which are directly observed on a column 90 metres in length.
The curves ordinarily present a very regular and slow course
which is especially due to changes of temperature ; but for some
days sudden accidents are seen, the duration of which is from
fifteen minutes to an hour, and which do not seem to be explicable
otherwise than by correlated variations of gravity. These accidents
may attain and even exceed -^ oi b, millimetre, which corresponds
to ^oiiTF 0^ o^® second per day, supposing that they lasted the
whole day.
In order to have a term of comparison, it is sufficient to observe
that if the difference between high and low water is 10 metres,
the liquid layer would produce a variation of ^-otjito'O' ^^ ^^® \qyq\
value of gravity, that is one fifth of the preceding.
The existence of these temporary variations of gravity appears
undoubted and deserves attention. I intend to organize at the
Observatory of the Pare Saint Maur an apparatus constructed
with more care, from which all casual trepidation of the ground is
excluded, and the indications of which can be continuously followed.
Observations of this kind will no doubt present a peculiar interest
in volcanic districts if the changes are due to displacements of
masses in the interior. — Comptes Eendus, January 30, 1893.
PRELIMINARY NOTE ON THE COLOURS OF CLOUDY
CONDENSATION.
BY C. BARUS.
By allowing saturated steam to pass suddenly from a higher to
a lower temperature (jet) in uniformly temperatured, uniformly
dusty air, the following succession of colours is seen by transmitted
white light, if the difference of temperature in question continually
lincreases :— Faint green, faint blue, pale violet, pale violet-purple,
)ale purple, muddy brown-orange, straw-yellow, greenish yellow ;
jreen, blue-green, grey-blue, intense blue, indigo, intense dark
dolet, black (opaque); intense brown, intense orange, yellow,
^hite.
Seen by reflected white light, the same mass of steam is ah^ays
lull neutral white.
If the colours enumerated be taken in the inverse order, beinning with white, they are absolutely identical with the interference-colours ofthin plates (Newton's rings) of the first and
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second order, seen by transmitted white light under normal incidence. Thus it is worth inquiring whether small globules of water,
when white light is normally transmitted, affect it like thin plates.
For a given homogeneous colour, if I be the intensity of the incident
light
and Z; ( the
04 tointerference
-05) the reflexion-coefficient,
transmission
maxima and minimathenareafter a single
(1 -7t:)Xl + P)I
and (1-^/(1 -F)I ;
they differ only very slightly. But if there be an indefinite number
of particles all of the same size available, then this process is indefinitely repeated in such a way that while the coloured light is
not extinguished, the admixed white light becomes continually
more coloured. Hence, after a sufficiently great number of transmissions, the emergent ray will show intense colour. Seen by
reflected light, the case is almost the converse of this. For a single
particle the masses w^hich interfere are {hi and h{l — l<:yT) weaker,
but nearly equal, and the interference is therefore very perfect.
It is not, however, capable of indefinite repetition, for after each
interference the direction is reversed. The light w^hich emerges in
a direction opposite to the incident ray must therefore have passed
through the particles, i. e. it has been brought to interference both
by reflexion and by transmission, and its colour is thus virtually
extinguished.
The final point to be considered is the occurrence of black between
brown and dark violet of the first order. Here, however, for
relatively very small increase of the thickness of the plate, the
colours run rapidly from brown through red, carmine, dark redbro^TTl to violet. Hence these interferences are apt to occur together and an opaque effect is to be anticipated. Particularly is
this presumable, because the opaque field is coincident with the
breakdown of the steady motion * of the jet.
Thus it seems that the colours of cloudy condensation may,
without serious error, be interpreted as a case of JNTewton's interferences bytransmitted light. In so far as this is true, one may
pass at once from the colour of the field to the size of the particles
producing it ; and the dimensions so obtained agree well with E.
V. Helmholtz's estimate made in accordance wdth Kelvin's equation
for the increase of vapour-tension at a convex surface. In the
study of the condensation phenomena vapour-liquid, the experimental power of a method, which is adapted for instantcmeous
observation, and which, for a certain range of dimensions, not only
discriminates between vapour and a collection of indefinitely small
suspended water-globules, but actually defines their size, cannot
be overestimated. An account of my work, together mth other
allied observations, will be given in the March number of the
'1893.
American Meteorological Journal.' — Silliman^s Journal^ Tebruary
* I refer here to Osborne Reynolds' work (Phil. Trans, iii. p. 935, 1883)
with liquid jets, according to which, after a certain critical velocity is
surpassed, the uniformly steady motion breaks up iuto eddying motion.
I am also searching for Reynolds' lag phenomenon {I. c. p. 957).
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On Plane and Spherical Sound- Waves of Finite
Amplitude.
By Charles V. Burton, B.Sc*
Part I. — Plane Waves.

1. rilHE subject of plane waves of finite amplitude has
JL been considered by Riemannf; and so long as we
confine our attention to the case where velocity and density
are everywhere continuous, his investigation, as is well known,
leaves little to be desired. It will not, therefore, be necessary
here to make further reference to this aspect of the subject ;
but there is one part of Riemann's work which Lord Rayleigh
has clearly shown to be unsatisfactory, and it is this point
which we have now especially to consider. Lord Rayleigh
sayst:—
'^
It has been held that a state of motion is possible
in which the fluid is divided into two parts by a surface of
discontinuity propagating itself with constant velocity, all
the fluid on one side of the surface of discontinuity being in
one uniform condition as to density and velocity, and on the
other side in a second uniform condition in the same respects.
Now, if this motion were possible, a motion of the same kind
in which the surface of discontinuity is at rest would also be
possible, as we may see by supposing a velocity equal and
* Communicated by the Physical Society : read February 24, 1893.
t " Ueber die Fortpflanzung ebener Luftwellen you endlicher Schwingungsweite," Gott. Ahhandl. t. viii. (1860) ; reprinted in Werke, p. 145.
X Theory of Sound, vol. ii. § 253, p. 41.
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opposite to that witli which the surface of discontinuity at
first moves, to be impressed upon the whole mass of fluid. In
order to find the relations which must subsist between the
velocity and density on the one side (wi, p-^ and the velocity
and density on the other side (wg, /02)j ^^ notice in the first
place that by the principle of the conservation of matter
P2U2=piUi. Again, if we consider the momentum of a slice
bounded by parallel planes and including the surface of discontinuity, we see that the momentum leaving the slice in the
unit of time is for each unit of area (/02^^2 = Pi^i)^25 while the
momentum entering it is piiii^. The difi'erence of momentum
must be balanced by the pressures acting at the boundaries of
the slice, so that
whence

piUi{u2 — Wj) =pi —p2 = a\pi — P2),

The motion thus determined is, however, not possible ; it
satisfies indeed the conditions of mass and momentum, but it
violates the condition of energy expressed by the equation
i U2^ — 1 ^^2 = ^2 i^g p^ __ ^2 iQg p^ ' J

2. The assumed motion here criticised is one in which
density and velocity are constant for all points on the same
side of the surface of discontinuity, while this surface itself is
propagated through the fluid with constant velocity. It is
easily shown, however, that the same objection applies when,
on either side of the surface, velocity and density vary continuously inthe direction of propagation, while the velocity
of propagation of the surface is also allowed to vary. For
let (S (fig. 1) be a surface of discontinuity which
is being propagated through the fluid, while the Fig. 1.
planes A, B, parallel to S and lying on either
side of it, are fixed in the fluid. At a given
instant let
distance of S from A = m,
„
B „ S = n ;
density and velocity of fluid just to the left
of S=^i, Ui,
density and velocity of fluid just to the right
velocity with which 8 is travelling = V.
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Then, since A and B are fixed in the fluid, they are approximately moving with the respective velocities Ui, u^ ; m
and 71 being taken sufficiently small. On the same understanding, the mass of fluid between A and B (referred to
unit surface) = mpi + np2 ; and since this mass must remain
constant,
-^(mp-i^ + np2)=0;
i. e. in the limit, when m and n are infinitesimal,
dm
dn
^
or
pl{Y-Ui)=p2{Y-U2),
.....
(1,
Similarly, if pi and p2 ^^^ ^^^ pressures corresponding to
pi and p2j the principle of momentum gives: —
Pj —p2 = rate of change of momentum between A and B

= Wi/)l(V — wi) — W2f)2(V— %).

......

(2)

If the energy per unit volume corresponding to density p
(in the absence of bodily motion) is called x(p)y ^^® principle
of energy would further give
P\Ui~-p2^2— ^^^® ^f change of energy between A and B

= ^ {H 2pi^i' + XiPi)) + ^(i P2 V + X W ) }
= {4Pl%' + %(Pl)}(V-%)-|i/^2^^/+%(/52)}(V-^0.
(3)
Since (1), (2), and (3) involve only the instantaneous values
of Wi, pi^ ^25 p2> ^nd y, together with explicit functions of such
values, while the space- and time-variations of all these quantities are absent from the equations, it is evident that the
conditions to be satisfied at the surface S are the same as if
Wi, pi5 U2^ p2y V were absolute constants. We conclude then,
that, with our assumptions^ a surface of discontinuity cannot
be propagated through a fluid with any velocity, uniform of
variable, except under that special law of pressure for which
progressive waves are of accurately permanent type.
3. What, then, becomes of waves of finite amplitude after
discontinuity has set in ? We may emphasize this difiiculty,
and at the same time obtain a cine to its solution, by considering the following case (fig. 2): — A is a piston fitting a
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cvlindrical tube (or, if we
Fio:. 2.
please, is a portion of an unlimited rigid plane). All the
air to the right of A is initially
at rest and of uniform density,
and then A is impulsively set in
motion, and kept moving to the right with uniform velocity v.
Consider the speed with which the disturbance generated by
A advances into the still air to the right ; it is evident that
in all cases the front of the disturbance must advance faster
than A. Take, then, the case
in which
V > a,

t

where a is the propagation-velocity dpof infinitesimal disturbances. Two alternatives present themselves :—
(i.) If velocity and density are always either constant or
continuously/ variable in the direction of propagation, the rate
of propagation at any point will, in accordance with known
principles, be

and therefore at the front of the disturbance, where u = 0 and
p = the " undisturbed " density,
^/ the velocity of propagation
will be simply =a ; that is, less than the velocity with which
A is advancing.
Ob^dously this will not do.
(ii.) If velocity and density are not always either constant
or continuously variable, that is, if one or more surfaces of
discontinuity are being propagated through the air, we are
met by the difficulty explained in the last section.
4. A simple mechanical analogy ^ill help to indicate the
actual motion. A number of equal spheres, of the same
material throughout, are capable of sliding without friction
Fig. 3.

along a straight bar (fig. 3) , and are connected together by a
number of very weak and exactly similar springs (not shown),
so that when there is equihbrium they are equally spaced
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along the bar. If one of the spheres were moved backwards
and forwards through a small range, a disturbance would
travel through the whole system, but owing to the weakness
of the connecting springs it would travel very slowly. Suppose, now, that the last sphere on the left hand is connected to
a movable piston by a spring half the length of the others,
but otherwise similar to them ; and let this piston be suddenly
moved to the right with a considerable velocity which is kept
constant, and Avhich we may call unity. The weak connecting
spring between the piston and the first sphere produces no
sensible effect until the two are almost in contact, when the
sphere rebounds with velocity 2. This first sphere then
strikes the second, imparting to it the velocity 2, and at the
same time coming to rest. The positions of the spheres after
successive equal intervals of time are represented in fig. 3,
where the number written on any sphere represents its velocity just after the impact which it is sufiering. No number
is written on those spheres which have not so far been affected
by the motion. From this it will be evident that when the
piston moves to the right with a constant velocity which is
very great compared with the propagation -velocity of infinitesimal vibrations of the system, the disturbance advances to
the right with twice the velocity of the piston, provided that
the diameters of the spheres are excluded from the reckoning.
Now suppose that the spheres are too small and too close
together to be individually distinguished; then, at any instant,
the system will appear to be divisible into two parts, in one
of which the velocity is unity, while in the other it is zero ;
and in the moving part the spheres will appear to be twice as
thickly condensed as in the still part. That the constant
velocity of the piston is very great compared with the propagation-velocity ofsmall vibrations is of course only a supposition introduced for the sake of simplicity. If, on the
other hand, these two velocities are comparable, two adjacent
spheres will always remain finitely separated from one another,
and the velocity of any individual sphere within the disturbed
stretch will never be as small as zero, or as great as twice the
velocity of the piston ; the mean velocity within the disturbed
stretch being equal to that of the piston. When the spheres
are very small and very close together, we shall still have
apparently an abrupt transition from finite velocity and greater
density to zero velocity and smaller density; and the energy,
which is apparently lost as the spheres pass from the latter
condition to the former, exists as energy of relative motion
and unequal relative displacement amongst the spheres in the
disturbed stretch.
5. Let us now compare the case just considered with the
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case of § 3 (fig. 2) : and first, concerning the nature of the
analogy, it should be noticed that the individual spheres are
not the analogues of the separate gaseous molecules, but that
when both spheres and molecules are very small and very
numerous, the apparently continuous properties of the system
of spheres correspond to similar properties of the gas. The
connecting springs represent the elasticity of the gas, isothermal or adiabatic as the case may be, and the energy of
relative motion and unequal relative displacement amongst
the distm'bed spheres suggests that there is a production of
heat over and above that which would be due to the (isothermal or adiabatic) change of density : that is, a dissipative
production of heat. The motion considered in the last section
properly corresponds to the case where there is no conduction
of heat, so that the connecting springs are the representatives
of adiabatic elasticity, and the additional heat generated
remains wholly within the more condensed part of the air.
If we make the somewhat ^dolent assumption that the temperature ofthe air remains constant throughout, the additional
heat generated will be conducted away isothermally, and the
equivalent energy will be, for our purposes, entirely lost.
To represent this case by means of our spheres we should
have to regard the connecting springs as representing isothermal elasticity, while the energy of relative motion and
unequal relative displacement among the disturbed spheres,
as fast as it is produced, is to be consumed in doing work
against suitable internal forces.
6. The mechanical system of spheres and springs, having
suggested a solution, has served its purpose, and it now
remains for us more closely to consider the aerial problem in
the light of this suggestion. We may take, first, the case
where the temperature is supposed to be invariable ; for
although such a supposition is necessarily far removed from
the truth, it leads to very simple results,"^ which indicate well
enough the general character of the motion. Let the piston
A (fig. 4) be mo^-ing to the
right with constant velocity
jrio-. 4.
V (which may be either less
or greater than a, the velocity of feeble sounds in air).
Assume all the air between
A and a parallel plane surface B to have the velocity v
and density p^^ while all the air to the right of B is at rest
and has the density /Oq. Let the plane B move to the right
with velocity V.
Then the invariability of mass between A
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and a plane C fixed in the still air gives
p^{Y-v)-p,v=0',
(4)
while from the principle of momentum,
Piv{Y-v)=Pi-Pq;
(5)
the pressure p being a function of p only, since the temperature is supposed to be constant throughout. If we assume
for this case the truth of Boyle's law, so that p = a^p always,
(5) becomes
p^(^a?^Yv + v^)=p,a\
....
(6)
which together with (4) is sufficient to determine V and pi
when V and /Oq ^i'^ given. Taking all these quantities to
remain constant throughout the motion, we see that at each
instant the following conditions are satisfied :—
(i) Every necessary condition between A and B, since
density and velocity are there constant with respect
to space and time ;
(ii) Every necessary condition to the right of B, since the
air there is at rest and in a constant uniform state ;
(iii) Equality between the velocity of A and that of the
air in contact with it ;
(iv) At B, the conservation of mass and momentum, which
are necessary conditions, and which, together with
our supposition that the temperature is somehow
maintained uniform, are sufficient to determine what
takes place at B ^.
Moreover, if at a time t (reckoned from the instant when
A was impulsively started into motion) we take the distance
of B from A to be (V — v)t^ so that initially B coincides with
A, the initial conditions are satisfied.
Thus the assumed motion satisfies all the necessary conditionsit
; is therefore the actual motion.
7. Let us now examine what occurs when no heat is
allowed to pass by conduction or radiation ; a state of things
much more nearly realized in practice. Suppose the motion
of A and the condition of the undisturbed air to be the same
as in the last section, while the (constant) velocity of B is
now called Y^, and the density and pressure of the air between
A and B (called p^, p' respectively) are also taken to be uniform and constant. At each instant, in place of (4) and (5),
we shall now have
p'{^T'-v)-p,v=0,
(7)
p'v{y'-v)=p'-p,
(8)
* Energy appears to be lost, because dissipatively produced beat is
conducted away isothermally.

I
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Since we assume that there is no transference of heat by
conduction or radiation, the raie at which the total energy of
the system increases must be equal to the rate at which work
is being done upon it by the piston A. Let Oq be the absolute temperature to the right of B, that between A and B
being 6', and let us further assume for simplicity that
^ = a const. ;
while 7, the ratio of the two specific heats, is also supposed
constant. It can then be shown without difficulty that the
total energy per unit mass between A and B exceeds that to
the right of B by

2 '
^0
{ry-l)po
of air which crosses
mass
the
pqV^,
by
this
and multiplying
one unit of the surface B in each unit of time, we obtain the
rate (referred to unit area) at which the system is gaining
energy. Again, the rate at which unit area of the piston does
work on the system

and equating this to the rate of gain of energy, we obtain

p'0'
We may also write equation (8) in the form
p<^(Y<-v)=^{p<0-pA);

■

■

■ (10)

and (7), (9), and (10) will then serve to determine V'^ /o', 0'
when V, po, 6q are given. Since we have taken all these
quantities to remain constant throughout the motion, we see,
as before, that at each instant all the necessary conditions are
satisfied ; the principles of mass and momentum, together
with our supposition that there is no exchange of heat, being
sufficient to determine what takes place at B. Again, if at a
time t from the commencement of the motion we take the
distance of B from A to be (V' — v)ty so that initially B coincides with A, the initial conditions are satisfied. The assumed
motion thus satisfies all the necessary conditions, and is therefore the actual motion.
8. If we compare the results of the last two sections with
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those given by Eiemann"^, we shall find complete accordance
so far as § 6 is concerned, though with § 7 the case is different ;and this may he easily explained. We cannot in
general investigate the motion of a (frictionless) compressible fluid by means of the equations of continuity and
momentum, without further making some supposition as to
the exchange or non-exchange of heat^ and so we usually
assume either that the temperature remains constant, or that
there is no exchange of heat : in either case (provided the
motion is continuous), the pressure is a function of the
density only. At a surface of discontinuity there is not only
the ordinary heating effect due to compression, but also, as
we have seen, a dissipative generation of heat, and so, when
applying the equations of continuity and momentum at such
a surface, we must know what becomes of this additional
heat. Now in all cases Kiemann makes the assumption that
the pressure is a function of the density only, and this is
necessarily equivalent to an assumption concerning the transference ofheat. Throughout most of his treatment of waves
of discontinuity Eiemann assumes that temperature is
constant and that Boyle's law holds good j accordingly our
§ 6 is entirely in harmony with his conclusions, in fact (4)
and (5) are only particular forms of equations given by
Riemann. Of course the hypothesis that a portion of gas
can be instantaneously compressed to a finite extent without
any appreciable change of temperature, is not in accordance with experience, but provided we accept the assumption that the temperature rem^ains constant throughout, all that
Riemann says concerning the propagation of leaves of discontinuity under BoyWs law will hold good.
The assumption made in § 7, that there is no appreciable
transference of heat, is probably much nearer the truth; but
this is not in accordance with any assumption made by
Eiemann. When pressure is assumed to be a function of
density only, and to vary with it according to the adiabatic
law, it is virtually assumed that at the discontinuity just so
much heat remains in the gas as would be due to sloio adiabatic
compression, while the further amount of heat ivhich is dissipatively produced is completely and instantaneously removed by
conduction. But though Eiemann's results may thus be
justified by impossible assumptions concerning the diffusion
of heat, we may more reasonably, following Lord Eayleighj
regard them as involving a destruction of energy. The real
source of error lies in Eiemanu^s fundamental hypothesis.
At the outset he supposes the expansion and contraction of
* Loc. eit.
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the air to be either purely isothermal or purely adiabatic, and
thenceforward he treats the air as a frictionless and mathematically continuous fluid, in which pressure and density are
connected by an invariable law. But in general the existence
of such a fluid is contrary to the conservation of energy ;
for as soon as discontinuity arises, energy will be destroyed.
9. It may not be out of place to conclude this portion of
the subject by a short reference to a paper by Dr. 0. Tumlirz ^ . This author starts, as Eiemann did, with the assumption that the pressure is a function of the density only, the
law of pressure being further assumed to be the adiabatic
law ; and in order to avoid Eiemann's error, he explicitly
uses the principle of energy applicable to continuous motion,
in place of the principle of momentum. But the foregoing
discussion will have made it clear, I think, that the solution
of the difficulty is not to be sought for in this direction. In
addition to the assumptions common to his own work and to
that of Tumlirz, Hiemann uses only the principle of mass
and the principle of momentum ; and since by their aid alone
he arrives at a completely determinate motion, it follows
that any other motion consistent with the same arbitrary
assumptions, and with the condition of mass, must violate
the condition of momentum. We have seen, in fact, that
there is dissipation of energy at a surface of discontinuity, so
that the condition of energy applicable to continuous motion
ceases to hold good. We are acquainted, too, mth other
instances where loss of continuity involves dissipation of
energy ; for example, there is the case of one hard body
rolling over another.
As the result of his investigation. Dr. Tumlirz concludes
that as soon as a discontinuity is formed it immediately disappears again,and
thisa eff'ect
lengthening
of the wave
more being
rapidaccompanied
advance of by
thea disturbance.
In this way, therefore, he seeks to explain the increased
velocity of very intense sounds, such as the sounds of
electric sparks investigated by Mach f . But it has already been
pointed out [§ 3 (i.)],that lulien density and velocity are everywhere co7itinuoiis functions of the coordinates, the frojit of a disturbance advancing into still air must travel forward with the
velocity of infinitely feeble soimds. A greater velocity can
only ensue when the motion has become discontinuous.
* " Ueber die Fortpflanzimg ebenej' Luftwellen encUiclier Sc]i\nngungsweite/' Sitzungsh. der Wien. Akad. xcv. pp. 367-387 (1887).
t Sitzungsh. der Wien. Akad. Ixxv., Ixxvii., Ixxyiii.
Cf. also W.
W. Jacques I On Soimds of Cannoni, Amer. Joiirn. Sci. 3rd ser. xyii.
p. 116 (1879).
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Paet II. — Spherical Waves.
10. When plane waves of finite amplitude are propagated
through a Motionless compressible fluid, discontinuity must
always
will showoccur
that sooner
there areor atlater^
leastand
somea moment's
cases whenconsideration
the motion
in spherical waves becomes discontinuous ; the question arises
whether in any case it is possible (in the absence of viscosity)
for divergent spherical waves to travel outward indefinitely
without arriving at a discontinuous state. This question was
suggested to me by Mr. Bryan, who at the same time kindly
handed me notes of his manner of attacking the problem.
His method was to write down the exact kinematical equation
for spherical sound-waves, and then to obtain successive
approximations to the integral of this equation. If it appears
that after any number of approximations the integral would
remain convergent for large values of the radius, we may conclude that our equation holds good throughout, and hence that
no discontinuity arises. If, on the other hand^ the second or
any higher approximation becomes divergent for large values
of the radius, it is probable that the motion becomes somewhere discontinuous. This method I have not followed out ;
but by another method which is, I hope, sufiiciently conclusive, Ishall now endeavour to show that discontinuity
must always arise.
The case in which the motion loses its continuity comparatively early requires no further consideration here ; we have
only to concern ourselves with the case in which the initial
disturbance has spread out into a spherical shell of very small
disturbance whose mean radius is very great compared with
the difierence between its extreme radii. The equations
applicable to the disturbance are then, very approximately,

u^J-^,
r
Cv

(11)

-I

u or a-^cc - for a given part of the wave,

.

(12)

where p is the mean density, p + 8p the actual density at a
point where the velocity is w, and a is the velocity of infinitely
feeble sounds in air of density p ; r is as usual the distance of
a point from the centre of symmetry. Let us consider two
neighbouring points M and K, on the same radius, each heing
fixed in a definite part of the ivave, the point M being behind
N (z. e. nearer to the origin), and the air-velocity at M exceeding that at N by Au.
Then, as the wave advances, each

dp
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part of it will be instantaneously moving forward with (very
approximately) the velocity
^/\
determined by the corresponding values of p and u ; so that
M will be gaining on N at the rate

approximately. We
M gains on N is
where B is a constant
Again, if AqU is the
M and N at the time
ordinate ofM, we may

may admit then that the rate at which
never < BAu,
suitably chosen.
difference between the air- velocities at
^ = 0, and Tq is the corresponding coadmit that

A
•
All
IS
never <

A?^A
^

.
AqU,

+ at
where A is a constant not very Tqdifferent
from unity. Thus
M gains on N at a rate which is
never < AB

^^ AaU :
and between the times t = 0 andrQ4-at
t=ti the distance gained by
M relatively to N will be

i.e.

at least ABAowf'^^,
Jo '^'o + at
atleast ABAoW^log^^^i^.

.

.

. (U)

If B is finite and positive this expression increases indefinitely
with the time, so long as the laws of continuous motion hold
good. If AqT was the distance between M and N at time
^ = 0, the time required for M to overtake^ N will be 7iot
greater than the value of t^ given by
-Ao7^=ABAoi.^log^^^±^;

or, when M
starting, by

and N are taken indefinitely close together at

i.e., we have t^ 'Z-ie'^o^ V^(-^')o} __i\
* Cf. Lord Rayleigli, ^Theory of Sound/ vol. ii, p. 36.

^

^ ^^^
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which gives us a finite upper limit to the time required for
discontinuity to set in, provided B is finite. As our assumptions only remain approximately true so long as the motion is
continuous, (15) will only give an approximation to the time
when discontinuity first commences, and accordingly the
relation must be taken to refer to that part of the wave for
which its right-hand side is a minimum. If B is negative
(which is not the case for any known substance), the approwill be such that 'du/^r is
positive.priate part of the disturbance
To determine approximately the value of B, we may refer
to (13) and the inequality immediately following. If we
assume Boyle's law of pressure, so that V {dp/dp) = cojist.j we
have evidently
B = 1 very nearly.
If we assume that the changes of density take place adiabatically, so thatp oc/)^ and y is nearly constant, the approximate value of B becomes

'-Wi-^W'
dp V

dp

V

dp

by means of (11) ;

___7 + l
If, then, viscosity be neglected, we must conclude that under
any practically possible law of pressure the motion in spherical
sound-waves always becomes discontinuous, and a fortiori the
same will be true of cylindrical waves. But inasmuch as
our result for spherical weaves depends on the existence of an
infinite logarithm in (14) when ^i is increased without limit,
we may conclude that for waves diverging in tour dimensions
(or, more generally, in any number of dimensions finitely
greater than three) there would be some cases where the
motion remained always continuous.
11. The general question of spherical sound-waves of finite
amplitude is by no means an easy one. In the case of plane
waves we can write down at once from Riemann's equations
the condition that the disturbance may be propagated wholly
in the positive or wholly in the negative dii.ection. The
respective conditions are * :—

where po is the density of that part of the fluid whose velocity
* Cf. also Lord Rayleigh, ^Theory of Sound/ vol. ii. p. 35 (3).
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is reckoned as zero. No such simple criterion can be given
for the existence of a purely convergent or purely divergent
spherical disturbance : a fact which may be readily seen from
the equations for waves of infinitesimal amphtude. If (/> is
the potential of a purely divergent system of waves, we have
r^=f[at-T\
(16)
Let p be
where / is a function whose form is unrestricted.
the ordinary density of the air, and p-^hp the actual density
at a point where the coordinate is r and velocity u.^ We
have, then, on differentiating (16) the well-known relations

__'b<i> _

f{at-r)

,

f{at-r)

and

8p
p
From (17) and (18),

a'dt

^

r

^

( a— — u\r^ =-f{at — r) ,
whence differentiating with respect to r, and neglecting small
quantities beyond the first order,

tfr-f)H^i-¥-^'^--^
P

= aT —

1

by (18) ; therefore
«|e_2'' + fSp_|l<=0
(19)
p 0^
^'
r p
or -^
^ ^
If, then, an infinitesimal spherical disturbance is to be purely
divergent, this equation must be satisfied for every value of
r. But since the left-hand side involves Sp/p as well as u^
'bu/'d'i'}
aiid equation
"d (log p)/'d'i",
it is evident
that particular
the questionvalue
whether
or not the
is satisfied
for some
of r
does not depend solely on the state of things in the immediate
neighbourhood of this value, but is influenced also by the
value of p corresponding to the undisturbed air. We must
not therefore seek to characterize a purely divergent disturbance by a differential equation expressing that, with
respect to the air at each point, the disturbance is wholly
propagated in the positive direction of r.
12. Not recognizing this, I had attempted to discover such
an equation, and one step of the inquiry is reproduced here,
for the sake of any interest which it may have.
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It is required to write down the differential equation of an
infinitesimal spherical disturbance^ which is superposed on a
purely radial steady motion.
Thougli a steady motion extending inward to the pole
would involve a violation of the principle of continuity, we
may suppose that throughout a shell of finite thickness the
distribution of density and velocity is such as would be consistent with steady motion ; the motion within such a shell
would then continue steady, provided that its spherical
boundaries were constrained to expand or contract in a
suitable manner. In the absence of constraints the shell of
steady motion would be invaded from without and from
within by disturbances emanating from adjoining parts of the
fluid, but, at points well within the shell, the character of the
steady motion would necessarily be maintained for a finite
time.
Let (^ be the potential of the steady motion.
Let 0 + '^ be the potential of the actual motion so that
i|r and its derivatives are small.
Let Pj p be the pressure and density in the steady motion.
Let p + Bp, p + Bp be the pressure and density in the actual
motion, and assume that the pressure is a function of
the density only. From the ordinary equations for the
motion of compressible fluids we obtain

dr^T'-t,
'Wj
when small quantities of the second order
Subtracting (20) from (21)

Now

^^ = -^-1*1^

• • • (21)
are neglected.

(22)

Bp _ dp Sp
therefore

p ~ Tp'~p'
'd Sp _ dp I'd .sp .
^t p
dp' p 'dt
(23)
and the equations of continuity tor tlie steady motion and tlio
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actual motion may be written

whence by subtraction
Again,

f = -.V^^-W-||?-g^|?.

. (24)

expanding this and substituting in (24) we get

-LliKlrK-*-'-?!?)
B^'B^^ JJ^r ' ^^^^
'dr'dr'
'dr
V
^W/
Now differentiate (22) with respect to t and we have, remembering (23),

In this equation we have to substitute the value of 'd^p/'dt
from (25), and if we then put ')(^\lrr, and perform the
necessary reductions, we finally obtain as the differential
equation satisfied by 'yjrr,
where
a^^the variable -^ (in the steady motion) ,
B<^
constant
yj

I'd (up)
p dr

2u'da
a "dr

0r\aj

p

2u
r

or

2u ^a
a ' B?''
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If the steady motion in question is a state of rest, m = 0 and
p is a constant, so that U = 0, Y = 0, and our equation reduces
to the ordinary form for small spherical disturbances,

If, on the other hand, ?' = oo , the motion may, through any
finite distance, be treated as linear. We shall then have u and
p both constant, as well as a, and as before U = 0, y = 0. In
that case

and this, by a change of independent variables, is easily seen
to be the appropriate form for small plane disturbances of a
fluid whose motion is otherwise uniform.
XXXII 1. On a new and handy Focometer.
By Professor J. D. Everett, F.R.S.""
THIS focometer is designed to permit the distance of the
" object "" from the screen to be varied, while the lens
which is to throw on the screen an image of the " object '^ is
automatically kept midway between the two. This position,
as is well known, gives both the sharpest definition and the
simplest calculation.
The instrument is constructed on the principle of the wellknown toy called lazy-tongs. A number of flat bars (fig. 1),
Ficr. 1.

Plan,
all exactly alike, are jointed together in such a way that half
of them are in one plane and the other half in a superposed
plane. With the exception of the end bars, each bar in either
plane is jointed to three of the bars in the other plane, one
joint being in the middle and one at each end. The end bars
are jointed at the middle and one end only. All the bars in
the same plane are parallel, and the two sets together form a
single row of rhombuses all equal and similar, a side of a
rhombus being half the length of a bar. The system has only

M

* Communicated by the Physical Society : read February 24, 1893.
Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. Xo. 215. April 1893.
2 A
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one degree of freedom, and its length is a definite multiple of
the longitudinal diagonal of a rhombus.
The joints are arranged in three rows, one down the middle
and one along each edge, and the distance from joint to joint
in any row is equal to this longitudinal diagonal. This
common distance can be varied between very wide limits by
pulling out or pushing in the frame, and we have thus a means
of dividing an arbitrary length into any number of equal
parts. ^I utilize only the middle row for this purpose, and
utilize it only or chiefly for bisecting a variable distance.
The pins on which the middle joints turn are continued
upwards, as shown in fig. 2, to serve as supports for clips
holding the object, the lens, and the screen.
The lens is
Fig. 2.

Elevation.

mounted on the centre pin, and the object and screen usually
on the two end pins, as in fig. 2. In order to avoid flexibility, the clips are made short, and the pins, on which they
are held by screws, rise only 1^ inch above the frame. The
base of each pin is a substantial disk (see fig. 3) which rests
upon the table ; all the pins, not only in the middle row, but
also in the two outside rows, terminate in such disks, which
serve as the feet of the instrument, and slide upon the table
when the frame is expanded or contracted. The pins are
of brass ^ inch in diameter, and the bars are of ^-inch
mahogany, | inch wide, and 13 inches in gross length.
There are 18 of them, as shown in fig. 1. There are 9
pins in the middle row ; and when the object and screen
are on the two end pins, the distance between them is
divided by the other pins into 8 equal parts, any two of
which should together make up the focal length. The
unused pins are the most convenient handles for manipulating
the frame.
The screen may conveiftently be a piece of white card a
little larger than a post-card, and a square of wire-gauze
about half as big may be used as the object ; but a still
better * object ' is a cross of threads stretched across a square
hole in a card. The light which passes through the square
hole is very conspicuous on the screen before the correct
distance is approached, whereas the shadow of the wire
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Saiize is almost invisible. Tvvo thin cards about the size of
post-cards should be taken, a hole a centimetre square should
be cut through both of them, and they should be gummed
together with the cross threads between them, the threads
being in the first instance long enough to project beyond the
cards to facilitate adjustment while the gum is wet. Waxed
carpet-thread, or any very stout thread with smooth edges, is
Fio:. 3.

•Mhi^

9

7— \
f^ithihi

A supporting* piu,

the best for giving a conspicuous and at the same time a
sharp image. As the cross will sometimes have to be raised
or lowered, the hole should be much nearer to one end of
the card than to the other, in order to give a greater range
of adjustment in mounting on the clip. One thread, should be
vertical and the other horizontal, in order that their simultaneous focussing may serve as a check on the correct
orientation of the lens.
The instrument is intended to be used by placing it on a
table of length not less than four times the focal distance
which is to be measured. A lamp is to be placed either on
one end of the table or on a stand opposite the end, at such
a height that its flame is about level with the tops of the
cKps. The clips should be fixed as low as possible on their
supporting pins, unless it is necessary to raise them to suit
the height of the lamp. In default of a lamp at the proper
height, an adjustable mirror may be used instead, and made
to reflect a beam of light from any large gas-flame iji the
room so that the beam shall pass along the tops of the clips.
2 A2

I
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When the lamp or mirror has once been adjusted to throw
its light in the proper direction, it should not be disturbed,
as all necessary adjustments can be better made by moving
the instrument.
The lens and screen may conveniently be mounted first,
and the adjustments made so that the light collected by the
lens falls on the screen as a horizontal beam. The cross is
then to be mounted in such a position that a bright patch
corresponding to the square hole is seen on the screen, surrounded bythe shadow of the card. The frame must now be
extended or compressed till the image of the cross appears in
the bright patch ; and the lens, object, and screen should then
be carefully set square by hand before the final adjustment.
If the vertical and horizontal lines of the cross do not focus
simultaneously, it is a sign that the lens needs setting square.
The focussing having been completed, the distance of the
object from the image is to be measured and divided by four.
This will give the focal length ; and the calculation can be
checked by measuring one or more of the four equal parts
into which the distance is divided by alternate pins. Owing
to slight play in some of the joints, or other mechanical
imperfections, the theoretically equal distances may exhibit
sensible differences, especially when the frame is nearly
closed up ; but the method of observation is so well conditioned that these inequalities do not practically affect the
correctness of the result.
In fact, if the distances of the lens from the object and
image, instead of being exactly equal, are a + w and a — a*,
the true focal length is — 9——? and in taking it to be one
fourth of the whole distance we are simply neglecting .x^ in
comparison with a^. Suppose the two distances a + x and
a — x to measure 20 J and 19^ inches, which is a larger
inequality than is hkely to occur, the ratio of x^ to a^ is 1 to
1600 ; and this error is negligible, in view of the fact that
the doubt as to when the image is sharpest involves an uncertainty in the focal length to the extent usually of more
than one per cent.
When the focal length does not exceed 10 or 12 inches,
the instrument may be supported with the two hands and
pointed towards a gas-flame, which need not be at the same
level, but may be at any height. A fairly good measurement can thus be made by one person^ if there is opportunity
for setting the instrument down on a table or floor when the
lens needs setting square, and when the final measurement
of distance is to be made.
The friction at the joints of the
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frame is just sufficient to keep them from working while the
instrument is being carefully set down. The chief difficulty
is from flexure.
Instead of receiving the image on a screen, it can be viewed
in mid air. For this purpose I mount the cross on one of
the two end clips^ and a piece of wire gauze about the size of
the palm of my hand on the other, setting the wires at a
slope which
of 45° carries
by way the
of contrast
with the
cross. The
end
cross should
be upright
turned towards
the
strongest light ; as this renders the (iross more visible to an
observer behind the gauze, and also renders the glistening
wires of the gauze more visible when the observer stations
himself behind the cross. The adjustment for focus is made
by lengthening or shortening the frame till parallax is removed. This is a very convenient way of establishing
experimentally the fact of the interchangeableness of object
and image.
The instrument can also be employed to illustrate the
general law of variation of conjugate focal distances, the lens
being for this purpose shifted from the central pin to any one
of the other pins, and the frame being then extended till the
image is correctly focussed. Regarded as an optical bench,
the instrument is remarkably light and handy. Its weight,
including screen, cross, wire-gauze, and lens, is 2 lb. 10 oz. ;
and a lecturer can carry it through the streets of a town
without inconvenience.
The dimensions and number of bars of the instrument as
exhibited are recommended as the most convenient for general
purposes. Ten bars only were constructed for the first trials,
and any number included in the formula ^n + 2 might theoretically beemployed.
In order to prevent looseness at the joints, it would be well
to make the holes in the bars bear against a cone below and
another cone above, with a very slightly tapering wedge for
adjustment, as indicated in fig. 3.
If the instrument were to be set up permanently in one
place, guides might be used for compelling the middle row of
pins to travel without rotation, or the pin on which the lens
is mounted might be a fixture ; but as long as portability is
to be preserved, I do not think that any arrangements for
automatically preventing rotation would be practically beneficial. Itis only in the large movements which precede the
final adjustment that rotation occurs to any injurious extent.
The instrument has been constructed from my drawings by
Messrs. Yeates of Dublin, and the cost is triflino;.

I
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XXXIY. A Hydro dynamical Proof of the Equations of Motion
of a Perforated Solid, ivith Applications to the Motion of a
Fine Rigid Framework in Circulating Liquid. By G. H.
Bryan*.
Introduction.
1. TN the whole range of hydrodynamics, there is probably
JL no investigation which presents so many difficulties
as that which deals with the equations of motion of a perforated solid in liquid. The object of the present paper is to
show how these equations may be deduced directly from the
pressure-equation of hydrodynamics, without having recourse
to the laborious method of ignoration of coordinates. The
possibility of doing this is mentioned by Prof. Lamb in his
'Treatise the
on method
the Motion
of Fluids'
(pp. 119,
120),
he
dismisses
with the
brief remark
that in
most butcases
it would prove exceedingly tedious. I think, however, that
it will be admitted that the following investigation is more
straightforward and simple than that given by Basset in his
' Hydrodynamics,'' vol. i. pp. 167-178.
The usual method presents little difficulty when the motion
of the liquid is acyclic, because the whole motion could in
such cases be set up from rest by suitable impulses applied to
the solids alone ; and a consideration of Routh''s modified
Lagrangian function shows that in this case the equations of
motion can be obtained by expressing the total kinetic energy
as a quadratic function of the velocity-components of the solid
alone, and applying the generalized equations of motion referred to moving axes.
If, however, the solid is perforated, and the liquid is circulating through the perforations, this method presents several
difficulties. If the solid were reduced to rest by the application of suitable impulses, the liquid Avould still continue to
circulate through the perforations, the " circulation " in any
circuit remaining unaltered. From this and other circumstances we are led to infer that these circulations are not
generalized velocity-components, but rather that the quantities Kp are generalized momenta. Now the kinetic energy
of the system is naturally calculated as a function of the
velocity-components of the solid and of these constant circulations (orthe corresponding momenta) ; a form unsuited for
obtaining the equations of motion. We ought either to have
the kinetic energy expressed in terms of generalized velocitycomponents alone, or to know the "modified Lagrangian
* Communicated by the Physical Society : read February 24, 1893.
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function '' obtaiued by "ignoring" the velocity-components
corresponding to the constant momenta or circulations. Either
of these expressions involves constants which cannot be determined from the ordinary expression for the energy alone, and
to determine them in the usual way it is necessary to resort
to arguments based on a consideration of the '^impulse" by
which the motion might be set up from rest.
In the following investigation the equations of motion are
deduced from purely hydrodynamical considerations, and from
them the modified function is found. In §§ 12-16 the equations of motion are interpreted for the case in which the solid
is a light rigid framew^ork and the inertia is entirely due to
the circulation of the liquid, and the results are applied to
interpret the effective forces of the cyclic motion for a perforated solid in general.
General Hydrodynamical Equations.
2. Let a perforated solid bounded by the surface S be
moving through an infinite mass of liquid (density p) with
translational and rotational velocity-components w, v,w,p, q, r,
referred to axes fixed in the solid, and let /c,, k.2^ k^, . , K^he
the circulations in circuits drawn through the various apertures. Then we know that ^ the velocity-potential of the
fluid motion may be expressed as a linear function of the
velocities and circulations in the form
<l) = U(t)u-\-V^v + '(^(pw+p4>p + q^q + 'i'^r + '^K^Ky

•

(1)

where evidently (/)«=^0/Bw &c., and the coefficients <f>u' • •
depend only on the form of the solid.
If dv denotes the element of the normal to S measured
from the solid into the liquid, (/, m, n) its direction-cosines,
then, in the usual way, we have

-I- = / {ii— ry + qz) + m{v —pz + rx) + n {iv — qx +py) . . (2)
The six coefficients cj^w . • 4>r are single-valued functions of
the coordinates, while the coefficients cf)^ which determine the
part of the velocity-potential due to the circulations are cyclic
functions making b^«/B^ = 0 at the surface of the solid ; these
coefficients are supposed known for each form of solid, although
their determination in any given case is generally beyond the
range of mathematical analysis.
3. Let cTi, 0-2, .. . o-,„ be barriers drawn across the perforations ;then, in the usual way, the kinetic energy of the liquid
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is found to be X. wliere

. (3)

S=-ipjJ<^|^rfS + ip2«j|^rf<r=S, + K.

Here Xi is a quadratic function of the yelocitj-components of
the solid, and is the kinetic energy when the motion is acyclic,
and K is a quadratic function of the circulations.
If the axes were fixed in space, the pressure equation
(supposing no forces to act on the liquid) would be

(where pi = pressure, (/^ = resultant velocity of liquid).
Owing to the motion of the axes, however, B<^/d^ must be
replaced by the rate of change of ^ at a fixed point, that is by

whence the pressure equation becomes

+ |^j2_ const.

...

.

(4)

The Mutual Reactions between the Solid and Liquid.
4. Let Xj, Yi, Zi, Li, M^ Nj be the component forces and
couples which the solid exerts on the liquid ; then we have
evidently
Xi = Jj /^^i <^S,
Jji=\\{ny — mz)2^id^.
. . (5)
To reduce these expressions to the required form, we shall
have to resort to repeated applications of Green's formula.
Since the velocity-potential ^ is a multiple- valued function,
it follows that in transforming volume integrals involving </>
we shall obtain surface integrals over the barriers cti, Cg, . . . (T,n
as well as over S the surface of the solid. On the other hand,
the pressure pi and the velocity-components ^<^/d^, B</>/dyj
'd4>/'d- are single-valued and do not contribute barrier terms
to the surface integrals. Moreover, since the circulations k
are independent of the time,
B(/)

.

.

.

.

and "d^f/^t is therefore a single-valued function of the velocitycomponents of the solid satisfying Laplace's equation.
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^=^'

B0»

^'^-^^= Bif.
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as may be at once seen by differentiating (2) with respect
to u and p respectively.
5. Substituting for p^ in (5) in terms of the velocities^ we
have

V- -ffS+ 1 1< (u—yr~\-zq)^-\- (two similar) >/c/S

■ <"
-mihm*m>
The first line of this expression is, from (6), equal to
CCd(^'d^,, ^

"JJ ^^'^

Jj} I ^^^ ^x
dy ^ij
^z ^z }
^
by Green^s transformation. Remembering that <f>^^ is independent ofthe time, this integral, taken throughout the liquid,
becomes

\M{m*m*m>''
pdt'du
p'dt 'du
By Green's transformation the second line is equal to
—

^1

(u — 1/r-j-zq) ^ + (two similar) I d.vdt/ dz

~ jjj ^ ^''~^'" "^ ^^^ §^ "*" ^*''^^ similar) | ^//.i' dt/ dz,
which
becomes by a second application of Green's transformation
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M
+ \\{l{u—yr + zq) + m[v — zp + xr)+n{ic — xq-\-yp)\:^d'^
=.l^{mT-nq)^d^-%K^\{inr-nq)da-\-{{^
by (2).
Lastly, the third hue of (7) is, by Green's transformation.

Hence, adding the several terms together, we have
^~dfd

u

■^r{p^^m(j)d^-X/cp^^md(T}-q{p^]n(l)d^'-'^Kp^^nd(T} . (8)
Now by (6),

p^{m<pd^=p^^'^cpdS

fore
Therefore

6. In like manner we have
■

{ny — mz)-^d^

J j I {u-yr-\-zq) gl + (two similar) | {ny-mz)d^

1
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similar)] ||

—z\ (u—yr + zg)^ +(two similar) | ^

di-rf^/t/^

+
1 ^BX
p dfdp

+

JJ{„.-,,,+.„+,t™.i..,-|t}(4f-,|*),s

-I[IK'li-l-:)-{'lf-g)
-(^;-^p + a'r) ^ + {ic-xq-\-yp) :^^^dxdydz.
Remembering that in this expression one factor of the
surface integral is zero at every point of S, we have, by
again ap})lying Green's transformation to the volume integral,
^^ d
fbp
+ w{p^^m(j)d^-'SKp^^7ndo-} —v{p^^7i(j)dS—'tKp^^nda}
+ r{p^](h - n.T) (pd^ - y.Kp^^ilz - nx)d(i }
-q{p]^{inx-ly)ci>d^-^Kp^^(,nX'-ly)dcT}
Now, just as before,

.

.

(10)

p ^^[lz-mx)<pd^ = p {^'^^^d^

=MI-p {[{f^± My + M

JJJ \B^ ^x ^ By M.
9y ++ M
^z '^\d,dydz
^z J
•'
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Therefore,
^' d ^I

~dfbp

-{g-MK-t)-}
Application to the Equations of Motion.
7. The equations of motion of the solid may now be written
down at once. Let X' be the kinetic energy of the soHd, T
the total kinetic energy =X + X' ; and suppose that the motion
takes place under the action of a system of external impressed
forces and couples designated by X, Y, Z, L, M, N. Then
the effective forces and couples to which the motion of the
solid itself is due are X — Xj . . ., L — Lj . . ., respectively, and
the
of motion of the solid referred to the movingaxes six
areequations
of the form

d-dV
dt op

BX'
ov

-bV
Oi(^

BX'
oq

-dX
br

J

J

,..,

Hence, on substitution, we see that the required equations
of motion are found by writing T for X and X, Y, Z, L, M, X
for Xi, Yi, Zi, Li, Ml, Ni in equations (9) (11). The resulting
equations may be written :

where f, t), ?, X, /x, v are defined by the equations
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(16)

X=:tfcp^(f7i^-mz-^yG;&G.

.

.

.(17)

As Lamb lias pointed out (' Motion of Fluids/ p. 140), the
six quantities (^, rj, ^, \, /ii, v) are '' the components of the
impulse of the cyclic fluid motion which remains when the
solid is (by forces apphed to it alone) brought to rest " *. They
are linear functions of the circulations and their form depends
on the form of the solid. If there is only one aperture they
are all proportional to the circulation k.
The Modified Lagrangiwi Function.
8. We shall now show that the motion of the solid can be
determined in terms of Eouth's modified Lagrangian function,
and shall find the form of this function for the system.
Putting
H = T + ^i + 77?; + fit;4-X/>-f/x^ + vr + F(/^/)), . . (18)
where ^{icp) denotes any function whatever of the quantities
Kpj we see that the equations of motion reduce to the standard
form
dt ^u

on

oi(^

dt dp

ov

m(^

oq

or

The function H, therefore, plays the same part in determining the equations of motion of the solid as the kinetic
energy T in the case of an imperforated solid (or any solid
when the motion of the liquid is acyclic). It remains (i.) to
determine what quantities are to be regarded as the generalized
velocities if the quantities Kp are regarded as generalized
momenta ; (ii.) to find the form of the function F(fcp) in order
that H may represent the modified Lagrangian function.
9. Let Y^,^ be the generalized velocity-component corresponding to the ignored momentum K^p- Then, as Routh has
shown
oranoian(' Rigid
functionDynamics,'
H is of thevol.
formi. § 420), the modified LaR:=T-%fc,,PX.„

(-21)

* Our I, T], (, A, /x, V are the same as the ^^, rj^,, Co, Kj A'c ^o of Lamb, or
the $, g), 3, 8, m, yj of Basset's ' Hydrodynamics.'
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and therefore by equating the two expressions for H we must
have
iu + 'nv-\-l;w + \p + lJiq + vr-V^[K) = -tKpX'
Since

•

• (22)

Y,,^ is the generalized velocity-component
sponding to the momentum Kmp, therefore

corre-

• • • ■ • (2«)
-x».§^,=quadratic
Now H is a homogeneous
function of the six
velocities (u . , . ,p . . .) and the momenta Kp ; therefore
^ '
^"^ . (24)
m = tii'^-{on
o . icp'^-tKpx.
du tKp^=^ii
Hence, from (21),

2T=X^.|^ + S^/^% = 2^.P-S^p^^.

. . (25)

^u
^^
^u
^^.Kp
^ ^
The portions of T and H which involve only the momenta Kp,
and are independent of the six velocities (u . . ., p . ..), must
arise from the terms 2«:/?% in the above expressions (24) (25),
and must therefore be equal and of opposite sign in the expres ions Tand H respectively.
Hence, since from (3)

T=X^ + Xi + K,
the portion of H which is independent of the six velocities
(u . . ., p . . .) must be — K, so that
H = X' + Xi+(^^ + 77y + ?i(; + X/? + yi^g + vr)-K
= T -[-{^u + 'nv-{-^w + \p+,iq + vr)-2K,
. . (26)
and therefore
FiKp) = -2K
(27)
The function FiKp) does not enter into the six equations of
motion of the solid, but its form requires to be determined if
we wish to reduce the equations of motion of the whole
system to the canonical or Hamiltonian form.
The Generalized Velocities and Momenta,
10. Comparing (21) with (27), we see that
l^Kpx = 2K - (^u + 17V + ?w + \p^/xq + vr).

.

(28)

Now equation (3) may be w^'itten in the form

2 (Xi + K) = -pJJ*|,(^^^« + . . • +P^p + . . . + S/cc/) J^S

^^P^^l^iu^'4u+

'" +l4p + . • . + tK^.)d(7, (2^)
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" But by § 2, B<^^/^»^ = 0 all over the surface S of the solid.
Hence, equating the terms independent of the six velocities
(u ...,2>"') on the two sides of (29), we have
2K^lKp{\^{tK<t>,)daBut by (16) (17),

(30)

f w + 7]v + ^10 4- \p -f yLtg + vr

= -2^/.JJ|^(«c/>„ + ...+pc/),+ ...)^^
-\-%Kp\\{lic-{-7nv + 7UO-{- {ni/ — 7nz)p + . . .jdcr.
Hence, by (28) and (30),

t^PX = tKp^^^^{^icl>u + ' •^+i4p + ' . . + SaC(/)J^(7
- Xfcp^^l l{u — t/)' + zq) + m {v—zp-{- xr) + n [lo — xq + yp) } da ;
and therefore

%m=U^-^('^-i/>' + -'?) — (two similar) Jc/o-^.

.

(31)

Now to
'd(\)l'bv
is the velocity
normal
the barrier
cr^^ and of the liquid resolved along the
l[u —yr + zq) + 7n[v—zp + at) + n(iu — xq +yp)
is the velocity of the barrier o-^ resolved normally to itself at
the point a;, y, z, supposing the barrier to be fixed relatively
to the solid. Their difference, therefore, represents the normal relative velocity of the liquid with respect to the barrier.
Hence Xm represents the total rate of flow of the liquid
across the barrier cr^ relative to the solid; in other words, the
generalized velocity corresponding to the ignored momentum
p/Cm is the volume of liquid per unit time flowing through the
aperture relatively to the solid.
This property is proved in a different way by Basset in his
' Hydrodynamics,' vol. i. page 176.
The Form of the Modified Function.
11. It may be interesting to examine a little more closely
the effect of the circulations on the motion of a solid.
When the motion of the liquid is acyclic, the kinetic
energy is a homogeneous quadratic function of (^u, v, w,p, q, r) .
In general it therefore involves 21 constants, but by a suitable
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choice of axes it is always possible to reduce this number by
six, and a further reduction may be effected when the body
is symmetrical. When the motion is cyclic the kinetic
energy must be replaced by the modified function which in
addition contains the seven terms
^u + r}v-\-^w + \p-{- iJbq-^vr — ^,
of which the last term does not enter into the equations of
motion of the solid. The six coefficients (^, . . . X, . . .) are
linear functions of the circulations, and they remain constant so long as only conservative forces act on the liquid,
for the circulations themselves then remain constant. Hence
the modified function H may be regarded as a non-homogeneous quadratic function of the six velocities involving
28 constants, of which 27 enter into the six equations of
motion of the solid.
Equations of Motion of a light tliin framevoork of rigid wires.
12. To take the simplest possible case, let us suppose the
solid to consist of a network of infinitely thin rigid massless
wires through the meshes of which the liquid is circulating.
If the motion of the liquid were acyclic, the wires would
simply cut through the liquid without setting it in motion :
hence the kinetic energy X' + 2i of the acyclic motion
vanishes, and the modified function becomes
H = fw + 77u-l- ?iy-f A.^ + At^ +-vr— K, .
. (32)
a result otherwise evident from the fact that Xi only involves
surface integrals taken over the infinitely small surface of the
solid, while f, 77. f, X, ju., v being integrals taken over the
finite surfaces of barriers are in general finite.
If we choose as our axis of x the Poinsot's central axis of
the impulse whose six components are f, 7;, ^, X, /x, v, the
modified function will reduce to the form
H=:Sz^ + Aj9-K
(33)
If there is only one aperture, ^, ^, ?, X, /x, v are all proportional to the circulation k, and the central axis of the
impulse is fixed in position relative to the solid : if there are
several apertures the position of the axis depends on the
ratios of the circulations through the various apertures, but
throughout the motion it in every case remains fixed relatively to the solid.
The six equations of motion (19) (20) now reduce to
X=0,
L = 0,
^
Y=9'S,
Z=— ^S,

M = z/;5-frA,
/- .
N=— t'H— ^A. )

.

.

(34)
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Since these equations do not involve u or p, we see that
no forces will have to act on the solid in order to maintain a
screw motion whose axis coincides with the central axis of the
impulse.
13. To interpret the equations still further, let us suppose
that u and p are both zero, since they do not enter into the
equations of motion. Then the motion whose components are
(0, Vy w, 0, q, r) consists of two screws whose axes are the axes
of y and z respectively, and, by the theory of screws, these
are equivalent to a single screw whose axis is a certain
straight line intersecting the axis of x and perpendicular to
it. We may take this straight line as our axis of 0, for
hitherto we have only fixed the position of the axis of x.
We have then
The equations (34) therefore reduce to
X=0,
L=0,
Y=rH,
m=wB + rA,\' . . . (35)
Z=0,
N=0.
Hence the solid is acted on by a wrench (Y, M) whose axis
is the axis of y. Thus the axis of the impressed wrench is
perpendicular to the central axis of the impulse of the
• body.
fluid motion, and to the axis of the screw motion ■of}the
Let n be the pitch of the impulse, ot the pitch of the
screw motion of the solid, P the pitch of the impressed
wrench, then
n-^
11-g,
and therefore by (35),

^-^
^--,

P-^
i:'-^'

P= ^ + n

(36)

is the relation connecting the three pitches.
In particular, if r = 0 the equations of motion give
Z=0,

M=i(;S,

showing that a couple M about the axis of y will produce
translational motion with velocity M/S along the axis of z.
14. More generally, let the motion be a screw motion
about an axis whose inclination to the axis of x is 6 and
whose shortest distance from that axis is a. Take this
shortest distance as the axis of y, and let the screw motion
consist of a Hnear velocity V combined with an angular
velocity O, the pitch Y/Il being denoted, as before, by ct.
Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 215. April 1893.
2 B
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It will be readily found that the six components of the
screw motion are
2^=Vcos^ + nasin^,
j9i=Ocos^, "j
^ = 0,
^ = 0, ^
; . . (37)
2^=Ysin^— Oacos^,
r = 12sin^, J
so that the equations (34) now give
X=0,
L = 0,
1
Y=nHsin^,

Z = 0,

M=YSsin^-aaH

cos^ + OAsin^, [.(38)

N = 0,

J

The impressed wrench therefore has for its axis the shortest
distance between the axis of the screw motion of the solid
and the axis of the impulse of the cychc fluid motion. To
find the pitch of the wrench, we have, bv division,
that is,
P = ^-acot^ + n
(39)
15. In the case of a fine massless circular ring A vanishes,
or the impulse of the cychc motion is purely translational.
For it is clear that the axis of the ring is the axis of this
impulse (the above axis of x), also the fluid motion will
e^ddently be unafiected by rotating the ring about its axis;
and therefore the modified function is independent of the
angular velocity p.
The equations (34) now become
X=0,
L = 0,
1
Y=r-S,
M=?6'S,
I
...
(40)

Z=-qB,

N=-fH.

J

Hence a constant force Y along the axis of ?/ causes
uniform rotation with angular velocity Y/S about the axis
of z, and a constant couple M about the axis of y causes
imiform translational velocity M/S along the axis of z.
It is to be noticed that the impressed wrench never does
work in the resulting screw motion, in accordance with the
principle of Conservation of Energy.
16. The above
efi'ective solid
forceswhatever.
produced by
circulation
of the results
fluid onshow
any the
perforated
In
the general case the modified function contains the quadratic
terms X^ + Xi in addition to the terms of the first degree considered inthe above investigation.
If we suppose that the
solid is moving in any given manner, the six equations of
motion (19, 20) determine the components of the impressed
wrench (X, Y, Z, L, M, N) necessary to maintain the given

i
I
I
•
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motion. This impressed wrench may be divided into two
parts, one being due to the terms X' + Xi in the modified
function, the other being due to the terms
^u -{■ 7]V + ^w '\r^p + [Jjq + vr.
The first portion is the same as if the motion were acyclic,
and represents, therefore, the wrench which would have to be
impressed on the solid in order to maintain the given motion
if there were no circulation. The second part represents the
additional wrench which must be applied on account of the
circulations, and the equations to determine it are of the forms
found above.
We notice, in particular, that if the solid has any screw
motion whose axis coincides with the axis of the impulse of
the cyclic fluid motion, the latter wrench vanishes ; so that
the forces required to maintain the motion are unaffected by
the circulations. In other cases the additional wrench is
about an axis perpendicular to the axis of the impulse. This
is true whatever be the form of the solid and the number of
the circulations ; but, as has already been pointed out, the
position of the axis of the impulse relative to the solid is not
in general independent of the circulations unless the solid has
but a single aperture.
It is probable that these results might be made to furnish
mechanical illustrations of certain physical phenomena ; but
with these we are not concerned in the present paper.
Note on the foregoing Paper,
Concerning the proper measurement of the impulse of the
cyclic motion, a difficulty arises ; for, as Mr. Bryan remarks,
this motion cannot be set up from rest by impulses applied to
the solid alone. Suppose, however, that we close each perforation bya barrier in the usual way, and let the barriers be acted
on by the impulsive pressures Kip, K2p, . . . respectively. And
instead of these impulsive pressures being due to external
forces, suppose that they are due to some immaterial mechanism
attached to the solid. In general, an impulsive wrench must
act on the solid to keep it at rest, and this wrench is the
required impulse of the cyclic motion ; for the only other
impulses acting on the system are due to the mutual reactions
of the solid and fluid, exerted partly over the surface of the
solid and partly through the barriers and attached mechanism,
and such mutual reactions cannot affect the impulse. The
wrench thus found is of course the same as would be
obtained by supposing the impulses on the barriers to be due
to external impulsive forces, and compounding with these the
2B2
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impulse then necessary to hold the solid at rest. This is in
agreement with Prof. Lamb's investigation, which Mr. Bryan
has quoted.
More generally, if the soHd is in motion, and the hquid is
also circulating, we may suppose the instantaneous motion to
have been set up from rest by an immaterial mechanism connecting the barriers with the solid at the same time that the
requisite external impulses act on the solid. The resultant of
these last is, as before, the impulse of the whole motion, and
is identical with that found by supposing the barriers actuated
by impulses from without, and compounding with these the
impulse then necessary to give to the solid its instantaneous
motion.
The same point may be further illustrated by supposing the
circulations k to vary continuously during the motion. To
effect this variation we may suppose finite uniform pressures,
Pi . . . P^, to be exerted over certain ideal surfaces which
occupy the positions of barriers. The rate of variation k of
any circulation is given by T = kpj and in order that it may
take place without the direct operation of external forces and
couples we may conceive the pressure P to be due, as before,
to some highly idealized mechanism attached to the solid. As
before, the only forces capable of modifying the impulse are
the external forces acting on the solid ; and the equations of
motion are therefore still to be found by equating the
impressed force- and couple-components to the corresponding
variations of the ^' impulse.''^ Since we know the expressions
for the impulse-components corresponding to a given instantaneous motion of the solid and given circulations, we have
only to remember that in these expressions the «'s are
functions of the time, and, just as before, the equations
of motion are directly deducible from Hayward's formulse.
Equations (19) (20) of Mr. Bryants paper will thus be
applicable to the present case, provided that in the value of H
given by (27) the /c's are allowed to vary.
An investigation proceeding from a consideration of the
impulse of the whole motion is not so entirely satisfactory, I
think, as the direct method given by Mr. Bryan ; but, at the
same time, this brief attempt to interpret the impulse of the
cyclic motion may not be without interest. — 0. Y. Burton.
Bote added by the Author.
Dr. Burton's note is of much value as showing more
exactly what is meant by the " impulse " of the motion in the
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ordinary investigations given by Prof. Lamb, and, in a less
intelligible form, by Basset.
Tbe equations of motion -under finite forces may be deduced
by equating the change of momentum in a small time-interval
si to the impulse of the impressed forces, taking into account
the fact that in the interval St the origin has a displacement
of translation {uSf, vSt, icSt) and the axes have rotational displacements (2^^^J 9^^} *'^0> s^ ^^^^ ^^® ^nal momenta are referred
to a different set of axes to the orginal momenta.
The mode of forming the equations of motion is given by
Prof. Greenhill [Encyclopcedia Britannica^ art. "Hydromechanics ")for the case of acycHc motion, but it is hardly so
obvious why in thus forming the equations of motion of a
perforated solid, it is necessary to include in the " impulse "
terms representing the components of the wrench applied to
the harriers as well as to the solid. We may, however, suppose the changes which actually occur in the time St to have
been produced as follows :—
1st. Let the solid and fluid be reduced to rest by an impulsive wrench apphed to the solid, and transmitted to a series of
barriers crossing the perforations. The components of this
wrench will be found to be

1?+?,
&c. ...
du &c.,...|^+X,
op
2nd. The barriers being rigidly connected with the solid, let
the latter receive small displacements whose translational and
rotational components are {uSt, vSt, ivSt, pSt^ qSt, rSt) and let
the solid come to rest in its new position. The fluid will
evidently also come to rest, and therefore no impulse will be
impressed on the system by this change (as may be otherwise
seen by supposing the change to take place very slowly).
3rd. Let the solid be set in motion with velocity-components {u+ 'du/'dt
.St,axes,
. . .^ and
p + let
'dp/^t
. , .) referred
to the
new positions
of the
the .St
circulations
k be started
in the new position of the solid by a suitable impulsive wrench
applied to the solid and transmitted from it to the barriers.
Then the impulse of the impressed forces (components
X-St . . ., JjSt . . .) is the resultant of the wrenches required to
stop the whole system in the first process and to start it again
in the third.
It is, therefore, that impulse which must be compounded
with the total impulse in the initial position in order to
obtain the total impulse in the final position.
Whence Hayward's equations of motion follow at once (as
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shown in Greenhill's article above referred to), and they take
the form of the above equations (14), (15).
If we were merely to stop the solid in the first process
without stopping the liquid, the cychc motion would cause
the liquid to exert a pressure on the solid in the second process, and the impulse of this pressure would not be zero, but
would have to be taken into account in forming the equations
of motion. It would be wrong, therefore, to deduce the
equations of motion from the impulse applied to the solid
alone, as is evident in the analogous case of a solid containing
one or more gyrostats.
XXXV.

The Magnetic Field of a Circular Current.
By Professor G. M. Minchin, M.A.^
CLERK MAXWELL gives a method of drawing the
lines of magnetic force due to a circular current
(^ Electricity and Magnetism,' Art. 702) by means of a series
of circles and a series of parallel lines. The object of the
following paper is to show how these curves can be described
by a slightly different method, and to exhibit the geometrical
connexion of the series of circles.
Let AQBQ' be the circular current whose sense is indicated
by the arrows, the plane of the circle being that of the paper;
Pig. 1.

let P be any point in space, PN the perpendicular from P on
the plane of the circle, and NAOB the diameter of the circle
drawn through N. We shall calculate the vector potential of
the current at P.
Draw any ordinate, QQ', of the circle perpendicular to BA;
and consider two equal elements of length of the circle, each
equal to ds, at Q and Q'. Resolving each of these along and
perpendicular to QQ', we see that the latter components are in
opposite senses, and hence their vector potentials at P cancel
* Communicated by the Physical Society : read March 10, 1893,
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each other, since PQ = PQ^ If yjr is the angle QOA,
a = radius of circle, i = current strength, the components
of ids along Q'Q being equal and in the same sense, the two
elements of current at Q' and Q conspire in giving a vector
potential — -pr\ 'ds perpendicular
to the plane PON.
Hence the total vector potential at P is perpendicular to
the plane PON. If, therefore, OA is the axis of a;, the
perpendicular at 0 to the plane of the circle the axis of Zj
and the diameter at 0 perpendicular to AB the axis of y,
the components of the vector potential being, as usual, denoted
by F, Gr, H, the only component existing is G ; but, by
taking the components of the vector potential at a point
indefinitely close to P in the direction of the axis of y, we
easily find that
d¥
G
Hence if X, Y, Z are the components of the force of the
current per unit magnetic pole at P, since this force is the
curl of the vector potential, we have
dy^

^

da,

OL

where « (= ON) and 7 (= NP) are the coordinates of P.
If along the line of force at P the increments of the coordinates are Aa, A7, we have
Aa__X
Hence along this line we have
Ay" Z'
-7-Aa + -5— A7+ — Aa= 0,
doL

dy

'

OL

'

^. 6., G . « = constant along the line of force.
We shall therefore calculate the vector potential, G, at P.
Evidently

0=4'^...
cos
'v/r . cZi/r
C^
COS '^
)o \/«' + a^ ++ 77' — 2aot cos ^fr

I — B

Dj d^,
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denoting the denominator by D. Now let '»/r=7r— o), and
let
Thenp'=lu + ay + 72, p" =(ct- af + 7^ so that p = VB,p' = VA.
where
ft)

Let ft) = 2^, and P = l— r^; then, finally,

G=^{J(K-E)-k},
where K and E are the complete elhptic integrals of the first
and second kinds with modulus k ; so that the quantity in
PA
brackets is a function of the ratio ^^^ simply.
Also, since p^ — p'^ = 4:aoc, we have a = —^ — , and the quantity
G . a which is constant along the line of force is given by the
equation
G.a=^p{2(K-E)-PK}.
It is thus seen that at every point in space G is of the
form -/ ( - ); so that at all points on the surface for which
" is a constant, the value of G will vary inversely as p.

The

surface for which - is constant is a sphere having its centre
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on the line BA produced and cutting the sphere having BA
for diameter orthogonally.
If we assign a series of values to

pi

on BA and cutting the given sphere orthogonally, the radius
of each sphere of the series being, therefore, the length of a
tangent from its centre to the sphere described on BA; for,
given the base, BA, of a triangle, and the ratio of the sides,
the locus of the vertex is a circle whose diameter is the join
of the points which divide BA internally and externally in the
given ratio. The surface locus of the vertex is the sphere
generated by the revolution of this circle.
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On account of the symmetry of the current round its
axis through 0, the lines of force and those of constant
vector potential are the same in all planes through the axis.
We may, then, confine our attention to the plane PON,
and suppose fig. 2 to be in this plane, the current being
Fig. 2.

in this figure represented in projection by the line BA.
Describe a series of circles having their centres on BA produced and cutting the circle described on BA as diameter
T> A

orthogonally. Along each of these circles, then, the ratio :^
is constant, P being any point on the circle.
Consider first the lines of constant vector potential.
For

each of the circles let the value of the quantity jg (K—E) — K
be calculated. Denote this quantity by Q for any one circle ;
then

G- =i^so that if we wish, to trace out the line of constant vector
potential for which G has any given value, we can find the
point, P, in which it cuts any circle of the series by measuring
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the length PB such that
PB = ^'. a.
Let PT be any circle of the co-orthogonal series cutting BA
at n and m. Then for this circle
p' _
p
and if this ratio is denoted

An __ mK .
Bw
mB
CbyA_s, it , is well known that

where C is the centre of the circle. Now the modulus, k, of
the elHptic integrals which belongs to the circle niFn is
CB""^'
^
BC
(l — p^2)^ «-^' ^^ = 1 — -s^; hence

or the square of the modulus is inversely proportional to the
distance, BC, of the centre of the circle from B.
The circles employed by Clerk Maxwell in drawing the
lines of force can be easily shown to be this co-orthogonal
system whose centres are ranged along BA produced. For,
his rule is to assign a series of values to 6, and construct
a series of circles whose centres lie on BA, the radius of
each being -^ (cosec 0 — sin 6), while the distance of its centre
from 0 is ^ (cosec 6 + sin 6) ; the modulus belonging to this
circle is sin 6. For the series of circles he then calculates
the values of the expression (constant for each circle)

ect

sel

of
the
cir
cle

ius

-,
or
of
the
rad

of
the
rat
io

fun

cti
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ed,

-= — ^^, and the point on each circle which lies on any
assigned line of force is found by drawing a certain right
line perpendicular to BA.
It is at once found that this
series of circles is precisely the co-orthogonal system above
described ; but Clerk Maxwell's modulus is not the same

-sa-'>

p'

P
.
as that adopted above ; for, with Clerk Maxwell, if r is the
radius of any circle of the series and h the corresponding
modulus.
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. = — P— .a.
Of course (as stated in a note by Clerk Maxwell) the elliptic
integrals depending on the one modulus can be transformed
into elliptic integrals depending on the other ; and in this
case the transformation is the well-known one of Lagrange.
But the constructions for the points in which any given line
of force cuts the series of circles will not be the same in both
cases — those of Clerk Maxwell depending on a series of right
lines perpendicular to BA, and those above indicated depending on a series of radial distances from B.
When we propose to draw the line of constant vector
potential through any point, P, which lies on a circle whose
constant is Qq, let PB be pQ ; then the point, E^ in which this
line meets any other circle, whose constant is Q, is found from
the relation
Q
where p = BR.
This latter method has a certain advantage for the eye,
inasmuch as it enables us to see readily those circles of the
series outside which the line of constant vector potential
through any proposed point lies.
Consider now the lines of force. With the above value of
Q, the quantity which is constant along a line of force is
p . PQ, so that on each of the above circles in fig, 2 we must now
mark the number PQ, Denote this by Q^ Then the above
relation for points on the same line of constant vector potential
becomes for the lines of force

and the construction proceeds
in»'the same way. The conn-r, Q
stants, Q^, for the above series of circles, beginning at the
innermost, are :—
•4841; -4301; '3775; '3396; -2782; -2376; -1954; -1727.
' The values of the Q's diminish outwards for the circles ; so
that if we consider the line of vector potential at any point,
S, suppose, which is such that SB is greater than the distance
from B of the point along AC in which any circle interior to
that passing through 8 cuts the line BAC, it is at once obvious
that the line of vector potential which belongs to S is wholly
outside all such circles. The numerical values of Q for the

h
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circles in ^g. 2 are marked at the circumferences, and as much
of the line of potential belonging to P is drawn as is justified
by the number of circles represented in the figure.
The fundamental proposition of electromagnetism is that
the intensity of magnetic force produced at any point in
presence of electric currents is the curl of the vector potential
Fig. 3.

at the point. But if in the field there is a current in an infinitely long straight wire, AB, we find that at every point in
the field the vector potential due to this current is infinite.
Hence it seems impossible to deduce the magnetic force, and
the lines of magnetic force, from the above fundamental proposition. This result is unsatisfactory, and it manifestly points
to some defect in our definition of the vector potential.
We are presented with a similar unsatisfactory result in the
general theory of gravitation potential. Thus, taking the
common definition of gravitation potential, if AB is a limited
uniform bar attracting according to the law of inverse square,
we know that the potential which it produces at any point,
P, is proportional to logf cot-^cot -^ j, where A=zPAB?
B= Z.PBA. Now, if the rod extends to infinity, this expression becomes infinite. I have shown (^ Statics,'' vol. ii.
Art. 332) how this difficulty arises, and how it is to be
remedied by mending the definition of potential. The difficulty isavoided in a similar manner with regard to the vector
potential.
Thus, since we are concerned only with differential coefficients ofthe vector potential, the ordinary components,
F, G, H of this vector may have added to them any constant
quantities whatever. This amounts to saying that the vector
potential at any variable point, P, in the field is the vector
potential at any Jiaied point, 0, plus the vector difference
between P and 0. It does not matter whether the vector
at 0 is infinite or not: it is a constant in the field. As in
the general gravitation field we are concerned with diferences

1
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of potential only, so in the electromagnetic field we are
concerned with Vector differences only.
Let us, then, calculate for the infinite straight current AB
the vector difference betw een P and a point 0 on the perpendicular, Pp,at a constant distance Op = a from the line.
Let Vp=r, and let an element, ds^ of the line AB be taken
at any point, Q ; let ZpPQ=^.
Then the vector difference,
due to this element, at P is j^ — j^ , or

dd
\}

WT' + {a^'-r'')G0^^6S

Double the integral of this from ^=0to 0= -^ is the vector
difference at P due to unit current in AB. Expanding
the
cos 6'
radical in ascending powers of A- 1 = — 2— )? ^^ ^^^^ ^^^
vector equal to

2 yU\-^^X' cos' 0+^^^\'cos^e-

. . .}rf(sin^)

andthis=logg(l+X) = 21og- . Thus, then, the vector difference at any point, P, is measured by
C-21ogr,
where C is a constant ; and this gives the known value of
the magnetic force at P, viz., — -^

(where G is the vector
h
potential), perpendicular to the plane PAB, i.e. r-, where k
is a constant.
In this way, then, the inconvenience of dealing with an infinite vector potential in presence of an infinitely
long (or very long) straight current is avoided.
The lines of constant magnetic potential, or the loci of
points, P, at which the given circular current subtends a
constant conical (" solid ") angle, are the orthogonal trajectories of the lines of force, and can be drawn when these
lines are drawn.

It is not easy to draw these equipotential curves independently, or even to deduce their typical equation from that of
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tlie
lines of force by the mathematics of orthogonal trajectories.
The magnitude of the conical angle subtended at any point
by a given circle can be expressed in finite terms by means
of complete elliptic integrals of the third kind. The parameter involved in these integrals will depend on the way in
which they are taken.
If a sphere of unit radius is described round P as centre,
and lines are drawn from P to the points on the circumference of the given circle, BMAI, fig. 4, these lines will
intercept on the sphere a spherical ellipse, hmai, whose area
is the conical angle subtended by the circle at P. The minor
axis of this ellipse is the great circular arc ah determined by
the lines PA, PB, while the major axis, mi, is determined by
the chord, MI, of the circle which subtends a maximum angle,
MPI, at P. This line is determined by drawing the bisector,
Fig. 4.

PC, of the angle BPA, meeting BA in 0; then MI is the
chord through G perpendicular to the plane Bx\P. The
point c in which PC meets the surface of the sphere is the
centre of the spherical ellipse.
Now, given any curve, mpi, fig. 5, on a sphere of unit
Fig. 5.

radius, its area is J(l— cos 6)d(t>, where, if o is any point on
the sphere inside the area, 6 is the circular measure of the

4
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spherical radius vector op drawn to any point, />, of the curve,
and ^ is the angle between the radius op and any fixed arc,
oa, drawn at o. If, as said, the pole o is inside the area, ^
goes from o to 27r ; but if o is outside the curve, the area has
a different expression, viz.: —
J cos^c?^,
the longitude angle 0 obviously starting and ending with a
zero value. If o is on the curve, the expression for the area
is again different.
In calculating the area of the above ellipse it would be
natural to choose for pole (o) the point n in which the sphere
is cut by the line PN ; but this leads to difficulties when the
position of P is such that n falls on the ellipse. This will
happen when P is on any perpendicular to the plane of the
circle of the current drawn at any point on its circumference ;
and, moreover, the choosing of n for pole will lead to expressions for the conical angle which present its values in forms
which are apparently discontinuous for points P which project
inside and outside the area of the given circle BMAl. Such
discontinuity must not exist, and to get rid of it from the
expressions requires troublesome transformations of elliptic
integrals of the third kind.
We must, then, choose for pole a point which is always
inside the spherical ellipse. The simplest point is the point
0 (fig. 4) , in which the sphere is cut by the line PO which
joins P to the centre, 0, of the given circle. This point is,
of course, always inside the ellipse.
Let, then, Q be any point on the given circuit, and p the
point in which PQ cuts the ellipse. Taking for the fixed
plane of longitude through o the plane 5aP, or BAP, and
denoting the angle poa by (/>, the area of the ellipse is
r (1— cosop)(i^, i. e., 27r— r cos op, dcf).
Denoting, as before, the position of Q by. the angle -^jr, or
QO A, we easily find, if PN = ^, PO = r, ON = ^',
^^ z^ + aP sm^yjr ' ^'
Hence

^^^ ^^^ rVr' + a'^2aa^cosy}r'

f^"
^A = 9z^' f""
dylr
1 cosojt? .(i(p
1
. .,r^-ct.v
,COS yjf
- .—.
./. ., . .
Jo
Jo yr^ + a^—2aa}Gos'^
r + cf^sm->/r
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Putting -^=77—%, this becomes
2^1

.j;{V}p\/

l-k'^^m^'^ +

/'

""

.. k2.i./c.-,.2..>

where, as before, p = PB, p'= PA, and k^ = l — '~.
r
'^=2co, this becomes

If we put

dca

rr

pA

>/s2 + ,^^sin2 2©'

where A = V 1— P sin^ w.
To reduce this to elliptic integrals, we must resolve the
fraction 1/z^ + x^ sin^ 2co into two fractions. It is easily found
that
z^ + £c^ sin^ 2co=z^ + Ao)^ (sin^ co — sin* «)
= (\/^2 + ^'2 + ^— 2,3? sin^ ft))( n/ ^- + A'^ — ^ + 2,3; sin^ «) .
Let V denote the sine of the angle between PO an^
the axis of the current (or PN) ; then the expression, after
resolution into partial fractions, becomes

I^JJv^^^ "jA~)\l-v + 2vsm'co "^ l + i/-2vsin2a)r''*

The portion of this expression
minator isat once the sum of two
of the third kind ; and the portion
rator iseasily reduced to the same

which has A in the denocomplete elliptic integrals
which has A in the numeform.
The result is

IT

z r^/r + a

r — a\

where N= 1— v + 2vsin^c», and W is the value of N when v
is changed to —v.
Hence we have two elliptic integrals of
the third kind, one with (t^^? ^) for parameter and modulus, and the other with (yx^; k\. In the usual notation^
then, we have for the complete expression of the conical
angle subtended by the circuit at P the value

*^-|{'ii-:n(i^,o.S"(S-:.')}:,

On Hydrolysis in Aqueous Salt- Solutions, 365
Of course it is not pretended that this expression is the
most convenient for the purposes of calculation: the approximate value of the conical angle which is given by a series of
spherical harmonics is that which should be employed ; but
it may be well to give the complete expression in the above
form, which I have not seen published anywhere.
XXXYI.

On Hydrolysis in Aqueous Salt-Solutions.
By John Shields, B.Sc, Fh.I).^

O'N decomposed
dissolving potassium
cyanide
in water
it is partially
into potassium
hydrate
and hydrogen
cyanide. This action of the water in producing decomposition is
called hydrolysis. Probably all salts are hydrolysed in aqueous
solution to a certain extent, but in the majority of cases the
amount of hydrolysis is so excessively small that the means
which we have at our command are not sufficiently delicate to
enable us to detect it. Besides the salts there is another important class of compounds, namely the esters, which are susceptible to hydrolysis on being mixed with water. Methyl
and ethyl acetate, for example, are decomposed by water to a
considerable extent into acetic acid and the corresponding
alcohol. The extent to which hydrolysis takes place is regulated bythe law of mass action as enunciated by Guldberg and
Waage. In all cases we are dealing with a state of chemical
equilibrium or balanced action which is usually represented
thus ;—
KCN + HOH -^-^ KOH + HCN,
or
CH3COOC2H5 + HOH Z^=±: C2H5OH + CH3COOH,
the sign ^ ^ being substituted for the ordinary sign of
equality as suggested by Yan't Hoff.
Now, a priori, we should expect a substance, for example
potassium cyanide, which is formed from chemically equivalent
quantities of acid and base to be neutral, and we have every
r.eason to believe potassium cyanide, as such, to be so. Its
solution in water, however, as is well known, has a strongly
alkaline reaction, and the above explanation of hydrolysis
furnishes us with no reason why the solution should react
alkaline rather than acid, since the hydrolysed fraction of the
potassium cyanide still exists in the solution as chemically
equivalent quantities of acid and base. Here Arrhenius^
theory of electrolytic dissociation comes to our aid, and shows
us that although we may have in the solution equivalent
* Read before tlie Swedish Academy of Science, Stockholm, 11th
January, 1893. Communicated by the Author.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 215. April 1893.
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quantities of potassium livdrate and hydrogen cyanide, yet the
former is very largely dissociated into its ions, and, therefore,
in a particnlarlv favourable state for entering into reaction
Tvith the indicator, ^vhilst the latter is not so. According to
the same theory, if we add other salts to a solution of hydroevanic acid, "^hich^ pfr se, is only slightly electrolytically
dissociated, then the amount of dissociation is diminished
many thousand times, and this is practically what occurs in
the solution under consideration. The presence of the unhydrolysed potassium cyanide causes the dissociation ratio of
the hydrocyanic acid to be vastly decreased.
There are salts, on the other hand, whose solutions have an
■acid reaction. This is due to the fact that the acid, which is
one of the products of hydrolysis, is more highly electrolytically dissociated than the base which is formed at the same
time. Usually the above facts are expressed by saying that
the base is stronger than the acid, or vice versa.
If hydrocyanic acid were as nearly completely dissociated
as hydrochloric acid is, at the same dilution of course, then
probably n solution of potassiimi cyanide would be as nearly
neutral as one of potassium chloride, for Ostwald has pointed
out that all acids when completely dissociated are equally
strong.
In this memoir, salts of strong bases with weak acids only
have been considered. The investigation was undertaken at
the suggestion of Dr. Svante Ai-rhenius, in Stockholm_, and
the main object in view was the determination of the amount
of free alkali in aqueous solutions of such salts as potassium
cyanide, sodium carbonate, kQ.\ that is, of salts whose solutions
exhibit an alkaline reaction, or act as mild alkalies.
I should Kke to avail myself of this opportunity to express
to Dr. Arrhenius my warmest thanks for the help which he so
wiUingly gave me and for the interest which he all along took
in the work.
A research, '• Zur Affinitatsbestimmung organischer Basen''^
{Zeits. f. physikal. Chemie,Yol. iv. p. 319, 1889 ■, on somewhat
similar lines, has already been carried out by Dr. James
Walker. In it the relative strencrths of diiferent organic
bases were measured ; but one of the experimental methods
which he adopted could have served equaUy well for the
determination of the amount of free acid in aqueous solutions
of salts of the bases.
As a general rule, it will be found that the determination of
the amount of free alkali in solutions of the above salts is
beyond the scope of ordinary analysis. A reaction which
enables us to do so, however, is known. The velocity with
which the salt-solutions saponify methvl or ethyl acetate gives
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us a measure of the quantity of free alkali which they contain.
The essential condition for saponification to take place is the
presence of hydrogen or hydroxyl ions. Now Walker^s
method was based on the presence of hydrogen ions, whilst
in the experiments about to be described we are dealing with
hydroxyl ions. This places us, as it were, on vantage ground ;
for, since hydroxyl ions snponify much more rapidly than
hydrogen ions, it is thus possible to work with more dilute
solutions where perturbing influences are reduced to a
minimum.
To return once more to the typical example of the salts
under investigation, potassium cyanide, let us for a moment
consider what takes place when we dissolve this body in water.
+
Besides the undissociated KON we get a great number of K
and CN ions, the water itself, too, is shghtly dissociated into
H and OH ions.

Now the H ions coming into contact with

the CN ions unite with them to form HCN which is uncharged,
being practically undissociated, whilst the hydroxyl ions remain free and counterbalance the potassium ions.
The water goes on continually supplying hydrogen and
hydroxyl ions, which are disposed of in this way, until equilibrium takes place.
If we now make up a small inventory of
the principal+ constituents of the solution we get :—
1 and 2,
3,
4,
5,

K and ON ions.
KCN undissociated.
HOH undissociated (say).
HON undissociated (say), and, corresponding to this,

6 and 7, K and OH ions.
6 and 7 taken together represent the quantity of free potash
present in the solution. The task which now lies before us is
comparatively easy, but before proceeding to deduce ibrmulse
for the calculations it is as well to point out what will be
proved later on, namely, that potassium cyanide itself is not
an active agent of saponification. Attention may also be
directed to the fact that the dissociation of the hydrogen
cyanide is so excessively slight in presence of the salt, that it
cannot exercise any appreciable influence on the velocity of
saponification : the truth of this will be the more readily admitted if we bear in mind that hydrogen ions are much less
active than hydroxyl ions. What has already been said
regarding the influence of the salt on the dissociation of the
hydrogen cyanide applies equally well to the water.
When ethyl acetate is saponified by a solution of potassium
202
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hydrate^ the velocity of the reaction is represented at every
instant by the general equation

J=;t(0-^')(Ci-^),

(1)

where k is the coefficient of velocity of reaction, C and Ci the
concentrations of the ester and base respectively at the commencement, and 00 the quantity of ester which has undergone
change during the time t.
In the case of the salt-solutions we wish to determine the
concentration of the base, i. e., the amount of active free
alkali at the commencement, the coefficient of velocity for the
various bases being already known. On dissolving potassium
cyanide in water we get
KOH + HOTsT-^-^ KCN -{- HOH
(quantity KOH x diss, ratio) x (quantity HON x diss, ratio)
= (quantity KCN x diss, ratio) X (quantity HOH x diss, ratio).
The dissociation ratios of potassium cyanide and potassium
hydrate, w^ater and hydrogen cyanide, do not alter appreciably
with change of concentration in the solution, and may consequently be regarded as constant. (Arrhenius, Zeits.f.physikal.
Chemie, vol. v. p. 17, 1890.)
The quantity of water as compared with the other substances
is supposed to be infinitely great and regarded as a constant
K. The saponification of ethyl acetate by means of aqueous
potash takes place according to the equation :—
CH3COOC2H5 + KOH=CH3COOK + C2H50H ;
and if we represent by C2 the initial concentration of the
potassium cyanide, by A the concentration of the free
potassium hydrate, and by ^ that of the potassium acetate
formed, then 02—^— A will represent the actual concentration
of the potassium cyanide, and A + x that of the hydrocyanic
acid ; all of course being expressed in the same unit, namely,
gram-molecules per litre. From the equilibrium,
KOH + HCN::^i:±:KCN + HOH
we now get, using our new symbols, the equation
A(A + ^)=K(C2~.^-A),
(2)
which represents what takes place at any stage of the reaction.
After the first few moments, however, when A becomes very
small compared with a;, we may write the equation thus :—

^

A=^(^---^

(3,

J
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Now, in the general equation (1) Ci— ^ the concentration of
the base is what we now call A, so that we may re-write it in
the form
dx _1_
1
dt 'C-a^'k
Combining (3) and (4) we get
d^ J_

,^x
^ ^

1 ^ K(C2-^)

dt ' iJ—x' k

X

J

•

•

•

.^.
•

V ;

which on integration gives the solution :
loff nat. pp

— pj — 71- log nat.

^', the specific coefficient of velocity, is known, and for potash
at 24°*2 C. is numerically equal to 6*22. Having got K from
equation (6) all that remains to be done in order to know how
much free potash is present in the solution at the commencement is the calculation of A from equation (2). At the
beginning, Avhen ^ = 0,
A^ = K(C,-A),
(7)
from which we get A in gram-molecules per litre.
The percentage amount of potassium cyanide which has
been decomposed by the water is therefore
100 A
It is here unnecessary to describe in detail the apparatus
and method which I used to determine the velocity of the
•
2 the
saponification of ethyl acetate Cby
salt-solutions, as it was
precisely similar to that which has already been employed by
Ostwald [Journ, /. pr. Ch. [2] vol. xxxv. p. 112, 1887),
Arrhenius [Zeits.f. pkysikal. Chemie,Yo\. i. p. 110, 1887), and
others. Measured volumes of a known strength of salt-solution and of ethyl acetate were mixed at the temperature of the
thermostat. (For the construction of the thermostat, &c.
see Zeits, f, physikal. Chemie^ vol. ii. p. 564, 1888.) From
time to time small fractions of the mixture were withdrawn
by means of a pipette and titrated as expeditiously as possible.
In calculating the concentration of the salt at the commencement, ihas
t
been assumed that the volume of the mixed
solutions of salt and ester is the sum of the volumes taken
separately. This is of course, strictly speaking, not true, but
the deviation from the truth is so small as to be entirely
negligible.
I shall now proceed to give the experimental
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results which I obtained. The first column in the tables
contains the time t expressed in minutes since the beginning
of the reaction. The second and fourth columns Cg— a; and
Q — x contain the concentrations of the salt and ester respectively inhundredths of a gram-molecule per litre. The
third column contains x the quantity of ester which has undergone change, also expressed in the same unit. In the last
column will be found the constant expressed in arbitrary units.
Here it may be noticed that the first few values have been
neglected in accordance with the derivation of the formula.
From the mean valae of these the characteristic constant K
has been calculated. A represents the amount of free alkali
in gram-molecLiles per Hire, and besides this will be found the
percentage amount of salt which has been hydrolysed in the
solution experimented on and at the temperature at which the
experiment was carried out. It is conceivable that the
addition of ethyl acetate to the solution of salt would disturb
the existing equilibrium, bat a discussion of this question is
reserved for a later part of the memoir.
Potassium Cyanide,
Solutions of this salt of four different concentrations were
examined, namely, ^, J, -j^, and -^-^ normal. The temperature at which the experiments were made was 24°'2 0. The
value of k, the coefficient of velocity for potash at this temperature, is6*22. Nitrophenol was found to be the most suitable
indicator, and enabled me when titrating w^ith decinormal
hydrochloric acid to observe the end point pretty accurately.
N
.
.
X.
Y Potassium Cyanide.
t

0-x.

C-x.
0
4

16
90
30
210
353
580

94-74
93-40
92-28
91-40
88-72
86-40
84-20
81-20

0-00
1-34
2-46
3-34
6-02
8-34
10-54
13-54

39-34
38-00
36-88
36-00
33-32
31-00
28-80
25-80

324
337
385
(313)
342
378

X 10-^

Mear

K = 0-000928.

1=353x10-^

A = 0-00296, or 0-31 per cent, of salt hydrolysed.
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-r- Potassium C^yanide.
X.

t.
0
6
19
34
95
213
347
584
1394
2789

0,-^'.
23 48

0-00
0-96

22-52
21-98
21-50
20-12
18-68
17-44
1598

1-50
1-98
3-36
4-80

9-82
13-00

10-48

604

7-50

C-x.
39-34
38-38

189

37-84
37-36
35-98

219
216 )xlO-^
17
(1
226
226

34-54
33-30
31-84
28-86
25-68

225
245

13-6'5
Mean=.221xlO-7

K = 0-00121.
A =0-00168; or 072 per (;ent. of salt lijdrolysed.
10 Potassium Cyanide.
X.

t.

Q-x.

C,-x.
0
2
6
12-5
33

60
130
209
319
1372

9-52
9-23
8-87
8-67
8-15
7-67
6-78
6-25
5-56
2'93

0-00
0-29
0-65
1-37
0-85
1-85
2-74
3-27
3-96
6-59

!

48-41

1

48-70
48-05
47-85
47-33
46-85
45-96
45-43
44-74
42-11

'
(251 -5) X 10-6
! 123-8
126-1
131-2
145-1
133-7
141-8
137-6

Mean = 133-8xl0-'^

K = 0-001204.
A =0-00107, or 1-12 per cent, of salt hydrolysed.
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X.
40 Potassium
Cyanide.

0-..
0
2
4-5
228-5
44
112
191
303
1351

Q,-x.
2-38
2-20
2-00
210
1-83
1-59
117
100
0-16
072

0-00
0-18
0-28
0-33
0-55
0-79
1-21
1-38
1-66
2-22

48-70
48-52
48-42
48-32
48-15
47-91
47-49
47-32
4704
46-48

602
73249)xl0-«
(4
683

Mean

759
634
765
742

= 702-4 X 10-6

K = 0-00133G.

A =0-000557, or 2*34 per cent, of salt hydrolysed.
27x Potassium Cyanide (concentrations in ^ Jq grammolecule X.per litre).
t
0
2
5
10
23
36
60
122
180

K=: 0-001328.
A=0000553,

C-.r.
Q.,-x.
4-73
4-42
411
3-86
3-57
3-26
2-94
2 30
202

0-00
0-87
031
1-16
1-47
062
1-79
2-43
2-71

97-40
97-09
96-78
96-53
98-24
95-93
9561
94-97
94-69

1

(893)
X 10-6
(105
6860)
728
728
720
653
Mean=703xlO-6
i_

or 2'35 per cent, of salt hydrolysed.
Sodium Carbonate.

and 40
Experiments
were made
with ^, -j^,
cular normal solutions of sodium carbonate.
20)
mole'
The titrations were made with the aid of phenol phthalein
at
the ordinary temperature of the laboratory. In this way the
amount of standard acid added corresponded only to one half of
the real concentration of the salt in hundredths of a gram-molecule per litre, as the solution becom.es practically neutral wheu
the unaltered sodium carbonate has been converted into sodium
hydrogen carbonate.
This would necessitate the doubling of
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the apparent concentrations ; but since the exact point of
neutrality was difficult to observe, two series of experiments
were made to eliminate as much as possible the experimental
error and the sum of the apparent concentrations taken to
represent C2— .x*. Consequently, in the tables for sodium carbonate there are two extra columns (I. and II.) with the
sum of the numbers contained in them given under the
column C2— A\ The temperature at which all the experiments
on sodium carbonate was made was 24:°*2 C, and the coefficient ofvelocity k for sodium hydrate at this temperature
is taken at 6*23.
N
(mol.) Sodium Carbonate.

r

t.

I.

X.

II.
C^—x.

I

0
2
4
8
12
20
30
50
85
155

1900
18-15
17-40
16-55
15-95
1515
14-72
13-23
11-80
10-10

19-00
18-10
17-27
16-65
15-99
15-15
14-74
13-26
9-97
11-95

38-00
36-25
34-67
33-20
31-94
30-30
29 46
26-49
23-75
20-07

1-75
000
3-33
4-80
6-06
7-70
8-54
11-51
14-25
17-93

C-^.
48-70
46-95
45-37
43-90
42-64
41-00
40-16
37-19
34-45
30-77

129
135
138
(150)xlO-«
112
136
141

Mean: = 132-4x10-6

K = 0'01738.
A =0-00804, or 2-12 per cent, of salt hydrolysed.
10 (mol.) Sodium Carbonate.
t.

0
2
4
128
16
20
24
32
66

I.

9-40
9-07
8-85
7-85
7-30
6-95
6-60
6-40
5-82
5-12

X.

II.
9-40
9 05
8-10
7-60
7-25
6-90
6-62
6-35
6-08
510

C-x.
C,-^.
18-80
18-12
16-95
15-45
14-55
13-85
13-22
1275
11-90
10-22

0-68
000
1-85
3-35
4-25
4-95
5-58
6-05
6-90
8-85

48-70
48-02
46-85
45-35
44-45
43-75
43-12
42-65
41-80
40-12

839
815
(625) X 10-6
854
880

874
885
741

Mear

10-6

1=841x
K = 0'01954.
A =0-00596, or 3-17 per cent, of salt hydrolysed.
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N
^ (mol.) Sodium Carbonate.
t.

I.
4-77

0
2
4
8
12
16

4-30
3-84
3-44
2-90
301
2-47

32
40
62
92

2-05
1-52
1-22

X.

II.
4-77

a-..
9-54
8-63

i

0-00
1-80
2-60
091

4-33
3-90
3-50

7-74
6-94

2-96
318
2-25
2-07

5-86
4-72
619

3-35
3-68
4-82

1-24
160

412
3-12
2-46

5-42
6-42
7-08

1

' 47-79
1
'
'

0-..
46-90
148-70
46-10
4502
45-35
43-88

■ 43-28

■ 42-28
41-62

247

j

255
281
278x10-5
243
266
283
265

Mean=265xl0-5

K = 0-02383.
A =0-00465, or 4-87 per cent, of salt hydroljsed.
t.

40 (mol.) Sodium Carbonate.
X.
I.

0
2
4
8
12
16
20
28
56

2-38
1-95
1-75
1-35
1-22
1-10
1-02
0-75
0-49

II.

i c,-...

2-38
2-25
1-80
1-53
1-23

3-55
i 4-76
2-88

1-07
M7
0-85
0-41

2-27
1 4-20
! 2-45
2-09
1-60
0-90

C-x.
0-56
000
1-21
1-88
2-31
2-49
2-67
3-16
3-86

48-70
48-14
47-49
46-82
46-39
46-21
46 03
45 54
44-84
Mea

676
698
579
613
634x10-5
665
656

n=646xl0-5

K=0-02586.
A =0-00338, or 7*10 per cent, of salt hydroljsed.
Potassium Phenate.

Carbolic acid or phenol is another ^veil-known weak acid
which forms a crystalline salt with potash. As an experiment with this salt seemed likely to be interesting, solutions
of it were prepared by mixing equiA^alent quantities of solutions of potash and phenol of known strength and then diluting
until solutions of the salt of the required concentration were
obtained.
Two SjBts of experiments were made ; one with
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10 and the other with -^ normal solutions.
used for titration was nitrophenol.

The indicator

The temperature of the thermostat was 24'^'1 C, and the
coefficient of velocity for potash at this temperature was
taken as 6-19. Each set of experiments was done in duplicate,
the separate results being given in the columns I. and II.
The mean of these is contained in the column C2 — ^. In the
case of the ^ normal solution the concentrations
are exas
pressed in ^oo instead of jJq gram-molecule per litre,
before.
N
10 Potassium Phenate.
X.

I.
t.
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
16
22
30

9-62
8-80
8-30
8-03
7-81
7-66
7-45
7-09
6-75
6-20

II.
9-62
8-80
8-20
8-00
7-77
7-60
7-43
7-09
6-71

C-x.

C,-:v.
9-62
8-80

8-25
8-01
7-79
7-63
7-44
7-09
6-73

1-37
0-82
000
1-61
1-83
1-99
2-18
2-53
3-47
2-89

6-15

48-70
47-88
47-33
47-09
46-87
46-71
46-52
46-17
45-81
45-23

610

Meai

107
101

3) X 10-5
(13
97
96
95
99
109

1=101x10-5

K = 0-00925.
A = 0*002936, or 3*05 per cent, of salt hydrolysed.
ISI Potassium Phenate.
50
I.

0
2
4
5
6
8
12
16
20
25
30

X.

II.

t
3-90
315
2-78
2-60
2-49
2-27
2-10
1-88
1-66

3-90

3-90
C,-:v.

0-00
0-78

2-80
310
2-67
2-54
2-27

2-79
312
2-64
2-52
2-27
2-07
1-87

1-11
1-26
1-38
1-63
1-83

1-86
204
1-64
1-46
1-29

1-65
1-46
1-29

2-25
203
2-44
2-61

C-x.

97-40
96-62
96-29
96-14
96-02
95-77
95-57
95-37
95-15
94-96
94-79

627
611
567x10-5
(704)
596
613
578
616
()29

Mea
11 = 605x10-5

K = 0-00939.
A =0-001305, or 6*69 per cent, of salt hvdrolvsed.
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Borax.

Several experiments were made with solutions of borax?
but the results were by no means as satisfactory as could be
desired. The chief difficulty seemed to be in the want of a
suitable indicator. After trying about twenty I finally selected
litmus as the one which gave the best results. Next to litmus
came rosolic acid. I first of all prepared a solution of litmus
of a certain purple tint to act as a guide or standard, and
then I added acid to the solution under examination until it
became of the same tint. I shall only give one series of
experiments with a -^ molecular normal solution of borax, so
that some conception may be formed as to the amount of
hydrolysis in solutions of borax.
The temperature of experiment was 24°'2 C, and the coefficient ofvelocity for sodium hydrate corresponding to this
temperature is 6*23.
Borax.
32 (mol.)
X.
G~x.
t.

0
4
8
30
188
1190
2885
4375

C,-:,.
5-85
5-82
5-72
5-55
2-73
410
1-40
0-95

0-03
0 00
0-13
0-30
1-75
4-45
312
4-85

48-70
48-67
48-57
48-40
46-95
45-25
45-58
43-85

(22)
120
86
(30) X 10-6
95
94

Mean

K=0-00050.

= 99x10-6

A =0-000738, or 0*92 per cent, of salt hydrolysed.
The Influence of Dilution on the Amount of Hydrolysis.
The table which follows contains the general results of the
foregoing experiments and shows the effect of dilution on the
amount of hydrolysis.
The first column gives the approximate concentration of
the solution, the second the amount of free alkali in the solution in gram-molecules per litre, and the last the percentage
amount of salt hydrolysed.
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A.

Concentration.

Hydrolysis.
0-00296

^KCN
N
N4

"

10

"

0-72

„

0-00107

112
2-34

„

0000557

"
40
of (molONaoCOg

10

"

20

"

0-00804

3-17
212

0-00596

4-87

0-00465
000338

i

I

"
40
-0«H-OK

0-00294

N

000131

50

0-31 per cent.

0-00168

"

|(mol.)Na,B,0,

7-10
305
6-69
0-92

000074
...

A glance at the table will show that among the four substances examined the greatest amount of hydrolysis occurs in
the case of sodium carbonate. The numbers cannot pretend
to a very high degree of accuracy, chiefly on account of the
difficulties in obtaining suitable indicators for the titration of
the solutions, but the following regularity is easily discernible.
The amount of free alkali contained in the salt- solutions is
proportional to the square root of the concentration of the salt.
This is, however, not strictly true, but more nearly expresses
the truth the greater the dilution of the solution. A rough
calculation on the numbers for the two most concentrated
solutions of potassium cyanide shows that there is a deviation
from the law of about 13 per cent., whilst for the less concentrated solutions the deviation is reduced to about 4 per cent.
If the dilutions be plotted as ordinates against the percentage
amount of salt hydrolysed as abscissoB, curves are obtained.
Fig. 1 represents the curves for potassium cyanide and sodium
carbonate. These curves enable us to see at a glance the percentage ofsalt hydrolysed at any given dilution. For example,
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Fig.l.

3

4

5

Percentage of Salt hydrolysed.

reading from the curve, there should be 1 "65 per cent, of
the potassium cyanide decomposed in a gV normal solution
of that salt. If calculated from the above law, the amount of
hydrolysis is 1*58 per cent.
Now if the salt itself were the cause of the saponification of
the ester, the velocity of the reaction which is proportional to
the amount of free base present would have been verv nearly
directly proportional to the concentration of the salt ; but it
has been found approximately proportional to the square root
of the concentration, consequently the view that the salt itself
produces the saponification is untenable.
The law which has just been enunciated is what we should
expect from the theory ; for if we again take the case of
potassium cyanide, we get, neglecting the dissociation ratios
as formerly,
KOH

+ HCN -^-»" KCN + HOH,
X .x= (C2--^)K ;
where Cg is the initial concentration of the potassium cyanide,
and a; the fraction of it which has been hydrolysed.
When x
is very small compared with Cg, the above equation becomes
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that is to say, the amount of free potash is proportional to the
square , root of the concentration of the potassium-cyanide
solution.
It has long been known that water decomposed certain salts,
with formation of free acid and free base, but the amount of
such decomposition has up to the present time only been
measured in a few cases. It is true some guesses at it have
occasionally been made, but they have proved rather unsatisfactory. For example, it has been supposed (see Ostwald^s
Lehrhuch der allgem. Chemie, vol. ii. p. 187, 2nd edit.), from
measurements of the heat of neutralization of hydrocyanic
acid by caustic soda, that a solution of sodium cyanide contains only one fifth of the salt as such, whilst the other four
fifths are decomposed into free acid and free base.
The experiments which I have made on the velocity of
reaction show that in a tenth-normal solution of potassium
cyanide only about one per cent, of the salt is decomposed in
the way indicated. The results which J. Thomsen [Thermochemische Untersuchungen, vol. i. p. 161) obtained on neutralizing one molecule of sodium hydrate with n molecules of
hydrogen cyanide are as follows :—
n.

NaOHAq,

wHONAq.

■J . . . . 13*68 heat units.
1 . . . . 27-66
„
2 . . . . 27-92
These numbers indicate that the amount of heat which is
developed increases in the same proportion as the quantity of
hydrogen cyanide added, until there are equivalent quantities
of acid and base present. An excess of acid, then, produces
only a very slight alteration in the value of the heat of
neutrahzation.
Now manifestly this small increase in the heat of neutralization means that the first equivalent of hydrogen cyanide
has almost all combined with the sodium hydrate. The cause
of the incomplete combination is due of course to the mass
action of the water. In short, it would seem that only a small
fraction, presumably about one per cent., of the potassium
cyanide is decomposed by the water into free acid and free
base.
This corroborates the result which I have obtained by a
totally different method.
A guess which H. Rose (Jahreshericht, 1852, p. 311)
hazarded as to the amount of hydrolysis in an aqueous solution of borax is just as unsatisfactory.
Rose supposed that
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this substance in pretty dilute solution was almost entirely
decomposed into acid and base ; but the preceding experiments go to prove that in a ^ molecular normal solution
rather less than one per cent, is decomposed by the water.
If the statement that the amount of free alkali in the solution
is proportional to the square root of the concentration holds
good for borax, then a solution in which the borax was completely hydrolysed would be almost infinitely dilute.
Rose has described a very interesting experiment which is
intended to show the decomposition of borax by water. A
tincture of litmus reddened with acetic acid is jidded to a
concentrated solution of borax until the red colour has almost
but not quite disappeared ; the whole is then diluted with
water, when the red colour changes to blue. I have repeated
this experiment, and find that a solution prepared in the way
Rose has indicated becomes distinctly blue on dilution. Joulin
[Bull Soc. Chim. de Paris [2] vol. xix. p. 344, 1873), however, could not observe this change of colour^ and moreover
has attempted to show that water exercises no decomposing
influence at all on salts ; but there is little doubt that he has
been too hasty in coming to this conclusion, and that Rose,
at least qualitatively speaking, was right.
Trisodium Phosphate.
A preliminary experiment with a ^ solution of this salt
showed that the velocity of reaction, on saponifying ethyl
acetate, was singularly great when compared with what had
been observed in the case of the other salt-solutions, and in
fact closely approached that for a Jq normal solution of
caustic soda itself. This seemed to indicate that the solution
under examination was almost entirely hydrolysed in the
sense of the equation
NasPO^ + HOH = Na^HPO^ + NaOH.
The formulae which have hitherto been employed are of no
use in this case, for they depend on the condition that A
should be very small compared with x. Here A can in no
case be neglected ; consequently the equation (3)

able.
x
is inapplic
-.r)
The general equation s^^ K(C,

becomes

J=A(Ci-*)(C-^.)
dt

=K(C2~^)(C-^),
(8)
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when we substitute for the concentration of the base that of
the sodium phosphate.
Instead of K we may write kfju, where jw, is a factor which
expresses the ratio of the amount of free alkali present to
what would be present if the hydrolysis of one sodium atom
was complete.
Xq
Equation (8), on integration,
gives the solution
or

log
log

^2 — ^'O

C'2 — ^1

C — .2?!

0-4343 ^At(fi-^o)(0-02),

. (9)

from which we can calculate /u- at the time ti.
In order to determine fiC'at the commencement, the different
values of fju are plotted against- the times, and the curve so
obtained prolonged. The point at which it cuts the axis for
the time ^ = 0 gives the value of yu, at the commencement.
Experiments have been made which show that Na2HP04 is
only slightly hydrolysed ; so if we neglect this and assume
that the equation
Na3P04 + HOH = NagHPO^ + NaOH
represents the possible quantity of caustic soda which can be
formed in the solution, then 100 /j, represents the percentage
amount of the caustic soda which actually exists in the solution.
The following experiments were made with a -^^ molecular
normal solution of trisodium phosphate at 24°* 2 0., at which
temperature the coefficient of velocity of reaction for caustic
soda is 6*28. The concentrations are expressed in 20^ of a
gram-molecule per litre, and the employment of phenol
phthaiein enabled the titrations to be made pretty accurately.
Trisodium Phosphate.
50 (mol.)
t.
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
16
20
24
30

I.
3-81
2-93
2-41
206
1-82
1-58
1-35
1-12
0-91
0-79
0-63

II.
3-81
2-95
2-45
2-03
1-77
1-55
1-40
0-94
114
0-80
0-66

X,

c.-^.
3-81
2-94
2-43
2-04
1-79
1-56
1-37
1-13
0-93
0-79
0-64

0-87
0-00
11-3877
2-02
2-25
2-68
2-44
2-88
3-02
3-17

C-x,
4-87
4-00
3-49
3-10
2-62
2-85
2-43
2-19
1-99
1-85
1'70

Pidl Mag, S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 215. April 1893.

0-945
0-882
0-873
0-831
0-827
0-827
0-788
0-780
0-764
0-738

2 D

}i.

I
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n

If the equation
NasPO^ + HOH = Na2HP04 + NaOH
represented accurately the amount of hydrolysis, then fi at
the commencement should be 1"00. A glance at the last
column of the table shows that the equation must be nearly
true. In order to find approximately the initial value of /*,
a curve (fig. 2) has been drawn by plotting the values of /x as
ordinates against the times t as abscissae.
Fio:. 2.

Time, in minutes.

By referring to the curve it will be found that the initial
value of /x is 0*98 at least ; that is to say, at least 98 per cent.
of one of the sodium atoms in NagPO^ exists as free caustic
soda in a ^^^ molecular normal solution of the salt at 24°"2 C.
In other words, although trisodium phosphate exists in the
solid state, yet in dilute solution it is for the most part
decomposed into hydrogen disodium phosphate and sodium
hydrate.
This result is in entire agreement with Berthelot's
recent researches.
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m Aqueous Salt-Soluiions.
Allusion has already been made to the fact that hydrogen
disodium phosphate is only slightly hydrolysed when dissolved
in water. This salt behaves rather differently from the others.
During the saponification the solution, which is at first
alkahne, becomes neutral and then acid.
For the sake of comparison with trisodium phosphate, the
N
following set of experiments was made with a ^ (mol.) solution of hydrogen disodium phosphate at 24°'2 C. The solution
was prepared from a sample of the salt obtained from Kahlbaum, and had a slightly alkaline reaction.
The titre of the solution during saponification was as
follows :—
20 (mol.) Hydrogen Disodium Phosphate.
Time.
min.
0
2
5
32
120
226
380
1380
2815
4500

Titre.
006
004
0-06
000
010
0-17
015
0-30
0-41
0-52

,^(y g.-mol.)» per litre>> (alkaline).
Neutral.
■^Ijy g.-mol. per litre (acid).
M

>l

J>

>>

»
»>

)>

>>

The titrations were made with phenol phthalein.
At the commencement the solution contained 0*0003 grammolecule of free soda per litre.
The case is a very complicated one, but possibly the bulk of
tliis alkalinity is due to the formation in the solution of trisodium phosphate ; there is still, however, a minute amount
of free alkali in the solution, owing to the hydrolysis of
hydrogen disodium phosphate. The following attempt has
been made to measure it, but no stress must be laid on the
results. I give the calculations here merely for the sake of
comparison with trisodium phosphate, and to show that at the
best there is not much free alkali in the solution. The calculations were made with the help of equations (6) and (7). It
is evident, of course, that what we measure here is the quantity x. The initial concentrations of the salt and ester,
expressed in hundredths of a gram-molecule per litre, are
4-76 and 48-76.
2D2
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If we start at the point where the mixture is neutral we
may construct the following table, from which we can calculate the quantity of free alkali in the solution at the point of
apparent neutrahty. This quantity, as has already been suggested, isperhaps due to the hydrolysis of hydrogen disodium
phosphate ; whilst the quantity of free alkali determined by
direct titration is due to the presence of trisodium phosphate,
formed according to the equation
2Na2HP04 = NagPO^ + NaHgPO^.
The influence of the dihydrogen sodium phosphate has been
neglected altogether.
X.

t
270
115
221
375
1375
2810
4495

C-x.
4-76
C,-^^
4-70
4-66
4-61
4-59
4-46
4-35
4-24

0-00
0-06
0-10
0-17
015
0-30
0-41
0-52

48-70
48-64
48-60
48-55
48-53
48-40
48-29
48-18

65
59
(86)
64x10-8
54
55

Mean

K=0-00000236.
= 59x10"'
A=0-000033, or 0-07 per cent, of salt hydrolysed.
The amount of free alkali determined by direct titration is
0*63 per cent., whilst that determined from the velocity of
saponification,
starting that
at the'
point, isof0'07
cent.in;
it
is therefore evident
the neutral
total amount
freeperalkali
the solution is very small when compared with what is present
in a solution of trisodium phosphate.
Sodium Acetate,
After having estimated the amount of hydrolysis in salts
of strong bases with some of the weakest acids, it was
thought desirable to extend the experiments a little and
determine the amount of hydrolysis in a salt of a stronger
acid, for example acetic acid. For this purpose a tenth
normal solution of sodium acetate was prepared and investigated in the same manner as the salts of the weaker acids.
The calculation of the results, however, was in this case much
simplified, owing to the fact that the concentrations of the salt
and ester did not alter much during the reaction, consequently

in Aqueous Salt-Solutions.
the mean values have been
^Iiaracteristic constant.
If^ in the equation (5),

employed

dt'C — x k'~
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in calculating the

X

we substitute for Og— .t' and Q — x their mean values 9*316
■x^experiments
and 4:8'49, which were obtained from a series of
made at 24°-2 C, where ^ = 6-23, we9-316
get K
:
dx_ _\^
1_
d * 48-49* 6^
which on integration gives the solution
6-23 X 48-49 X 9-31 6K =_

x{ti-k

Having got the characteristic constant K, equation (7)
enables us to determine A, the amount of free soda in the
solution at the beginning, expressed in gram-molecules per
litre. The solution was titrated with the help of phenol
phthalein.
In this case of course x, which is expressed in hundredths
of a gram-molecule per litre, was measured directly. The
values of x in the following table are the means of two concordant sets of experiments.
10
t.

0^-x.
0
1224
3952
6882
21252
25550
34160
41290

9-52
9-46
9-455

99-20
385
9-20
9-165
9-14
Mear 1 = 9-316.

Sodium Acetate.
X.

0-000
0-060
0-065
0-135
0-320
0-320
0-355
0-380

Q-x.
48-70
48-64
48-635
48-565
48-380
48-380
48-345
48-320
Mean =48-49.

4-93
4-06
3-72
3-51
2-58x10-6

Me

an=3-76xlO"^-

K = 0-0000000668.
A = 0-00000798, or 0-008 per cent, of salt hydrolysed.
According to these measurements and calculations, it will
be seen that in a tenth normal solution rather less than yj^
per cent, of sodium acetate is hydrolysed into free acid and
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free base ; thus,
CHsCOONa

+ HOH

li=±: CHsCOOH

+ NaOH.

It has already been stated that the presence of free weak
acids has no measurable influence on the velocity with which
the saponification takes place.
This is equally true in the case of sodium acetate, where
acetic acid is one of the products of hydrolysis, and is also
formed on the saponification of ethyl acetate. Arrhenius
{Zeits.f, physikal, Chemie, vol. v. p. 2, 1890) has thoroughly
investigated the change of the dissociation ratio of acetic acid
on the addition of sodium acetate, and has shown that it may
be regarded as nil in presence of large quantities of its salts.
By referring to the table it will be seen that the experiments on sodium acetate lasted for a considerable time, and it
is conceivable that the water itself may have played an important part in the saponification of the ester. In order to
test this a blank experiment was made with water and ethyl
acetate under the same conditions as the experiment with the
sodium acetate, and after the lapse of nearly three weeks the
solution of the ester was only slightly acid. If, then, pure
water, in virtue of its being electrolytically dissociated to a
small extent, produces such an inappreciable efPect, we can
easily conjecture how infinitely slight tliis effect will be in
presence of a strongly dissociated salt like sodium acetate.
The Influence of the Ester on the existing JEquilibrium.
All the
hydrolysis
weak acids
in aqueous

preceding deductions regarding the amount of
in aqueous solutions of salts of strong bases with
are based on the assumption that the equilibrium
solutions,

KCN + HOH ^-— HC:N' + K0H
is not disturbed by the presence of small quantities of ethyl
acetate. To justify this assumption, I have made some experiments inwhich the concentration of the ester was varied,
whilst the concentration of the salt remained nearly the same.
Now, if the presence of the ester produced any change in the
state of equilibrium, we should expect an alteration in the
concentration of the ester -to be accompanied by a corresponding variation in the amount of salt hydrolysed.
The following tables contain the results of experiments, on
an approximately 0*1 normal solution of potassium cyanide,
made at 25°*0 C, at which temperature k = 6'54:.

1
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I. Concentration of EsterX. = 0*4870 g.-mol. per litre.
(.
C-x.
0
2
6
10
20
40
84
152
264
1484

G,-:r.
1008
9-70
9-46
9-20
8-81
8-38
7-70
7-00
6-20
2-90

0-00
0-38
0-62
0-88
1-27

48-70
48-32
48-08

1-70
2-38
3-08
3-88

47-82
47-43
47-00
46-32

7-18

45-62
44-82
41-52

143
153
0) X 10-8
(10
141
142
140
137
139

Mean

K=0-001305.
A= 0-00114, or 1-13 per cent. KCN

= 142xl0-«

hydrolysed.

IT. Concentration of Ester
X. = 0*2005 g.-mol. per litre.
t

C-^.

C-x.
0
2
6
12
27

63
131
243
1463
1683

10-38
9-99
10-20
9-77

00-39
00
018
0-97
0-61

20-05
19-87
19-66

941
8-90
8-26
7-67
4-85
4-56

1-48
2-12
2-71
5-53

19-44
19-08
18-57

(36)
39 XlO-«
(27)

17-93
17-34
14-52
14-23

42
40

5-82

Mean

K = 0-00151.
A=0-00124, or 1*20 per cent. KCN

39
41
42

= 40xl0-«

hydrolysed.

III. Concentration of Ester =0*1013 g.-mol. per litre.
t.

X.

c^-^.
0
2
10
37
104
215
1435
1655

10-49
10-40
1016
9-66
8-57
919
6-40
6-26

0-00
0-09
0-33
0-83
1-30
1-92
4-23

409

C-x.
9-80
1013
1004
9-30
8-83
8-21
6-04
5-90

130
143
160
164
150

(103) X 10-8

Mean

K = 0-00148.
A = 0-00124, or 1-18 per cent. KCN

= 149x10-5

hydrolysed.
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Tlie next small table contains the collected results of these
experiments.
Cone. Ester.

K.

0-4870

0-00131

0-2005

000151
0-00148

0-1013

A.
0-00114

KCN hydrolysed.
1-20 per „ cent.
1-13

000124
0-00124

1-18

„

The numbers show that the concentration of the ester has
no measurable influence on the amount of hydrolysis, since
the figures in the last column do not arrange themselves in a
series ^yhich is either gradually ascending or descending.
The differences between them are probably chiefly due to
experimental error. The mean yalue is 1*17, and the greatest
deyiation from it is less than 5 per cent.
Resume. — The general results of this inyestigation may
briefly be stated as follows :—
1st. It is shown how the yelocity with which salt- solutions
saponify ethyl acetate may be utilized to determine the extent
to which hydrolysis has taken place in aqueous solutions of
salts of strong bases with weak acids.
2nd. The amount of hydrolysis has been measured in solutions of the following salts ; and in ^ molecular normal
solutions between 24°-25° C. the amount of salt which is
decomposed by the water is
3-17 per „ cent.
1*12
Potassium cyanide
3-05
„
Sodium carbonate
0-5
„
Potassium phenate
Borax (about)
0-008
„
Sodium acetate
.
3rd. When the salts are not hydrolysed to a great extent
the amount of free alkali in the solutions is nearly proportional to the square root of the concentration.
4th. Trisodium phosphate can scarcely be said to exist in
a Jq molecular normal solution, as it is almost completely
hydrolysed in the sense of the equation
NasPO, + HOH

= Xa^HPO^ -f NaOH.

5th. The presence of small quantities of ethyl acetate in the
solution does not materially disturb the equilibrium, j
KCN + HOH
KOH + HCN
University College, London.
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XXXYII. Suggestion as to a possible Source of the Energy/
required for the Life of Bacilli, and as to the Cause of their
small Size. By G. Johnstone Stoney, M.A., D.Sc,
F.R.S., Vice-President, Royal Dublin Society ^.
IN that part of the material universe which man's position in
time and space, and the limitations of his senses, permit
him to investigate, the Dissipation of Energy is so prevalent
that instances of the reverse process can seldom be clearly
traced out, though many such can be dimly seen. Under
these circumstances, even possible instances, such as that dealt
with in this paper, are instructive if they are of a kind to be
fully understood. They are also important, for if the universe
is permanent, there must be^ or have been, or be about to
be, parts of the universe where the Concentration of Energy
is as largely predominant as its dissipation is within our
experience.
Some bacilli, e. g. some of the nitrifying bacilli of the soil,
are said to be sustained by purely mineral food, while they
furnish ejecta which contain as much potential energy as the
food, or more. If this be the case, they must be supplied
with a considerable amount of energy to enable them to evolve
protoplasm and the other organic compounds of which they
consist, from these materials. Now many bacilli are so
situated that this energy is certainly not obtained from sun=
shine, and it is suggested that it may be derived from the
gases or liquids about them.
The average speed with which the molecules of air dart
about is known to be nearly 500 metres per second — the
velocity of a rifle-bullet ; and the velocity of some of the
molecules must be many times this, probably five, six, or
seven times as swift. We do not know so much about the
velocities of the molecules in liquids as of those in gases^ but
the phenomenon of evaporation and some others indicate that
they are at least occasionally comparable Avith those of a gas.
Accordingly, whether the microbe derive a part of its oxygen
or other nourishment from the gases, or from the liquids about
it, it is conceivable that only the swifter moving molecules
can penetrate the microbe sufficiently far_, or from some other
cause are either alone or predominantly fitted to be assimilated byit.
Now if this be what is actually taking place, the adjoiningair or liquid must become cooler through the withdrawal from
* From the Scientific Proceedings of the Royal Dublin Society,
Yol. yiii. part i. Communicated by the Autlior.
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it of its swiftest molecules ; and, in compensation, an amount
of energy exactly equivalent to this loss of heat is imparted
to the microbes and available for the formation within them of
organic compounds.
It is further evident that if this be the source of energy
upon which bacilli and cocci have to draw, the minuteness of
their narrowest dimension will be of advantage — probably
essential — to them. Presumably it would only be limited by
such other necessary conditions as may forbid the diminution
of size being carried beyond a certain point. The diameter
of a bacillus is frequently as small as half or a third of a
micron, which brings it tolerably well into the neighbourhood
of some molecular magnitudes.
The transference of energy here suggested may be what
occurs notwithstanding that it does not comply with the
Second Law of Thermodynamics, which states that heat will
not pass from a cooler to a warmer body, unless some adequate compensating event occurs, or has occurred, in connexion with the transference. This law represents what
happens when vast numbers of molecular events (which are
the real events of nature) admit of being treated statistically,
and furnish an average result. It, therefore, Jaas its limits :
and the communication of energy from air to minute organisms which is described above, is an example of a process
which is exempt from its operation ; since this transference
is supposed to be brought about by a discriminating treatment
of the molecules that impinge upon the bacillus of precisely
the same kind as that which Maxwell pictured as made by his
well-known demons. It therefore belongs to the recognized
exception to the Second Law of Thermodynamics, viz., that
which occurs in the few cases in which we can have under
observation the special consequences of selected molecular
events, instead of, as on all ordinary occasions, being only
able to measure an average outcome from all the molecular
events in the portion of matter we are examining.
If some bacilli — those which live on mineral food — obtain
their whole stock of energy in the way here indicated, it may
be presumed that all bacilli get at least a part of what they
require in the same way.
Should the reader have any doubt as to whether the process here described is one of those that contradict the Second
Law of Thermodynamics, he may satisfy himself on this head
by the following considerations :—
Imagine a perfect heat-engine within an adiabatic envelope
with some bacilli and an abundance of their mineral food, all
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being at one temperature. If events take place as supposed
above, the bacilli receive sufficient energy from the surrounding medium to enable them to assimilate their mineral
food, and thereby to grow and multiply. Meanwhile the
medium becomes cooler. We may then suppose that the new
bacilli which have come into existence, and all the excreta,
are used as fuel in the heat-engine, and that its refrigerator is
as near as we please to being at the temperature to which the
medium has been reduced. The combustion of the fuel may
take the form of resolving the bacilli and excreta back into
the mineral substances from which they had been evolved,
except that these are now at the temperature of the combustion. Let us next reduce this temperature in the heat-engine
to the temperature of the refrigerator. During this process
a portion of the heat may be converted into mechanical energy ;
and at the end of the process everything within the enclosure
is in the same state as at the beginning, with the sole exceptions that some of the bodies within the enclosure are now at
a lower temperature than at the beginning, and that the heat
which they have lost has been converted into mechanical
energy.
It thus appears that the contents of the adiabatic envelope
may be regarded as a heat-engine, all the parts of which start
at a certain temperature^ and which yields mechanical energy,
while the only other change is that some of its parts are cooled
to a lower temperature. This contradicts the Second Law of
Thermodynamics as formulated by Lord Kelvin, if we leave
the word '' inanimate " out of his enunciation. His statement of the axiom is :— ^' It is impossible by means of inanimate material agency, to derive mechanical effect from any
portion of matter by cooling it below the temperature of the
coldest of surrounding objects.'' It is legitimate here to
omit the word " inanimate, '^ as its insertion merely means
that cases of exception to the law may be met with in the
organic world ; and if this be stated it will need to be added
that cases of exception may also be found among inorganic
processes : the correct statement being that the law does not
apply to individual molecular events, and that therefore it
need not be obeyed in the cases, whether organic or inorganic,
in which any observable effect is the outcome of one-sided
molecular events.
It should be borne in mind that the heat of a given portion
of matter is the energy * of motions of and within its molecules ;

I

* The energy here spoken of may be partly potential : in fact while
motion is going on, the " energy of the motion," or a part of it, usually
fluctuates bet^^•eon being kinetic and potential.
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not necessarily of all such motions, but of those among them
which are capable of restoring energy to the parts of the
molecule carrying electra (see Stoney on " Double Lines in
Spectra/'' Scientific Transactions of the Royal Dublin Society,
vol. iv. part xi.) whenever the motion of the electron has
transferred energy from the molecule to the sether. As faliilling this criterion we are probably to include all irrotational
motions within the molecules, and we must also include relative motions of the molecules — all of them indeed if time
enough be allowed for turmoil within a fluid to subside. It
does not include any motion which the molecules have in
common, as in wind, or in the rotation of a wheel.
When these circumstances are taken into account, it is
ob^dous that the energy of the heat-motions of an individual
molecule undergoes rapid fluctuations, while there may be a
definite average of the energy of these motions, whether estimated by what happens in an individual molecule over a
sufficiently long period of time, or when estimated by what
occurs simultaneously in all the molecules of a body. In
other words, the motions of an individual molecule do not
from instant to instant conform to the Second Law of Thermodynamics, although the law may appl}' both to the average of
the motions of a single molecule taken over a long period of
time, and to the average of the simultaneous motions of vast
multitudes of associated molecules. As regards molecular
motions (the motions within a solid, or motions within a fluid
that do not produce currents in the fluid), the millionth of
one second is a long period.
XXXVIII.
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ON THE MAGNETIZATION
DIRECTION.

OF IRON RINGS SLIT IN A RADIAL
BY H. LEHMANN.

THE chief results of the present research may he summed up in
the following principles, which hold for an imperfectly closed
ferromagnetic ring, the radius of wliich is large in comparison
\vith the radius of the section :—
1. The demagnetizing factor, or the factor which, multiplied
by the mean magnetization, gives the mean factor of the demagnetizing force, is constant up to about half the saturation.
2. The coefficient of dispersion {Streuungs-coefficient), the ratio
of the mean induction to that in the slit, is constant up to half
saturation.
3. The region of the dispersion of the lines of force is limited
essentially to the vicinity of the slit, and is narrower as the
magnetization increases.
4. The coetficient of dispersion is independent of the radius of
the ring j in regard to its constancy (2), it only depends on the
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relative width of the ring d/r. The empirical expression for tbis
dependence is a linear one of the form
r
where li is a constant which, for the Swedish iron investigated, has
the value 7, and will presumably have values differing but little
from this in the case of other ferromagnetic metals. This will
probably be the case more especially in the kinds of iron used in
technical processes.
5. "When the can
empirical
constant
is known,
the dimensions
factor of
demagnetization
be calculated
fromli the
geometrical
of the system bv the formula

^

('-£)('-'v)
of the ring, r that of the section, and

H.

in which p is the radius
d
the width of the slit. This formula holds with the same limitation
as (1), (2), and (4), that is, up to deraisaturation. In general the
equation holds,

in which v is the factor of dispersion.d\' v'
6. For high magnetizing values the factor of demagnetization
approaches the limiting value
a
The previous results may find an approximate application even in
imperfect
magnetic
circuits of complicated shapes. — Wiedemann's
Anncden, No.
3, 1893.
THE

SPECIFIC
HEAT
BY C. LUDEKING

OF LIQUID AMMONIA.
AND J. E. STARK.

The specific heat of liquid ammonia, though it has often been the
subject of calculation in development of theory and practice, has
not yet been satisfactorily determined experimentally, if ^^e except
the work of Eegnault. His results, however, were unfortunately
lost during the Paris Commune. He assumed the specific heat to
be 0-799. Since then the iuterest in this constant has A^ery
considerably increased through the rapid development of the
artificial ice industry. G-enerally the specific heat has been taken
at unity. Thus De Volsou Wood in his ' Thermodynamics,'
page 337, recommends this value '^ until the experimeutal value is
determined."
It was our good fortune to have ready access to all the means
necessary for executing the somewhat laborious experiments
involved, and we take this opportunity to present briefly the
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results of our work. The liquid ammonia used
was found on examination to contain 0*3 per
and on spontaneous evaporation to leave only
The impurities were therefore of no consequence
result to the limit of accuracy intended.

in the experiments
cent, of moisture
a trace of residue.
in influencing the

Of this liquid ammonia lO'Ol grams were introduced into a
small steel cylinder of 16-122 c.c. capacity, stoppered by a steel
screw. The mode of filling was quite simple. After cooling the
cylinder in a bath of the liquid ammonia itself and while still
immersed, it was possible to pour it brimful by means of a beaker.
The steel screw stopper, also previously cooled, was then inserted
and drawD abnost tight. On then removing the cylinder from the
cooling bath, the liquid contents gradually expanded and escaped
in quantity proportional thereto, and besides a very small vapour
space was allowed to form as is indicated in the experimental data.
Then the stopper was driven tight. Thus the error in the result
due to the latent heat of condensation of vapour of ammonia in the
course of the experiments was reduced to a minimum and
rendered, as \^'ill be seen, almost inappreciable in its influence.
The cylinder was perfectly free from leakage and remained
constant in weight during each series of determinations. It was
suspended in the drum of a Eegnault apparatus heated by the
vapour of carbon disulphide. The entire mode of procedure was
in aU. details that commonly used in the Eegnault method. After
the cylinder had been heated for about six hours, it was dropped
into a brass calorimeter whose water value was 1*36 cal. and which
contained 150 grams of water. In each experiment it required
very nearly two minutes to raise the calorimeter to its maximum
temperature. The influence of loss by radiation was reduced
to a minimum by the Eumford manipulation. Tlie thermometers
used were standardized, carefully compared, and read to hundredths
of a degree by means of a magnifying lens. The experiments were
conducted sufficiently far from the critical temperature, which
according to Vincent and Chappuis is 131° C.
The following are the data of Experiment 1 :—
Weight of steel cylinder and ammonia . .. 81-008 grams.
Weight of steel cylinder
70-998
„
Weight of ammonia
10*01
„
The specific gravity of liquid ammonia being 0-656, the volume of
10*01 grams is 15-26 c.c.
Total water value of calorimeter, thermometer,
and water
151*76 cal.
Water value of steel cylinder
8*34 cal.
Temperature of air
25°*4 C.
Temperature of steel cylinder
46°-51 C.
Temperature of calorimeter after immersion
Temperature of calorimeter before immersion
Rise in temperature

26°* 69 0.
24°*44 C.
2°*25 C.
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Thus 341*46 cal. were given off by the cylinder in cooling 19°-82
or 17*23, cal. for one degree. Of this 8*34 cal. are due to the
steel cylinder itself, leaving 8*89 cal. for 10*01 grams of liquid
ammonia or 0*888 per gram = specific heat. In a second and third
experiment the values 0*897 and 0 896 were obtained. The
determination of the specific heat of liquid ammonia would be
influenced, as stated, by the latent heat of condensation of part of
the small quantity of vapour present, when the cylinder cools in
the calorimeter. This would to a degree be neutralized by the
contraction of the liquid ammonia itself in the cooling and the
consequent formation of more vapour space.
It seemed desirable to ascertain the influence of these factors
collectively by experiment. I'or this purpose specific heat determinations were made in a way somewhat different from the
ordinary. The steel cylinder was cooled in an iron shell in melting
ice, instead of being heated, and then introduced into the warm
calorimeter water. The mode of precedure was in detail similar to
that described above, and we will therefore only give our results.
In three experiments the values 0*878, 0*863, and 0*892 were
obtained. They are a trifle lower in their average than the results
obtained by the ordinary method. It is reasonable to assume that
they are somewhat low, while as stated the other results are
presumably somewhat high ; and in order to arrive at the specific
heat of this substance nearest the true value from our experimental
evidence, we will take the average of our six values, viz. :
0*888 ]
0*897 \ 1st series,

0*896 J

0*878 •)
0*863 1 2nd series,

0*892 J

and state it as being= 0*8857.
We beg herewith to acknowledge our obligations to Chancellor
W. S. Chaplin and Prof. Wm. B. Potter for kindly placing the
laboratories under their charges at our disposal. — Sillimans Journal,
March 1893.
ON THE OFFICIAL TESTING OF THERMOMETERS.
BY H. F. WIEBE.

In the year 1885 the Imperial Standards Commission undertook
on a large scale the official testing of thermometers which is of
such great importance both in science and in practice ; while previously only a few institutions, such as the Naval Office, had
occupied themselves to a limited extent with the investigation of
thermometers. These official testings were transferred to the
recently established Physical Technical Imperial Institute, to which
since then a great number of thermometers have every year been sent
for investigation. (In Ilmenau there is a branch for these testings.)
Through the great progress which has been made since Jena glass
has been used for thermometers, it has been possible to undertake
a permanent guarantee for the results obtained in such testing ;
and from the uniformity of this glass the thermometric constants,
once determined, may be universally adopted.
The testing takes
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place in two ways — either by comparison with a standard thermometer at different temperatures, or by calibration and determination of the thermometric constants. The comparison of the thermometers is made between 0" and 50" in water-baths ; above 50°
in boiling-point apparatus \\ii\i reversing condensers, in w^hich
liquids of various boiling-points are used for the determinations.
The following liquids were found to be especially suitable :—
Chloroform
Methylic alcohol .
Metbylic ethylic
1:1
Methylic
ethylic
3:7
Ethylic alcohol ..
Ethylic propylic
16:3
Benzole
Ethylic proiDyhc
7:4
Isobutylic bromide
Ethylic propyhc
1:8
Propylic alcohol .
Isobutylic alcohol

BoiHng-point.
alcohol
alcohol

64-5
60-6°
69-8

alcohol

72-4
78-1

alcohol

79-8

alcohol

79-9
82-2
87-4

Toluole
Isobutylic acetate
Paraldehyde
Amylic alcohol
Xylole
Amylic acetate
Bromoform
Turpentine
Anihne
Dimethylamine
Methylic benzoate
Toluidine
Ethylic benzoate
Chinoline
Amylic benzoate
Glycerine
Diphenylamine

Boiling-point.
1094°
114*1
124-6
129-8
139-4
140*0
148-9
about
160-0
184-3
194*0
199-3
199-5
212-3
235-9
259*5
290-1
301-9

91-5
96-0
By boiling various liquids
105-7 under diminished pressure constant

temperatures may be obtained, and this method is also used in the
Imperial Institute between temperatures of 50° and 140^ (compare
Beihldtter, vol. xvi. p. 507). The statement as to the correction
refers to thermometers completely immersed, and corrections must
be introduced afterwards for the projecting thread (compare also
Eimbach, Beihldtter, vol. xvi. p. 417).
The second kind of investigation which is indispensable for
accurate instruments consists in cahbrating them, determining the
distance of the fixed points, &c. The methods for this are described
in the Trcw. et Mem. du Bureau irtter national, &c. The position of
the freezing-point at f is, according to Bottcher,
E^ = E,,, ^ 0-0055 (100-0 +0-038 (100-^2).
The reduction of the data of the mercurial thermometer of Jena
glass
16'" are
to those
of thefrom
air-thermometer,
Bottcher,
calculated
the formula according to Wiebe and
a= -0*0,280 (100-0-0-03299 (lOO-O.
in which t stands for degrees of the mercury- thermometer, 3 the
reduction to the air- thermometer (see Beihldtter, vol. x^d. p. 352).
Eor testing the thermometers at low temperatures mixtures of
salts are used to— 33° ; for still lower temperatures mixtures of solid
carbonic acid ^ith mixtures of alcohol and water in various proportions (to— 78°-8). Above 300° baths of fused nitre are used ;
the best is a mixture of potassium and sodium nitrates in equal parts
melting at 230°. Thermometers of Jena glass filled with nitrogen
may be used after a previous continuous heating to about 480°
to 450°. — Zeitsclirift fur anah/t. Cheraie, vol, xxx. p. 1 (1891) ;
Beihldtter der PhysiJc, \ol. xvii. p. 100.
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Gratings in Theory and Practice*,
By Henry A. Rowland f.
Part I.

IT is not my object to treat the theory of diffraction in
general, but only to apply the simplest ordinary theory
to gratings made by ruling grooves with a diamond on glass
or metal. This study I at first made with a view of guiding
me in the construction of the dividing-engine for the manufacture of gratings, and I have given the present theory for
years in my lectures. As the subject is not generally understood in all its bearings I have written it for publication.
Let p be the virtual distance reduced to vacuo through
which a ray moves. Then the effect at any point will be
found by the summation of the quantity
Acos6(p— V^)+Bsin&(p— YO,

27r

.

in which /; = -p, I being the wave-length, V is the velocity
A
reduced to vacuo, and t is the time.
Making 6 = tan~' ^'
* Reprinted from a separate copy from the 'Astronom. and AsteroPhysics ' for February communicated by the Author.
t I am much indebted to Dr. J. S. Ames for looking over the proofs of
this paper and correcting some errors. In the paper I liave, in order to
make it complete, given some results obtained previously by others,
especially by Lord Kayleigh. The treatment is, however, new, as well
as many of the results. My object was originally to obtain some guide
to the effect of errors in gratings, so that in constructing my dividingengine I might prevent their appearance if possible.
Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 216. May 1893.
2 E
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we can write this

s/A^ + B'sm[e + b{p-Yt)].
intensity is proportional to (A^ + B'^) .
energytheor expression
TheTaking

+ m)6-'*(p-v^>,
when i= \/ — 1, its real(A part will be the previous expression
for the displacement. Should we use the exponential expression instead of the circular function in our summation, we
see that we can always obtain the intensity of the light by
multiplying the final result by itself with —i in place of +t,
because we have
(A + iB) ^-»%-vo X (A - z B) e'-*(p-v^) = A^ + B^.
In cases where a ray of light falls on a surface where it is
broken up, it is not necessary to take account of the change
of phase at the surface, but only to sum up the displacement
as given above.
In all our problems let the grating be rather small compared with the distance of the screen receiving the light, so
that the displacements need not be divided into their components before summation.
Let the point x', y', z' be the source of light, and at the
point a^, y, z let it be broken up and at the same time pass
from a medium of index of refraction V to one of I. Consider
the disturbance at a point x", y, 2" in the new medium.
will be

It

where
p' = x"' + f' + z"'-hx^+f-i-z''-2(xa^" + i/y" + zz"),
p^ = a;'^ +y2 +e'2 ^a;'^ +f + z^-.2(,vx' +2/1/' + zz').
Let the point x, ?/, z be near the origin of coordinates as
compared with x', y', z' or x", y", z'\ and let a, 13, y and a', ff, y
be the direction-cosines of p and p. Then, writing
R= I' \/^^ +y^ + ^'^ + 1 ^.^"^ +/2 + ^'f2^

x=ia+r«',
/.=i^+i'^',
v=l
7 +IV,
we have, for the elementary displacement,
p—ib[R--Vt-\x—ixy—vz

+ Kr^] .
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This equation applies to light in any direction. In the
special case of parallel light, for which /c = 0, falling on a
plane grating with lines in the direction of z, one condition
will be that this expression must be the same for all values of z.
Hence
^
If N is the order of the spectrum and a the grating-space,
we shall see further on that we also have the condition
ba/jL = 27rN=

—j—Ijl.

The direction of the diffracted light will then be defined by
the equations
a'^ + yS'^ + y^ =0,

iy+iy=o,
a
I/3 + r/3'=-N.

Whence

iv=v....in.-™;
a
lV=-Iry.

'

In the ordinary case, where the incident and diffracted rays
are perpendicular to the lines of the grating, we can simplify
the equations somewhat.
Let 0 be the angle of incidence and 1^ of diffraction as
measured from the positive direction of X.
\ = I' cos (Jb + 1 cos i|r,
- N = /A = r sin (^ + 1 sin 'v/r,

where I is the w^ave-length in vacuo.
In case of the reflecting-grating 1 = 1', and we can write
\ = I{cos<^+ cos-v/r},
-N = /A = I{sin (/)+ sin-\/r}.
2E 2
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This is only a very elementary expression, as the real value
would depend on the nature of the obstacle, the angles, &c.,
but it will be sufficient for our purpose.
The disturbance due to any grating or similar body will
then be very nearly
where ds is a differential of the surface.

For parallel rays, /c= 0.

Plane Geatings.
In this case the integration can often be neglected in the
direction of z, and we can write for the disturbance in case of
parallel rays,

Case I. — Simple Peeiodic Euling.
Let the surface be divided up into equal parts, in each of
which one or more lines or grooves are ruled parallel to the
axis of z.
The integration over the surface will then resolve itself into
an integration over one space, and a summation with respect
to the number of spaces. For in this case we can replace y
by na+y, where a is the width of a space, and the displacement becomes
but
»

^

.

hajjb

sin-^

'

.baa'

Multiplying the disturbance by itself with —i in place of +^,
we have for the light intensity,
ib{\x+ti.y)

^5][^e+f6(X.:+.u^)^5].

The first term indicates spectral lines in positions given by
the equation
sm -^ = 0,
with intensities given by the last integral.
The intensity of
the spectral lines then depends on the form of the groove as

4^
'
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^iven by the equation x=^f{y) and upon the angles of incidence and diffraction. The first factor has been often discussed,
and it is only necessary to call attention to a few of its properties.
When ba/jb = 27rN, N being any whole number, the expression becomes n"^. On either side of this value the intensity
decreases until nba/jb'=27rl^, when it becomes 0.
The spectral line then has a width represented by /^'— ft" = 2 nearly ; on either side of this line smaller maxima exist too
faintly
be observed.
"When they
two blend
spectral
togetherto than
half their width
andlines
form areonenearer
line.
The defining power of the spectroscope can be expressed in
terms of the quotient of the wave-length by the difference of
wave-length of two lines that can just be seen as divided.
The defining power is then

Now na is the width of the grating. Hence, using a
grating at a given angle, the defining power is independent
of the number of lines to the inch and only depends on the
width of the grating and the wave-length. According to this,
the only object of ruling many lines to the inch in a grating
is to separate the spectra so that, with a given angle, the
order of spectrum shall be less.
Practically the gratings with few lines to the inch are
much better than those with many, and hence have better
definition at a given angle than the latter except that the
spectra are more mixed up and more difficult to see.
It is also to be observed that the defining power increases
with shorter wave-lengths, so that it is three times as great in
the ultra-violet as in the red of the spectrum. This is of
course the same with all optical instruments such as telescopes
and microscopes.
The second term which determines the strength of the
spectral lines will, however, give us much that is new.
First let us study the effect of the shape of the groove on
the brightness. If N is the order of the spectrum and a the
grating-space, we have
/A=i(sin<p + smi|r) = — -,
smce sm —^ =0,
* An expression of Lord Rayleigh's.
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and the intensity of the light becomes proportional to

l^y

^^

« Us] [Jje

^ ^ « U.s\

It is to be noted that this expression is not only a function
of N but also of Z, the wave-length. This shows that the
intensity in general may vary throughout the spectrum according to the wave-length, and that the sum of the light in
any one spectrum is not always white light.
This is a peculiarity often noticed in gratings. Thus one
spectrum may be almost wanting in the green, while another
may contain an excess of this colour; again, there may be
very little blue in one spectrum, while very often the similar
spectrum on the other side may have its own share and that
of the other one also. For this reason I have found it almost
impossible to predict what the ultra-red spectrum may be, for
it is often weak even where the visible spectrum is strong.
The integral may havo- almost any form, although it will
naturally tend to be such as to make the lower orders the
brightest when the diamond rules a single and simple groove.
When it rules several lines or a compound groove, the higher
orders may exceed the lower in brightness, and it is mathematically possible to have the grooves of such a shape that,
for given angles, all the light may be thrown into one spectrum.
It is Qot uncommon, indeed very easy, to rule gratings with
immensely bright first spectra, and I have one grating where
it seems as if half the light were in the first spectrum on one
side. In this case there is no reflexion of any account from
the grating held perpendicularly : indeed, to see one's face the
plate must be held at an angle, in which case the various
features of the face are seen reflected almost as brightly as in
a mirror but drawn out into spectra. In this case all the
other spectra and the central image itself are very weak.
Jn general it would be easy to prove from the equation
that want of symmetry in the grooves produces want of
symmetry in the spectra — a fact universally observed in all
gratings, and one which I generally utilize so that the light
may be concentrated in a few spectra only.
Example 1. — Square Geooves.

When the light falls nearly perpendicularly on the plate,
we need not take the sides into account but only sum up the
surface of the plate and the bottom of the groove.
Let the
depth be X and the width equal to — .

*
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The intensity then becomes proportional to
1 . 2 N . « X^
-r^^ Sm'' TT m
— Sm- TT t7 A.
W
This vanishes when
N=?n, 2m, 3m, &c. ;
°''

^=0, 1,2,3, &o.
The intensity of the central light, for which N = 0, will be

(-?4
This can be made to vanish for only one angle for a given
wave-length. Therefore, the central image will be coloured
and the colour will change with the angle, an effect often
observed in actual gratings. The colour ought to change,
also, on placing the grating in a liquid of different index of
refraction, since X contains I, the index of refraction.
It will be instructive to take a special case, such as light
falling perpendicularly on the plate. For this case.
(^ = 0, X=I(l + cos'<|r), and //, = Isini/r=r — .
Hence
-'{■V'-

(Sfh

The last term in the intensity will then be
sm

'■-{-■[?VHi)"]}As an example, let the green of the second order vanish.
this case, / = -00005. N = 2. Let a=-0002 centim.,.,and
1In= 1.
^^^^
X[20000+ \/(20000)'-(10000f]=n.
Whence
X =
0'
where n is any whole number. 3730Make
it 1.
Then the intensity, as far as this term is concerned, will be
as follows :—

rratings
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•0000526

•0000268

•0000500

•0000266

Maxima where Intensity is 1.
Wave-lengths.
•00002137
1 •oooiooo •00003544
1 •0000833
•00003463 •00002119

•0000462

•0000263

! ^0000651

•0000259

•0000499

Minima where Intensity is 0.
Wave-lengths.
1st spec...
2nd

„ ...

3rd

„ ...

4th

„ ...

•0000416

5th

„ ...

&c.

&c.

1

&c.

•00003333

•00002089

•00003169

•00002050

&c.
&c.

The central light will contain the following wave-lengths as
a maximum : —

•0001072, -00003575, -0000214, &c.
Of course it would be impossible to find a diamond to rule
a rectangular groove as above, and the calculations can only
be looked upon as a specimen of innumerable light distributions according to the shape of groove.
Every change in position of the diamond gives a different
light distribution, and hundreds of changes may be made
every day and yet the same distribution will never return,
although one may try for years.
Example 2. — Triangulae Groove.
Let the space a be cut into a triangular groove, the
equations of the sides being x=^cy and w—c{]j — a), the
two cuttings coming together at the point ^/ = ^^. Hence we
have — cw = c'(w — a), and ds^dy-sjl + c^, or d^/v/l-f,
Hence the intensity is proportional to
„r

l + c^
(fi—cX)
^

. ^TTuU-cX)
2'''' I

.
l + c'2
^ {fi-\-c'Xy

J2
7r{a'-u)(fjL + (/X)

I

V(l + c^)(l+o-^)..^7r^/.~cXj^.^7r(^-^)(;. + e^X)
{fl — Cy){fJL-\-c'X)

I

I

sm—' n (/x — cX) ] t
COS -y [ (/^ + c'X) (a — t/)

This expression is not symmetrical with respect to the normal
to the grating, unless the groove is symmetrical, in which case
c = c' and w= k-
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In this case, as in the other, the colours of the spectrum
are of variable intensity, and some of them may vanish as in
the first example, but the distribution of intensity is in other
respects quite different.
Case II. — Multiple Pekiodic Ruling.
Instead of having only one groove ruled on the plate in
this space «, let us now suppose that a series of similar lines
are ruled.
We have, then, to obtain the displacement by the same
expression as before, that is
smw

hafjb

2 j ^KKn-V^y)^g^
. baa

except that the last integral will extend over the whole number
of lines ruled within the space a.
In the spaces a let a number of equal grooves be ruled
commencing at the points y = 0, ?/i, 2/2? ys? &c., and extending
to the points w, yi + w, ^2 + ^^j ^c. The surface integral will
then be divided into portions from w to yi, from yi + io to 3/2?
&c., on the original surface of the plate for which ^ = 0, and
from lu to 0, from yi + io to yi, &c., for the grooves.
The first series of integrals will be

= -rr- { — e**'^"' + (1 — e^^'^) (e^^y^ + e^i^y^ + &c.) + e*^^«] .
But g*^M«=:l since hfia=0 for any maximum, and thus the
integral becomes

The second series of integrals will be

f
Jo
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The total integral will then be
hajjb
-^

—r^—

+

^i^^+i^y)ds

[1 + e^i^y^ + ^^^y^ + &c.] ,

«
'^
sin^
As before, multiply this by the same with the sign of i
changed to get the intensity.
Example 1. — Equal Distances.
The

space

a contains n' — 1 equidistant

grooves, so that

. hail
. n haiju
— ■—
si
/n
Hence the displacement becomes
smw

haiJL

)a//,L
,

sm

i^/^

Jo

J

As the last term is simply the integral over the space -/ in
a different form from before, this is a return to the form we
previously had except that it is for a grating of nn^ lines
instead of 7i lines, the grating-space being — .

Example 2. — Two Grooves.

But ^a/i = 2N7r.

Hence this becomes

2e»'rN^'cos7rN^^
The square of the last term is a factor in the intensity.
Hence the spectrum will vanish when we have
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&c *

or
,^

1a 3 a 5 a

p

2yi 2yi 2?/i

a
Thus when y
— i
=2, the^ 1st, 3rd, &c., spectra will disappear,
making a grating of twice the number of lines to the centim.
When

— = 4, the 2nd, 6th, lOth, &c., spectra disappear.
yi

When—

=6, the 3rd, 9th, &c., spectra disappear.

The case in which— =4, as Lord

Rayleigh

has shown,

would be very useful, as the second spectrum disappears leaving
the red of the first and the ultra-violet of the third without
contamination by the second. In this case two lines are
ruled and two left out. This -would be easy to do, but the
advantages would hardly pay for the trouble owing to the
following reasons :— Suppose the machine was ruling 20,000
lines to the inch. Leaving out two lines and ruling two
would reduce the dispersion down to a grating with 5000
lines to the inch. Again, the above theory assumes that the
grooves do not overlap. Now I believe that in nearly, if not
all, gratings with 20,000 hues to the inch the whole surface is
cut away and the grooves overlap. This would cause the
second spectrum to appear again after all our trouble.
Let the grooves be nearly equidistant, one being slightly
displaced.
COS^TT

In this case y-^=- +v.
-^r2 = V cos-TT-cos
2

a sm ^r-sm
2

a J

For the even spectra this is very nearly unity, but for the odd
it becomes

Hence the grating has its principal spectra like a grating of
a
space - ; but there are still the intermediate spectra due to
the space a, and of intensities depending on the squares of the
order of spectrum, and the squares of the relative displace* A theorem of Lord Rayleigh 's.
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ment, a law which I shall show applies to the effect of all
errors of the ruling.
This particular effect was brought to my attention by trying
to use a tangent-screw on the head of my dividing-engine to
rule a grating with, say, 28,872 lines to the inch, when a
single tooth gave only 14,436 to the inch. However carefully Iground the tangent-screw I never was able to entirely
eliminate the intermediate spectra due to 14,436 lines, and
make a pure spectrum due to 28,872 lines to the inch,
although I could nearly succeed.
E.vample 3. — One Groove in m misplaced.
Let the space a contain m grooves equidistant, except one
which is displaced a distance v. The distance is now proportional to
1 + e'^m + e

"^-h&c. + e ^ ""
a

1

ib,j^!IilZla
1 ®1^
2m

■.e

--

<;

^+&G.+e

hfia
2
-7
= — +tbfive
baa

""

2m
I
)
*V „2p->»+l

sm-f2m
Multiplying this by itself with — e in place of -^i, and
adding the factors in the intensity, we have the whole expression for the intensity. One of the terms entering the
expression will be
baa .
bau,
sin n -~- sin n —^
7
«
-.
+ l
ba/ju2p—m
.
2_
2
. baa
. baa
2
m
sm^r-^
2msm — 27-

!N"ow the first two terms have finite values only around the
where mN is a whole number.
But

points -^ = 7?iN7r,

2p— w + 1 is also a whole number, and hence the last term
is zero at these points. Hence the term vanishes and leaves
the intensity, omitting the groove factor,
. 2

^^/^

• 9

sm-* n —^
. ba/jL ^ r'
sin
X—
2m

baa

sm^ n —^
'

^ i,^^
sm^
— 2f-
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The first term gives the principal spectra as due to a gratingspace of — and number of lines nm as if the grating were
perfect. The last term gives entirely new spectra due to the
grating-space a, and with lines of breadth due to a grating of
n lines and intensities equal to (bfiv)'^.
Hence, when the tangent- screw is used on my machine for
14,436 lines to the inch, there will still be present weak
spectra due to the 14,436 spacing, although I should rule,
say, 400 lines to the millim. This I have practically observed
also.
The same law holds as before that the relative intensity in
these subsidiary spectra varies as the square of the order of
the spectrum and the square of the deviation of the line or
lines from their true position.
So sensitive is a dividing-engine to periodic disturbances,
that all the belts driving the machine must never revolve in
periods containing an aliquot number of lines of the grating ;
otherwise they are sure to make spectra due to their period.
As a particular case of this section we have also to consider
Periodic Erroes of Ruling. — Theory of " Ghosts."
In all dividing-engines the errors are apt to be periodic,
due
to "drunken"
screws,
or other
causes.
We
can eccentric
then writeheads, imperfect bearings,
y = nQa + ai sin (ein) -^a^ sin (^2^), + &c.
The quantities ^i, ^2, &c. give the periods, and a^, a^, &c.
the amplitudes of the errors. We can then divide the integral
into two parts as before, an integral over the groove and
spaces and a summation with respect to the numbers.
Cy"
J y'

Cy"~y'
J 0

It is possible to perform these operations exactly ; but it is
less complicated to make an approximation, and take ?/" — ?/' = «,
a constant as it is very nearly in all gratings. Indeed the
error introduced is vanishingly small. The integral which
depends on the shape of the groove will then go outside the
summation sign, and we have to perform the summation
'K^—%by.[a(^n-\-a^ sin CjW +«2sin e^n-^- &c. J-
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Let J^ be a Bessel^s function.

Then

cos{usm(f)) = Jo(u)+2[J2{ii) C0S2 (f) + J i(u) 008^^+ &c.],
sin {usm(j))=
^

2[Ji(?0sin(/> + J3(w) singc/)^ &c.].

g-m sin (p _ (>Qg ^^ g jji <^^ _ 2 sin (7^ sin </>) .

Hence the summation becomes

X [Jo(^yCfcai) + 2( — 2Ji(&/xai) sin ^i?2 + JgC^/^^i) scos
m^2^j7i — &c.)
2"<( X [Jo(^yLta2) + 2(—iJi(bfjba2) sin ^2^ + J2(?>//'a2) cos 2^in — &c.)
X [Joib/Jias) + &c.) ]
X[&c.].
Case I. — Single Periodic Error.
In this case only Oq and aj exist.

We have the formula
. pn

2n-lg-fpn_^-

sm -^
Hence the expression for the intensity becomes
smw hfiao + ei
bfiaQ\ 2

sm

sm
2

6yL6ao + <?l

J

smn hfia^ — ei
. bfiao—ei

J

+ &C.
sm-^--^^ — ■As n is large, this represents various very narrow spectral
lines whose light does not overlap, and thus the different
terms are independent of each other. Indeed, in obtaining
this expression the products of quantities have been neglected
for this reason because one or the other is zero at all points.
These lines are all alike in relative distribution of light, and
their intensities and positions are given by the following
table :—
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N

^'='^±6T„-

Intensities.

Designatio7\s.

JoXbfia^).

Primary lines.

JiWi^i)-

Ghosts of 1st order.

J2^(6yt^ia2).

Ghosts of 2ncl order.
Ghosts of 3rd order.

&c.

&c.

Hence the light which would have gone into the
line now goes to making the ghosts, so that the total
the line and its ghosts is the same as in the original
ghosts.
The relative intensities of the ghosts as compared
primary line is
^n[h^iai)^
Jo^{bfiai)

primary
light in
without
with the

This for very weak ghosts of the first, second, third, &c.
order becomes

The intensity of the ghosts of the first order varies as the
square of the order of the spectrum and as the square of the
relative displacement as compared with the grating-space aoThis is the same law as we before found for other errors of
ruling; and it is easy to prove that it is general.
Hence
The effect of small errors of ruling is to produce diffused
light around the spectral lines. This diffused light is subtracted
from the light of the primary line, and its comparative amount
varies as the square of the relative error of ruling and the
square of the order of the spectrum..
Thus the effect of the periodic error is to diminish the
intensity of the ordinary spectral lines (primary lines) from
the intensity I to Jo^(6/Lt%), and surround it with a symmetrical system of lines called ghosts, whose intensities are
given above.
When the ghosts are very near the primary lino, as they
nearly always are in ordinary gratings ruled on a dividing-
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enonne "vsath a larofe number of teeth in the head of the screw,
we shall have
Ji26aY/^+ ^V

Ji'&ai(/^- ^\ = 2^3o^i}^ nearly.

Hence the total liorht is by a known theorem,

Thus, in all gratings, the intensity of the ghosts as well asfl
the diffused light increases rapidly with the order of the
spectrum. This is often marked in gratings showing too
much crystalKne structure. For the ruling brings out the
structure and causes local difference of ruling which is
equivalent to error of ruling as far as diffused light is concerned.
For these reasons it is best to get defining power by using
broad gratings and a low order of spectra, although the
increased perfection of the smaller gratings makes up for this
effect in some respects.
There is seldom adyantage in making both the angle of
incidence and diffraction more than 45°, but if the angle of
incidence is 0, the other angle may be 60°, or even 70°, as in
concaye gratings. Both theory and practice agree in these
statements.
Ghosts are particularly objectionable in photographic
plates, especially when they are exposed yery long. In this
case ghosts may be brought out which would be scarcely
visible to the eye.
As a special case, take the following numerical results :—
N

=

1.

=i
a,
Gn
25'

A
50'

(-^tT=6-3'

252'

_L
100"
1008'

2.

111
25' 50' 100*
16' 63' 2b2

3.

111
25' 50' 100*
V 28' l02*

In a grating with 20,000 lines to the inch, using the third
spectrum, we may suppose that the ghosts corresponding to
-i = ^7. wiU be visible and those for ^ = ^7-= very troubleao
50
Qq
25
*^
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some. The first error is <^i = xo~o?)olTo ^^^* ^^^^ ^^® second
«] = soo'ooo '^^' Hence a periodic displacement of one
millionth of an inch will produce visible ghosts and one fivehundredth-thousandth of an inch will produce ghosts which
are seen in the second spectrum and are troublesome in the
third. With very bright spectra these might even be seen
in the first spectrum. Indeed an over-exposed photographic
plate would readily bring them out.
When the error is very great, the primary line may bo
very faint or disappear altogether, the ghosts to the number
of twenty or fifty or more being often more prominent than
the original line. Thus, when
Z>/^ai = 2-405, 5-52, 8-65, &c. =27rN-\
the primary line disappears.

W^hen

hiia^ = 0, 3-83, 7-02, &c. =27rN^,
the ghosts of the first order will disappear.
Indeed, we can
make any ghosts disappear by the proper amount of error.
Of course, in general
_2(n-l)
Thus a table of ghosts can be formed readily and we can
always tell when the calculation is complete by taking the
sum of the light and finding unity (see p, 414),
This table shows how the primary line weakens and the
ghosts strengthen
as the periodic error increases, becoming 0
a^
at 27rN — = 2*405,
It then strengthens and weakens periodicaily, the greatest strength being transferred to one of the
ghosts of higher and higher order as the error increases.
Thus one may obtain an estimate of the error from the
appearance of the ghost.
Some of these wonderful effects with 20 to 50 ghosts
stronger than the primary line I have actually observed in a
grating ruled on one of my machines before the bearing end
of the screw had been smoothed. The effect was ver}- similar
to these calculated results.
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Periodic Error.

Siipposincf as before that there
lines, we have the following :— ■
Places.

is no overlapping of the

Intensities,

27rN

Primary order.

ba^

'

[Ji(5a,/.i) Jo(Aa2/^i)]^^. 1 (.hosts
^
[Jol^aiyttg) Ji(5a2/^2)J^. J

of 1st

order.

baQ

2^
bao

^^ = ^±K

FT /^^^

\ J II.

M2

I Grhosts

of 2nd

[Jo{6«i/A5) ^ ■i.^ba^ii^f '

/*6 =/^±

/^7 = /*±

2^1+^2
[J2(%/i7) Jl (5^2/^7) ]2.
[Jo(&ai/^g) J3(6a2/X8)]2.

Ghosts of 3rd
order.

^9

&c.
Each term in this table of ghosts simply expresses the fact
that each periodic error produces the same ghosts in the
same place as if it were the only error, while others are added
which are the ghosts of ghosts. The intensities, however,
are modified in the presence of these others.
Writing Cx — ha^^ and Cc^ — haix^.
The total light is
2J2^(^,) Jo-fe)

which we can prove to be eqnal to 1.
2 F 2
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Hence the sum of all the light is still unity, a general proposition which applies to any number of errors.
The positions of the lines when there is any number ot
periodic errors can always be found by calculating first the
ghosts due to each error separately ; then the ghosts due to
these primary ghosts for it as if it were the primary hue, and
so on ad infinitum.
In case the ghosts fall on top of each other the expression
^^e
for the intensity fails. Thus when ^2 = 2^p ^3 = 3^i, &Cv this
formula will need modification. The positions are in
due to . a single periodic error, but the intenthose difPerent
case only
sities are very
Places
bao
27r
fJi =^—.
M'l

[Jo(H/^)JoG^a2/^)]

4

[Ji(6ai/^i) Jo(K/^i) - J3(^«i/^i) J2(K/^i) + &c.y
I
+ _^.
^ - bao
X + [Ji(^>«i/^i) Ji(K/^i) —&c.Jsl^^iA^j) Ji(KAtj) +&c.]2
&c.
We have hitherto considered cases in which the error could
not be corrected by any change of focus in the objective. It
is to be noted, however, that for any given angle and focus
every error of ruling can be neutralized by a proper error of
the surface, and that all the results we have hitherto obtained
for errors of ruling can be produced by errors of surface, and
many of them by errors in size of groove cut by the diamond.
Thus ghosts are produced not only by periodic errors of
ruHng but by periodic waves in the surface, or even by a
periodic variation in the depth of ruling. In general, however, a given solution will apply only to one angle and,
consequently, the several results will not be identical ; in
some cases, however, they are perfectly so.
Let us now take up some cases in which change of focus
can occur. The term /cr^ in the original formula must now
be retained.

Let the fines of the grating be parallel to each other. We
can then neglect the terms in z and can write r^=y^ very
Hence the general expression becomes
nearly.

where /c depends on the focal length.
This is supposed to be
very large, and hence fc is small.
The integral can be divided into two parts— an integral over
the groove and the intervening space, and a summation for
all the grooves.
The first integral will slightly vary with
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change in the distance of the grooves apart, but this effect
is vanishingly small compared with the efPect on the summation, and can thus be neglected. The displacement is thus
proportional to

Case I. — Lines at Variable Distances.
In this case we can write in general
y=zan + ttin^ + «2^^ + &CAs K, ai, a2, &c., are small, we have for the displacement,
neglecting the products of small quantities.

Hence the term ain^ can be neutralized by a change of
forms expressed by fiai^fca^. Thus a grating having such
an error will have a different focus according to the angle n,
and the change will be + on one side and — on the other.
This error often appears in gratings and, in fact, few are
without it.
A similar error is produced by the plate being concave,
but it can be distinguished from the above error by its having
the focus at the same angle on the two sides the same instead
of different.
According to this error, airi^, the spaces between the lines
from one side to the other of the grating, increase uniformly
in the same manner as the lines in the B group of the solar
spectrum are distributed. Fortunately it is the easiest error
to make in ruling, and produces the least damage.
The expression to be summed can be put in the form

4-&C.]
^^b^an |-^ _^ . j^^^^ _ ^^.2y + ihfia^n^ + ib [fjua^ + ih {fza^ - Ka^) 2] n^
The summation of the different terms can be obtained as
shown below, but, in general, the best result is usually sought
by changing the focus. This amounts to the same as varying
K until /jLai — Ka'^ = 0 as before. For the summation w^e can
obtain the following formula from the one already given.
Thus
sinj^
Hence
(2^)"'

\ajj

^

')

^\\\p
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• .

When
have

hfjLan

n is very large, writing -^=pw

-vT

= 7rJN7i + ^, we

Whence, writing
c = h(iJ,ai—Ka?),
c'" = &o..

d^

the summation is
(

sm ^

«*« -i

+ &c.

;

d sin 5' _ §" cos §'— sin q

dq

q

~

(f

dg"

*

€^ sin 9^ _ — 2^ cos 5' + (2 — g^) sin q

dq'~f~

?

'

d^ sin $'__ ^(6 — 9^) cos 5'— (6 — 3^^) sin 5'
dq^ q
&c.

&c.

These equations serve to calculate the distribution of light
intensity in a grating with any error of line distribution
suitable to this method of expansion and at any focal length.
For this purpose the above summation must be multiplied by
itself with +i in place of —i.
The result is for the light intensity
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sin 9' , /n ^^^ . o **^ , i- \ ^ sin a

-(4 -^ *«•)$? +*4As might have been anticipated, the effect of the additional
terms is to broaden out the line and convert it into a rather
complicated group of lines, as can sometimes be observed
with a bad grating. At any given angle the same effect can
be produced by variation of the plate from a perfect plane.
Likewise the effect of errors in the ruling may be neutralized
for a given angle by errors of the ruled surface, as noted in
the earher portions of the paper.
XL.

On the Differential Equation of Electrical Flow.

By T. H. Blakesley, M.A*
object of this paper is to point out that the theory
of electrical discharge, as exemplified in the mathematical expressions employed to represent the physical facts,
is incompetent to explain all the phenomena observed in
extreme cases ; and to show that the admission of certain
properties of matter not usually recognized is the only way of
satisfactorily obviating the imperfection of the existing views.
In some of the investigations I shall not employ exclusively algebraical symbolic methods, but, where it may more
advantageously be adopted, I shall avail myself of the geometrical method. Such cases most frequently arise where magnitudes under consideration are capable of having negative
values. All tidal effects, using the word in its most general
sense, involve such magnitudes.
Electrical currents in a given conductor may have all
possible values in one direction or in the opposite direction,
but are otherwise restricted.
The projection of the line joining two points in space
upon a fixed straight line is a geometrical magnitude of this
sort. With respect to the direction in space, sometimes one
of the projected points will be on one side of the other
THE

* Communicated by the Physical Society : read March 24, 1893.
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projected pointy sometimes on the other. So that such a line
has all the properties necessary for representing another
magnitude of the same character.
In this way I shall most generally make the projection
represent Electromotive Force, but occasionally Field of
Magnetism at a point. As to matter of nomenclature,
the only scientific term which I shall employ admitting of
any doubtful interpretation, is the Effective Electromotive
Force. By this term I intend to convey the idea of that
electromotive force which is numerically equal to the product
of the current and the resistance, at a point of time. As a
department of State has recently employed the term in a
totally diflPerent sense, this statement has appeared to me to
be necessary in the interests of proper explanation. The
effective electromotive force is the algebraical sum of all the
impressed and induced electromotive forces, and is here
represented by E. If Y is the sum of all the impressed
electromotive forces and F is the sum of all induced electromotive forces, then the equation among their quantities is
y + F=E universally.
Geometrically, if AB, B C are lines whose projections on
some one fixed straight line represent the sum of the impressed and the sum of the induced electromotive forces
respectively,, then the projection of A C will represent the
effective electromotive force.
The three lines must form the sides of a triangle, those
corresponding to the impressed and induced electromotive
forces being taken the same way round the triangle, that
corresponding to E being taken in the opposite direction.
Now if the actual changes in the magnitudes are harmonic,
and of the same period, it is clear that the lines A B, B C,
A C must remain of constant length and the triangle must
rotate in its own plane at a uniform rate of such a value as
to perform a complete revolution in the period of the harmonic change. The triangle thus shows admirably the way
in which these magnitudes succeed one another in phase. It
also follows from the properties of harmonic motion that if
two magnitudes have the same harmonic period, but differ
in phases by a quarter of the whole period, the corresponding
lines to be projected are at right angles with each other. And
hence the rate of variation of an harmonic magnitude differs
in phase from the magnitude itself by a quarter of the
period. But in the simplest case of a circuit being plied
with an harmonic electromotive force V, it is generally
considered that the induced electromotive force varies as the
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rate of change of the current ; that is

where C is the current, R the resistance,
coefficient of self-induction.
The equation already given then becomes

and

L

is the

at
Multiplying through by C and integrating through a complete period,

{\Odt-J. {G'^-^dt = '£i\Ghit.

The first term represents the work done by the source of
the disturbance.
The second term vanishes.
The third term represents work done in heating the
circuit.
Hence the whole work done has gone to heat the circuit.
I^ow it is admitted on all hands that when the period is
sufficiently short a radiation of energy into space takes place.
A portion of this radiated energy is sometimes caught by
means of a neighbouring circuit and converted into heat.
A coefficient of mutual induction and a corresponding
extra term is then introduced into the equation. But are
we to suppose that radiation would not proceed into space
were there no neighbouring conductor? It is against probability, against the electromagnetic theory of light.
If electromagnetic waves are capable of being sent into
space, we can no longer look upon the operation of establishing a current in a circuit as analogous to bending a stiff
spring or displacing rigid wheelwork. The wheel work must
have indiarubber spokes or teeth.
The above equation takes no account of this radiation which is
expended outside Ihe wire, nor of any other work done elsewhere than in the conductor ; and this latter the equation
states to be exactly equal to the energy expended in propagating the electromotive force. Even supposing a portion of
the field is occupied by some material whose passage through
a cycle of magnetization involves the loss of energy, in the
form of heat, this, equally with wave-propagation through
space occupied by perfectly elastic matter, will not be
accounted for by the equation.
Now of such phenomena as radiation of energy in electi'omagnetic waves, or absorption of energy in the field, there is
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ample evidence. Therefore an equation will not meet such
cases in which the induced electromotive force is taken as
entirely in quadrature with the current, or when F is wholly
of the form — L-77.
at
Hence, in the geometrical representation it is clear that
the induced electromotive-force line must
not be exactly at right angles with that of
the effective electromotive-force line ; i. e.
the angle B C A is not exactly a right angle;
and it is easy to see that it must be greater
than a right angle, for B C may be resolved
into BD.DC,
where
B D C is a right
angle and A C D is one straight line. For
then the whole
work
done is equal to
The

work

conductor is - —

done

'

in heating

, and the d

ence, or the work done in the field, is

AC . DC
.,.

Hence, if D lies on the side of C nearer to A , A D would
be less than A C;, and the work done by the discharge would
be less than that required to heat the conductor : in other
words, energy would have to be received from space.
Hence the induced electromotive forces may be represented
by two components — one A D in quadrature with the current,
and one D C in opposition to it,

where X may
resistance.
The equation
written

or may not be a constant, but is in kind a
among

the

electromotive

dt
L^-XC
Multiplying
through
complete period,

by

Qdt

and

forces

may

be

= RC.
integrating

through

a

fyCc/f-L ^Q~dt = ^^0'dt+ ^xQ'dt.
The second term on the left vanishes as before, the first
term representing ihe whole work doDe.
On the right the
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first term heats the conductor and the second term gives
energy to space.
We may go somewhat further into the causes of such an induced electromotive- force component if we
employ the geometrical mode of symbolizing the electric quantities. BC, the induced
electromotive-force line, should be at right
angles to the induction through the circuit,
for it is the rate of increase of the latter
which produces the former. Hence if A E
is a perpendicular let fall upon B C produced, AE will represent the phase of the
magnetic induction. But AG being in
phase with the current is in phase with the
field. Hence E A C, or C B D which is
equal to it, is a magnetic phase-lag, and A E may be said to
be in phase with the effective field, and therefore with the
induction. This suggests that if we employ the lower lines of
the figure to represent fields^ we may make up a triangle
ACE such that A C is the impressed field,
C E an induced field, and A E an effective
field, of course when, as usual, projected on
a fixed line ; C E being perhaps, though by
no means certainly, at right angles to AE.
However, whether C E here has in any
case two components perpendicular and
parallel respectively to A E or not, it appears very certain that
the perpendicular component must exist. Assuming at first
that it alone exists, —
J f we employ small letters :—
V for impressed field =AC,
/for induced field
=(JE,
e for effective field =AE,
I = coefficient of magnetic self-induction, so that
^-

^dt '

and IX for the permeability, I for the rate of magnetic induction,
i. e. per square centim., we have
,dl
dt

IfM

To obtain an equation of energy from this we must multiply
(not by I, as analogy would at first sight perhaps dictate) by
J- .dt X cross section, for the formula for energy is
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^[Fi..d][>=],
^- .at.
dt
Here the term on the right hand disappears necessarily,
and the work expended, if any, is equal to ^ (-77) di- Hence
this work vanishes only if Z = 0, i. e., if there is no component
field in quadrature with the induction ; a curious antithesis
to the electric problem. If there were a field induced in
phase with the induction, it would not result in the dissipation of energy. No argument for such a state of things can
be drawn on the score of loss of energy.
If the phases of magnetism in any cycle coincided with the
phases of field, there could be no such thing as hysteresis ;
and, further, no radiation of energy from an alternating
magnet.
But both these phenomena have been for many years recognized. It follow^s, therefore, that w^hen induction through
any space changes, a magnetic field is induced acting counter
to the change.
Now it may be noticed that the tangents of the angles of
lag, w^hether electric or magnetic, involve a coefficient in
their numerator and the value of the period in their denominator. They therefore become larger as the period is made
less. It might therefore happen that extreme rapidity of
change would be necessary before a lag of current or of induction could be detected. Electric lags, or, at all events, the
coefficients of self-induction can readily be measured. Magnetic lags have been measured by the author in certain cases
by special artifices, but when w^e deal wdth a medium of small
permeability, as air, the period must be extremely minute to
make the lag-angle sensible, and as yet no machines possess
a sufficient frequency to ejBPect it. Recourse has been had to
the rapid oscillations which take place when a Leyden jar is
discharged. In these cases the radiation has been frequently
caught and approximately measured, and it is therefore in
these very cases that the rectification of the formula becomes
important.
I propose to investigate by geometry and otherwise the
conditions under which a Leyden jar is discharged. Geoespecially will
an excellent
and graphic insight
into themetry
question
of theafi'ord
oscillatory
discharge.
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As in the case of the sustained discharge, I shall first take
the usual, formula, obtain the geometrical illustration of it,
and, observing where the defect shows itself, pass by an easy
transition to the truer state of things.
In the case of the discharge of a condenser through a simple
circuit removed from proximity with any other, we have the
following equations to deal with : —
The general equation y + F = E,
(i.)
E

=KC,

F

=-L-^,.

(ii.)
.

.

.

. (m.)

C =-K^,
(iv.)
where
0 is the current discharging the condenser ;
K is the capacity of the condenser ;
L is the coefficient of self-induction ;
K is the resistance ;
F is the induced electromotive force ;
E is the effective electromotive force ;
V is the potential difference of the plates of the condenser.
Eliminating E and F from (i.) by means of (ii.) and (iii.),

Differentiating,

V-L^-RC = 0. ......
dt
dV

^d'G

^dG

(v.)
^ '

^

and substituting for —Clt- from (iv.),
or
C + KRf+LKf=0,
the differential equation of C.
F
Since C = 77 , it follows that the equation
E + KR^+LK^=0
dt
dv
is also true, and therefore is the differential equation of E.
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dG
d^V
Again,
Again, from
from (v.)
(v.) an^
and (iv.), since -^ = — K -^, obtained
by differentiating (iv.),
Y + RK^+LK'Vt=0.
dt
dt^
This is the differential equation of V.
Thirdly, differentiating twice the equation
V + F-RC=0,
^

^_

^_

dt^ "^ dt^
^ di^ ~^'
from (iii.) by differentiation it is seen that

iL^^ _ _ 1 ^iE
d¥ "
h dt'
(fV ___^d^

and from (iv.),

dt^ ~
K dt'
1 F
which is further reduced to^ ^ by (iii.).

Hence

F
d'^F
U dF _
KL"^ df' "^L dt

or

^F

'

d^F

the differential equation of F.
It is thus clear that the variables Y, F, E, C, all have the
same form of differential equation, viz. :—

Of course, to make this equation homogeneous,
KR is of the order (time) ;
KL

5,

„

(time)^.

KL mav be written KR . ^ , or still better -^7- . -n-.
If we write

^^-' _*

and

KR
-y =^3,

^1 and ?3 are time-constants of the circuit, and the differential

J
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equation may be written
B+2t,-j--+ht,^j:^=0,
In this expression the two time-constants may be considered
to be independent.
To obtain a geometrical representation of the changes :—
(1) Suppose a line, whose length is r, to shrink logarithmically so that its change is represented by the equation

where ^i is a time -constant.
Then

dr _
r
dt~~'T^'

where a is the value of r at the beginning of the time, and f^
appears as the time taken for r to shrink to - of itself.
(2) Secondly, suppose a straight line in a plane to constantly change in direction at a uniform rate, in the same
sense.
If ^ is the angle measured from a fixed direction,
t. dt~Hentc2re^
where t^ is a time -constan
^^27

Whence t^ appears as the time required to describe 27r.
(3) Suppose a line to undergo both ^2the changes contemplated, which is possible, since one is a change of length, the
other a change in direction. Then, eliminating the time, we
have
_ tf
r — ae

* ,

ov r = ae~^^ , where tan ^ =
^.
This is the equation of the equiangular spiral, with the
characteristic angle /8, whose value merely depends upon the
two time-constants ^i and ^2(4) Now imagine this length r constantly projected en
some fixed straight line, and for simplicity take this straight
line as at right angles to the direction in which ^ = 0.
Then the projection under consideration (E) has for its
expression
_ o
E = a . e t«ii ^ j;in 6 ;
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i. e.^ it consists of a constant factor, a logarithmical factor,
and a rhythmical or harmonic factor.
Substituting for 6 its value — . t,
2^
ih-17.
= a . e - ^ tan
^

t

sm. —2-77 . t,

9_

'Ei = ae tan /3 sin ^,
^E
^
a
^
—dd
= =ae tani3cos^— tan
, /3
i^e tan^sin^
^
.
E
=^ae tan^cOSC7
tan yS

■ae

tan^sm^— :

^^ '-' tan^cOS^

tan /3 6?^
tan (3 i dd
tan ^
2 c/E /
1 I .
therefore tan./3^^
-^
Now

-^l

"^ tan^yS/'

2 tan /3 ^E
tan^/3
^'E _
"^ 1+ tan2/3 c/^ "^ 1+ tan^yg cZ6'2 ~

'

dE__dEdl_dEt2_
15 ~~dt'de~^'2^'

therefore

dm_dm^dt^^_(m
therefore

}

dO''
__2tan^^

dt^'

dd^TT

^
■^ 1+ tan2ye27r* ^^ "^

/t^y

dt^ V27r

tan'-^yg

(h^d^^

l+tan'^/SbW

_

^^' ~

whichj since tan/S= — r^, becomes

"*" (1+ tan^/S) rf« "^ (1+ tan^/S) (Zi'-* ~

'

'
and if U is written for
(l+tan'/S)

An equation which is at once comparable with those obtained
in the Electrical problem.
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It thus appears that the variables in the problem of electrical discharge under consideration may be represented by
the projections of three sides of
a triangle, which is constantly
undergoing uniform rotation
and linear logarithmic shrinking. Let the figure represent
a portion of the appropriate
curve whose characteristic angle
is /3, and let 0 R be some radius
vector. Then the projection of
0 R on 0 Y will be a maximum when the tangent at R is parallel
to 0 X. Let P be such a position, and let P M be the
tangent at P. Then MP0 = P0X = y8.
Now suppose 0 A the line representing (in its projection)
the effective electromotive force about to change sign through
the value zero. This means that the current is about to change
sign, and the condenser having been receiving current is
about to begin to be discharged, i. e. its charge and therefore
potential difference is a maximum. Then the Hue of P.D.
must make the angle P 0 A with the line of effective E.M.F.
Again, the E.M.F. of self-induction is zero when the current
is at a maximum, by the nature of the ordinary hypothesis.
Therefore, when the line representing E makes an angle /3
with 0 X, the line representing induced E.M.F. (F) must be
parallel with it. Hence it also makes an angle ^ with the
line of effective E.M.F. ; but in phase lags behind it, whereas
the P.D. is in advance by that angle.
Thus, if on any line taken as base we construct an isosceles
triangle of appropriate base angles, the sides will represent
the P.D. of the condenser and the induced
E.M.F. of self-induction respectively, and
the base will represent the effective E.M.F.
It only remains to rotate the triangle with
appropriate speed and to allow it to shrink
at the due logarithmic rate.
The properties of the triangle agree exactly
with the electrical properties. ^
The angle /S is such that tan /3= :i^;
KR
therefore

cos''^ ^ =

-(f)'

~ 4L
21.
R2 _KR^

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 216. May 1893.
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"r7"T)2
cos(3-^ ^ 'p ^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ existence
therefore

when ~rj- < 1 ;— the condition of Oscillatory Discharge.

is obtained in the electrical
The complete period is t2, and^irti
quantities thus ;—
tanyg:
therefore
(270V_J27r)!^.
' ~tan2/5 "sec^/S-l'
and cos''^ ^^~r ^^^^^^J obtained ;
.
.efor'
e
ther
therefore

. 47r%fi
~
w=-

47r2KL

^ t, ^ Ul

the form usually quoted if we neglect the second term of the
denominator.
I purpose to show that in a discharge of the sort here contemplated (which has been shown to be the result of the
ordinary premisses given at page 425) there will be no work
done by any electromotive force which lags at an angle yS
behind the current, provided the initial condition is one of
zero-current. And, further, that the source of E.M.F., which
is represented by the side of the isosceles triangle in advance
by the angle /3, of the effective E.M.F., does all the work of
heating the circuit and no more. It will thus be seen that
there is no provision in the theory for expenditure of poicer in
the field J and hence that the theory does not explain the well
recognized phenomenon of radiation into space.
To establish the above-mentioned propositions, take the
product of the projections of two lines undergoing variations
corresponding to the two radii vectores of two equiangular
spirals of the same characteristic angle ^ and period, and
differing in phase by the angle 27.
One of these quantities may be expressed by

e+y
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ae ta°^sin^ + y.
The other by
be t*"^sin^— 7.
The product is

or
29

ah .e tan^ (sin^ 6— sm^7).
This quantity, multiplied into an element of time dt^ has to
be integrated through
integral 1 becomes
^y-^^^

or

one

period.

Since

-7- = — , the

(cos 27- cos 26) dQ,

^2
-^^ ^Qg 2y ^6>- ^
The first term of the integral is

e-t-^ cos W dd.

r. tan
, p6^ - tan^^ ^ ,
— dbt^
5 — cos 27
OTT
The second term is
^3

•

n

rt

■ m/i

tans

'^^
-g^sm/3cos;8 + 2^e
and therefore the integral is expressed :—
I=^2^~ti^ {sin/3cos,5 + 2g-tanyecos27}.
This expression has to be taken between limits. If we contemplate one revolution only the limits will be ©1 + 27r and ^1,
and the Definite Integral becomes
ahto
■
_?^/
_-±L\
-g^ { — sin /5 cos /3 + 2^1 + tan /3 cos 27}^ "*a"^( 1 —e
If the limits are infinity and di the integral becomes
—Jill
26,

tan^ j.

abt<:

-g^ {tan^cos27— sin/3cosy8 + 2^i}^ **^^
Either of these expressions becomes zero when
tan /3 cos 27 = sin ^8 cos /3 + 26^
2a2

.

(«)
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cos 27 = COS /3 COS ^ + 2^1,

showing that the condition that no work shall be done in the
electric problem depends on the initial circumstances, i. e. 61
is involved.
If 27=/8 the condition of no work becomes
COS /5 + 2^j = 1,
which is satisfied when

Hence if the initial condition be that of no current, the line
bisecting the angle between the line of eflfective E.M.F. and that
of the self-induced E.M.F. makes — ^ with the line ^=0, and
it is thus proved that on the whole no work
is done in the field.
If, on the other hand, we make

and start from a point where the current
is zero, we have in the above expression,
when proper substitutions are made for a and b, the value of
the work done on the circuit by the discharging condenser.
The integral between infinity and 61 becomes, when ^1 = - and
ab . ^2
or

Sir

{1— cos 2|S} Siny9.^

ab .L . 5 ^
— i
Sm^Se

tan/3

- -itan/S.

In this case b= ^and ae ~t^sin/9is the potential difference
between the plates of the condenser at starting =Vi, say,
= Vsin/3.
Hence the expression becomes

(E and V being now the full sides of the triangle, properly
interpreted), and ^Y
and further,

==^^^ ^ ^J *^® geometry of the triangle,
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^ and therefore 47r
7^ = 2 tan j^

"R 2cos/3 2t^^'''' ^^ ''''r
4
'
which is the expression we should obtain if we integrate the
square of the current multiplied by ^dt, seen as follows :™
In the general expression (a) obtained above for the proE
duct of the projections make a = E, h= ^^ and ^i = 0, y=0
the expression (a) becomes
Wt
or

^— ^ {tan p — sin ^ cos /5},
ITS

i

or
E
4R
j^ ti sin^ yS, as above.
Thus the whole of the work goes to heat the wire, and,
further, substituting in the equation for E in terms of V, it
may be shown to be entirely derived from the charged condenser.
The work may be written, eliminating E,
— R-4i^-^'

or

^1

Now Vi'^ = V^ sin^ /5, and thus the work is
Vi^|co8^/3,

or, since cos'^^= —
-j^, and ^3= "2-

which is the ordinary expression for the energy stored in the
condenser ; and this appears from the investigation to be
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entirely expended in heating the circuit, and there is no
margin for the exhibition of power elsewhere.
Suppose a line A B to represent (E) the Hne of efiPective
E.M.F.
At the extremity A set off A C
as the direction of the line representing
the P.D. of the condenser.
Then, as the condenser contains all
the energy that is going to be expended
on the circuit and on the aether, from
what has been said it is clear that A C
must be rather longer than the side of
the isosceles triangle ; for, if not, the
energy stored will not do more than
heat the circuit. If therefore a perpendicular be dropped upon A B from C. it will fall at a point
nearer B than A.
Join C B, and, further, draw C D to meet A B produced in
D, and so that C D A is an isosceles triangle on A D as base,
and therefore CDA = /S. Now CB must be the line representing the resultant of the induced electromotive forces F,
and however complicated the case may be this line CB is
equivalent to two components C D, D B ; of which C D results
in no expenditure of power because it is in a phase (^ behind
the current, and DB is in phase directly opposed to the
current, and therefore resulting in whatever expenditure of
energy takes place outside the circuit, and therefore in the
aether or in magnetic bodies, or in neighbouring or surrounding conductors. A.s in the former case of sustained oscillations,
it may be shown that BCD is a magnetic lag necessary for
the exhibition of such phenomena.
The electromotive force DB may be expressed by — \C as
before, and the general equation
y+F=E
takes the form

y_=.L^-=XC = EC,
'
(It
and, as this may be written

we see that the extra consideration required to express the
actual state of things is simply that the resistance of the
circuit is ^'irtually increased. In the previous work it is
necessary to write (R + X) in all the equations.
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The actual work done altogether is derived from the charged
condenser. This is divided between the circuit and the field
in the ratio R : X.
It may happen, therefore, that if the circumstances of the
discharge are such as to make \ very large in comparison
with K, the ordinary heating-effect may be minimized. Among
such causes is frequency, and in this consideration is to be
found the true explanation of some of the experiments of
M. Nikola Tesla. The energy of the discharges which that
physicist encountered was expended in chief part in radiation
which his body did not check, and not in current through his
body. It is here suggested that the best way to measure
radiation would be to measure the defect in the heating of a
circuit, taking care to note the P.D. of the condenser at the
moment previous to discharge.
In ordinary sustained oscillations, as derived from a machine,
the alternations are not of sufficient frequency to make the
effect of X perceptible. Electromotive forces of induction involve the period in their denominators, and it is reasonable
to suppose that induced magnetic fields do the same; and if
the period of the electromagnetic vibrations becomes comparable with that of light, it is conceivable that mere heatingmight vanish, as in the solar spectrum light has less heatingefiect than radiation of smaller frequency from the same source.

XLI. Note on the Heat of Vaporization of Liquid Llydrochloric Acid. By K. Tsuruta, RigaJcushi, Tokio, Japan*.
IN the thirtieth volume of the Proceedings of the Royal
Society of London Mr. Ansdell gave a full account of
a series of experiments on the condensation of hydrochloric
acid. At the end of the paper he promises another communication containing his considerations on some thermodynamical quantities relating to that gas, but this, so far as I am
aware, has never appeared. Although his measurements
have often been referred to and used by other physicists, yet
some of the deductions that can be made from them appear
still left untouched, for instance the heat of vaporization,
which forms the subject of this note.
For the sake of convenience of reference I here reproduce
those measurements as contained in the following Table given

by Ansdell :—

* Communicated bv the Author.
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F.

\
A.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

10.

13.

0.
I

I

> 137-31

9-25

j 118-96

13-8

1

18-1

! 91-77

22

33-4
39-4
44-8
48

11.
12.

B.

1

26-75
7.
8.
9.

,

38-89

1

40-75

! 51

1

1
7-55
7-90

103-50

i

5:3-19
1
61-17
1

81-19

8-74

12-39

9-10
9-50

10-50
8-92

1012

3-03

1
70-06

, 69-69
55-75

'
7-334-19
5-50

1
105-98

10-68

1
134-33
168-67
1

36-34
31-33

29-8
37-75
41-80
33-9
45-75
51-00

82-94
1

44-85

11-96
12-00

197-60
1

2-61
2-13
1-79

12-92
14-30

224-96

25-70
23-96

8-35

E.
18-18
1505

1

1

27-64
49-4
50-56

D.

58-85
66-95
75-20
80-80
84-75
85-33

i
i

The column A gives the temperature of the gas.
The column B gives the volume of the saturated vapour at
point of liquefaction.
The column C gives the fractional volume of the gas at
point of liquefaction in relation to the initial volume
under one atmospheric pressure.
The column D gives the volume of the condensed liquid.
The column E gives the ratio of the volume of the gas
to that of the liquid.
The column F gives the pressure in atmospheres.
These data alone are incomplete to enable us at once to
deduce by calculation the heat of vaporization in terms of
the usual units (metre and kilogramme). Here are given
only the relative volumes of the saturated vapour and condensed liquid, so that their specific volumes at different temperatures, which are wanted, are unknown. It will, however,
be enough for our purpose if we know their densities. Now,
Ansdell gave as results of independent measurements the
densities of the condensed hquid at difiPerent temperatures.
An interpolation formula, obtyined between those densities

J
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and those temperatures, when combined with the numbers
given in the second and fourth columns of the above Table,
will enable us to find the corresponding densities of the saturated vapour. The results thus found were not very satisfactory. Another way to overcom.e the difficulty is to make
use of the numbers in the third column, which give the
volumes of the saturated vapour just at the point of liquefaction inrelation to the volume occupied by the mass of the
gas at the temperature ^° (column A*) and under the pressure
of one atmosphere. If the specific volume of the gas under
the normal circumstances be known in terms of the usual
units, this together with the coefficient of expansion under
that pressure will give us the specific volumes of the saturated vapour at different temperatures. Now, Biot and
Arago t give the density of hydrochloric acid under the
normal circumstances to be 1*2474 in reference to air. Therefore, the specific volumes under consideration will be given
by the following :— =
—
^
^
rfr actional"!
^^ x
^~ 1-293 * r247 * L volume J • l-L + «^iWhen a long time ago I began my calculation I was not able to
get any information with respect to the coefficient of expansion,
and I assumed it perhaps not far from the value 0*003665.
Quite recently, however, I have found that it was determined
by Eegnault | as long ago as 1843 to be 0*003681, and so I
have proceeded to recalculate. Of course no great differences
were thus wrought in the final values of the heat of vaporization. It is, moreover, to be remarked that Eegnault himself
did not put much confidence in the accuracy of his value on
account of an unavoidable admixture of air, very small though
it was, with the gas he investigated.
The formula for the heat of vaporization (according to the
notation of Clausius) becomes .*—
__ 10333
1
1
rfractional"] ,
/
o-\ dp ,p
'~ 425 • 1*293 • 1-247 'L volume J* ^^ + '' ^^V^" .,j*^T * "^
in which the ratio cr/s is to be supplied by the numbers in
the second and fourth columns of the above Table.
* As it must have been, although it is not explicitly mentionod.
t Wiillner, Lehrhuch der Phi/sik, iii. p. 150.
X Ann. (le Chimie et Physique, s^rie 3, tome iv.
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-^ was calculated from the following interpolation formula

found by the method of least squares : —
^=28-451 + 0-4914 t + 0«012463 f",
in the evaluation of whose constants the numbers in the
eleventh row in the above Table were omitted, because the
representative point in the p- and f-curve was much out of
the general course, p (calculated) in the following Table
are from the above interpolation formula, whose use is amply
justified by the numbers in the difPerence-column.

The manner of variation of these numbers for r, as deduced
from the observations of Ansdell, is very remarkable. From
4° to about 14° the heat of vaporization increases, attains
there a maximum value, then decreases in a regular manner,
but from about 45° onwards it diminishes quite rapidly, as if
the gas were preparing for the critical point (51°-25), at
which the heat of vaporization is to vanish.
Among those substances whose heat of vaporization was
investigated by MM. Cailletet and Mathias ^ we have no instance like hydrochloric acid. It is much to be desired that
any one who has proper instruments in his possession will
take the trouble to decide whether the anomaly is real or
whether there were some mistakes in our data.
* Journ. de Physique^ torn. v. 2^ serie, 1886.
2^ serie. 1800.

Also, ibid, torn, ix,
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XLII. Note on the Flow of Water in a Straight Pipe,
By M. P. EuDSKi, Priv, Doc. in the University of Odessa *»
IT is a known fact that the law of resistance to the motion
of a liquid in pipes and channels of great size differs much
from that in capillary tubes. It is also known that this difference is due to the presence of eddies in great pipes, while in
capillary tubes the liquid flows in straight lines. Prof. Osborne
Keynolds f has shown that there exists a certain critical mean
velocity, depending on the diameter of the pipe and on
the temperature (i. e. viscosity) at which the eddies must
appear. He thinks that the appearance of eddies is due to
the instability of rectilineal motion. But Lord Kelvin % has
shown that at least for small disturbances the rectilineal
motion is stable provided the coefficient of viscosity is not zero.
Although Lord Rayleigh § thinks that Lord Kelvin''s proof is
not quite convincing, it seems to me to be so, because the
steady rectilineal motion with zero velocity at the walls
satisfies the condition that the loss of energy shall be the
least possible. This motion belongs to the type which was
shown by Helmholtz to have this property |1. Now it is known
that generally the motions, which in a certain manner satisfy
the minimum or maximum condition, are stable.
The same question was also treated by Mr. Basset II. He
has found the rectilineal motion unstable. As far as I can
understand him, from a short communication, it was only
after he had introduced in the expression of resistance a term
depending on the square of relative velocity. In doing so he
has anticipated the law of resistance proper to the eddying
motion. On the other hand, he finds that without this term
the steady rectilineal motion remains always stable. His
results also agree closely with the results of Lord Kelvin.
It seems to me that all this clearly agrees in showing
that it is not the question of stability or instability which
arises here, but another one. In speaking of stability we
mean eo ipso the tacit assumption that the eddying motion
may be also expressed with the help of functions satisfying
the common partial differential equations of viscous fluid
* Communicated by the Author.
t Phil. Trans. 1883, p. 935.
X Phil. Mag. 5 ser. xxiv. pp. 188 and 272.
§ Phil. Mag. 5 ser. xxxiv. p. 67.
II Basset, Hydrodynamics, vol. ii. p. 856.
^ Proceedings Roy. Soc. vol. lii, no. 317, p. 273.
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motion. Our equations of disturbed motion serving to investigate the question of stability are the same hydrodynamical
equations with certain terms neglected. These equations^ as
Lord Kelvin has proved, show that the undisturbed motion is
stable. But if we introduce something that is not contained
in the hydrodynamical equations, as Mr, Basset has done, we
find the sought instability.
In other words, our hydrodynamical equations, which we
know to be strictly true only for small relative velocities, are
now shown to be, in the case of water, of very limited importance. They are not able to express the eddying motion.
In the motion which they are able to express, any surface
drawn within the liquid is supposed to be strained in a continuous manner. In the eddying motion these surfaces
are continually breaking and again reforming, an opinion
which seems not to be new to hydraulicians *.
The opinion that it is with a real breaking that we have to
do is strongly supported by a striking fact observed by Prof.
Reynolds. The eddies appear only at a certain distance from
the entrance of the pipe. This distance is diminishing when
the velocity increases, but diminishes asymptotically. Now
it is a known fact that the breaking of bodies, solid, plastic,
or plastico-viscous, depends not only on the amount of the
strain, but also on the velocity of straining. Even hard
bodies sustain a great strain when the straining is slow
enough ; on the other hand, flexible bodies, when very rapidly
strained, break down.
On the other hand, when the liquid enters the pipe tumultuously, but with small mean velocity, the viscosity begins to
act at advantage, the breaking ceases, and the eddies die out.
Reynolds has shown that this reversal from tumultuous to
quiet motion occurs at a critical mean velocity, which ceteris
paribus is about 6'3 times smaller than the other mean velocity
which renders the quie'' motion impossible.
All other features of the phenomenon — the dependence of
critical mean velocity, i. e. of the critical rate of straining, on
the viscosity and on the size of the tube — are clearly in best
accord with the hypothesis of breaking for a certain critical
rate of straining.
The existence of two critical velocities — a greater which
makes the quiet motion impossible, and a smaller which
makes the tumultuous motion impossible — is very interesting,
and shows similitude to many other physical phenomena.
* See Boussinesq, '• ErsrI sur la theorie des eaiix courantes," Met7i,
Sav. Mr. vol. xxiii. p. 5.
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XLIII. Liquid Friction.
By John Perry, F.R.S., assisted
by J. Graham, B.A.^ and C. W. Heath^.
[Plate VII.]
APIECE

of apparatus such as is used in this investigation was designed and partly constructed in Japan
in 1876 ', it is described in my book on Practical Mechanics
(1883). The specimen actually used by us was constructed
at the Finsbury Technical College in 1882, and has been
occasionally used since that time, but no complete sets of
observations were attempted till October 1891.
The simplest hydro dynamical condition of viscous fluid is
that of the fluid bounded by two infinite parallel planes, the
fluid in one boundary being at rest, the velocity in the other
boundary being constant and in the plane. Motions in a
pipe and near a vibrating disk, or even near a steadily
rotating disk, are rather complicated. Our apparatus was
designed to approach as nearly as possible to the conditions
subsisting between the infinite planes. Between two such
planes, if V is the constant velocity of one of them, the other
being at rest, and h is their distance asunder, the fluid being
of uniform density, and gravity being neglected, if z is
measured at right angles from the fixed plane, the equation of
steady motion is
or

S=«'
v = Nzlh',

w
(2)

and the tractive force per unit area required at the moving
plane to maintain the motion is fjNIh, where yu- is the coefficient of viscosity. We have used, instead of planes,
concentric cylindric surfaces of as large radii and as small
difference in radii as could be conveniently constructed and
used (see PL VII. fig. 2).
E E E is a cylindric trough, of which the curved parts
E and E are brass. The inner and outer radii of this trough
are 10*39 and 12'65 centimetres. C, which forms the bottom,
is of iron ; and the whole trough can be rotated about its
vertical axis at any desired speed by driving the pulley P from
a coned pulley D with numerous steps.
G is a hollow brass cylinder supported by a steel wire L,
of 0*037 centim. diameter, 67*78 centim. long, whose axis
coincides with the axis of the trough and the axis of
* Communicated by the Physical Society : read March 24, 1893.
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rotation. G may be raised or lowered relatively to the trough.
The outer radius of G is 11'63 centim., the inner being 11*41
centim. The whole apparatus is supported on a standi with
three adjustable feet. We exhibit also some photographs of
the apparatus in position, showing how it was driven.
The trough contains the liquid whose viscosity is to be
measured : when it rotates, G tends to rotate ; and when for
any constant speed G is in equilibrium, the twist in the steel
wire measures the torque due to the tractive forces with which
the liquid acts upon G at its inner and outer surfaces. The
twist was measured by the angular motion of a pointer clamped
on the wire at a distance of 59 centim. from the fixed end.
To test the accuracy of our assumption that the fluid
behaved as if between parallel plane surfaces, let us consider
the actual motion in which the stream-lines are circles.
Consider the motion of a stream-tube of section BrSx,
X being measured axially and r radially.
The tangential

J
I

force on unit cylindric surface of radius r is //.(-i
")? ^^
V is the velocity.
The moment due to all such forces on
the inner surface of our ring is
27rr

\dr

t)

The moment tending to increase
velocity of the ring due
fdvofthe
to forces on the cyHndric parts
it is therefore

rV^'^^'
ydT^^ Tdr
^
also, due to the plane faces we have the moment
27rfjLr^ —

§7' . Sx,

Equating the sum of these to the rate of increase of the
moment of momentum of the ring; we have
dr'' ^ rdr
r^ '^ dx^ ^ u dt ' ' ' ° ^"^^
as the equation of motion in co-axial circular stream-lines.
Now the discontinuity at the edge, and also the nearness of
the bottom of the trough, cause the term -t-2 to be important;
but the solution seems to be very difficult. Maxwell satisfied
himself (Collected Papers, vol. ii. pp. 16-18) that the discontinuity atthe edge of a vibrating disk could be allowed
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for as a virtual increase in the radius of his disk, and the
assumption that the behaviour of his fluid was the same as if
his disk were part of an infinite disk. The correction not
being readily obtained for a disk, he assumed it to be the
same as for the straight edge of an infinite plane surface. We
are certainly not less correct in taking the same correction
for the edge of our cylinder *. Following Maxwell, therefore, we assumed that when our cylinder G w^as immersed
to the depth AB or / in the fluid it was really a portion of
length Z+X of an infinite cylinder of the same diameter. We
therefore neglect -j-^ in (3), and we use
cl?v .^dv

V _ p dv

...

dr^
r dr
r^~~ ijl dt
' ^^
When the motion is steady, that is when dv/dt=0, the
solution is

v = Ar-{-'B/r
If v = Vi when ^=Ri, and v = 0 when R=R2> then

(5)

V = ^;iKi(r-R2V.^)/(Ri'^-R/).
We must now distinguish between the space outside the
suspended cylinder and the space inside it. The radii of the
inner and outer surfaces of the suspended cylinder are 11*41
and 11*63 centim., and the inner and outer radii of the trough
are 10*39 and 12*65 centim.
Our cylindric surfaces were not perfectly true, although
great care was taken to make them so ; and the radii given
are only average dimensions. But, inasmuch as slightly
tilting the apparatus or otherwise putting the axis of the
suspended cylinder out of coincidence with the axis of the
trough made only small differences in the observations, we
did not think that such inaccuracies of workmanship or measurement as existed could afiect our results.
Even when the tilting of the apparatus was quite evident
to the eye, the tractive torque was found to be only slightly
increased by the tilting. Of course, as the suspended cylinder
* It is to be remai-ked that Maxwell assumed, geuerally, tliat there was
no radial motion of his fluid. Now there must have been radial motion,
his disks resembling centrifugal fans in their action, creating a variable
flow always outwards between his fixed and moving disks ; and the
energy wasted in producing this flow is neglected by him. We do not
know the amount of this error, and he may have satisfied himself as to its
insignificance. Prof. Maurice FitzGerald in criticizing this proof has
pointed out the fact that on James Thomson's theor)-- of river bends thert>
must exist a radial motion of an interesting kind in' our apparat\is.
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got closer and closer to tlie side of the trough the torque did
increase, and became very large when the suspended cylinder
nearly touched the side of the trough.
Again, it was observed that at our highest speeds the
amount of wetted surface did not perceptibly alter ; and we
are, we think, justified in assuming that the surface of the
liquid was always a plane surface.
It is evident that the tractive forces on the suspended
cylinder are the same whether we assume the trough to
revolve steadily at (o radians per second, the suspended
cylinder being at rest, or the suspended cylinder to revolve
steadily at co radians per second and the trough to remain at
rest. We shall therefore, for ease of calculation, always
assume the trough to be at rest and the suspended cylinder
to be revolving at co radians per second. Then the velocities
of its inner and outer surfaces are, in centimetres per second,

11-410) and ireSo).

On any cylindric surface the tractive force per unit area
being f^\-r^ — ) is — j-/^ from (5) ; so that, whether for
the outer or inner space, if Ri is the radius of the suspended
moving cylindric surface, and II2 the radius of the fixed
surface, the tractive moment per centim. of length is

±47ra)/.Ri7(Il,7R/-l).
Taking actual sizes, this is 0*5 per cent, greater than the
value obtained by calculating the forces on the assumption
that the fluid moves in plane layers as in (2), b being the
actual thickness of fluid 1'02 centim., and V being the actual
velocity at the mean radius. We may, in fact, imagine the
speeds to be increased by 0*5 per cent., and make all calculations as to viscosity on the assumption of motion in plane
layers.
The tractive torque per centimetre of length of cylinder is,
in our case, 19010/^0), or 1991 nyLt if the angular velocity
is given as n turns per minute. If I is the wetted length
in centimetres, and \ is the virtual additional length representing the edge effect, the total torque is 19 d 1 7i/jl (I+ X).
The total observed motion of the pointer being D degrees,
and the torque per degree being a, the torque due to tractive
forces acting on the cylinder is
aJ) = 1991 nfjL(l + X) ;

and if this law is found to be true experimentally, then
fjL = a'D/{1991{l + \)n}

(6)
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Two methods of determining the torsional constant of the
wire were employed :—
First Method, — A tine cotton thread was wound round the
outside of the suspended cylinder and passed over a nearly
frictionless pulley (the pulley of an Attwood's machine) to a
scale-pan. The thread was nearly horizontal as it left the
cylinder. In this way it was found that the twisting moment
required to produce a pointer-rotation of one degree was
1531 dyne-centimetres. In making the measurement as the
weight of the scale-pan and its contents was gradually
increased, the steel wire was draw^n away from the vertical^
and therefore from the middle of the scale; but the stand
was tilted to counteract this effect.
The effects due to solid friction were eliminated by taking
the mean of the limiting weights for equilibrium. When the
weight was 30 grams , one tenth of a gram either added to or
taken from the scale-pan produced a perceptible change in the
position of the pointer ; so that the solid friction was small.
Second Method. — The suspended cylinder was allowed to
vibrate, twisting and untwisting the wire ; and its times of
oscillation were noted. The observations were repeated when
a known moment of inertia had been added. tJnloaded, it
made 40 complete oscillations in 583 seconds, or one oscillation
in 14*575 seconds. We then attached to the cylinder an iron
bar of rectangular section, whose own moment of inertia had
been determined accurately by previous experiments (found
to agree with calculation on the assumption that it was homogeneous), this moment of inertia being 5 6 6' 2 (in gramcentimetre^ units). The time of a complete oscillation was
now found to be 21*425 seconds. It follows that the moment
of inertia of the suspended cylinder is 487*72, and the torsional constant of the wire is readily obtained. This constant
being corrected on account of the position of the pointer, it
follows that to produce a rotation of the pointer of one degree
requires a torque of 1552 dyne-centimetres. This is greater
than the constant derived from direct measurement by 1^ per
cent. ; but, on the whole, we are rather inclined to accept the
number obtained directly, as we are not quite sure that the
mean position of the iron bar was at right angles to the magnetic meridian.
Eight quite independent measurements of the diameter of
the wire were made by men experienced in making such
measurements ; and the mean value was '0371 inch, the
greatest and least being '0373 and '0369. Using this mean
value, and the directly measured torsional constant, it would
seem that the modulus of rigidity of the steel is 7*71 x 10^^
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As an error of "0004 inch in the diameter measurement leads
to an error of 4 per cent, in the modulus of rigidity, and as
the modulus of rigidity usually taken for steel is 8*19 X 10^\,
we believe that our constant 1531, as directly measured, is
sufficiently correct for practical purposes.
In using (6), then, we take a to be 1531.
The virtual addition X ought, by Maxwell's formula, to be
0"52 centim. in our case. But the bottom of the trough H
was only 0*5 centim. from the edge B of the suspended
cylinder in most of our experiments, and we do not know how
to calculate for this. Our experiments have shown that when
this distance is 0*5 centim. the twisting moment at a given
speed is practically the same as when the distance is much
greater ; but we did not know this from any theory, and,
besides, it is always rather dangerous to depend upon a
theoretical calculation of \ such as Maxwell was compelled to
use. It is possible, also, that a correction of the same kind
ought to be introduced for capillary and other actions at the
surface of the hquid. The action of the atmosphere was in
any case negligible, because when there was no liquid present
in the trough, so that there was an action of the air several
times greater than ever occurred during the experiments, the
deflexion was quite imperceptible at much higher speeds than
those used in the experiments.
The temperature being kept as nearly as possible constant,
but probably varying between 18°* 9 C. and 20°* 1 C. (stated
as 19°"5 C), the following experiments were made with
sperm-oil, beginning with a small quantity in the trough and
ending with a large quantity. The bottom of the trough was
in every case O'O centim. below the edge of the suspended
cylinder.
Table I.— June 9th, 1892.

11 l=0'0
50
49
48
40
39
23
17
17-5
12
11
11-5

24

Deflexion D when
cm.

/=2'5 cm.
67

!

'

/ = 5 cm.
112

18
10
8

53
24

11

1
1

5

16

91

'

1

^=7'5cm.
158

/=9-9cm.

196
163

132

;
i

...
39

57

1
1

...
27

40

49
73-5
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As the deflexion is sufficiently nearly proportional to the
>speed to allow of corrections by this rule when the corrections are small, we have corrected the above observations
to the speeds 50, 40, 17^, 11^ ; and we obtain the following
results :—
•o

Values of n.

Values of L

50.
_
2-5
5-0
7-5
9-9

67
24
112
165
200

38i

in-

40.
18

54
93
132
163

258
57
40

27
165

m.

51

73-5
D and I were then plotted as the coordinates
of points on
squared paper ; and it was obvious that for each value of n
these points lay very nearly in a straight line, and all the
straight
lines passed
throughholdthefor
point
— 0*8.values
It is curious
that
the linear
law should
suchZ= small
of / as

0*5 centim., and for high speeds as well as low speeds. We
shall presently see that some of these speeds are considerably
above the critical speed at which (4) ceases to represent the
motion.
We may take it, then, that \=0*8 centim., which is greater
than the calculated value 0*52. The discrepance cannot be
due to the distance BH being small, for we have altei'ed this
distance and found no perceptibly different results. As
already stated, it maybe due to some capillary surface action »
Taking a = 1531 and X=0'8, we have (6) becoming
^ = 0-769 D/n(/ + 0-8)
(7)
Of course our results are consistent with our equations of
motion only so long as D/(Z+0'8) is proportional to ii.
Many observations have been made with this apparatus
during the last year on various liquids, under very different
conditions of temperature and speed and depth. We give
here a set made on sperm-oil. In all cases the bottom of the
trough was 0*5 centim. below the edge of the suspended
cylinder.
Keeping the oil at a constant temperature we ran the trough
at a number of speeds, and repeated at other constant temperatures. The results are given in Tables IV. to XL
When a temperature had to be taken the rotation was
stopped and a thermometer dipped about halfway down in the
oil, the reading being taken at the end of about half a minute*
2 112
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A small Bunsen flame was applied underneath the trough
when a temperature higher than the room had to be maintained for a considerable length of time.
As the temperature varied slightly, and we wished to reduce
our observations to constant temperatures, we afterwards made
two sets of observations at very varying temperatures but
constant speeds. These later observations we shall consider
first. They are given in Tables II. and III.
•4•43657
•317

400
{l = •S'27b
centim.)

Table II.— March 29th, 1892.
i

n.

40

61° C.
D.
189

39-5
11 39-5
1
i

'

40
40
40
40

40
40
40
40
40
40
40

171
13-5

1

17-60\-\'
n l14-77
16-53
13-94
9-70
12-28
8-65
11-46

126-5
88
109
81
111-5
67

7-11
6-17
6-39

58
56

fi.
1

5-51
5-12

50

71-0
77-0
85-5

•266
-2•52428
•268 fi calculated.
•236

21-09

165
150
134

19-5
24-0
25-3
28-9
32-0
42-5
46-9
58-5
64-0

•3•3•4218
87

D

j

i

46-5

The numbers in the column headed

40 ,—D T- are ob^do
usly

intended to be corrections of D/(/ + \) for the constant speed
of 40 revolutions per minute.
Table III.— March 30th, 1892.

-

0<^C.

i
1

n.

■

9^75
8-75

i

90
9^2
1 9^0
9^2
9^0
90
9-0
9-0
9-0
9-0

5-2
8-0
10-0
10-8
16-60
35
24^8
47-0
56-5
890
67-0
84-5

9 J)

D.

160
85
57
47

36-5
5-4
26-5
19-5
14-0
8-0
10-2
6-0

1

(/ = 7-78 centim.)
!

9-15

1-64

6-56
19-19
5^48
4^26
n l-^\'
3^02
2-27

0^78
0^73

1-63
1-19
0^93
0-63
0^70

0-363
047
0-258
0-194
0-139
0-101
0-060
0-054
0079

2-06

fx calculated.
0-82
0-62
0-56
0-366
0-259
0-137
0-196
0-104
0-081
0-058

At-

0054
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The numbers headed n- L^—+ \- are intended to be corrections
of D/(Z + \) for the constant speed of 9 revolutions per minute.
We have plotted the numbers in the last columns of these
tables with 6 upon a sheet of squared paper ; but it is
unnecessary to publish the resulting curves. We exhibit
them to the members of the Society.
Knowing what has been done by Prof. Osborne Reynolds,
it seemed unlikely that one simple formula should satisfy
either of these curves ; that is, it was likely that in the lower
curve there was some temperature for which the speed ?2=9
was a critical speed, and there was also a temperature for
which rt=40 was a critical speed. We therefore used the
curves merely for small temperature-corrections in our other
experiments, in which we kept the temperature nearly
constant.
It was therefore without much interest that, in preparing
this paper for publication, we tried to obtain empirical formulse
for these curves ; and at first we used, not the observations
themselves, but the observations as corrected by curves drawn
upon squared paper.
When log (^ — 4*2) and log -733^ are plotted as coordinates
of points on squared paper, we were astonished to find that
when w = 9 the points lie in two straight lines. The allineation of the points is very striking, even when the uncorrected
observations are taken, and leads to the following empirical
formula :—
Letting (/> denote ^—4*2, and letting y denote D/(Z + \)
the torque as measured in degrees deflexion of pointer per
unit length of wetted cyhnder ; then, at the constant speed
of?i=9,
?/<^^"^*^ = constant for temperatures above 40° C.
?/<^°*^^^ = constant for temperatures below 40° C.
On plotting logy and log^ for the constant speed yi = 40,
the points are not found to lie so nicely in straight lines, but
there does seem to be some sort of discontinuity at a temperature ofabout 45° C.
At first we thought that these temperatures were the temperatures at which the speeds ?2 = 9 and 7i=40 were the
critical speeds, and we were greatly concerned because our
result seemed to be quite out of accord with the reasoning of

I
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Prof. Osborne Reynolds *. As his ingenious theory has been
completely verified by experiments made upon the very
smallest and largest pipes with flowing water, and as it is
simple we had adopted it for the reduction of our experiments.
According to his theory, -.— - or, as we shall call it, ?/,
ought to be proportional to n until n exceeds a certain value;
this value being a function of jjbjpj where p is the density of
the fluid. Now the alteration of p with temperature in such
a liquid as sperm-oil is so small that the error in neglecting
it is small in comparison with our errors of experiment.
Neglecting, then, the alterations in p, the theory of Prof.
Reynolds leads to
y = aW-'n'<=,
(8)
where F is a function of the temperature, n the number of
revolutions per minute ; where k=1 until the critical speed
Ue is reached, Uc being proportional to F, and k having a
higher value than 1 for all speeds above the critical ; « is a
constant. This is on the assumption that Prof. Reynolds's
theory would lead to the same result in our case as in his
pipes.
Now, in the first place, it seemed absurd that the temperatures
for which the speeds 9 and 40 were the critical speeds should
be so near to one another as 40° C. and 45° C. But a much
more serious consideration was this. According to any reasonable application of ih.Q theory to our case, at constant
speed, if y<^"' is constant when the speed is less than the
critical speed, and if y^^ is constant when the speed is
above the critical speed, then s ought to be less than m,
whereas 1*349 is about twice 0*686. We came to the conclusion that the point of discontinuity has nothing whatever
to do with the critical speed ; indeed, we subsequently found
it probable that ?z = 9 does not become the critical speed until
the highest temperature of Table III. is reached.
Using the deflexions in Table III. to determine yu, according
to (7), we have the results given in column 5 of the Tables.
The numbers in column 5 of Table I. are calculated for temperatures lower than 2^° G.^ which is about the temperature
at which 40 is the critical speed. In some of the following
tables, giving the results of experiments made at various
constant temperatures, we have also given values of (jl. There
* '' An Experimental Investigation of the Circumstances whicli determine Tvhetlier tlie Motion of Water shall he Direct or Sinnous, and of the
Law of Resistance in Parallel Channels," hv Oshorne Eevnolds. F.R.S.,
Phil. Trans, pt. iii. (1883).
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is as much consistency in all these results as might have been
expected. We lay most weight upon the results given in
Table III., which lead to the laws
^ ■= 2-06 ((9-4-2) -686 below 40° C;

(9)
(10)

//. = 21-67(6>-4-2)-i-249 above 40° C.
We have searched in books in vain for a mention of a discontinuity inany other physical property of sperm-oil about
this temperature ; but w^e have already begun to experiment
on its other physical properties, as it is unlikely that there
should be a discontinuity in the law for the viscosity alone.
At the same time, we may say that our chemical friends see
no reason for a confirmation of our belief.
In the tables we give the viscosity as calculated from these
formulae ; and it will be seen that they agree well enough
with the observed viscosities.
Table IV.— March 18th, 1892.
(Z=6*15 centim.
11.

36
39
54
69
80
92
23
16
138-75

Temperature Constant, -3517°*5
0.)
1
•344
•352

D.
114
121
172
245
300
345
74
27
41
52

16-41
y, or
17-41
24-75
35-26
4316
49-64
7-48
10-65
5-90
3-98

•356
•360
•349
•349

/i.

The column headed /n is 0*769 D/72(^-fX), and has no
meaning at a speed greater than the critical speed. The
critical speed, n^, is probably about 50. The first three and
last four values are probably measurements of fju. The average
value of these seven is /a = 0*351. Formula (9) would make
fi to be 0*349.
Plotting log^ and logn as the coordinates of points on
squared paper, the points lie very nearly in a straight lino
indicating ycnn until the critical speed, about vi = 50, is
reached, and for all higher spin^ds the ]ioints lie nearly in
another straight line indicating y oc n^"-^^.

I
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Table V.— March 21st, 1892.

(?= 6*075

n.

22-5
23-2
22-7
22-0
25-0
24-5
24-0
23-0
22-5
240
23-0

240
24-5
23-5
23-0

3-97
3-40

D.

9-25

14-2

23
17-2

8-41
10-19

77
340
410
276
224
169
129
• 108
97

90
102
32
80
56
48
72
43
38

•2•82169

5-16
6-15

37
45
24-5
57
68
28-0

11
27

-283
•278
•280
centim.)
•2•72977

-•22778
7

11-20
48-00
56-96
38-94
32-58
24-95

y-

..

18-76
15 42
13-69

The cohimn headed y is D/(^ + X) corrected to the constant
temperature of 24° C. by a correction of about 3 per cent, per
degree. The numbers in the last column have no meaning
for speeds higher than ?2 = about 43. The average value of /x,
the viscosity, in the first seven and last two observations is
0-278. Formula (9) would make (jl for this temperature
0-266.
Plotting log w and logy on squared paper gives points
lying nearly in two straight lines, showing that y <y:n to the
critical speed ?2 = about 43, and above that speed y ocw^'^^
Table VI.—March 21st, 1892.
n.

0°O.

30 -5
29
31
30

30-5
30-5

38
43
48
60
56
66

(/ = 6-075 centim.)
D.
81
95

11-63

114
147
134
175

13-82
16-99
19-73
21:65
25-45

y here means D/(/ + X) corrected to the constant temperature
of 30° C. by a correction of 2 J per cent, per degree, fju as
calculated from (7) would have no meaning, as the critical
speed for this temperature is about 28 revolutions per minute,
and we give no column headed [ju. y is very nearly o^n^'^^.
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Tabxe VII.— March 22nd, 1892.
D.

0°C.

n.

56
55
55
56

38
42

56-5
57-5
56
58-5
57

57

54
55

17-5
15-5
16
15-5

(/= 5*425 centim.)
9-20
7-92

59
49-5

54
58
108
74
29
24
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11-31

116
88
72-5
158

14-13
18-79
5-78
2632
4-01
1-81

34
25
11
14

2-31
1-82
2-19

•1282
•0791
•1143
•0903
•1054

y-

11.

12
14

?/ means D/(/ + X) corrected to 56° C. by a correction of
2\ per cent, per degree. The critical speed is probably below
n = 24, and for speeds greater than the critical y c/:^}'^^ nearly.
For speeds less than this the average value of fju is 0*103.
According to (9) the value of /^ for 56° C. is 0'1055.
Plotting logy and logn as the coordinates of points on
squared paper gives points which may be said to lie on two
straight lines, but the errors of observation are too great.
For ^>24 we might perhaps say that ?/ (xn}'^^ ; but it seems
hardly fair to draw conclusions from this set of observations.
Table VIII.— March 24th,D. 1892.
0°O.

n.

30

100

30-8

115
78
32
17
22

31
31
31
31
32
31
30

13
11
9-2

363
250
404
47
37
62
29

(/ = 7-025 centim.

45-24
31-79
51-64
7-92
6-01
4-73

I

•209
•2
•224
0997

3-80
2-50

300
20

•2134
-190
•2103

I/-

23-5

y is D/(/ + X) corrected to 31° C. by a correction of 2^ per
cent, per degree. The numbers of tlie last column have no
meaning for speeds higher than n about = 32. The aA'erage
value of /jL is 0*2 10. According to (9) the value of fi for
31° G. is 0*216.
Below ?i = 82, y (xn. Above )i=^?^2, we may perhaps say
that 0C7i 1-4

I

,.
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Table IX.— March 01.28th, 1892.
0°C.

(Z = 6-525 centim.)
D.

8-557

81
80-5
80

_

8379-5

518

63
88
38
112
134
116

56
69
84
38-5
104
92

]l-80
14-70
16-157
18-29
1

y means D/(Z + X) corrected to 81° C.
The law seems to be y a n^'^' nearly.
Table X.— March 11.23rd, 1892.
0°C.

y-

(/= 7-025 centim.)
D.

1-23
2-06
3-35

16
11
26
33

82
82
82
80
81

26
14
17-5
10
32

8-5

82

11-5

6-5

4-22
0-84
1-08

11

If it is assumed that n—10 is not much above the critical
speed, jjb may be calculated as 0*0646. According to (9)
/^ = 0-062for 8rC.
yy CAn^'^^ may be taken as the law.
Table XI.— March 24th, 1892.
0°C.
65

66
65-5
65
64-5
65

65
66

65
64-5
66
:

n.

179

8
169
21

10-8

21
29

23-5

114
102
66
88
52

66

60

D.

44-5
38

(Z=6-7
1-07

centim.)
•091 1 :

1-21
2-14
2-79
3-46
4-26

-097]\ 11
•086

3

26
32
210
162
156
59
112
74
46

28-00
21-82
9-96
20-10
14-93
6-19
7-94

/i.

1

y1

fi

y is D/(/ + X) corrected to 65° C. fi has no meaning except
for the first three speeds, and the mean of these three is
0-091.
According to (9) ihQ value of (jl for 65° C. is 0*085
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Above the critical speed, which is possibly below n = ll ,
the law i-s probably y oc n^'^^.
It is not worth while to publish any of the observations
which we have made upon other liquids, nor to publish the
curves we have drawn for sperm-oil, although we exhibit
them before the Society. Errors of one degree in observing temperature were quite possible, and errors of half a
degree in the deflexion of our pointer were also possible.
Small fluctuations in speed were continually taking place, so
that the pointer was never quite still, the motion of the fluid
was therefore not truly steady. It is our determination to
repeat the whole work with improved apparatus. In the
meantime, however, it will be observed from Table III. that
there is fair agreement in the law connecting [x with temperature, from all the sets of observations. There is, on the
whole, a very fair agreement with what we venture to call
Prof. Keynolds^s rule,
where k has the value 1*33 or 1 according as n is above or
below the critical speed*. The sheet of squared paper on which
we have plotted all our values of \ogy and log n for the various
constant temperatures shows that the errors of observation are
too great for the establishment of this value of k ; but it is the
probable value. It shows, however, in the allineation of the
points of discontinuity, with sufficient accuracy that yc oc n^^,
if the rule is taken to be generally true; and although there
is some little vagueness always in one^s observations just about
the critical speed, we may take ?/e=0'009n/ without very
great error. Indeed, we are satisfied with the substantial
agreement of all our observations with the formula

'=H^J

* Prof. Eeynolds, in criticizing- a proof of this paper, has been kind
enough to point out that his rule for pipes does not necessarily apply to
the fluid in our apparatus. We had not seen the repriiit of his Koyal
Institution lecture, else we should have known that the condition of the
liquid in circular flow is inherently stable or unstable according as r is
greater or less than the radius of the fixed cylindric surface. As he
points out, the liquid in the outer space is inherently stable for velocities
far exceeding the critical velocity (if there is one) for plane surfaces,
whereas the liquid in the inner space is unstable from the first.
We directed the attention of the meeting to the fact that Tables IV.,
v., VI., and VIII. give unmistakable evidence of the truth of what
we have called Prof. Reynolds's Rule, however diflicult we may find it in
explanation.
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where
the
law a = *009 and /c=l'33.

That is, for low speeds we have

At the critical speed the law suddenly changes to

which holds for all higher speeds which we have tried.
critical speed

The

and
y^^zzan^^ or '009 ?Zc^.

It is to be recollected that p is too nearly constant for us
to say with certainty that a is proportional to p, as the theory
requires. The errors of observation were so great that it was
not worth while finding accurately the most probable values
of K and a.
We wish it to be understood that our apparatus was very
carefully constructed, and great care was taken in making the
observations ; but it is our intention to pursue the investigation with apparatus much more carefully constructed,
Vih ratory Experiment i> ,
In designing the apparatus it was our intention to obtain yu,
from the damping of the rotational oscillations of the suspended
cylinder about its vertical axis, the trough being at rest. We
meant in this way to obtain /jl for velocities very much smaller
than those which could be employed in our steady motion experiments. A considerable number of observations were made,
but when we tried to make calculations of /jl we found that our
mathematical difficulties were too great, and after many months
of effort we are forced to say that we are unable to utilize these
observations.
In equation (4) assume that v = w6^^^j and iv
may be obtained in Bessel functions.
Unfortunately, as there
are two surface conditions, both particular solutions of the
Bessel equation are necessary, and the work of reduction becomes very great.
An approximate solution is obtained by
taking r= R + .3?, R being the radius of the suspended cylinder,
and taking the equation (4) to be
d%
1 dv
"v _ P dv
Making this assumption in the case of steady motion, it was
found that it was sufficiently correct for practical purposes.

j
I

|
f

J

j
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The following numbers show the sort of error introduced,
taking 11=10, and 1 the greatest value of x.

1

Values of v.
Values of .v.

Correct.
•2

0

•5

•7

1
•7
914
■4875

Approximate.

•7914
1
•4872

On the assumption of motion
in plane layers.
1

•2892

•2895

1-0

0

0

0

The solution of (11) for vibratory motion is easy enough;
but we found it still difficult to calculate fi from our observations. Even w^hen we assume that the motion is in plane
layers, so that the solution used by Maxwell is employed, we
find that our — is too great for a logarithmic decrement to
exist with such amplitudes and times of oscillation as we had
employed in the experiments, and it was impossible for us to
repeat the experiments under the same conditions again at
slower velocities, because the apparatus had been taken to
pieces and could not be fitted up again in exactly the same
way. When we say that a logarithmic decrement did not
exist, we mean that it was not constant, but varied with the
amount of the oscillation. For the tractive force to be proportional tothe velocity of the cylinder it is necessary for//,//?
and the periodic time to be so great that the velocities of the
fluid at all places shall be in the same proportion as it" the
motion were steady.
After this paper was written we asked Mr. J. B. Knight,
of the Chemical Department of the Finsbury T'echnical College,
to make measurements of the specific gravity of sperm-oil at
different temperatures. His results give a very striking confirmation ofthe views expressed in the paper as to a discontinuity ofsome kind due to rise of temperature. As all the
authorities whom we have consulted seemed to see no possible
reason for a discontinuity in the rate of change of /t with
temperature in sperm-oil at about 40° C, it is possible that
these results may be of importance.
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• 28
Temperature Cent.
'
Specific•8•38Gravity.
80266
25
30
•8758
35
•8753
40
45
•8717
50
55

We are now arranging
not the absolute value of
accuracy relative rates of
temperature *. We shall
upon other animal oils.

a piece of apparatus which will give,
the specific gra^dty, but with great
the change of specific gra\dty with
make experiments of the same kind

XLiy. I^ote Oil the Effect of the Replacement of Oxygen hy
Sulphur on the Boiling- and Melting-^points of Compounds,
By Miss A. G. EARpf.
IN" Carnelley
various papers
published
in thetoPhilosophical
Magazine onJ
has called
attention
the effect produced
the boiling-point and melting-point of compounds by replacing
one element in the compound by another belonging to the
same group. He gives numerous examples (mostly organic
compounds) to show that in the case of the halogen compounds, when one halogen is replaced by another of a higher
atomic weight, both the boiling- and melting-point are correspondingly raised.
As a further instance of the same kind of thing he gives the
following series of the ethyl carbonates and sulpho-carbonates
to show that the boiling-point is raised in proportion to the
amount of sulphur introduced in the place of oxygen. He
also points out that the same series shows that a definite effect
SC,H, of the molecule
is produced by a change in the arrangement
without any change in the number of sulphur atoms.
-0.>H,

O— C^Hj
<:
CO S-C^Hg
0-C,H,

\0— O2H5

cs/

B.P. 1:
B.P. 196^
B.P. 156°,

cq/

B.P. 200^

B.P. IGr

B.P. 240°.
CS:
* We described at the Meeting results obtained for other specimens of
sperm- oil, with the new apparatus, which exhibited no discontinuity.
Yet we can find no reason to doubt Mr. Knight's measurements.
t Commimicated by M. M. Pattison Muir.
X Phil. Mag. Oct. 1879.
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He does not, however, mention the way in which this effect
is reversed in the cases in which the oxygen of the hydroxyl
group is replaced by sulphur, and I therefore conclude that
it escaped his notice. By examining the large number of
boihng-point data given by him in his tables I have found
the following rule to be perfectly general :—
The replacement of oxygen hy snlphur in a compound always
raises the hoiling-point except in those cases in which the oxygen
of the hydroxyl group) is replaced hy sulphur, and^ then the reverse effect is very marked.
In obtaining data in proof of this I ha;Ve been confined
of course mainly to organic compounds, and of these I have
only given the simpler instances, and such of the more complicated compounds as have a known structural formula.
The reason for this is obvious, since Kopp has shown that the
boiling-point of isomeric hydrocarbons is not the same, showing that a mere rearrangement of the atoms in a molecule is
sufficient to affect the boiling-point without any change in
number or kind. The fact is further exemplified in the series
of ethyl-carbonates given above.
In the following list of compounds containing hydroxyl
and their sulphur analogues, it will be seen that the replacement of the OH by the SH group always lowers the boilingpoint, and that in the case of bodies of low molecular weight
the difference is considerable, but decreases as we ascend a
homologous series*.
HaS
CHgSH
C2H5SH
(CH2SH).,
CH2CHCH0SH .
CH3OH2CH2SH .
(0H3)2CHSH ....
(0H3)oCHCH2SH.
OH(CH3)2CH„CH2SH
CCI3CHOHSH
0,H,(SH),......
0H3(CH,),0H,SH
OgHgOH.SH
OeH.CHgSHCa)
..

CH3COSH
(y) ••
CgH.OHSHCa)

-61-8
21
146
36-2
57
67
90
88
120
84
123
172
243
145
194
188
188
188
93
216
285

Diff.
H..0
CH3OH

100
67

O2H3OH
(CH.OH).,
CH^OHCIipH
OHgOH.CHoOH
(0H3)2CHOH
(CH3).,CHCH.,0H
CH3CII.CHOHOH3

78-4
197
96
97
83
108
99

0H(0H3").,CH.,0H,0H
CCI3CHOHOH
OcH^OH
OeH,(OH).,
0H3(0H.,);CH,0H
CeHgCHlOH..:
0,HiOH;OH(a)

... 149
131-5
180
270
157
205
188

(^)
(y)
OH3OOOH
Ce,H,OHOH(«)

201
198
117
245

CioH,(OH)(a)

278-80

42
46
51
16f-8
6

26
30
20
26
15
11-5

110
13
12
10
24
29

* The only exception to the rule is that marked t> and is in the case of
a body of high molecular weight and complicated constitution.
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Again, in the following list of compounds containing
oxygen not in the condition of hydroxyl, it will be seen that
the normal rule is followed.
187
Diff.
o
CH3OHS
(CH2)oS
(0H3):S
(CHg/oCS^
(C3H,XCH3JS
(C^H^)^^
0H(0H3)..0HoCHS
(0.,H5),CS3 ..:
EtSCH^SEt
(CH,CHCH,)2S
(0H2CHCH;)2S3
(Pr)2S(a)
„ (^)
(EtSOH,).
CeH^SOoHj
(OH3CH.,CH,CH2)oS

205
200
41
200
64
92
114
240
184
140
188
130
120
210
204
182

OsH.CH^SEt"
(0,3H,,),S(Iso)
(OgHJ.S
(CeH5):S
OH3COSCH3
CO(SOH3).,

215
250
332
292
95
169

".

CH3CHO

21

(CH.,).,0
(0H'3);O
(CH3),C03

13-8
-23
91

(0.,'H3")(CH3)0
(0.;h,)oO :
CH(CH.).>CH..CHO
(CA),C03
:
EtOOHgOEt
(CH.OHCHoJaO
(OH^CHCHJoOg

11
35
85
125
88
82
171

(Pr),0(«)
82
,. (/3) ...."
60
(EtOCH2)2
123
CgH^OaH,
172
(CH3CH;CIT,CH.,).,0 ... 140
c6H-CH;oEt ..:.:
i85
(OjH.O.O (Iso)
175
(OgHJ.ro
278-288
(OeH.5).:0
246
CH3COOOH3
56
COCOCHg),
90
CHgOOOaHg
77
CHgOOOClH.Ca)
102

OHgCOS'O^H, (a)
CH3OOSC3H7
m
CeH^OOOCS

115
135
124
284

» ' '(^)
CgHj^COOCO

91
276

CeH^COSC^H,CH3SCN
CH3NCS
OH,OHCH,NCS
C^H.SCNC/B)

242
132
119
150
151

CeH^OOaH.CH3OON
.:...
CH3NCO
CH.CHOH.NCO
C3H-OCN(/3)

212
90
44
82
67

CH(CH3)2CH.]S^CO
CgH^COOCO.:

110
276

cb:(ch3)20H.,ncs
1
I "
OsH^COSCO
CgHjNCS
CeHsCH^NCS
COLSCOL

162

284
218
243
156-160

OgH^NCO
C6H3CH„NCO
CClgOOCig

163
175-200
(about) 100

64
184
57
109
63
29
17
58
115
96
48
87
60
42
32
30
39
54^44
75
46
38
79
33
42
30
33
84
68
52
758
43
55

To the above may be added the series of ethyl carbonates
tiuoted at first, and also the following inorganic compomids: —
CS,
CSCI,
PSCL

4271
125

CO.,
COOU
POCi:

-78-2
82
197

By arranging the data rather differently it is easy to see
that the abnormality lies entirely with the hydroxyl group.
Thus, if we take any group of sulphur compounds of one type,
we shall find the boiling-point increases with the molecular
weight as well when the hydrogen of the SH group is
replaced by a hydrocarbon radical as in any other case.
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Such, for example, are the following : —
H,S
..
CH.SH
(0H3),S
- --

-61-8
21

H^S
-61-8
O2H5SH... 36
(0,H5)oS... 92
Pr,S(;)...130

41
64

H,S
-61-8
CgH^SH ... 172
OeHjSC^Hg 204
(CeH,),S ... 292

Taking in the same way the corresponding oxygen compounds, we find that by replacing OH by OX, where X
stands for any hydrocarbon radical, unless very complex, we
lower the boiling-point of the compound considerably, whereas
when the exchange is simply between different hydrocarbon
radicals the change is in the normal direction.
B,

■23
100
HoO ....
CH.OH
67
(CH3),0
... . 11
CH30,H,0...

H,0

100

C.HjOH
78-4
{G,K,\0
... 35
(Pr,)0 («)... 82

H,0
100
(OgHgOH ... 180
O6H5OO2H3... 172
246^

(OeHJ.0

From these data it is evident that the fact that water,
which has a lower molecular w^eight than even any of the
''permanent" gases (except hydrogen) will remain liquid up
to a very high temperature, is only one particular and wellmarked case of the general effect of the hydroxyl group.
It has been objected by Ostwald and others that the comparison of boiling-points is unsatisfactory, inasmuch as in
some cases it is possible that the vapour-pressure curves of
different substances may cross one another at some point; and
in that case, if some other than atmospheric pressure were
taken as the standard, the relative position of the boilingpoints would be reversed.
It is difficult to plot the vapour-pressure curves for HgO
and HgS on the same scale, since the pressure of HgS varies
by many atmospheres ; while that of H2O varies through the
same range only by a few inches, so that it has to be represented on the H2S scale by a line following the zero. The
H2S curve is, however, perfectly normal, and shows no tendency whatever to approach the zero at any point short of
infinity. Hence the objection about the crossing of the
curves falls to the ground in this case. The same may be
shown by comparing the curves for COg and CS2; only in
this case, of course, the sulphur compound follows the zero
line, while the other is highly inclined.
With regard to the melting-points of oxygen and sulphur
compounds the same general rule holds ; but exceptions are
not rare, particularly in the cases of more complicated compounds, and naturally it is among these that the larger number
* In this case the destruction of OH is not sufficient to balance the
effect of introducing the second carbon ring.

ridl. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 216. May 1893.
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of meltiug-point data are given. In all probability tlie tendency to form molecular groupings and other unknown factors
tend to obscure the effect on melting-points due to the change
of constitution alone.
Another point which I think may be noticed with advantage from the series just given on page 461, and which, as far
as I am aware, has been hitherto neglected, is the effect on
the boiling-point of the symmetry of the molecule, uu symmetrical molecules tending to boil higher than symmetrical
ones.
Consider the series A^, page 461. Between the first and
second members of the series there is a large difference, the
molecular weight being increased and the symmetry of the
molecule destroyed at the same time. Between 2 and 3 of
the same series, on the other hand, there is a much smaller
difference ; the molecular weight is increased but symmetry
is restored, and the two things act against one another.
Again, consider the series B^. Between 1 and 2 in this
series the destruction of hydroxy 1 loivers the boiling-point,
the destruction of molecular symmetry tends to raise it, the
result being that the difference only of the two effects is small.
Between 2 and 3 the destruction of hydroxyl and the restoration of symmetry act together, and the resultant effect is
large.
The same effects may be noticed by comparing Ag and B2
in the same way, and also by comparing the first, second, and
fourth members in the series A3 and B3 respectively.
XLY.
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An Elementary Treatise on Modern Pure Geometry.
By E. Lachlai^.
(London : Macmillan. 1893. Pp. x + 288.)
ME.

LACHLAN is a recognized master of the Geometrical
craft, and the work before us well maintains his reputation.
His primary object is to meet the new Cambridge Tripos regulations, in which provision is made for the introduction of a paper
on " Pure G-eometr}^" All that could fairly be looked for in such
a paper is given by the writer, or is led up to by him. He has not,
however, contented himself with such a limited supply as this
would require, but he has written with a view to allure students
on to the arcana of the science. After a careful perusal we have
detected very few errata. On page 53, Ex. 4 is obviously a slip,
and in line 3 from bottom for B.r read By, for Qx read Cz.
Page 55 line 13 contains a small clerical error:
the opening
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sentence of § 116 is not sufficiently guarded to be accurate. In
Ex. 3, page 70, it is not stated what point S' is. On page 161
line 11, for "polar" read " poles." Two or three clerical errors
are easily corrected. The following historical one occurs on
page 78, Ex. 6 : " Mr. H. M. Taylor's paper was read before the
London Mathematical Society on Eeb. 14th, 1884," whereas he
had previously published his Note, " On a six-point circle connected with a triangle," in the ' Messenger of Mathematics,' vol. xi.
(May 1881-xipril 1882). If we mistake not, the "circle" had
previously been given by him in a Trinity paper. In conclusion
we are glad to say that the text is not overburdened with corollaries and superfluous matter, the figures are excellent, and there
is a most judicious and varied selection of exercises.
Revue Semestrielle des Publications Mathematiques recligee sous les
auspices cle la Societe Mathematique cV Amsterdam. Tome I.,
1^'" partie.
(Amsterdam. 1893. 104 pp.)
The object which the Mathematical Society of Amsterdam has in
view in putting forth this Revue is " de faciliter I'etude des sciences
mathematiques en faisant connaitre, sans delai de quelque importance, le titre et le contenu principal des meraoires mathematiques
publics dans les principaux journaux scientifiques." Primarily it
is intended for the use of its own Members, but the Society has
rightly judged that such a publication, if well conducted, will be
of service to a much larger circle of readers. This openiug number
contains titles of papers printed in about 120 journals, 19 of which
are British and 8 American. A careful list of the titles is drawn
up with various particulars of interest (pp. 87-104).
The title of each communication is preceded by a system of
notation adopted at the recent Congres luternatioaal de Bibliographie des Sciences Mathematiques, and is followed by a very
concise Compte-rendu of the contents. "We may say that the
Revue, though its objects are similar to those of the well-known
Fortschritte der Mathematilc (Berlin), does not aim so high, for in
the generality of instances the insight into any paper given by the
notices here is little more than a student would infer from the bare
title. Its merit is that a much earlier record, if the editors keep
up to date, will be available for authors and readers. The papers
tabulated from this Journal are comprised in Vol. xxxiv. (Nos. 206209) and are seven in number. Two are given by the titles only :
of the others a fair abstract is given. Lord Eayleigh's papers are
assigned to "J. W. S. Eayleigh." We wish the Society good
success and a large clientele.

[
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[Continned from p. 313.]
January 25tli, 1893.— W. H. Hudleston, Esq., M.A., F.R.S.,
President, in the Chair.
^T^HE following communications were read :—
-*- 1. " On Inclusions of Tertiary Granite in the Gabbro of the
^nilin Hills, Skye ; and on the Products resulting from the Partial
Fusion of the Acid by the Basic Eock."
By Prof. J. W. Judd,
E.E.S., V.P.G.S.
The author first calls attention to previous literature bearing on
the subject of the extreme metamorphism of fragments of one
igneous rock which have been caught up and enveloped in the
products of a later eruption. The observations of Fischer, Lehmann^
Phillips, Werveke, Saudberger, Lacroix, Hussak, Graeff, Bonney,
Sauer, and others show that, while the porphyritic crystals of such
altered rocks exhibit characteristic modifications, the fused groundmass may have developed in it striking spherulitic structures.
On the north-east side of Loch Coruiskh, in Skye, there may be
seen on a ridge known as Druim-an-Eidhne, which rises to a little
over 1000 feet above the sea, a very interesting junction of the
granitic rocks of the Eed Mountains with the gabbros of the Cuilin
Hills. At this place, inclusions of the granitic rock, sometimes
having an area of several square yards, are found to be completely enveloped in the mass of the gabbro. The basic rock here
exhibits all its ordinary characters, being a gabbro passing into a
norite, traversed by numerous segregation-veins ; the acid rock is an
augite-granite, exhibiting the micropegmatitic (' granophyric ') and
the drusy (' miarolitic ') structures, and it passes in places into an
ordinary quartz-felsite (' quartz-porphyry ').
Within the inclusions, however, the acid rock is seen to have
undergone great alteration from partial fusion, and it has acquired
the compact texture and splintery fracture of a rhyolite ; weathered
surfaces of this rock are found to exhibit the most remarkable
banded and spherulitic structures.
Microscopic study of the rock of these inclusions shows that the
phenocrysts of quartz and felspar remain intact, but exhibit all the
weU-known effects of the action of a molten glassy magma upon
them. The pyroxene, however, has been more profoundly affected,
and has broken up into magnetite and other secondary minerals.
The micropegmatitic groundmass, which was the last portion of
the rock to consolidate, has for the most part been completely
fused, and in some places has actually flowed. In the glassy
mass thus formed, the most beautiful siDherulitic growths have
been developed, the individual spherulites varying in size from
a pin's head to a small orange.

These spherulites

are often
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composite in character, consisting of minute examples of tlie
common type enclosed in larger arborescent growths (' poronssphenilites ') of felspar microlites, with silica, originally in the
form of opal and tridymite, but now converted into quartz, lying
between them. All the interesting forms of spherulitic growth
which have been so well described by Mr. Iddings from the Obsidian Cliff in the Yellowstone Park, and by Mr. Whitman Cross from
the Silver Cliff, Colorado, are most admirably illustrated in these
inclusions of the Cuilin Hills. It is interesting to note that the
nuclei of some of these large spherulites consist of fragments of the
micropegmatitic granite which have escaped fusion. Among the new
minerals developed in these inclusions, by the action on them of
the enveloping magma, are pyrites and fayalite (the iron-olivine).
The phenomena now described are of interest as setting at rest .
all doubts as to the order of eruption of the several igneous masses
of the Western Isles of Scotland. That the gabbros are younger
than the granites was maintained by Macculloch in 1819, by J. D.
Porbes in 1846, by Zirkel in 1871, and by the author in 1874. In
1888, however. Sir A. Geikie asserted that these conclusions were
erroneous ; he insisted that the granites were erupted after the
gabbros and basalts, and that they are, indeed, later than all the
volcanic rocks of the district except a few basic dykes which are
seen to traverse them. The occurrence of the remarkable inclusions
of granite within the gabbro now removes all possibility of doubt on
the subject, and proves conclusively that the granite \\ as not only
erupted but had consolidated in its present foim before the outburst
through it of the gabbro.
2. " Anthracite and Bituminous Coal-beds. An Attempt to
throw some light upon the manner in which Anthracite was formed ;
or Contributions towards the Controversy regarding the formation
of Anthracite."
By W. S. Gresley, Esq., F.G.S.
The author does not seek to advance any new theory in this
communication, nor to proclaim new facts of any importance, but to
put old facts in something of a new light, in order to aid the investigations ofothers. His main object is to establish two facts, viz.: —
that the associated strata of anthracite-beds are more arenaceous
than those containing so-called bituminous coal-beds, and that the
prevailing colours of the sandstones, grits, etc., of anthracite regions
are greyer and darker than those of regions of bituminous coal. To
these facts may perhaps be added a third, that the more anthracitic
the coal-beds, and the more siliceous the enclosing strata, the harder
and tougher these associated strata are.
While recognizing that the rocks of many anthracite regions have
undergone great disturbance, he cites other areas where coal-basins
have been much folded, without any corresponding production of
anthracite in considerable quantity.
The modes of occurrence of anthracite are illustrated by many
instances observed bv the author in the Old and New Worlds.
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President, in tlie Chair.

The following communications were read :—
1. " ]N"otes on some Coast-Seotions at the Lizard." By Howard
Pox, Esq., E.G.S., and J. J. H. Teall, Esq., M.A., E.R.S., E.G.S.
In the first part of the paper the authors describe a small portion
of the west coast near Ogo Dour, where hornblende-schist and
serpentine are exposed. As a result of the detailed mapping of the
sloping face of the cliff, coupled with a microscopic examination of
the rocks, they have arrived at the conclusion that the serpentine is
part and parcel of the foliated series to which the hornblendeschists belong, and that the apparent evidences of intrusion of
serpentine into schist in that district are consequences of the folding
and faulting to which the rocks have been subjected since the
banding was produced. The interlamination of serpentine and
schist is described, and also the effects of folding and faulting.
Basic dykes, cutting both serpentine and schists, are clearly represented in the portion of the coast which has been mapped, and these
locally pass into hornblende-schists, which can, however, be clearly
distinguished from the schists of the countr3\ The origin of the
foliation in the dykes is discussed.
The second part of the paper deals with a small portion of the
coast east of the Lion Eock, Kynance. Here a small portion of the
' granulitic series ' is seen in juxtaposition with serpentine. The
phenomena appear to indicate that the granulitic complex was
intruded into the serpentine ; but they may possibly be due to the
fact that the two sets of rocks have been folded together while the
granulitic complex was in a plastic condition, or to the intrusion of
the serpentine into the complex while the latter was plastic.
2. " On a Radiolarian Chert from Mullion Island.'' By Howard
Fox, Esq., E.G.S., and J. J. H. Teall, Esq., M.A., E.E.S., E.G ^.
The main mass of Mullion Island is composed of a fine-grained
' greenstone,' which shows a peculiar globular or ellipsoidal structure,
due to the presence of numerous curvilinear joints. Elat surfaces
of this rock, such as are exposed in many places at the base of the
cliff, remind one somewhat of the appearance of a lava of the
' pahoehoe ' type.
The stratified rocks, which form only a very small portion of the
island, consist of cherts, shales, and limestone. They occur as thin
strips or sheets, and sometimes as detached lenticles within the
igneous mass. The chert occurs in bands varying from a quarter of
an inch to several inches in thickness, and is of radiolarian origin.
The radioiaria are often clearly recognizable on the weathered
surfaces of some of the beds, and the reticulated nature of the test
may be observed by simply placing u portion of the weathered
surface under the microscope.
The authors describe the relations between the sedimentary and
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igneous rocks, and suggest that the peculiar phenomena may be due
either to the injection of igneous material between the layers of the
stratified series near the surface of the sea-bed while deposition was
going on, or possibly to the flow of a submarine lava.
The forms of the radiolaria observed in the deposit, and also their
mode of preservation, are described in an Appendix by Dr. Gr. J.
Hinde.
3. " N"ote on a Eadiolarian Eock from Fannay Bay, Port Darwin,
Australia."
By Gl. J. Hinde, Ph.D., Y.P.G.S.
4. " Notes on the Geology of the District west of Caermarthen."
Compiled from the Notes of the late T. Roberts, Esq., M.A., P.G.S.
To the east of the district around Haverfordwest, formerly described bythe author and another, an anticlinal is found extending
towards Caermarthen. The lowest beds discovered in this anticline
are the Teiragraptus-heds of Arenig age, which have not hitherto
been detected south of the St. David's area. They have yielded
eight forms of graptolite, which have been determined by Prof.
Lapworth. The higher beds correspond with those previously
noticed in the district to the west ; they are, in ascending order :
(1) Beds with ' tunixig-fork ' Bidymograpti, (2) Llandeilo limestone,
(8) Dicranograptiis-slidles, (4) E-obeston Wathen and Sholeshook
Limestones.
Details of the geographical distribution of these and of their
lithological and palseontological characters are given in the paper.
February 22nd.— AV. H. Hudleston, Esq., M.A., E.R.S.,
President, in the Chair.
The following communications were read :—
1. "On the Microscopic Structure of the Wenlock Limestone,
with Remarks on the Formation generally." By Edward Wethered,
Esq., E.G.S., E.R.M.S.
2. " On the Affinities (1) of Anthracoptera^ (2) of Anthracomya.'^
By Dr. Wheelton Hind, B.S., F.G.S.
3. " Geological Remarks on certain Islands in the New Hebrides."
By Lieut. G. C. Frederick, R.N.
As far as can be judged from the soundings obtained, the New
Hebrides are probably situated on a bank lying from 350 to 400
fathoms below the surface of the ocean and running in a N.N.W.
and S.S.E. direction, with a deep valley between it and New Caledonia. The only two soundings obtained between these two groups
are 2375 and 2730 fathoms, the former within a short distance of
the New Hebrides.

Of the islands, Tanna is volcanic — an active volcano, apparently
consisting entirely of fragmental material, being situate on its
eastern side. Efate has some volcanic rock, but is chiefly of coral
formation. It rises to a height of 2203 feet, and in some parts has"
a terraced appearance, the terraces denoting distinct periods of
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upheaval. Coral was found to the height of 1500 feet above sealevel. To the north of Efate are Xguna, Pele, and Man, of volcanic
origin, and no coral has been found on them above sea-level ; vrhilst
Moso, Protection, and Errataka, to the west of Efate, are of coral
formation and similar in character to the adjoining coast of Efate.
In the vicinity of the coral isles is very little coral-reef, especially
when the shores are steep. Delicate live corals were brought up
from depths of 28, 39, and 42 fathoms off AToso, 37 fathoms near
Man, and 40 fathoms off Mataso. ]\Iataso is a volcanic island with
a narrow fringing-reef. Makura (6 miles X. of Mataso) and Mai
are also volcanic, with narrow fringing-reefs partly surrounding the
former and entirely encircling the latter island. A short distance
west of Mai is Cook's Eeef, of atoll formation. The Shepherd Isles
are all of volcanic formation, apparently recent, and no coral was
found growing around their shores. Mallicolo Island is of volcanic
and ■^fe'
coral formation. At one place in this island coral was found at
a height of about 500 feet above sea-level.
March 8th.— W. H. Hudleston, Esq., M.A., F.K.S.,
President, in the Chair.
The following communications were read :—
1. "On the Occurrence of Boulders and Pebbles from the Glacial
Drift in Gravels south of the Thames." By Horace W. Monckton,
Esq., E.L.8., F.G.S.
Xorth of the Thames near London, the Glacial Drift consists largely
of gravel, which is characterized by an abundance of pebbles of red
quartzite and boulders of quartz and igneous rock. "With the exception ofvery rare boulders of quartz, the hill and valley-gravels of
the greater part of Kent, Surrey, and Berkshire are entirely free
from these materials. The author points out that the River Thames
is not, however, the actual southern boundary of the distribution of
these Glacial Drift pebbles and boulders, though the number of
localities where they are found in gravels south of that river is few.
The author describes or mentions several, of which the following
are the most important :— Tilehurst, Reading, Sonning, Bisham at
351 feet Heath.
above the sea. Maidenhead, Kingston, "Wimbledon, and
Dartford
2. '' On the Plateau-Gravel south of Reading.'' By 0. A. Shrubsole, Esq., E.G.S.
This paper contains observations on the gravel of the Easthampstead-Yately plateau.
The constituent elements of the gravel are described, and the
author notes pebbles of non-local material near Caesar's Camp,
Easthampstead, on the Finchampstead Ridges, and at Gallows
Tree Pit at the summit of the Chobham Ridges plateau. He
mentions instances of stones from the gravel of the plateau (described
in the paper) which may bear marks of human workmanship. He
furthermore argues that the inclusion of pebbles of non-local origin
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in the gravels may be due to submergence of the plateau up to a
height of at least 400 feet above present sea-level, and cites other
facts in support of this suggestion. He concludes that the precise
age of the gravel can only be more or less of a guess, until the mode
of its formation has been definitely ascertained.
3. "A Fossiliferous Pleistocene Deposit at Stone, on the Hampshire Coast." By Clement Reid, Esq., P.L.S., F.G.S.
This is practically a supplement to a paper, ' On the Pleistocene
Deposits of the Sussex Coast/ that appeared in the last volume of
the Quarterly Journal. An equivalent of the mud-deposit of Selsey
has now been discovered about 20 miles farther west, and from it
have been obtained elephant-remains, and some mollusca and plants
like those found at Selsey. Among the plants is a South. European
maple.
XLVII.
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ON VILLARl^S CRITICAL POINT IN NICKEL.
BY PROF. HEYDWEILLER.

^HE magnetism of iron, nickel, and cobalt changes under the
-■- influence of stretching forces. Yillari first observed a special
behaviour of iron in reference to this attribute, namely that with
moderately strong magnetization small stretching forces increase
the magnetism, while larger forces diminish it; thus the strength
of the magnetism is graphically represented as a function of the
load, the ordinates of the curve first increase up to a maximum and
then diminish to far below the original values. The point of the
curve at which the ordinate again reaches the original value is
named Villari's critical point.
In nickel this property has not been observed up to the present ;
in this case, so far as hitherto known, the magnetism steadily
decreases with increasing load. But with strongly magnetized
soft iron also, with small load, the original increase of the magnetism vanishes, and it was thought probable that with sufficiently
weak magnetization nickel also possesses a Yillari's critical point.
Experiments have confirmed this expectation. In observing the
changes in the very feeble magnetizations, it was found necessary
to work with a very sensitive arrangement.
A chemically pure nickel wire, 46 cm. long and 0*15 cru. thick,
was suspended vertically with its lower end very near (3*5 cm.
distant) the upper magnetic needle of an astatic system, and so
that small longitudinal displacements caused no perceptible alteration in the direction of the needle. An intensity of magnetization
1 = 1 C.Gr.S. unit corresponded to about 90 jo throw with 110 y>
scale distance.
The reduction of the observed numbers to absolute measure was
effected by comparison with an auxiliary magnetometer with single
needle.
Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. Nq. 216. May 1893.
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The observations were conducted with alternate loading and
unloading, the strength of field remaining constant. The load
never exceeded 1 kilog. per sq. mm. cross section of the wire.
With small strength of magnetization under 2 C.Gr.S- units and
with the smallest loads, soft annealed nickel shows a small decrease
of magnetism, with somewhat larger an increase, which may rise
to 26 per cent, of the total magnetism, and finally again a decrease
with increasing load.
Thus, for example, for the intensity of magnetization 1 = 0*97
C.G-,S. units \^dth a load oi p gr. per sq. millim. cross section, there
were obtained the following respective variations of magnetization

28
46
63

^I/I.

^I/I.
-0-006
-0-011

p-

347
490

-0014
-0-019

102
165

-0029

246

+0-015

i

+0-067
+0-042
+0-257

738
904
977

+0162
+0155

p.

With stronger magnetization the increase becomes continually
smaller ; moreover after-effects of the preceding loading and phenomena of hysteresis show themselves to a considerable degree.
Hard-drawn nickel presents the same phenomena with much
stronger magnetization still, even though in feebler degree.
Thus with a hard-drawn nickel wire, for 1=55-5 C.Gr.S. units
the variations of magnetization with a load of p gr. per sq. mm,
^I/I.
9
18
27
33
42
66

p-

^I/I.

-00034

84

-00052
-00054
-0-0062

113
246

+0-0180

360
490

+0-0122
-00304
-0-0682
+00080

+0-0081
+0-0I86

+0-0187

740

V-

We may therefore assert that, with reference to the abovediscussed phenomena, the behaviour of nickel agrees well with that
of iron quantitatively but not qualitatively.
The detailed communication of the method of experimenting and
the results will be given in another place. — Sitzh. Wurz. Pliys.-med.
Ges. March 11, 1893.
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ON THE

INTERFERENCE-BANDS OF GRATING-SPECTRA
GELATINE.
BY M. CROVA.
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ON

Photographed ^-ratings applied on bichromated gelatine by
M. Izarn's * method may give rise to straight or curved interference-bands, sometimes very irregular, in the spectra which they
produce ; similar bands have been produced by Brewster f in other
circumstances. These phenomena are obtained with great beauty
on the spectra obtained by reflexion on gelatine -gratings on
silvered glass.
M. Izarn^ in mentioning these interference-bands, expresses the
opinion that they are connated with the interference phenomena
by parallel gratings which I formerly investigated J.
Sunlight reflected from a heliostat is caught on a very narrow
slit the image of which is projected upon a screen ; a very small
image of the sun is produced at the focus of this lens, which is
received on the striated surface of a grating photographed on
gelatine on silvered glass ; the real images of the slit and of the
diffracted spectra are received on a screen placed in the conjugate
focus of the slit in respect of the lens.
The diffraction spectra are furrowed with large rectilinear black
bands parallel to the rays, and which are almost absolute minima,
the intensity of the rays reflected on the silvered surface being
very little less than that of the rays which fall on the gelatine.
With a copy of a line Brunner's grating, wliich I owe to the
kindness of M. Izarn, the spectra of the first order present a large
dark band in the green when the grating is very dry ; if the
surface is breathed on the band is displaced towards the violet ;
other and closer ones enter at the red end, and their number rises
to three when the deposit of moisture confuses the projection.
The same phenomena are produced but in the opposite direction
during drying, and the displacement of the bands becomes very
rapid if the evaporation is accelerated by blowing air over the
grating.
If the incident light extends over the whole height of the
grating instead of only to a small portion of the surface which is
obtained by varying the distance from the lens, the fringes are
curved, become irregular, and are sometimes serrated.
The phenomenon is due to the interference of two parallel
gratings ; the one real, situated at the surface of the gelatine in
the points in which the incident ^^'ave meets its discontinuous
part ; the other virtual, which is its image in the silvered mirror.
Their distance, which is virtually constant, is the optical path, 2 ne,
t being the thickness, and n the index of the gelatine. At the focus
of the lens, since the light only affects a small part of its surface,
the thickness of the gelatine is virtually constant.
* Comptes Rendus, vol. cxvi. p. 506.
t Phil. Mag. [4] vol. xxxi. pp. 22 and 98 (1866).
X Comptes Rendus, vol. Ixxii. p. 855, and vol. Ixxiv. (1871-1873).
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If, on the contrary, the light extends over a considerable sur
face, the thickness of the gelatine varies at different parts,
especially if the plate has been placed vertically while drying ; the
bands are then bent while diverging, and their greatest divergence
is at the part where the layer is thinnest.

"Whenirregular
the grating
beena great
prepared,
of the
bands
is very
; but has
after
numbertheofdistortion
hydratations
followed
by dryings the phenomenon becomes more regular. After fixing
the grating in water aad drying, the gelatine possesses, as is known,
a kind of temper which is manifested by its accidental double
refraction ; but when it has been hydrated and dried slowly a
great number of times its structure becomes more homogeneous,
and the bands no longer possess serrations. It is possible that
such alternations injure the good keeping of the gratings, and it
is thus desirable to keep them in a dry place.
Observing the band-spectra in the goniometer they appear like
broad and very dark spaces, but if sun-light is used condensed on
the sht, by a cylindrical lens, the pivot lines of the spectrum are
defined in these spaces with marvellous precision. The production
of these parasitical bands does not affect the accuracy of measurements made with these gratings.
With gratings in gelatine on transparent glass these phenomena
are scarcely perceptible by reflexion or by transmission, owing to
the almost total identity of the refractive indices of gelatine and
glass.
If the index of gelatine is taken at 1*52, it is easy to calculate
the thickness of the layer of gelatine as a function of the number
of bands contained in the spectrum reflected on silver ; I have thus
found that in the copy which I use the thickness of the layer is
0-04 millim. when it is dry, and about 0-16 millim. when it is at its
maximum hydratation ; this number is only approximate, as the
index varies with the quantity of water it contains.
yL. Izarn's gratings are of admirable sharpness, and examined
in the microscope they do not differ from the original ; in a Proment's grating, a hundred one, which I possess, the opaque interval
is virtually equal to a fifth of the transparent interval : this is also
the case with M. Izarn's copy ; this is not a negative but a positive. The transparent intervals are the bands of insoluble gelatine,
while the opaque intervals are the places where the soluble gelatine
has been dissolved away by the water ; but owing to the extreme
fineness of the intervals, the water by capillary action has hollowed
out cylindrical grooves which to a plane wave behave like an opaque
body. When the opaque interval is very great compared with the
transparent one, the opposite might take place ; but it is easy to see
that even when the two intervals are transparent, the difference of
the refractive indices of gelatine and air is sufficient to produce
phenomena identical with those of the grating. This question calls
for new investigations. — Gomptes Rendus, March 27, 1893.
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XLYIII. Electrochemical Effects due to Magnetization.
By GrEORGE OwEN Squier, Ph.D.^ Lieut. U.S. Army *.
Introduction.
THE

influence of magnetism on chemical action was the
subject of experiment by numerous investigators during
he first half of the present century f- Up to 1847 we find
by no means a uniformity of statement in regard to this
subject, and secondary effects were often interpreted as a true
chemical influence. Among the earlier writers who maintained that such an influence exists may be mentioned Ritter,
Schweigger, Dobereiner, Fresnel, and Ampere ; while those of
opposite view were Wartmann, Otto-Linne Erdmann, Berzelius, Robert Hunt, and the Chevalier Nobili.
Professor Remsen's discovery, in 1881, of the remarkable
influence of magnetism on the deposition of copper from one
of its solutions on an iron plate, again attracted attention to
the subject, and since then considerable work has been done
directly or indirectly bearing on the question.
Among other experiments by Professor Remsen % were the
action in the magnetic field of copper on zinc, silver on zinc,
copper on tin, and silver on iron, in all of which cases the
magnet evidently exerted some influence. With copper sulphate on an iron plate the effects were best exhibited, the
* Communicated by the Author.
t Wartmann, Philosophical Magazine, 1847, (3) xxx. p. 264.
X American Chemical Journal, vol. iii. p. 157, vol. vi. p. 430 ; ' Science/
vol, i. no. 2 (1883).
Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 217. June 1893.
2 L
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copper being deposited in lines approximating to the equipotential lines of the magnet^ and the outlines of the pole being
distinctly marked by the absence of deposit.
Messrs. Nichols and Franklin * were the next to conduct
experiments bearing on this subject. They found that finely
divided iron which has become '' passive " through the action
of strong nitric acid suddenly regains its activity when introduced in a magnetic field, and also that when one of the two
electrodes immersed in any liquid capable of chemically
acting upon them is placed in a magnetic fields a new
difference of potential is developed between them due to this
magnetization. They ascribe these effects to electric currents
in the liquid produced indirectly by the magnet, which
currents go in the liquid from the magnetized to the neutral
electrode.
Professor Rowland and Dr. Louis Bell f were the first to
note the " protective action " of points and ends of magnetic
electrodes, and to give the exact mathematical theory of this
action. Their results were directly opposite to those of
Messrs. Nichols and Franklin, who found, as stated above,
that points and ends of bars in a magnetic field acted like
zincs to the other portions, or were more easily dissolved by
the liquid.
The method of experiment adopted by Professor Rowland
was to expose portions of bars of the magnetic metals placed
in a magnetic field to reagents which would act upon them
chemically, and study the changes in the electro- chemical
nature of the exposed parts by fluctuations in a delicate
galvanometer connected with the two bars. L^on, nickel, and
cobalt were experimented upon^ and nearly thirty reagents
were examined in this manner. The results are summed up
in the following statement :— " When the magnetic metals
are exposed to chemical action in a magnetic field, such
action is decreased or arrested at any points where the rate of
variation of the square of the magnetic force tends towards a
maximum."
Other investigations in this field are those of Andrews J,
who employed iron and steel bars from eight to ten inches
long with their ends immersed in various solutions, and one
bar magnetized by means of a solenoid. The protective
action was not noted, but, on the contrary, the magnetized
*
vol.
t
X

American Journal of Science, vol. xxxi. p. 272, vol. xxxiv. p. 419,
XXXV. p. 290.
PMl. Mag. vol. xxvi. p. 105.
Proceedings of the Koyal Society, no. 44, pp. 152-168, and no. 46,

pp. 176-193.
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bars acted as zincs to the neutral bars, thus indicating that
they were more easily attacked.
Practically the same results were obtained by Dr. Theodor
Gross * ; soft iron wires, 8 cm. long and 3 cm. in diameter,
coated mth sealing-wax except at the ends were exposed to
various liquids. When one electrode was magnetized, a current was obtained going in the liquid from the magnetized
electrode to the non-magnetized electrode.
It thus appears that there is at least an apparent inconsistency between the protective results of Professor Rowland
and Professor Remsen, and those of Nichols, Andrews, Gross,
and others, who find the more strongly magnetized parts of iron
electrodes more easily attacked than the neutral parts ; and it
was with the object of endeavouring to reconcile these results,
and of studying the exact natui^e of the influence exerted by
the magnet, that the experiments recorded in this paper were
undertaken,
Appaeatus and Method of Investigation.
The method of investigation was that adopted by Professor
Rowland in his previous work on the subject, since its facility
and delicacy permitted the effects of the magnet to be
observed whenever there was the slightest action on the
electrodes by the solution examined, and the investigation
could thus be carried over a wide range of material.
A large electromagnet was employed to furnish the magnetic field, and, at a distance sufficient to prevent any direct
influence due to the magnet, a delicate galvanometer of the
Rowland type was set up. Small cells were made with iron
electrodes of special forms, coated with sealing-wax except at
certain parts, and immersed in a liquid capable of acting
chemically on iron. The whole was contained in a 50 cubic
centim. glass beaker, and when joined to the connecting wires
of the distant galvanometer was firmly clamped between the
poles of the electromagnet.
In the course of the examination of a number of substances
it was found necessary to use two galvanometers — one
specially made by the University instrument-maker and very
sensitive, which was employed with acids which evolve hydrogen ;the other, much less sensitive, was best suited to the
violent ^' throws^' with nitric acid and iron. The samples of
iron used throughout the experiments were obtained from
* " Ueber eine neue Entstekungsweise galvauisclier Strome diircli
Magnetismus," Sitzungsherichte der Wiener Akademie, 1885, vol. xcii.
(1885) p. 1373.
2L2
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^|

Carnegie^ Phipps, and Co., of Pittsburg, and were practically
pure.
_
In order to insure a uniform density of surface, the electrodes were turned from the same piece and polished equally
with fine emery-cloth. The magnet could be made or
reversed at the galvanometer, and its strength varied at will
by a non-inductive resistance. The electrochemical effects
due to the magnetic field could thus be studied with facility
by the fluctuations of the galvanometer-needle. The original
difference of potential, which always existed between the
electrodes, was compensated by a fraction of a Daniell cell,
so the effects of a variation of the magnetic field could be observed when no original current was passing between the
electrodes.
The standard cells were made with care, and under
uniform treatment possessed at 20° C. an electromotive force
of 1*105 volt. The connexions with the compensating circuit, which contained a finely-divided bridge, were so
arranged that from its readings the difference of potential
between the distant electrodes became known at once without
involving the resistance of the cell or of the galvanometer.
Since quantitative measurements of the effects observed
were desired, a preliminary step was to calibrate the electromagnet for a given distance apart of the pole-pieces. The
method employed was the well-known one of compari r.g the
galvanometer deflexions produced bj a test-coil in the field
with those of an earth inductor in series in the circuit.
Since the effect of the sudden addition of a certain strength
of field was wanted instead of its absolute value, the deflexions with the test-coil were taken for simple "make^^
or " break ■" and not for reversed field, thus eliminating th
residual magnetism of the pole-pieces.
In the formula applicable, viz.,
H

irna^

d

,

in which d and d' represent
the deflexions due to ihi
inductor and test-coil respectively,
H and H' the earth's'
field and the field to be measured, n and n the number of
turns, and a and a' the
were :—
7r?i<2^ =
7r;iV^ =
^=

radii of the coils, the particular values
20716 square centim.
6'788 square centim.
4-697.

Distance between pole-pieces 3*5 centim.

II
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H' = 1299*48 c?'H, and as <iVaried from ^V ^^ 1^? ^^ range
of field employed was from 65 to 20,800 H.
A curve was constructed so that from accurate ammeter
readings in the field circuit the strength in absolute measure
could be read off at once.
Experimental Results,
Preliminary. — The first experiments were made with very
dilute nitric acid and iron electrodes — one a circular disk of
5 millim, radius, and the other a small wire 1 centim. long
and 1 millim. in diameter, turned to a sharp point at one end.
The point was placed opposite the centre of the disk, at a distance of 1 centim. from it, and the whole placed so that the
cylindrical electrode coincided with the direction of the lines
of force. When the minute point and the centre of the disk
were exposed to the liquid^ and the magnet excited, a momentary '^throw ^' of the galvanometer was observed in the
direction indicating the point as being protected or acting as
the copper of the cell.
When the pointed pole was slightly flattened at the end,
and the insulation so cut away that the surfaces of exposure
on the two electrodes were exactly the same, the throw of the
galvanometer on making the field was very much diminished,
although still perceptible, since the disposition of lines of
force would still be very different over the two plane surfaces
of exposure.
With ball-and-point electrodes precisely similar phenomena were observed as with a disk and point, except to a less
degree.
The gradual reversal of the current shortly after exciting
the field, the independence of the throw of the direction of
the current through the magnet, the disappearance of the
throw when the nature of the magnetic field at the exposed
parts became the same, and the effects of artificially stirring
the liquid, were observed exactly as described by Messrs.
Rowland and Bell.
In the course of a large number of preliminary experiments with nitric acid, it was soon observed that under
certain conditions the efPect of suddenly putting on the
magnetic field was to produce a less rapid deflexion of the
galvanometer in the opposite direction, or indicating the
point as acting as a zinc. Plainly this irregular behaviour,
due to the magnet, required a more systematic study than it
had yet received. It had been found that the reversal of the
current, which regularly followed the '" protective throw,''
was decreased or destroyed by anything which prevented free
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circulation in the liquid, and that an acidulated gelatine,
which was allowed to harden around the poles, was best
suited for this purpose. The great irregularity observed in
any one experiment made it necessary to eliminate everything
possible which might mask the true phenomenon, if any accurate comparisons were to be drawn between the effects
observed in the different cases ; accordingly a standard form
of experiment was adopted, which was carefully repeated
many times. The cell found best suited for this purpose was
composed as follows r—
Disk electrode, diameter
14*4 millim.
„
„
thickness
2*6
„
Point electrode, total length
15'2
,,.
„
„
diameter
4*4
„
„
length of point
5*2
^^
Distance of point from centre of disk. . . 10
„
The same electrodes were used throughout any set of experiments, being carefully cleaned and polished each time.
With nitric acid the liquid was finally made up as
follows : —
Distilled water
10 grammes.
Hard gelatine
1 gramme.
C. P. nitric acid (sp. gravity 1*415) 0'533 gramme.
The gelatine and water were allowed to stand until the
former had dissolved without the application of heat, when
the acid was added and the whole thoroughly mixed. Too
strong^ acidulated gelatine would not harden at all.
In some cases, in order to protect the point from the
beginning, the electrodes, secured as usual at the ends of two
small glass tubes containing the connecting wires, were
lirmly clamped in the proper position between the poles of
the magnet, and the magnetic field put on before the cell was
completed, by pushing the beaker containing the solution up
in position round the electrodes.
With this cell a series of parallel experiments were conducted to obtain the variation of the effects with time, the
amount of iron salts present, the fluidity of the solution, and
with constant and variable magnetic fields.
A. Behaviour of the Cell with Time, in the EartKs Field.
The cell was placed entirely outside the magnetic field, and
galvanometer-readings taken at intervals of one minute for
three hours. The curve fig. 1 (I.) shows these results. Positive ordinates indicate a current from the point to the disk,
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and negative ordinates the reverse current. Other experiments with fresh solutions, same electrodes, same exposed
area, and every condition as nearly as possible the same, gave
curves of practically the same character, and the one given is
selected to illustrate.
The curve indicates that the original current was to the
point electrode ; this gradually decreased, owing to polarization,
until after a hour and five minutes it reversed slightly, but
again reversed thirty-five minutes later, and after a little
more than two hours the deflexion became perfectly constant,
remaining so indefinitely.
The iron salts formed could not move with facility from the
exposed surfaces through the hardened gelatine, and were
easily outlined from their brown colour, as the whole apparatus was placed in a strong light.
B. In a Uniform Magnetic Field.
The cell was next placed in the magnetic field, which was
kept practically uniform (about 15,650 H) for three hours,
and galvanometer-readings taken as before.
The electrodes were magnetized before being introduced
into the solution, so as io protect the point from the beginning. In order to prevent the influence of the rise of
temperature due to the heating of the field coils of the
electromagnet, the whole cell was packed with cotton-wool
between the poles. As Gross and Andrews observed, the
temperature
efi'ect was small, the solution rising but 0°'7 C.
in
half an hour.
The curve fig. 1 (II.) shows the results of these observations. Itis seen that the original current was, as before, to
the point electrode, and about the same in value. This
reversed after forty-five minutes, and rapidly increased to
approximately twice its original value at the end of one hour
and twenty minutes, and, instead of again reversing, remained
indefinitely with the point electrode as a zinc. The distribution of the iron salts in this case was quite unlike the
former. Notwithstanding the gelatine, the powerful magnetization of the exposed point gradually drew the iron salts
from the disk as fast as they were formed, and concentrated
them symmetrically about the point, giving the solution in
this region an almost black appearance.
After waiting a suflicient time to be assured that further
presence of iron salts would not effect the permanency of the
existing electromotive force, the magnetic field was gradually
decreased without ever breaking circuity by increasing the
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liquid resistance in the field current. This change of resistance was necessarily made more or less suddenly,, and the
deflexion experienced at each increase of resistance a not
very sudden throw toward reversal, in every respect the
same as had been repeatedly observed in the preliminary
experiments, and very different from the characteristic ^' protective throw/^ which is always sudden and in one direction.
By simply varying the field current with care, as explained
above, the deflexion could be reversed again and again at
will, and could also be held at the zero of the scale, indicating
no current at all, as long as desired. When once the field
was entirely broken, the iron salts were released from the
control of the exposed pole, seriously disturbed by gravity,
and putting on the field again failed to reproduce the results
noted above.
The only elements of difference in the two cases are, (a)
the magnetized condition of the metal, [h) the distribution of
the iron salts formed by the reaction.
Although, as the curves indicate, the average electromotive
force with the magnetic field was much greater than in the
former case, yet this electromotive force is due to the difference
of action at the two exposed surfaces, and, as will be pointed
out later, the total amount of iron dissolved and passing into
solution in the two cases is probably not very different ^4
Quantitative experiments are wanting on this point.
The influence of the magnetized condition of the metal and
its magnitude is exhibited in the phenomenon of the '' protective throw,^' which is always observed with apparatus
sufficiently delicate unless it is masked by other secondary
phenomena.
Since the electrodes were embedded in hardened gelatine,
there could be no convection-currents in the liquid, and this
can be eliminated. Evidently the great difference in the
behaviour of the cell in the two experiments described is
principally due, either directly or indirectly, to the distribution of the iron salts formed by the reaction in the two cases.
The principal time effects of the magnet were :—
{a) To produce a higher potential at the point of greater
magnetization.
(b) To increase the rate of change of the potential between
the electrodes and the absolute value of this potential difference.
(c) It also appears from both curves that after a certain
distribution of iron salts is reached, further presence of the
same does not affect the permanency of the current established.
* Fossati, Bolletino dell 'Elettricista, 1890.
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Since the time effects of the magnet were so marked, it
was thought possible that a '^ cumulative " effect, due to the
earth's field alone, might be detected after a sufficient time
had elapsed. The apparatus was made as delicate as possible,
and parallel experiments conducted, the electrodes first being
placed in the magnetic meridian, and afterwards perpendicular thereto. No positive difference could be detected.
C

Convection- Currents in the Liquid.

As has already been stated, the reversal of the current
which regularly followed the " protective throw " was found
by Messrs. Eowland and Bell to wholly disappear when hardened acidulated gelatine was substituted for the dilute acid
solution, so that when the magnet was put on a permanent
deflexion of much less magnitude was obtained instead of a
transitory throw. This indicated that currents in the liquid
cannot be neglected, and their study was next undertaken.
Since hardened gelatine completely prevented the reversal of
the current, and with no gelatine it regularly appeared after
a short time, a large number of experiments were made, in
which the amount of gelatine was varied continuously between
these limits. As expected, the effects also varied — the greater
the fluidity of the solution, the more quickly the reversal
occurred.
In the light of what was already known concerning the
presence of iron salts, some of the experiments were continued
over a considerable time, and in others iron salts were introduced artificially, to increase the effects. It was soon found
that by starting with a fresh hardened gelatine, with which
the " protective throw " was the only feature, and gradually
increasing the fluidity of the solution and the amount of iron
salts present, both effects were exhibited at the making of the
field — first, the sudden throw of the needle always in the
direction to protect the point, and immediately thereafter the
comparatively slow " concentration throw ^' in the opposite
direction. By making the conditions still more unfavourable
for the ^^ protective throw," it gradually diminished until entirely masked by the second effect, so that making the field
produced a deflexion in the direction indicating a current
from the point.
With the proper conditions, both of these effects could be
studied with the greatest ease : first, one made prominent,
then both equal, then the other made prominent at will. The
" protective throw " could be traced until it became a mere
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stationary tremor of the needle at the instant of its starting
on the, " concentration throw.'^ This latter, though called
a " throw," can be made to vary from an extremely slow
continuous movement of the galvanometer deflexion, as in
experiment B already described, to a comparatively rapid
deflexion at the instant of making the magnet.
By using simply a dilute nitric-acid solution with no gelatine, and inserting a thick piece of glass between the
electrodes, the concentration effect was delayed enough to
allow the " protective throw " to flrst appear, with considerable iron salts in the solution; and on making the field both
efiects were observed as described above.
It now appears that the reversal of the current, uniformly
observed in the experiments of Messrs. Rowland and Bell,
was but a form of the " concentration throw " mentioned
above, and that we can regard the substitution of the hardened
acidulated gelatine for the dilute acid as merely separating these
eflfects, so that the former can be studied by itself ; in other
words, the reversal of the current would have occurred just
the same after a suflicient time had elapsed.
Turning to the experiments of Drs. Gross and Andrews,
they employed but one magnetized electrode, which was not
pointed. In this case the nature of the magnetic field at the
two exposed surfaces would be very much more nearly the
same than when a pointed electrode is employed. This
arrangement is not, therefore, suited to bring out the delicate
"protective throw,'^ and it is not surprising that the concentration effect was the prominent feature observed.
We have now a complete reconciliation of the dh^ectly
opposite results referred to in the introduction. The "protective throw ^' is due to the actual attraction of the magnet
for the iron, and is always in the direction to protect the
more strongly magnetized parts ; while the " concentration
throw " is always in the opposite direction, and depends upon
the distribution of the iron salts present in the solution, and
the convection-currents in the liquid. The concentration of
the products of the reaction about the point would tend to
produce a ferrous reaction instead of a ferric, and experiment
shows that a higher electromotive force is obtained with cells
in which a ferrous reaction takes place than with those in
which a ferric reaction occurs ; and this change in the
character of the reaction produced by the concentration probably accounts, at least in part, for the increased electromotive force at the point.

I
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D. The Iron Salts about the Point Electrode.

%
The effect of artificially stirring the liquid, and the direct
influence of the fluid condition of the solution on the deflexions observed, at once suggested movements of the liquid,
produced indirectly by the magnet. In order to locate these
currents and determine their potence, a small cell was made
of two rectangular pieces of glass held by stout rubber bands
to thick rubber sides. Perforations in the sides admitted the
electrodes, which were point and disk as before. The cell,
between the poles of the electromagnet, was in a strong light,
and the movements in the liquid were easily perceptible from
the displacements of suspended particles introduced for the
purpose. When very dilute nitric acid was placed in the cell
and the magnet excited, some interesting phenomena were
observed.
The liquid, at first colourless, almost immediately assumed
a pale brown colour about the point, but nothing appeared at
the disk electrode. The iron salts were drawn as soon as
formed towards the point electrode, since here the rate of
variation of the square of the magnetic force is a maximum.
As more iron was dissolved, a surface approximating to an
equipotential surface of the pointed pole, and enveloping the
coloured iron salts, was observed enclosing the point and at
some distance from it. The outline of the surface became
darker in a short time, and finally two or more dark contours,
separated by lighter portions and symmetrical with the outer
one, appeared between it and the point, indicating maxima
and minima of density. When the magnetic field was gradually increased, this surface usually enlarged without breaking
up and holding the iron salts within it. On further strengthening the magnetic field to about 16,000 H, the ridges merged
into one thick black envelope around the point.
This phenomenon is best studied with but little iron salts
present, and by watching the point electrode with a microscope while the strength of the magnetic field is increased
and decreased continuously. The sections (fig. 3) show the
general form of these contours with different strengths of
field.
Upon breaking the field everything dropped from the point
suddenly to the bottom of the cell, and on making the field
again it required a few seconds for the salts to reappear at the
point.
This, at least partially, accounted for the sudden effects
often noticed at breaking the field circuit, and the compara-
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tively small ones at "make/' especially with certain salt->
solutions^ such as copper sulphate.
The outer envelope which held the iron salts together, and
limited the immediate influence of the magnetized point, was
distinctly defined within the liquid, and easily observed by
the reflexion of the light from its convex surface.
The persistency with which the iron salts were held about
the point was shown by moving the cell with respect to the
electrodes, when the contour remained approximately intact,
passing bodily through the liquid without being broken up.
E. Electromagnetic Rotations.
The small dust particles present in the liquid were drawn
radially toward the point until they reached the surface
described, when they pierced it and began to revolve rapidly
about the point inside this surface, in the opposite direction to
the currents of Ampere. Reversing the poles of the magnet
produced surfaces of the same appearance but opposite rotations.
When the current from a Daniell ceil was sent through it
seemed to have very little efPect upon the rotations, showing
them to be controlled by the powerfully magnetized point.
The electromagnet was arranged with its field vertical, and
the point electrode along the lines of force as before. This
arrangement gave better control of the surfaces formed,
since gravity now acted symmetrically about the point.
When a single iron rod about 3 millim. in diameter, and
placed vertically in the cell, was substituted for the two electrodes, two rotations were observed which were uniformly
dextro about the north-seeking pole of the rod, and Iseva
about the south-seeking pole. About the central neutral
portion no rotations were observed. When the rod was covered
with a thin coating of vaseline the rotations entirely disappeared
as expected. Wartmann* observed similar rotations about
soft-iron cylinders adhering to the poles of a magnet, and he
ascribed them to electric currents in the liquid which proceed
from the periphery of the cell radially to the surface of the rod.
The explanation of these rotations follows at once from
what we know of the time-effects produced by the magnet.
A higher potential is always produced at points of greater
magnetization, causing electric currents in the liquid from
the more strongly magnetized to the weaker parts of the iron.
Applying this fact to the exposed conical point electrode,
we see that local electric currents exist from its vertex to the
other parts of the surface, returning by way of the metal. In
the case of the vertical rod, these currents pass from the poles

I

* Philosophical Magazine, xxx. p. 268 (1847).
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at its ends, througli the liquid, to the neutral portions, returning
as before.
These currents*, under the influeace of the poles themselves,
would cause electromagnetic rotations of the liquid, as we find
them. The mere mechanical influence of these rotations, as
in the case when the Hquid is artificially stirred, is to increase
the chemical action upon the point, causing it to tend to act
more Kke a zinc^ which experiment confirms.
F. Acids ivhich attack Iron luith the Evolution of Hydrogen.
Professor Rowland had observed the " protective throw "
with such acids to be extremely small, and difficult to detect
except by very sensitive apparatus. The sensitive galvanometer was set up and every precaution taken against inductive
effects. A telescope and scale were used in this part of the
work.
Several substances were first examined, among them being
hydrochloric acid, acetic acid, perchloric acid, chlorine water,
copper sulphate, ferric chloride, sulphuric acid, &c., but as
these observations added nothing to the results already
obtained they are not given here.
After several trials a standard sulphuric-acid solution was
made up as follows :—
Distilled water
10 grammes.
Gelatine
1 gramme.
C.P. Sulphuric acid, sp. gr. 1*826 ... 1*062 gramme.
More strongly acidulated gelatine would not harden, and
weaker solutions gave too small effects.
The " protective throw '' was detected, but the point very
soon became completely covered with minute bubbles of
hydrogen, so that the electrodes had to be cleaned constantly.
The effect of adding hydrogen dioxide to the solution was
next tried, since this would facilitate the removal of the
hydrogen as soon as formed j, which was thought to act
merely mechanically.
When about 1 cubic centim. of H2O2 was added to the
solution the ''protective throw" became much more prominent, and the gas bubbles only appeared in small quantities
after a considerable time. Further addition of small quantities
* The rotations produced in liquids by axial currents, e. g. currents
coinciding with the direction of the magnetic lines of force as distinct
from radial cm'rents, have been studied by Dr. Gore (Proceedings of the
Royal Society, xxxiii. p. 151).
t J. M. \Veeren, Berichte der Beutschen Chemischen Gesellschaft^
No. 11 (1891).
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of the dioxide showed the '^protective throw ^' to be very
decided with sulphuric acid when the hydrogen is removed
from the surface of the electrodes in this manner.
G. The Electromotive Force.
Several attempts were made to obtain the relation between
the strength of field and the electromotive force developed in
the "protective throw"; but it was difficult to obtain consistent readings owing to the trouble of balancing the original
deflexion, and the small absolute values of this electromotive
force when hardened gelatine was employed.
A curve was constructed, however, showing the variation
of the galvanometer deflexion with the strength of field, using
nitric-acid solution without gelatine.
This is shown in fig. 2.
The readings were taken one after another as rapidly as
possible, to eliminate the damping effects of the iron salts
formed.
The curve exhibits the general character of the variation.
In the region from about 3500 H to 8000 H the greatest rate
of change occurred, and beyond 10,000 H the curve became
nearly horizontal for the particular electrodes used. Curves
were also constructed for the " concentration throw " on
making the field under different conditions, and they were
approximately right lines, more or less inclined according to
the amount of iron salts present.
With the sulphuric-acid solution already given the electromotive force varied from 0*0033 to O'OOTS of a volt, while
with the nitric-acid solution it became as great as 0*036 of a
volt. In making all the solutions used with the different
substances amounts were taken proportional to their particular
molecular weights, and then halved or doubled until of suitable strength to give results with the galvanometer. It was
thought possible at the beginning that this might lead to
some relations between the protective results and the strengths
of the particular solutions ; but the general irregular character of the whole phenomenon prevented comparisons in
this respect, and all that can be stated is, that both the
" protective throw " and the concentration effect in general
increased rapidly with the strength of the solution.
H. Influence of a Periodic Magnetic Field upon the Cell.
An experiment was made to determine the behaviour of the
standard nitric-acid cell when the magnetic field was made
and broken at regular intervals over a considerable time, and
curves were drawn showing the variation of the " throw " with
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time, and the fluctuation of the original deflexion caused by
this treatment. The strength of field was about 11,000 H.,
and the experiment was conducted without compensating the
original deflexion, and by making the field for one minute,
then breaking for one minute, and so on.
One of the curves is shown in fig. 1 (HI.)? in which positive ordinates are values of the concentration throw at " make,"
and negative ordinates the values of the "protective throw.''
Experimenting was not begun until the gelatine had completely hardened, and since the electrodes would tend to
become polarized while the gelatine was hardening, the '' protective throw''
was very small, and soon masked by the
concentration
effects.
After about five minutes, making the field had very little
effect at all, but began to show decided " concentration
throws " ten minutes later, and these rapidly increased with
time, as the curve indicates.
Considering the fluctuation of the original deflexion, the
effect of this periodic field was to tend to reverse it, just as in
the case of the uniform field in experiment B, but much more
slowly, since the field was on but half the time in this case.
The cell also showed the iron salts almost entirely about the
point, forming a thick black envelope.
I. Summary.
The principal results of this investigation may be summarized asfollows :—
Whenever iron is exposed to chemical action in a magnetic
field, there are two directly opposite influences exerted.
(a) The direct influence of the magnetized condition of the
metal, causing the more strongly magnetized parts to be
protected from chemical action.
This is exhibited in the phenomenon of the "protective
throw," which is always in the direction to protect the more
strongly magnetized parts of magnetic electrodes.
The " protective throw " is small, often requiring delicate
apparatus to detect it, and is soon masked by the secondary
concentration effects.
As to the absence of the '^ protective throw '' with acids
which attack iron with the evolution of hydrogen, the
hydrogen acts merely mechanically, and when removed by
adding to the solution small quantities of hydrogen dioxide,
the " protective throw " becomes very decided.
In the curve, fig. 2, representing the variations of the
"protective throw" with the strength of the magnetic field,
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we trace at once the magnetization of the point- electrode.
Since onlj the minute point was exposed to the liquid, it
would become saturated for comparatively small magnetizing
forces, and the curve indicates that this occurred at about
10,000 H., beyond which the curve becomes practically horizontal. This further establishes the direct connexion between
this " throw " and the variation of the magnetization of the
exposed point, and confirms the explanation of Professor
Rowland, that it is due to the actual attraction of the magnet
for the iron, and not to any molecular change produced by
magnetization.
(/>) The indirect influence of the magnet caused by the
concentration of the products of the reaction about the more
strongly magnetized parts of the iron.
This tends to produce a higher potential at the more
strongly magnetized parts, and finally establishes permanent
electric currents, which go in the liquid from the more
strongly magnetized to the neutral parts of the iron.
This concentration-effect increases rapidly with the amount
of iron salts present and the fluidity of the solution.
The convection-currents in the liquid are themselves a
consequence of this same concentration, being electromagnetic
rotations produced by the action of the magnet upon the local
[electric currents between different parts of the iron.
As to the permanent current due to the magnet which is
[finally set up between the electrodes, as shown in fig. 1 (II.), it
is probably owing to a change in the character of the reaction
produced by the concentration of the iron salts about the more
[Strongly magnetized parts, which would tend to cause a
ferrous instead of a ferric reaction to take place, and thus
increase the electromotive force.
Physical Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University,
May 1892.

Note. — Since the completion of the above investigation, a
number of experiments have been performed similar to those
of Professor Remsen. Starting; with the known existence
and direction of the electric currents in the liquid, it was
thought that these might lead to some explanation of the
peculiar form of deposit in equipotential lines. A number of
interesting facts have been noted, but they are withheld for
further experiments.
G. 0. S.
PIdL Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 217. June 1893.
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XLIX. On the Applicability 0/ Lagrange^s Equations of Motion
in a General Class of Problems ; ivith especial reference to
the Motion of a Perforated Solid in a Liquid. By Charles
y. Burton, D.Sc.""
1. "F ET yjr, ^, . . . be some only of the coordinates of a
-^
material system, so that when the values of ^jr, cj), . . .
are given the whole configuration is not completelj determinate. But suppose it known that the kinetic energy T can
be expressed as a homogeneous quadratic function of yjr, ^, . . .
only ; so that we may write

{'ylryjr), ('v/^'c/)), . . . are functions o^ yjr, (j), . . . only J
We also suppose it kno^Tn that (1) continues to hold good so
long as the only (^generalized) forces and impulses acting are of
types corresponding to

f,4>,

(2)

2. Suppose, now, that such impulses of these types were to
act on the system that -x/r, 0, . . were all reduced to zero ; the
expression for the kinetic energy would accordingly vanish,
and the system would be at rest. By supposing the last
operation to be reversed, we see that the motion at any instant
could be prodvced from rest by impulses of the types corresponding to
fy4>,"- only
(3j
3. Let X, y, z be the Cartesian coordinates at time r of a
mass-element m referred to fixed axes, and let T be the kinetic
energy of the system at the same instant. Further, let A be
the " action '" when the system moves without additional constraint from one configuration to another, and A + SA the
action when by workless constraints the path is slightly
modified, so that in place of the coordinates x^ y, z we have
X ^lx^y-\- By, z + Bz. Then t
8 A = {%m {xBx + yBy + zBz) \ — [^m(xBx + ySy + zBz) ]
+ a term which necessarily vanishes ; . . (4)
where [] and {} denote the values of the quantities enclosed
at the beginning and end of the motion considered.
Suppose further that, both at the beginning and at the end,
the values of i|r, <^, . . . are the same for the one motion as for
* Communicated by the Physical Society : read March 10, 1893.
t Thomson and Tait's ' Natural Philosophy,' 2nd edit. Part I. § 327.
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the other, so that initially and finally h-^, S^, . . . are all zero.
It does not follow that all the hx^ hy, hz's are zero ; but
%m(xSx + y^y + zSz)
is the so-called " virtual moment " of the actual momenta in
the h3rpothetical displacement ox, By, Bz ; that is, the virtual
moment, in the same displacement, of the impulse necessary
to produce the actual motion from rest. In virtue of (3),
therefore, and of the initial and final vanishing of Byjr, B<f>, . . .
we see that the bracketed terms of (4) must both be zero ;
hence
27ie incitement BA vanishes and A has a stationary value for
all icorklessly effected variations of path ivhich leave the
initial and final values of yjr, ^, . . . . U7ialtered.
. (5)
4. Lagrange''s equations for the coordinates yjr, <^, . . . may
now be written down at oncej since the investigation of
Thomson and Tait* becomes applicable to the present case
without modification. It will be noticed that in their equations (10)^ and {10y\ § 327, the sign of 'd^I'd^ should be
reversed.
We have thus a perfectly general proof of the proposition :
7/ the kinetic energy of a material system can he expressed as a
homogeneous quadratic function of certain generalized velocities
yfr, ^, . . . only, the coefficients being functions of -yjr, (f), . . . only,
and if this remains always true so long as tJie only forces and
impulses acting are of types corresponding to 'yfr, (j), . . . , the
equations of motion for the coordinates -v/r, (j), . . . may be ivritten
down from this expression for the energy, in accordance ivith
the Lagrangian rule. Provided only that the stated conditions
are satisfied, we need not consider whether the loliole configuration is determined by the values of ^/r, 0, . . . , or what is the
nature of the ignored coordinates
(A)
5. Passing over the known application of this result to the
motion of solids through an irrotationally and acyclically
moving liquid, we come to the more general case of a perforated solid, with liquid irrotationally circulating thi'ough the
apertures. Take as coordinates any six 6, 6' ,. . . which determine the position of the solid, together with ')(^, %',.•• equal
in number (?7i) to the apertures ; each ;^ being the volume
of liquid which, starting from a given configuration, has flowed
across some one of the m geometrical surfaces, required to
close the apertures, these surfaces being supposed to move
along with the solid.
Of course the coordinates* Loc.
6, 0'cit.
,, . , %. %',.•• '^^^^ insufficient
2 M 2
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to determine the entire configuration of the system (including
the positions of all the particles of liquid) ; hut we shall see
immediately how, in virtue of the proposition (A), Lagrange's
equations may be written down.
6. Since an increment h^ in one of the coordinates % is the
volume of liquid which flows across a barrier- surface (i. e.,
which flows through an aperture relatively to the solid), the
generalized force corresponding to % must be conceived of as
a uniform pressure exerted over the said geometrical surface,
by means of some immaterial mechanism attached to the solid;
while the impulse corresponding to ^(^ is of course a uniform
impulsive pressure applied in the same manner. From hydrodynamical considerations we know that the measure of such an
impulsive pressure is pS/c, where p is the density of the fluid,
and hic the change produced in the circulation through the
corresponding aperture.
Hence the impulses corresponding to %, %^ • • • are
'<^P, f^'p,

(6)

where k, k' ^. ,. are the circulations through the various
apertures.
7. Now when the motion of the liquid is irrotational, we
have
T =a homogeneous quadratic function of Q, Q' ,. . .k^k! , , ,
only ; coefficients functions of /9, Q' . . . only; ^
%? X^ • • • = homogeneous linear functions of 6^, 0' ,.,,
AC, k' J. . . only ; coefficients functions of ^, 6' , . , . only.
Since the %'s are equal in number to the /c^s, let us suppose
the last-written system of linear equations to be solved for
the /c's in terms of the %'s ; we then have
k^k! ,...=■ homogeneous linear functions of ^, ^', . . . %, %',.•• only ;
coefficients functions of 6, 0^, . . . only.
Substituting in the expression for T we get
.
T = a homogeneous quadratic function of ^, 6^,. ,. %,%', ... only ; •
coefficients functions of 6, 6' , , . , only.

This, then, remains true so long as the motion of the liquid is j

irrotational; in other words^ so long as the only forces and *
impulses acting are of types corresponding to 6, 6^, . . . (since
these are applied to the solid) , %, %V • • (since these are i
uniform over the barriers, by § 6).
|
If we identify ^/r, 0, . . . with the coordinates 6, ^^ • • • %? %^ • • •
of the present example, we see that the proposition (A) of § 4
is immediately applicable to this case.
We may therefore
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coordinates, and from the kinetic energy

expressed as a function of 6, 6',. . . p^, %'?••• write down the
Lagrangian equations for 6,6' , . . . and, if we wish, for;^,;)^', . . .
also. These latter, however, are less directly intelligible,
since in general they involve finite pressures continuously
acting over geometrical surfaces drawn through the liquid.
8. If w^e wish to picture the application of the principle of
least action (§ 3) to the present case, we may proceed as
follows: — Let the system start from the configuration (I.)
and move without additional constraint or influence to the
configuration (II.)- Then let it start again from the configuration (I.) with the same velocities as before, and during
the motion let infinitesimal additional forces act on the solid,
while infinitesimal pressures, uniform over each barriersurface, are impressed on the liquid ; the total rate at which
the additional influences do work being at each instant zero.
Further, let the additional influences be so adjusted that the
system, after following a slightly different path, passes through
a configuration such that 6, 6', . . . %, %')••• ^i'® ^H the same
as for (II.). Then, to pass from the configuration (II.) to the
present configuration requires no displacement of the solid,
and only such displacement of the liquid that the total volume
which crosses any barrier-surface is zero. In such a change
of configuration impulses of the types 6, 6', , . . %, %'? • • • would
have no " virtual moment," just as forces applied to the solid
and uniform pressures applied to the barrier-surfaces would
give rise to no virtual work.
9. At this stage it will be convenient to replace 6, 6', . . .
by the components u, v, lo of linear velocity and p, q, r of
angular velocity, which determine the instantaneous motion
of the solid along and about axes fixed in itself. The Lagrangian equations for the six coordinates 6, 6',. . . must accordingly be replaced by the forms suitable to moving axes. The
expression for the energy in terms of the velocities now
becomes a homogeneous quadratic function of ?<, v, w, p, q, r,
;^,
%',••• in which all the coeflicients are known to be
constants.
Let us apply the method due to Routh *, and modify this
function with respect to the coordinates x^ %'?••• ^^ ^ ^® ^^^
value of the kinetic energy in terms of the velocities alone, the
modified function (i. e. the kinetic part of liouth's modified
Lagrangian function)
T'=T-||%-||,x'----=T-«/^X-«W* ^ Rigid Dynamics,' vol. i. chap. viii.

• -(7)
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from (6). It is further known that the whole energy of the
system
=E + K,
(8)
where E is a function of w . . ., p . . ., only, and K is a function
of the momenta Kp only. Suppose, now, that the solid were
brought to rest by forces applied to it alone : E would vanish
along with u, v, w, p, q, r, while the circulations k, and consequently also K, would remain unaltered.
The generalized
yelocities %, %'?••• would in general haye changed, becoming,
let us suppose %05 %o'j • • • ^^^ the kinetic energy would
accordingly have become
Now let

K = K^p%o + /^>Xo'+...)

(9)

%=%o + %i, %' = %o' + %i',
(10)
so that each p^i is that part of the flux of liquid (volume per
unit time) which takes place across a barrier-surface owing to
the motion of the sohd itself.
Having regard to (8), (9), and (10) our equation (7) for
T^ becomes

T'=(E + K)-2K-«pxi-«VXi'-

• • • (11)
Let us write for the velocity-potential of the acyclic motion
^ = ^^^u-^^<i>AH.+P^p + <l^, + r4>r^
. . (12)
and for the value of Xi across the barrier-surface a we have
;)^i= I I s -^ — -\id + vm-\-iu7i-\-p{ny—mz)
+ q[lz-nx) ^r{mx^ly)]\d(T, .

.

. (13)

where x,y^ z are the coordinates of the element da and /, m, n
are the direction-cosines of its normal v, all referred to the
system of axes fixed in the solid. From (12) and (13) substitute in (11) ; thus

T' = E — K 4- u%Kp \\\l — ^^ \d(j + similar terms in v^ w,
+p%Kp \\(ny~ mz — -^ jda + similar terms in g, r, . (14)
where the summation refers to the m barriers.
Remembering (8| it will be seen that T' is now expressed
in the proper form, iiamely as a function of u, v, iv,p, q, r, and
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By means of the relations

^ic

atop
ov
0^
oq
or
the equations of motion of the solid can at once be written
down. X, . . ., L, . . ,, are of course impressed force- and coupleconstituents.
10. Since the kinetic energy due to any number of per^
forated solids, moving in circulating liquid, can be divided
into two parts, of which one is a function of the component
velocities of the solids alone, and the other a function of the
circulation-momenta alone, the above method may obviously be
extended ; in fact a slight change in (14) will render it at
once applicable to the more general case. We shall have,
evidently,

T = E-K

+ Xutfcp U(l-'^\da- + similar terms in v, w,

+ 'tpXfcp\ j lni/—7nz— ^^V<7 + similar terms in g^ r, (15)
where E is still the energy due to the motion of the solids and
the acyclic motion of the liquid, and K the energy due to the
circulations. In each barrier-term the first S denotes summation with respect to all the solids^ and for each u or p, &c.,
the second S denotes summation with respect to all the barriers
of the system.
These hydrodynamical results are not new, but the method
of proof is in some respects difPerent from anything that has
yet been given, and will, I hope, be found intelligible and fairly
simple. In an admirable memoir, just communicated to the
Physical Society, Mr. Bryan has given a direct hydrodynamical
proof of the equations holding good for the motion of the
system in question ; but it seemed to me also desirable that
the problem should be rigorously treated by the method of
generalized coordinates, avoiding any assumption as to the
impulse of the cyclic motion, and proceeding entirely from the
principles established by Lagrange, and extended by Hamilton,
Routh, and Hayward.
When this paper was in proof it contained some remarks
on the ignoration of coordinates, as treated in Thomson and
Tait's 'Natural Philosophy'^. Calling %, %V..
* Part I. § 319, example G.

the inde-
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pendent coordinates which, together mth -xlr, (f), . , . determine
the whole configuration of the system in §§ 1,..., it was
suggested that, in hydrod}Tiamicai and kindred applications,
there
waszero.
a difficulty in proving that BT/^X? ^^I^X^j • • •
were all
But the difficulty, if indeed it should exist, is easily removed.
For since the actual motion at any instant could be generated
from rest by impulses of types corresponding to ^{f, (j), . . . only,
we have throughout the motion

3T/Sx=0,

3T/5x'=0,.--;

and by the Lagrangiau equations for %, %', • • • , since all the
generalized forces are of t^-pes corresponding to a/^, </>,... ,
^Te get

dt^x

whence

:0,...

dt^x'

L. JS'ote on the Finite Bending of TJiin Shells.
By A. B. Basset, M.A., F.R.S.^
1. 1 ITHEX a thin shell of any form is bent in any
Bx' manner,
▼ ▼ the most convenient way of obtaining the equations of
equilibrium is to consider the stresses which act on a small
element of the shell bounded by four lines of curvature on the
deformed middle surface.
If 0 A D B be a small curvilinear
Fig. 1.

rectangle bounded by the four lines of curvature OA,
AD, I) B, and B 0, the stresses across the section A D (as
pointed out in my previous papers t) consist of the following
* Commuuicated by the Author.
t Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. toI. xxi. pp. 33 and 53 j Phil. Tracs. 1890,
p. 433.
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quantities, viz.: —
Ti = a tension across A D parallel to 0 A ;
M2= a tangential shearing-stress along AD;
N2 = a normal shearing-stress parallel to OC ;
G2 = a flexural couple from C to A, whose axis is parallel
to A D ;
Hi= a torsional couple from B to C, whose axis is parallel
to OA.

Similarly the stresses which act across the section B D
consist of: —
T2 =
Mi=
Ni =
Gi =

a
a
a
a

tension across B D parallel to 0 B ;
tangential shearing-stress along B D;
normal shearing-stress parallel to 0 C ;
flexural couple from B to C, whose axis is parallel
to B D ;
H2 = a torsional couple from C to A, whose axis is parallel
to OB.

By resolving the stresses and bodily forces (such as gravity
and the like), which act upon the element, parallel to the axes
0 A, OB, and 0 C, and by taking moments about these lines,
we obtain the six equations of equilibrium of the element ;
but as these six equations connect ten unknown quantities,
namely the ten stresses which act across the sides of the
element, they are insufficient for the solution of the problem.
2. In the case of a bell, or of a railway bridge which is
thrown into a state of oscillation by a passing train, the
displacements are all small quantities, and under these circumstances the ten sectional stresses can be expressed in
terms of the displacements of a point on the middle surface
and their differential coefficients ; and owing to the fact that
these displacements are small, we may neglect their squares
and products when determining the stresses, and iheir cubes
&c. when determining the potential energy due to strain.
There is, however, another class of problems of considerable
importance in which the deformation is finite instead of
infinitesimal ; and to such problems the theory of thin shells
is inapplicable.
3. An ordinary clock-spring is one of the most familiar
examples of the finite bending of a thin plate or shell. Such
springs consist of a naturally curved steel strip whose thickness is somewhere about one thirtieth of an inch, and whose
breadth is from an eighth to a quarter of an inch according
to the size of the clock ; and when the clock is wound up
an amount of bending takes place which it would be unsafe
to treat as infinitesimal.
The hair-spring of a watch also
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involves a case of finite bending; but as its cross section is
approximately square, the theory of the bending of wires*
would be more applicable. Similar examples, such as spring
balances and other mechanical appliances where springs are
employed, will readily suggest themselves; and the question
whether the theory of wires or the theory of thin shells is
most appropriate depends upon the nature of the spring. If
the cross section does not differ much from a circle or a
square, the former theory would appear to be the most applicable ;if, on the other hand, the breadth of the spring is
considerable compared with its thickness, it would be better
to regard it as a thin shell.
When the natural form of a spring is a plane curve, and
the spring is bent into another plane curve, the problem may
be completely solved by the methods explained in chapter viii.
of my 'Elementary Treatise on Hydrodynamics and Sound Z
The mathematical treatment is the same whether the springbe regarded as a wire or as a thin strip of metal like a clockspring; the only difterence being that the ilexural rigidity is
different in the two cases. If, however, a piece of clockspring is twisted as well as bent, or a thin plate or shell is
deformed in a finite manner, the solution of the problem presents difficalties of a rather formidable character.
4. Whenever the deformation is finite, the displacements of
a point on the middle surface are not small quantities whose
squares and higher powers may be neglected, and therefore it
is useless to attempt to express the stresses in terms of these
quantities ; but since any deformation involves a change in
the values of certain geometrical quantities, such as the curvature and torsion of certain lines drawn on the middle surface,
the most appropriate course to pursue w^ould be to endeavour
to express the stresses in terms of such geometrical quantities.
There is one class of problems which can often be solved
without much difficulty, wbich occurs when a plane surface
is bent without extension into a developable surface ; or when
a developable surface is bent into a plane, or into some other
developable surface such that the lines of curvature on the
old surface are lines of curvature on the deformed surface.
This method can generally be applied when a plane plate is
bent into a conical or cylindrical surface ; but it could not be
applied in the case. of a right circular cone which is bent into
a cone whose lines of curvature are not identical with those
of the former cone.
The success of this method, in cases where it can be applied,
depends upon the circumstance that the flexural couples Gi,
* See Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. vol. xxiii. p. 105.
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G2 can be expressed in terms
and also that in the special
number of the ten stresses are
to be determined by means of
librium.
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of the changes of curvature,
cases alluded to a sufficient
zero to enable the remainder
the general equations of equi-

5. We shall now determine these couples, using Thomson
and Tait's notation for stresses and elastic constants,
and
Fi^. 2.
Love^^s notation for strains.
Let 0 A, 0 B be two lines of curvature on
the middle surface of the undeformed shell ;
0,, O2 the centres of principal curvature ;
let oa, ah be the curves in which the
planes 0 A 0^, 0 B O2 meet any layer of
the shell. Let pi^ pg be the principal radii
of curvature at 0, let Oo=-7], and let 2A be
the thickness of the shell. Also let accented
letters denote the strained positions of the
various points.
If P denote the traction along oa^ and R
the normal traction along 0 0,
P = (??t + n) o"! + (m — n) (0-2 + 0-3)
= 2n{(l + E)o-i + Eo-2}+ER,

where

(1)

E = (m — n)l {m + n) .

Now

0-1 =

and
oa
Since

.

= 1+ V

^ P
l

OA
p,' O^A'-^-^'^Pi"
we neglect the extension of the

0'A' = OA, whence

" (k ~ \)

Similarly,
0-2 = v(—,
\P2
The value of Go
is

102/

)+

^(0-1 + 0-2) j

-i

R
m + n

middle surface,

-, [
,
E(o-i + <T2)
P2 I'm + 71 ^ ' '^

(2)
(3)

l^rfdrj.
G.

(4)
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Now, according to the fundamental hypothesis of my
former papers it follows that, provided there is no external
pressure, fi must be a quadratic function of A and ?;, and consequently the retention of E, will lead on integration to
terms in G2 of a higher order than A^, which are to be
neglected, since the solution we require is an approximate
one which does not contain higher powers of h than the cube.
Accordingly if we substitute the values of <Ti, g^ from (2) and
(3) in (1), and the resulting value of P in (4) and integrate^
we shall obtain

Similarly,
Gri=—
which gives

^y]dri^
J-h

(6)
Equations which are equivalent to (5) and (6) have been
given by more than one writer on elasticity ; but attention
has not always been called to the fact that they depend upon
the express conditions that the surfaces of the shell are free
normal pressures, and also that the extension of the middle
surface may be neglected.
When a plane plate is bent into a developable surface
p^ = p^ = CO ; also one of the quantities p,', or p2 (say /jg') is
infinite ; whence (5) and (6) become
G2=trf(l+E)K-)
where G2 is the couple about a generating line of the developable.
Since the extension of the middle surface is neglected,
equations (5) and (6) would not apply to the case of a plane
plate deformed into a surface such as a portion of a sphere.
7. As an example of the preceding method, we shall consider the case of a plane plate of thickness 2h, which is
bounded by two radii OA, CD, and two arcs OB, AD of
concentric circles ; and we shall inquire whether it is possible
to bend this plate into a portion of a right circular cone in
which OA, BD are generators, and OB, AD are circular
sections.
We shall assume for trial that the bending may be effected
by means of tensions, normal shearing stresses, and flexural
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couples applied to the edges ; so that the tangential shearing
stresses and the torsional couples are zero.
Fig. 3.

Let a be the semi-vertical angle of the cone, r the distance
of any point on OADB from 0, Then
whence
G.2 = inh^^r-^ cot oc,
Gi=-f 71^3(1 + E>-^cota.
The equations of equilibrium are
acpT..)-T.=0,
^(

^+]sricos«=o,
^(N2r)sma+ ^-T2cos«
d(^i
.
-T-r +Nirsma = 0,

= 0,

h

(8)

-J(a,.)~N,. + Gi=0.
Let
then

-fnh\l-^E)cotci = k,

whence
whence
and therefore

T2 = A;tan a/r^,
rp-^1— ~A

k tan
a
:5~^

where A is the constant of integration.
From these equations we see that all the stresses are per-
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fectly determinate except Tj. If CO = a, CA = 5, and T^, Tft
denote the tensions along OB, AD, we have

rp _ A
^

A

k tan a ^
/: tan a

>,

(9)

from which it appears that either T^ or Tj may, if we please?
be made zero, provided the other be properly determined.
The above results would also apply to a belt of a complete
cone, bounded by two circular sections.

LI. Bolometric Investigations on the Intensity of Radiation
hy Rarefied^Gases under the Influence of Electric Discharge,
By Knut Angsteom*.
0!NE of the peculiar difficulties attending the quantitative
determination of the amount of energy radiated by gases
in vacuum-tubes is the extreme feebleness of its intensity.
In his recent work in this field, executed at the Hochschule
at Stockholm, Prof. Angstrom attacked the problem by the
bolometric method, which, although leaving something to be
desired as regards sensitiveness, led to some important results.
Another obstacle lay in the well-known difficulty of obtaining
the gases in a state of such purity that the spectrum exhibited
by the discharge through them in a vacuum-tube showed no
foreign admixture, such as the carbon-bands seen whenever
grease is used for joining surfaces, or where the flame touches
in the process of soldering.
The discharge-tube used for the most careful experiments
was thoroughly cleaned after soldering-in two electrometerterminals, and attaching two short lengths of tubing at right
angles near eacli end. The latter were to receive the electrodes, whose construction required particular care. Into a
short capillary tube a piece of platinum wire was introduced
from one end and a piece of thoroughly cleaned aluminium
wire from the other. The tube was then heated so as to form
an air-tight junction between the two wires, and was then
fitted into a glass plate. After removing all grease the tube
covering the aluminium wire was cut off, so that the latter
acted as a perfectly clean electrode, and the glass plate holding it w^as fitted on to the short tube attached to the discharge* Abstract from Wiedemann's Anncden, Xo. 3, 1893^ bj E. E. Fournier
d'Albe, B.Sc, Royal College of Science.
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tube. The joints were made air-tight by means of sodium
silicate, which proved to be a highly useful cement, and did
not give rise to any impurities. Short lengths of tubing
containing mercury were placed round the platinum wires to
convey the current to the electrodes.
The behaviour of four gases only was investigated, viz.
hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic oxide. Hydrogen
and oxygen were prepared by electrolysis of pure newlydistilled water acidulated with phosphoric acid. The nitrogen
was obtained by passing pure air over heated copper-turnings
reduced by hydrogen. Carbonic oxide was prepared by the
reaction of sulphuric and oxalic acids, and purified by passing
through caustic potash. In producing these gases all rubber
tubes were dispensed with, and the different parts of the
generating apparatus were soldered together.
The discharge-tube was connected through a Kundt glass
spring and a set of cleaning-tubes to the tube used for introducing the gas, a mercury-valve, and the air-pump. The
mercury-valve consisted of a U-tube communicating at the
bottom with a long tube full of mercury. By varying the
level of the mercury by means of a reservoir the valve could
be opened and closed. The tube for introducing the gases
corresponded in the main to Cornu's arrangement. A vertical
glass tube is filled with mercury whose level can be varied by
means of a reservoir connected through a fiexible tube, as in
the case of the mercury- valve. At a point some distance
from the bottom is attached a capillary U-tube, the end of
which, in the process of filling, is introduced into a small
reservoir containing the gas. Lowering the mercury establishes a connexion with the discharge-tube through the
drying-tubes, and on raising the level the gas is shut off
from the atmosphere.
The current was furnished by a battery of 800 small Plante
accumulators, regulated by means of a liquid resistance consisting of cadmium iodide dissolved in amyl alcohol, and
measured by a dead-beat reflecting-galvanometer. The fall
of potential in the discharge-tube was measured by a Mascart
quadrant-electrometer.
The bolometer used for the experiments consisted of two
gratings cut out of tinfoil mounted in ebonite frames. These
frames were placed one behind the other in a tube with
double walls, the posterior one being protected from radiation
by a small double screen. Four diaphragms were mounted
in the tube in front of the gratings, to diminish air-currents.
The grating absorbing the radiation occupied a circular space
of 16 millim. diameter.
It was blackened by precipitated
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platinum and smoke. The four branches of the Wheatstonebridge arrangement, of which the gratings formed two, had
each a resistance of about 5 ohms. In order to be able to
rapidly test the sensitiveness of the combination, a constant
resistance was introduced as a secondary circuit into one of
the branches. The opening or closing of this circuit usually
made a difference of 75 scale-divisions. If not, the reading
was reduced to that standard sensitiveness.
The bolometer was separated from the end of the dischargetube by a double screen with a perforation, inside which was
suspended a small screen. This was quickly pulled up to
expose the bolometer. The strength of current through the
discharge-tube was measured by the galvanometer, the difference of potential within it by the electrometer, and the
deflexion of the galvanometer in the bolometer circuit was
read from minute to minute. The latter gradually increased,
owing to the warming of the walls of the discharge-tube. By
suddenly breaking the current and again observing the
bolometer the radiation of the tube-walls was eliminated.
Another method of elimination was by interposing a plate of
alum about 4 millim. thick, which totally absorbed the radiation from the glass. Another source of error was the reflexion
from the walls of the tube. The end of the tube opposite the
bolometer was closed by a plane-parallel plate of rock-salt.
This occasioned a loss by reflexion, whereas the other surfaces
entailed a gain. Both were corrected by introducing a small
copper box heated by steam circulation into a tube of the
same construction as the discharge-tube, observing the
bolometer deflexions, and repeating with the box alone.
Prof. Angstrom states his main results as follows :—
1. For a given gas and a given pressure the radiation of
the positive light is proportional to the intensity of the electric
current.
2. For a given gas and pressure the composition of the
radiation is constant and independent of the strength of
current.
3. On increasing the pressure of the gas, the total radiation
for a given strength of current increases as a rule, slowly at
low, more rapidly at high pressures. At the same time the
composition of the radiation changes, inasmuch as the ratio
of the intensity of the shorter waves to the total radiation
decreases. Thus the distribution of the intensity in the
spectrum changes in such a manner that with diminishing
pressure the intensity of radiation increases for the shorter
wave-lengths.
4. The ratio between the intensity of total radiation and
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the current-work increases continuously with diminishing
pressure of gas.
5. The useful optical effect of the radiation (here given by
the ratio of the intensities of the radiation passing through
the alum plate and the total radiation respectively) is very
high for some of the gases at low pressure (about 90 per
cent, for nitrogen). But the useful optical effect of the
work spent is not very great (about 8 per cent, for nitrogen
of 0*1 millim. pressure).
6. The intensity of total radiation must be considered as a
secondary effect of the discharge, and depends upon the molecular constitution of the gas.
7. Whatever views we hold concerning the nature of the
gaseous discharge, this investigation appears to confirm the
hypothesis of Hittorf, E. Wiedemann, and others, that the
radiation is not a pure function of the temperature of the
gases, but must be regarded as anomalous ('^ irregular,'^
" luminescence '').
If we call " irregular "" a radiation in which the spectroscopic distribution of the energy is anomalous, there are
certain facts observed by Prof. Angstrom which lead to the
conclusion that the radiation in question is irregular. The
radiation did not show any relation to the absorptive power
of the gas at ordinary temperatures. Again, the radiation, —
which in nitrogen at 2 millim. pressure is still rich in dark
rays, — rapidly changes in quality when the pressure decreases, and at 1 millim. consists almost exclusively of light
radiation. Prof. Angstrom supposes that the radiation of the
gas during electric discharge consists of two parts, one of
them regular, the other irregular. With decreasing pressure
the former decreases, whilst the irregular radiation increases in
proportion as the motions are less obstructed by the mass of
the gas. At constant pressure a certain portion of the energy
in each molecule is converted into radiation ; as the strength
of the current increases, the number of active molecules, and
hence also the radiation, increases in the same proportion as
the current. The number of active molecules being relatively
small, the damping effect of the rest may be taken as constant,
and the composition of the radiation remains practically
unaltered as the current increases. On increasing the pressure, however, the damping effect changes, the anomalous
dispersion is more easily transformed into a normal one, and
the radiation becomes richer in infra-red rays. A greater
proportion of the energy supplied is spent in heating, and
for the same current-work the total radiation decreases with
increasing pressure.
Phil Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 217. June 1893.
2 N
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But in view of the difficalties of the investigation^ the
paucity of available material, and the approximate nature of
the results in this almost unexplored field, no final decision
can as yet be arrived at. A tabulation and a graphic representation ofthe results, with diagrams of the apparatus and a
full discussion of methods and corrections, will be found in
the original paper.
LII. Luminous Discharges in Electi'odeless Vacuum-Tuhes.
By'Ei. C. ElMINGTON*.

SINCE reading a paper in conjunction with Mr. E. W.
Smith on November 25th, 1892, before this Societyf, on
'' Experiments in Electric and Magnetic Fields, Constant and
Varying,-" the Author's attention has been drawn to a paper
contributed by Mr. Tesla to the ^Electrical Engineer' of
New York, July 1st, 1891, in w^hich the luminous ringshaped discharge obtained when a Leyden jar is discharged
through a coil of wire surrounding an exhausted bulb is
attributed to the electrostatic action of the surrounding wire,
and not to the electric stress set up in the rarefied dielectric
in consequence of the rapidly oscillating magnetic induction
through the bulb.
As one experimental proof of this assertion Mr. Tesla
gives the following experiment :— " An ordinary lamp-bulb
was surrounded by one or two turns of thick copper wire,
and a luminous circle excited by discharging the jar through
this primary. The lamp-bulb was provided with a tinfoil
coating on the side opposite to the primary, and each time
the tinfoil coating was connected to the ground, or to a large
object, the luminosity of the circle was
considerably increased.""
The author repeated this experiment with two Leyden jars arranged
as in fig. 1, and found that when the
spark-gap was sufficiently large to
produce a bright ring when the tinfoil was not connected to earth, doing
so produced no noticeable difference
in the brilliancy ; but that, if the
discharge were faint^ it was renrendered considerably brighter on
making the earth connexion. Better
results were, however, obtained on
* Commimicated by the Physical Society : read April 28, 189o.
t Ante, p. 98,
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connecting the tinfoil to either of the outside coatings, A or
B, of the jars instead of to earth. This result led the author
to try a series of experiments to endeavour to determine
the cause of the effect, of which the typical ones are here given.
Experiment! {vide fig. 2) . A
Fig-. 2.
and B are the outside coatings
of a pair of Leyden jars (those
employed were ahout pint size).
C and D two vei'tical and parallel metal plates, at a distance of
about one foot from the jars. The
spark-gap, S, is adjusted by a
screw, so that the spark-length
can be varied by small amounts
when necessary. A single turn
of wire, a h, encloses an exhausted
bulb, and its ends are connected
to A and B, as shown in the
figure, so that a the part nearest
to C is connected to A, and b to
B. Two loose wires, e and/, are
also connected to A and B.
The spark-gap is now shortened until there is just no
luminous ring in the bulb.
The plates C and D are then connected to the outer
coatings A and B by means of the two loose wires, with the
following results :—
(1) A to C. Bright ring.
B to D. Bright ring.
Bright ring.
(3) A to C and B to D simultaneously.
\
(4) A to D.
> No luminous ring.
(5) B to G.
(6) A to D and B to C. )
Expt. 2. — The wire turn a 6 is removed from the bulb,
given a half twist, and then replaced ; so that a is now
nearest to D, and h to C. Plates not connected, no luminous
ring.
(1) A to C.
No luminous ring.
(2) B to D.
B to
(3) A to C and
A to D.
Bright ring.
(5) B toC.
(6) A to D and B to C
Expt, 3 Arranged as in Expt. 1, case (1) or (2). C is
then connected to D, and the ring becomes less bright.
Expt. 4. — Arranged as in Expt. 1, case (1). 0 and D
2N2

J.}
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connected,
On approaching C to the bulb, ring becomes
brighter.
On approaching D less bright.
If arranged as Expt. 1, case (2), the reverse happens.
All the above four experiments give the same effects if the
turn of wire be larger than the bulb, as in fig. 3, only a longer
spark-gap has to be used.
Expt. 5. — A single turn of
Fig. 3.
wire (fig. 3)_, ah, larger than
the bulb is employed, and between
the bulb and the ring a semicircular strip of tinfoil or metal T is
placed. The wire is connected as
in Expt. 1. The spark-gap is
arranged to give no ring. Connecting T to B bright ring, T
to A no ring. The reverse happens if the tinfoil is placed in
position
T' as shown by the dotted
line.
Expt.

6. — A piece of guttapercha covered wire is bent into
shapes shown in figs. 4 and 5. On placing either of these
over bulb as in fig. 6, a figure of eight-shaped luminous
Fig. 4.

discharge is obtained, and there is no noticeable difference
between the two.

A

c

Eospt. 7. — Putting the wire (fig. 4) on bulb as in fig. 7, a
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single broad band-ring is obtained, as the two turns will help
one another with respect to magnetizing effect.
Doing the same with the wire (fig. 5) a discharge is
obtained shaped Kke the sector of an orange, as shown by the
dotted hnes, fig. 7.

Ej;pt. 8. — Bending a wire as shown in fig. 8, and placing a
bulb in the loop b c, there is no effect even with a long sparkgap, although the potential difference between the sides
Fio:. 8.

c and b would be much greater than in the case of a single
turn.
Putting a bulb in the loop, b c, of fig. 4 at once gives a
brio-ht rinor.
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Experiments 6, 1 , and 8 seem to show that ring, or other
shaped, sharp luminous discharges can only be obtained with
the wire so wound as to give magnetic induction through the
bulb, while the first five experiments show that an electrostatic field in the bulb may help the effect. The theory the
author has come to after consideration of the above and
other experiments is :— That if the E.M.F. due to rate of
change of magnetic induction acting in the dielectric of
rarefied gas be insufficient to break it down and produce a
luminous discharge (owing to the spark-gap being too short),
the electrostatic field between the plates G and D, or between
one of the plates and part of the wire, if correctly timed with
respect to the rate of change of current in the wire, will
commence the breakdown of the gas, thus allowing a less
E.M.F. due to the magnetic induction to complete it.
To put this to the test, a single turn of wire was put round
a bulb and the spark-gap adjusted so as to give a very faint
or no luminous ring ; on the top of the bulb was laid a piece
of tinfoil connected to one pole of a J in. spark inductioncoil ; when the coil is worked the tube is filled with a faint
glow : if now the Leyden jars are charged and discharged
there will be sometimes a ring in the bulb which will be
occasionally quite bright. The reason it cannot be always
bright is of course that the discharges of the induction-coil
are periodic, as are also those of tho jars, and it is only when
the two are properly timed {i. e. the P.D. due to the coil
coming either just before or simultaneously with the spark)
that there will be a bright ring.
This experiment seems to settle the question and show
conclusively that a properly timed electric stress in the bulb
due to an electrostatic field will allow an E.M.F. due to the
alternating current in the wire to produce a breakdown of
the rarefied gas, which the latter is too small to effect without
the aid of the former"^.
In Expt. 1, when A and C are connected this field will
exist between C and h the side of the turn of wire remote
from C, and must therefore pass through the bulb. When A
* To prevent misconception, it liad better be definitely stated tbat this
electrostatic stress does not necessarily act in tlie same direction as the
E.M.F. due to the rate of change of magnetic induction. In experiments
(1) to (5) the direction of the former will be through the bulb from side
to side, while that of the latter is a circle coplanar with the wire. As
the discharge in a gas is of a natnre more or less electrolytic, being
accompanied by the sphtting up of the molecules, it seems reasonable to
suppose that anything which increases the number of dissociated molecules
will enable a smaller stress to produce a breakdown in the form of a
luminous discharg'e.
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is connected to D, as the strongest field is between h and D,
where the P.D. is greatest, it does not pass throngh the bulb ;
in fact the field in the bulb will simply be that due to the P.D.
between a and h, or the same as it is if the wires e and / are
disconnected. The results of Experiments 2, 3, 4, and 5 are
also obviously explained by this theory.
To treat the subject mathematically.
We have the wellknown equations for the discharge of a condenser :
L — + Re = — ^ , where K is the capacity,
'-dt'
and
^ _ ^^
Combining these,
d?q

^dq

1

To obtain an oscillatory discharge 4L must be greater than
Putting a for — ^T

^^^ ^ ^^^ \^

2 *^^ solution

13

q=Qle-^ ^l^L±L^m{ht-\-d),
h
where ^ = tan-^ (

,

.

.

(1)

\ and Q is the initial charge.

This may be more conveniently written
b
g = Qe«^y^^!±i'
cos (6^-7;),
where
-i

'

'by

4L-KR'

If the oscillations are to be rapid, ^^rj- must be large compared

to 4Lr
Therefore rj will be some small angle.
Instead of quantity we may write P.D. of the condenser,
or

^,^y,«^

V^^'b+ ^^\.Qs(/>^~^).

...

(2)
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The current
at
0^"^=

oKL
rSre"' sin ht = oL
^ e"*smht.

.

.

.

(3)

Now the electric stress acting in the
dc bulb is proportional to
the rate of change of current, or to
and
— = —- e (a sin Ot + o cos ot)
at
bu
^
0
The current itself will be a = maximum
or minimum
do

w
when

dt
a sin ht -\- h cos ht = 0,

/. e. when
or when

a

V Kir

Therefore bt — O, and is in general nearly equal to* .^
The maximum values of the current occur when
and the minimum

bt = 0, 27r + ^,
values when

47r + (9, &c.,
, TT

bt = 7r-\-6, 37r+6>,
5'7r + e,&c.
This is shown in the curve (fig. 9), the points M^, M2, M3,
&c., representing the maximum and minimum values of the
current.

The distance 0 A represents 6, and A B=

- —0 = 7].

It is now necessary to consider when the rate of chano-e of
^
at will be a maximum or minimum
the current is greatest.
-7d^c
when ^-T. = 0.
Now
d^c

Hence

'>ab
V

Tle^ ~bL ^"' H«'-^') ^i" ht+^ab cos Z>f } = 0.
tan/;f =

a'-l

?

__ri

v/K(4L-kr:^)

Let

2L-^KR'^

L-KU^
<y will be in general a small2angle.

^'
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The rate of change of current will be greatest (either a maximum or a minimum) when
bt=—y,

TT—y,

27r — 7, &c.

Obviously bt cannot equal —7, so that the rate of change
of current is greatest for values 'tt — j, 27r— 7, &c. ; or at
points f^i, fi2, H'z, &c. in the curve (fig. 9), and EF = 7. If
Fig. 9.
Dotted curves are values of the exponential -^j-^ ^

^-^

Ml, Mg, Mg, M^ are the maximum values of the current, /x^, /A2, Ug are
the points where the rate of change of current is greatest.

the oscillations are to be very rapid Kii^ must be negligible
compared to 4L ; in which case
also
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and they are both very small angles, hence y = ^r) approxi-j
niately, or EF = 2AB.
When

1)1 = 17— y J

dt

L

KE2

^

^

or if the oscillations are very rapid
dc
dt7
If, however, ^ = 0,

—

N -^ j^
L1 6
dc _N_

~ L' of current occurs at the
so that the greatest rate ofdt change
first instant of discharge, although this is not a mathematical
maximum.
Equation (4) may also be written

7j being the same angle as before.
It is now necessary to consider the values of the P.D.
between the outside coatings A and B of the Leyden jars.
Let I and r be the induci,ance and resistance of the coil
connected to the outer coatings, and L and R. the same for
the whole circuit. Let v^—V2 = x be the P.D. between the
outer coatings at any instant t. Then
V
c= T^^'^^ sin6^,
'
oL . .dc
and

.'.

y
^= ^^
6L e''^ {(r + Za) sin6^ + /6cos5i}

= ^^"* \/ PP -^ {r + lay cos {ht-v')
where
r ,
tan 7}' =

-

•

(6)

— j

7]' will be in general a small angle not very
different from rj ;
j+ a
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and if - = =r or the time-constant of the coil equals
the time^
±t
r
constant of the whole circuity
r
R
-

.*. tan 7;'= — r=tan77, or r)'=zr].
That is X is in phase with v the P.D. at the inner coatings of
the jars.
To find the maxima and minima of x we have
^r
V
f-= rve^' [{ar + ^(a'-^')} sin 6f + Z>(r f 2Za)cos6^]=0.
b[r + 2la)
.*. tan&^= —
ar-\-l{d^—h^)
_ (rL-RQ \/K(4L-KR^)
L(KRr + 2L)
= tan h.
Then x has its greatest positive or negative values when
ht = h, 7r + 8, 27r+8, &c. 3 is in general a small angle, and
is positive if
L
/
R
r

and negative if
If

L
I
R<;
L

I

R = ;'

8=0.
'

If ^ be not greater than - the first largest value of x will
occur at ^ = 0^, and as the rate of change of current is also
greatest at this instant the two will occur simultaneously.
The next greatest value of x occurs when

and the next greatest rate of change of current when
5^ = 77 — 7.
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B will be less than y^ if ^ be nearly equal to - ; so that the
dc
maximum

value of a; will occur after the maximum

of -r-,

but the value of cV will not differ very much from its maximum
dc .
when -— is a maximum*.
This bears out the results obtained
df
in experiments 1 and 2, though, of course, the electric field in
the bulb will be that due to the P.D. between one of the
plates, C or D, and the opposite side of the turn of wire, and
this will only be about half that between the outer coatings
A and B. Moreover, the phase of the potential of C will
not be quite the same as that of A, on account of the
inductance of the connecting wire e. Experiments 1 and 2
were, however, tried with the plates C and D, and the connecting wires removed, the turn of wire ah being moved so
as to bring either a or b nearest to A or to B, and the results
obtained were practically the same as those of experiments
1 and 2.
Effect of Size of Jars.
When different-sized Leyden jars are employed with the
same length of spark-gap the luminous ring is more brilliant
* The above investigation into the value of tlie P.D. between the
outer coating's will only give correctly the state of things when a steady
swiug has been set up in the circuit; as evidently when ^ = 0 the value
of X also equals zero, so that x must start in phase with the current ; it
will, however, rapidly get out of phase with the latter, and finally be
nearly in quadrature with it. This is due to an initial wave starting
from the spark-gap which runs round the circuit. Possibly the value of
X can be empirically represented by one of the two subjoined formulae :—

or

Ve«^ /
^= -^ ^/ n"-[-{r-^laY &m \ht + y\r {1-e-pt)},

where •^— -—»?', and ^9 some constant.

Dr. Lodge, in his researches on

the A and B sparks, approximately represents the initial values oi x by
the current multiplied by the impedance of the conductor r, or makes

x= -^Vn'+r' s'm bt.
The initial maximum of x will consequently roughly coincide with the
maximum of the current, or be near the point Mj of fig. 9, and will thus
come about a quarter of a period before the second maximum rate of
change of current, point /i^ (fig. 9).

1
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with larger jars. Now the E.M.F, acting in the rarefied gas,
and producing the breakdown of the same, is proportional to
dc

di'

dc

Also the greatest value of ^irthat first occurs is when ^ = 0,
and then

dt ~ h'

and the next is for very rapid oscillations

dc

Y

_^./

So that the first value of the E.M.F. acting in the gas is
independent of the capacity, and the next and succeeding
values are less the greater the capacity.
The efi'ect on the eye, however, of the luminous ring will
be the time -integral of the discharge or approximately depend
on
dc ,

j:

The whole limits of t, viz., from 0 to go , cannot be taken at
dc
once, as — keeps reversing, and this reversal will not affect
the luminous discharge. Referring to the curve (fig. 9) it
will be seen that the first reversal must take place at M|, when
bt = 6, and subsequent ones for values 7r + 6, 27r-\-6, &c.,of bt.
It is therefore necessary to take first the limits 6 and 0, then
IT + 6 and 0 ; 27r + ^ and ir + O, and soon, alternately writing
the integrals plus and minus.

4-

e*^^ sin bt

— &c. ad inf. > ,

Remembering that
sin ( 7r + ^) = — sin^,
sin(27r + ^)=

sin ^,

sin (p'jT-\-0) = —sin ^, and so on,
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this gives
I

—, dt=jj-sin6 < e^

+ e*

+ e^

+ (tec. > .

The series in the bracket is aa geometrical progression, in
which the constant factor is e^""; and^ since a is negative,
this is less than unity.
Hence
'dc ^
dt

e^

J.

and
also

2ysin6>

TAJ

tan0=y^«^%i-sine=^;
tan u=A^
^^o
' ^^' sm (7= ^
/4L-KR2

0;«-v

TT R^

4L

, sin6'
,^^^
^'l-eh
2V
^
K

el

^^'— ^
-fa-g) V/ / 4L_KR2
KR2
e e^/
^ 4L-KR2

V
4L-KR2
Then the denominator =^^ — 6^-2', and
V

^

^

-^^

4L.-KR2

'^•

|2
|2 + |3
|3 +|3
+ terms of the 4th, 5th, &c. powers,
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Now X and y will in general be small fractions, since KR^
is iisLially mnch less than 4L.
If the oscillations are very rapid, 6 is very nearly equal to
-

77"

Hence y = 2x approximately.

Then e^^e^-y becomes

2^+ — =2.^'(^l+-^jappr

ox.

Therefore the time-integral
2V
=_ = — a/_|1—

-rl ai)])rox.,

2.(1+5)
and

1-

/

KE^

tR

/K

SO time-integral
4V /,
/.

TT^R^K \
TT^K^K

NoAv from this it is seen that the effect of increasing the
capacity would be to slightly diminish the time-integral, and
consequently probably make the brilliancy of the luminous
discharge less, if it were not that increasing the capacity
diminishes the real resistance of the circuit, since it makes
the oscillations slower, and the resistance R for copper for
rapid oscillations approximately equals sJ^hlM^^ where / is
the length of the wire, and Ro its resistance for steady currents. Now h—

.—-- approximately.

Therefore
2^KL

11= V^^''"

so that the time-integral is very roughly proportional to the
fourth root of capacity.
There is also another reason why larger jars might produce
a brighter discharge, even though the time-integral were less.
With larger jars the time taken for the amplitude of the current to sink to a value at which it becomes insi<xniticant will
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be longer than in the case of small ones.

Now, as the initial

value of -r- is the same whatever the size of the jars, the after
values (although their time-integral is less and their actual
values less also) last longer in the case of larger jars.
When the breakdown of the dielectric of rarefied gas is once
dc
dc
begun by the initial ^, the values of ^ necessary to keep it
up may probably be very much less, and consequently the
smaller values of -7- lasting longer, as given by the larger
jnrs, may produce a luminous discharge more brilliant to the
dc
.
eye than the larger values of -j- lasting a shorter time, as given
CLZ
by the smaller jars.
The actual results obtained with a ring of four turns of wire
containing an exhausted bulb about 2^ inches in diameter
were that the differences in brilliancy, obtained by using
half-gallon jars, pint jars, or very small jars made from specimen glasses, were not so very great.
Other Effects.

Apparently unclosed Discharges.

A closed luminous discharge is not the only one that can
be obtained. Mr. Tesla, in 1891, pointed out that by wrapping a wire round an exhausted tube so as to form a coarsepitched spiral, a luminous spiral discharge is obtained. He
was apparently only able to obtain a very feebly luminous
spiral, but the author has succeeded in getting one quite as
brilliant as in the case of the ring-shaped discharge obtained,
with a bulb.
Fiff. 10.

In fig. 10 two half-gallon jars have their outer coatings
connected by a wire, A B, bent as shown in the figure.
Over

t
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-the wire, is laid an exhausted tube, C, with a tinfoil cap"^, T_,
at one end ; T is connected to the outer coating of the jar
nearest to it. The object of this is to utilize the electrostatic
ejffect and make the tube more sensitive to breakdown bj the
electromagnetic one. When the jars discharge, a straight
luminous band is observed in the tube directly over A B.
If the tube C be now moved towards the jars, even by a
very small amount, a closed circuit discharge will be obtained.
There is apparently, then, a tendency for the luminous dis. charge to form a closed circuit whenever possible ; and it
seems probable that even when the discharge is apparently
not closed, as in the case of the spiral or the straight line,
the electric stress acting in the rarefied gas takes the form
of a closed circuit, but is only intense enough to produce
sharp luminosity close to the wire !• To further test the question an unclosed ring tube was made, and when it was placed
inside a coil of wire no trace of a single luminous band could
be seen J. A small glass tube was also bent so as to form a
spiral of four turns, and exhausted. A wire following the
spiral was attached to it, but this also gave no trace of
luminous discharge.
Magnetic Effects of Discharge.
The ring discharge in a bulb or closed circular tube acts
like a metallic circuit as far as magnetic effects are concerned.
This may easily be shown by the following experiment.
A coil of three or four turns of wire has a similar one wound
with it to form a secondary ; the latter is connected to a
third coil, in which is placed an exhausted bulb. The first
coil is connected to the outside coatings of the jars (fig. 1).
. rn
The spark-gap can be adjusted so that a fairly bright ring is
* It is not always necessary to use this cap, as, if the exhaustion is
high enough to give green phosphorescence of the glass, with the two
half-gallon jars in series, the di-- charge can be obtained without the cap.
With another tube of lower vacuum the author finds the cap necessary.
t That is, the return part of the discharge is so diffused and feebly
luminous as to easily pass unnoticed in comparison with the sharp and
brilliant luminosity close over the conductor. The same applies to the
spiral discharge, each turn of the spiral probably forming a closed circuit
by itself.
X On afterwards repeating this experiment the author obtained a discliarge in parts of the tube, and with half-gallon jars in the whole tube.
The discharge, hoAvever, was a closed one, as there were two distinct
bands in the tube, one on the side next to the coil and the other on the
side farthest away from it. This is what might be expected if the
magnetic induction be suflicientlv strong.

Phil. Mag. S. 5. Yol. 35."' No. 217. June 1893.
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produced in the bulb.
If now a second bulb is placed within
the first coil a luminous ring will be formed in it, and the i
ring in the other bulb will be much weakened or altogether 1
extinguished.
Exactly the same effect is produced if a metal
plate or closed coil be brought near the first coil in lieu of the
bulb.
Sensitive State of Discharge.

I

If a single turn of insulated wire surround one of the
exhausted bulbs as in fig. 1, and the spark-gap be adjusted so
as to produce a rather faint luminous ring (the fainter the
better) ; on approaching the finger and touching the wire at
any point the discharge appears to be repelled, and takes the
shape shown in fig. 11. Instead of touching the wire with
the finger a small piece of tinfoil may
Fk. 11.
be laid between the wire and the bulb,
as at A (fig. 11), and this may be touched
by the finger or connected to any large
object, insulated or otherwise ; the effect
produced is the same. Connecting the
tinfoil to one of the outer coatings of the
jars does not produce this effect, and
it is scarcely, if at all, visible when
the luminous ring is brilliant, due to
a longer spark-gap. With a wire ring
of several turns the author has not been
able to obtain it. If a turn of bare
wire be employed the effect is produced
when the finger is brought very near to the wire, but if it be
brought into actual contact the effect is no longer visible.
This apparently shows that it is due to the capacity betweeni
the finger or tinfoil and the wire ; it is probably of
same nature as the " sensitive state " in an ordinary vacuum]
tube,

Addendum, May 1st, 1893.
Since writing the above the author has made a further
experiment* which at first sight appears to contradict the
one t given in the paragraph on '^ Magnetic Effects of Dis
charge/'

* Called hereafter the second experiment,
shown when the paper was read.
t Called hereafter the first experiment.

This

experiment

was
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A ring (R) of four turns of wire is joined in series with a
single turn, and the two are connected to the outside coatings
of the jars. In the single turn a bulb is placed and the sparkgap adjusted until a fairly bright ring is produced in it at
every discharge. If now a closed ring of thick copper-wire,
a metal plate, or a ring of several turns, similar to R, and
with its ends joined, be laid on R to act as a secondary, the
luminous ring in the bulb is brighter ; on substituting for this
an exhausted bnlb and placing it in R, there will be a brilliant
ring-discharge in it, while the discharge in the other bulb
will be rendered fainter or altogether extinguished. In this
experiment the exhausted bulb secondary appears to act in
the reverse way to a metallic secondary.
The author then made the following experiments :—
(a) A ring of four turns of guttapercha- covered wire precisely similar to R was made, its ends were connected to an
ordinary Geissler tube. When this was used as secondary it
acted exactly in the same manner as the exhausted bulb both
in the first and second experiments, the Geissler tube being
brilliantly illuminated.
{b) The Geissler tube was then removed, and the ends of
the secondary coil connected to the coatings of a small Leyden
jar. The effects produced by this secondary were the same as
those produced by the exhausted bulb in both experiments.
(c) The ends of the secondary were connected to the loops
of aglow-lamp to act as a resistance (about 100 ohms). This
acted similarly to the exhausted bulb in both experiments.
{d) A disk of gilt paper (imitation) and also a ring of the
same were used as secondaries ; these acted similarly to the
bulb in both experiments. When the discharge took place
there were brilliant sparks produced at various spots on the
paper, wherever there was any flaw in the gilding, showing
that considerable energy was dissipated there.
(e) The secondary coil of four turns had its ends joined by
a strip of gilt paper about 6 inches in length, with a considerable number of flaws in the gilding (produced purposely,
by bending the paper sharply in several places, so as to
obtain considerable sparking). This acted similarly to the
bulb and dimmed the discharge in the bulb surrounded by the
single turn. On shortening the length of gilt paper between
the ends of the secondary, the discharge in the bulb was less
dimmed.
The results of these five experiments are, that any of the
above secondaries are able to reduce the mutual induction
between the primary and secondary in the first experiment
sufficiently to render faint or altogether extinguish the
2 0 2
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discharge in the bulb, and act similarly to an exhausted bulb
secondary. In the second experiment a low resistance secondary behaves in the reverse manner to an exhausted bulb
secondary^ while (c) and (5) show that a high resistance put
externally into the secondary circuit, and (d) that a secondary
having a high resistance in itself, act in a similar manner to
an exhausted bulb secondary, (h) shows that if the ends of
the secondary be attached to a capacity it behaves like the
bulb.
The most probable explanation seems to be the following: —
The amount of energy in the jars when charged is a fixed
quantity for a given spark-gap ; this energy will be mostly
expended in the coil R and the single turn and bulb (the
second experiment). If, now, we can mnke energy be expended elsewhere, as in a secondary, we shall have diminished
the energy received by the bulb, and this will in general dim
it or altogether extinguish it. This will explain what happens
when an exhausted bulb secondary is used ; also experiments
(a), (c), (d), and (e). With regard to experiment (6), energy
may have been expended in heating the glass of the jar on
account of electric hysteresis. Moreover, this secondary did
not dim the bulb so much as the others, but was found to be
capable of improvement in this respect by including some
resistance (in the shape of the glow-lamp or a strip of gilt
paper) in its circuii.
In the case of a low- resistance secondary the energy dissipated in it will be small, since its impedance will not be much
lessened by its being of low resistance on account of the high
frequency. This does not explain, however, why the discharge in the bulb is brighter when a low-resistance secondary
is Aused"^.
further experiment was then made. The coil R in the
second experiment had a similar secondary S placed in it ;
this was connected to another similar coil T. The spark-gap
was lengthened until a brilliant luminous ring was produced
in a bulb placed in T. The bulb in A was then moved away
from A until there was a very faint luminous ring in it. On
removing the bulb from T a very slight brightening of the
* Tnis energy explanation is probably not a complete one. Working
out the frequency in the cases of no secondary, a secondary of four turns
short-circuited, and the same with its ends joined through 100<^;
the author finds that the damping-torm is increased when either secondary
is used, but more so with the 100<'J in circuit. The frequency is much
the same with the 100<^ in circuit as when there is no secondary, hut
with
the secondary
the frequency
about doubled.
^ This
may account
for the short-circuited
increase in brightness
of the isdischarge
in the bulb.
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faint ring of the bulb in A was observed. Instead of placing
an exhansted bulb in T, a coil of four turns with its ends
joined through 100 was laid on T, and the bulb in A adjusted
Fig. 12.

A one turn ; S, R, and T eacli four turns.
to give a very faint ring ; on removing the coil from T a
decided brightening of the discharge in the bulb was observed.
This experiment seems to show fairly conclusively that increasing the energy in the circuit of the secondary S diminishes the brightness of the discharge in the bulb placed in A*.

LIU. Comparative Experiments with the Dry- and Wet-Bidh
Psychrometer and an improved Chemical Hygrometer. By
M. 8. Pembkey, M.A., M.B., Radclife Travelling Fellow;
late Fell Exhibitioner of Christ Churchy Oxford. (^From the
Radclife Observatory^ Oxford.)f
DURING the late winter it seemed desirable to make a
series of comparative experiments with the Dry- and
Wet-Bulb Psychrometer and an iuiproved Chemical Hygrometer, in order to ascertain the accuracy of the results given
by the Psychrometer for temperatures below the freezingpoint.
A series of comparative experiments, made by me in the
summer of 1889, had shown that the amounts of moisture
calculated from the psychrometric readings varied by -f- 6 per
cent, to —5 per cent, from the amounts actually found by the
* Since writing tlie above tlie autlior finds that Prof. J. J, Tliomsou
has observed the effects noticed in the second experiment, and gives aii
explanation practically identical with the above.
t Communicated by Mr. E. J. Stone, F.E.S,, KadclifFe Observer.
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chemical method. The mean difference, however, in the
above series was insensible*.
The Chemical Hygrometer employed in both series was
that introduced by Dr. Haldane and the author f.
The absorption-tubes were placed in a small wooden box
with wire partitions to prevent them from knocking against
each other. The entrance-tube, by which the air to be
examined passed into the hygrometer, was fixed through a
small perforation in a rubber partition covering a hole in
the box. In this way any possibility of air being taken from
the inside of the box was avoided.
The comparative experiments were made in the following
manner. The weighed absorption-tubes were placed in the
shed containing the psychrometer about ten inches below the
bulbs of the thermometers. The wet- and dry-bulbs were
then read off ; the absorption-tubes were connected by a long
piece of rubber-tubing with the aspirator. Air was now
drawn through the tubes at a rate of 1500 cub. centim. per
minute, until about 11,500 cub. centim. of the air had been
taken. Five readings of the temperature of the water and of
the air in the aspirator were taken during each period of
observation. When the aspiration was finished, the readings
of the wet- and dry-bulbs were again taken, and the absorptiontubes disconnected and stoppered. The period of observation
generally lasted about ten minutes.
Simultaneous determinations with two chemical hygrometers were made in the previous, but not in the present
series of observations. In order, however, to check the completeness of the absorption and any errors in weighing, a
second pair of absorption-tubes was connected up with the
first pair.
The results for the psychrometer were calculated, not from
my own readings, but from the mean of three other readings
•— one at the beginning, one at the middle, and one at the end
of each period of aspiration. These readings were obtained
from the continuous photographic record of the wet- and drybulbs taken at the Radcliffe Observatory. It is possible to
read off this record to two minutes and to one-tenth of a
degree Fahrenheit. The accuracy of the readings has been
proved by years of use and comparison with eye-readings.
In every case care was taken to have the wet-bulb properly
moistened about a quarter of an hour before the observations.
* Phil. Mag. April 1890, p. 314.
t " An Improved Method of Determining Moisture and Carbonic Acid
in Air." Haldane and Pembrey, Phil. Mag. April 1890.
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The aspirator used was that described in the paper previously mentioned*. The aspirating-bottles were covered
with felt, so that the temperature of the water generally
varied only a tenth or two of a degree Centigrade, never
more than half a degree, during the period of observation.
The volume of air aspirated has always been corrected for
temperature, aqueous vapour, and barometric height.
In calculating the tension of aqueous vapour from the
chemical determinations the table given by Shawf has proved
very valuable.
The preceding Table (I.) shows that the amounts of moisture
calculated from the psychrometric readings by Glaisher's
Tables vary, when compared with the gravimetric determinations, from —5 per cent, to +7 per cent. The mean, however, is '0430 to "0426 grm., or less than +1 per cent, for
the psychrometer.
The tensions given by the chemical determinations have
been calculated, and are compared in Table II. with those
obtained from the psychrometer by means of Glaisher's,
Haeghens', Guyot's, aud Wild''s tables.
Table II.

Experiment.

1
2
3
4. .. .
5
6. .
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Mean

Chemical
method.
millim.
3-45
2-60
2-49
2-56
3-75
4-03
3-70
3-75
4-87
4-95
4-85
4-86
4-05
3-84

Psychrometer.
Glaisher.
3-20
millim.
2-67
2-36
2-36
3-83
4-06
3-63
3-78
4-85

Haeghens.
3-44
2-73
2-58
millim.
2-70
4-20
3-80
401
3-84
4-84

4-85
4-87
4-98
3-86

4-84
4-86
4-97
4-23

3-80

3-93

Guyot.
3-45
millim.
2-56

3-47
Wild.
2-57
~ millioa.
2-73
2-61

" 2-64
2-72 ■
3-98
3-78
3-81
416
4-82
4-82
4-82
4-92
3-96

4-11
3-73
3 93
3-83
4-80
4-83
4-17
4-80
5-00
3-89

3-88

In order to make this paper more complete, the corresponding tables of the previous experiments are here
reproduced.
* Phil. Mag. April 1890, p. 309,
t ^' On Hygrometric Methods/' Phil. Trans. 1888. A.
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On the Psychrometer and Chemical Hygrometer.
Table IY.

Experiment.

1.
• 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Mean

Chemical
method.
millim.
7-43
915
8-99
8-78
10-70
7-63
9-91
12-15
8-90
10-00
11-82
10-23
9-64

Psychrometer.

!
Glaisher.
millim.
7-76
9-55
9-00

Haeghens.
7-37
millim.
8-88
98-74
54

Guyot.
8-87
9-51
millim.
7-31
8-77

8-99
7-78
10-72

7-39
10-75
9-57

11-72
8-68
965
9-52
9-67
11-84
9-57

8-45
11-78
9-38
9-55
1193
9-44

9-57
10-76
7-34
8-43
11-80
9*41
9-57

Wild.
7-4
millim.
9-5
78-94
10-7
8-8
1196
-7
9-5

i
■
1i
1

1

8-5
9-4
11-93
9-44

9-44
11-9

Regnault*, during his comparative experiments with the
psychrometer and his chemical hygrometer, made a series of
determinations in which the temperature of the air was below
the freezing-point. The experiments were made in December
1846 and January 1847. The lowest temperatures during
the sixteen determinations were — 6°'89C. for the dry-bulb
and -7°-74 for the wet-bulb ; the highest -0°-13 and -O^'-GQ
respectively. The chemical determination lasted from threequarters of an hour to one hour ; readings of the psychrometer
were taken every five minutes.
The results showed variations of the psychrometer over
the chemical method ranging from -|-11 per cent, to —3 per
cent., the mean being about +4 per cent.
In conclusion I must express my hearty thanks to Mr.
Stone,
Radclifi'e
Observer,
has given meandevery
to
makethethese
and the
previouswhoexperiments,
has facility
always
aided me with his advice. I must also thank his assistants,
Messrs. Wickham, Robinson, and Maclean.
Annales de Chimie et de Physique, t. xxxvii. 1853, p. 274.
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LIY. Water as a Catalyst. By R. E. Hughes, B.A., B.Sc,
F.C.S., late Scholar of Jesus College, Oxford, Natural
Science Master, Eastbourne College *.
SOME further chemical changes have been investigated,
and the influence of the absence or presence of water on
the progress of the change has been determined. Last year
the author showed (Phil. Mag. xxxiii. p. 471) that dried
hydrogen-sulphide gas has no action on the dried salts of
lead, cadmium, arsenic, &c.; and, in conjunction with Mr. F.
Wilson, it was shown that dried hydrogen-chloride gas is
without action on calcium or barium carbonates (Phil. Mag.
xxxiv. p. 117).
Silver chloride prepared in the dark, dried perfectly in an
air-bath, and then placed on a watch-glass in a desiccator
partially exhausted, was found to be not perceptibly darkened
in sunlight even after an exposure of some hours ; whereas a
rapid darkening takes place if moisture is introduced.
It is a well-known fact that paper, especially ordinary glazed
writing-paper, when moistened with a solution of potassium
iodide and exposed to the light, becomes of a brownish-violet
tint — due doubtless to the decomposition of the KI and liberation of the iodine.
The author finds that the progress of this change is subject
to several conditions. A solution of potassium iodide placed
on glass or porcelain becomes brown only after an exposure
of some days. This change, it is suggested, is due to either
the organic matter or the ozone in the atmosphere.
A piece of ordinary filter-paper soaked with a saturated
solution of KI was dried in the dark. When placed on a
watch-glass under a desiccator, no change took place on exposure even after some days ; although crystals of the salt
were formed on the paper. Moreover, generally speaking,
the wetter the paper the deeper was the tint produced. In
fact the tint was proportional to the quantity of water present.
When no water was present, then no change took place.
Further, a strip of filter-paper floated on the top of a solution
of KI for quite two hours in bright sunlight before any perceptible darkening occurred, although the underside had
assumed a deep brown tint.
But this change also depends on the kind of paper used ;
* Communicated by the Author. [As some of Mr. Hughes' results
have been anticipated by Mr. Baker (Proc. Chem. Soc. May 4, 189^3,
p. 129), he wishes it to be stated that the MS. was received by us on
April 21st.— Eds.]
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thus strips of highly glazed note-paper, ordinary filter-paper,
Swedish filter-paper, and vegetable parchment were cut,
soaked in the same KI solution, and exposed side by side to
bright sunlight. It was found that after some hours a gradation of tints was thus obtained, the deepest being that on the
glazed paper, whereas the tint of the parchment was almost
imperceptible. Hence this change is perhaps due to the
traces of chlorine invariably present in glazed paper. The
depth of tint in the same paper was affected by the surface on
which the paper lies. Thus, if lying on blotting-paper the
change was very minute, slightly more perceptible on glass or
polished surfaces, and most evident when on wood or other
rough surface. This chemical decomposition also took place
in the dark but more slowly; further, once the paper was
quite dry, no perceptible deepening in tint was observed. A
solution of potassium iodide may be kept in sunlight for an
indefinite period, provided it is not exposed to the atmosphere. This change is doubtless due to organic matter or
ozone present in the atmosphere, but is dependent on the
presence of moisture ; whereas the staining of paper by this
solution is due to the chlorine present or other constituent of
the glaze, and is also dependent on the j^resence of moisture.
Silver nitrate behaves closely similarly, as also to a lesser
degree does platinum chloride.
Some experiments were then made to determine the
question whether dried hydrochloric-acid gas has any action
on dry silver nitrate.
The gas was passed through a tube containing copper
filings (to remove chlorine), then through a series of dryingtubes containing strong H2SO4, and finally over P2O5 contained in a tube. This dried gas had no action on dried blue
litmus-paper. The silver nitrate was contained in a porcelain
boat, and had been previously heated to incipient fusion.
The gas was allowed to pass slowly through for about two
hours. A very slight change of colour was produced in the
silver salt, and a slight change did take place. By weighing
before and after, the amount oi' change was determined and
found to be 1*7 per cent, of the theoretical amount of change.
This experiment w^as conducted at the temperature of the
laboratory. An experiment conducted at 100° showed that
I'O per cent, of the theoretical amount of change had taken
place.
The action of dried HCl gas on dried manganese dioxide
was next investigated. This MnOa was prepared from a pure
manganous sulphate by treatment with bromine and caustic
soda.
It was thoroughly washed and dried.

Mr. R. E. Hughes on Water as a Catalyst.
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In this instance a decided change nndoubtedly takes place,
which appears to be totally independent of the absence or
presence of water. In one experiment the change observed
was 20 per cent, of the theoretical amount, this particular experiment being conducted at the temperature of the laboratory.
In an experiment conducted at 100° the change was 13 per
cent., whereas in another experiment conducted at the ordinary temiperature, as much as 42' 7 per cent, of the theoretical
amount of change took place. In all these experiments the
gas was allowed to pass for about three hours.
. Experiments of a different character were then undertaken.
An " inactive " solvent, such as anhydrous ether in one
case and benzene in another, was taken, and silver nitrate
dissolved in it by warming. Through the solution a current
of dried HCl gas was passed.
; For some time no change could be observed, and even
after one hour only a very slight turbidity was produced.
Using absolute alcohol as the solvent, a more decided precipitate was obtained at the end of one hour ; but the change
was still only very partial, as was shown by the remarkable increase in the precipitate on the addition of a minute
quantity of water.
Mercuric chloride was dissolved in absolute alcohol, and
through this solution a current of dried hydrogen sulphide
gas (dried according to the method described in Phil. Mag.
xxxiii. p. 471) was passed. For about a quarter of an hour
or even longer no change was noticed, then a slight turbidity
which became more perceptible, very slowly assuming a pale
yellow colour, then a darker yellow, and finally a greenish
yellow precipitate was obtained. No further change Avas
observed even after one hour and a half — the change is in
fact a limited one, and the green insoluble compound produced isdoubtless a double chloride and sulphide of mercury.
The addition of a little water instantly changed this green
precipitate to a black one. It is intended to repeat these
experiments quantitatively.
An experiment was conducted to determine whether dried
HCl gas and dried ammonia gas combine when mixed.
The method was as follows :— Two equall3^-sized U-shaped
glass tubes, with their limbs sealed, and having narrow side
delivery-tubes capable of being drawn out and sealed, were
taken. One of these tubes, in the bend of wdiich was placed
some freshly heated lime, was filled with dried anunonia gas
and sealed. The other tube, containing phosphorous pentoxide in the bend, was filled with dried hvdrochloric-acid gas
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and the side tube similarly drawn out and sealed. These
two tubes were then allowed to stand for three days. The
drawn-out ends were then joined by a piece of india-rubber
tubing, previously soaked in melted paraffin, and the ends
broken off.
The contents of the two tubes being thus placed in connexion with each other, were allowed to remain so for 24
hours.
No deposition of a solid on the clean sides of either tube
was noticed. On passing a current of air through the two
tubes the contents were driven out, a white fume being evident, however, only on the mixed gases reaching the outside
air, while simultaneously a strong odour of ammonia was
perceptible.
A similarly conducted experiment gave a similar result, so
that it seems certain that dried HCl and dried NH3 when
mixed do not combine.
Eastbourne Oolleore.

LY.
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Alternating Currents.
By Feederiok Bedell, Ph.D., and Albert
C. Ceehore, Ph.D., of Cornell Universitg.
(Whittaker and Co.)
PAUT I., of 207 pages, is an analytical treatment of the subject, and Part II., of 104 pages, is graphical.
The book is intended for students and engineers. Self-induction is regarded as constant and nothing is said of mutual induction
between circuits. The transformer is not touched upon. Simple
harmonic functions of the time are dealt with almost exclusively,
bat there are two short references to periodic functions in general.
In Part II. the same problems are considered in the same order as
in Part I.
The first eleven chapters, of 175 pages, deal with the following
problem :— Given e the electromotive force in a circuit, of resistance It,self-induction L, and containing a condenser of capacity
C, to find i the current. The solution of this problem for all cases
may be given in one page or in a thousand, depending upon the
previous knowledge of the reader. The authors of this book seem
at some places to assume a considerable amount of mathematical
knowledge ; where, as in chapters iii. and v. for example, they discuss very unnecessarily
the Atconditions
for 'Pda^-{-Qdg-\-Sdz
being
a complete
differential.
other places,
however, the whole
working-out of an easy integral is given, seeming to be copied
from a beginner's rough note-book. Begarded as exercise-work
on the application of the Calculus to alternating current problems,
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the book may be recommended to beginners, particularly as some
•numerical exercises are given, and some curves are given to illustrate the answers ; and the most general case is led up to gradually.
"We feel,
that theSurely
authors
have have
not been
takenbetter
advantage
of
their
goodhowever,
opportunity.
it would
to begin
by showing the student that in most practical problems d/dt enters
in a linear fashion, aud if we indicate it by d this symbol ma,y be
used like an algebraic quantity. Self-induction means a resistance
Ijd ; a condenser is represented by a resistance 1/C0 ; and the
problem of these eleven chapters is to find

^(E+Le+i,).
We are sorry to think that the authors mention so very few of
the interesting exercises which may be given to students on this
subject.
Chapters xii. and xiii. are devoted to a subject which is rather
remote from the prev^ious one; it is one on which they seem to
have written original scientiBc papers, — " circuits containing distributed capacity and self-induction." It is unfortunate that a
very serious mistake should be made at the beginning. The mistake leads to the equation

daf C^-R
df C*=0
dt .
fi+L
Now a very little consideration ought to have shown the authors
that the self-induction term must be of the same sign as the resistance term. If they had used the symbolical method already
referred to, they must have seen that they had only to use K-|-Lei,
instead of E in the equation as given by Lord Kelvin originally.
We have no time to investigate the amount of error which is
introduced by this negative self-induction into the results of the
authors, nor even to test their results by those given by Mr.
Heaviside (Phil. Mag. January 1887).
In Part II. there is no attempt to give new matter; students
who care for the graphical treatment of this subject will find it
sufficiently easy to understand.
Discussion of the Precision of Measurements, ivitli Examples tahen
mainly from Physics and Electrical Engineering. By Silas W.
HoLMAN, S.B. (176 pages). (Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner,
& Co., Limited.)
We understand that
of a regular course
chusetts Institute of
of an experimental

this is a publication of Prof. Holman's notes
of lectures delivered by him at the MassaTechnology. What is the probable accuracy
result ? What accuracy is essential ? How
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may a. sufficiently" accurate result be obtained with the least
trouble? All experimenters ask themselves these questions, and
often answer in an off-hand, unscientific way. Prof. Holm an is
impressed with the importance of establishing a course of procedure easily understood and fairly general, and not too laborious in
its application. As he says in his preface :— " In venturing to
urge the importance of the subject as a course of study for
engiueers and for students of physics, or other pure sciences, the
author would suggest the value of the attitude of mind produced
by it. One who has in any reasonable degree mastered its methods,
although he may never apply them directly, will not only have
increased his power to intelligently scrutinize experimental results,
but will have acquired a tendency to do so. And it is, perhaps,
not too much to hope that he may acquire a notion of a judicious
distribution of effort which, with the best of results to himself, he
may carry into quite other matters." The course of procedure
seems to us to be one w^hich is practised by every experienced
laboratory worker, and whether one ought to adopt it instinctively
and because it is natural to exercise some common sense even in a
physical laboratory, or whether the inexperienced laboratory worker
should study it by listening to lectures on it as a new science are
-questions which Prof. Holman's old pupils can best answer. An
experienced man who already follows the course of procedure will,
we think, read the book with greater pleasure and benefit than the
students for whom it has been written. In the planning of direct
measurement the method of procedure is summarized as follows :—
(a) Obtain a general idea of the proposed method, apparatus,
and conditions of work, or of several' methods, &c., from which
selection may be made.
(6) Make a thorough study of all discoverable sources of error,
taking preliminary observations if necessary.
(c) Plan the sufficient removal of all determinate sources of
error or determine corrections for them.
(d) Take the final series of observations.
Of course this summary gives only a one-sided view of the
teaching, but still the book is intended to be read by students who
need
these and
things.
"VVe should
have meetings
thought of
thata
work to
in be
thetaught
laboratory
attendance
at a few
Scientific Society would have better effected the author's purpose.
We can hardly forgive the author for ignoring altogether the use
of squared paper by experimenters.
Prof. Holman would, probably, deliver an interesting course of
lectures to babies to teach them how to walk ; but after all the
babies wi!l learn better through falling and crawling and general
experience. So a student will learn more in a good laboratory,
under an experienced demonstrator, than from this course of
lectures. It is the experienced demonstrator who will enjoy
reading the book.

[
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LVI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles,
ON THE DISENGAGEMENT OF HEAT OCCURRING
VIBRATIONS ARE
TRANSMITTED
THROUGH
KLEMENCIC.

WHEN ELECTRICAL
WIRES.
BY DR. I.

T^HE present research is concerned in the first place with the
-■- disengagement of heat which occurs when electrical vibrations
are transmitted through wires. For the experimental invest'gation
a method was used which consisted iu placing close to the wire to
be heated the junction of a thermo-element constructed of fine wires,
and measuring the heating of the wire due to the radiation against
the junction by the thermo-current produced.
The primary circuit furnished waves 3*3 m. in length, and consisted of two
brass disks 30 cm. in diameter, which were connected by a linear
conductor with a spark-gap in the middle.
An exactly similar
body constituted the secondary inductor, except that it had no
spark-gap, but the middle part of the linear conductor was formed
of the wires to be investigated.
Two experimental wires were
interposed; the length of both together was at most 12cm., while
the whole linear part of the secondary inductors had a length of
89 cm.
Experiments on the development of heat in wires led
thus to the question of the division of the electrical current in
vibrations.
With regard to the circumstance that the disengagement of heat in very rapid electrical oscillatioQs takes place almost
exclusively in the surface -layer, it seemed to the author not
unimportant to observe how in this case the intensity of the
radiation is related to the change of resistance of the heated wire,
and then further to investigate what is the value of this ratio with
constant current.
Measurements have shown that with wires of
the thickness here examined (0-037 cm.) there is no appreciable
difference in this respect.
The heat disengaged on the surface is
rapidly conducted to the interior of the wire.
It follows from the
experiments on the disengagement of heat that the resistance to
the passage of very rapid electrical vibrations depends on the
magnetizability of the wire in question, and on the kind of wire ;
yet as regards the latter in a way differing from the constant
current.
For several wires of different material 6 cm. in length
and 0*037 cm. in thickness, a heat is found in vibrations which is
approximately expressed by the following ratio :—
Iron : german silver : brass : copper =10-5 : 1*75 : 1 : 1.
The number for copper is probably too hirge, as it was inserted
in the series after a correction which was only approximately
correct.
If the formulae of Stefan are applied to these observations,
theory and experiment agree well in the combination german silverbrass. The combination german silver-copper did not give concordant values, which is partially due to the fact that in these
experiments all the conditions were not fulfilled which theory
requires.
Taking Stefan's formula the number 111 was obtained for the
magnetic permeability of iron, and in another 73. The observations
Phil. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 35. No. 217. June 1898.
2 P
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showed further that in the branching of electrical vibrations
the coefficient of self-induction is almost entirely of dominant
influence and not the resistance. — Wiener BeHcJite^ March 16,1893.
ON THE

POTENTIAL
BY PROF.

OF ELECTRICAL

DISCHARGE.

HEYDWEILLER.

The author, at the conclusion of a paper on this subject, gives
the following table for the values of the potential of discharge, v,
between equal spherical electrodes of radius r, for sparking-distances
d cm. ; the experiments were made by means of a spark-micrometer of suitable construction, so that no appreciable inductive
actions were to be feared. The experiments were made at a pressure
of 745 mm. and at a temperature of 18"^ C. ; for an increase of
pressure of 8 mm. or for a diminution of temperature of 3°, these
values are to be raised 1 per cent, in either case.

r=2'5 cm.
dcm.
0-5
0-6
0-7
0-8
0-9
1-0
11
1-2
1-3
1-4

d 01
cm. r= 1-0 cm.
tr

61-2
81-8-0
72
91-1
100-3
1277
109-5
118-6

136-7
1-5
145-6
1-6
154-1
V.
r = 0-5 cm.162-2
d cm.
01
0-2
16-0
0-3
27-9
0-4
0-5
48-5
- 37-9
57-7
0-6
0-7
66-4
0-8
0-9
73-5
10
80-3
85-3

I'.

0-2
0-3

270

0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7
0-8

37-9

15-7

10

58-3
48-3
67-9

1-2
1-4
1-6

104-3
86-8
77-5

cm.118-3
d cm r = 0'25 128-8
01
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-5
0-7
0-6

ro
1-5
0-8

V.

137-6

16-1
27-9
610
45-9
37-8
52-4
57-3
63-4
67-3

With the accuracy 90-0
of 1 per cent, which these values possess
as derived both from Paschen's observations and my own, they
will be sufficient in most cases for practical purposes,74-4
and will
probably have attained the limit of accuracy possible in such
cases. — Wiedemann's Anncden, xlviii. p. 213, 1893.
ON A PROPERTY

OF THE ANODES OF GEISSLER
BY E. GOLDSTEIN.

S TUBES.

"While a great number of properties of the kathode of induced
discharges in rarefied spaces have been made out, only a few properties of anodes are known. The following communication
describes a new property of the anode. If a vessel in which the
discharge takes place, one for instance with electrodes at the ends
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opposite - each other, exceeds a certain width, as the rarefaction
proceeds the positive light, if it does not wholly disappear, is reduced to a thin layer on the surface of the anode, and the anode
•' glows." In rarefied air, which is assumed to be the medium of
these experiments, the colour is peach-blossom. If an electrode is
made of pieces of different metals, for instance if a disk is used
half of aluminium and half of silver, the kathode light is generally
distributed over both halves of such an electrode, but shows far
greater brightness on the aluminium half. This probably depends,
as has already been observed by Hittorf, on the fact that the resistance to passage is considerably greater on a silver kathode than
on an aluminium one. If such an electrode, hitherto unused,
having a perfectly fresh surface is used as the anode, the glow
covers the whole of the anode side facing the kathode ; and assuming that both halves are symmetrical with respect to the kathode,
they show more or less approximately equal intensity. This
extension of the glow is also maintained if the discharge is
allowed to pass in the same direction, and occurs also if the
passage of the current is broken and then re-established in the
same direction. But if the current is reversed for a few seconds,
so that the compound electrode acts as a kathode, and then the
former direction is restored, the glow is bright on the silver half of
the anode, but on the alumiuium half it is either quite destitute
of light, or so pale that special attention is necessary to see
the light. The boundary of light exactly corresponds to the line
of separation of the two surfaces. The discharge light at the
anode accordingly despises that metal which is favoured by the
kathode light, and occurs with brightness on that surface on which
the kathode light shows the least intensity.
The phenomenon was also demoiistrated also with a series of
other electrode surfaces. In an aluminium circular disk of 4 centim.
diameter, a star-shaped surface of silver was let in. The glow at
the anode was limited to the silver star, the whole surrounding
surface being destitute of light.
If in an aluminium disk, several centimetres in diameter, numerous detached silver points are inlaid in circles of j millim. to 2J
millim. in diameter, the anode luminosity occurs at all the silver
points, while the intermediate aluminium parts remain dark. By
arranging the silver points, any given luminous figures can be obtained, stars, arabesques, &c.
If, on the other hand, aluminium parts are let in a silver disk,
the whole of the disk is luminous except the aluminium, which remains dark. If the anode consists of a chain of alternate links of
aluminium and silver, only the silver ones are luminous. Silver
when used as kathode in rarefied air soon tarnishes, beconnng
steel-yellow to steel-blue.
The author will elsewhere enter more minutely on the phenomenon described, especially as to the behaviour of other metals and
in other gases. — Verhandl. der Fhi/s. Gesellschuft Berlin, Dec. 16,
1892; Wiedemann's yljmrt/g/i, May 1S93.
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